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"FAIRNESS" IN LOVE AND WAR.

"All 's fair in love and war" is, perhaps, the most famous, though

not the oldest of all proverbs. It is also the most inclusive, for it

appeals alike to the founders and to the destroyers of human socie-

ties. The revelations of our divorce courts and the discussion evoked

by such books as Mr. Allen's "The Mettle of the Pasture," the cap-

ture of Aguinaldo and other incidents of the campaign in the Philip-

pines, and the wiles of party politics throughout the nation furnish

striking examples of individual and collective faith in the ethics of

this trite saying.

The association of war and love in the same adage corresponds, in

its rudest and simplest form, to the practice once in vogue among
certain Californian Indians of arousing in themselves the proper

war mood by singing, " Let 's go carry off the young women !
" With

many barbarous tribes and peoples in the early stages of civiliza-

tion "wife getting" is the motive of innumerable war expeditions

and the cause of endless intertribal disputes. Indeed, some author-

ities have looked on this as the prime reason for war in the begin-

nings of culture. The rape of the Sabine women, the carrying-off

of Helen, and the events chronicled or remembered in Irish legend,

English ballad, German fairy-tale, and Slavonic folk-song find their

analogues all over the globe.

Yet not always has the epic glorified war and love thus coupled

in deceit. Spenser, "the poets' poet," tells us, in the first stanza of

his " Faery Queen," that

Fierce wars and faithful loves shall moralize my song.

And some poets of savage and barbarous peoples might, long before

him, have said at least as much.

1.

" All 's fair in love and war " may be said to express a conceit of

barbarism and civilization rather than a thought of primitive man, for

in the very first stages of society " fierce wars " were probably as rare
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as "faithful loves " were common. The facts of evolution and the

struggle for existence by no means imply that the earliest creatures

deserving the name of human beings lived in a state of hardly inter-

mittent combat. Still less does evolution mean that the relations of

the sexes with each other began in universal promiscuity, out of which,

through polygamy, arose a certain precarious monogamy, the perfec-

tion of which has been the hardest task of modern culture. Major

J. W. Powell has thus described really primitive man : "We must think

of mankind as scattered everywhere throughout the world in little

tribes at the beginning of culture,— a tribe on this plain, a tribe by

that bay, a tribe on that shore of the ocean ; little tribes scattered

over the whole of the habitable earth, all beginning their industries,

mainly in stone art ; beginning their speech mainly in mimic words
;

beginning their pleasures mainly in the same childish sports, in the

same athletic exercises, in the same games of divination and chance.

. . . The whole habitable earth covered with tribes, not closely crowd-

ing one another, perhaps, but covered with little tribes, each speaking

its own language and engaging in its own activities of all classes."

In such a state of human society, peace, not war, would be the rule,

and conditions would make for monogamy, not promiscuity. Prince

Kropotkin has well said : "At no period of man's life were wars the

normal state of existence. While warriors exterminated each other,

and the priests celebrated their massacres, the masses continued to

live their daily life, they prosecuted their daily toil." War is a pro-

duct of later stages of human progress than those represented by

strictly primitive man, whose peaceful predilections were assured, as

Letourneau and Shaler have pointed out, by the fact that the anthro-

poid and the proto-anthropoid ascendants in the series were, as their

nearest relatives to-day still are, among the least "warlike" of all

animals. "Nature, red in tooth and claw," lay far from the immediate

birth of man. Long before that event we glimpse the lessening role

of physical combat and the emergence of mental rather than carnal

athletics. One epitome of the story is to be seen in the development

of the human finger-nail, which, in the words of Professor Shaler,

demonstrates how "the grim needs of militancy gave place to the

higher service of intelligence." Hardly, therefore, could the first

fairness which the race knew have been derived from war. The in-

stinctive trust of the fireside antedated the confidence born of battle

experiences. The simple group distribution of early man favored,

too, the development of the family with monogamic sex relations.

An excellent example of this condition of affairs may be seen in the

Veddas of Ceylon, one of the most primitive peoples now existing on

the earth, who are strictly monogamous (they say "death alone can

separate husband and wife," and punish adultery with death). They
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are likewise a very peaceable and a very truthful race (according to so

careful observers as the brothers Sarasin " they have not yet acquired

the art of lying"). Here, evidently, "all's fair in love and war"
could not have the significance it has with the civilized nations of

to-day. Nor can it apply even to the belligerent ones among these

primitive groups, as a general rule. The savage Seri of the Gulf of

California, whose dislike of the alien amounts to a " race-sense," are,

to judge from McGee's recent careful study of them, practically mono-
gamic (the polygyny now noticeable being of not very remote origin

and incidental, not primal), with a curious moral test, and a consider-

able appreciation of woman for so uncouth a race of men. With the

Seri, who represent one of the very lowest stages of American Indian

culture, all might be fair, possibly in war, but certainly not in love,

for concerning them we are told :
" Marriage is one of the profound-

est sacraments of the tribe, penetrating the innermost recesses of

tribal thought, and interwoven with the essential fibres of tribal ex-

istence. Few, if any, other peoples devote such anxious care to

their mating as do the Seri ; and among no other known tribe or

folk is the moral aspect of conjugal union so rigorously guarded by
collective action and individual devotion."

The predominance of militancy in barbarism and in certain stages

of civilization led sometimes to the utter subjection of woman as the
" weaker vessel," to be kept in ignorance and to be deceived as

man's will, fancy, or passion moved him ; and sometimes to a sort of

protective hypocrisy among women, who before men's faces tried

to be what they wanted them to be, and behind their backs mocked
and cheated them to their heart's content. The one idea was in full

flourish in western Africa in the beginning of the last century, the

other reached its climax in mediaeval Europe. The first finds rude

aesthetic expression in the mummery and masquerading of " Mumbo-
Jumbo," the second appears as brick in the fabliaux and as marble

in the Decameron. It is a long way from the barbarous imposition of

the African to the polished deceit and finesse of the Middle Ages and

their twentieth-century representatives, but the source of these tricks

and artifices is in all periods to be met in the overweening masculin-

ity of man and in the genius of woman in acting and in fiction, which

she can turn to utilitarian advantage in the field of her own loves

no less than she can employ it impersonally in the creations of the

drama and the novel. Woman's apparent advantage in these mat-

ters is, however, counteracted by man's tendencies to unisexual club-

life, leading to a more general assent on his part to the dictum "all 's

fair in love" than her greater conscientiousness and her more lively

feelings of jealousy towards her own sex would permit her to create,

or, having created, to maintain. In his attempts to deceive, man has
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so often the aid of his fellow males en masse, woman as frequently

the handicap of her higher humanity.

One aspect of "fairness " is concerned with the way in which many

uncivilized and some civilized peoples initiate boys into manhood as

preparation for the " campaign " of wife-getting. Numerous secret

societies, "men's clubs," bachelors' organizations, etc., such as the

" Mumbo-Jumbo " and its kin in western Africa, the Melanesian

" Duk-Duk " and the like, exist for the purpose of keeping the women
and children under and subjecting them to the whims and caprices

of the men, through fear inspired by the sight of masks, ceremonies,

and other things entirely controlled by the " stronger " sex. At the

proper time, boys are let into the secrets of these mummeries, their

hollowness and mockery are disclosed to them, and they are sworn to

continue to deceive the women and children as their fathers have done.

The boy's entrance upon manhood is coincident with his adoption of

a creed of deception. The complex initiation ceremonies of the Aus-

tralian aborigines lead the youth along the same path. After the

fright and the pain of his " man-making " are over he learns that

the terrible things which he has heard, seen, and felt are all " make-

believe," intended to cause the women to recognize the superiority of

the men. To be sure, in a few parts of the world women have similar

institutions to make felt their power over the men, but not posses-

sing the " social " solidarity of the men, their efforts are not rewarded

with very great success, except in rare instances. In stages of so-

ciety like those noted above, the youth, as a male, is made to regard

woman as decidedly his inferior and a legitimate object of his deceit.

He may dupe her as his elders duped him. In less complete and

effective form, the African and Australian systems of "keeping the

women down " are to be found in parts of America and even in civ-

ilized Europe. Dr. Heinrich Schurtz, who has made a special study

of these institutions, points out how many of the social establish-

ments of the present time— men's clubs, orders, secret societies,

political and religious, and even educational organizations, etc. —
have been devised in a spirit of " patronage " of woman, or with open

declaration of belief in her inferiority and concealed or expressed

intention to condone a good deal of unfair dealing towards her.

Much of the Australian and the African philosophy lies hid in what

"we men" think of and do to " those women."
In cases where unfairness is permitted in matters of love, savage

and barbarous peoples often allow both sexes an equal " right to do

wrong." The woman's way of capturing a husband is sometimes

quite as outre" as is the man's fashion of obtaining a wife. In some
of the Malay countries (according to Skeat) the would-be husband is

put through a severe examination at the hands of the female relatives
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of the bride, which is fully the equivalent of the "looking over the

bride" in vogue in some parts of the globe, savage and civilized.

And if the idea that "all's fair in love" happens to be current with

a people among whom the women do the wooing, the young man is

hard put to it in the way of proper deportment.

That women, as well as " mice and men," can " plan " most cleverly

is seen from the story of an Ojibwa Indian maiden recorded by
Schoolcraft. The young man who had been visiting her, apparently

to her satisfaction, was dilatory about proposing. So beneath the

robes on the floor of the tent where he reposed, when on love's

errand, she constructed a deep pit, after the manner of a trapper

of big game, and neatly disguised it. The swain, throwing himself

down unsuspectingly, soon found himself headforemost in the hole,

where he remained until he had consented to become the husband of

the artful maiden.

In some of the Indo-Pacific countries the amorous swain is invei-

gled into a room richly hung with primitive tapestry and ornament,

and, if he will not have her who is wooing him thus, has by custom

to pay for the extra beautifying of the house into which he has

come. And in some other parts of the world the " ways of a maid "

are very peculiar.

The conduct of engaged couples is one of the problems of modern
society. In America, as in some other civilized lands, it is no great

offence for another admirer of a young lady to win her affections

away from her affianced lover, though happily it is not in the list of

social virtues. " Fairness " in love still permits this issue, and the

world generally contemplates the situation with equanimity. Such

affairs often recall, in a marked fashion, "marriage by capture" and

"wife-getting" among some of the less civilized races of mankind,

where the fact of a young woman having been chosen by another is

held to be excellent reason for securing her for one's self. Some
men, in both barbarism and culture, seem to be under the necessity

of having the drama of wooing enacted beneath their very eyes

before they can nerve themselves to the task of choosing a mate.

Then, too, the " campaign " of love has its camp followers, taking no

share in the chances and dangers of battle, but ready ever to plunder

the victor in unwary moments. In many parts of the world " being

engaged" is a much more serious thing than it is with the "summer
girl " at the seashore. Savage and barbarous tribes, who agree with

the old antiquarian, Selden, in esteeming marriage a "desperate"

thing, often separate engaged couples altogether, allowing them no

communication of any sort, not even a sight of each other. The

time between betrothal and marriage is one of
f

avoidance, willing or

imposed, of each other's society,— almost the direct opposite of the
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practice in some parts of America and Europe. This separation of

betrothed couples, with the idea of keeping them "safe" till the

marriage ceremony has been performed, is in vogue in divers regions

of the East Indies. Sometimes it is the girl upon whom is laid the

duty of keeping out of her lover's way during this period. In parts

of New Guinea, if she sees her lover coming, the girl must hide in

the woods till he is past, and Skeat informs us that the Malay girl is

"watchful as a tiger" in her efforts not to let her lover get a sight

of her. A widespread and protracted duration of such a taboo

between engaged couples would, according to Mr. Crawley, who has

written an interesting book on primitive marriage, account for some
of the "uncanny feeling" in these matters still persisting in society

to-day.

Uncivilized peoples, more than civilized, have diminished the pos-

sibility of " deceit " both before and after marriage by imposing upon
the unmarried, the married, and the widowed certain distinctions in

dress and ornament which make known beyond a doubt the social

condition of the wearer. Of this custom the girl's long braid of hair,

the ring, and the widow's weeds are about all that survive in the high-

est modern culture. This revelation of one's sexual standing is not

confined to one sex alone, for among many barbarous tribes youth

and maiden alike have to inform the primitive public in some such

way of their present expectations, as their elders are also bound to

do concerning their past experiences. The young men of the

Admiralty Islands, like the young women of the Shulis of Central

Africa, indicate their unmarried state by their dress and ornamen-

tation. Among the natives of the Andaman Islands, in the Bay of

Bengal, where painting the body is much in vogue with both sexes,

the unmarried are forbidden to paint their necks. Among the Tapuya
Indians of Brazil, the presence of some red paint about the eyes of

a young girl signified that, although she had not yet been courted by
any man, her mother was perfectly willing that she should be. The
Burun negroes of the Blue Nile region have quite an elaborate sys-

tem. Unmarried girls wear an apron in front ; married women one

in front and one behind ; women who have already been mothers, two

in front, one over the other. Methods of dressing the hair, tattoo-

marks, etc., serve in other parts of the world for like purposes. The
Coyotero Apache virgin, or unmarried woman, wears her hair in a

coil ; among the Mold the fashion is to wear it in a disc at each side

of the head.

Investigation of mediaeval and modern peasant Europe (the Teu-
tonic countries in particular) reveals many ways in which the right

of young couples to pair off and sort themselves without the inter-

ference of the rest of the community has been acknowledged. During
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the period of this "agreement" such practices as engaged couples

allow themselves with us in respect to other young people are not at

all tolerated, and would be not only "bad form" but bad morals as

well. The " auctioning off" of maidens, the " May sales," the "Val-

entine choosing," and kindred customs, not yet entirely extinct,

belong here. Schurtz is of opinion that the childish custom of eating

a "filipina," or, as the Germans have it, a Vielliebc/ien, with any

one, is a reduced form of the same practice. The "girl auction" is

still remembered in parts of Rhenish Germany, Westphalia, Hesse,

etc. In the Mosel country, the day on which this allotment of the

maidens among the young men takes place is called " Valentine's

day," which brings it into relation with certain English customs

belonging to the same general folk-idea. In the Italian Tyrol and in

the southern Vosges, the apportionment takes place at a " March-

fire." In divers parts of Germany (according to Schulte, etc.) it

occurred on May-day, or thereabouts. The result of the "auction-

ing," "pairing," "allotment," "sale," "loan," etc., was to secure that

the couples should have a free opportunity to discover whether they

were suited to each other enough to become partners for life at the

end of this probationary period, during which nothing but innocent

endearments and love tokens were permitted to be interchanged.

The length of this period was usually a year, or from early spring to

late harvest, and within those limits neither the youth nor the maid

was allowed to dance with, coquette with, or have any love passages

whatsoever with anybody else, — they were to be, or to try to be,

sufficient unto themselves. The "auctioneer," like the oracle-keeper

of old, made his decisions run along the lines of matches already

practically accomplished, where such existed, and no great injustice

seems to have been attempted ; and as a rule the youth had no great

difficulty in obtaining the girl of his choice. The "auction" some-

times consists merely in announcing publicly, one after another, the

names of the couples who have agreed to keep company with each

other exclusively for the next year ; in some cases, however, a list of

all the unmarried girls is prepared, and considerable teasing and

good-natured badgering occurs before like gets like. In some regions

the list appears to have been hung up in a public place, and the

swains marked upon it their preferences. In the Schwalm country

the youths and maidens assemble on the night of the first of May
beneath the village linden, and one of the former, who has climbed

up into the tree, sings an interrogative verse, in response to which

the rest chant the names of a couple, whose hearts have already, to

the common knowledge, commenced to beat as one. Then the com-

pany sing: "The first year for love, the second year for marriage,"

etc. The same general sense of fairness which meets us in these
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practices is to be found also in the song games of our children, so

often reflecting the doings of their elders of former generations.

This is seen in the familiar

Choose to the east, and choose to the west,

Choose the very one you love best

;

If he (she 's) not here to take your part,

Choose the next one to your heart.

The children's songs reveal the fact, also, that the "choosing" was

not always confined to the "sterner" sex, as we know it was not

among many primitive peoples, with whom the woman has practically

all to do in selecting a life partner. The numerous children's games

in which the girl has to " name her beau " go back to such a condi-

tion of affairs, according to some authorities. To the men's choosing

go back such song games as " Here she stands, a lovely creature,"

" Down in the meadow," and many more. The parallels between

the customs of adults among savage and barbarous peoples (likewise

among the ignorant and uncultivated classes of the civilized races)

and the plays and games of children are often very noteworthy here.

And the general sense of fairness inherent in children's games can

also be observed, more than is commonly believed, in the actions of

primitive men.
ii.

Not all savage and barbarous peoples, as many suppose, believe

that "anything is fair in war." Even the Malays, reputed the most

treacherous of mankind, do not blindly assent to such a proposition.

Montaigne, in the sixteenth century, knew this, for in one of his

essays he writes :
" In the kingdom of Ternate, among those nations

which we, so full-mouthed, call barbarous, the custom beareth that

they never undertake a war before the same be denounced, there-

unto adding an ample declaration of the means they have to employ

therein, what manner and how many men, what munition, and what

arms either offensive or defensive. Which done, they also establish

as a law that, without reproach or imputation, it shall be lawful for

any man, in their wars, to use what advantage soever may in any

sort further or help them to vanquish."

What Montaigne recorded of the natives of the Moluccas might

have been said at a much later period of other tribes of Malayan

stock. With the Malays of Menangkabau in Sumatra (perhaps the

original home of that race), war, as Steinmetz observes, was as care-

fully regulated at least as is the modern European duel. Wars
between tribes or states had to take place on neutral ground, or on

land belonging to private individuals, for the use of which both sides

had to pay. Battles could occur but once a week, and they were

engaged in only by the champions of each tribe, who attacked each
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other with stones and other weapons, cheered on by their fellow

tribesmen, and by the women, who furnished meat and drink. Gen-
eral contests were rare, and the slaying or wounding of any combatant
seems to have brought about the cessation of hostilities and the con-

clusion of peace. Marsden, the historian of Sumatra, writing in the

eighteenth century, informs us that, notwithstanding the fact that

incessant warfare existed between certain tribes of that island, battles

could be fought only at fixed hours of the day. Similar limitations

of warfare are reported from various parts of the Archipelago, from

Java to Timor. Among the natives of Ponape, in the Carolines, war

had been so "reduced" that after six months' fighting scarcely a

wounded, not to say a dead, man could be counted on either side.

The Tobas, by preference, fought their battles in an open field, and

the side upon which the first man was killed withdrew at once, con-

sidering itself defeated. The Bataks of Sumatra fixed the distance

at which the two sides should stand from each other before beginning

to shoot. Among some of the natives of the islands of Torres Straits

and parts of Australia the noise and din of battle are fearful, but the

moment one of the combatants is tomahawked the fight is over and

friendship is renewed amid great feasting. This feasting after battle

is characteristic of many savage and barbarous peoples of the Indo-

Pacific area, and some of the war ideas here considered contributed,

no doubt, to make many of them a rather easy prey for white sol-

diery. One is surprised at the extent to which war, with many of

these peoples, partakes of the nature of a regulated combat, like the

duel, instead of being everywhere and always a promiscuous action

with endless carnage. From another point of view war here is

almost a "picnic."

Letourneau selects the New Caledonians as exemplifying war at

its worst among savages ; here all devices, traps, lures, and decep-

tions are practised. Yet the related Australians and Tasmanians

evinced a sort of chivalry quite unexpected in such quarters. This

primitive desire for fairness, while it did not, of course, mean the

absence of treachery and ambush in intertribal wars or combats with

the whites, was so strong with the Australians that before attacking

unarmed Europeans they sometimes furnished them with weapons

to use against them. Some Australian battles are nothing more than

a series of duels involving successively all the combatants, each

of whom had to give and to receive (without parrying) a blow, the

victory falling to the side that was least "used up."

"Stop the war" movements are often more successful among

savage and barbarous peoples than among civilized. In several

regions of the East Indies, Australasia, etc., any woman can put an

end to the fighting at once, — on the island of Teti, by throwing her
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sarong or kirtle (which the men dare not touch without her permis-

sion) into the midst of the combatants ; in the Aru Archipelago by

throwing among them the back part of her girdle, which is also tabu

and may not be touched. Somewhat similar virtues were attached

to the mandili or head-cloth of the women of the Tushi, a mountain-

people of the Caucasus. The women of the Ossetes, another Cau-

casian people, are said to have been able to stop at least for a time

the fiercest combat. Among the Albanian mountaineers women not

only put an end to street fights, but save their villages from the direct

results of war, by making their way between the two lines of warriors

and compelling, by such action, a cessation of arms. With some of

the native tribes of Australia women had the same privilege, and Dio-

dorus records how certain ancient African peoples gave up battling

when aged women threw themselves between the combatants, and a

similar custom was known to the Sabines, and to the famous Circas-

sians of the Caucasus. It is reported also from some of the Ameri-

can Indian tribes (in Louisiana, e.g.). Indeed, we hardly expected to

find so widespread among savage and barbarous peoples the recogni-

tion of such powers and privileges in women, both individually and

collectively.

Women have also the power to relieve war of much of its horrors

by interfering on behalf of prisoners, slaves, etc. The classic example

of Pocahontas could be paralleled in almost any region of the globe

among the "lower" races. Among the ancient Slavs a man who
was under the protection of the women was safe even from "blood

revenge." At the Australian borbobies, or intertribal " tournaments,"

the men of the defeated party are protected by the women (elderly

and middle-aged), and in the territory of the Goajiro Indians (Vene-

zuela) it was safe to travel in the company of a woman in war time.

Actions like that of Pocahontas, in saving the life of Captain John
Smith, were often not at all love episodes, but merely the impulsive

or the deliberate exercise of a well-understood right and privilege.

In stages of human society where "mother right" and allied insti-

tutions prevailed, and the women were the arbiters in the matter of

adoption, which plays so large a role in savage and barbarous life,

the captive children or even adults were assured of a condition by

no means very inferior to that of the generality of their class among
the victors. Adoption, regulated by the women, was thus a great

ameliorator of the results of primitive warfare. Moreover, there was

at first no great reason why, after the battle was over, the survivors

of the defeated party should be treated otherwise by the victors than

as practically their equals, the general desire to restore as nearly as

possible the status quo making its effect felt here as elsewhere. So
we find that the imposing of degrading and humiliating conditions
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upon a defeated foe, while known to all stages of man and, except

the earliest beginnings, is not at all a constant mark of either sav-

agery or barbarism. Captive children especially would be adopted

by the victorious party and treated exactly as their own children.

Later, as Major Powell has shown, come slavery and "perpetual

younger brotherhood," with increasing limitations and deprival of

privileges and individual rights. Until such ideas crept in, human
societies had no desire for adding to themselves people who would

not be practically their equals. Among the Ossetes of the Caucasus

merely to touch the breasts of a woman secured adoption. Appre-

ciation of bravery and other qualities among savage and barbarous

peoples often led to the same results in the case of adults. In early

human society women have had great powers and privileges as peace-

makers, and all over the world their competency as ambassadors has

been acknowledged. They have thus been enabled to make their

influence felt in the terms of treaties, and sometimes their mere

presence has brought about peace. The border warfare of the Alba-

nian mountaineers was often brought to a close by preliminary peace

negotiations inaugurated by an "embassy" of women. The Austra-

lian blacks have their pulara, or women peacemakers. In parts of

New Guinea a peace party would not be listened to unless one at

least of its members was a woman. The old women of the Tasma-

nians were arbiters both in times of peace and in war; so too the

Circassian women. The ancient Celts, as well as the Teutons, knew

women as peacemakers. During the Middle Ages in Europe princely

women were often preferred as arbiters and peace ambassadors.

With not a few savage and barbarous peoples war itself was not

"fair" until the women of the tribe had sanctioned it. Some of the

Iroquois recognized women as the proper persons to begin negotia-

tions of peace with the enemy, and allowed them to veto proposals

of war.

The ancient Romans, at various periods of their history, placed on

record their belief that not all things were fair in war. With the

Sabine treatment of the false Tarpeia may be compared the punish-

ment meted out by the Roman general Camillus to the Faliscan school-

master, who betrayed his pupils into the hands of their enemies.

The Roman Senate interfered to prevent the widow of Regulus, who

had been tortured by the Carthaginians, from carrying beyond human

belief the cruelties inflicted by her upon illustrious Carthaginian pris-

oners handed over to her tender mercies. More than once the sen-

ators of the Eternal City contrasted the action of the Roman people

in these matters with " Punic wiles " and " Greek policies." And

though their descendants in later days have furnished us with

Machiavellianism and often illustrated but too well the cunning of
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the proverb, b per fortuna b per ingegno vincere (" by fortune or by

wit to win "), the wars and battles of the Middle Ages prove that

other ideas of fairness sometimes prevailed. Though the Romans
denounced the "policies" of the Greeks, some of the Hellenic tribes

were even more desirous than they to escape the imputation of

deception and treachery in war. The Achaeans, whose name came

to be poetically applied to all the Greeks, were especially famed for

their adhesion to the code of virtue and valor alone.

Perhaps the oldest and most interesting, though now the least

known, of all the declarations of what is not "fair" in war is to be

found in The Laws of Manu, the sacred code of the ancient Hindus,

a work dating from about the beginning of the Christian era. The
prohibitions are as follows :

—
" When he fights with his foes in battle, let him not strike with

weapons concealed (in wood), nor with (such as are) barbed, poisoned,

or the points of which are blazing with fire.

" Let him not strike one who (in fight) has climbed on an emi-

nence, nor a eunuch, nor one who joins the palms of his hands (in

supplication), nor one who (flees) with flying hair, nor one who sits

down, nor one who says I am thine.

"Nor one who sleeps, nor one who has lost his coat-of-mail, nor

one who is naked, nor one who is disarmed, nor one who looks on

without taking part in the fight, nor one who is fighting with another

(foe).

" Nor one whose weapons are broken, nor one afflicted (with sor-

row), nor one who has been grievously wounded, nor one who is in

fear, nor one who has turned to flight
;
(but in all cases let him)

remember the duty (of honorable warriors)."

It must be admitted that this code is very inclusive, and not all

the warring nations of the twentieth century could live up to it.

The " city of refuge" is one of the primitive methods of lessening

the evils of war. The idea of a " city of refuge " is not confined, as

some suppose, to the ancient Israelites, but was well known to some
of the American aborigines, particularly the Creeks, the Cherokees,

and part of the northern Iroquois. To these towns even the wilful

murderer sometimes could escape till the anger of the relatives and

friends of his victim was appeased. The Cherokee town of Echota

and the Creek town of Coosa were "cities of refuge," and the latter,

Mr. Mooney tells us, "although then (in the middle of the eighteenth

century) almost deserted and in ruins, was still a place of safety for

one who had taken human life without design." Out of these towns,

in which no blood could be shed, may have developed the "peace

towns " of the Indians of the southeastern United States. The
Creeks had their "red towns," in which the spirit of warfare was
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kept alive, and raids and military expeditions encouraged and pro-

moted ; and the "white" or " peace " towns, which were as much
devoted to the furtherance of peace with its attendant arts and in-

dustries. To these " peace towns " the epithets "old beloved, ancient,

holy, or white " were applied. The Senecas, one of the great

divisions of the Iroquoian stock, had a very remarkable institution,

which has been lately written of by Mr. Carrington as follows :
" The

stronghold or fort, Gau-stra-yea, on the mountain ridge, four miles

east of Lewiston, had a peculiar character as the residence of a virgin

queen known as the 'Peacemaker.' When the Iroquois confeder-

acy was first formed the prime factors were mutual protection and

domestic peace, and this fort was designed to afford comfort and

relieve the distress incident to war. It was a true ' city of refuge,'

to which fugitives from battle, whatever their nationality, might flee

for safety and find generous entertainment. Curtains of deerskin

separated pursuer and pursued while they were being lodged and

fed. At parting, the curtains were withdrawn, and the hostile par-

ties, having shared the hospitality of the queen, could neither renew

hostility or pursuit without the queen's consent." The "refuge" idea

is also found among various other primitive peoples.

In the camping circles of the Siouan Indians the war element had

its position on the right, the peace element on the left, and each of

the tribes seems to have had peace gentes as well as war gentes.

This separation of the warlike and the peaceable members of the

community is known in various ways to other and even less cultured

tribes.

With many uncivilized peoples the proportion of individuals en-

gaged in warlike enterprises is often very small. The Creeks used

to carry on the warfare in small bodies ; some consisted of no more

than four men, and Dr. Gatschet informs us that with them " it is

not recollected by the oldest man that more than one half of the

nation ever went to war at the same time, or 'took the war talk.'"

Moreover, "every Creek town could go on the warpath or stay at

home in spite of any wish or decree issued by the chiefs or assem-

bled warriors." When after argument had been exhausted the "Great

Warrior " left the council, such as were for war followed him out,

but the rest went the way of peace. This voluntary aspect of war

and peace among uncivilized peoples is a most interesting and im-

portant phase of early human society.

Primitive chiefs, as a rule, since their office was often more of a

social or religious than of an exclusively military character, used their

influence on the side of peace. Many Indian tribes had their peace

chiefs no less than their war chiefs, the latter most frequently exer-

cising authority in war time only, and over warriors alone sometimes,
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the former being the real head of the tribe, for even savage and bar-

barous stages of culture have seen that war is the temporary and the

unusual, not the permanent and the common, condition of human
affairs. Many such peoples, like the Omaha Indians, as described

by the late J. Owen Dorsey, had neither standing armies (or militia),

official generals, or permanent war chiefs, while all military service,

from the highest to the lowest, was voluntary in all cases. Wars of

long duration were practically unknown, and battles few in number.

From these facts we can see that, if savage and barbarous peoples

have not all reached the ideal of the one part of the well-known

song,
If I were King of France,

Or, still better, Pope of Rome,
I 'd have no fighting men abroad,

Or weeping maids at home,

many of them have succeeded in letting

Those who make the quarrels be the only ones to fight.

This brief survey of the topics suggested by the familiar saying,

"All's fair in love and war," ought to leave us with a better opinion

of mankind, past and present, than its specious popularity would

seem to indicate. We have seen that, from the beginning until now,

neither treacherous war nor faithless love has at any period been the

ideal of all the races of man. The deeper social tradition and the

individual conscience have always inclined man to deal honorably

with friend and with foe. Perfidious killing and lying have never

had the unanimous approval of the generations that have preceded

us. In every age they have been strong in numbers and in intelli-

gence who have declared, with the old Roman writer:—
" A wise and religious man will know that is victory indeed, which

shall be attained with credit unimpeached and dignity untainted."

And neither the " hell " of war nor the "heaven" of love has

power to change the eternal-human.

Alexander F. Chamberlain.
Clark University, Worcester, Mass.
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GYPSY AND ORIENTAL MUSIC.

All Hungarian musicians are Gypsies. All Hungarian music is

simply Gypsy music. Liszt states this, and it is true. The state-

ments can be applied to Rumania and Bessarabia with almost as

much truth as to Hungary. It is the same in Bulgaria, European

Turkey, and the whole Balkan peninsula. Although the Slavs them-

selves are a musical people, yet in Servia, Herzegovina, Bosnia, and

Croatia the Gypsy musicians and music are as popular as in Hun-
gary. Everywhere are seen the Gypsy bands and the Gypsy bag-

piper, playing in the centre of a circle of Slavs dancing the Kolo
around him.

The intense love of the Russians for their Gypsy singers and cho-

ruses is well known. They are found all over Russia, while in Little

and Southern Russia we find Gypsy musicians much like those in

Hungary and Rumania.

In Spain are 50,000 Gypsies. Many of them are musicians,

singers, and dancers. Some are famous for their accomplishments,

and become rich in their professions. Most of the bull-fighters are

Gypsies.

All the public musicians, singers, and dancers in Persia are Gyp-

sies called there Karachi (^t^), Lull (^y>\ Lurl {^yi\ Mutrib

{^jhjc), etc. This statement is also true of Syria, Mesopotamia,

and Egypt, where various names are applied to them, Nuri (^vji),

pi. Nawar (;y), rawazi (^\yk), 'Alimah (xJU), pi. 'Awalim
(J\y&),

etc.

I do not intend to include the religious and military music, or that

of the poets and rhapsodists. In Egypt and Syria also are a few
male performers not Gypsies, and in recent years foreign music and
musicians are sometimes heard in the larger cities.

Still in all these Oriental countries people are extremely fond of

music. In every house is found some musical instrument, a lute

(c>jx.jt), al'ud, a tambourine, castanets, a hand drum, etc. All the

girls and women sing, play, and dance, but only at home. The boys

and men too often take part in these pastimes.

The Gypsies number in Egypt about 40,000, in Asiatic Turkey
60,000, and, according to Major Sykes ("Ten Thousand Miles in

Persia," p. 438), 100,000 in Persia. In Hungary and the Balkan

peninsula are 500,000 Gypsies, and in the rest of Europe 100,000.
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Although not numerous in Turkestan (5000), Beluchistan (2000),

and Afghanistan, in all music, song, and the dance is one of their

principal occupations.

There is another prominent trade of the Gypsies in the Orient

which should be considered in connection with this subject. It is

the trade of showmen. In Persia, Turkestan, Syria, Mesopotamia,
and Egypt all the athletes, acrobats, slight-of-hand performers, tight-

rope dancers, men with performing animals (bears, donkeys, goats,

dogs, monkeys), and Punch and Judy shows, snake-charmers and
snake-catchers, are Gypsies. These countries have no theatres, no
concert halls, no circuses. The Gypsy showmen take the place of

these, and they are very popular and numerous.

When the rude Arabs conquered Persia in the seventh century

they found a music highly developed. They took this back with

them to Syria, Egypt, and along the north coast of Africa to Spain.

With them also went bowed instruments, as the rebab, which spread

into Europe and became the origin of our violin. Did the Gypsies

go with them ? What influence have the Gypsies had upon and in

introducing musical instruments into the various countries where

Gypsies are now found, and into Europe ? These are most interest-

ing questions.

What has been stated above shows what an important role the

Gypsies play in the field of music, song, and the dance, not only in

the western part of the Orient, but also in Europe.

Under Darius the Great the vast Persian Empire stretched from

the Oxus to the Persian Gulf ; from the Indus to the Mediterranean.

It included Thrace, Macedonia, and Egypt. This whole territory

was rich, populous, and filled with peoples sensuous, devoted to plea-

sure, fond of music, singing, and dancing. Then and ever since

there have been in this whole territory a Gypsy-like class of musi-

cians, dancers, singers, showmen just like the Gypsies now there.

Alexander's general captured with the harem of Darius 329 dancers

and singers. The description by Herodotus of the music, dancing,

and merriment down the Nile to and at the festival of Bubastis

would be a most excellent description of the religious festivals and

fairs (like Tanta) in Egypt to-day. Everybody goes for the fun, the

revelry, the music, the showmen, the singing and dancing girls.

When did this old cast of musicians and dancers die out entirely,

and the present Gypsies monopolize their place ?

For several years I have been endeavoring to consider these prob-

lems and compare the Gypsy music in different countries with one

another, and also with Arab and Persian music, and likewise certain

characteristic Gypsy musical instruments.

The music of the Hungarian Gypsies I have iDeen fascinated by,

vol. xx. — xo. 76. 2
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day after day and evening after evening, and for months at a time,

in Hungary. Here they play it with a devotion, a fire, a passion, a

love not heard anywhere else. They are the national musicians of

Hungary, admired and petted. One evening (the 30th of December)

I heard such an orchestra perform at my hotel. The next evening

was New Year's eve. On the heights of Ofen in the old castle in

Buda was held the grand annual ball of the Emperor and the most

aristocratic court in Europe. All the beauties and the magnates and

nobility of Hungary were there. So was the Gypsy orchestra, who
played the night before at the Jagerhorn. No court ball is ever held

in Hungary without one of their Gypsy bands. Every little village

has one. For every marriage, dance, or feast, the band is called in,

and this means simply the Gypsies.

Gypsy music has been developed by the Hungarian Gypsies to a

higher state of perfection, both in their compositions and execu-

tion, than anywhere else in the world. Conditions here have

favored them more than elsewhere. Here their music is now soft,

sweet, weird, wailing, and now bursting forth suddenly in the fierce,

wild, fiery strains of a battle song or Csardas. As a vocal art, music

is but little cultivated by them as it is in Russia, Spain, and the

Orient. Many of the violinists equal in technique the best violin

virtuosos. Some of the most famous violin performers have been

Gypsies, as Remenyi.
,

The Russian Gypsy songs like "Ochi charniya," "Black eyes," are

sung1 by everybody in Moscow. Here in Gypsy music and songs we
less often hear the fiery, warlike character of the Hungarian. Still

in the midnight revels of the aristocratic Russian bloods the singing

and dancing of the Gypsy performers grow wild and furious.

In southern Russia, Rumania, and the Slav countries south of

the Danube their music is quieter and less wild.

Still everywhere in Europe to my ear there are certain peculiar

eharacteristics common to Gypsy music, and also common to Persian

and Arab music. I say, to my oar, for I find the subject has been

but little investigated, so far as known.

So it seems to me there are certain peculiarities of body move-
ments, steps, and rhythm common to Gypsy dances, Spanish dances

of the bolero kind, the South Italian tarantella, and the Oriental

dan... oi Egypt and Western Asia.

I" describe such characteristics exactly by words is exceedingly

difficult. Musicians can at once distinguish French, Italian, German,
Spanish, English, Scotch music. All are much more similar to one

another than to Gypsy or Oriental music. The general impression

and effect of these last two are a very important element in deciding

upon similarities.
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Then there is an absence of modulation, peculiar intervals we do
not use, characteristic rhythms, elaborate ornamentation, quarter

tones, common to both and absent in our music ; so great variety

and sudden changes and transitions in time and rhythm, and from
one note to another very distant. Then the unusual extreme pro-

longation of tones in songs by Russian Gypsies and others is one of

the most extraordinary and striking features of Persian and Arab
singers. Europeans have nothing like it. They execute the Oriental

trill on one note, embellish it with most florid ornamentations, turns,

grace notes, arpeggios, using quarter tones, with a most striking

effect. Such notes at times seem to be held for minutes ; so with
Oriental lute-players and other musicians, it is these wonderful and
complicated embellishments which delight their hearers as much as,

or perhaps often more than, the melodies themselves.

The ornamentation of the Hungarian Gypsies is so luxuriant as

to distract attention from the airs. It is like a vigorous tree, cov-

ered by a thick foliage and with beautiful vines and flowering and

creeping plants which nearly conceal even the trunk itself from view.

The theme is there. It is in itself grand and impressive, but it is

sometimes entirely covered up by the richest and most beautiful

fioritures, musical vines and flowers.

The two leading instruments of Hungarian Gypsy orchestras are

the violin and tzimbal. Generally the violin plays the melody, but often

also the tzimbal. All the other instruments, second violin, viola, 'cello,

and contra-bass, simply support these. The tzimbal itself is played

with wonderful dexterity and the rapidity of a prestidigateur. The

tzimbal-player will not only perform the air, but at the same time an

accompaniment, as if by several instruments. With his hammers,

one in each hand, he strikes one note after another so rapidly as to

produce the effect of full chords, and all sorts of embellishments as

arpeggios, trills, turns, etc. The effect of all these instruments sup-

porting the leading violin is peculiar. He turns to them, starts up

a strain to indicate the piece to be played, and they all at once take

up the strain and follow him. His improvisations are most intricate

and elaborate. Yet they harmonize with him, often with many em-

bellishments themselves, particularly the tzimbal, which is always

most elaborate in its performances.

But there is always perfect harmony and the most fascinating and

beautiful and fantastic musical effects. Sometimes the European

cultivated musician suspects discords or even mistakes in execution.

But there are none. All he notices are musical effects new to him,

just as he finds them in all Oriental music.

Exactly in what the harmony of the Gypsies consists, and what

it is, are often very difficult to discover. Perhaps other instruments
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than the violin are, so to speak, playing melodies of their own which

harmonize with the principal air.

So it is with Oriental music. Its harmony, or what takes the place

of harmony, performed by the accompanying instruments, is a most

difficult subject to consider.

Such matters require a long, patient, and careful study under

favorable circumstances by scientists thoroughly competent, enthu-

siasts, and well equipped for the task. Nobody appears ever to have

gone into the subject in that way.

Even Liszt, scholar, great composer, and pianist, as he was, who
had made a life study of Gypsy music, did not succeed in unravelling

such questions. It was his view that Gypsy music clearly was from

the Orient, and that a careful investigation of Hindu and Arab music

would conclusively prove this to be the case.

Hungarian Gypsies employ various scales or modes not used in

our music ; for example, C, D, E 17
, F#, G, Ay

, B, c. They employ

in the minor scale the augmented fourth, the diminished sixth, and

the augmented seventh. Frequently also they use the diminished

seventh and the dominant with an augmented fifth. Arab music

contains these same peculiarities.

The common impression in Europe is that Arabic music is dis-

cordant and unattractive. There are several reasons for this view.

One is that Europeans rarely hear good Oriental music.

The music of the Dervishes at Kara Hissar is most beautiful

;

simply flutes and voices. Lane (" Manners and Customs of the

Modern Egyptians ") states that the singing of some of the Egyptian

Almehs was the most beautiful music he ever heard. The Muezzin's

Call to Prayer in the same book is often copied and admired. Arab
music has appealed to some of the greatest composers, who have

elaborated it in some of their finest works. As examples can be

mentioned: Mozart's "Seraglio," some of his opera "l'Oca del

Cairo," the "Alia Turca " of his piano sonata in A major; Beetho-

ven's " Ruins of Athens," with its Turkish march and dance of Der-

vishes; Von Weber's opera " Oberon ;" Cherubini's "Abencereges

and Ali Baba ;

" Boieldieu's "Caliph of Bagdad;" Glinka's opera,

"Ruslan and Ludmila," third act Persian Gypsy music ; Rubenstein's

twelve Persian Gypsy songs ; Meyerbeer in " Les Huguenots."

Felicien David's " Le Desert" is characteristic Arab music, elab-

orated from melodies he heard on his journey with a caravan from

Cairo to Algiers. These Arab airs arc sweet, melodious, beautiful,

grand. I cannot refer to a better collection as illustrating my mean-

ing, and I know by hearing them that very many of the Arab and

other Oriental melodies are as beautiful as these.

Very little is known to Europeans about Arab music or its system.
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Exactly what the Arab scale and modes are seems to be uncertain to

us. Writers on the subject differ, and, except Villoteau, no one has

investigated the subject much by studying the Arab music from and
with Arabs. It is a difficult task.

To my ear Gypsy and Arab music always seemed harmonious,

sweet, melodious, and not at all discordant, and founded on the same
diatonic scale, so to speak, as our own. I say diatonic scale for lack

of a better word. They use our notes, C, D, E, F, G, A, B, C, ex-

actly, with smaller intervals between them than our sharps and flats.

They would not compose a melody in the diatonic scale, but would

always use some of these notes as the basis and then other acciden-

tal notes to form a mode upon and in which the melody is composed.

There are about thirty-six of such modes, all differing from one another.

The intervals between two succeeding notes in a mode are often

different from ours and more like the Gypsy intervals. For example,

C to D? and D~ to F#.

Writers differ as to what the Arab scale actually is. The best

authorities, Land and Wallaschek (" Anfange der Tonkunst"), say it

is our diatonic scale with smaller intervals (quarter tones) between

the notes. Wallaschek claims that the notes of the bugle, C, E,

G, c, the Harmonic Triad (Dreiklang), is the basis of all music,

European, Oriental, and barbaric, as founded on nature, on the natu-

ral laws of nature's harmonics. As stated above, this was the con-

clusion I came to from simply hearing Arab music, before I had

studied writers on the subject. The first books I read intimated a

contrary opinion, and I supposed my ear must be at fault. Since I

have made many tests and experiments with Arabs on the lutes

(Oy£) and with voices. Some were educated in European music.

Most of them knew nothing whatever about our music, and nothing

about the theory of Arab music. Arabs perform entirely by ear and

have no system of notation to write down their music. Although

many played and sang beautifully, they knew no more about notes

or what they did or why they did it than a child when he sings.

All thus far have insisted to me that their notes are exactly the

same as ours, with small intervals between them ; that they simply

use different intervals and modes. This, of course, is my conclusion

from what they say, and many tests of lute and violin, and a few

times with a piano. They do not, however, employ our tempered

scale, but all the notes true.

I have been much puzzled on the subject, and do not feel sure I

am right in my view. It is a very difficult problem, and requires

much time, study, and patience, and favorable opportunities.

One thing I am satisfied about. The Hungarian and Spanish

Gypsy music have the same peculiar characteristics, whatever they
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may be, as Arab music, and must have sprung from the same

source.

For the sake of clearness it may be well to state here in one connec-

tion my conclusions as to the peculiar characteristics of Hungarian

Gypsy music and Persian and Arab music.

(a) Quarter tones, perhaps third and seventh tones.

(b) Odd intervals our music does not often use, as F# to EK
(c) Sudden transitions, jumps from low to high notes, and the

reverse.

(d) No modulations.

(e) Sudden, startling pauses.

(/) Snaps, jerks, catches, sudden stops, and starts.

(g) Syncopation of notes.

(h) Excessive ornamentation, often almost concealing the melody.

(z) Many and abrupt changes in time and rhythm.

(_/) Many unusual scales or modes not found in our music, but

which are used by Orientals.

(k) Something which takes the place of our harmony, particularly

in modes in which our system cannot be used.

(/) The other instruments play second and third melodies which

support the solo performer's melody, in a way peculiar to Gypsy and

Oriental music.

(m) Extreme prolongation of high notes by Gypsy singers, at times

seemingly several minutes, with trills, runs, turns, grace notes, and

most elaborate embellishments. This is a striking feature of Persian

and Egyptian singers, and Russian and some other Gypsy singers.

(u) Great use of weird, wailing, glissando effects.

(<?) Sudden changes from soft, plaintive, to loud, angry, fierce,

warlike.

{p) A peculiar wild, furious kind of music heard in the Csardas,

and some other music.

(q) Hungarian Gypsies seem to attempt to depict all the feelings,

emotions, and passions, the soft, the tender side of life, sadness,

dejection, despair, jealousy, revenge, terror, mirth, jollity, gayety,

delight, love, hate, to terrify. This is exactly what the Orientals

claim to do, and that their numerous modes, times, rhythms, quarter

tones, and peculiar intervals, giving a great variety, enable them to

do better than our music.

(/') Then there is something peculiarly characteristic in the whole

general effect of Gypsy music impossible to describe by words. All

of these things are not, of course, to be found in every piece of

Gypsy or Oriental music, but I think they may fairly all of them be

said to be characteristic of both kinds. A few of them we some-

times use in our music as syncopation, but this could hardly be said
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to be a characteristic of European music. These suggestions refer

entirely to my observations of Gypsy and Oriental performers, and
not to piano arrangements of their music. Our orchestras do not

play it as they do. Many of these characteristics are found in much
Spanish music.

(s) It must be remembered that for many centuries hundreds of

thousands of Gypsies have been wandering to and fro all over south-

eastern Europe and into and over Asiatic Turkey. During this period

they have been the public musicians of the whole territory. Would
their music not naturally be Oriental ? On listening to Brahm's
Hungarian Dances one at times hears distinctly the Oriental drum,
the vertical flute, often the snapping of the castanets. So Liszt's Hun-
garian Rhapsodies are distinctively Oriental in character, although

few pianists can play these Rhapsodies, — first, because they are very

difficult ; and, secondly, because few realize their true meaning. Yet
no piano can interpret such music like a Gypsy orchestra. Pianos

are adapted simply to our system of harmony, scales, and notes.

Oriental music cannot be performed upon them to give it the true,

full Oriental effect.

(t) An exact study of Gypsy and Oriental intervals, quarter notes,

modes, scales, and music requires a long, patient, careful investiga-

tion, not only by the ear of an accomplished musician, but by a scien-

tist. It is beset with great difficulties. The ear alone is not always

a safe guide, particularly in music so different from ours as Gypsy

and Oriental. We are unaccustomed to quarter tones, peculiar inter-

vals, unusual scales and modes. Some Oriental scales are not

founded on the octave, but on the system of "fifths." Two penta-

chords are united. The last note of the lower being the first note of

the upper pentachord, and with odd intervals, thus D, E 7
, F~, G,

A, B , c'#, d, e, making nine notes in the mode, not eight, as in our

octave system. Bourgault-Du Coudray found many Turkish popular

melodies were composed in this mode. Then many Orientals sing

false, particularly quarter tones, and unusual intervals. A scientist

who studies phonographic melodies would for such reasons be mis-

led. He must be sure such melodies were sung true. He would

require the same melody sung by good singers, and many different

people, to eliminate personal defects and peculiarities. Such an

abundance of proper material is difficult to procure. For these rea-

sons the ear must largely be relied upon, since it is much easier to

secure the opportunities for hearing a large number of performers

and to judge of their excellence at the time. If possible, both methods

should be used and the phonographic tones measured exactly by an

instrument adapted to the purpose.

The Persians and Arabs for centuries have been highly cultivated
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in their arts, poetry, and music. Their tastes are refined and ele-

gant, as we see in their architecture, literature, and poetry. The
beautiful Oriental rugs show bold, beautiful, fascinating designs and

combinations of color, unapproachable by Occidentals. They are as

varied, complex, elaborate, brilliant, gorgeous, startling in their effects

as Oriental music. So with their architecture. Yet all is harmony

and beauty. It is hard to believe that their music can be an excep-

tion to their other arts. I do not think it is. The musician, the

scientist, must not judge Oriental music from the nasal, throaty

twanging of a laborer or poor singer. Many of the Syrians have poor

voices. They sing in the throat and through the nose. What would

an Arab decide our music and scale to be from the wheezy song of a

hod-carrier, or even the phonographic melody of a commonplace

singer ?

Some of our own prima donnas even do not always sing true, espe-

cially in their trills and embellishments, when the orchestra does not

follow them. They use a three eighths or quarter tone instead of a

half tone. Whether they do this intuitively for an effect which pleases

their ear, as it does the Oriental ear, may be a question. Our best vio-

linists make a difference between F* and G?. The old spinet played

sharps and flats differently. It is our tempered scale for keyed

instruments which has made these alike in classical music.

For many years I have been studying the Gypsies, their language,

habits, trades, occupations, origin, devoting much of my time to

Oriental Gypsies, about whom very little is known or found in books.

The conclusions given above have been formed upon my own inves-

tigations, and not from what I have read. Since forming them I have

somewhat carefully studied what Liszt, Colocci, Engel, Dr. Parry,

Naumann, Rowbotham, Wallaschek, and others have written, and I

see no reason to change my views.

Liszt (" Des Boh^miens") has impressed me more than all. lean
see he knew Gypsies and Gypsy music. Familiar with them in his

boyhood, he almost lived with them for two years when he had be-

come one of the greatest pianists the world has ever seen. In Hun-
gary repeatedly (mice for five months) I practically lived with them,

ate with them, associated with them intimately, and talked every-

thing over with them in the (Romani chib) Romany tongue. They
received and treated me as a Romany brother from America. Liszt

studied, understood, and described Gypsy music as no one but a

great musician can. His views to' me are convincing. They bring

back to me so vividly and clearly the little details of their music,

which I never could fully understand and dissect or explain in my
own mind. There were many " somethings " indefinable, puzzling.

Some of these Liszt has explained.
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It is often stated that all old folk-songs were originally dance

tunes. Certainly such songs and music and the dance have always

been closely associated. Many Spanish dances, as the Bolero, Fan-

dango, Sequidilla, Malaguena, always seemed to me to be of Oriental

origin. Saraband, the name of one Spanish dance, is a Persian word.

Every rug connoisseur knows the beautiful Saraband Persian rug

with the pear-shaped figures, its border, and fine predominating

reddish color.

The Hungarian Csardas is similar to one of the Gypsy dances

there. It has a peculiar step (knocking the heels together) which is

found in some Oriental dances. " Nobody can play or dance the

Csardas like the Gypsies themselves." So good an authority as

Liszt ventures this statement.

All the Gypsy dances of Europe strongly resemble Oriental dances.

The question in all these cases is, Did the Gypsies bring these

dances with them, or find them there and adopt them ? The same

question arises as to Persia, Syria, and Egypt.

The Badminton volume on Dancing (p. 213) states: "The Orien-

tal style of dancing, which was practised from the earliest times in the

East, and even in Europe by a class of women who, if not absolutely

proved to be Gypsies, had, at any rate, many points of resemblance

to them. Thus the 'Syrian girl who haunts the taverns round,'

described by Virgil (?) suggests the Syrian and Egyptian dancer,

who is of Indo-Persian, that is to say, of Luri, or Gypsy origin.

Spanish girls of old times were conjectured to have come from the

universal Hindoo-Romany stock."

The Badminton volume quotes Walter Thornbury ("Life in

Spain ") :
" Seville is the headquarters of the Gypsy musician and

dancer. Make way for the Gypsy girl who is going to show us how

the Egyptian ghawassees and the Hindoo nautch girls dance. She

will dance the Romalis, which is the dance Tiberius may have seen,

and which no one but a Gypsy dances in Spain. She will dance it

to the old Oriental music, and handclapping, to a tune full of

sudden pauses, which are strange and startling." Also from various

authors concerning Gypsies who danced at the head of processions

wearing little bells, in honor of Orleans princes in Spain, and also

Louis XIV and Philip V. An old Niederlandisch saga speaks of

"a troupe of Gypsies who danced very high on a tight rope. They

gave powders to a boy, and he then danced over the tops of trees and

on the weathercock of the church tower." " English Gypsies wore

bells in the sixteenth century," and "were pleasant dancers;" so

also early in Scotland. "The English Morris dance is said to be

inspired by Gypsies." " The Syrian dancers at the beginning of the

Christian era are well represented by Salome.". " Under Augustus
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dancers were very popular. Three thousand foreign women dancers

were kept in Rome. When public expenses were cut learned men

were dismissed, but the three thousand dancers were retained." Were

these Syrian girls ? " Later the character of the dancers became so

low as to be condemned by Cato and Cicero." "The old English

minstrels, gleemen, sung, danced, joked, and tumbled like the Nor-

man jongleurs. They tossed balls and knives." Chaucer speaks of

" the dancing-girls, minstrels, jongleurs, tumblers." Martial, Juvenal,

and other authors describe the dances of the Cadiz dancing-girls

just as they are in Spain and Egypt to-day. So Pliny describes them

in Rome, the Gadcs dance. In mediaeval England, " besides music

and dancing, the minstrels, or gleemen, performed tricks and jokes ;

"

"the dancing of the gleemen consisted largely of vaulting and tum-

bling ;

" "another trick was keeping knives and balls in the air ;

"

" Morris dance means a Moorish dance."

In the eleventh and twelfth centuries, indeed before and after,

during the Middle Ages, France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and Eng-

land saw large numbers of wandering mountebanks, jugglers, and

other showmen, story-tellers, players, all accompanying their per-

formances with musical instruments, singing, and dancing. In Ger-

many this class were considered vagrants and tramps.

In Italy were many of these travelling showmen, who traversed

the country exhibiting camels, monkeys, and dancing bears, jugglers,

tight-rope walkers, etc. To-day bands of Oriental Gypsies frequent

the fairs and country districts of southern Italy. They play, dance,

sing, perform acrobatic feats, are rope-dancers, toss balls and knives,

walk on stilts, and do other jugglers' tricks
;
give Punch and Judy

shows, and have with them performing bears, monkeys, and other

animals. They also tattoo, and sell various small articles. The
peasantry of this district are most familiar with them, and have

often described the Zingari to me even down to the minute details.

So many have told me some of their dances are just like the taran-

tella, and "they make their feet go so fast you can hardly see them."

Some of these Gypsies I have seen in Italy myself. But in such

matters inquiry from a very large number of natives in different

districts gives the most important information. They see them for

years and know all about them and their shows, and they are mostly

seen in the out-of-the-way places. The police always keep them

moving. It is difficult for a stranger to find them. Their women
and children arc always with them, and they camp out on the out-

skirts of the town.

These same Arab Gypsies are also occasionally seen in Switzer-

land, the Tyrol, and France, at fairs in the country. In former times

they were much more frequent visitors than to-day. The authorities
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now are very strict in regulating their presence and conduct. They
are also often seen in Greece, Turkey, and parts of Austria, and
sometimes in Switzerland.

Naumann (" History of Music," p. 226) says of these showmen of

the Middle Ages : "In France, especially Provence and Normandy,
they were Jongleurs and Menestriers, men who were indifferently

buffoons, rope-dancers, or musicians, and also reciters of fables and
stories, who accompanied their recitals with music. In England
called Minstrels."

Most English readers are accustomed to think of Gypsies simply

as fortune-tellers, horse traders, horse doctors, tinkers, metal workers,

and makers and sellers of baskets, child stealers, rogues, and cheats.

Scholars have devoted themselves principally to their language as

the most similar to the Old Sanskrit of any living tongue. My own
view has been that to solve the Gypsy enigma we must study other

occupations. Very little has been known about Oriental Gypsies,

and we have not had the material necessary to pursue this study.

Much of what I have already written is known to but very few, and

some of it is entirely new to scholars.

One other occupation already mentioned may bring much light on

the subject. It is that of showmen, and can be treated well in con-

nection with their music, since these are nearly always accompanied

by musicians.

History tells us that there were many Gypsy musicians, singers,

and dancers in Persia in the fifth century, and they have been there

ever since. They were and are called Lull or Luri.

In southeast Europe there are historical references to Gypsies

certainly as early as the tenth century. The first notice on record

about Gypsies in western Europe is early in the fifteenth century,

when they rapidly spread over the country in large bands, gayly

attired, under their counts and dukes.

Whether there were any Gypsies there before and for how long

are interesting questions. They have always had the habit of roam-

ing over extensive distances. I have met many Gypsy bands who

travelled over a great part of Europe, others who have wandered over

the whole Caucasus, and been in Egypt, Persia, and Syria. Some

even had travelled across Siberia to the Pacific. In the United States

many Gypsies have been in nearly every State of the Union. It

was always so with them. Naturally they would have roved over

Europe long before books speak of them unless there was some

reason sufficient to prevent it. I know of no such reason. How old

the Gypsy race is nobody knows. Their language I cannot discuss

here. I speak it ; have devoted much time to its study and that of

several Oriental languages to which it is akin.' The Gypsy tongue
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does not preclude a much older origin than is generally supposed. I

express no opinion now on the origin or antiquity of this mysterious

people, but simply present some facts and considerations which may
throw some light on these points.

They are outcasts and a despised race. Writers did not conde-

scend to speak of them. This is true of many other subjects. The
fact, therefore, that Gypsies were not mentioned in books proves

but little. When, however, they came suddenly into western Europe

as an apparition they were described. Here in the United States

are large numbers of Gypsies from southeast Europe. Most people

never hear of them. Once or twice, however, a large band has

appeared in Boston, noticeable from their numbers, dress, appear-

ance, and the newspapers contain columns about them. They make
a sensation in some way, and are mentioned.

English Gypsies have been here for two centuries certainly, and

yet very little is known about them except by those interested in the

subject.

A description of Gypsy musicians and showmen who it is known
have been travelling about in western Europe for several centuries

would admirably portray a similar class there in mediaeval ages.

This class consisted of itinerant mountebanks, jugglers, strolling

players, story-tellers, singers, dancers, jongleurs, and showmen. Some
of them were accompanied by their women and children. There
were crowds of them. Were any of them Gypsies ?

Perhaps it would be well to quote what a good authority states

about them who does not suggest the word Gypsies in connection

with the subject.

Naumann (" History of Music," under Folk-Songs, p. 227) states :

" Specimens of the oldest secular mediaeval folk-music, whether
romances of the South or popular ditties of the North Germans, are

found in the songs of mountebanks, adventurers, itinerant and stroll-

ing players, all accompanied with various instruments." " In Ger-

many these wandering musicians were generally tramps and vagrants,

a very characteristic class of the Middle Ages." This is just what
Gypsies were, and are often called everywhere, and what they were
supposed to be and nothing else, until Grellman discovered they had
a real language of their own.

Again (p. 228) :
" In Italy they were chiefly recruited from stroll-

ing players and showmen who traversed the country exhibiting

camels, monkeys, and dancing bears, from tricksters and venders of

ceretari (sweetmeats). In France, especially Provence and Nor-
mandy, they were jongleurs and menestriers, men who were indif-

ferently buffoons, rope-dancers, or musicians, and also reciters of

fables and story-tellers, who accompanied their recitals with music."
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Oriental Gypsy showmen to-day are buffoons, " funny men," story-

tellers, and recite poems and fables to the accompaniment of the

rebab, a one-stringed fiddle. The Kurds call Gypsies A'shuk, from

Turkish 'Ashek ((Jj-tilfc), a story-teller.

Further from Naumann (p. 228) : "Freytag supposed they were

the descendants of old gladiators and comedians who on the fall of

Rome were compelled to seek their bread among the barbarians,"

and played and piped " what had been introduced into Rome from

Asia." Undoubtedly there was just such a class of showmen and

musicians in the Roman Empire, and very probably they were later

scattered over Europe. Rome received from the East before and

after the Christian era large numbers of Oriental musicians, singers,

dancers, jugglers, tumblers, knife and ball tossers, tight-rope per-

formers, and other showmen. Whether they lost their Oriental

character, or formed a class by themselves which persisted, is another

question. Very probably they scattered over Europe.

Naumann (p. 228) observes :
" Notwithstanding the great favor with

which these wanderers were regarded by the people and their en-

deavors to establish the fact that their art was inherited, yet they

never achieved any social distinction or obtained any civil rights.

True it is that their existence was tolerated, but all real protection

of the law was withdrawn from them. Indeed, to such an extent

was this carried that a strolling player might suffer bodily injury,

even by the sword of his assailant, and yet have no claim for re-

dress." And (p. 229): "Thus this remarkable people unwittingly

possessed of a romantic spirit remained throughout the Middle Ages

honorless and homeless outcasts."

Were any of them Gypsies ? They are outcasts everywhere. At

this very period we know there were thousands of just such Gypsies

in the East. Had any of them then arrived in the West ?

Naumann says (p. 229) : "When the players moved about in com-

panies, women and children formed part of the troupe, the former

taking part in the performances as dancers and singers. Amongst

those companies that roved through the South we find women and

children skilfully using the well-known Oriental tambourine and

Egyptian clappers in their wanton dances. Their wandering, disso-

lute life induced a certain moral laxity that brought upon them public

censure, so that Childebert promulgated very stringent laws for the

suppression of their licentiousness."

This was about 500 A. n. I have never heard or read of any such

class of showmen who wander with their families except the lowest

class of Oriental Gypsies. Irish tinkers are not Gypsies. They

roam about with their families. They are not showmen. Some

Slovaks travel in wagons with a familv to sell wares they make.
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Otherwise no race wanders about in Europe with families except

Gypsies. So it has always been, I think, excepting Tartar and Arab
nomads, an entirely different class, so far as is known. To cite from

Naumann again (p. 229): " They were found in hundreds at court

festivals and fairs, on great market days, and when celebrated pil-

grimages were to be made, rewards in money, food, or raiment were

usually very great. They were also the secret messengers of nobles

and kings, courier d'amour of lovers." The Gypsies everywhere

have been always used as spies, messengers, and "go-betweens,"

not only in the East but in Europe. Tartar, Turkish, Hungarian,

and other armies have frequently used them as spies and messen-

gers. They are the Shah's couriers in Persia to-day. Gypsy women
in Egypt and everywhere are noted as arranging meetings for lovers.

" During the eleventh and twelfth centuries mountebanks and

strolling minstrels were engaged by the Troubadours and Minne-

singers. At first only as accompanists to poetizing nobles and

knights ; later they spread the songs of their masters." Our word

juggler is like jongleur, from the Latin jocularius^ ludicrous, "funny,"

joculator, a "funny man," man who makes fun. This is one of the

specialties of the Gypsy showmen. And page 237 :
" In Spain they

were called joglares, and Estevan de Terreros speaks also of female

jongleurs, joglareses, who roamed about the country with the jog-

lares, as lute and mandolin players." The Italian "trovatore"

means troubadour. The opera " II Trovatore " assumes they were

Gypsies. Very many operas are Gypsy operas. There seems to be

a widespread tradition that troubadours and jongleurs and minstrels

were Gypsies. Many of the most celebrated Welsh harpers have

been Gypsies.

The name troubadour properly should be applied to the courtly

noblemen and gentlemen who composed verses and sang them before

their lady loves to their own accompaniment. Generally they hired

strolling musicians, jongleurs, minstrels, to sing and play their com-

positions. Often, however, the term troubadour was also applied to

the jongleurs. The Minnesingers ordinarily had no bards like the

troubadours.

In the seventh century it is known from history that there were

man)- thousands of Gypsy musicians in Persia. They were the public

musicians, then, of that country. They are nomads. Would they

not naturally have followed in the wake of Arab armies into Spain ?

At that time all armies had a large number of camp followers,

including many women. There is nothing to prove this. It is all

a matter of inference from certain facts. It always seemed to me
surprising that the bands of Gypsies entering Spain from the north

in the fifteenth century could so soon increase to fifty thousand as
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they are to-day and have been for some centuries, in spite of cruel

persecutions. The Spanish Gypsy dialect shows many words which
must have come from southeast Europe, and many other things show
their language must have come that way. Still it is by no means
impossible that very many Oriental Gypsies have come into Spain

by the north coast of Africa. They are all along there now. Much
Spanish music and many dances are plainly Oriental, whoever
brought them, Moors or Gypsies or both. One thing must be re-

membered in all Moslem and Eastern countries, from the seclu-

sion of their women there is and was always a Gypsy-like class of

musicians, singers, and dancers, and showmen.

In France, Germany, and Italy the Gypsies were never numerous,

and to-day those who belong there are few in numbers. Still in

France at country fairs they are sometimes still seen as jugglers,

tumblers, acrobats, and showmen. Italy I have already spoken of as

to visiting Arab showmen. The extreme repressive measures and

strict police rules have greatly affected their numbers in Germany.

Still in many places there are colonies of settled Gypsies who roam

about as musicians and showmen.

Enough has been stated to show that during the Middle Ages

everywhere in Europe was a roving class of musicians and showmen
who had with them their families, and long before the fifteenth cen-

tury. The only class who answers the same description to-day and

for several centuries are Gypsies. It is impossible to go into the

whole matter fully now, and I refrain therefore from expressing any

opinion of my own.

Many have thought the Gypsies have had much to do with spread-

ing folk-songs over Europe, as Groome, Leland, and others. Eliza-

beth Robbins Pennell thinks the Gyspies introduced the bagpipe into

Europe. In many countries it is a characteristic Gypsy instrument

to-day. There are several other musical instruments so peculiar to

the Gypsies, not only in Europe but in the East, the subject is most

interesting, but space forbids more than the mere suggestion here.

It is important also, and directly bears on the question of their

influence on music and the dance.

The whole matter can be summed up briefly thus : All the public

musicians, singers, and dancers to-day of the western Orienl

Gypsies. There has been a similar caste there since long before

Christ. Were they Gypsies? When did they disappear and the

Gypsies monopolize their place? Customs, habits, peoples, change

very slowly in the East. The tunic of a farm laborer in India is the

same to-day as two thousand years ago, as depicted on sculptured

stone. So in Persia, Syria, and Egypt the plows, the farmers'

tools, the shepherds, their manner of caring -for their sheep and

goats, are the same as in old Bible times.
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Many questions about ancient matters can be settled only by

studying the East to-day. Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, in his

recent book on Persia (p. 75), speaks of how a Zoroastrian simile was

settled which had always puzzled him. A Pahlavi book says, " On the

last day " " a wicked man shall be as conspicuous in that assembly as

a white sheep among the black." He found in the Urumiah district

a white sheep is rare. So it is among the Kurds, all the sheep are

black with rare exceptions until we reach the southern district,

Diarbekir.

In this article I have attempted simply to state in a general way
some facts which may throw some light on the vexed questions of

the antiquity and origin of this mysterious people, questions which

never have been satisfactorily answered.

One thing has always impressed me. Those who have lived in

the Orient, both natives and Europeans, have so often suggested to

me an older and different origin from what has been commonly sup-

posed. Such people know Orientals, their history, customs, habits,

and characteristics. They realize many details unknown to Euro-

peans, just as Professor Jackson explained the puzzling Pahlavi text

only from being in Persia. Such opinions should be carefully con- •

sidered before rejecting them. I refer to the many kind friends all

over the East who have carefully considered the subject and assisted

me in my investigations.

A. T. Sinclair.
Allston, Mass.
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RELIGIOUS IDEAS OF THE TAKELMA INDIANS OF
SOUTHWESTERN OREGON. 1

The following notes regarding the ideas of the supernatural world

held by the Takelma Indians were obtained, incidentally to work of

a linguistic character, from Mrs. Frances Johnson, one of the very few

full-blood survivors of the Takelmas, now located on the Siletz reser-

vation of northwestern Oregon. These Indians formerly occupied

the middle course of Rogue River, in the southwestern part of the

State, and were very closely affiliated in their general culture with the

tribes of northern California.

Ceremonies. Of religious ceremonial, outside of shamanistic

dances, there seems to have been very little in the life of the Takel-

mas ; at any rate, Mrs. Johnson did not speak of regular periodic

ceremonies, except in case of the first appearance in the spring of

salmon and acorns. These latter ceremonies were tabooed to the

women, so that it was not possible to procure any account of the

proceedings ; they were referred to as " blessings," and evidently had

as their object the bringing about of a big run of salmon and an

abundant crop of acorns by means of prayer to the " deities " or

" spirits " involved. Dances were said to be performed on only three

occasions : at the "menstrual feast" given by the father of a matur-

ing girl, in which both sexes joined in a "round dance;" in time of

war, when arrows or knives were brandished in the war-dance ;
and

in the medicine rites of the gdyb 2 or shaman. It is, of course, very

possible that the ceremonial life of the Takelmas was far richer than

these few "blessings" and dances would indicate, and that Mrs.

Johnson had either forgotten the existence of other ceremonies, or

else, as woman, was not in a position to speak of them. Still, in view

of the fact that she was more than a mere child when removed from

1 Published by permission of the Bureau of American Ethnology, Washington,

D. C.
2 Phonetic Note. Vowels have their normal continental European values,

e being always open in quality, even when long. ii used for u in but, and // b

pronounced approximately midway between German u and it. Superior vowels

are parasitic in character, all truly long vowels being pseudo-diphthongal (a 3
,
e«,

ii, ou, Qu, uii). Consonants have their normal continental European values :
spintus

asper (') denotes full breath following upon voiceless stop ; ! denotes that preced-

ing consonant is " fortis," i. e. strongly exploded with momentary hiatus follow-

ing ; s- is midway in place of articulation between j and c (i. e. sh in ship

pronounced as German ch in Bach ; * denotes glottal catch: superior^ w (in

'

w

is whispered w. Three accents are used to mark syllabic pitch : acute (') to mark

falling pitch, starting from high tone : circumflex (') to indicate rise in pitch from

(and including) normal to higher tone : and grave (*
) to indicate raised tone, gen-

erally on short vowels, with acoustic effect of mild interrogation in English.

vol. xx. — xo. 76. 3
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her native home in the Rogue River valley, and that religious and

dance ceremonies are always among the most impressive and easily

remembered events in primitive life, it will be safe to ascribe but a

very limited development of the ceremonial side to the Takelmas.

Supernatural Beings. The psychological basis of Takelma
religious belief is, of course, the same as that of all other Pacific

coast tribes. Of a supreme being, approaching in conception say the

Tirawa of the Pawnees, there is hardly a trace. Reference is made
to a being who created all things and existed in the dawn of time,

and who was termed H^p 1 k!emndes
y
"children maker;" but no

myth was obtained of this being explicitly devoted to him, and he

does not seem to figure much in worship. The events of nature and

the good or ill fortune of men are controlled by a large number of

supernatural beings or "spirits." Many of these are identified with

animals or plants, the present transformed representatives of the

primeval inhabitants of the earth. In some cases definite physical

phenomena are associated with such animal or plant agencies. Thun-
der, for instance, is caused by the drumming of a raccoon-like an-

imal (probably the " civet-cat "), while the lightning is his fire; the

phases of the moon are due to its being swallowed by frogs and lizards

(the Takelmas saw a frog in the moon) ; and acorns are part of the flesh

of the Acorn Woman, who sends them to the oak. Still other super-

natural beings are identified with or are manifested in such inorganic

objects as sun, moon, wind, whirlwind, snow, rain, and storm. Evi-

dently, in the native mind, there is no real line of demarcation between
such apparently lifeless phenomena and the organic world ; both

seem to act of their own volition and influence human life. A third

and potent group of " spirits " are localized and associated with cer-

tain definite rocks, trees, or mountains. Direct offerings of food and
other valuables seem often to have been deposited at the localities

with which such beings were associated. Lastly, there is a class of

imaginary, generally maleficent, beings that inhabit the woods or

waters, and figure, as well as the animal " spirits," in the mythology.

Such are the half-human kuliiPn zva-izvP, or mermaid, who, with

other fabled denizens of the sea, taunts the unwary canoeman with

jibes and insulting epithets, thus makes him lose his head, and, in his

attempt to seek vengeance, causes him to sink beneath the water

;

the yap!a daldi, or wild men of the woods, one of whom, kuku, Blue

Jay's son, was burnt to death by the culture-hero, and seems intended

to represent, in his transposed form, the echo ; a race of dwarfs no
bigger than children, said to be able to pack whole elks and to be
termed dint' dim 1 by the Shastas ; the rolling skulls of dead people,

xilam t/egilixi, who kill all in their path, and with whose dread cry

of ximi+ ximi disobedient children were wont to be frightened;
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the gelgdl, a serpent that was believed to squeeze human beings to

death; and the daHwadagaldi, a black four-legged, tailed "water-

dog," who was supposed to crawl at the bottom of a creek and never to

come to land (cf. Dixon : "Water Monsters in Northern California," in

J. A. F. L. vol. xix, No. 75, p. 323). This third group belongs to the

vast horde of unreal terrors with which men plague themselves the

world over, and are perhaps not rightly to be considered as of the

same class as the powerful animal spirits first referred to.

Charms. These latter are appealed to for the cure of disease or

for the attainment of other desired objects through the mediation

of medicine-men, but it is characteristic of the Takelmas that many of

them were directly addressed in set prayer-formulas. The general

content of these prayers is an adjuration to powers of evil to depart

and an expression of the desire for long life and prosperity. The
formulas were uttered when one of the spirits under consideration

manifested itself, in other words, when certain animal cries were

heard, at the appearance of a snowstorm, or the like. There must
have been a very large number of such "medicines " in use for vari-

ous circumstances of life, but the few following were all that could

be obtained. They are given in text and translation.

1. When the screech-owl {bobdp') was heard, a prayer for the

capture of deer the next day was recited, this bird being looked upon

as a harbinger of good, itself greedy for the fat of the deer. Direct-

ing a whiff of tobacco smoke towards the screech-owl, the following

words were uttered :
—

" Xemelat'edi ? Dewenxa hadehal naanan ha'ixdil
" Dost thou wish to eat ? To-morrow five (deer) I shall catch them or ten (deer)

naanan. Gas -

i
€ yamx ga-iwada6 yom ga-iwadae

. Xemelat'"
I shall catch them. Then fat thou wilt eat it blood thou wilt eat it. Thou wishest to eat,"

nagan. Gas*ie dewenxa haeixdil nagaanan. Ga naganhan
it was said. And then next day about ten (deer) were caught. That used to be done

hat'gaade h5p!e en b5u
s-i

e eme € anie ga nagan. Yap!a
in my country long ago but now here not that is done. " People

l5h5gwuluk'w neeye e b5 uea b5b5p' yiwiya-udae
.

are about to die," they say nowadays screech-owl when he talks.

Translation : " Dost thou wish to eat ? I shall catch five or ten

deer and then thou shalt have fat to eat, thou shalt have blood to

eat. Thou wishest to eat." Thus he was addressed. And then, on

the morrow, five or ten deer were caught. Thus it was done in my
land long ago, but nowadays here screech-owls are not thus addressed.

Nowadays, when a screech-owl screams, it is said :
" People are about

to die."

The prayer (or charm, as it might be termed) is intended to con-

firm the good omen by a promise of food to its bringer. The fat and

blood refer to the waste scraps of deer meat 1;hat the screech-owl

may find after the feast.
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2. Hummingbirds were looked upon as messengers of medicine-

men sent to work evil. When one of these birds was heard buzzing

near one, it was supposed to be tearing out one's hair. In all prob-

ability there is here involved the widespread belief of the power to

do one harm by an application of " sympathetic magic " to one's

hair, nail-parings, or the like. To obviate, if possible, the ill omen
of the hummingbird's message, a curse is directed to it, or perhaps

to the medicine-man whom it represents, in the following words :
—

" Walohogwadae iiluk.'it'k' da eIbu at'basdae
.

" Thou shalt die with it my hair when thou pullest it out from side of my head I

Wfli!et* ganau wahawax-xiwigwada*."
Thy house in thou shalt rot with it !

"

Translation : " Mayest thou die with my hair which thou pullest

out of the side of my head ! In thy house mayest thou rot with it
!"

3. The larger hooting owl (t
lgzvalda) is, unlike the screech-owl, a

bird of ill omen, prophesying death and stealing children. When
heard hooting he is addressed in the following terms :

—
" Libi'n di \veegas-dam ? Haae daat'gayawaada eal ey6

!

"News ? didst thou come to tell me? Yonder alongside the earth's' rib ( :=N.) look!

Nek'di t!om5man ? He edada« yap!a gwala, ge di alxl'git',
Who has been killed ? Far away people many, there ? didst thou see them

;

ge di l5h5yaue
? Ga di gaeal libi'n weegasdam ?

"

there ? are they dying ? That ? for news didst thou come to tell me ?

"

Nagan t'gwala3 yiwiya-udae
.

He is spoken to owl when he talks.

Translation: "Didst thou come to tell me news? Off yonder

towards the north look thou ! Who has been killed ? Far away there

are many people. Didst thou see them there, did people die there ?

Didst thou come to tell me that for news ?
" Thus an owl is ad-

dressed when he hoots.

This charm may be interpreted as a prayer, for the owl is cajoled,

as it were, into reporting the death of some one far removed instead

of referring to that of one in the neighborhood of the speaker.

4. Of the yellowhammer (t!cck KV
) the story was told, how once,

1 The earth is conceived of as a vast animal lying on its belly and stretched out

towards the east, or perhaps the reference of points of the compass to parts of the

earth's body is to be regarded as only metaphorical. East is termed gwentga*-
bolrdamia, "at the nape of the earth's neck" {given- "at nape" + tgaa "earth"

+ bokdan "neck"); west is dltigaayuk/umdada "on back of the earth's tail"

{di- "on back "+ t'gd" -\-yuk.'uma* "tail"). The word in the text, daat''ga°-

yawfada "alongside the earth's ribs" {daa- "at ear, alongside " + ?ga* + yawa«-
" rib") can evidently mean either north or south, so that a gesture was probably

necessary to remove the ambiguity. The -da at the end of these words is the pos-

sessive pronoun of the third person in local relations, corresponding to -de of

the first (cf. hatgaflde "in my country "in No. 1); the word for west would
accordingly be more literally translated by "at the nape of its, the earth's, neck,"

and correspondingly for the other points of the compass.
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when a number of people passed a group of ten houses, he, unable
to control his excitement, announced to all the stages in the process :

" T/e*k'w ! Now they have passed the first house ! Tl^k™ ! Now
they have passed the second house !

" and so on through all the ten.

Hence, when his cry is heard, he is supposed to be telling of some
one's arrival :

—
Yap!a baxamdae altlayak': "Yap!as-i'e baxa'm!" " Baxa-
People when they come he discovers them : "People they are coming I " "That

xmia-uda e yap!a ma di ealt!ayagit'
?
" ga nagan yiwiya-uda'

they keep coming people thou ? didst thou see them ? " that is said to him when he talks

t!eek'w .

yellowhammer.

Translation : Whek people come, yellowhammer discovers them
and says :

" People are coming !
" " Didst thou see that people keep

coming?" [as much as to say: "Thou need not tell us thou hast

seen them ! "] That is said when a yellowhammer screams.

5. At the appearance of a new moon {bixal baHtebeVa*} it was

customary to yell and address to it the following words :
—

"Dap'oit'ee
, dehi k!iyak'dee

.
€iVi e yap!a 'Amadi ldh5>«

"

" I shall prosper, still longer I shall go. Even people 'Would that he died!'

nexigi', ma yaa na enat'ee
, hawi e baadep'dee

.

c
is*i

e

if they say of me, thee just like I shall do, again I shall rise. Even

k'aigwala heme heenagwasbik'na% lap'am ga-isbik'nae
, k'ai-

many beings then when they devour thee, frogs when they eat thee, many

gwala lasgum luxgwat', e
is'i

e ga ga-isbik'na e
,

gas'i'
beings little snakes handed, even those when they eat thee, still

(= lizards)

hawi baa tlebet'am. Ma yaa na€nat'ee de exa." Prolonged
again thou dost rise. Thee just like I shall do in time to come."

yelling: bo + .

Translation: "May I prosper, may I remain alive yet awhile.

Even if people say of me : 'Would that he died !
' may I do just as

thou doest, may I rise again [the same word is here used as for the

rising of the moon]. Even then when many evil beings devour thee,

when frogs eat thee up, many evil beings such as lizards, when those

eat thee up, still dost thou rise again. In time to come may I do

just like thee
!"

This prayer is a very good example of the class. The moon, in

passing through its phases, is supposed to be subjected to the attacks

of its reptilian enemies and to be completely worsted at the end. But

only for a brief space, for the moon has a powerful "medicine" with

which to combat its enemies and triumph again. The speaker asks,

in effect, that to him also may some of this power be granted, so

that he may withstand the malice of those that wish him ill.

6. The spirit of Snow (p!das), though he drove down the deer

from the mountains, was not believed to be particularly well disposed

to men, whom he begrudged the game. When it snowed too heavily,
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advantage was taken of his niggardly character to bring him to a

halt by reciting the following address as a ruse, each syllable being

pronounced clearly by itself and with pomp.

"T'gam me 6 degingan gwens -6umal s-i
eulit'aE gwent'gem

"Elks hither drive them on in back of mountain which are staying black-necked

hagwelt'geemt'gam " naganhan p!aa
s. Gasie anle l5p!ot', hono e

in dark places under trees !
" he used to be told Snow. And then not it snowed, again

ha-uhanae
s. Gelheyeex p!aa s, ani* t'gam ha-uhi'mia

he was quiet. He is stingy Snow, not elks down hill to drive them

gelguluk'w .

he desires.

Translation: " Hitherwards drive the elks, the black-necked ones,

that dwell back of the mountain, in dark places under the trees !

"

Thus it was customary to speak to Snow. Then it no longer snowed,

again he became quiet. Snow is stingy ; he does not desire to drive

down elks."

7. Similar to this, in that the undesirable spirit is gotten rid of

by trickery, is the following metrical song-charm, addressed to the

winter-storm. The storm-spirit is conceived of as a supernatural

woman going out with her children to dig up roots, only instead of

uprooting camass with her digging-stick as mortal women are wont
to do, she upturns the trees. This " medicine " served to banish her

from haunts of men.

" HeedacM* hi na. T'gap'xlut'e*
" Away from here pass. Thy digging stick

Heedadae hi nak'w
Away from here pass with it

!

Hees-oumal hi nak'w degesH'
Mountainwards pass with it thy sifting basket-pan !

Heewik4.mxa hi nak'w t'gap'xlut'e«
To Mt. Alwilamxadis pass with it thy digging stick !

Wede m& ginagwat'
Not hither come with it

Wede mee gingat'
Not hither come !

Hap'de e xilam you k!a.a

Thy children dead ones their bones

Yevve sallatslak'."
Perchance they touch them with their feet."

Nagan ga€
a. Wihin k!u uyapxaa malak'wak' : " Gwalt*

It was said to her just that My mother her friend she told her : "Wind

mahai wok'i 6 ga naa
g;i

6k'."
great if it should come that say to it."

Translation : " Go thou away from here, with thy camass-stick

pass thou away from here, mountainwards pass thou with thy sifting-

pan, away to Mt. Alwilamxadis pass thou with thy camass-stick !

Come thou not hither with it, come thou not hither ! Perchance thy

children touch with their feet dead people's bones." Just that was

said to her. A friend of my mother's told her: "If a great storm

comes, you shall say that to it."
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The purpose of the storm woman's digging-stick is evident— to

root up the trees. The object of the supernatural sifting-pan is not

quite obvious, but the idea implied seems to be that the dense masses

of falling snow are sifted therein as mortal folk winnow their acorn-

meal.

8. Another supernatural agency of a meteorological character

whose presence was felt to be undesirable is the whirlwind (p'ou-

yamx).

Gas-ie po'uyamx wili ba eit'gwalak'w dedewili>'da, t
rgaa

Now ' whirlwind house whirls up past by house-door, earth

salp'uliip'ilin. "W1
. k!uyaba<t' e!t'ee gwl*neixdee eiVe<"

it is kicked.
" Thy friend lam, thy relative lam"

nagan.
is said to it.

Translation : " When a whirlwind whirls up by the door of a house,

the earth is kicked and it is said :
" *E

n €
E
n

. I am thy friend, I am

of thy relations."

The meaning of the charm, according to Mrs. Johnson, lies in the

attempt to pacify the whirlwind spirit by claiming relationship with

it and hence immunity from harm. Like the hummingbird, the

whirlwind was believed to be the bearer of a message fraught with

evil for some one.

9. Winds were supposed to be efficacious in driving sickness out

of the body, and were appealed to for the purpose. The following

medicine-formula was used :
—

"He! Gwel £waadide ba-ideyeegiwida€ k'aiewa eilts!ak'
w

,

" From lower part of my body thou shall drive away evil things bad,

dak'hawalak'ide ba-ideyeegiwida*, dak'Iude ba-ideyeegiwida',

from crown of my head thou shall drive them away from above my hands thou shall drive them away

hats!ek'ts!igide ba-ideye egiwida£ k'ai'wa <Ilts!ak'
w

,

from within my backbone thou shall drive away
f

evil things

dak'salde ba-ideyCgiwidd- k'ai'wa nltslak-." Heme dap'op'au,

from above my feet thou shall drive away evil things bad." Then they blew,

hw + nagan.
was said to it.

Translation: "He! From out of my body do thou drive all bad

thino-s away, from the crown of my head do thou blow them away,

from above my hands [1. e. from my arms] do thou blow them away,

from within my backbone do thou blow all bad things away, from

above my feet [/. e. from my legs] do thou drive all bad things away !

Then they blew, saying hw + .

10. When it rained hard and it was desired to put an end to the

downpour, the rain spirit was asked :

—
"Gwlne< di ha-uhan<sda'? Ge'ne l5p!odat< " (To folks in

"How long thou wilt cease? So long thou hast rained

house:) "Dlt'gayuk!umaMa duyum <alp!l;ts-!5 Its;!a hip .

^
"At the eith's tail = west cat-tail do ye burn it.
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Translation : "How long is it before thou wilt cease? So long

hast thou been raining !
" (To folks in house :)

" Do ye burn cat-

tail rushes towards the west."

Why the burning of cat-tail rushes should cause the rainfall to

cease is not evident. Inasmuch as the rain-bearing winds come from

the west, it is possible that the burning in the west is to be con-

strued as a means for frightening away the rain spirit as he proceeds

to the east.

1 1. The charms heretofore given have all been addressed to animals

or natural phenomena conceived to be possessed of supernatural

powers. The following differs in that it is spoken to an absent human
being, but resembles in general tone some of the preceding, the main

idea of the charm being a prayer for long life and prosperity. When
a person sneezed, it was believed that his name was being mentioned

by some one afar off. To prevent the evil effect to the person

named of a possible mention of his name in connection with ill

wishes (for words as such may have power of good or ill), it was cus-

tomary to apostrophize the absent ones.

"Nek'di k!uyumisi ? ' Dap'oit'a e ,' nexdaba' 'hawi be
"Who he calls my name ? ' Thou shalt prosper,' ye shall say of me, 'yet day

mu u<rxdan dehi k!iyigada e.' Desbusba-usdaba'."
once further thou shalt go.' Ye shall blow to me !

"

Translation : " Who is it that calls my name ? May ye (who speak

of me) say in regard to me :
' Do thou prosper, mayest thou go

ahead [i. e. continue life] yet another day !
' May ye blow to me !

"

At the conclusion of the address a continued current of air was

blown by the speaker as symbolic of the long life desired. In

general, blowing, particularly of a whiff of tobacco smoke, was used

before and after the recitation of a charm ; apparently there was

ascribed to it a certain magical power to bring about the prayer of

the speaker.

Shamanism. Needless to say, the theory of disease held by the

Takelmas was that which almost universally obtains among primitive

tribes. The disease or ailment itself was conceived of as directly

caused by a " disease spirit" or "pain," known as a ts'Hddxgwa,

that had become lodged in some part of the victim's body. The
ts'Uddxgwa was thought of in quite material terms, and could be

extracted by persons properly qualified in the form of a splinter of

wood or the like, whereupon the ailment necessarily vanished. No
bodily ill, not even death, was the result of purely natural causes,

but was in practically every instance due to the malice of some evil-

minded person, either a shaman {goyo) or one who had hired a sha-

man to inflict disease upon some hated person. The shaman, always

feared, and always suspected of being responsible for whatever ill
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might befall the individual or the village community, was said, when
bent upon the death of some one, "to go out of his house with a

disease-spirit (da-uyaa
) that he has obtained " and " to shoot people

with it " {yap!a da-uyaa tslaydkH = people disease-spirit he shoots

them with). A powerful shaman might also reach his victim by
merely "wishing" him ill or (mentally) "poisoning" him, as my
informant put it ; this method was frequently employed by mytho-

logical characters such as Coyote, and was indicated in the language

by a special verb {wiyimdsi, "he wished to, poisoned me"). As we
have already seen, the evil "wish " could sometimes be carried to the

person aimed at by means of such emissaries as the hummingbird

or (perhaps) the whirlwind. It not infrequently happened, when
some one fell ill, that a particular shaman was accused by another of

being the responsible party ; in such cases the accused shaman was

compelled to cure the sick person or else suffer death as a penalty.

So great was the distrust felt for a shaman that in some villages

their presence was not tolerated at all for fear of the results of their

malicious practices. The attitude of the Takelmas towards the sha-

mans is significantly illustrated in the matter of retaliation for mur-

der. Ordinarily the murder of an Indian gave rise to a blood-feud,

sometimes long protracted, settled only by a payment of consider-

able value to the injured party. On the other hand, when a shaman

was slain, his or her 1 relatives were obliged to be content with the

payment of a small fine, and could not demand retaliation. Evidently

the death of a shaman was considered as merited in any event, for

who knew how many deaths he had himself been responsible for?

The shaman {goyo) obtained his magical power to cause and cure

sickness from one or generally several guardian spirits (known as

youldpxdaa
), as a rule animal spirits or natural objects and forces. The

method of securing the guardianship of these spirits was the same

as that so commonly employed in the Columbia valley for the acqui-

sition of a "personal totem " or "protector" (ordinarily referred to by

the Chinook jargon term of tamanwas) ; i. e. the intending shaman

would undergo a suitable term of training, generally consisting of

fasting and praying in the mountains ; during this period one or more

spirits would appear in a dream and make known their guardianship

by the bestowal of a medicine-song, for each of the shaman's you -

ldpxdda has its own particular song suited to its general character.

1 Both men and women could be shamans without apparent difference. There

is nothing to show that the women were looked upon as more potent, as was the

case among certain other tribes. Mention was made by Mrs. Johnson of a so-

called "hermaphrodite" {swaydii) or man-woman with man's voice and female

attire, credited with strong shamanistic powers ; this was evidently one of the

" berdashes " found also among the Shastas.
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The coyote, for instance, is represented in the myths as beginning

nearly every word with a meaningless prefixed s'—, and this charac-

teristic peculiarity would be imitated by a shaman in his " coyote

song," provided, of course, he had acquired the coyote as one of his

guardians. It is to be carefully noted that guardian spirits were not

possessed by the great run of people (or yap!a gamdxdi, " raw

people," as they were called), but were vouchsafed only to the sha-

mans ; the general doctrine of individual guardian spirits character-

istic of the tribes along the lower Columbia thus weakens towards

the south, or perhaps it would be better to say that it was never

developed in this area. Among the guardian spirits generally held

by shamans are to be mentioned the panther, wolf, coyote, rattlesnake,

eagle, hummingbird, woodpecker (bdk'ba), yellowhammer (t!dek t
'
d>

),

moon, sun, and wind. Some animal spirits, such as the chicken-

hawk, were distinctly hostile to the goyo, as will be later shown, and

never served as his guardians. Of those enumerated the sun was

undesirable, in so far as its acquisition, it was believed, entailed the

loss to the shaman of his own children. This illustrates, to some
extent, the relation which we must conceive to exist between the

shaman and his spirits. The former was not free to choose which-

ever of the latter he preferred, his choice being, at least in theory,

quite involuntary and due to the good will of the spirits themselves.

It is therefore easy to understand why a shaman was said to be the

" slave " of his spirits and why his actions were interpreted largely

as a carrying out of their behests. Moreover, they had to be kept in

good humor, as shown by this custom : If a shaman was called to a

house even of a far distant village, he was not permitted to partake

of food before dancing for his most potent guardian spirit. This

dance was the food of the spirit ; if the shaman were to eat first, he

would be guilty of satisfying his hunger before that of his master,

an insult to the latter that the spirit might greatly resent.

In "doctoring" a sick person the method employed was to appeal

to the guardian spirits for information as to the location of the pain-

causing ts'Hddxgwa, so that the shaman might be enabled to "catch"

it and extract it from the body. The medicine-song itself consisted as

a rule of meaningless syllables (burdens) intermingled with snatches

of connected words, all sung to a monotonous tune of indeterminate

length in which the people assembled in the house joined, but with-

out the accompaniment of a drum, an instrument entirely unknown
to the Takelmas. The following, taken from the myth of " Panther

and his Deer-Wife," will serve as an example of one of these mono-
tonous shaman's songs. A medicine-woman of the Deer people is

supposed to be guarding the pancreas (really the "life") of Panther,

that his deer-wife has stolen from him and has brought to her people
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to be used as a ball in the shinny-game. Various animals in dis-

guises are sent to recapture the pancreas, but the medicine-woman
detects their presence by means of her supernatural power. She
sings :

—

^^^^j^^_^p^^
1. WayaweneL5uwana, wayaweneL6 uwana, wayaweneL5uwana.

2. Nek'diideme €
awit', nek'diideme'awlt', nek'diideme'awit',

which translated means, " Who is going about over there ? " The
burden " WayaweneLouwana " is probably to be considered as sung

by the medicine-woman and her helpers as long as desired, while the

second line is said every now and then by the shaman on perceiving

an intruder lurking about and watching for an opportunity to steal

the pancreas, always in the same tune.

If the shaman was a woman, her husband started in with the song,

the other following his lead, while if the shaman was a man, his wife

took the lead. The communications of the guardian spirits were re-

peated by the shaman, but being unintelligible or inaudible to most,

were explained to those around by a layman (i. e. non-shaman), known

as a goyd dak'dahahi-hie
s, i. e. " shaman answerer." Despite the fear

which they inspired, the services of shamans must have been often

required in the cure of disease, rain-making, causing of rain or snow

to cease, and the like. The fees varied widely, according to the im-

portance or supposed difficulty of the case, sometimes women being

given in payment. A brief account of a cure effected by a goyd in the

girlhood of the informant was obtained from Mrs. Johnson ; literally

translated it runs thus :
—

"At that time I became sick. And then a shaman was paid, my
father paid a shaman ; four shamans danced for me. And I almost

died. Now I dreamt of a shaman. And then I was nothing but

bones ; my food was half a spoonful, not even a full spoonful did my
mother give me to eat— not even that much, nor did I drink any

water. Now in the fall time I dreamt of that shaman who had not

yet danced for me. These four shamans had been dancing for me,

but that shaman I had dreamt of— that one had not yet dano

me. My mother went to fetch the shaman I dreamt of, and just then

she came. Then the people assembled together, but I did not see

the people coming together, I was dead. And she danced just when

it had become noon, in the afternoon. Then the shaman said :

' Hold her ! Do you people hold her by her legs and hands !

'

then she said concerning me :
' She might jump up.' Now I was dead

;

who jumps up (when he is dead) ? Jumping now upon the disease

spirit, then something like a splinter of wood -being pulled out, thus
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she did. If nowadays such a splinter of wood should hurt you, would

you not feel it ? That is how she pulled it out ; I felt it when she

pulled it out. And then I arose. ' Give me food, mother !
' I said.

Then the shaman laughed (from joy) and said thus :
' Tell her to

wait now until I set right her body.' Then again she sang and set

my body completely right. Then she put the blood into a basket-

bucket \k!el: small shaman's bucket used to put 'pains' in] and

set everything right. With her lips she sucked it from me, took out

the blood, and put it into the bucket. Not again did I then become

sick. Then thus she said :
' Not again will you become sick as long

as I remain alive, as long as I do not die. If I die, just then will

you again fall sick,' she said to me. ' She is a good girl, not badly

she talks to people, always good her heart, ever she laughs,' said that

shaman. ' Now let her bathe [speaking to my mother]. Prepare

hot water and let her bathe ; then give her food to eat.' So my
mother prepared warm water. Then she made me bathe and then

gave me food. After this they all returned to their homes, and then

the shaman returned to her own house. She cured me ; not again

did I become sick at that time. Then when I recovered my hair all

came out ; this way did I become : no hair at all on my head. I just

tied a neckerchief about my head. Thus she cured me. For that

reason I for my part believe in shamans." '

Besides the goyo, or " shaman," properly speaking, there was the

S'dmldholxa's, also endowed with supernatural powers and capable

of influencing powerful spirits, yet in every respect entirely distinct

from the goyo. He was said to be able to dream of the creation of

all things and of all that was to be. Like the goyo, he could cure

disease, but, unlike him, had not the power of inflicting it, or at least

did not, being looked upon as of a friendly disposition towards his

fellow-men, nor was he able to "catch" the "pain." He did not

dance, like the goyo, nor did he require the services of any one else

in the singing. His procedure consisted mainly in sitting down by

the side of the invalid, rubbing the part affected by the malady, and

singing his medicine-song, in which the untranslatable, probably

meaningless words " h&'*gwatci ha'givatci" were said frequently to

recur. It is somewhat doubtful whether the Takelma goyo and s'dm-

loholxcfs correspond respectively to the two classes of medicine-men

frequently found in many Indian tribes and illustrated among the

1 This account indicates the importance of the numbery?ve in the ordinary con-

ceptions of the Oregon and Washington Indians, as well as in the mythology of

this region (four shamans are unsuccessful, only the fifth cures). Interesting also

is the idea of a sympathetic relation between two persons, by virtue of which the

well-being of one is dependent upon the life of the other— an idea that may well

be included under the general concept of " sympathetic magic."
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Wascos of the Dalles by the ididgiwam (shaman, one who "shoots"
people) and idiaxilalit (one who " doctors ;

" cf. -gila-it, " to doctor ").

The ididgiwam is practically always also an idiaxilalit, ox "doctor,"

but a goyo can never be at the same time a s'dmlohdlxa*s. In fact

the two are mutually exclusive terms, and the relation between the

two sorts of medicine-men was one of hostility, the S'dmldkdlxa's

having been often hired to counteract the evil work of a goyo. It is

interesting to note that the two appealed to entirely different spirits

as supernatural helpers, and thus made use of different medicine-

songs. No supernatural power that was wont to aid the s'dmld-

holxa*s could ever become the guardian spirit of a goyo, but, on the

contrary, was ever ready to inflict punishment upon him. The most

potent of these spirits were the chicken-hawk {kuus'Uu), the sparrow-

hawk (yek!iye e
), the acorn-woman, and a number of local moun-

tain spirits. Among these latter was the dan mologol (Rock Old

Woman) addressed as " Grandmother," and closely associated with a

rock of about three feet in height and with an elongated round top,

situated in the vicinity of DaldanW, a village north of Rogue River,

and between Grant's Pass and Leaf Creek ; near the rock imper-

sonating the old woman were a number of others known as her pipe

(nax), bucket (k!H), stirrer {s'umxi), to prevent it from boiling over,

and tongs (k.'dma*) for picking up the hot stones used for boiling

(the purpose of these cooking instruments will soon become appar-

ent). Various kinds of food were laid on top of the rock as an offer-

ing to the old woman for the cure of sickness.

A mountain spirit subordinate to her was AldauycPk'wadis ; the

four fir-trees that surmounted its summit were termed the ceremo-

nial feathers of the mountain spirit, the mountain itself and its pre-

siding spirit being, as usual in such cases, more or less commingled

in one conception. Still other such mountain spirits were another

Aldauydak'wadis, near Illinois River, in sight from the summit of

the former, and referred to as his brother ; Alsawent'adls, next to

the first of the two mountain brothers and covered with oaks and

t'bdl bushes (about three feet in height and of a yellowish color), used

by the s-omlohdlxa's in the cure of fever ; and Aldanklolo'ida, in the

vicinity of the present town of Jacksonville. These various animal,

plant, and mountain spirits (there must have been many others)

had each his or her particular medicine-song, efficacious in bringing

harm to the goyo. Of three of them, the chicken-hawk, the Acorn

Woman, and the Old Rock Woman myths were obtained in which

it is related how some great misfortune befell a shaman in the past

;

the recitation of these myths by the s'dmldhdlxa's has power to

injure the goyo against whom they are directed. The myth of the

Old Woman and the mountain Aldauydak lwadh is here given in

literal translation:—
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" When this great world was first set [word employed is identical

with that used in referring to the making of a basket-bottom], at

that time the Old Rock Woman was told :
' Thou shalt be a " sha-

man wisher' (or "poisoner"); if an evil-minded shaman devours

people, thou shalt sing for that.' And she said :
' Yes !

' 'And thou

shalt put thy pipe in the shaman's mouth, thou shalt give him to

smoke !

' it was said to her. Here alongside of her her rock bucket,

and then in her bucket her stirrer, and her tongs. Thus it was

given to the Old Rock Woman. Her bucket is for boiling the sha-

man's heart, and her stirrer— with that she stirs up the shaman's

heart while she is boiling it, and with her tongs she lifts stones—
hot stones. Then she made the stones steam in her bucket and

boiled the shaman's heart. For that— a shaman's heart — is her

rock bucket 'medicine.' And then she sang for the shaman, where-

upon the shaman died. The Old Rock Woman, 'My (paternal)

Grandmother,' has done it. And then Mt. Aldauyaak'wadis was
told about it. 'Now the Old Rock Woman has killed the shaman,'

he was told. Then he was ready to join her and tied his head-hair

up into a top-knot [indicative of war-dance]. Then he put dust on

his forehead [white war-paint]. Now when he came there, the sha-

man was lying dead. He took up his arm and wrenched loose the

shaman's arm. A little distance away he jumped with the shaman's

arm into a ditch. Then he danced around rapidly and brandished

[like a knife] the shaman's arm. Then he sang and danced with it.

Now some time elapsed ; he looked up, looked across to his younger

brother [near Illinois River]. Then he did as before and also his

younger brother did the same thing ; and they on either side nodded

to each other. In that way they killed the shaman, the evil-minded

shaman. He brandished the shaman's arm before his face; just as

nowadays a knife is brandished, that he did with it. Thus, when this

great world was set firm, thus it happened. In this manner the

j"(';;//(V/^^ makes 'medicine;' my paternal grandfather made the

s'omldholxcPs 'medicine ' with it [/. c. with this dance and song against

shamans]. I don't know who arranged matters thus ; it is said the

'Children Maker' did it. Thus they call him: 'Children Maker;'

nowadays people call him thus."

Equally unfriendly was the relation subsisting between the goyo

and the Acorn Woman, though the eating of the acorn, the staple

article of food, was not tabooed to the former. Whenever, because

of a strong wind, acorns, believed to be the flesh of the Acorn
Woman herself, fell off before they ripened, the responsibility was
laid to the door of an evil-minded shaman who thus desired to deprive

the people of their food. The following myth bearing on this point

is similar in its general character to the one given above, and, like
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it, was recounted by the s'dmldholxa's as " medicine " against a

goyh :
—

'"A shaman has blown thee off,' the Acorn was wont to be ad-

dressed by men of days gone by. That used to be said to the Acorn
;

old men said it. By means of a wind the shaman blew off the acorns
;

it was a shaman who blew the acorns off. Now the Acorn Chieftain-

ess (yana daeandak l

da), that one was sitting in her house and saw
how they were being blown down. She had sent herself there to

the tree [z. e. acorns growing there were part of herself]. Then the

shaman had blown her off. So the shaman having been killed, this

old woman, the Acorn Chieftainess, then dried him. When the sha-

man was dead, this old Acorn Woman, because he had blown her off,

for that reason dried him. Like dried venison then, thus she dried

him. For a long time she did that thing. Now whenever a shaman
died, she used to dry him ; the old woman did it. Then a long time

elapsed. And then two men said to each other: 'Let us journey

to the old woman; she has lots of venison, people say.' Then the

two men came to the old woman. She did not look at them as they

came into the house, sat with her back towards the fire. The two

men seated themselves, she did not converse with them. A long

time went by and then she picked up a basket-pan (p!#l'). Then
she took dried venison [i. e. shaman's flesh] and put it into the basket-

pan. Then she put it at their feet and then turned her back to the

fire. She did not look at the men after she had put down this dried

venison at their feet. 'Now the food has probably been eaten,' she

thought to herself. And when a short time had elapsed, just then

she looked in back of her across the fire. Now the two men were

dead already, just then she turned towards the fire; and then she

took up some water. Then she put the water in her mouth and blew

it over their cheeks : p
izv

. The two men arose and recovered. Then

she said :
' What did you think ? Did you think in regard to me

:

"She keeps dried venison "
? Did you think it was dried venison?

This here is the flesh of shamans, not dried venison. Since they blew

me off, therefore did I dry them.' Thus said the old woman, the old

Acorn WToman said it. That really was she herself, the Acorn Chief-

tainess. Thus far it [i. e. the story] goes. Because the shamans

blew her off, for that reason she did that."

In the chicken-hawk myth, which need not here be given, the

shaman is treated with even less consideration. In order to revenge

himself for the death of his wife, Chicken Hawk slays wholesale

hosts of shamans, and, not content with that, proceeds to the annihi-

lation of all mankind until caused to desist by a gigantic embassy of

the Crow people. He was the chief helper of the sdmtdholxa's, and his

war-song and myth formed particularly strong "shaman-medicine."
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If a shaman made himself particularly feared by the community

and the latter did not desire to go to the length of depriving him of

his life, the s'dmldholxa's was hired to drive out his guardian spirits

{youldpxdda
) and thus render him incapable of doing harm by " shoot-

ing." The account of the procedure which follows is literally trans-

lated from the Takelma text :
—

" A bad-hearted shaman — of such a one his guardian spirits are

driven out, since they eat up people. Now it is not desired to kill

him, so for that reason his spirits are driven out. A s'dmldholxa's

does it, 'raw' people [i. e. those that are not medicine-men] do not

do it. ' Do that to him,' he is told ; he [the shaman] does not do it

of his own free will. So now night has come and the people have

assembled together in the house. . . . Then the shaman is placed

alongside the fire without any clothes on. Then dust (or ashes) are

scattered all over his body by clapping hands, and one of his guard-

ian spirits goes out. Now as it goes out the shaman groans :
'«" + '

and there is blood in his mouth. Then he [the s'dmldholxa's] does

that to him again and claps dust (ashes) over him. Now when one

of his guardian spirits goes out of him again, there is blood in his

mouth. The shaman counts how many of his guardian spirits go

out of himself. Now two have gone out. Then the shaman is

addressed :
' Do not hide it ! Let them all go !

' he is told. . . . [As

many as twenty spirits may be ejected.] Now the shaman is asked :

' Are they all gone now ?
' There are many people, the house is full.

And he says :
' Yes ! They are all gone now. There are none

now.' He is asked : 'Do you tell the truth? Have they all disap-

peared now ?
' And he says :

' Yes !

' The s'dmldhdlxa's is told :

' Well, try him again !
' So he does the same thing to him. He

rubs dust (ashes) over him and scatters it, clapping his hands. There

are no more of his spirits to come out, they are all gone now. The
s'dmldholxa's has done that. Since the bad-hearted shaman ate up

people, therefore that was done to him. . . . Now when the shaman

has recovered, then he has become like ' one that has had dust

(ashes) thrown on him ' (algiPgiiwik™). ..."

Despite the supposed general efficacy of this method of driving

out spirits, some shamans are said to have been clever enough to

succeed in retaining one or more of their spirits and so continuing

secretly to harm people.

Miscellaneous I^kliefs. In conclusion I give a few odds and

ends of folk-lore.

1. After death, the soul or ghost of the departed was supposed to

journey to the land of ghosts, situated at an indefinite distance down
the river and on the opposite shore. This place was known as

kanxilml, which may be approximately translated by "across where
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ghosts (or dead people) are." The Charon of the Takelmas used no

paddle but just pushed off with his foot and waited for the newly-

arrived ghost at some distance from the shore of the living. The
ghost jumped into the canoe, was ferried across, and in Ghostland

lived on just as he had been wont to live on earth.

2. In going about in the night-time the Takelmas were sometimes

frightened by hearing a peculiar inspiratory whistling noise similar

to that often produced in urging on a horse. This noise was sup-

posed to be made by wandering ghosts in order to frighten the people.

The present stem of the verb used to describe this sound is very

probably onomatopoetic : ts'lus'um-.

3. A certain black long-legged bug about half an inch long was

called xilam sebet', i. e. "roasting dead people," because, according

to a myth in which Coyote is really to blame, he was held responsible

for the origin of death. Therefore this bug, when seen, was always

killed.

4. If a black-striped snake crosses one's path, it should be killed.

If this is not done, it is a sign that some one of your relatives will

die.

5. If a rattlesnake bites your shadow, it is a sign that you will

vomit.

6. Dream Omens. It is good to dream of traveling towards the

east, but to dream of going westwards is a bad omen. To dream of

muddy water is a bad omen, also to dream of snakes.

7. Blue Jay (trial's') was supposed to be trying to imitate Eagle

with his cry. Eagle's screech was a sign of ill-omen, for it meant

that some one would be killed with an arrow.

8. To cause the thunder to stop, it was customary to pinch dogs

into barking. Probably the dog's bark was believed to frighten away

the raccoon-like animal producing by his drumming the noise of

thunder.

9. When a man hiccoughs, he is supposed to have told a lie. As

a remedy a piece of food was given to him back across one's shoul-

der with the words :
"AW gai" i. e. " Eat this !

"

10. Myths were never related to children in the daytime, because

in that event they would get long ears and be caught by rattlesnakes.

Nor were they told in summer, for then the days would get shorter.

Edward Sapir.

Columbia University, New York.

vol. xx. — no. 76.
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NOTES ON CHICKASAW ETHNOLOGY AND
FOLK-LORE.

The following studies of the Chickasaw * Indians now located in

Indian Territory between the Canadian River and the Red River,

west of the Choctaws, were incidentally made while making field re-

searches among the Yuchi under the Bureau of American Ethnology

and the American Museum of Natural History. They are offered

for the purpose of comparison with phases of Creek and Yuchi cul-

ture, which together with the Chickasaw and Choctaw constitute in

the main the culture group of the southeastern United States.

The former habitat of the Chickasaw east of the Mississippi River,

in what is now northern Mississippi and Tennessee, makes them of

particular interest. They were the most westerly representatives

of the Muskhogean stock and the southeastern culture group, show-

ing something of a gradation between this and the Great Plains group.

The tribal name is Tcikaca*, -acd e suffix denoting people collec-

tively; another form TcikacokEla, -SkEla denoting tribe, is in com-

mon use. 2

1 Scant attention has been paid to the Chickasaw by the early writers and ex-

plorers. In the narratives of the De Soto expedition the habitat of the tribe is

mentioned, with a few general remarks on its warlike character. Du Pratz (Histoire

de la Louisiane, Paris, 1758, vol. ii, p. 217) does little more. A few customs are

recorded in Bossu {Travels in Louisia?ia (1771), while Romans (East and West
Florida, p. 63) has a list of tribal divisions. Schoolcraft contains a brief outline of

the migration legend, Tonsh pashoophah ceremony and social divisions, somewhat

at variance with the above list; Morgan (Ancient Society, 1877, p. 163) enumerates

other social groups. The history of the tribe, with some mention of bibliography

and linguistics, is treated by Gatschet (Migration Legend, vol. i, pp. 90-97), and

Catlin {North Amer. Inds. vol. ii, p. 127) has some general remarks on the Chick-

asaw and the cognate Choctaws (p. 140). Warren gives some first-hand informa-

tion on marriage and burial (Miss. Hist. Soc. vol. viii, p. 543).
2 My Chickasaw informants deny any relation between the term Tcikaca* and

the following forms, asserting that the name cannot be translated or explained

:

tcikili, " I am quick "(-//, first pers. active subj. pron.), tcik\_i~\-aca fi
,
" quick people,''

being an impossible compound. Tcikost hatak is "quick man." Tcikacd*sia, "I

am a Chickasaw."

The sounds are represented in the following way : Vowels a, e, i, 0, 11 short,

closed; E open obscure like u in Eng. but; a, e, f, 0, u long; * denotes nasal-

ization ;
' aspiration. Consonants are, e glottal catch

; q voiceless velar stop ;

k medial; tc palatal affricative with single articulation like Eng. ch ; c palatal

sibilant like Eng. sh ; h, t, I, m, n, s, p,fa.s in Eng. ; fori voiceless palatal spirant

similar to that found in N. W. Pacific coast languages ; semi-vowels w, y simi-

lar to Eng. ; Ti, velar nasal, like ng in Eng. Double consonants denote single

lengthened articulation. Rising word accent is shown by ', and falling accent by "

.
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1

Social Groups. As will be seen from the following account, the

Chickasaw social unit is the maternal clan, having its own special

officials, its place in the tribal encampment, and its rank among the

other clans. Clans are arranged in two groups, each of which has its

own religious ceremony of a shamanistic nature. The tribe is thus

• broken up into two distinct parts with quite different interests.

The groups are named Imosaktcd", "their hickory chopping," and

IntcukzvaLipa, "their worn-out place." The former is the superior

group, as its men were warriors inhabiting substantial lodges, while

the latter were known as inferior people who lived mostly under trees

in the woods. From the leading clan of each group a shaman, or

prophet (hopdye), was chosen for life, who held communion with the

gods in its behalf. In connection with sickness, war, or migration

his services were required before action was taken. He was also

consulted before the celebration of the Picofa ceremony.

This prophet, in former times exercising his power of leadership,

is said to have followed the Milky Way (ofl
e toxube ihinna '), and

other supernatural manifestations such as the direction in which an

upright pole leaned at certain times, or the direction indicated by the

shape of some bear's excrement.

Facial painting indicated the group of the wearer, but was only

used on occasions of war. The Imosaktcdn group painted across and

above the cheek bones, while the Intcukivaupa decorated only below

the cheek bones.

When the tribe was called to assemble, the various clans had

assigned places of encampment on each side of an imaginary line

running north and south, forming all together a square which cor-

responded in general to the camp circle of the prairie tribes.

The clans of the Imosaktcd" group, with the remarks of informants,

are as follows :
—

(1) IusaktaLd"fa, "their bank of the river boundary." It is the

highest clan of this group, from which the prophet is chosen. They

are said to be the brightest and bravest of the Chickasaw. Their

name refers to the Mississippi River, which is called saktat

In the tribal camp their place is at the centre of the north side, east

of the dividing line between the groups.

(2) Imosaktcd", "their hickory chopping." This clan stands in

very high esteem, the men being known as great fighters. They are

said to have walked from Mississippi to Indian Territory during the

removal.

(3) Inkobukce, "their hump," referring to the hump of a large game

animal. They are great hunters.

1 Literally, "dog white his trail."
,
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(4) Hataqanani', " fish person." They are expert fishermen, and

trade in fish.

(5) Intcukapdta, " their neighborhood."

Incaktcakdfa, " they are crawfish." They are very bright and ac-

tive people.

Inpitcanhatcdha, "their corn-crib high." They were signally in-

dustrious in agriculture.

The clans of the Intcukwan'pa group are as follows :
—

(1) Inkuni, "they are skunks." They are the leading clan of this

group, having the position opposite the InsaktaLanfa at the north

side of the camp square. They are hunters and eat skunks.

(2) I"ydLkacd', "they are dung people." From this clan the

prophet of this group is chosen.

(3) Intcicawdya, "their post-oak bend." They were known by
their habit of living about under the trees.

Intcukakolofa, "their house cut off," meaning that they lived only

in broken houses, or parts of houses.

Intciskilikkobdfa, " their black-jack (oak) broken off," meaning that

they dwelt under black-jack oaks.

IiitcukzvciLipa, "their house worn out." These last three are the

meanest of all.

The accompanying sketch shows arrangement of camp square.

Some of these clan divisions appear to have developed from local-

ized village communities, as they bear descriptive names, and for-

merly occupied certain tracts of country in community. The others,

although totemic, have no taboo against eating the flesh of their

totem animal. The list given above does not presume to be com-

plete, nor is the order of precedence very strictly recognized to-day,

after the first three names in each group. Matters of this sort are

rapidly disintegrating among the Chickasaw. The clans of each

group are in close alliance with each other, being, however, exoga-

mic without regard to their group.

Descent is counted in the female line. The totemic clans assign

a mythical origin to themselves from the animal whose name they

bear, such as fish, skunk, and crawfish. A good instance of this is

recorded in Catlin, 1 for the cognate Choctaw crawfish clan.

Each clan was under the leadership of a chief (inifiko), chosen by

the council of clan elders for life in the old days, but at present only

1 North American Indians (Edinb. 1903). vol. ii, p. 14. Crawfish lived in cave

underground with entrance through the mud. They had no language. The In-

dians used to lay in wait for them to capture them, but with no success, until one

day a number of the crawfish were cut off from their retreat and forced into a heap

of rocks. The Indians smoked them out, taught them the language, how to walk

on two feet, and after making other modifications in their captives adopted them
into their nation. The rest of the crawfish live underground yet.
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for a term of years. He was sometimes called by the name of cap-

itdni. A clan could take the warpath under the leadership of the

minko. At such times a council was held, in which the matter was

discussed, the arrangement of clans being in the formal way about

the square with the dividing line between the groups, usually a run-

ning stream. A fire {loivdk) was maintained at the centre, around

which the council seated itself. The object of the minko in heading

the war faction in this council was to enlist the aid of other clans.

At peace or war councils, each man used his own pipe and tobacco,

which lay on the ground in front of him. Localities were chosen

half-way between the parties for these assemblies. In holding a

council with another tribe, both groups camped on the same side

of the dividing line ; the other tribe occupied the opposite side.

There is no evidence of a judicial system in the tribe, except in the

practice of whipping thieves and petty offenders, and this is probably

a modern one.

The totem of the clan is also the guardian spirit of the men of that

clan, who hold their totem animal and his earthly representatives as

guides, kinsmen, and spiritual overseers. Hence it was and is cus-

tomary for them to maintain jealously the honor of their totemic ani-

mal. Numerous talcs, descriptive of his wonderful exploits, are told

by each clan. Also myth elements from negro sources have been

introduced, where such fall in well with the character of the exploit

and cast credit upon some particular totem. They never allowed

children to make use of anything that was double for food, such as

double strawberries, fruit, or chicken gizzard, and when a young man
killed his first game of any sort, he did not eat of it himself, but dis-

tributed the meat among his clansfolk.

Ceremonies. The principal religious ceremony of the Chickasaw is

celebrated by the group in behalf of a member who has been afflicted

by sickness. 1 All diseases are supposed to be caused by some animal

spiritat the instigation of a malevolent conjurer, some one who hires

him, or an offended animal spirit itself. Such conjuration is believed,

with a certain degree of hostility, to come from the opposite group.

The ceremony is called Picofa, "a fast." It is performed as an ad-

junct to the usual practices of the shaman.

When a person is taken sick, a shaman, (aliktce) is called to begin

the treatment. This shaman is chosen by the prophet of the sick

man's group. For three days the patient remains in the hands of

this shaman, after which the Picofa is performed as a finale. The
treatment is as follows :

—
1 A similar relation between groups is to be found among the Osages, where

medicine is secured from the opposite phratry when a child is sick. Fifteciith

Rep. Bur. Amer. EthnoL, Dorsey, "Siouan Indians," p. 233.
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The shaman in charge has a helper, who must always remain near
the medicine that he prepares, armed with a small bow and arrows
which he discharges into the medicine at intervals, whenever he sus-

pects that unfavorable spirits are near who might detract from its

power. The nature of the affliction is judged by the shaman in

charge, and his medicine is made of certain herbs steeped in water

and kept in an earthen bowl {lukfEmpo). The shaman's operations

take place at the home of his patient. An emetic is first adminis-

tered, then a dose of the medicine. While giving the medicine, the

shaman blows through a cane tube into the bowl and then sings a

song of the formula that goes with the herbs for that particular

trouble. Then a mouthful of the medicine is blown on the patient's

head through the cane, and the dregs from the brew are heaped on

his head. This treatment is kept up with little variation for three

days.

On the third day, however, the clans of the patient's group are

called together for the Picofa. The sufferer is laid near the door of

his house, the shaman with his medicine sitting near him to prevent

any one from passing between him and a fire which is kept burning

in the open space before the house. Should a person cross this

area he would contract the disease too, and in that case the shaman

would blow some of his medicine on him.

At sundown the fire is started around which all the dances are

executed, the movement being contra-clockwise. A drummer is

posted near the fire. The manner does not vary much in the differ-

ent dances. The order is single file with the leader at the head, all

the rest stepping in unison with their bodies inclined forward. The

leader wears a feather or some symbol to indicate the animal to

which the dance is addressed. He sings the song of that dance, for

the most part composed of meaningless syllables, a sort of chorus

being taken up by the other dancers in response to the first strophe.

The dances are propitiatory and are also performed as prayer'

the various animal deities and totems for the relief of the afflicted

person. The first dance of the Picofa is named from the ani

that is believed to be responsible for the patient's trouble. Th

to strengthen the medicine. Some of the dances still practised are

as follows :
—

Turkey (tcaloklohfc) Buffalo {yanace Mlo) Horse (. >

Duck (fEtcuc hiLd) Rabbit {tcukfi hha) Chicken {akunka

Bear (nit* Mlo) Snake {sinti kUa) Corn (tanta

Several women usually take part in these dances, having dr

terrapin shells containing a few pebbles attached below the 1

rattles (luksicdlli). These women do not sing. Dancers paint their
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cheeks and forehead red ; the chief shaman, however, is usually un-

adorned.

The dancing is continued until sunrise, then the shaman's assistant

and three or four others take an emetic, but must have finished with

it before the sun appears. They then take a bath and the ceremony

is concluded. It is considered a grave offence, frequently punishable

by death, for a member of one group to be present at the Picofa of

the other group, as his presence would nullify the good effect of the

ceremony.

Another ceremony of a less formal nature is cognate to the elabo-

rate town ceremonies of the Creek and Yuchi held in connection with

harvesting the first green corn of the season. When the Chickasaw

community is ready to gather the first corn, broken sticks are sent

throughout the region to each family, indicating the number of days

to pass before the ceremony is to occur. Each morning a stick is

thrown away until only one remains. This is the day of the event.

On this day every one fasts until high noon. Then each member
of the household drinks an emetic made of the Red Root ! {Jidkcic

humma, root red), concluding with a feast of the fresh roasting ears.

At certain times during the summer, communities gather together

to secure quantities of fish, which they do by throwing vegetable

poisons into the water and shooting the stupefied fish with bows and

arrows. Such gatherings are frequently the occasions of dancing

and gaming.

A rather common ceremony of individuals among the Chickasaw

is the transfer of the shamanistic practice from a shaman to an aspir-

ant to his office. The instructions for diagnosis, and the knowledge

of the herb medicines and songs accompanying them, are transferred

upon receipt of a stipulated price, usually a horse or equivalent. The
real shamanistic power, however, can be obtained only from a class

of spirits called I"yaqanaca?, " people of his clan," meaning, in the

broadest sense, his ancestors, who are known to dwell as spirits

abroad in the woods. They are invisible to all but those having a

shaman's power. The candidate, after paying for his instructions

from the seller, goes into the woods, alone and entirely naked, for

three days. He paints his body red, with cross bars below the knees,

face red, and breast with red and blue bars, sometimes only on one

side. During the three days he eats nothing, as the little people

of his clan are supposed to care for him and teach him all that

he should know in detail. He must keep his knowledge in strict

secrecy. When he returns to his village he is a shaman (aliktce).

Customs. During her periods of menstruation the Chickasaw

woman is strictly segregated from her family, remaining for three

1 Salix tristis or humilis.
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days in a brush shelter near the house. Her husband also refrains

from mingling freely with his friends at these times, in the hunt or in

social gatherings. At the birth of a child, the mother must be kept
from public view for the space of two months, generally residing in

the menstrual lodge. She eats no fresh meat. The father is not

allowed to engage in work for about a month, and he is looked upon
by his townsmen as an undesirable companion on the hunt and else-

where. The navel cord is first corded, and after a short time is

clipped and placed in a secret place, until the prophet of the child's

group can examine it to determine the future prospects of the infant.

Similarly to the Chocktaw, Natchez, and other tribes of the south-

eastern area, the Chickasaw practised head-flattening of both sexes

by artificial compression. The custom, however, has been obsolete

for many generations. Soon after birth, and every night for six months,

a wooden block thickly padded with buckskin was placed upon the

infant's frontal bone and bound in place. The process was continued

during later childhood by hand pressure. Deformation of this sort

was believed to develop the most admirable qualities, and was a sign

of high social rank.

Twin children are considered as supernatural manifestations, and

are brought before the prophet to have their futures foretold also.

Should one of them be a boy, he is likely to become the mtnko of his

clan, being called Itapotka, "double."

On the third day after birth the father consults among his clans-

men for a name for the child. When some one has suggested one

from memory of former names in the clan, he reports it to his wife,

and she puts a handkerchief, ribbon, or beads about the child's neck

in token of it. My informant's name was Ca'bitci, "Clearing," a

member of the Imosaktca" clan.

A young girl's first menstrual experiences (kulabef are not accom-

panied by any ceremony or shamanistic rites, but she is not allowed

to ride a horse or come in contact with any male children. There is

no regular marriage ceremony recognized by the Chickasaw. \\ hen

a man has made a choice of a maiden he tells his best friend about it,

who communicates with her parents. He may choose one or more

from the same family, the family of the girl naming the price, usually

in horses. The man, before he can marry, must be a good hunter

and own a log-house. A person may marry in any band but is own,

but becomes subject to the regulations of his wife's clan, lie still,

however, retains his original clan identity.

At the death of a member of the tribe, all personal belongings were

* The word hullo means mystery, supernatural agency, and seems as far as

can be determined, to be similar to Siouan wakan, Algon.quin mamtu, and I awnee

parunti waruxti {ci. Dorsey, Traditions of the Skidt Pawnee, p. 331).
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buried with the body beneath the floor of the house, the family con-

tinuing to live there. Husband and wife were interred together.

A chief was honored at death by a salute of guns, and a horse sad-

dled and bridled was shot above his grave. The women of the vil-

lage came to the bereaved household, stopping before it to cry for

about half an hour before they offered any words of consolation or

praise of the deceased. Relatives visit the grave every day to cry

for an hour or so. Log structures are erected over the spot in

most cases, at the present day, since burial beneath the floor has been

discontinued. Beliefs regarding the soul that journeys to the spirit

land are similar to those of the southeastern and prairie groups.

The soul, provided with provisions for the journey, travels westward,

having to pass an obstacle, in the shape of a slippery log, above a rocky

chasm, under a fire of stones from malignant spirits. If this is passed

in safety, the soul passes on to the land of his spirit ancestors.

Frank G. Speck.
Columbia University, New York.
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WILLIAM WELLS NEWELL.

William Wells Newell died at Wayland, Massachusetts, on
January 21, 1907. The funeral service was held in the Wayland
Unitarian Church on January 24, which was his sixty-eighth birth-

day. His last illness was very brief, and he was busily occupied with

his literary studies until within a few days of his death.

Mr. Newell was the son of the Rev. William Newell, minister of

the First Parish Church in Cambridge, and of Frances Boott (Wells)

Newell. He was born in Cambridge in 1839, ar>d lived there through-

out almost the whole of his life. He was graduated from Harvard

College in 1859 and from the Harvard Divinity School in 1863.

Then he was settled for a while as minister in Germantown, Pennsyl-

vania. But after a short period of service he gave up the ministry

and turned to the pursuit of literature and scholarship. For a time

he followed the profession of teaching, and from 1868 till 1S70 was a

tutor in Philosophy at Harvard. During the greater part of his life,

however, he held no academic position, but belonged to the body of

private scholars which has never been numerous in the United States.

The range of his interests was wide and his writings were correspond-

ingly various ; and he possessed an uncommonly graceful style in

both prose and verse. Of his contributions to general literature, his

translations from Chretien de Troyes (" King Arthur and the Table

Round," Boston, 1897) are probably the best known. Besides these

he published, in 1S81, a metrical translation of the " CEdipus Tyran-

nus," and in 1900 a translation, also in verse, of "Sonnets and Mad-

rigals of Michelangelo Buonarroti." A little volume of original poems,

written at various times and privately printed in 1904, in a small

edition under the title " Words for Music," gives happy express:

his finely sensitive nature.

Mr. Newell's interests began early to be concentrated upon folk

in its various branches. In 1883 he published an admirable volume on

the "Games and Songs of American Children." In 18I

leading part in the organization of the American Folk I

of which he was the Permanent Secretary until 1907. Duri g the

same years he was the editor of the Journal of Araer

Lore, and from 1894 till 1906 of the "Memoirs" of the

To him more than to any one else has been due the promotion of th

study of folk-lore in America, and few American scholars ha\

as extensive a knowledge of the subject. In his editorial su

of the Journal he gave generous advice and assistance I

utors, and he wrote for it also numerous interesting articl

own. He brought to his work a wide acquaintance with European
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languages and literatures, and the kind of eager intellectual curiosity

which alone stimulates accumulative scholarship on any large scale.

But he never became a mere antiquarian, a simple collector of the

curiosities of literature and custom. Just as he did not allow himself

to be lost in the by-paths of popular literature, but remained to the

end of his life the student and interpreter of some of the greater

writers of the best periods, so he always sought to study the facts of

folk-lore in their bearings on the history of literature, religion, and

civilized institutions. Thus in his last years he devoted much time to

the investigation of the origin and growth of the romances of King

Arthur and the Holy Grail. His general theory on this subject was

set forth in the introduction to his translations from Chretien and

elaborated in later articles in the Journal of American Folk-Lore

and in the " Publications of the Modern Language Association." Its

main contention, which goes far in denying to the Celts any essential

part in a literary cycle that purports to have originated with them,

seems unlikely to gain acceptance. But Mr. Newell's statement of

the case was profitable and his investigation of some topics minute

and thorough ; and in the course of his argument he contributed

suggestions of importance to the bewildering discussion which bids

fair to continue long concerning the " Matter of Britain."

F. N. Robinson.
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MEMORIAL MEETING AT THE FIRST CHURCH,
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., MARCH 10, 1907.

On Sunday afternoon, March 10, 1907, at 4 o'clock, a meeting in

memory of William Wells Newell was held in the First (Unitarian)

Church, of which his father was for many years the minister, and of

which he was himself a member. The meeting was well attended,

many men of science and letters being present. The minister of

the church, Rev. S. M. Crothers, presided and spoke a few words of

appreciation and sympathy. The principal addresses were made by

Colonel T. W. Higginson (for the Authors Club of Boston), Professor

Franz Boas of Columbia University, New York (for the American

Anthropological Association), Professor C. H. Toy of Harvard Uni-

versity (for the Study of Religions Club). Mr. Higginson read a

letter from Rev. Edward Everett Hale telling of the good thoughts

and deeds of Mr. Newell, whose loss to philanthropy and kindred

activities he never ceased to deplore. Professor R. B. Dixon of Har-

vard University read a letter from Professor F. W. Putnam, whose

state of health prevented his attendance. Professor Putnam paid

tribute to Mr. Newell' s enthusiasm and zealous labors in connection

with the founding and the work of the American Folk-Lore Society.

Colonel Higginson spoke first of Mr. Newell' s ancestry in New

England and Old England. His father was a Unitarian minister and

for many years pastor of the First Church in Cambridge ; his mater-

nal grandfather was a schoolmaster of the good old type, one of the

first educators, it appears, to bring Spanish boys from the South

to be given the benefit of an English training. These associations

counted for not a little in his character and achievements. He then

told of his own associations with him in the Authors Club and else

where. Mr. Newell always had the literary instinct and the poetic

spirit, and one almost wishes that he had devoted himself entirely to

letters. But this could not be. In the Authors Club he took part n-.t

only in the literary exercises and discussions, where his great know-

ledge and wide reading were of such value, but was prominent 1

social activities of the society, its outings, picnics, etc. He had t

of getting along with people, as well as the temperament and the

equipment of the scholar. In his "Translations" and his little book

"Words for Music" may be seen some of what he has accomplished

in the way of literature.

The letter from Rev. Edward Everett Hale read by Colonel Hig-

ginson is as follows :
—
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Washington, March 3, 1907.

My dear Higginson, — I cannot be at the memorial service

which will, I hope, leave some permanent record of our friend Will

Newell.

If I had my way he would have survived me by twenty years, and

I was sorry when I found I was never to talk with him again.

When he left college in the midst of the way he was my assistant

for some months, and never was a good fellow so devoted to the busi-

ness of lifting up those who have fallen down as he. He was abso-

lutely unselfish, I hated to lose him, but the country called and he

left me for sanitary service. Here was the beginning, however, of

warm personal attachment, which will always continue on both sides.

He was very much beloved in Germantown, where he was minister

for some time, and I have always heard that his school was admirable.

Well it might be, for he was, as I suppose, a well-nigh perfect clas-

sical scholar.

I am such a Philistine that I have always begrudged to the Folk-

Lore Society their capture of a man of such ability. But he has

shown what is the value of enthusiasm in such work. If I had stood

over him with a whip, — as the laws of the country do not permit,

— I would have made him write more poetry. When the country

choirs of America from Eastport to Tiajuana sing " Adcste Fideles"

in English, they are, without knowing it, using the English words as

he wrote them down. Always truly yours,

(Signed) Edw. E. Hale.

Professor Franz Boas said : For many years I have had the good

fortune to be closely associated with Mr. Newell in those lines of his

work which relate to the study of folk-lore and anthropology, and

to-day, in recalling the years of our friendship, the personal loss de-

mands expression before we can give thought to what the sciences

have lost to which he devoted his life and energies. His ready sym-

pathy, his whole-souled devotion to his ideals, his simple and unhesi-

tating acceptance of every call of duty, his inspiring enthusiasm, have

been a constant help to his friends, a stimulus to wholesome activity.

Few are the men whose influence upon scientific thought is so

closely connected with their personality as Mr. Newell' s. He was

ne of those who, in their enthusiasm for facts, are likely to for-

get the objects which the newly discovered data are to serve, and

whose departure from the field of science comes to signify the loss

of a powerful centre of activity, through whose agency many valuable

treasures may have been acquired, but whose personality has disap-

peared behind the urgent demands of action. His was the power of

directing the thoughts of students into the channels of his own mind.
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by means of the influence of his personality and of his enthusiasm,
and of increasing and directing their thirst for new information. What
he achieved is not so much due to what he did, as to what he was.

Thus it has happened that Mr. Newell, although a man of literary

inclinations, came to be a power in the field of anthropology. His
first and most remarkable achievement, the foundation of the Folk-

Lore Society, brought him into close contact, not only with the stu-

dent of European folk-lore, of which field he himself was master,

but also with the students of primitive tribes, and, without assuming

to become an anthropologist, he exerted a lasting influence upon
many investigators. Twenty years ago, when his interests were first

turned in this direction, anthropology was almost exclusively in the

hands of men originally trained in the study of the natural sciences,

and this determined the standpoint from which the phenomena of

anthropology were viewed. Exactness of description, on the one

hand, the establishment of broad evolutionary principles on the other,

were the guiding thoughts of students. The history of culture as

a historical and truly psychological phenomenon was a thought that

remained to be developed.

Mr. Newell's interests were aroused from entirely different points

of view. His studies in the history of literature and folk-lore en-

abled him to perceive at a glance the historical elements in primitive

culture, more particularly in the field of primitive lore and art, and

to see that the gulf between the mental life of primitive man and

civilized man, or between the mental life of races that many students

had constructed, had no existence in reality. His own artistic temper

which permitted him to feel with the poet, and his human sympathy

which led him to follow up the gradual spread of artistic producl

among the people, together with his fund of historic know!

enabled him to see things that had been hidden from the l\

anthropologists.

To understand him aright we must also not forget the broad hu-

manitarian basis of his scientific interests. If it had !

knowledge of remarkable forms of beliefs of foreign races, he mi

have been an interested spectator, but he would hardly have t

as much energy into the work of inspiring students with th<

sity of saving the vanishing remains of such beliefs, and

what still exists in full vigor. The strongest appeal t

thies lay in the light shed upon the fundamental values

by a close study of beliefs, customs, tales, and arts

in the ability given by this study of appreciating the stn

weaknesses of our own culture, and in its tendency to correct

overbearing self-sufficiency of modern civilizat-

He never formulated his views in writing ;
but in animated discu
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sions the analogies between primitive lore and that of Europe, the

need of applying the well-grounded principles developed in literary

research, the necessity of viewing many expressions of primitive

thought as the artistic or philosophic expression of popular ideas

formulated by artists or thinkers of high rank, were with him an in-

exhaustible topic, and he impressed his views upon the listener by

the force of the vivacity of his temperament, and of the enthusiastic

reliance on the correctness of his principles.

Thus it came to pass that he set anthropologists thinking in new
lines, that he added new recruits to our ranks, and that he pressed

one after another of us into his service, and thus led in the work of

making room in anthropology for a broad historical viewpoint.

Considering that he was not a professional teacher, nor a writer

on anthropological subjects, in the narrower sense of the term, his

success and his influence seem marvelous to him who did not know
him. Such success is given only to him who by his own mental

vigor overcomes all resistance, whose faith in his own work carries

conviction.

It is left to us to see that his work may live ; and our task has

been made easy by him, for those ideas for -which he stood have

taken firm hold. May his memory help us to follow in his steps.

On behalf of the History of Religions Club Professor C. H. Toy

said : "Mr. Newell was a member of the Club from its beginning in

1S91, ever took great interest in it, rarely missing a meeting. He
presented to the Club a number of papers on such points as the role

of the sun-god among the North American Indians, and the survival

of heathen customs and ideas in medixval European Christianity;

all that he wrote was carefully prepared and illustrated with learning

and reflection. His wide reading and his grasp of the method of

historical research enabled him also to take part in the discussion

of other topics presented in the Club, even when the field was rela-

tively remote from his own ; it was rare that he was unable to pro-

duce parallels that threw light on the general subject. In discussion,

while he ably maintained his own views, he was always ready to give

respectful consideration to those of others. He entered with zest

into the social side of the meetings; he was enthusiastic and hearty,

uniformly cheerful, sometimes with what approached gayety, and he

enjoyed fun, humor, and wit. It was absence of self-consciousness

that lay at the bottom of his spirit of good fellowship. His attitude

was impersonal, the opposite of self-regarding. He was one of the

most unselfish of men, ever ready to give of his stores, disposed to

efface himself, holding himself in a real sense to be the servant of

men. The members of the Club will hold him, along with Allen,
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Everett, and Greenough, in affectionate remembrance as a faithful

friend, a true comrade, and a man whose life was devoted to the pur-

suit of truth and the doing of good."

The following letter from Professor F. IV. Putnam was read by
Dr. Roland B. Dixon :

—

March 8, 1907.

Dr. Roland B. Dixon, President of the American Folk-Lore

Society.

Dear Mr. Dixon,— I regret most deeply that the present state of

my health will not permit of my being present at the meeting to be

held on Sunday next, in memory of Mr. William Wells Newell.

Since Mr. Newell founded the American Folk-Lore Society, in

1888, it has been my privilege to be associated with him and his life

work. His plan for the Society, from the first, was to make it an

organization of the broadest scope, and to enlist workers from all

parts of our country. For this purpose he proposed— and fostered

by every means in his power— the formation of branch societies.

Wherever he could discover a person interested in any line of re-

search coming within the scope of the Society, he encouraged that

person to form a branch society in his or her locality for the investi-

gation and preservation of local folk-lore. For the latter purpose he,

at the very beginning, started the publication of the Journal of

American Folk-Lore, which in its early days was largely sustained

by his indefatigable labors and his personal contributions, both liter-

ary and pecuniary.

Mr Newell recognized the importance of tracing and securing the

survivals of the folk-lore of the Old World brought to America from

many lands, and he therefore urged the collecting of stories and say-

ings common to people of old or isolated communities. He also re-

alized the desirability of securing the stories and songs of the negro

population of the South as a means of following the transference of

negro-lore from Africa and of studying the variants of many of the

stories.

In addition to these important studies in relation to the sour,

what has become American folk-lore, Mr. Newell felt the necessity

of making a careful study of the myths, religion, and stor*

American Indians as a source of important deductions conned

with the ethnography of the native peoples of America. In

search he took a lively interest and always did what he could for the

furtherance of such investigations.

Many pages in the nineteen volumes of the Journal ot

can Folk-Lore show how earnestly he worked in this line and how

he gradually brought to his fold the ethnologists of the country. It

was especially in connection with this research 'that I became int.-
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mately associated with him and cooperated with him in the estab-

lishment of the Boston Branch of the Society in 1889.

During these eighteen years it has been my good fortune to see

much of Mr. Newell and to know him as a man of culture, of integ-

rity, of most unselfish character, of a warm heart, and a most lovable

nature. He was a true friend, always ready to help others without

thought of personal gain, and fired with indignation whenever an

act of selfishness or injustice came to his notice ; he was beloved by

all who knew him intimately ; he will be greatly missed from our

councils. Sincerely yours,

(Signed) F. W. Putnam,

President of the Boston Branch of the American FoIk-Lore Society.

The meeting was closed with a few appropriate words by Rev.

Samuel M. Crothers, who also read a brief poem by Mr. Newell.
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RESOLUTIONS ON THE DEATH OF WILLIAM WELLS
NEWELL.

OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the General Council of the American Folk-Lore

Society, called by the President, on Wednesday, January 23, 1907,

to take action on the death of the Permanent Secretary, Mr. William

Wells Newell, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted :

Whereas, the Council has heard with great sorrow of the death of

William Wells Newell, the Permanent Secretary of this Society,

through whose initiative the Society was founded, and to whose un-

tiring devotion and steadfast loyalty the development of the study of

Folk-lore in America is so largely due ; therefore be it

Resolved, that the members of the Council desire to express their

sense of the deep obligation which all students of Folk-lore owe to

Mr. Newell, and their feeling of personal loss in being thus deprived

of the wise counsel and enthusiastic support which were never sought

in vain. And be it further

Resolved, that this resolution be spread upon the records, and be

sent, with assurances of the deepest sympathy, to the members of

Mr. Newell's family.

OF THE BOSTON BRANCH OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the Boston Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society, on January 22, 1907, the following resolutions were passed.

Resolved, that the members of the Council of the Boston Branch

of the American Folk-Lore Society, deeply affected by the death of

William Wells Newell, spread upon the records of the Society their

grief at the loss of the Vice-President of the Branch from its organi-

zation, and express their recognition of the great value of his enthusi-

astic and indefatigable devotion to the objects of the Society.

Resolved, that in the death of Mr. Newell, the founder of the

American Folk-Lore Society, the cause of Folk-lore in this country

has lost its most ardent worker and greatest friend.

Resolved, that the members of the council extend to the family

of their lamented friend and co-laborer their heartfelt sympathy at

the loss of one whose culture and warm heart greatly endeared him

to a large circle of appreciative and devoted friends.

OF THE CAMBRIDGE BRANCH OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

At a meeting of the Council of the Cambridge Branch of the

American Folk-Lore Society, held on Tuesday, January 22, the fol-

lowing resolutions were unanimously adopted :

—
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Whereas, the members of the Cambridge Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society have heard with deep sorrow of the death of the

founder of the Society, Mr. William Wells Newell, to whose interest

and devotion the success of the Cambridge Branch is so largely due

;

therefore be it

Resolved, that we, the members of the Cambridge Branch of the

American Folk-Lore Society, do hereby express our sense of the

irreparable loss which the Society has sustained in the death of Mr.

Newell, and our appreciation of his kindliness and never-failing help-

fulness in all that pertained to the work of the Society. And be it

further

Resolved, that this minute be spread upon the records of the

Cambridge Branch, and sent to the members of Mr. Newell's family.
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EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

The Society met in New York, N. Y., in affiliation with the Amer-
ican Anthropological Association, and Section H (Anthropology) of

the American Association for the Advancement of Science, December

27, 1906-January 15, 1907.

The Council of the Society met on Thursday, December 27, in the

School of Mines, Columbia University, at 5 p. m.

The Society met for business in Room 306, School of Mines, on

Friday, at 10 a. m.

The Report of the Council for the year 1905, in pointing out the

possibilities still offered for the completion of a proper record of

American tradition, insisted on the importance of increasing the

resources of the Society and the number of its members. The

increase of membership in the United States and Canada might, it

was urged, exert a powerful influence in promoting the collection of

remaining material. Mention was made of an important step in the

formation of a Branch in California, organized for the purpose of pro-

moting research in that State, and the hope was expressed that this

example might be followed in other States.

The great calamity which has befallen the city of San Francisco has

not prevented the progress of this Branch, which has fair prospects

of usefulness and success. During the year new Branches have

been formed in Arizona and in Missouri, both of which promise to

be efficacious in promoting traditional research. It is evident that

wherever there still exists folk-lore to be collected sufficient interesl

can be awakened to establish Branches of the Society; such organi-

zation requires only the activity of the proper persons.

If it is not feasible to form and maintain a Branch with frequent

meetings, it will at all events be possible to constitute a local group

of members, who may at least hold one public annual meeting, a

report on the conditions existing in that neighborhood.

in the last Annual Report, the Council has therefore determin

establish, as far as possible, Secretaries, whose duty sh

mote membership and library subscription, to form in their tor-

branches or groups of students or persons interested, to i

public meetings as may seem desirable, and to communicate their

proceedings for publication in the Journal of American Folk-Lore.

In accordance with this plan, a number of appointments of
<

ries have been made, as printed below. It is,desired to compk

this list, and members are invited to make suggestions to the Secre-
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tary concerning the appointment of such Secretaries, and also the

possibility of establishing local organizations in their own neighbor-

hood.

The Eighth Volume of the series of Memoirs of the American Folk-

Lore Society, "Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee," collected and anno-

tated by Professor George A. Dorsey, appeared in 1904. The series

is now continued by a Ninth Volume, entitled " Los Pastores, a Mexi-

can Miracle Play. Translation, Introduction, and Notes by M. R.

Cole. With Illustrations and Music." (Pages about xx, 350.) The
Spanish texts, from Texas and New Mexico, are for the first time

made accessible. The intrinsic beauty and interest of this curious

survival of mediaeval life entitle it to attention, and the volume should

be, it is thought, a valuable addition to Americana. The book is

now passing through the press, and will shortly be ready for distri-

bution.

As the Tenth Volume of the Memoirs, if the resources of the

Society permit, it is intended to issue for the year 1907 that collec-

tion of Maryland Folk-Lore made by the Maryland Folk-Lore Society,

which has heretofore been announced, but which has hitherto not

been presented in a state ready for publication.

The Report of the Treasurer, from December 27, 1905, to Decem-
ber 24, 1906, is herewith presented :

—

RECEIPTS.

Balance from last statement $1,429.97

Receipts from annual dues 633.15

Subscriptions to Publication Fund 131.00

Sales through Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (net of mailing and other

expenses)

:

Memoirs 185.58

Journal of American Folk-Lore, Dec. 1, 1902, to Aug. 1,

i9°S S 83-68

Interest account on balance, Old Colony Trust Co. (less charges

for collection) 39-04

$3,002.42

DISBURSEMENTS.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., for manufacture of Journal of Amer-

ican Folk-Lore, Nos. 71, 72, 73, 74 $972.46
" " for correction of mailing list . . . 15-85

Caustic & Claflin Co., Cambridge, Mass., printing for Secretary 4.00

H. M. Hight, Boston, Mass., printing circulars, bill-forms, etc. 4.25

B. L. Newman, Boston, Mass., for making card catalogues . . 4.23

American Anthropological Association, one third cost of joint

programme 5.50
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Old Colony Trust Co., 12 shillings deposited as $3 .... .12

Treasurer's postage g 00
Secretary's " 11.00

Rebate to M. L. Feroald, Treasurer of Cambridge Branch . . 14.00
E. W. Remick, " Boston " . . 32 . o

$1,071.41
Balance to new account 1,931.01

$3,002.42

The Council recommended that, in consideration of his continued

and unselfish services to the Society, as Editor of its Journal, Pro-

fessor Alexander Francis Chamberlain of Clark University, Worces-

ter, Mass., be elected an Honorary Member of the Society; and on

motion the Society unanimously concurred in such election. The
election of officers being in order, nominations of the Council were

as follows:—
President, Professor Roland B. Dixon, Harvard University, Cam-

bridge, Mass.

First Vice-President, Dr. John R. Swanton, Bureau of Ameri-

can Ethnology, Washington, D. C.

Second Vice-President, Professor H. M. Belden, University of

Missouri, Columbia, Mo.

Councillors (for three years), F. A. Golder, Tempe, Ariz.; Dr.

George B. Gordon, Free Museum of Science and Art, University of

Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, Pa. ; Dr. H. M. Hurd, Baltimore, Md.

Councillor (for two years), Dr. Clark Wissler, Columbia Uni-

versity and American Museum of Natural History, New York, N. Y.

Councillor (for one year), Dr. David Boyle, Provincial (Ontario)

Archaeological Museum, Toronto, Ont.

The Secretary was empowered to cast a single ballot for officers as

nominated. This was done, and they were declared duly elected.

On Thursday, December 27, during a joint session of the three

Societies, papers on the programme were as follows :
—

MORNING SESSION, 10 A. M.

1. Dr. Clark Wissler : "Notes on Blackfoot Myths."

2. Dr. C. Hart Merriam : (a) "Totemism in California;" (6)

"The Yumme or Mourning Ceremony of the Me-wuk;" (c) "Me-wuk

Myths."

3. Mr. Edward Sapir :
" Notes on the Takelma Indians of South-

western Oregon."

4. Mr. Frank G. Speck :
" Notes on Chickasaw Ethnology."
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AFTERNOON SESSION, 2 P. M.

(Joint session in charge of the American Folk-Lore Society.)

Address of the retiring President, Dr. A. L. Kroeber, San Fran-

cisco, Cal. :
" Music of the California Indians " (illustrated by lantern

and graphophone).

5. Mr. Stansbury Hagar : "Cherokee Star- Lore."

6. Dr. Nicolas Leon: "Folk-Lore Mexicano, la. Contribucion."

7. Dr. W J McGee :
" Recent Activity in Folk-Lore in Missouri."

8. Mrs. R. F. Herrick : "The Volcano of Bell Springs."

9. Mr. W. W. Newell: "Philippine Marchen."

10. Miss Anne Weston Whitney : Report on the collection of

Maryland Folk-Lore.

11. Mr. William Nelson: {a) "Witchcraft in Northern New
Jersey in the Ninteenth Century

;

" (b) " The Use of ' Water Witches

'

in Railroad Building."
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PROCEEDINGS OF BRANCHES OF THE AMERICAN
FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

ARIZONA.

The Arizona Branch of the American Folk-Lore Society had a

very interesting meeting on February 18, at the Presbyterian Church.
The first speaker of the evening was Mr. Golder of the Tempe Nor-
mal, who told of his visit among the Mokis and the Snake dance.

This was later supplemented by Hon. E. R. Day, who had been pre-

sent a number of times at that ceremony. Mr. Day believes that the

bite of the rattlesnake of the Moki region is not fatal, for he knew
of several cases where persons bitten had survived. Mr. Day's talk

was exceedingly interesting, and the society is planning to have him
give a talk on the Navajos before he leaves.

Major A. J. Doran told some pioneer incidents connected with the

ruins in this neighborhood, and in particular about a young Bostonian

who came out here in search of a pot of gold, which had been mys-

teriously revealed to him by some prehistoric ghost.

Mr. Al Doyle, the famous Flagstaff guide, described the food of

the Indians, especially that of the Apaches.

President J. H. McClintock gave an instructive discussion on the

prehistoric ruins. It is needless to say that few men in Salt River

Valley know more about the prehistoric Arizonians.

Another speaker was Mr. H. R. Patrick, who is making a study of

the swastika. He went briefly into the history of that mysterious

symbol and threw out suggestions of its possible meaning.

Contributions in the shape of legends were read by Mrs. F. J.

McCormick, the secretary of the society. These will soon appear

in the Journal of American Folk-Lore.

The next meeting will be held in March, when it is hoped Dr.

Fewkes, now at Casa Grande, will speak.

F. A. Golder, Seen

CALIFORNIA.

A meeting of the California Branch of the American Folk I

Society was held at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. A. I.

in San Francisco, Tuesday, October 30, 1906, Mr. Char! s k<

presiding. Mr. Keeler gave the paper of the evening, on " Cr

Myths of the Pacific Islanders." The discussion which followe 1

participated in by Dr. C. Hart Merriam, Dr. A. L. Lengfeld, Dr. A. L.

Kroeber, and Mr. D. E. Hirschler.

A meeting of the California Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society was
&
held in Pasadena at the Arts and Crafts Room, Friday,
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November 16, 1906, at 8.15 p. m. Miss Grace Nicholson, the host-

ess, opened the meeting. Dr. A. L. Kroeber gave an address on

"The Folk-Lore of the California Indians," with graphophone and

lantern illustrations.

A meeting of the California Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society was held in Los Angeles, at Unity Church Hall, Saturday,

November 17, 1906, at 8 p. m. Mr. Charles F. Lummis presided

and opened the meeting. Dr. A. L. Kroeber gave an illustrated

lecture on "Indian Folk-Lore."

A meeting of the California Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society was held in Berkeley, at South Hall, University of California,

on Tuesday evening, November 27, 1906, at 8 o'clock, Mr. Charles

Keeler presiding. Professor John Fryer, first vice-president of the

society, gave a lecture, illustrated by lantern slides, on "The Chinese

Inferno."

BERKELEY FOLK-LORE CLUB.

A meeting of the Berkeley Folk-Lore Club was held at the Fac-

ulty Club, University of California, Berkeley, Tuesday, October 16,

1906, at 8 p. m. President A. F. Lange presided. Professor O. M.

Johnston of Stanford University presented a paper on "The Sources

of Dante's Divine Comedy," which was discussed by all present.

A. L. Kroeber, Secretary.

A meeting of the California Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society was held in the California Promotion Committee's Hall in

Union Square, San Francisco, Thursday evening, February 7, 1907,

at 8.15 o'clock, Mr. E.J. Molera presiding. The minutes of the last

meeting were read and approved. The following resolution was read

and adopted :
—

" In the death of William Wells Newell, the study of folk-lore has

lost an ardent follower ; the community of which he formed part, a

man of wide culture, high ideals, and unflinching integrity ; and the

American Folk-Lore Society, which he was largely instrumental in

founding, an unselfish supporter, who for nineteen years was the

principal force and an untiring agent in sustaining, developing, and

broadening its work and scope. The communication of his interest

to others was the cause of the formation of the California Branch,

as of so many other branch societies, and his guidance and coopera-

tion have helped the society in its career.

" Be it resolved, therefore, by the California Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society, that it expresses hereby its sense of the loss sus-

tained by the death of William Wells Newell, and its desire to add

to the tribute rendered to his memory by all students of folk-lore and

all who knew him."
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Dr. David P. Barrows, director of the Bureau of Education of the

Philippine Islands, then delivered a lecture on " Mohammedanism in

the Philippine Islands." The meeting adjourned.

A. L. Kroeber, Secretary.

OFFICERS OF LOCAL BRANCHES OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE

SOCIETY.

Boston. — President, F. W. Putnam; Vice-President, Alfred M.

Tozzer; Secretary, Miss Helen Leah Reed ; Treasurer, A. R. Tisdale.

Cambridge. — President, G. H. Chase ; Vice-President, Mrs. W. S.

Scudder ; Secretary, Roland B. Dixon ; Treasurer, M. L. Fernald.

California.— President, Charles Keeler ; First Vice-President,

John Fryer ; Second Vice-President, W. F. Bade ; Secretary, A. L.

Kroeber ; Treasure}', S. A. Barrett.

Arizona.— President, J. H. McClintock; First Vice-President,

C. W. Goodman ; Second Vice-President, Mrs. Mary Neff ; Corre-

sponding Secretary, F. A. Golder ; Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. F. J.

McCormack.
Missouri. —President, W J McGee; First Vice-President, Mrs.

Mary A. Owen; Second Vice-President, C. W. Clarke; Secretary,

H. M. Belden ; Treasurer, Mrs. Mary L. Dalton.
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RECORD OF AMERICAN FOLK-LORE.

NORTH AMERICA.

Algonkian. — Blackfoot {Blood, Piegan), Cree, etc. J. W.

Schultz's interesting and valuable book, " My Life as an Indian
"

(N. Y., 1907, pp. 426), which has as sub-title " The Story of a Red

Woman and a White Man in the Lodges of the Blackfeet," contains

many folk-lore data concerning the Blackfeet in particular ; also the

Crees, Crows, Kootenay, etc. The illustrations, mostly from photo-

graphs by G. B. Grinnell, are very good. The authenticity of the

story is guaranteed by Mr. Grinnell, and of its value for the study of

Indian life and character there can be no doubt. In it the Indian

stands revealed as a man. His loves and hates, his hopes and fears,

his motives are the same as ours, — "the Indian is the white man
without the veneer of civilization." This is a human book, such as

all men and women ought to read to be reassured of the common

humanity of red and white. The interest of the story centres about

Nat-ah'ki, a Blackfoot girl, whom the author marries. Other figures

are " the Crow Woman " (a captive Arickaree) ; Mrs. Berry, a Man-

dan woman, wife of an old-time Indian trader ; Berry, a metis Indian

trader from the Upper Missouri ; Father Prando (pseudonym of a

devoted Jesuit missionary, who died in 1906), Indian chiefs, white

trappers, traders, etc. Of interest to the folk-lorist are the descrip-

tions of Indian dances (p. 16, p. 44) ; the ruse of the Blackfoot lover

(pp. 18-35) > the story of the Crow Woman (pp. 66-7S) ; the white

buffalo (pp. 79-88); the bear-killing and purification (pp. no, ill);

the Kutenai's story (pp. 1 16-133) I
tne dog feast (p. 203) ; the story

of the pet fox (pp. 212-217); the story of No-heart (pp. 229-238);

the Crow Woman's " Story of Three Stabs," or the war-trip of

Queer Person (pp. 259-266) ; a story told by Ancient Sleeper (pp.

307-318), etc.

—

Abnaki, Micviac, Montagnais, Naskapi, etc. Dr. A. F.

Chamberlain's article on the " Indians of the Eastern Provinces of

Canada," in the "Annual Archaeological (Ontario) Report for 1905
"

(Toronto, 1906, pp. 122-136), contains sections on games and amuse-

ments, social and political organization, religion and superstition,

mythology and folk-lore, besides other ethnological data. The Mic-

macs were fond of dice-playing, football, and lacrosse. Among the

Naskapi and Montagnais there were special family rights in hunting

grounds. The Kaivabapishit, or "White Spirit" of the Montagnais

is honored by a bear festival. The words for "God," Saisos and

Shayshoursh, given in the old Etchemin and Sheshatapoosh vocabu-

laries, are evidently corruptions of the Jesus and yesus of the mission-

aries. Many of the Naskapi women are noted as story-tellers. It is
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chiefly "hunger cannibalism" that has prevailed among the northern
Indians and is reflected in their tales and legends.— Blackfoot. To the
"Annual Archaeological (Ontario) Report for 1905" (Toronto, 1906)
Dr. Clark Wissler contributes a valuable article on " The Blackfoot

Indians" (pp. 162-178), dealing with food (buffalo and deer flesh,

chief food in former times), clothing (skins of antelope, elk, and buf-

falo), shelter (buffalo-skin tipis), transportation (dog-travois), warfare

(scalping, counting coup), social and ceremonial organization (under-

gone gradual change in last forty years " from a rigid clan system to

a loose band organization ;" large number of secret and ceremonial

societies, some introduced from other tribes
;
great number and

variety of rituals and " bundles
;

" sun dance; future life in Sand
Hills); religious ideas, art (the Blackfoot in general "represent Plains

decorative art in its objective aspect only"); mythology (a character-

istic trickster is the "Old Man "). Dr. Wissler thinks that the

Blackfoot borrowed much of their ritualistic mythology from the

Gros Ventre, and many rituals and myths relating to disease from

the Cree. There is reason to believe that " the Gros Ventre, as a

part of the Arapaho, acquired the culture of the Plains first and then

passed it on to the Blackfoot." From the Blackfoot, the Plains cul-

ture passed to the Sarcee, an Athapascan people. About 1890 the

Blackfoot borrowed the "Black-Tail Deer Dance" from the Koo-

tenay.— Ojibwa. Dr. Williams Jones's article on the " Central Algon-

kin," in the same Report (pp. 136-146), deals in brief outline with

" some of the larger aspects that made up the social, material, and

religious life of the Ojibwas,"— society, government, property, dwell-

ings, food, modes of killing game, cooking, fire, clothing, weaving,

transportation, games, weapons, picture-writing, religion, and reli-

gious practices. The Ojibwa had "a firm belief in a cosmic mystery

(Manitou) present throughout all nature." Moreover, " it was natural

to identify the Manitou with both animate and inanimate objects,

and the impulse was strong to enter into personal relation with the

mystic power." The Ojibwa easily "associated the Manitou with

all forms of transcendent agencies, some of which assumed definite

characters and played the role of deities." Missionary influence

may have had something to do with the creation of the personifica-

tion of the Great Manitou. In the records of the old Ojibwa 1

we are told "ethical ideas were not necessarily connected with t.

cosmic mystery." Ojibwa mythology is rich in characl mong

them are Nanabozhu ; the lord of the spirit world, sometimes an

elder brother, sometimes a nephew of Nanabozhu ;
Mashos, the giant,

lord of the Great Lakes ;
Windigo, a giant devourCr of men

;
the

deities of the four ends of the earth, etc. The important religious

practices of the Ojibwa were the healing of the sick by means of
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medicine and magic ; the sleight of hand performances and kindred

tricks
;

prophecy ; the viidiwiwin ceremonies.— PozvJiatan. In

"The Southern Workman " (vol. xxxv, 1906, pp. 74-78) Mrs. T. P.

Bagby writes of " The Last Remnant of the Tribe of Powhatan."

Reduced now to 195, these Algonkian Indians live a primitive life

still on a little island in the Pamunkey River twenty miles below

Richmond,— " republic within a republic." They appear at carni-

vals, state fairs, etc., and "perform." Besides going through various

dances, they " impersonate in a most realistic manner the rescue of

Captain John Smith by Pocahontas."

Athapascan. Father A. G. Morice's excellent resume of the

ethnography of "The Canadian Denes," in the "Annual Archaeologi-

cal (Ontario) Report for 1905" (Toronto, 1906, pp. 187-219) treats

of tribal nomenclature, physical characters (differences more marked

in the West) ; tattooing (late with most of the tribes), ornament, and

dress ; mental faculties (great divergencies, deep influence of envi-

ronment), morality (much improved through missionaries), recep-

tiveness, and propensity to borrow from foreigners (common to all

Denes); results of contact; death and burial (cremation imitated from

other peoples) ; social organization (eastern Denes have patriarchy,

some of the western tribes have matriarchy borrowed from coast

Indians) ; totem ism (gentile, honorific, personal totems) largely due

to influence of coast tribes of other stocks ; religious ideas and spirit-

lore (visible and invisible worlds
;
good and bad spirits, more or less

under control of " Supreme Being;" totemism " essentially and ex-

clusively connected with their religious system," and "not a purely

social institution "), shamanism ("conjuring"— of seven kinds— the

chief function of medicine-man"), treatment of widow among Car-

riers
;
potlatches (borrowed from coast Indians) ; dances (rude and

inartistic ; sun, or strictly religious dances, unknown) and games
;

hunting and fishing, preparation of food ; status of woman (low
;

menstruating woman feared; puberty-seclusion).— In "Anthropos"
(vol. i, 1906, pp. 483-508) Father Morice continues his monograph
on " The Great Dene" Race," treating particularly of the southern

Athapascan peoples (tribal names, Navahos, Apaches, Pacific Denes
including the Hupa, etc.). From the list of tribes given it appears

that the Alaskan Denes number some 5500; the Subarctic Denes,

3350; Eastern Denes 5700; Intermediate Denes, 2890; Western
Denes, 1950; Apaches, 6068; Navahos, 27,365; Pacific Denes, 864,

— a total of 53,867. — To the second volume of " L'Annee Lin-

guistique " (Paris, 1904) Father Morice contributes (pp. 205-247) a

section on " Les Langues Denees," reviewing recent literature on
the subject (Petitot, Legoff, Matthews, Stevenson, Goddard, etc.).

Some of the animadversions on Goddard's Hupa studies seem rather
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far-fetched, since the critic is not primarily versed in Hupa morpho-
logy and phonetics.— NavaJio. In "The Southern Workman"
(vol. xxxv, pp. 14-24) O. H. Lipps writes on " The Evolution of the

Navaho and his Blanket." Less than forty years ago the Navaho was
an outlaw, now he is " a peace-loving, industrious producer." His
most striking characteristic is his individuality. The coming of the

sheep wrought a great culture-change,— the art of weaving is for

him comparatively a new art. A genuine Navaho blanket is "hand-

made from start to finish," and "the inventive genius of the white

man has never yet been able to reproduce the Navaho effect in a

blanket." Women are the weavers, and they make up their design

as they go along.

Beothukan. In his sketch of "The Beothuks of Newfoundland,"

contributed to the "Annual Archaeological Report (Ontario), 1905
"

(Toronto, 1906), pages 1 17-122, Dr. A. F. Chamberlain resumes

what is known of these interesting " Red Indians," now completely

extinct, their last representative having died at St. John's in 1829.

Concerning their religion, mythology, etc., a few notes only are on

record. The word for " God," mandee, appears to be Algonkian.

Ashmudyim, or "devil," is described as "an ugly black man, short

and stout, having long whiskers, dressed in beaver-skins, and some-

times seen at the east end of the lake." One legendary item reports

that the Indians " sprang from arrows stuck in the ground by the

Good Spirit." Some of the "amulets," wooden images and dolls,

placed in the graves, etc., had religious or symbolic meanii

Eskimoan. Dr. Franz Boas's ethnographic sketch of " The Es-

kimo "
(pp. 107-1 16), in the "Annual Archaeological (Ontario) Report

for 1905 " (Toronto, 1906), treats chiefly of social organization (very

simple ; social units family and household ; no definite form of

eminent, occasionally informal council of men ;
both polygamy and

polyandry occur), religious views and practices (characteristic trai

of shamanism common to all tribes ; differentiation in extreme west

and extreme east; taboos and their transgression ;
ritualistic develop-

ment of Eskimo religion very slight,— complex west of Mackenzie ;

variety in beliefs as to fate of soul after death), mythology and folk-

lore (practically no creation legends ;
most of folk-lore cssen

human, hero-tales and stories of ordinary events; the few ai

tales may be of Indian origin). The folk-lore of the Eskimo west of

the Mackenzie River "has many of the elements of tl

the North Pacific coast (Indians) embodied in it."

of northeast Asia, like the Eskimo, have a mythology of a hi

character, with hero-tales even more strongly developed, — sr

istic practices are also remarkably similar. On the whole, Dr. Boas

thinks, "it seems more likely that the Chukchee have adopted
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Eskimo customs than that the reverse has taken place."— Dr. G. B.

Gordon's well-illustrated " Notes on the Western Eskimo," in the

"Transactions of the Department of Archaeology, Free Museum of

Science and Art, University of Pennsylvania" (1906, vol. ii, pp. 69-

101), treats of environment, trade, education, condition of native arts

(clothing, weapons, drawing and carving, personal decoration), pot-

tery, string games (nineteen are figured and described). Until quite

recently all the materials used in the arts by the Alaskan Eskimo

were of local production. Light canvas has taken the place of grass

matting for umiak sails. At present "the carving of the Eskimo is

a degenerate art, but occasionally there appears the work of a master

hand, unhampered by tradition and undegraded by borrowed ideals
"

(p. 80). Wearing labrets has died out among the women altogether.

Dr. Gordon expresses the opinion, hardly justified, it seems to the

reviewer, that " it is not unlikely that the custom of tattooing itself,

taken together with the patterns usually employed among the Eskimo,

is a surviving evidence of the former existence of a full totemic sys-

tem." The ceramic art has also died out. " It is evident that the

art of pottery-making was more highly developed among the Alas-

kan Eskimo than among the Siberian members of the stock or the

Chukchee." Knowledge of string-figures seems to be lacking among
boys. Dr. Gordon notes many changes among these Eskimo since

the visit of Nelson in 1881. He pleads for non-interference with the

dances, festivals, and ceremonial rites of the Eskimo, and says : "I

know of nothing that civilization can offer the Eskimo that is capa-

ble of taking the place of their hereditary forms of entertainment."

These are vital to the Eskimo communities, and "through the long

sunless winters they serve to promote their physical well-being, to

maintain order, and to preserve the temper of the communities from

the irritation of prolonged inactivity in close winter quarters "
(p. 78).

Iroquoian. In the "Annual Archaeological (Ontario) Report for

1905 "(Toronto, 1906), Dr. David Boyle discusses (pp. 146-158) "The
Iroquois," treating chiefly of traditions of origin, particularly the

Cusick story. Dr. Boyle opposes the " lower, north side of the St.

Lawrence theory," approved by Hale, Brinton, etc., arguing that
"

' the priscan home ' of the Huron-Iroquois, as well as that of some

other peoples, who subsequently found their way northwards, was

probably in Kentucky and southern Ohio" (p. 154). The Hurons,

whose language is oldest in form, probably migrated first, according

to this view.— At pages 1 58-161 Mr. A. T. Cringan treats of " Indian

Music," his article being based on a collection of Iroquois songs from

the Indians of the Grand River Reserve in Ontario. The same sub-

ject was considered in a previous Report. According to Mr. Cringan,

the earlier Indian melodies seem to have developed from a simple
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combination of the first, third, and fifth tones of the scale. In the
later music European influences are noted. — At pages 56-59 of the

same Report Dr. Boyle writes of " The Making of a Cayuga Chief,"

with a note on the ceremonies of adoption.

Kitunahan. Dr. A. F. Chamberlain's article on " The Kootenay
Indians," in the "Annual Archaeological (Ontario) Report for 1905

"

(Toronto, 1906, pp. 178-187), treats briefly, among other things, of

games and amusements, social and political organization, religion and
superstition, mythology and folk-lore. — J. W. Schultz's " My Life as

an Indian " (New York, 1907) contains a number of items relating to

the Kootenay Indians, who formerly came so often into close contact

with the Blackfeet, etc. Chapter xi (pp. 1 17-133) is devoted to "The
Kutenai's Story." This was the "Story of the Fish-Eaters," told

by an aged Kutenai, who spoke Blackfoot, describing his adventures

on a raft in a swift river (his companions were all drowned), and as

"the slave of hairy-faced fish-eaters." He eloped with a girl of this

people, who was killed by an accident before he reached his own
country again. In the next chapter (pp. 134-139) is described a

horse-race between the Kootenay and the Piegan Blackfeet, and the

disputes which followed.

Missions. In " The Catholic University Bulletin " (Washington,

D. C.) for January, 1907 (vol. xiii, pp. 24-43), James A. Burns has

an article on "Early Mission Schools of the Franciscans" in New
Mexico, Texas, Florida, California, etc. In 1531 the college founded

in the City of Mexico by Peter of Ghent " was attended by more

than 600 Aztec youths," and the educational activities of the Fran-

ciscans soon spread into " New Mexico," with the conquest by Onate

in 1598. In course of time the Fathers came to use the more pro-

mising native pupils as teachers. "They taught the skilled native

artisans how to develop their trades along European lines," intro-

duced domestic animals and taught their use, " supplanted the primi-

tive practices with the more scientific and fruitful methods of agri-

culture brought from the Old World," etc. Of the Texas Indians

one missionary declared :
" It is necessary first to transform them

into men, afterward to labor to make them Christians." Even the

Timuquan Indians of Florida learned to read and to write. With the

expulsion decree of 1767 against the Jesuits their places in California

were taken by Franciscans.

North Pacific Coast. Dr. Franz Boas's sketch of "The Tribes

of the North Pacific Coast," in the "Annual Archaeological (Onta-

rio) Report for 1905 " (Toronto, 1906, pp. 235-249), treats mainly of

social organization (complex, with remarkable tribal differences;

tendency toward material organization decreases from north to south,

also importance of crest in the religious significance of which there

VOL. XX. — NO. 76. 6
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is great variation ; complex system of values and credit, potlatch),

initiation ceremonies and supernatural beings (cannibal ceremonies

spread from northern Kwakiutl tribes), mythological concepts (clus-

ter around raven legend ; transformation stories ; Tsimshians have

"fairly short animal tales similar to European fables," and these are

elements from the interior in their mythology), of the three groups

of the North Pacific Coast tribes : I, northern (Tlingit, Haida, Tsim-

shian) ; 2, central (Kwakiutl tribes and Bella-Covla)
; 3, southern

(Coast Salish and Nortka). Dr. Boas notes that, while the culture

of all these people is fairly uniform, the characteristic traits are

strongest in the northern and weakest in the southern group.

Piman. In the " American Anthropologist " for October-Decem-

ber, 1906 (n. s. vol. viii, pp. 688-690), Herbert Brown describes "A
Pima-Maricopa Ceremony," a harvest festival, indulged in on all

important occasions one or more times a year (" any event of note

in tribal life was so celebrated "). Sometimes there would be 4000

Indians (Pima, Maricopa, Papago) present. This "harvest or corn

festival of the Pima and the Maricopa Indians, known to them aspan-

neech, or wild pastime, is no longer observed by them, nor do I know
that it has been observed for the last 25 or 30 years." These

celebrations "invariably took place in the mesquite forest, north of

the old Casa Grande ruins, south of the village of Blackwater on the

Gila." Wooden and stone phalli figure in the ceremony ; dancing

and singing, drum-beating, etc., were part of the rites. Certain young
men who took part had their bodies painted in alternate stripes of

black and white.

Salishan. In his account of "The Salish Tribes of the Coast

and Lower Fraser Delta" (pp. 225-235), in the "Annual Archaeo-

logical (Ontario) Report for 1905 " (Toronto, 1906), Mr. C. Hill-Tout

discusses social organization and customs (hard and fast classes or

castes, name-systems, name-feasts), religious beliefs and practices

(totem or kin-group, crests, acquisition of guardian spirits by dreams

and visions, spirit-lore, shamanism), and material culture.— In the

same Report (pp. 219-225) Dr. Franz Boas writes of "The Salish

Tribes of the Interior of British Columbia," treating of occupations

and industries, decorative art (slightly developed), social organization

(very loose, no exogamic groups, no hereditary nobility, etc.), reli-

gious concepts (simpler than those of coast Indians ; coyote trickster-

legends ; thunder-bird). In former times the culture of these peoples

was even simpler, the greater complexity having developed partly

owing to the influence of the coast tribes, and partly owing to the

dissemination of cultural elements belonging to the Plains Indians.

Siouan. In a brief article on " Obstacles to Progress among the

Sioux," in "The Southern Workman" (vol. xxxv, pp. 36-41), M. K.
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Sniffen criticises severely " the so-called ' work system,' inaugurated

by the Indian Office three or four years ago as a substitute for the

ration system." The work-crew militates against the home and fa-

vors the revival of the Omaha dance (with the " give-away " custom)

and other amusements.

Wakashan. Dr. F. Boas's article (pp. 141-148), "Der Einfluss

der sozialen Gliederung der Kwakiutl auf deren Kultur," in the

"Intern. Amer. Kongress, Stuttgart, 1904 [1906]," is an interesting

account of the transformation, under the influence of the tribes of

Northern British Columbia, who possess genuine totems, " coats-of-

arms," maternal succession, etc., of the social life of the Kwakiutl

from loose village communities to a marked clan organization. This

change has made itself felt in all aspects of Kwakiutl culture. Here

new forms and meanings have been imposed by new developments

upon- older customs, institutions, etc.

A. F. C. and I. C. C.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Schagticooke Indians of Connecticut. The following item from the

" Hartford Courant " is reprinted in the " Boston Evening Transcript " for

January 26, 1907 :
—

" Among the last remnants of the Indian tribes once inhabiting Con-

necticut are the Schagticookes, living within the borders of the town of

Kent, not far from the New York line, where they have existed for nearly

two hundred years. There are twenty-five of them not on their reserva-

tion, and it is supposed that there may be three times as many more scat-

tered about the State. Those that are left are half-breeds or quarter-breeds.

Their business affairs are cared for by Fred R. Lane, their overseer, leav-

ing them free to spend their time in hunting, fishing, or making baskets.

"The story of the Schagticookes is that of nearly all Indian tribes. But

once in their history were they oppressed, and then not by Connecticut

men. The tribe was formed of the wreckage of once powerful bands and

dates well back into the eighteenth century, when a Pequot, Gideon Mau-

wehu, founded it. This Indian, who was evidently a man of more than

ordinary ability, once lived in Derby, and he first appears in Connecticut

records as being one of thirteen Indians who, in 1729, sold a section of

land, then a part of the town of New Fairfield, to a few white men for ^65,

the land thus transferred comprising what is now the town of Sherman.

Mauwehu then went across the line into New York and remained for a

short time, when he chanced to stray into the hills now prominent in the

town of Kent, and caught the idea of forming a settlement there.

" Mauwehu then gathered to himself a crowd of Indians, some being, it is

supposed, of his own tribe, some Mohegans from the Hudson Valley, and

most of the Waramaugs from New Milford, until probably upward of two

hundred settled with him in the Kent hills, where they deemed the white

man would not come. Hardly had they established themselves there

before they were found by those inveterate missionaries, the Moravians,

who labored faithfully among them, the leader of the mission band being

Christian Henry Rauch, who in due time converted Mauwehu and upward

of one hundred and fifty others.

"Their conversion came near being their undoing, for the white men who
had been selling liquor to the Indians objected strongly to a practice

which threatened to cut off their source of profit, and they circulated the

story that the missionaries were arming the Indians. As the French and

Indian War had then become a fact, the story was credited by the colonists

in New York, whose legislature insisted that the Moravians should bind

themselves by an oath not to engage in any such practices. As the Mora-

vians were averse to taking oaths, they left their converts and went to that

stronghold of the faith, Bethlehem, Penn.

"To this place they were followed by many of their Indian converts, in-

cluding a delegation from the tribe at Kent. The climate did not agree

with them and many of them died, while the rest came straggling back to
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Kent. Before 1750 the white settlers had come into the neighborhood of

the tribe and there became a demand for some of the land, though much
of it was considered as of little value.

"In 1752 the legislature of Connecticut confirmed a grant of land to

the Schagticookes, and in 1757 appointed an overseer to care for them.

They had lost the upward impulse gained from the Moravians, and were

poor and drunken, though never dangerous, neighbors. Indeed the danger

was to the Indians, and in October, 1771, they sent the following petition

to the General Assembly at New Haven :
—

" ' We poor Intins at Scatcuk in the town of Kent we desire to the most

honable Sembly at New Haven. We are very much pressed by the Nega-

waug people braking our fences and our gates and turning their cattle in

our gardens and destroying our fruits the loss of our good friend 4 years

ago which we desire for a nother overseer in his sted to take Care of us

and see that we are not ronged by the people we make choice of Elisha

Swift of Kent to be our trustee if it be plesing to your minds.'

" Evidently it was, for Elisha Swift was appointed. In 1781 the legis-

lature voted to apportion fifty acres of land to each family, and the grant

amounted to between 1200 and 1500 acres of mountain land. In 180 1 the

legislature decided to sell a portion of it, the money to be expended for

the care of the Indians. The amount sold brought $1300. That may be

conjectured to have been the last sale, and what is now left is ample for

the twenty-five survivors.

" In 1803 their personal estate was valued at $4299.52, and the report for

the present year puts it at $3811.08, the real estate being valued at $2500.

From 1801 to 1823 the overseer's accounts were audited by a board of

auditors appointed by the country. In 1823 the settlement of the accounts

was turned over to the courts, and Judge Gideon H. Welch of Torrington

now handles them.
" The oldest member of the tribe, Value Kilson, is now eighty-four years

old, and until a few years ago he was very active. He was the father of a

large family of children and gave to all of them a good education. James

Harris, fifty-six years of age, and religiously inclined, is the next oldest

member. They are quiet folk, holding to some of the traits of their race,

for until within a short time they gathered and smoked, not tobacco, but

lobelia, often termed Indian tobacco. Most of them now prefer tobacco

as less strong. Apparently it is a question of but a few years before the

tribe gathered by Mauwehu becomes extinct."

" Indian Rock," Onset Bay. The following appeared in the " Boston

Herald," Sunday, February 10, 1907: —
"Onset Bay, Feb. 9, 1907. Down at Shell Point on the beach, just

above high water mark, is ' Indian Rock.'

" Standing on the south and looking across the bay toward Onset Bay

Cove, the outline is distinctly marked in profile of the face of a human

being that apparently is cut out in the stone.

"Opinions differ as to what nationality is best represented by the
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peculiar cast of the features of this face in the rock, varying from that of

an Indian or Egyptian to an Irishman or a woman.
" Barney Williams says :

' Sure, it 's plain enough for any one to see who

has two eyes in his head that it 's an Irishman's face that 's on the rock

on the shore, and it goes to show that it was an Irishman was the first to

settle in Onset Bay, long years before it was a Spiritualistic camp-meeting

ground.'

" Mediums declare that the face in the stone has a deep significance. It

is here, on the beach, that the Indians came, year after year, in the ages

that are past, to fish and hunt in summer and enjoy their clambakes and

fish chowders. Onset Bay camp-ground has been dedicated and rededi-

cated to the spirits of departed aborigines, time out of mind, by the follow-

ers of the faith, who insist that it is the spirits of the Red Men that come

back most readily to this spot, and all because so many of them in the long

ago were born, lived, and died here, in the land of midsummer plenty.

" The Wigwam, the headquarters of the old-line Spiritualists who camp

here in the mild season, was designed by Mrs. Mary C. Weston, president

of the Wigwam Coworkers' Society, and built in the form of an Indian's

tepee, and the red man and his memory are the main thoughts in the exer-

cises that are held there. It is at the Wigwam that the medical mediums

flourish and where the spirits of the aborigines are besought to render their

aid to the afflicted.

" Frequent reference is made to the Shell Point shore at these meetings

and to the face of the Indian in the rock looking out to sea and guarding

the grove filled with summer cottages back of it on the shore.

" This face in Indian rock is a veritable old man of the sea— or woman,

for there is dispute if the face, after all, does not pertain more to the attri-

butes of femininity than to the masculine.

"The place is filled with Indian legends, and the face in the rock is asso-

ciated with many of these. The Wacosta Club, the social organization of

the business men, is in its title a reminder of the old Indian days and

ways, Wacosta was a young Indian brave, so the legend runs, who became

enamored of an Indian girl, but was embittered by the rivalry and its tragic

outcome of another. Wacosta and his love paddled about Onset Bay,

perched upon Indian Rock, and made desperate love in true aboriginal fash-

ion until Wacosta's path was crossed by his rival.

" Then Wacosta married the girl forthwith, took her to his tepee, and

after a time a child was born. One day Wacosta, who grew to a position

of prominence in Agawam tribe of Indians, was summoned to the Plymouth

shore to a conference of the tribes, and while he was away, his former rival,

never relinquishing his hatred of Wacosta for his successful wooing, set fire

to Wacosta's tepee in the night. When the latter returned from Plymouth

the next day he found naught but the charred bones of his wife and

little pappoose.
" Then Wacosta grew old in a day, his hair turned white, and he swore a

terrible oath of revenge. Wacosta never was himself after that. He be-

came morose and sullen, yet the bravest warrior of all his tribe, entirely
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without fear or caution. One day he caught the trail of the assassin of his

wife and child, and went in hot pursuit.

" It was near Newport, as it is now, that Wacosta came upon his enemy.
" On the shores of the Narragansett he fought the other Indian, overcame

him, tied him to a stake, and burned him alive.

"Another legend tells of old Oniset, an Indian who was said to be the

sole resident and owner of Onset Island, down the bay.

" Wickett was another Indian resident, possessor of an island in the bay

now known as YVickett's Island, and owned by Dr. Walter Ela of Cam-
bridge. Wickett's Island, so the story runs, was sold to a white man by

the aborigine for an old rifle and a jug of firewater.

" Indian Rock overlooks all these islands and points the way down the

harbor to the outer bay. The profile in the rock has the proboscis and the

jowl of a not uncommon type of the aborigine, and it ordinarily passes for

the face of a real Indian, notwithstanding the suggestion of the phiz of an

Alexandrian or the flight of fancy that makes it that of a Celt.

" Of summer days and evenings it is a favorite pastime for lovers to row

over to the Point, pull their boat up on shore, loiter within the shadow of

the rock, and puzzle over the expression of the face."

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

BOOKS.

Collection de contes et chansons populates. Tome xxix. *

niens traduits de l'armenien moderne par Frederic Macler. Paris

:

Ernest Leroux, 1905. Pp. 194-

The 21 tales of this collection are reproduced from the Armenian I

in Hatnov Hodov, a work by Karekin Servantstiants, preacher and ethno-

grapher, who died a few years ago at the age of sixty. The coj >i

Hatnov Hodov, literally "Perfumed and Savory Things," wherever 1

for sale in Turkey, were burned by order of the Sultan The tales a

follows: Badikan and Khan Boghow, Zoulvisia. The Daughter of th

The Lucky Hunter, The Stone of the Ring, The Fiancee of the V.

Hair and Golden Curls, The Steel Cane, How a Father without

had Seven Sons, The Intelligent Weaver, God gives to him v.

Sulman and Rostom, Semon, The Three Brothers, The J<

Wife, Tejigon, The Belle of Tiflis, The Son of the < >ld Woman,

with the Golden Head, Invisible and Without-Equal. The I

The Child Sun. There are useful indexes of proper names ai

Among the animals figuring in these stories are
:

e

cat, horse, dog, dove, lion, wolf, bear, partridge, hen, t

tortoise, cow. Some of the attributions of col whi

horse, black dog, white, black, and red demons, white water, black ;

white thread, white and black mountains, black face, etc. Speaking .1

mals, a fiery horse, golden apples, iron shoes also occur. The foreign coun-
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try most mentioned seems to be China; of cities, Bagdad. In the story of

" The Belle of Tiflis," the young man says (p. 134), " I will go to the end of

the world, to America. There no one knows me." He is, however, ship-

wrecked on the way. This mention of America in an Armenian legend is

evidently due to the intercourse of recent years. In the tale of " The Fish

with the Golden Head " (ancient Egypt), the " emperor of the English "

and the great English doctor Djindjin (300 years old) figure (p. 149).

Bibliography of Folk-Lore, 1905. Compiled by N. W. Thomas, i s.

net. Published for the Folk-Lore Society by David Nutt, 57-59 Long

Acre, London, 1906. (Publications of the Folk-Lore Society, LVII.)

Pp. xxxvi.

This useful pamphlet titles, with brief notes as to contents, 404 books

and articles published in the British Empire in 1905. The scheme of clas-

sification is : General, Europe (England and Wales, Scotland, Ireland,

Continent of Europe including islands), Asia (India, Further India and

Malay Peninsula, Central and Western Asia, Tibet, China, Japan and

Korea), Africa (North Africa, Negroes and Nilotic Tribes, Bantu and Pig-

mies), America, Oceania (Asiatic Islands and New Guinea), Australia,

Melanesia and Polynesia, New Zealand. Good Indexes of Authors and

Subjects are appended, making the handling of the material very easy. The

topics having most entries in the index are : Burial, Charms, Gods, Magic,

Marriage (the most numerously represented). New Zealand has 22 titles,

due largely to the activity of the Polynesian Society. America has but 15

entries. Africa occupies pages xvi-xxii, with 90 titles. From Ireland

there are 6 items and from Scotland 13. It is to be hoped that Mr. Thomas
will continue this yearly bibliography, and that others like it will be pub-

lished elsewhere.

A. F. C.
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VISAYAN FOLK-TALES. II.

THE ENCHANTED RING.

There was once a king who had suffered for a long time with a pain-

ful disease, in spite of all the efforts of the doctors to cure it. At last

he caused a proclamation to be made that whoever could cure him
should marry his daughter as a reward.

One day a snake appeared before the king and asked permission to

cure him. The king at first refused, but the snake said that his body

contained some gall whose power to cure was wonderful, so the king con-

sented to try it, and was soon cured.

The snake was really a prince who had been changed into this form

by enchantment. Every night he took on his proper form and went for

a walk around the city. His wife once saw him do this, so she asked

him to tell her the truth. The snake told her his secret, but forbade her

to tell any one, on pain of his leaving her.

One day the other daughters of the king consulted as to how they

should find out the truth about their sister's husband. They took their

sister into the garden and asked her many questions, but Maria kept

silent about the snake's secret. So her sisters fastened her to a tr

the bottom of which was an ant's nest. Maria could not long endure

the pain of the bites of the ants and told her sisters the truth. They let

her go back home, but she could not find her husband anywhere, and

set out to look for him. She asked the birds she met if they had

him, but they answered that they had flown over all the country around.

for hundreds of miles, without seeing him. She was very sorrowful, and

at last, worn out with grief and weariness, lay down to sleep under a

tree which was barren of leaves, except for three large ones at the very

top.

Maria dreamed that her husband was in a house not far away

was dangerously ill. She dreamed, also, that the leaves on the to

the tree under which she was sleeping were the only cure for his

ness. As soon as she awoke, she climbed the tree and got the leaves and

took them with her to the house, where she found.her husband, just

she had dreamed.
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When she came to the door of the house she met a black woman
whom she asked about Don Juan, which was the prince's name. The
black woman told her that he was sick, and asked her why she had

come. Maria replied that she had learned of his sickness and had

come to cure him with some leaves. As soon as the negress learned about

the leaves, she took them and gave them to the prince, who immedi-

ately recovered from his sickness.

The prince had promised to marry any woman who could cure him,

and as the black woman had cured him he married her. The negress,

seeing that she was ugly, tried to make Maria so also, so she took her

as a servant and painted her black; but Maria had an enchanted ring

which gave her the power of changing her form. Every night in her room

Maria made use of her ring, obtaining by means of it her maids of

honor, fine dresses, and a band which played sweet music.

It chanced one night that Don Juan was awakened by the sound of

music. He traced it to a certain room, and looking through the key-

hole, saw all that was going on in Maria's room. He was greatly aston-

ished and stood watching for a long time. Suddenly he saw Maria take

from her ring a pair of scissors. These at a sign suspended themselves

in the air, ready, when Maria should give the signal, to fall and pierce

her heart. Don Juan rushed into the room and caught the scissors

just as they were falling.

Then Maria told him all that had happened to her. She was pro-

claimed as the prince's true wife, and the black woman was put to death

as a punishment for her deception.

THE ENCHANTED SHELL.

In the olden time there lived a man and his wife who had no son.

They prayed that they might have a son, even if he were only like a

little shell. When their son was born, he was very small, and just like

a shell, so he was named Shell.

One day Shell asked permission of his mother to go and get some

food. His mother at first would not let him, as she was afraid he would

meet some animal which would kill him; but at last she consented, and

he set out.

He went to the river, where some women were catching fish and

putting them into baskets. One of them laid her basket on the grass

mar the river and Shell crept into it. In a few minutes the woman
picked up her basket and started for home. All at once Shell began

to cry "Rain! Rain!" The woman was so frightened at hearing the

fishes talk, as she supposed, that she threw down her basket and ran

away. Then Shell took the basket full of fish to his mother.

The next day Shell went out again. He saw an old man walking along

the road and carrying the head of a cow, so he followed him. The old
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man went into the house of a friend, leaving the cow's head hanging
on the fence. Shell climbed up the fence and got into the cow's ear,

keeping very quiet. When the old man came out of the house he took

the head and continued his walk. As he reached a desert place called

Cahana-an, the head began to say: "Ay! Ay!" The old man became
so frightened that he threw the head away, and Shell carried it home.
Days passed. Shell told his mother that he was in love with a beauti-

ful daughter of the chief and must have her for his wife. The poor mother

was amazed and did not want to present his request to the chief. "My
dear Shell," she said, "you are beside yourself." But he urged her and

urged her, until at last she went. She begged the chief's pardon for

her boldness and made known her errand. The chief was astonished,

but agreed to ask his daughter if she were willing to take Shell for a

husband. Much to his surprise and anger she stated that she was will-

ing to marry him. Her father was so enraged that he exclaimed: "I

consider you as being lower than my servants. If you marry this Shell

I will drive you out of the village." But Shell and the girl were married,

and escaped from the town to a little house in the fields, where they lived

in great sorrow for a week. But at the end of that time, one night at

midnight, the shell began to turn into a good-looking man, for he had

been enchanted at his birth by an evil spirit. When his wife saw how

handsome he was, she was very glad, and afterwards the chief received

them back into his favor.

THE THREE BROTHERS.

Once upon a time there was a great king who had three sons. The

oldest was named Pedro, the next Pablo, and the youngest Juan. One

day their father called them to him, and giving each one a small sum of

money, said: "Go and seek for yourselves wives, for I am getting old

and wish to see you settled down before I die. The one who gets the

most beautiful wife shall have the kingdom. In addition to the money

I have given you, you may each have a horse from my stab!

Pedro and Pablo rushed off and secured the best horses, so that when

Juan, who had stopped to thank his father, arrived at the stable, h

found only an old horse, scarcely able to walk. However, he deter-

mined to set out; but after getting a mile or so from home, he saw

it was impossible to go farther, so sat down on a well-curb and

bitterly. While he was weeping, a frog floated to the top of the water

and asked what the matter was, and Juan told him all about his tn

The frog said: "Never mind. Go to sleep for an hour and I will

for a wife for you."

At the end of the hour the frog awoke Juan and said: "Go
.

hon

now, and tell your father that you have found a wife." Juan c

and found his brothers at home, each claiming to have found a wife.
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Their father said: "I wish to test your wives. Here are three hand-

kerchiefs. Each of you must take one of them to his bride and have it

embroidered." They took the handkerchiefs and departed; but Juan,

when he had arrived at the well, sat down as before and wept, because

he thought that now he would surely be found out.

The frog floated again to the surface of the well and asked Juan

what the matter was. Juan replied, " I told my father that I had found

a wife, as you bade me, and now he wishes to test my wife, to see if she

is a suitable mate for me, and has sent me with this handkerchief for

her to embroider. I do not know what to do, for now my father will

surely find out that I have deceived him, and I shall be disgraced."

The frog said: "Do not worry. Give me your handkerchief and go to

sleep for an hour and I will have it embroidered for you." At the end

of the hour the frog brought to Juan the handkerchief, all beautifully

embroidered. When Juan arrived at home, he found his brothers

there, each with his handkerchief beautifully embroidered, but Juan's

handkerchief was embroidered the most beautifully of all.

Then their father said: "Your wives, evidently, can embroider well,

but I must see how they can cook. Here are three cows. Each of you

must take one of them and have your wife cook it." The brothers went

off with the cows, but Juan led his cow to the well in which the frog

lived, and, as before, sat down and began to weep. After a while the

frog came to the top of the water and asked: "Why are you weeping

so bitterly?" "Oh, my dear frog! Here is a cow which my father

says my wife must cook. What shall I do?" The frog replied: " Go
to sleep for an hour and I will cook the meat for you." Juan went to

sleep, and at the end of the hour the frog woke him, and showing him

the cow cooked whole, said: "Take this home and when you have car-

ried it upstairs, break off one horn and see what will happen." Juan

took the roast cow home, and when he arrived there found his brothers

before him, with their meat roasted. Juan carried his cow upstairs

and each animal was placed upon a table by itself. The king tasted

Pedro's meat, and found it too salt. Then he tried Pablo's, and found

it not salt enough. When he approached the table on which Juan's

meat was laid, Juan broke off one of the cow's horns, and immedi-

ately a beautiful service of silver dishes, enough for twelve persons,

rolled out, each dish taking its proper place upon the table, with the

roast cow in the midst. Then the king and his councillors sat down to

the feast, and when they had tasted the meat, they found it just right.

On the next day the king ordered his sons to bring their wives to the

palace, so that he might decide which was the most beautiful. Juan
was in more trouble than ever, for now he was sure of being discovered

;

so he went to the well again, weeping bitterly and calling aloud for the

frog. In a few minutes the frog appeared, and to him Juan related his
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trouble. The frog said: "Under that tree is a hammock; go to sleep
in it for an hour, and three women will wake you by shaking the ham-
mock. Take the middle one and return home, for that one is to be
your wife." AH happened as the frog had said. Juan took the woman
home with him, and as he approached the house, his father was looking
out of the window. When the king saw how beautiful Juan's wife was,
he was so overcome with joy that he fainted. When he had recovered,

he declared Juan's wife was the most beautiful woman he had ever

seen. So to Juan was given the kingdom. Pedro became the palace
coachman, and Pablo the cook.

Berton L. Maxfield, Ph. B.
Brooklyn, X. Y.

THE DATTO SOilACUEL.

I.

Datto Somacuel was one of the seven chiefs who, coming from

Borneo many years before the Spaniards conquered these islands,

settled the Island of Panay. He lived in Sinaragan, a town near San

Joaquin, in the southern part of Iloilo Province. His wife's name was

Capinangan.

Somacuel went every morning to the seashore to watch his slaves

fish with the sinchoro, or net. One day they caught many fishes, and

Somacuel commanded them:—
" Spread the fish to dry, and take care that the crows do not eat them

up."

A slave answered: "Sir, if your treasure inside the house is stolen

by the crows, how do you expect those out of doors to be kept safe?"

This was said with a certain intonation that made Somacuel conjecture

that there was a hidden meaning in it.

"What do you mean by that?" he asked.

"Sir, I have to inform you of something that I should have told you

long ago. Do not reprove me if I have been backward in telling y

the injury done you by your wife. It was due to my desire to git com-

plete proofs of the truth of my statement."

"End at once your tedious narrative!" said the datto, "What did my

wife do?"
"Sir," answered the slave, "she deceives you shamefully. She !

Gorong-Gorong, who is at this very moment in your house jesting at

your absence."

"Alas!" said Somacuel, "if this be true he shall pay well for his

boldness."

The chief hurried home, intending to surprise the offenders. He

carried a fish called ampahan in a bamboo tube full of water, going

around by a secret way, so as not to be seen. On reaching home he
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went up into the attic to observe what was going on, and found that

his informant had told the truth.

Gorong-Gorong and Capinangan were engaged in an affectionate

dialogue. Involuntarily Somacuel spilled some of the water down, and,

fearing that he would be discovered, seized a spear that was hidden in

the attic and, dropping it down, dexterously ran Gorong-Gorong through

the body, killing him instantly.

"Oh, Diva!" exclaimed Capinangan, kneeling beside the inert

corpse, "How shall I be able to take it away without being discovered

by Somacuel?"

Somacuel, who had not been seen at all, stayed quietly above, watch-

ing what Capinangan would do. Capinangan did not suspect that her

husband was there, as he usually did not come home before nightfall.

She tried to take the corpse out for burial, but could not carry the heavy

body of her unfortunate lover. She must conceal it in some way, and

it was dangerous for her to call for aid, lest she might be betrayed to

her husband. So she took a knife and cut the body into pieces so that

she could take them out and bury them under the house.

After this task was done she managed to wash the blood up. She

became tranquil for a moment, believing she would never be discovered.

Somacuel, however, had observed all, and he formed a plan for punish-

ing his wife as she deserved. When everything seemed to be calm he

crept down, doing his best not to be seen. At the door he called his

wife by name. Capinangan was afraid, but concealed her fear with a

smile. "Capinangan," said her husband, "cut this fish in pieces and

cook it for me."

Capinangan was astonished at this command, because she had never

before been treated in this way. They had many slaves to perform such

tasks.

"You know I cannot," she said.

"Why not?" asked her husband.
" Because I have never learned how to cut a fish in pieces nor to cook

it," she replied.

"I am astonished that you don't know how to cut, after seeing that

cutting is your favorite occupation," said Somacuel.

Capinangan then did not doubt that her husband knew what she

had done, so she did as he had bidden.

When dinner was ready the husband and wife ate it, but without

speaking to each other. After the meal, Somacuel told his wife that he

had seen all and should punish her severely. Capinangan said nothing.

A guilty person has no argument with which to defend himself. Soma-

cuel ordered his servants to throw Capinangan into the sea. At that

time the chief's will was law. Neither pleadings nor tears softened his

hard heart, and Capinangan was carried down to the sea and thrown in.
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11.

Time passed by; Somacuel each day grew sadder and gloomier. He
would have been willing now to forgive his wife, but it was too late.

He said to his slaves: "Prepare a banca for me, that I may sail from
place to place to amuse myself."

So one pleasant morning a banca sailed from Sinaragan, going south-

ward. Somacuel did not intend to go to any definite place, but drifted

at the mercy of wind and current. He amused himself by singing dur-

ing the voyage.

One day the crew descried land at a distance. "Sir," they said, "that

land is Cagayan. Let us go there to get oysters and crane's e

To this their master agreed, and upon anchoring off the coast he

pared to visit the place.

Oh, what astonishment he felt, as he saw, peeping out of the win-

dow of a house, a woman whose appearance resembled in great

sure that of Capinangan! He would have run to embrace her, h

not remembered that Capinangan was dead. He was informed that the

woman was named Aloyan. He began to pay court to her, and in

weeks she became his wife.

Somacuel was happy, for his wife was very affectionate. Aloyan, on

her part, did not doubt that her husband loved her sincerely, so she

said to him: —
"My dear Somacuel, I will no longer deceive you. I am the very

woman whom you caused to be thrown into the sea. I am Capinangan.

I clung to a log in the water and was carried to this place, where I have

lived ever since."

"Oh," said Somacuel, "pardon me for the harshness with which I

meant to punish you."

"Let us forget what is passed," said Capinangan. "I ! it,

after all."

So they returned to Sinaragan, where they lived together ha]

for many years.

MAGBOLOTO.

There was once a man named Magbolotd who lived in

of the mountains. One day on going down to a brook he

goddesses bathing in the water. They had left their wing

and Magboloto managed to slip down and steal one pair

When the goddesses had finished bathing and looked for thi

they could not find those belonging to the youngest, Macaya. Vl

the two goddesses put on their wings and flew up to h<

behind them Macaya, who wept bitterly, since without her

could not go home'. Then Magbolotd, feigning to have come fro

distance, met her and asked: "Why do you weep', lady?"
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"Why do you ask, if you will not help me in my trouble?" answered

Macaya.

"I will do my best to help you," said Magbolotd, "if you will tell

me about it."

So Macaya told him that she had lost her wings, and therefore could

not return to her home in heaven.

"I am sorry not to be able to help you out of your trouble," said

Magbolotd, "but we terrestrial people do not use wings, nor know where

to get them. The only thing I can do for you is to offer you a home with

me." Macaya was obliged to accept his offer, since there was nothing

else for her to do.

About a year after Macaya became Magbolotd's wife they had a

child. One day, as Magbolot6 was making rice soup on the hearth,

Macaya was swinging the child in a hammock. Accidentally, she noticed

a bundle stuck into one of the bamboo posts in the partition. She with-

drew the bundle, and upon unrolling it found, oh, joy! her long-lost

wings, which Magbolotd had hidden in the hollow bamboo. She at once

put them on, and leaving her husband and child, flew up to join her

celestial family.

Magbolotd, on missing his wife, began calling loudly for her. As he

could not find her, he looked for the wings, and seeing that they were

gone, knew at once what had happened. He began to weep bitterly,

especially as he did not know how to take care of the child. So leaving

it in the care of a relative, he set out to find the way to heaven.

He had walked a great distance when he met North Wind.
"Magbolotd, Magboloto, why are you weeping?" asked North Wind.
"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me in any way," answered Mag-

bolotd.

"Tell me your trouble and I will help you," said North Wind.
"Well," replied Magbolotd, "I have a wife who came from heaven.

But now she has flown away, leaving a little child for me to take care

of, and I am in great sorrow. Please show me the way that leads to her

home."

"Magbolot6," said North Wind, "I do not know the way, but my
brother, East Wind, can tell you. Good-by."

Magbolotd went on his way, and after a while he met East Wind.

"Magbolot6, Magbolotd, why are you weeping?" asked East Wind.
" Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me in any way," said Magbo-

lotd.

"Tell me all your trouble and I will help you," answered East Wind.
Then Magbolotd related all his sorrow, just as he had done to North

Wind.

"Well," said East Wind, "I do not know the way, but my brother,

South Wind, may be able to show it to you. Good-by."
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Magbolot6 went on, and at last met South Wind.
"Magboloto, Magboloto, why are you weeping?" asked South Wind.
"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me in any way," said Magbo-

loto.

"Tell me your trouble and I will help you," answered South Wind.
Then Magboloto told him his story, just as he had done to North

Wind and East Wind.

"Well," said South Wind, "I do not know the way to heaven, but

my brother, West Wind, can tell you the course to be taken to get there.

Good-by."

Magboloto went on and on, and at last met West Wind.

"Magboloto, Magbolot6, why are you weeping?" asked West Wind.

"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me in any way," answered Mag-
boloto.

"Tell me your trouble and I will help you," answered West Wind,

and Magboloto did as he was bidden.

"Magbolot6," said West Wind, "I don't know the way to heaven,

but my friend, Mr. Eagle, does. Good-by."

Magboloto went on until he met Mr. Eagle.

"Magboloto, Magbolotd, why are you weeping?" asked Mr. Eagle.

"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me in any way," answered

Magboloto.

"Tell me your trouble and I will help you," replied Mr. Eagle.

Then Magbolot6 told Mr. Eagle his trouble.

"Magbolotd," said Mr. Eagle, "get upon my back and I will carry

you to your wife's home."

Magboloto climbed upon Mr. Eagle's back and they flew up until

they reached Macaya's house. Then Magboloto requested Macaya's

grandmother, with whom she lived, to let her granddaughter return to

earth with him.

"By no means," said the grandmother, "unless you will spread ten

jars of lufiga (a certain very small grain) out to dry and gather them

again in the evening."

So Magbolot6 spread the jars of lunga on the sand, and at noon 1 m

to gather them up; but sunset had come before he had gathered

than five handfuls, so he sat down and began to cry like a little boy.

The king of the ants heard him, and wishing to help him, asked: -

"Magboloto, Magbolotd, why are you weeping?"

"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me."

"Tell me about it and I will help you."

So Magboloto told the king of the ants all his history, and the coi

dition imposed by the grandmother before he could have his wife, a

how impossible it was to fulfil it.

"Well, Magbolot<5, you shall be helped," said the king of the ants.
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Then he blew his horn, and in a little while all his subjects came, and

began picking up the grain and putting it into the jars. In a few

moments all the grain was in the jars.

The next morning Magboloto went to get his wife, but the grand-

mother stopped him, saying:—
"You shall not take my granddaughter away until you have first

hulled a hundred bushels of rice."

Magboloto was in despair, for he knew that to hull one hundred bushels

of rice would take him not less than one hundred days, and the grand-

mother required him to do it in one day ; so he cried like a child at his

misfortune. The king of the rats heard him crying, and at once came

to help him.

"Magboloto, Magboloto, why are you weeping?" asked King Rat.

"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me."

"Relate the matter, and I will."

Magboloto told him his trouble. Then the king of the rats called his

subjects together and ordered them to gnaw the hulls from the rice.

In an instant the rice was all hulled.

The next morning Magboloto made ready to depart with his wife,

but the grandmother stopped him again, saying:—
"You may not go until you have chopped down all the trees you see

on that mountain over there."

There were more than a million trees, so Magboloto was in great

trouble, and as usual he began to weep.

The king of the wild boars heard him and came up, saying:—
"Magboloto, Magboloto, why are you weeping?"

"Ask me nothing, if you cannot help me."

"Relate the matter, and I will."

Magbolotd related all that had happened to him. Then the king

of the wild boars called all his subjects together and set them at work

cutting down the trees with their tusks. In a few minutes the trees were

all down.

When the grandmother saw that Magbolotd accomplished every task

she gave him to do she became tired of trying to think of things for him

to do; so she allowed him to depart with Macaya, and leaving the celes-

tial abode they descended to their home on the earth, where they lived

happily together for many years.

WHY DOGS WAG THEIR TAILS.

Once upon a time there lived in a certain pueblo a rich man who

had a dog and a cat. His only daughter, of whom he was very fond,

was studying in a convent in a city several miles distant and it was

his custom, about once a week, to send the dog and cat to take her a

little present. The dog was so old that he had lost all his teeth, and so
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was unable to fight, but the cat was strong and very cunning, and so

one could help the other, since the dog knew better how to find the way.
One day the rich man wished to send a magic ring to his daughter,

so he called the dog and the cat to him. To the cat he said :
" You are very

cunning and prudent. You may carry this magic ring to my daughter,

but be sure to take very great care of it." To the dog he said: " You are

to go with the cat to take a magic ring to my daughter. Take care not to

lose the way, and see that no one molests the cat." Both animals

promised to do their best and set out immediately.

On the way they were obliged to cross a wide and deep river, over

which there was no bridge, and as they were unable to find a boat,

they determined to swim across it. The dog said to the cat: " Give me
the magic ring." "Oh, no," replied the cat. "Did you not hear the

master say just what each of us had to do?"
" Yes, but you are not very good at swimming, and may lose the ring,

while I am strong and can take good care of it," answered the dog.

The cat continued to refuse to disobey its master, until at last the dog

threatened to kill it, and it was obliged to intrust the ring to the 1

1

keeping.

Then they began to swim across the river, which was so strong that

they were about an hour in getting over, so that both became very tired

and weak. Just before they came to the other side, the dog dropped the

ring into the water, and it was impossible to find it. "Now," said the

cat, "we had better go back home and tell our master that we have

lost the ring." "Yes," answered the dog, "but I am very much afraid."

So they turned back toward home, but as they drew near the house

his fear so overcame him that he ran away and was never seen again..

The master was very much surprised to see the cat back so soon,

and asked him, "Where is your companion?" The cat was al

afraid to answer. "Where is the dog?" asked the master again. "Oh,

he ran away," replied the cat. "Ran away?" said the master. "What

do you mean? Where is the ring?" "Oh, pardon me, my masl

answered the cat. "Do not be angry, and I will tell you what has hap-

pened. When we reached the bank of the river, the dog asked me

to give him the ring. This I refused many times, until at last he thi

ened to kill me if I did not give it to him, and I was obi to s<

The river was very hard to cross, and on the way the dog dropped tin

ring into the water and wc could not find it. I persuaded tl

come back with me to tell you about it, but on the way he became s

frightened that he ran away."

Then the master made a proclamation to the people, offering a rewan

to the one who should find his old dog and bring him to him. They

could recognize the dog by his being old and having no teeth. The

master also declared that when he had found the delinquent he would
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punish him by cutting off his tail. He ordered that the dogs all around

the world should take part in the search, and so ever since that time,

when one dog meets another he always asks: "Are you the old dog

who lost the magic ring? If you are, your tail must be cut off." Then

instantly both show their teeth and wag their tails to mean no. Since

that time, also, cats have been afraid of water, and will never swim

across a river if it can be avoided.

THE EAGLE AND THE HEN.

One day the eagle declared his love for the hen. He flew down to

search for her, and when he had found her he said: "I wish you to be

my mate."

The hen answered: "I am willing, but let me first grow wings like

yours, so I can fly as high as you." The eagle replied: "I will do so,

and as a sign of our betrothal I will give you this ring. Take good care

of it until I come again."

The hen promised to do so, and the eagle flew away.

The next day the cock met the hen. When he saw the ring around her

neck he was very much surprised and said: "Where did you get that

ring? I think you are not true to me. Do you not remember your

promise to be my mate? Throw away that ring." So she did.

At the end of a week the eagle came with beautiful feathers to dress

the hen. When she saw him she became frightened and hid behind

the door. The eagle entered, crying: "How are you, my dear hen?

I am bringing you a beautiful dress," and he showed it to the hen.

"But where is your ring? Why do you not wear it?" The hen could

not at first answer, but after a little she tried to deceive the eagle, and
said: "Oh, pardon me, sir! Yesterday as I was walking in the garden

I met a large snake, and I was so frightened that I ran towards the

house. When I reached it I found that I had lost the ring, and I looked

everywhere for it; but alas! I have not yet found it."

The eagle looked keenly at the hen and said: "I would never have

believed that you would behave so badly. I promise you that, whenever

you have found my ring, I will come down again and take you for my
mate. As a punishment for breaking your promise you shall always

scratch the ground and look for the ring, and all your chickens that I

find I will snatch away from you. That is all. Good-by." Then he

flew away.

And ever since, all the hens all over the world have been scratching

to find the eagle's ring.

Note. — The bird of whom this story is told is the dapay, or brahman
kite. It is larger than most of our hawks and is more like the eagle

in appearance, although not very large.
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THE SPIDER AND THE FLY.

Mr. Spider was once in love with Miss Fly. Several times he de-
clared his love, but was always repelled, for Miss Fly disliked his busi-
ness.

One day, when she saw him coming, she closed the doors and win-
dows of her house and made ready a pot of boiling water.

Mr. Spider called to be allowed to enter the house, but Miss Fly's

only answer was to throw the boiling water at him.

"Well!" cried Mr. Spider, "I and my descendants shall be avenged
upon you and yours. We will never give you a moment's peace."

Mr. Spider did not break his word, for to this day we see his hatred

of the fly.

THE BATTLE OF THE CRABS.

One day the land crabs had a meeting. One of them said: "What
shall we do with the waves? They sing all the time so loudly that we

cannot possibly sleep well at night." "Do you not think it would be

well for all of us males to go down and fight them?" asked the eldest

of the crabs. "Yes," all replied. "Well, to-morrow all the males must

get ready to go."

The next day they started to go dowm to the sea. On the way they

met the shrimp. "Where are you going, my friends
?
" asked the shrimp.

The crabs answered: "We are going to fight the waves, because they

will not let us sleep at night."

"I don't think you will win the battle," said the shrimp. "The v.

are very strong, while your legs are so weak that your bodies bend al-

most to the ground when you walk," and he laughed. The crabs were

so angry at his scorn that they ran at the shrimp and pinched him until

he promised to help them in the battle.

When they reached the shore, the crabs looked at the shrimp and

said: "Your face is turned the wrong way, friend shrimp," and they

laughed at him, for crabs are much like other people, and think they are

the only ones who are right. "Are you ready to fight with the w

What weapon have you ?
"

" My weapon," replied the shrimp, " is a spear on my head." Jusl

he saw a large wave coming, and ran away; but the crabs, who were all

looking towards the shore, did not see it, and were killed.

The wives of the dead crabs wondered why their husband

come home. They thought the battle must be a long one, am

to go down and help their husbands. As they reached the shore and

entered the water to look for their husbands, the waves killed them.

A short time afterwards, thousands of little crabs, such as are i

called fiddlers, were found near the shore. When these children

old enough to walk, the shrimp often visited them and related to them
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the sad fate of their parents. And so, if you will watch carefully the

fiddlers, you will notice that they always seem ready to run back to the

land, where their forefathers lived, and then, as they regain their cour-

age, they rush down, as if about to fight the waves. But they always

lack the courage to do so, and continually run back and forth. They

live neither on dry land, as their ancestors did, nor in the sea, like the

other crabs, but up on the beach, where the waves wash over them at

high tide and try to dash them to pieces.

THE MEETING OF THE PLANTS.

Once upon a time plants were able to talk as well as people, and to

walk from place to place. One day King Molave, the strongest tree,

who lived on a high mountain, called his subjects together for a gen-

eral meeting.

Then every tree put itself in motion towards the designated spot, each

doing its best to reach it first. But the buri palm was several days late,

which made the king angry, and he cursed it in these terms :
—

"You must be punished for your negligence, and as king I pass upon

you this sentence: You shall never see your descendants, for you

shall die just as your seeds are ready to grow."

And from that day the buri palms have always died without seeing

their descendants.

WHO BRINGS THE CHOLERA?

The Filipinos, being for the most part ignorant of the laws of hy-

giene, attribute the cholera to any cause rather than the right one. In

general, they believe it to be caused by some evil-minded men, who

poison the wells, or, sometimes, by evil spirits, as the following story

will show.

Tanag was a poor man who lived in a town in the interior of one of

the Philippine Islands. He had nothing to eat, nor could he find any

work by which he might earn his food, and so he determined to emi-

grate. At that time the cholera was at its height.

As Tanag was rather old, he walked so slowly that in a day he had gone

but three miles. At sunset he was crossing a sheltered bridge over a

smooth brook near the sea, and determined to rest and spend the night

there.

During the early part of the night he was all right, but later it oc-

curred to him that he might be seen and killed by the ladrones, who

often passed that way.

Below the bridge was a raft of bamboo poles, and he thought it would

be wise to get down there, where he could not so easily be seen. But

there were many mosquitoes over the water, so that he was unable to

sleep. He determined, however, to stay there until day dawned.
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At about four o'clock he heard a heavy step upon the floor of the

bridge, and by the moonlight he could see that the new-comer was
a huge giant with a long club.

A little later another giant came, and Tanag, full of fear, heard the

following dialogue:—
"Did you kill many people?"

"Yes, I put my poison on the food, and in a short time those who
ate of it were attacked by the cholera and died. And how are you get-

ting along yourself?"

"At first I killed many people with my poison, but now I am disap-

pointed, because they have found out the antidote for it."

"What is that?"

"The root of the balingay tree boiled in water. It is a powerful an-

tidote against the poison I use. And what is the antidote against yours ?
"

"Simply the root of the alibutbut tree boiled in water. Luckily, no

one has discovered this antidote, and so many people will die."

In the morning Tanag saw the giante going to the shore, where many
people were fishing with their nets. The giants flung their poison on

the fish, and then disappeared from Tanag's sight.

Tanag believed that the cholera was caused by the two giants, who

poisoned the food and water by sprinkling poison on them, and he did

not doubt that the roots of the balingay and alibutbut trees would prove

to be the antidotes to the poison. So he gathered the roots and cooked

them and advertised himself as a doctor.

In fact he cured many people and earned so much money that he

soon became rich.

Berton L. Maxfield, Ph. B.

W. H. Millington,A.B.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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TAGALOG FOLK-TALES. I.

I. JUAN GATHERS GUAVAS. 1

The guavas were ripe, and Juan's father sent him to gather enough

for the family and for the neighbors who came to visit them. Juan

went to the guava busies and ate all that he could hold. Then he began

to look around for mischief. He soon found a wasp nest and managed

to get it into a tight basket. He gave it to his father as soon as he reached

home, and then closed the door and fastened it. All the neighbors

were inside waiting for the feast of guavas, and as soon as the basket

was opened they began to fight to get out of the windows. After a while

Juan opened the door and when he saw his parents' swollen faces, he

cried out, "What rich fine guavas those must have been! They have

made you both so very fat."

2. JUAN MAKES GULAY OF HIS OWN CHILD.

After Juan was married about a year a baby was born, and he and

his wife loved it very much. But Juan was always obedient to his wife,

being a fool, and when she told him to make gulay or stew he inquired

of her of what he should make it. She replied of anac, 1 meaning anac

nang gabi. 2 Then she went away for a while, and when she returned

Juan had the gulay ready. She asked for the baby and was horrified to

learn that Juan had made a stew of his own child, having taken her

words literally.

3. JUAN WINS A WAGER FOR THE GOVERNOR.

Juan was well known for a brave man, though a fool, and the priest

and the governor wished to try him on a wager. The governor told him

that the priest was dead, and ordered him to watch the body in the

church that night. The priest lay down on the bier before the altar,

and after Juan came the priest arose. Juan pushed him down again

and ran out of the church and secured a club. Returning, he said to the

priest, "You are dead; try to get up again and I will break you to

pieces." So Juan proved himself to be a brave man, and the governor

won his wager.

1 Juan Puson, or "Jack Paunch," as he would be called in English, is a favorite char-

acter in Tngalog folk-lore. His adventures are considered to be the height of humor,
and a recital of these never fails to be repaid with peals of appreciative laughter. The
character is merely a conventional one, to which all sorts of stories, no matter how incon-

sistent with each of the others, may be attached. Some of the accounts, which deal with

the death of Juan and various members of his family by burning, the writer has suppressed

as too coarse for Western ideas.
2 Anac, child.

3 Anac nang gabi, young root of the caladium plant. It also means " child of the night."
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4. JUAN HIDES THE SALT.

Juan's father came into possession of a sack of salt, which us.

be very precious and an expensive commodity. He wished it hi

in a secure place and so told Juan to hide it till they should n<

Juan went out and after hunting for a long time hid it in a carabao
wallow, and of course when they went to fetch it again nothing was left

but the sack.

5. THE MAN IN THE SHROUD.

Juan, being a joker, once thought to have a little fun at other

pense, so he robed himself in a shroud, placed a bier by the roa-
:

set candles around it, and lay down so that all who went by shoul

him and be frightened. A band of robbers went by that way, ai

the corpse, besought it to give them luck. As it happened, they

more than usually fortunate, and when they returned they began to

make offerings to him to secure continuance of their good fortune.

As the entire proceeds of their adventures were held in common, they

soon began to quarrel over the offerings to be made. The captain be-

came angry, and drew his sword with a threat to run the corpse through

for causing so much dissension among his men.

This frightened the sham dead man to such a degree that he jurr.

up and ran away, and the robbers, who were even more frightened than

he, ran the other way, leaving all their plunder.

Juan then returned and gathered all the money and valu;

behind by the robbers, and carried them home. Now he had a f

who was very curious to know how he came into possession of so much

wealth, and so Juan told him, only he said nothing about rol

told his friend, whose name was Pedro, that the things were the direct

reward of God for his piety.

Pedro, being afraid of the woods, decided to lie just inside th

door; besides, that being a more sacred place, he felt sure thai

would favor him even more than Juan. He arranged his bier wit!

candles around him, and lay down to await the shower of m

should reward his devotions. When the sacristan went to th

to ring the bell for vespers, he saw the body lying th

ing of any corpse having been carried in, he was frighten

tell the padre. The padre, when he had seen the
:

miracle, and that it must be buried within the church, for the 5

fication of the edifice.

But Pedro, now thoroughly frightened, jumped

away, and the priest and the sacristan ran the other

man never received the reward for his piety, and ,the church v

prived of a new patron saint.

vol. xx.— xo. 77. 8
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6. THE ADVENTURES OF JUAN.

Juan was lazy, Juan was a fool, and his mother never tired of scold-

ing him and emphasizing her words by a beating. When Juan went to

school he made more noise at his study than anybody else, but his read-

ing was only gibberish.

His mother sent him to town to buy meat to eat with the boiled rice,

and he bought a live crab which he set down in the road and told to go

to his mother and be cooked for dinner. The crab promised, but as soon

as Juan's back was turned ran in the other direction.

Juan went home after a while and asked for the crab, but there was

none, and they ate their rice without ulam. 1 His mother then went her-

self and left Juan to care for the baby. The baby cried and Juan ex-

amined it to find the cause, and found the soft spot on its head. "Aha!

It has a boil. No wonder it cries!" And he stuck a knife into the soft

spot, and the baby stopped crying. When his mother came back, Juan

told her about the boil and that the baby was now asleep, but the mother

said it was dead, and she beat Juan again.

Then she told Juan that if he could do nothing else he could at least

cut firewood, so she gave him a bolo and sent him to the woods.

He found what looked to him like a good tree and prepared to cut

it, but the tree was a magic tree and said to Juan, " Do not cut me and

I will give you a goat that shakes silver money from its whiskers."

Juan agreed, and the bark of the tree opened and the goat came out,

and when Juan told him to shake his whiskers, money dropped out.

Juan was very glad, for at last he had something he would not be beaten

for. On his way home he met a friend, and told him of his good fortune.

The man made him dead drunk and substituted another goat which

had not the ability to shake money from its whiskers, and when the new
goat was tried at home poor Juan was beaten and scolded.

Back he went to the tree, which he threatened to cut down for lying

to him, but the tree said, " No, do not kill me and I will give you a magic

net which you may cast even on dry ground or into a tree-top and it will

return full of fish," and the tree did even so.

Again he met the friend, again he drank tuba 2
until he was dead

drunk, and again a worthless thing was substituted, and on reaching

home he was beaten and scolded.

Once more Juan went to the magic tree, and this time he received a

magic pot, always full of rice; and spoons always full of whatever

ulam might be wished, and these went the way of the other gifts, to the

false friend.

The fourth time he asked of the tree he was given a magic stick that

1 Any kind of relish to be eaten with rice, meat especially.
2 Tuba, fermented juice of cocoa, buri, or nipa palms.
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would without hands beat and kill anything that the owner wished,
"©nly say to it 'Boombye, boomba,' and it will obey your word,"
said the tree.

When Juan met the false friend again, the false friend asked him what
gift he had this time. "It is only a stick that if I say, 'Boombve,
boomba,' will beat you to death," said Juan, and with that the stick

leaped from his hand and began to belabor the wicked man. "Lintic

na cahoy ito ay! l Stop it and I will give you everything I stole from
you." Juan ordered the stick to stop, but made the man, bruised and
sore, carry the net, the pot, and the spoons, and lead the goat to Juan's
home. There the goat shook silver from his beard till Juan's three

brothers and his mother had all they could carry, and they dined from

the pot and the magic spoons until they were full to their mouths.

"Now," said Juan, ''you have beaten me and called me a fool all

my life, but you are not ashamed to take good things when I get them.

I will show you something else. Boombye, boomba!" and the stick

began to beat them all. Quickly they agreed that Juan was head of

the house, and he ordered the beating to stop.

Juan now became rich and respected, but he never trusted himself

far from his stick day or night. One night a hundred robbers came to

break into the house, to take all his goods, and kill him, but he said to

the stick, "Boombye, boomba!" and with the swiftness of lightning the

stick flew around, and all those struck fell dead till there was not one

left. Juan was never troubled again by robbers, and in the end married

a princess and lived happily ever after.

7. THE ADERNA BIRD.

There was once a king who greatly desired to obtain an aderna bird,

which is possessed of magical powers, has a wonderful song, and talks

like men. This king had a beautiful daughter, and he promised her

to any one who would bring him an aderna bird. Now the quest for the

aderna bird is very dangerous, because, if the heart is not pure, the man

who touches the bird becomes stone, and the bird escapes.

There were in that country three brothers, Juan, Diego, and Pi

and they all agreed to set out together to catch the aderna bird,

in the mountains they saw him, and Diego, being the eldest, had

chance, and he caught the aderna bird, but being of impure life he be-

came a stone, and the bird flew away over the mountains.

Juan and Pedro pursued it over the rocky way till at last they

it again, and Pedro, being the next eldest, essayed to catch it. II

being a bad man, was turned into stone and the aderna bird flew over

another mountain, and Juan, undaunted, followed alone.

When at last he saw the aderna bird he made a, trap with a min

» "Lightning blast the stick!"
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with a snare in front and soon caught the bird. He made a cage for it

and started on his homeward journey. When he reached the stone

which was his brother Pedro, he begged the bird to undo its work and

make him a man again, and the bird did so. Then the two went on to

where Diego was, and again Juan entreated the bird to set the other

brother free, and the bird did so.

But Pedro and Diego, far from being grateful for what Juan had

done for them, bound him, choked him, beat him, and left him for dead

far from any road or any habitation, and went on their way to the king

with the adema bird, expecting for one the hand of the princess and for

the other a rich reward.

But the adema bird would not sing. Said the king, "O Adema Bird,

why do you not sing?" The bird replied, "O Mighty King, I sing

only for him who caught me." "Did these men catch you?" "No, O
King, Juan caught me, and these men have beaten him and stolen me
from him." So the king had them punished, and waited for the coming

of Juan.

Juan meanwhile had freed himself from his bonds, and wandered

sore and hungry and lame through the forest. At last he met an old

man who said to him, "Juan, why do you not go to the king's house,

for there they want you very much?" "Alas," said Juan, "I am not

able to walk so far from weakness, and I fear I shall die here in the

forest." "Do not fear," said the old man, "I have here a wonderful

hat that, should you but whisper to i£ where you wish to go, in a moment
you are transported there through the air."

So the old man gave him the hat, and Juan put it on and said, "Hat,

if this be thy nature, carry me across the mountains to the king's

palai e." And the hat carried him immediately into the presence of the

king. Then the adenia bird began to sing, and after a time Juan mar-

ried tlie princess, and all went well for the rest of their lives.

8. THE STORY OF JUAN AND THE MONKEY.

Juan was a farmer, a farmer so poor that he had only one shirt and

pair of trousers. Juan was much annoyed by monkeys, who stole

his corn. So he set a trap and caught several of them. These he killed

with a club until he came to the last, which said to him, "Juan, don't

kill me and I will be your servant all your life." "But I will," said Juan.

"You are a thief and do not deserve to live." "Juan, let me live, and

I will bring you good fortune, and if you kill me you will be poor all

your life." The monkey talked so eloquently that Juan let himself be

ded, and took the monkey home with him. The monkey was true

to his word, and served Juan faithfully, cooking, washing, and hunting

lor him, and at night going to distant fields and stealing maize

and palay which he added to Juan's little store.
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One day the monkey said to Juan, "Juan, why do you not marc
Said Juan, "How can I marry? I have nothing to ki

my advice," said the monkey, "and you can marry the ki:.

Juan took the monkey's advice and they set out for the

Juan remained behind while the monkey went up to the

Outside he called, as the custom is, "Honorable people!" and tin

said, "Come in." The king said, "Monkey, wher
and the monkey said, "Mr. King, I wish to borrow your salop.

master washes to measure his money." The king lent him the

(a measure of about two quarts), and the monkey returned to Juan.
After a few hours he returned it with a large copper piece cunni

stuck to the bottom with paste. The king saw it and called the monl
attention to it, but the monkey haughtily waved his hand, an. I

king that a single coin was of no consequence to his ma
The next day he borrowed the salop again and the coin stuck in the

bottom was half a peso, and the third day the coin was a
|

he assured the king were of no more consequence to his master than the

copper. Then the king told the monkey to bring his mat;

the monkey promised that after a few days he would.

They went home, and as Juan's clothes must be washed, Juan

to bed while the monkey washed and starched them, pul.

and smoothing them with his hands because he had no iron.

Then they went to call on the king, and the king told Juan that

he should marry the princess as soon as he could show the ki-

house, with a hundred head of cattle, carabao, horses, shi

Juan was very despondent at this, though he was too Ir-

king know his thoughts. He told his troubles to the mop.

assured him that the matter was very easy.

The next day they took a drum and a shovel and went into tl

tains, where there was a great enchanter who was a ver)

and also an asuang. They dug a great hole and then Juan hid i

woods and began to beat his drum, and the monk.

enchanter's house and told him the soldiers were con-/

he would hide him. So the enchanter went with the m
and the monkey pushed him in and began with h

him up. Juan helped, and soon the enchanter

Then they went to the house and at the fir

liberated fifty people who were being fattened for the

These people were glad to help Juan convey all

and all the enchanter's wealth to the town. Juan built 1

plaza, married the princess, and lived happily ever after, but

the monkey, having so well earned his liberty, he s

woods, and their friendship still continued.
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9. JUAN THE DRUNKARD WHO VISITED HEAVEN.

There was once a man named Juan, who was a drunkard. One day

when he was drunker than usual he decided to visit his dead friends in

heaven. He took no baggage except two long bamboo buckets full of

tuba, which he carried one over each shoulder. He walked and walked

for at least a week, until he came to a place where they sold tuba. There

he filled his buckets, promising to pay on his return, and set out again.

After walking a long time he came to a city with a wall around it,

and at the gate sat an old man with a long beard and with keys at his

girdle whom he knew at once as St. Peter. " Good-morning, St. Peter,"

said Juan. "I would like to see some of my friends that I think are

here." "Who are you?" asked St. Peter, getting up angrily. "I am
Juan and I have come a long way to see some of my friends. Won't

you let me look?" "No," said St. Peter, "I won't. You are drunk."

"Well, then, only be so good as to let me take just a little peep." So

St. Peter opened the gate just the least bit, but Juan was not satisfied,

so he said, "Good St. Peter, open the gate just a little wider for me to

see with both eyes." Then he persuaded St. Peter to let him put his

head in, and then by a little firmness he slipped in, still carrying his

buckets of tuba.

St. Peter ordered him to come out, but he started down a street he

saw, or rather a road, for there were no houses there. "Stop!" said St.

Peter, "that road won't take you to your friends. Go the other way."

And Juan did so.

After he had gone on for some time, he found that he was surrounded

by devils who began to torment him, but he defended himself succes-

fully against them, and by giving them part of his tuba bribed them to

tell him where to find his friends. To his friends he gave the remainder

of his tuba and then set out to find God himself.

Being ushered into the Divine Presence, he knelt humbly and said,

"Lord, I beg thee to tell me how long I shall live." The Lord looked

at him and said, "I have not sent for you; why are you here?" Juan
bowed more humbly than before, and replied, "O Most High, I have

come to see some of my dead friends, and I would like also to know
how long I shall live on earth." So God told him that he had still a

long earthly life before him and never to come again until he was sent

for.

So Juan left the heavenly city and passed back through St. Peter's

and at last, after a weary journey, came to earth again. And
Juan lived a long and happy life and drank more tuba than ever.

10. THE JUAN WHO VISITED HEAVEN.

There was once an old couple who always prayed for a child, for they
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had always been childless. No matter how it looked, whether deformed
or ugly, they must have a child. So after a short time they saw that

their prayers would be answered, and in the course of nature a child

was born, but the mother died at the birth.

The new-born child ran to the church, climbed into the tower, and
began to hammer on the bells. The priest, hearing the noise, sent the

sacristan to see what was the matter. The sacristan went, and si

there a little child, asked what he was doing and told him to sto]

the priest would be angry ; but the ringing of the bells went on. Then the

priest went up. "Little boy," he said, "what is your name?" "Juan,"
said the child. "Why are you ringing the church bells?" "Because mv
mother is dead." "When did she die?" "Only now." "If you

ringing the bells she shall have a fine funeral and you shall live with me
and be as my son," said the priest. "Very well, sir, if you will let me
stay in the church all I wish." To this the priest assented. The
woman was buried with all the pomp of music, candles, and bells, and

the boy went to live in the convent. Always after his school .

he would be in the church. The father did everything that wa

for him, for he knew that he was not a natural child.

After a time the padre sent for him to get his dinner, but he v,

not leave the church, so the priest had a good dinner cooked and sent it

down to the church, but he told the sacristan to watch the church and

see what happened. The sacristan watched and soon saw the statue

of Jesus eating with the boy. This he told the padre, and the child's

dinner wras always sent to the church after that. One day not 1

he went to the priest and said, "Master, my friend down at the church

wants me to go away with him." " Where arc you going?" " My fricm

wants me to go to heaven with him."

The priest consented and the little boy and the Lord Jesus went away

together. As they walked the little boy saw that tv

together, one thorny and the other smooth. Asked the boy of h

panion, "Friend, why is this road where we walk so thorny, an

other yonder so smooth?" Said the Lord, "Hush, child, ii is

to disturb the peace of this place, but I will tell you. This is I

the sinless and is thorny, but that smooth way yonder is the

sinners and never reaches heaven."

Again they came to a great house filled with young mm
who were all working hammering iron. Said the little 1

those who labor with the hammer?" "Hush, child, th<

those who died unmarried."

Thev journeved on, and on one side were bush

poor cattle while on the opposite side of the road wer

bare where the cattle were very fat. The child inquired th

the mystery. The Lord answered him, "Hush, chitd! These lean cat
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in the rich pastures arc the souls of sinners, while those fat cattle on dry

and sunburnt ground are the souls of sinless ones."

After a while they crossed a river, one part of which was ruby red and

the other spotless white. "Friend, what is this?" asked the boy.

"Hush, child, the red is the blood of your mother whose life was given

for yours, and the white is the milk which she desired to give to you, her

child," said the Lord.

At last they came to a great house having seven stories, and there on

a table they saw many candles, some long, some short, some burned

out. Said Juan, "Friend, what are all these candles?" "Hush, child,

those are the lives of your friends." "What are those empty candle-

sticks?" "Those are your mother and your uncle, who. are dead."

"Who is this long one?" " That is your father, who has long to live."

"Who is this very short one?" "That is your master, who will die

soon." "May I put in another?" "Yes, child, if you wish." So he

changed it for a long one, and with his heavenly companion he returned

to earth.

There he told his master, the padre, all that he had seen and heard

and how he had changed the candles ; and he and his master lived to-

gether a very long time. And in the fulness of time the padre died, but

Juan went to heaven one day with his Lord and never returned.

II. THE SAD STORY OF JUAN AND MARIA.

Juan and Maria were orphans. When Juan was about eight years old

and Maria was about four their father died. The mother went into the

hemp fields to earn a living for her family by stripping the fibre from the

hemp, which is very hard work, so hard that she died worn out in a

month or two afterward.

Juan and Maria were then taken into the family of an uncle, their

mother's brother, and little Juan began to work for his little sister's and
his own living, by transplanting the tender shoots of the banana. Maria

often accompanied him, as the children were much attached to each

other. One day when they were out in the field Maria saw a beautiful

bird which seemed very tame and tried to catch it, but the bird ran into

the woods, and although she could come very close to it she could not

catch it. On and on she went until she was almost ready to drop, her

tiny feet leaving no trace, but still she followed the bird. Just at night

she saw an old man with a very kind face, who came toward her, and
putting the bird under one arm and taking Maria on his shoulder, he

set off toward his house, which did not seem to be very far off. Arriving

there he said to his wife, "Sec, wife, what good fortune I have had to-

day." Seeing the child, his wife threw up her hands in thanksgiving and
cried. "Thanks be to God, we have a child at last in our old age."

Poor Juan, torn with fear, hunted the woods for days, but could not
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find his little sister. Convinced at last that his searcli was ho]

went home and worked hard and in a few years became a rich man.
Then he began to consider where he could find a suitable wifi .

told him that there was an old couple beyond three ranges of moui

who had a beautiful daughter, and to her he determined to go.

Maria had likewise grown up, and now she was the most beautiful

damsel in many days' journey. When Juan set out on his search, il

to the house of Maria's foster parents that he was bound.

Arriving there, he called to those within, "Honorable people," and the

old man said, "Come in;" but Juan remained without until the third

invitation. Passing within, he likewise would not sit down till h<

been asked three times.

Seating himself on a bench, he told the old man that he had con.

marry his daughter, and the old man told him he might if he could

that he had enough money. As Juan was rich, this did not ta!.

do, and after a few days Juan and Maria were married, not kr

their relationship. They lived happily together, and a daughter

born to them. This child, like her mother, was very beautiful.

One day, as the little girl was playing by the river, a crab came to the

edge of the water and said,

—

" Beautiful art thou,

More beautiful than any other,

But thou art the child

Of sister and brother."

Horrified, the child ran to her mother, and then the par n to

talk over the events of their childhood and found that they wi

sister and brother.

They went to Maria's foster father to ask what they mi

told them they must live apart; and then they went to thi

who told them that they might live lawfully together, as the

of marriage was above all, but, after much thought,

they must live apart, and Maria went back to her I
her.

Thus by a sinless crime were their lives saddened forever.

12. THE FIFTY-ONE THIEVES.

There were once two brothers, Juan and Pedro. P«

was the elder, but Juan was very poor and gained hi

wood. Juan became so poor at last that he

his brother, or what was only the same thing,

ing, Pedro gave his brother enough rice for a single m

of such generosity, went and took it off the fire,

cooking it, and carried it home again.

Juan then set out for the woods, thinking hi

few sticks that he could exchange for something to eat, and we:
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farther than he was accustomed to go. He came to a road he did not

know and followed it for some distance to where it led to a great rocky

bluff and there came to an end.

Juan did not know exactly what to think of such an abrupt ending to

the roadway, and sat down behind a large rock to meditate. As he sat

there a voice within the cliff said, "Open the door," and a door in the

cliff opened itself. A man richly dressed came out, followed by several

others, whom he told that they were going to a town at a considerable

distance. He then said, "Shut the door," and the door closed itself

again.

Juan was not sure whether any one else was inside, but he was no

coward and besides he thought he might as well be murdered as starved

to death, so when the robbers had ridden away to a safe distance without

seeing him, he went boldly up to the cliff and said, " Open the door."

The door opened as obediently to him as to the robber, and he went in.

He found himself inside a great cavern filled with money, jewels, and

rich stuffs of every kind.

Hastily gathering more than enough gold and jewels to make him

rich, he went outside, not forgetting to say, "Close the door," and went

back to his house.

Having hidden all but a little of his new wealth, he wished to change

one or two of his gold pieces for silver so that he could buy something to

eat. He went to his brother's house to ask him for the favor, but Pedro

was not at home, and his wife, who was at least as mean as Pedro, would

not change the money. After a while Pedro came home, and his wife told

him that Juan had some money; and Pedro, hoping in turn to gain

some advantage, went to Juan's house and asked many questions about

the money. Juan told him that he had sold some wood in town and had

been paid in gold, but Pedro did not believe him and hid himself under

the house to listen. At night he heard Juan talking to his wife, and found

out the place and the password. Immediately taking three horses to

carry his spoils, he set out for the robbers' cave.

Once arrived, he went straight to the cliff and said, "Open the door,"

and the door opened immediately. He went inside and said, "Close the

door," and the door closed tight. He gathered together fifteen great

bags of money, each all he could lift, and carried them to the door ready

to put on the horses. He found all the rich food and wine of the robbers

in the cave, and could not resist the temptation to make merry at their

expense; so he ate their food and drank their fine wines till he was

foolishly drunk. When he had reached this state, he began to think of

returning home. Beating on the door with both hands, he cried out,

' Open, beast. Open, fool. May lightning blast you if you do not open !

"

and a hundred other foolish things, but never once saying, " Open the

door."
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While he was thus engaged, the robbers returned, and hearing them
coming he hid under a great pile of money with only his nose stl

out. The robbers saw that some one had visited the cave in their

sence and hunted for the intruder till one of them discovered him trem-

bling under a heap of coin. With a shout they hauled him fort!

beat him until his flesh hung in ribbons. Then they split him into 1

and threw the body into the river, and cut his horses into bits,
1

\

they threw after him.

When Pedro did not return, his wife became anxious and told Juan

where he had gone. Juan stole quietly to the place by night, and re-

covered the body, carried it home, and had the pieces sewn together by

the tailor.

Now the robbers knew that they had been robbed by some one

and so, when Pedro's body was taken away, the captain went to I

to see who had buried the body, and by inquiring, found that Juan

had become suddenly rich, and also that it was his brother

been buried.

So the captain of the robbers went to Juan's house, where he f

a ball going on. Juan knew the captain again and that he was as

many questions, so he made the captain welcome and gave him a

deal to eat and drink. One of the sen-ants came in and pretend

admire the captain's sword till he got it into his own hands; and then

he began to give an exhibition of fencing, making the sword whirl hither

and thither and ending with a wonderful stroke that made the cap-

tain's head roll on the floor.

A day or two later, the lieutenant also came to town, and began to

make inquiries concerning the captain. He soon found out that the

captain had been killed in Juan's house, but Juan now h:.

on guard at his door, so that it was necessary to use strategy. He

to Juan and asked if he could start a "tienda," or wine-sh

who recognized the lieutenant, said, "Yes." Then the lieutcnanl

away, soon returning with seven great casks, in each of which h

seven men.

These he stored under Juan's house until such tin

asleep, could be killed with certainty and littli W h<

was done, he went into the house, intending to make Juan drunk

then kill him as Juan had the captain. Juan, h<>

ant drunk first, and soon his head, like the captain

floor.

The soldiers below, like all soldiers, wished t

the great casks, and so one of them took a borer and 1

of the casks. As he did so, a voice whispered. "Is Juan

The soldier replied, "Not yet," and went and told Juan. The ca;

1 The Tagalog word is literally "hash."
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by his order were all put into a boat, loaded with stones and chains,

and thrown into the sea. So perished the last of the robbers.

Juan, being no longer in fear of the robbers, often went to their cave,

and helped himself to everything that he wanted. He finally became

a very great and wealthy man. 1

Fletcher Gardner.
Bloomington, Ind.

1 This story is probably derived from a Spanish version of "The Forty Thieves," but

like all the stories of this collection, it is from an oral version of the Tagalog tale.
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A FILIPINO (TAGALOG) VERSION OF ALADDIX.

Oxce on a time a poor boy and his mother went far from their home
city to seek their fortune. They were very poor, for the husband
father had died, leaving them little, and that little was soon spent. The
boy went into the market-place to seek for work, and a travelling mer-
chant, seeing his distress, spoke to him and asked many questions.

When he had inquired the name of the boy's father, he embraced him
with many kind words, and told him that he was the fall

lost brother, and that as he had no children of his own the boy should

be his heir and for the present live with him as his son. He sent the

boy to call his mother, and when she came he kissed her with many
words of endearment, and would have it that she was his sister-ii

though she told him that her husband had no brother. He treated her

well and made her many presents, so that she was forced to believe he

really was her brother-in-law.

The merchant then invited the boy to go for a visit with him.

mising that the mother should soon follow. Mother and son (

and the merchant set off with his nephew in the afternoon. They

far and came to a mountain which they crossed, and then to a second,

which seemed very high to the poor boy so that he begged to rest. The

man would not allow this, and when the boy cried, beat him till he

agreed to do whatever he was told. They crossed this mountain

and came to a third, and on the very top they stopped. The merchant

drew a ring from his own finger and put it on that of the boy. Then he

drew a circle around the boy and told him not to be friglr what

would happen, but to stretch out his arms three times, and that the

third time the ground would open, and that then he mi;.-'

get a tabo l that he would find, and that with that in their h

could quickly return. The boy, from fear of the man.

told, and when the ground opened, went down into the ca\

the tabo. As he reached up his hand to be pulled from the 1

man took the ring from his finger, and told him to hand

but the bov, now much frightened, refused unless he wc r

out himself. That the man would not do, and after much

another circle around the cave-mouth, bade it d

prisoner in most evil plight.

Alone and helpless for three days in the under

bov was a prey to awful fear, but at the end of the thir

by'accident rubbed slightly the tabo with his hand, at once

1 Tabo: a cocoanut shell cup.

2 Sinio: corrupted from Sp. genio; Eng. genius.
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or multo x stood before him, saying that he was the slave of the tabo,

and that all things earthly were within his power. At once mindful of

his mother, he told the multo to take him home, and in the winking of

an eye, still carrying the tabo in his hand, he stood before his mother.

He found her very hungry and sorrowful, and recounted all that had

happened and again rubbed the tabo lightly. The multo reappeared

and the good woman hid her face for terror at the sight, but the lad

bade the multo bring him a dinner for them both on a service of silver

with everything to match.

After they had dined well for several days on the remnants of the

food, the boy went to the market and sold the spoons that the multo

had brought for two gold pieces, and on that they lived a long time:

and as from time to time their money became exhausted, he sold more,

till at last there was nothing left. Then, as he had become a young

man, he required the multo to bring him a great chest of money, and

soon became known as a very rich and generous person.

Now there was in that city a woman who had a very handsome

daughter whom she wished to marry to the young man, and by way of

opening the matter, she and her daughter went one day to try to buy

some of the rich table ware which he had, or at least so they pretended.

The young man was not of a mind for that kind of alliance, and so

told the old woman to rub the magic vessel. She did so and the multo at

once whisked her inside. The daughter also went in to inquire for her

mother, and as she admiringly touched the tabo the multo made her

prisoner, and the two became the slaves of the young man and were

never heard of again.

A variant of this tale has been printed in Tagalog. It has probably

reached the Philippines through the medium of Spanish.

Fletcher Gardner.

Bloomington, Ind.

1 Multo: genius; etymology unknown.
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SOME GAMES OF FILIPINO CHILDREN.

OS-OS.

This is a game used by older persons to amuse small children, ex-

actly as our game of the "Five Little Pigs."

The child is grasped by the wrist with the left hand of the elder,

who repeats "Ang ama, ang ma, ang kaka, ang ali, ang n6no, t

os-os sa kili-kili mo." That is, "The father (thumb), the mother (fore-

finger), the elder brother (middle finger), the elder sister (ring li-

the grandparent (little finger) straight up to your armpit." The armpit is

then tickled. Os-os is a verb meaning "to go up stream." This is a
common game among the Tagalogs of Mindoro Island.

MARBLES.

The game of marbles is played with conical shells, propelled by lay-

ing on the ground and striking with the ulnar side of the index !'

which is snapped from the thumb against it. The goal is a hole in the

ground, in which the stakes, usually consisting of other shells of the same

kind, are deposited. The "taw" is a straight line some six or eight feet

away. If a shell is struck, the owner of the striking shell has another

shot, and the owner of the shell struck shoots from where he lies. He
seems to incur no penalty.

This is a common game on Mindoro, and is played usually at the

beginning of the dry season.

TAGO-TAGO.

Translated, the name means, "Play at hiding." It is played exactly

as "I spy" and the counting out beforehand is similar. There is a

siderable number of counting-out rhymes to be heard, only one of which

I am able to give entire. It is in Filipino Spanish. " Pirn, pirn.

agua, ronda, San Miguel, arcangel."

In English, "Phim, phim, seraphim, water, the night patrol, St.

Michael, the archangel."

HOP-SCOTCH.

This game is played by marking out in the dust or sand a parallel

gram, which is subdivided into a varying number of compart)

A small stone is put into the first subdivision, and the player, standin

on one foot, kicks it into each in turn. If it go unds he i

allowed to kick it back, so long as the other foot docs, not reach

ground. A failure to complete the circuit entails a loss of turn, and on

the next round the player begins again at the first compartment.
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JACK-STONES.

Is played with pebbles or shells. I am unable to give the special

movements, which resemble very much our own game. I suspect that

it is of Spanish origin.

Fletcher Gardner.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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SOME DAKOTA MYTHS. I.

The following myths were collected several years ago, while the

writer was on an expedition for the American Museum of Natural His-

tory. They were all recorded at Pine Ridge, S. Dak., and narrated by

two Ogalala men each about fifty years of age. As no extensive col-

lection of Teton myths has been published, it seems worth while giving

this small collection as a contribution to the mythology of the Plains. In

some of them can be recognized versions of myths recorded elsewhere.

The tale of the Spider and Coyote is similar to Bad Songs, in Ri

" Dakota Grammar." In this work we find also the tale of the " '

Brother." Yet there are differences in the following versions that justify

their publication.

I. SPIDER AND THE MONSTER.

One day, while Spider was walking through the country, he came to

a wild potato vine and began to climb up the stalk. On his way up he-

met a great monster with a very large mouth. He was badly frightened,

but he said in a pleasant voice: "Oh, my brother, I am lookinj

you."

The monster looked at him and said, "I have not had much to 1

"Is that so?" said Spider, more frightened than ever.

"Yes, I have not had breakfast," said the monster.

"I have had breakfast," said Spider, "but it was a very small rr.

As the monster made some show of eating him Spider said: "My

young brother, I am in a hurry. Why do you wish to cat me ?

'

The monster replied, "Since when am I your younger brother;

When were you born?"

"When were you born?" said Spider.

"I was born," said the monster, "when the earth was madi

" Oh ! " said Spider, " I made this earth and the sky and th

moon and everything. You are one of the things I made. You were

little grav thing and I threw you away."

"Well," said the monster, " you arc the older. What do you

'

me?"
"There is a great camp not far from here/' said Spider,

to eat all of the people, but I am not big enough. So I wis

half of them for me."

At this the monster began to lick his mouth, and said, \A

they ?
"

"On the other side of this vine," said Spider. So they both rai

around, Spider one way and the monster the other. When tl

to the other side the monster drew a deep breath that almost ,-

VOL. XX. — NO. 77. 9
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Spider down his throat. "Here," said Spider, "you breathe in some

other direction."

When the monster turned in the other direction and looked down he

saw a large camp of people. "Now," said Spider, "you wait here and I

shall fix it so that each will have half of the people for his own. However,

you must tell me what it is that you are afraid of."

" Well," said the monster, " I am afraid of a rattle, a whistle, a war-

whoop, and the cloth of a menstruating woman."

"Well," said Spider, "I am afraid of the same things. Now you wait

here until I return."

Spider ran very fast until he came to the camp where the people were.

As soon as he reached them he said: "There will be a monster here to

eat you, but I have fooled him. You are to get a rattle, a whistle, a war-

whoop, and the cloth of a menstruating woman. Then go over with me
to where the monster is hiding." So the people got all these things to-

gether and went out with Spider. When they were near the place, Spider

said, "Now you wait here. I will bring the monster, and when he comes

show him all these things."

Spider went up to the monster and said, "Now, come on. I have half

of the people in one place and half in the other. I will show you which

half you are to eat." As the monster was hungry and Spider kept telling

him to hurry, he worked so hard that the perspiration streamed from

his body. All at once a great crowd of people rose in their path with the

war-whoop and the other objects they had brought. Spider ran away,

but the monster was so exhausted with running and so frightened, when

he saw the objects he feared, that he fell down and allowed himself to

be killed.

2. SPIDER AND COYOTE.

One day Spider went out to walk. He came to a lake where many
ducks were swimming in the water. "Now, how shall I get those ducks ?

"

he said to himself. So he began to lay plans. He gathered together a

great bundle of grass, placed it over his head, and waded out into the lake.

As he was wading along, a large duck called out, "Spider, what are you

doing with that grass?"

"I am in a hurry," said Spider ; "those are some songs I must deliver

to the people at once."

"Suppose you sing one of them for us," said the duck.

"No, I have no time," said Spider.

Now, as the duck insisted, Spider said, "Well, I will sing one' if you

will call all the ducks out here." When the ducks were brought to-

gether, Spider took one straw out of the bundle and sang. Then he

directed the ducks to close their eyes and keep them closed. Then Spider

began to sing, —
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" Dance with your eyes shut,

Dance with your eyes shut."

While he was singing and the ducks were dancing, he began to kill

them with a club. Now one of the ducks opened his eyes, and seeing

what was going on, warned the others, at which they all flew a

The duck that looked had red eyes.

Spider picked up the ducks he had killed, put them on his back,

started on. At last he came to a large tree, sat down under the branches,

and made a fire. He plucked the feathers from the ducks, and am:

them around the fire to roast. Some of them he covered up in the a

Soon the wind began to blow, and the branches of the tree, rubbing

against each other, made a squeaky noise. "Now, what does the tree

mean by that noise," said Spider. "I shall make him quit." .

Spider climbed into the tree. He saw that the squeaky noise resulted

from one branch rubbing over another. "My brothers, you must

fight in that way," said Spider. As they paid no attention to him he

put his hand between them to part them. Then the branches can

gether and held his hand fast. "Oh, let me go! Let me go!" cried

Spider.

Now while Spider's hand was held between the branches, he loi

around and saw Coyote coming along. He called out, "Coyote, I have

some meat cooking here. You must not take it."

When Coyote heard this, he said to himself, "I guess he 1

meat all right." Coyote snuffed about until he found the duck-

by the fire, then sat down and ate all of them. As he started away,

Spider said aloud, " I hope Coyote did not find those ducks in the a

When Coyote heard this he said, "I guess that is so; he did hide some ii

the ashes." Then Coyote scratched away the ashes, ate the duck

stuck their feet back into the ashes as they were before.

A while after Coyote had gone, the wind died down and S]

his hand loose. He was now very hungry. Rushing to the fir,

hold of the legs sticking out of the ashes, but as the bodies of the duel

were not drawn out he said, "My, I have been up in the tr<

that these ducks are overdone. Their legs pull right off."

began to dig in the ashes as fast as he could, but found nothing,

is a rascal," he said. Then he started out in pursuit, and

at the side of a hill. "Now, Coyote, I shall kill you," b

of him. He tied Covote's feet together, and carried him his ba

After a time he sat down to rest, laid Coyote upon the groui

to build a fire. "Now, what shall I do with the skin/

while Spider was building the fire, Coyote untied his feet, but k

asleep. "Well, I do not need the skin," said Spider. " I shall thro*

into the fire." Just as he reached out to lay hold of Coyote, he sprang

and ran away. Then Spider stood by the fire and swore.
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3. COYOTE AND THE BUFFALO.

Once Coyote was walking along. He had nothing to eat for a long

time and was thin and weak. Finally he came to a deserted camp but

could find nothing save the remains of the fire. While he was looking

around for food, he came upon a knife and an arrow. He carried them

away with him, and when he came to the top of a high hill he saw many

buffalo grazing in the valley below. He crept up close to the crest of the

hill and looked over. Then he said to himself as he looked at the arrow

and the knife, "Now those people kill buffalo with these things, bo

he took up the arrow and threw it toward the buffalo, saying, "Now,

go and kill the buffalo. Go, hit that one."
3

The arrow fell down upon the ground and said, " You must take a piece

of wood and a string before I can go and kill the buffalo."

Then Coyote went up to a tree, took the knife and cut off one of the

branches, trimmed it and peeled off the bark. He twisted the bark into

a cord and tied it to the stick. Then he went back, laid the bow on the

ground, picked up the arrow, put it on the stick, and said, "Now go.

=

The arrow said to him, "No, that is not the way. You must pull on

the string."

Then Coyote put the arrow down, took hold of the string, and dragged

the bow along the ground.

"No, no!" said the arrow, "that is not the way. You must hold me

against the stick with one hand and hold the string with the other."

Coyote did so.

" Now," said the arrow, " pull with all your might and then let loose.

The arrow flew towards the buffalo, struck one of them in the side,

but did not bring it down. Coyote picked up the knife and ran after the

wounded buffalo as fast as he could. He shouted so loud that the

wounded buffalo soon fell over from fright. Coyote stopped at once

to lick up the blood from his wounds. Then he took up the knife and

got ready to butcher the buffalo. Just then he looked up and saw a

bear sitting on the other side.

"Come on," said Coyote, " I will give you some." But the bear did

not move.

Coyote invited him again. Then he came over and helped Coyote to

butcher. Now, Coyote was afraid of the bear and so kept on the other

side of the buffalo from him. After a while the blood in Coyote's stomach

began to roll. The bear heard the noise. He stopped and said, "What 's

that?"

Then Coyote struck his stomach, and said in a loud voice, "Keep

quiet, my brother."

"What did your brother say?" said the bear.

"Well," said Coyote, "my brother just said that he eats bear."
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The bear was puzzled by this, and started to go away.
"Where are you going?" said Coyote.

"Oh," said the bear, "I am just going over the hill."

As soon as the bear was out of sight, Coyote went up on the hill to

look, and saw the bear running off as fast as he could. So he call

to the bear, " Come back, come back. I thought you were going to help

me with my butchering."

Then Coyote went back to the buffalo, and as there were many 1

upon the ground he covered the meat up with them. Then he went on
with his butchering and a magpie flew by. Coyote threw a piece of fat

to the bird, saying, " Eat this, and then fly all around the world and tell

the people to come here (all the birds and animals). There will be a

great feast."

The magpie went out and flewT all around the country, inviting all the

animals to come to the feast. They soon arrived, and gathered around

in a circle. Then Coyote sat down to have a talk with them. A

he sat down the night hawk began to fly around over his head and make

a noise. "Oh, you get away, you jealous woman," said Coyote. "I am
going to talk now." Then he tried to get up to begin his speech, but he

could not rise. The night hawk had defecated around him, causing him

to stick fast to his seat. Then all of the animals sprang up, ran to the

carcass, and began to eat. Some of them soon found the meat hidden

in the leaves, scratched it out, and ate it. Just as the meat was gone,

Coyote got loose, but the animals ran away and left him. Then h

down and cried.

After a time he started on his journey again and saw four bui

Now he had lost his knife and the arrow. The buffalo were in a hole

among some tall grass. " Now, how can I get them," said Coyote to him-

self. He went close up to them, and, when the buffalo look'

he said, "Brothers, turn me into a buffalo so that I can cat gi

"Well," said a bull, "you stand over to one side and do not m

"Now," said the buffalo, "get down and roll in the di

When Covote arose, the buffalo charged upon him, bi

afraid and stepped to one side. The buffalo reproved hi:

reminded him of the injunction to stand still. So they tried

but when the buffalo charged, Coyote stepped to one si

The buffalo reproved him, but said he would try again.
'!

Covote stepped aside as before. Now the buffalo v.

.

he 'told Coyote he would try once more, and that, if he did

still, he would kill him. This time Coyote stood still wh

charged. The buffalo tossed him up into the air and as fa

he became a buffalo. At once Coyote began to cat- gr

very hungry. The buffalo started to go, but Coyote lir

eating grass. Finally, he refused to follow altogether, and the
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left him. Coyote saw a wolf, and called out to him, "Here, brother, let

me turn you into a buffalo." Then Coyote instructed the wolf to stand

to one side and not to move. Then he told the wolf to roll in the dust

as before. When Coyote charged upon the wolf, the latter stepped to

one side. This he did three times, but the fourth time he stood still.

Coyote said, "Now, I will make you eat grass." Then he tossed the

wolf into the air, but he did not change. Coyote, himself, became a

coyote again. Then the wolf began to fight him. Coyote was angry and

said, "Now, you have spoiled all my fun, and I will punish you." So

Coyote bit the wolf.

4. TURTLE GOES TO WAR.

Once there was a great camp in which many animals and insects

lived. Among others a turtle lived with his sister. One day he said to

her, "Now, I shall go on the war-path. I shall pick out my party."

So he went out and invited a coal of fire, a grasshopper, some wasna, 1

a yellow butterfly, and a travois stick. The turtle called this strange

party together and led them out to war. They soon came to the top of a

hill as a whirlwind came by. The butterfly said, "Now I shall show

you what I can do." So he spread out his wings to make a great flight.

The whirlwind, however, began to carry him away and as he was

whirled about he cried, "Stop, my brother! Stop, hey!" The whirl-

wind paid no attention and the butterfly was soon out of sight. Turtle

and his party waited a long time, but as the butterfly did not return

they went on their way. They soon came to a lot of rose-bushes that

were thick and thorny. While Turtle was leading the way through the

thicket, he heard some one call for help from the rear. They turned

back and found the travois stick stuck fast in the bushes. They all took

hold of it to pull it out. They pulled and pulled until the stick broke.

"Now," they said, "the stick will die." So they all stood around it

until it was dead. Then they went on their way.

Wasna was overheated and fell down dead before they had gone far.

The others came to a large stream with a muddy edge. They held a

council and decided that they must jump across. The fire and Turtle

got across safely, but the grasshopper, who was too confident of his

ability, just reached the edge of the stream and, falling into the mud,

stuck fast. In trying to pull himself out he lost one of his legs. His

cries brought Turtle and the fire back, but when they tried to pull him
out he lost his other leg. "Now," said Turtle, " you cannot go with us.

We must leave you."

Then Turtle and the fire went along and came to a large river. As
the river was too wide to jump, Turtle decided to swim across and carry

the fire on his back. When they were in the middle of the river the fire

1 A kind of pemmican.
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began to die, and called out to Turtle to hurry. Turtle swam as fast as

he could, but when he reached the other shore the fire was dead.

Turtle was the only one left of the war party.

i\s Turtle went along he saw a camp of Indians. He concealed him-

self at the edge of the creek, where the people came for water. In a

short time, a little girl came down. Turtle arose from the water, caught

her, and pulled her under. When she was drowned, he cut off her I

and stuck it into his shell. Then he wralked boldly toward the camp.

As he was going along, he heard a man coming behind. The man called

in a loud voice, "Here is a turtle!" Many men came out and took

Turtle to the camp.

Then Turtle spoke to the men in his own language, saying, " I have

come to look for an enemy." As the men did not understand this, they

said, "Let us call the spider. He is clever and perhaps he can under-

stand what that turtle says." When the spider came, Turtle said to him,

"I have come to look for an enemy."

"Oh! he came to look for an enemy," said the spider to the men.

As soon as the men heard this, they began to make a large fire in the

centre of the camp, and said that they were going to throw the turtle

into it. When Turtle saw what they were going to do, he said to the

spider, "Why, the fire is mine." Then he walked through the fire, which

did not burn him much, and came back to the people. The people

"Why, of course, the fire belongs to him." So they would not let him

go into the fire again, because they thought he enjoyed going into it.

Then they consulted the spider as to how to kill the turtle, and the

spider advised them to throw him into a deep hole filled with wal

When Turtle saw what they intended to do, he pretended I

much afraid and began to lament his fate. He told the spider that he

would surely die if thrown into the water. So, while Turtle was cryim

he was picked up and thrown into the deep place. He sank d

the water, and when the bubbles arose to the surface th

"Now, he is dead." In a few moments Turtle arose in the

water, gave a war-whoop, and waved in the air the he

had killed. Then he dived. All the people cried out in

how shall we kill the turtle?" said they. The s]

bring all of their horses, their pails, and their women an

the water out of the hole, give it to the horses to drink. I

very fast. The water was not all out when the sun

spider said, "Now, we must rest until morning.

may escape we shall all sleep around the c^ of the

While they were all lying there, some a,!

Turtle succeeded in passing them unnoticed.

Finally, he reached his own camp and related his adventur

people. He told them that he had killed one of the enemy, and prodi
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the scalp as evidence. His sister held a victory dance over it. Dicebant

omnes testudinem post bello revenientem cirro parvo in pene similem

esse.

5. pte-ho-i-ya-pi.

Once in a camp of our people there was a young man who wished very

much to marry a certain girl. She would not consent, however, unless

he would bring her the Pte-ho-i-ya-pi.

"What is that?" said the young man.

"I do not know," said the young woman, "but you must get it before

I will marry you."

So the young man went out through the camp and asked everybody

he met what sort of a thing this was. No one seemed to know anything

about it. Then he asked his father to call in all the old men and put

the matter before them. They smoked many pipes, but could not make

anything out of it. Then they called together all the old women, and

began at one end of the circle, questioning each of them. At the end of

the row was a very old woman, blind and deaf. So one of them put

her hands to the old woman's ears and said in a loud voice, "What
kind of a thing is the Pte-ho-i-ya-pi?"

"What?" said the old woman. "What kind of a thing is the Pte-ho-

i-yd-pi?" was repeated in a louder tone.

"Oh," said the old woman, "that is something that is very hard to

get. It is in the west. Far out in that direction you will find a camp
in which lives a young woman who keeps this thing."

Then the old women went home and the young man called for one of

his friends to volunteer to go with him to look for the Pte-ho-i-ya-pi. This

friend had a younger brother, who wished very much to go with them,

but he was refused. When he insisted, his father told him that he was

too young. However, as the young brother still insisted upon going,

his mother said, "Well, let him go. I do not think any more of him

than his older brother."

So they started out, the younger brother taking a bow, some arrows,

a point of a spear, two shells, some paint, etc. As they were going up a

hill, they came upon some buffalo, and the younger brother shot one

with an arrow. Then he stopped to take some sinew from its leg. The
two young men were impatient and tried to hurry the younger brother,

but he took his time to get the sinew. At last they reached the top of a

hill, and looking beyond, saw many hills far, far away. Then the young

men became discouraged and began to talk of giving up the search.

"Now, you see," said the younger brother, "you could not get along

without me." Then he took out his sinew, thrust a stick through one

end of it into the ground. He stretched the sinew tightly, and laid a

coal of fire on its middle. Then the sinew snapped like a bow and the

fire flew toward the distant hills. Then the party began their journey.
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At last they came to a large river. On its shore they found an old tipi in

which were four old women. Before coming to the tipi the bi

a dead eagle, and took the wings and the tail. The younger brother
picked out four fine feathers, and when they came to the tipi he
one to each of the four old women. The old women thanked him, and
one of them said, "My son, your four grandfathers are lying up here

in a row."

They went on and came to a sleeping bear. The young men sai

the younger brother, "You jump on the bear's back and hold him."

So the younger brother sprang upon the bear and held him by the neck.

The bear sprang up on his hind feet and struck wildly in the air with

his paws. The younger brother was frightened, and began to cry, but

held on tightly until the bear quit struggling. Then the younger brother

spoke to the bear, saying, "My grandfather, I will give you an eagle

feather." And he tied the feather upon the head of the bear. " N
shall paint you," he said. Then he painted the hair of the bear. When
this was done, the young men addressed the bear, and explained their

object to him. The bear said, "I am the keeper of the thing you

I will use my power to aid you. Stop here on your return."

They continued their journey, and presently saw a buffalo a-'

Then the younger brother said to his companions, "One of you jump

on him and hold him." The young man said to the older brother, " Y u

do it." But the older brother said, "You do it." So they argued the

matter. At last the younger brother sprang upon the buffalo and took

him by the neck. The buffalo rose to his feet and plunged from one

side to the other, but as the younger brother held him fast, he became

quiet at last. Then the younger brother said to the buffalo, "I shall

give you two shells." He tied them to the ears of the buffalo. II

tied an eagle feather to each of his horns and a beaver tail to his i

Then the boys addressed the buffalo, explaining to him the •

their journey. The buffalo told them that he would use his powi

aid them to secure this thing, and requested them to stop with hint

their way back. They went on their way and came to a sleepi]

The younger brother sprang upon him and held him i

struggled violently. Every time his wings moved,

them like lightning, and the noise they made v.

The younger brother began to cry, but held on tightly. \: I

stood still. The younger brother took out his spear

the end of the bird's bill. He took some blue paint and n

its feathers. Then he released the crane. The younger br< »th

bird, "We are looking for the Ptc-ho-i-yd-pi."

"Well," said the crane, "I will use my power to aid you. .

as you go bv."
,

,

Then they went on and came to a sleeping plover. Thi
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sprang upon him and he began to struggle. Terrible red flashes came

from his wings. The younger brother began to cry, but held on, and

at last the bird was quiet. Then the boy took some red paint and

painted a spot over each of the bird's eyes. He painted his neck yellow

and black and put two eagle feathers in his tail. This is why the plover

has two nice feathers in his tail. When this was done, the younger

brother said to the bird, "We are looking for the Pte-ho-i-ya-pi."

"Well," said the plover, "I will give it to you. Just across this river

is a large camp near the water. At the side of this camp where the bushes

are very thick the Pte-ho-i-ya-pi comes every day. When you get it,

stop here."

They soon came to the river, and found it very deep. "How shall we

get across," said the brother. "I do not know," said the young man.

The younger said nothing, but taking an eagle plume, placed it upon

the water, stood upon it, inviting his companions to do the same, and

the wind carried them across. At the landing-place they saw many
dogs. A woman came down for water, wearing a red dress. Her hair

was red.

The younger brother said to his companions, " You hide in the bushes."

Then he took a piece of dead twig, put it on his older brother, and at

once he turned into a log of wood. Then he transformed the young man
in the same manner. Then he himself became a log of wood, and lay

in the middle of the path. Many dogs came down barking and snif-

fing, but passed by. Then the woman passed near the younger brother.

She had a buffalo horn in the left hand and a stone hammer in her right

hand. She looked at the logs of wood, and said to herself, "This log

looks strange." So she put the buffalo horn down on the ground, and

raised herhammer to strike it. The younger brother sprang up as a man,

and took hold of her arm. The hammer she carried had great power.

So he called to his companions for help. They at once assumed their

former shapes and came to his assistance. By great effort they succeeded

in killing the woman and they took her scalp. One of the young men
took the buffalo horn and the other the hammer.

Just then the camp was aroused by an old woman who had seen what

happened. The boys ran as quickly as they could to the edge of the

river and floated across on the eagle plume as before.

There was a very powerful woman in the camp, who started out in

pursuit of the young men. As she followed their trail, she came to the

plover and scolded him, saying, "Well, you were the keeper of this

thing." The plover flew up high and darted down into the dust making

a great cloud which delayed the woman. After a time, however, she came
to the crane and began to scold him. The crane also stirred up the dust,

confusing the woman. Then she came to the buffalo and began to scold

him, but he began to tear up the earth and bellow, scaring the woman
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and forcing her to go far out of her way. She came to the bear

began to scold him. He also tore up the earth and forced her far out of

her way.

At last the young men came to the tipi of the four old women
went in to rest. While they were there, the old woman who had pur-

sued them came up, scolded the old women in the tipi, and said, "Send
the boys out that I may kill them."

"Why not come in and kill them?" the old women answered.

"No," said the woman, "you must send them out."

Then the old women took up three buffalo robes, to which many
scalps were tied, and gave one to each of the boys. Each boy put on

a robe and pinned it with an eagle feather. Then the old women
each of them a long knife. While they were doing this, the old woman
who had pursued them called up many of her people.

When all was ready, the old women in the tipi call' the

crowd, "Now, you all get ready. We will send out the boy-

Then the four women and the boys rushed out upon the crowd, kill-

ing many of them and driving the others away. After their vi

they all returned to the old women's tipi. One of the old women

"Take back with you some of my fire." They took two bunch

grass. "Now, when you get out of the tipi," said the old woman,

"throw one of these." They went out and did so. The bunch

went up in a cloud of smoke, and the boys' people in their cam;

the smoke and knew that enemies had been killed.

Before starting home, the old women said to the young men:

girls in your camp shall play the shinny game. This must

fore playing, the ball must be thrown up into the air, and when ii

down it must be knocked towards the south. All of you shall si

the south side singing a victory song and the song of thi

When the ball is knocked towards the south, all the girls will

the ball and the girl whom the brother wished to n

lead. As she approaches, you are to sing, 'This woman

Then the boys started home. When they came near tl

threw up the second bunch of grass as a signal to th

know that they had killed enemies. When t!

they informed the' people that the girls musl

When they began to play, and the ball was k

where the'bovs were standing singing the vi

the buffalo horn, the girl who had

Then they sang, "This woman goes no

into a white tail deer and disappeared in th<

American- Museum of Natural History,

New York, N. Y.
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THE SONGS AND STORIES OF THE ALEUTS, WITH
TRANSLATIONS FROM VENIAMINOV.

Father Veniaminov says that in his day (1820-1840), and before,

the Aleuts possessed many songs and much folk-lore. Besides those that

were common to all, each village had an extensive repertoire of its

own. During the three years that I spent among them I tried to gather

some of their songs, but I was unable to do so, because those Aleuts

with whom I came in contact knew them not. Of stories I got a mere

handful. But I had access to two villages only, and I believe that in

some of the outlying communities a great deal may yet be gathered.

Many of the songs came down from earlier days, when they were

composed by the shamans. In more recent times, since the office of

shaman has deteriorated, almost any Aleut thinks himself capable of

making songs. The songs may be divided into several classes. There

were those that dealt with their early history and the valiant deeds of

their forefathers; others were strictly of a religious nature, and were

employed on religious occasions only— such as the summoning of

the spirits; then there were songs to accompany their scenic repre-

sentations; and those also which dealt with their ordinary affairs of

life.

The Aleut is rather a musical being. He loves to sing, and those

who have heard the Aleuts sing in the Russian Church are much pleased.

One, of course, must not lay too much stress on the terms music and

song; for the former is of the simplest, having only about five whole

notes, and the only musical instrument was a sort of a drum, which kept

up the same beat all through the song, while the latter (song) lacked

both rhythm and metre.

The stories, as noted above, were very numerous. Veniaminov, who
heard many of them, divides them into three classes: (1) those that are

purely narrative; (2) those with a purpose to "satirize" or moralize;

and (3) mythological. He gives one of each class to illustrate the kind

of stories. Besides the three given by Veniaminov and the few that I

have succeeded in collecting, I do not believe there are any more re-

corded. I feel quite certain that I have not their best and most im-

portant stories; for, judging them by Vcniaminov's, mine lack the

poetic beauty and plot his have. He had been in every village, from

Attu to Unga, and at a time when the Aleut still took pride in his

native accomplishments.

It is a great pity and loss that no more of their songs and stories

have been preserved, and that no attempt is made in that direction.

Unlike the Kadiak stories that I have heard, the Aleutian stories are
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realistic. They portray minutely the ways and customs of th

The first of the Veniaminov stories is a very true pictur

life and ought to be read carefully line by line by those who wish to ;.

their customs. Some of their stories are so real as to be brutal. 1

not yet heard one their stories which could not have actually happi

in their real life. Supernatural incidents come in, but only at the ei

the story ; it is as if the gods were called in to help out the story-teller

when he gets into a tight place.

In conclusion I may say that each story had one or more son

accompany it; but the modern Aleuts who still remember tl

have forgotten the song, and therefore none accompany tl;

here.

I. CHIEF AGITALIGAK.

One of the mightiest and best known of the Aleutian . by tin.

name of Agitaligak, chief in the village Adus, situated on Unmak Island,

tired of the ordinary affairs in his life, which he could carry on near his

place and among his people, decided to crown himself and ].'

with glory by doing some memorable and gloriou

shores.

Having before him this high aim, he did not disclose his plans

winter, when he asked his hunters to join in the enterpris

was famous and mighty, a great number of warriors gathered

him. At a favorable time, taking their wives and children, thi

on their journey towards the east in bidarras (large skin I ,
While-

passing by Unalaska Island, a number of others joined in with tl

also far-off relatives of the leader. Towards the end, Chi

had the pleasure of seeing himself the leader and head of a I

of warriors and a great fleet, with which he pr< »« I

keeping along the eastern coast of the Alaskan Peninsula.

Before reaching the island of Kadiak, Agitaligak 1

bays, called in his language Kigagik M

which bays the chief thought favorably situated u>r villa

fore decided to remain there permanently; and, divi

two parts, he designated a bay for each. The 1

built two large villages (the westerly one being th

and, finding sufficient means for their main!

began to increase. Their occupation o mair

and land animals. The two villages had a comp;

the violation of which was punishal

stances, except as guests, should th

Three years they lived in this manner, never

homes, and never being attacked nor meeting any un;

outsiders. '
.

After three years, it happened that th m vil!
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sent two bidarras, with the full number of paddlers, to gather wood within

the boundary of the western village (wood could have been got else-

where), which was the special property of their chief, where he had

gathered much wood. These, by coming here, broke the compact and

oath with their neighbors (which forbade going on each other's side),

but not only that, they even took the ready-cut wood and cut it to fit

their boats; and only because darkness was approaching they decided

to remain all night. Not expecting an attack from strangers, nor from

their neighbors, who were their relatives, they took no precaution for the

night.

Agitaligak, somehow finding out that strangers were in his possessions,

sent messengers to learn what they were doing; they came back and

reported that the wood, which, according to his orders, had been

gathered and prepared, was all cut up and ready to be carried away in

strange bidarras. He sent immediately a part of his warriors and ordered

them to punish with death the breakers of the oath and thieves. They

obeyed his orders, and left not a single man alive.

Chief Agitaligak had a son, Taiyaguch Kayulinach, who was already

married, and (according to a primitive Aleutian custom) to a girl from

the neighboring village; and as the girl had to stay until a certain time

after marriage at the home of her father, and the time to move over to

her husband's home had not yet arrived, Kayulinach could, and when

he felt like it did, visit his young wife, and often spent several days

with her.

Soon after the above-mentioned happening in the woods, Kayulinach

asked his father for permission to go, as formerly, and visit his wife, who

was about to make him a father (this event would strengthen the mar-

riage bond and give him the right to take her home). His father, know-

ing that his action towards his neighbors could not remain unrcvenged,

would not consent for a long time to his going, fearing that their revenge

would be spent on him, his only heir. Finally, unable to withstand the

pleadings of his beloved son, Agitaligak let him go, but on the condition

that he should return, without fail, within ten days. Should he not re-

turn to him within that time, Agitaligak would consider him as dead,

killed to avenge his deed.

Kayulinach alone departed immediately. On coming to the village

where his wife lived he was met, not as before by all or at least a great

part of the village, but by his wife's three brothers, who informed him

that his father's doings were well known to the people, who were already

planning how and by what means to repay him; and they advised him

that, if cither to-day or to-morrow he should be called to a public meet-

ing, he should refuse to go; otherwise he could not avoid being killed.

Kayulinach did not altogether appreciate their words of warning and

advice ; his mind was elsewhere, with his beloved wife who had just given
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birth to a son (his heir), to whom he hurried. She also told him of the
present state of feeling in the village, and begged him not t<

however, neglected her advice, thinking that no one would da a: to harm
him, the son of the mightiest and most renowned chief; and al

he was related to nearly every one in the village through his mother and
his wife; but it all ended differently from what he had ex]

The day after Kayulinach came to the village he was in

anticipated, to the council, which was held in the open air

the village. He, receiving such an invitation, dressed hii

delay in his best parka and hat, etc., and, turning aside f r

pleadings of his wife, went where he was called. Com.': »f the

house into the open air, he stopped, and, turning his eyes in all 1

said: "This world will never darken, and it will never end; this wind
will never altogether cease blowing and affect fiercely man and !

(then looking on the hills and mountains) and also the high beautiful

earth will never change; but to all people and all other li tures

will come an end, and all will die; and I too will some day die, and win-

should I now fear a glorious death!"

Saying this, he went directly to the meeting place, and on

there walked right into the midst of them, and sat down in the centre.

He was silent for a while, and seeing that no attempt was being

question him, nor to greet him, he said to them: "Here, I have come to

you; why did you call me?"
"We knew," they said, "that on account of your wife you would 1

to us; we expected and invited you here for no other purpose than to

find out from you about the two bidarras which went from her

side; have you not heard concerning them ? did not one of your :

happen to see where they went? If they are yet alive, they should have

returned long ago; they had no danger to expect from an; that

side; for it is peopled by you, our relatives. Therefore, tell us the tru

everything that you know concerning them."

"Yes," he replied, "I saw your bidarras with the men, an

what became of them; but you will be dishonored if y

many warriors on me, a poor boy."

"We neither intend to revenge them on you, nor to harm

right out whether you saw them killed; tell us the truth."

He answered them as before. Then all present bi

ferocious; and one of them, who was formerly a slave of Ka

father, said: "What is the use of talking with him. an.!

in your sorrow ? See, he is only making fun

thing to him."

When the slave had spoken, one of Kayulinach's uncles

council, "Do with him what you like." They a" then \

ought to be killed. Every one of the warriors wi the pnvilc
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of executing the sentence, singly and without aid; because Kayulinach

(as his name signifies) was a very powerful man, and to kill such a hero

was a glorious deed. But they who desired that privilege paid dearly

for it. The first rash man did not even come near Kayulinach; for he

seized him, lifted him up in the air, twisted his head off, and cast him

away. Seven others of his enemies and opponents, each stronger than

the former one, shared the same fate. The Aleuts, seeing that if they

permitted him to meet them singly he would twist off the head of every

one of them, attacked him in a body with their spears; and the slave

who first suggested that Kayulinach be killed- was the first to thrust a

spear through his heart, killing him.

Then the nearest relatives of the dead, i. e. his uncles and cousins,

with weeping, took his corpse, and making a rich cradle (a skin-covered

frame on which the dead were suspended), trimmed it with various

trimmings, put him into it, and hung it under a bidarra. Kayulinach's

wife wept inconsolably for him.

When the ten days within which Kayulinach had promised to return

had passed, and he did not appear, his father immediately went in

search of him to the village where he had gone. He arrived there in the

night, and went to the house of his daughter-in-law, who in the dark-

ness of the night sat and wept bitterly. Chief Agitaligak knew then that

the weeping woman was his son's wife, and, going up to her, began in a

low voice to question her: "Is your husband, Taiyaguch Kayulinach,

dead?"

She, hearing such a question, and from a stranger, replied: "Did you

come to laugh at me, and to add grief to my affliction; did you not see

what happened to my husband to-day; were you not then with them?"
"Be quiet, speak low; I am the father of your husband; I came to

inquire whether he is yet alive; come show me where the body of my
son is."

The woman led him there where the body of her husband hung; and

they both cried there a long time. Finally Agitaligak said to her: "Tell

no one that I have been here; I will soon come again and avenge the

death of my son with the blood of my relatives."

Saying this, he directly departed. Arriving home the following morn-

ing, he called his nephew (his sister's son) and all his other people, and

sat him (nephew) in front of himself face to face, so near, that when he

(Agitaligak) began to speak his saliva flew into the other's face; and in

a very revengeful and savage voice began speaking to him: "Algichta-

yach! (the name of the nephew) you arc a hunter, eager for war and

thirsty for human blood. I have restrained you until now the present

time; but now I give you full liberty; revenge the death of your cousin.

Your brother and my son was killed in the village of his relatives; pre-

pare yourself to wage war against our own people." When he had
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finished, he gave orders to arm and be ready so soon as possible to
start on the expedition.

His orders were obeyed, and the frenzied father advanced with his
army without delay

;
and coming to the village at night, fell on his enemies

and relatives, who were not expecting him, attacked them in their bar-
rabaras, and from this large village not a soul was left alive except his

daughter-in-law and grandson, whom he took away with him, also the
corpse of his son, and returned home.

Arriving home, he made a memorial feast in memory of his son; i. e.

he ordered to place before the people all the eatables he had, and all who
lived in the village came and ate all they wanted; and the father wept
for his son. This memorial feast continued three days, then the chief

gave orders that the body should be hung in his house in the same
cradle in which he had lain at first; and he requested all the people that

from this time forth they should neither beat the drum nor rejoice, in

deference of his inconsolable grief. Neither time, nor hunting, nor ti

nor any diversion could lessen or lighten his bitter sorrow. Thinking he

would find solace in killing his slaves, he ordered a big fire to be made,

and when it was flaming he commenced to throw them in. But this expe-

dient brought him no relief.

At last he decided to depart from his village, and with it leave his

cherished aims and plans, i. e. to gain glory on foreign shores, and

return to his native land; and the following summer he gathered all his

surviving relatives, who were under him, and went back over the same

course and to the same place from whence he started on his famous

expedition, leaving behind all his valuables, houses, etc.

When he came home, he wept and grieved even more than before, both

on account of his affliction and failure.

So, then, instead of achieving a memorable and famous deed and

rifying himself and his people, he only weakened himself, nearly all of his

people being dead; and in place of honor and joy, he brought shame,

sadness, grief, and tears, which did not leave him until his very end.

2. A STORY FOR HUSBANDS.

There was a certain merry Aleut, who was exceedingly fond

(evening gatherings, the usual time and ways of amusing then

and when present at such, would masquerade in various n

dance. One time he decided to give a play (party) such.

tonish and arouse the envy of all. The preparations for this occasion

especiallv tiresome and'of long duration, and when every"

ready he went to the different villages to invite guests. When I

arrived thev, as customary, encamped on the beach in their travcllin

tents. The impatient host could hardly wait till evening, and at the
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proper time he sent his wife to bring the masks, while he commenced

singing the songs which he had composed for this special occasion, and

playing on the drum. It was already late, and still his guests did not

come, neither did his wife bring the masks. He waited awhile, and then

began singing and playing as before. In this manner he, being heated

and in an ecstatic state, sang and played the whole night, entirely by

himself. As it began to dawn, he came to himself and realized the situa-

tion; and a little later went out in the street, and what does he see? His

guests had all gone home ; and to his great shame they added the greatest

insult in taking his young wife with them. The unfortunate play-lover

tore off all the clothes and ornaments which he had on, put on shabby

clothing, and for three days he neither ate nor drank. On the third day

he was told that two bidarkas came from that village from whence his

former guests were. He requested that the new-comers be invited to his

house, and after seating them gave orders that they be treated with the

best he had. When they commenced eating, he too began eating and

drinking. While eating, he told them of his misfortune and grief, and

then asked them whether they knew or had heard where they had taken

his wife, and to which village. His guests told him that his wife was in

their village, and was already married, living in the largest barrabara,

situated in the very centre of the village, dressed always in her gala parka,

and always painted ; and in the middle of each day she sat near the fire

sewing for her new husband a kamalayka from sea-lion's intestines.

After thanking his guests for the information he dismissed them.

The following day he went to the village where his wife was, and

found her in the very place and situation as his late guests had described

to him. At that time all the men from the village wTere out hunting.

He then, not saying a word, seized his wife by her long hair, dragged

her outside, tore off her holiday attire, leaving her naked, and in this

condition dragged and placed her in his bidarka. Bringing her home, he

tied her outside the barrabara, at the entrance, and left her there in the

same state (naked). In this condition and position he kept her three

days, then pulled her inside and shut her in, in some kind of a storeroom

for seven days, and still in the same state, while he himself sat near

the entrance. There he sat for seven days without eating and drinking,

neither did he appease the hunger and thirst of his wife. At the expira-

tion of that time he went to sea to hunt, but before going he told his

mother that in his absence she should wash his wife, dress, and feed her.

Returning from the hunt in the evening, he went to his house and met

his wife with such a face and expression as if nothing at all had hap-

pened, and began to live with her in peace and harmony, as formerly;

but his passion for play turned to hate, and he became more careful and

thoughtful on account of his wife.
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This story is composed for the benefit of those who, being them-
the cause of the disobedience and unfaithfulness of their wives, throw
the blame on them.

3. THE FIRST SEA-OTTERS.

On the southern side of Unalaska Island, opposite the present vil-

lage of Chernovsky, there was once a village named Igagik. In that
village lived a certain well known Aleut who had only two children,

a son and a daughter. The son, when full grown, was a quick and bold
hunter; and the daughter, who was just reaching womanhood, was a
model in her way.

The parents and all ether relatives could not rejoice sufficiently on
looking on the young people, and considered themselves very fortu-

nate; but a dreadful calamity, never heard of before nor since, befell

them, and of a sudden destroyed their happiness.

When the girl reached puberty she (according to the primitive cus-

tom of the Aleuts) was placed in confinement in a small barrabara,

and no one besides her servant was allowed to go near her. Her
brother, about this time, used to go out nearly every night bird hunt-

ing.

While yet in seclusion, and at night when the fire was already out,

a certain young man commenced to visit the girl, and passionately

made illicit proposals; she, fearing to disgrace her relations, would by

no means consent. Finally, not being able to obtain his end by fair

means, the young man obtained it by force. The girl, dishonored, deter-

mined to revenge herself, and she did it in a most cruel and degrading

way. When leaving the barrabara (through a hole in the roof) the girl

cut the sinews of both his legs right under the knees, and the unhappy

youth, moaning, crawled away from there.

The following morning the girl's parents sent to tell her that her be-

loved brother, while out hunting on the preceding night, fell on sharp

rocks, cutting the sinews of his legs, and died immediately. This ter-

rible news threw the girl for a short time into some kind of a stupor.

She then ordered the servant to dress her in her very best cl<

to put on her the necklace, the bracelets, the earrings, the

ments (made of wood), and to paint her cheeks; then she hersell

on her very best parka (trimmed with fur seal and bills of small due

etc., and which is sewed like a long shirt without an opening in front)

and tore it in front from top to bottom. Dressed in this fashion, she

went, followed by her servant, to her father's house, where her

brother lay.

Her brother was really dead, and lay on the floor in the fror

of the barrabara, his parents and friends around him wecpin

lamenting. Instead of mourning, she began to sing a song in a very joy-
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ful strain: "You brother, brother of mine, come get up, get up and look

on that on whose account you have deprived yourself of sleep!"

While singing this song she approached the corpse, shaking the folds

of her torn parka and uncovering herself. When she had approached

her brother in this manner his toes began to move; as she repeated her

song and dance a second time the color came into his face; and at

the end of the third performance he jumped up and tried to embrace

her. She escaped him and ran outside, he after her, and after him his

astonished parents and friends. The girl ran in such a way that her

reanimated brother could not reach her, neither could his pursuers

come up with him. At last, driven to the cliffy beach, and seeing no

other way of escape, they threw themselves into the sea.

Their pursuers waited a long time, not taking their eyes off the spot,

and, as it were, waiting for them to emerge. After a long time they

appeared on the surface and were even alive; not as human beings,

however, but as otters, and slowly swam from the shore, one going

east, the other west. The broken-hearted parents followed their course

with their eyes, crying and saying :
—

"You children, our children, was it for this that we nursed and

reared you, that you should shame us with your guilt, and that you

should become wild beasts! We were hoping that you would support

and bring peace and happiness to us," etc.

In this manner did the parents mourn for their children all their

lives; and from that time appeared in the sea sea-otters.

4. "kugan agalik," the appearance of the devils.

(Translated from Vcniaminov.)

The primitive Aleuts had a very effectual way of impressing on their

wives the benefits of obedience and faithfulness, and training their

daughters in the virtues and proper ways of life. They accomplished

these objects by means of a play, which was unlike any of their other

plays, or a shaman play. It was known as "Kiigan Agalik ("the ap-

pearance of the devils"). The mysteries of the play were known to

the men only, who, under the penalty of death, guarded them secretly,

and were not allowed to disclose them to their wives, mothers, or sweet-

hearts. A traitor had to suffer violent death, and that inflicted by his

nearest blood relative. When of age the young men were initiated

into its mysteries either by their fathers or uncles. It was not until the

advent of Christianity that the women discovered how badly imposed

upon they had been.

The play was performed in the following manner: When the Aleuts

decided or saw the need of performing it, they, in good time, assigned

to all and each parts and places of action. On the morning of the day

when the play was to be given, a part of the men, assigned to play the
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1

role of the devils, left the village for a couple of days or ru

tending they were going hunting; and those who remained at !

when it was getting late, became all of a sudden restless, frighti

watchful, making believe that they had a foreboding of a calamity

near at hand. In this way the men frightened the women, who were

not permitted to leave the barrabara lest some harm befall them.

Shortly after the first fright and while in this condition, a loud and
unusual noise outside was heard; and one of the brave men
out to investigate. He had not been out more than a moment 1

he came running back in great terror and consternation, saying: "The
devils will soon appear." He had scarcely done, when from all -

outside there arose terrible knojkings and noises, so that it seemi

barrabara would crumble to pieces, and in addition to tin's there

ravings and awful shrieks in a strange voice. Then all the men 1

barrabara would gather and place themselves in a 1

and cry to each other: "Stand up to it; be firm; don't

While in this mental state, the terrible devil, so tall that he could ]
<

stand up in the barrabara, and dressed in a grassy suit, cami

and with dreadful roaring and whistling dropped into the barra

through the opening in the ceiling. " Quickly put out the light

!

men yelled, and that done the shrieking, whistling, howling, knoi

and all the other frightful noises increased. The devil was surrou

and attacked. "Wrestle; beat him; drive him out!" the chief

to his men. With each order the tumult swelled; in ad

cracking, breaking, groaning, in fact -all conceivabl filled the

air. This fight and excitement lasted for a time, until the devil

powered and driven out, followed by the men yelling and -

but gradually the noise subsided, and then ceased altogether.

later the devil-drivers returned to the barrabara, and after lightii

fires, looked about to see if any of their own men were hurt or mi

and nearly always there was somebody missing. On dis

fact a new uproar arose: "Quickly get a woman for an

ransom for the kidnapped one!" and seizing the woman

previously, and who was in a semi-c< 1

out with her. After a little time the men returned,

man, who was apparently dead; the woman v.

with honor. Then followed the r f the de-

effected by beating him with inflated bladder

"Arise you are now with us." Little by little he would 1

come conscious again. His relatives, tin-:.

who redeemed him from the devil with her

formance ended.

A few days later returned the departed hunters, wh

of the devil's appearance, of the man's abduction and hi
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The hunters listened to it with unusual attention and fright. As the

belief of the Aleuts was wrapped up in spirits and devils, it is not to be

wondered that the women were in constant dread of them, and on that

account were more obedient and faithful than they would have been

otherwise.

F. A. Golder.
Tempe, Arizona.
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MYTHOLOGY OF THE AZTECS OF SALVADOR.

Since half a century ago the mythological treasures of the "Popol
Vuh" were given to the world at large, Central America has contributed
very little to the literature of aboriginal folk-lore. Lately Professor H.
Pittier de Fabrega has published in the Journal of American Folk-

Lore some legends collected by him during his long sojourn and travels

in Costa Rica. He has, however, made the same complaint to the writer

as others in the Central American field, that the time for collecting

similar material in most parts of these regions seems almost to have

passed, and that apparently little is yet to be gathered without labo-

rious effort and patient researches. Other Central American inves-

tigators in the later decades, who have included similar investigations in

their ethnological researches, are Dr. W. J. Gabb, who worked in

Costa Rica, and Dr. Carl Sapper and Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, both of whom
worked in Guatemala. Many interesting and curious d; rding

general folk-lore and usages are found scattered in the etymological

studies of several native Central American scholars, as in " Barbar:

de Costa Rica " by Carlos Gagini, in " Xahuatlismos de C Rica " by

Juan F. Ferraz, in " Hondurenismos " by A. Membreiia, in " Provincial-

ismos de Guatemala" by Batres Jaureguis, and in " Quicheismos " by

Santiago Barberena of Salvador. The pages of the journal " Re] irtorio

Salvadoreno" ought also to be remembered.

In Salvador, as well as in most other parts of Central America,

the missionary work of the Spaniards early exerted a powerful and

dominating influence, and even up to this date the civil powers often

have joined in discouraging and suppressing the ancient reli

ceremonies and usages, which kept the old myths and conceptions

in life. Important material may, however, still possibly be

amongst the little known vanishing tribes, inhabiting the unhealthy,

tropical forest lands on the Atlantic watershed of Hondi:

ragua. The most efficient way to save from destruction I

this kind still surviving amongst the numerous tribes of th

American states would undoubtedly be to discover

for making an effective appeal to the educated Central Am
selves. All over these small republics, not only in the 1

but even in many isolated mountain villages in the India

there are domiciled native government officials,

teachers, etc., who have graduated from their own high

of learning as well as from European and North

Very many of these have decided literary incli

some are well-known writers of international fame wherever the Span-

ish tongue is esteemed. Through education, familiarity with the
\
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and the language, etc., they are exceptionally well adapted for under-

taking this patriotic and important work before it is irrevocably too late.

During my own ethnological investigations of more than a year

amongst the Aztecs, or Pipiles, of Salvador, I continuously searched for

mythological material but with very meagre results. The few legends

obtained amongst this people I herewith submit to the Journal of

American Folk-Lore for publication.

I. THE ORIGIN OF THE CALABASH-TREE AND THE TOBACCO PLANT. 1

The wizards come into the houses by night in the shapes of dogs,

hogs, cats, or owls, and entice the women away with them. The wo-

men are acquainted with a number of tricks and dodges of which the

men have no knowledge. The men are asleep, unaware of everything.

Sesimite, or the Giant, was in the habit of coming to a house in the

pueblo of Ahuachapan and carrying off the wife of one of the men
to enjoy her. The neighbor, the husband's friend, observed it and

gave him warning. "Do you not know," said he, "that your wife is a

witch, who steals away at night in a disguise to meet her lover? Take

care of yourself!" The husband kept watch over his wife, and observed

her get up in the middle of the night and place a log of wood in his

arms instead of herself. Then she swung herself up to the beams of

the ceiling, falling straightway to the floor, where she lay headless, her

head having vanished through the door.

The husband narrated to his neighbor what had happened. "What
am I to do?" he said. "Let us think out something to do!" said his

neighbor. "Let the body lie where it is, but put a heap of hot ashes

on the spot where the head belongs. That is the best method of curing

women who give themselves up to witchcraft."

The man did as he was told. Later, during the night, the head re-

turned, but could not succeed in attaching itself to the trunk. "Where
are you, you cruel husband, who have done this thing?" the head ex-

claimed. The husband, however, who had gone up to the loft, made
no reply, but sat crouched up in a corner perfectly still. Thereupon

the head flew up to the loft. When it saw the husband, it settled on his

shoulder and stuck fast there. The man being aware of the fact with

regard to witches, that you never get rid of them, if once they settle on

your body in that manner, was grievously distressed at his woeful fate

and went to the priest to inquire what he ought to do. "Take mat-

1 In a recent paper of mine, " Die Baumkalebasse im Tropischen Amerika " (Boas

Memorial Volume, New York, 1906), I have, on p. 200, referred to the sacred character

of the calabash-tree; how, for example, amongst the Aztecs in Salvador, the saying holds

" that when the lightning strikes a house and destroys everything in it, the calabash vessels

are always left untouched," and how in the Popol Vuh, the holy book of the ancient

Quiche Indians of Guatemala, one of the titles given one of their gods was Ah-Raza-Tzel,

which means "The maker of calabash vessels," etc.
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ters quietly and wait!" said the priest. The head, however, remained on
the man's shoulder. The man wept at his misfortune, but that availed

nothing. Not until after the lapse of a long time did the man succeed

in enticing the head to leave his shoulder. That occurred on one occa-

sion, when the man was out in the woods, and at a time of the year

when the zapotes were just beginning to ripen. The man, as he was wan-
dering about in the woods, caught sight of a gigantic zapote tree. "My
daughter," said the man to the head, "there are some zapotes already

ripe in that tree. Would it not be nice to have some zapotes to eat ? I

know you are fond of that kind of fruit! Get off my shoulder while I

climb up the tree, and do you sit here meanwhile on my back-cloth;"

said the man. So saying he spread out his garment on the ground and

the head settled itself down upon it. The man then climbed the tree

and got hold of a few quite green zapotes, which he hurled with all his

force at the head. It jumped and cried out and called upon the man

for mercy. "Have pity, for mercy's sake, have pity upon me. Oh, cruel

husband that you are! Do you want to kill me?" "Oh, no," said the

man. "Why, I was choosing out the fruit that is ripest, th<

zapotes fell off accidentally." Straightway he began anew to hurl down

upon the head the hard green fruit, and the head yelled and uttered

lamentations. At that moment a roe happened to be passing quite

near to the spot. The head then sprang up into the air and settled on

the back of the roe, who in terror made off into the woods. The plaits

came undone and the hair was tossed about by the wind. At the first

precipice she came to, the roe threw herself over, and nothing remained

of them but "dust" and skulls (pinole y calaveras).

The husband then returned to the priest and reported what had hap-

pened. The priest replied: "You must now follow in the fo<

the roe and collect all the hairs which aid you in finding the place where

the head lies. Then you must bury the head with all the hair at the same

spot, and you must carefully tend the mound over the grave,

from that head something will arise." The man obeyed tl

injunctions. After burying the head he made a habit of

fifteenth day to put the grave in order and to root up the v.

had been to the grave in this way many times, when one day

sprout shooting up out of the mound. The young plant grew ;

and soon became a tree, which one day brought forth a

resembling the bowl of a pipe in shape. This flower gave pi

large, round, green fruit. The tree was that which we now call " huach-

kal quahuit" (the calabash-tree).

Once more the husband repaired to the priest and nam

taken place. "Be very careful of that fruit," said th<

touch it until it is quite ripe." When the fruit had at length n;

and gone yellow, it fell to the ground. Then the'priest lent the man
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a saw, with which he very cautiously began to divide the shell. To his

amazement he observed something moving inside the fruit. His surprise

turned into alarm when he plainly heard infant voices from within the

calabash. The shell of the fruit had now been cut open. Within there

were four small children, three boys and a girl, who at once asked him:

"Are you our father? Where then is our mother?" The mother being

dead, the children were taken in hand by the husband's parents-in-

law, Sesimite the Giant and Tanteputz, the man-eating woman.

The virgin up in the sky, to-wit, the Moon, dispatched a messenger,

carrying a bamboo joint rilled with milk from her own breast to the

motherless little children found in the calabash. 1 The messenger

handed the joint to the alligator, who, however, drank up the milk

himself. The rabbit, on hearing that, went to the alligator to ask him

what he had done with the milk sent by the moon to the motherless

children in the calabash. "Here it is," said the alligator, opening its

mouth and stretching out its tongue. With a rapid slash the rabbit

cut off the alligator's tongue, leaving only a short stump in its mouth.

Thereupon the alligator dived down into a deep pool. Ever since he

lost his tongue the alligator in shame frequents the deepest pools of

the rivers to hide himself.

The girl in the calabash was named Xochit Sihuat, "the flower-

girl." In course of time she became one of the most beautiful women
that have ever lived. Her black hair was very long, and she was ever en-

compassed with that fresh scent that emanates from a woman on leaving

the bath. "No man shall ever touch me," she said, "but after I am dead

all the people in the world shall take delight in the glorious strength

of which I am possessed." She died quite young, a virgin as she had

vowed, and on her grave there sprang up a plant called yet, which has

a liner aroma and is possessed of diviner qualities than any other plant

in the world. 2

For comparison I here quote a story about the origin of the Manioc

plant or Yucca (Manihot utilissima, Pohl.), obtained by Count de Ma-

gelhaes amongst a certain tribe on the Amazon River, published in the

" Revista Anthropologica," Rib de Janeiro, 1882, translated into Spanish

and inserted in the work " Quicheismos " by Dr. Santiago J. Barbcrena

in San Salvador, 189.4.

1 Until quite recently it was the custom amongst the Indians in Nahuizalco, and per-

haps still is in some cases, that when an infant died the mother deposited with it in the

grave a bamboo joint with milk from her own breast.
2 Yctl is the Aztec name for the tobacco plant; in the Pipil or Aztec dialect of Salvador

yet.
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The Origin oj the Manioc Plant.

One day long ago the daughter of an Indian chief, who lived in the
regions where to-day the city of Santarem is situated, became with
child. The girl's father swore vengeance on the man
honored his house. He made inquiries of his daughter. But n

appeals, nor threats, nor punishments could cause her to nami
man. She insisted that she never had had any relations with any
The father had made up his mind to kill the girl. One day a \.

appeared. He told the Indian that he ought not to kill th

she was innocent and had known no man. The father I

man and believed him. At the end of nine months the \ 1

birth to a beautiful daughter, white as a lily. All the I

neighborhood were highly astonished. Even from far 1

to look at the wonderful newborn white child. She was given the name
Mani. She walked around and talked on the day of her birth.

she had a sorrowing smile. At the end of a year shi

disease or any sufferings. She was buried in the garden near the I

According to the custom of the ancestors the grave v

watered every day. One day the surface of the gravi

disturbed by the small sprout of an unknown plant, which no

to pull up. This plant grew and produced fl>

which ate of the fruits got intoxicated. Later on the ground :

and a fine-looking root showed itself. This root resembled th

ful little body of Mani, the white girl. To the same w
Mani-oc.

C. V. H
Carnegie Museum, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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THE STORY OF THE CALABASH-TREE IN THE " POPOL
VUH." l

The two brother wizards Hun-hun-ahpu and Vucub-hun-ahpu were

condemned to death by the rulers of the nether world, Hun-came and

Vucub-came, on their visiting them, inasmuch as they did not succeed

in passing through the ordeals to which they were subjected. . . .

"That is sufficient," said Hun-came and Vucub-came, "now your days

are accomplished! Ye shall die the death! Ye shall cease to exist!

Ye shall be rent in pieces and your countenances shall be hid here in

this place!" They were, therefore, hewn in pieces and buried on the

spot whereupon the ashes were wont to be cast. But ere that took

place, the head of Hun-hun-ahpu was severed from his body and

placed, by order of Hun-came and Vucub-came, between the two main

branches of a dry tree by the wayside. Thereupon the tree began

to blossom and bear fruit, and the fruit thereof is what we now call

"jicaras." Hun-came and Vucub-came were mightily astonished at the

wonder that had taken place. Round fruits were to be seen all along

the branches, and shortly it was impossible to distinguish Hun-hun-

aphu's head from the other fruits on the tree. It took the shape of a

calabash. All those who dwelt in the nether regions went out to behold

the marvel. The tree was very highly esteemed and prized, for in a

moment of time, on their depositing the head of Hun-hun-aphu in the

fork of the tree, it had received life, and they said among themselves:

"Do not pluck the fruit of the tree! Do not walk beneath this tree!"

Such was the determination of all those who dwell in the nether regions.

Now a young girl heard the story of the miracle that had happened.

We are now about to narrate how it was that she went to the spot where

the tree stood.

Herein is narrated an account of a young virgin, the daughter of a

great lord of the name of Cuchumaquic.

A young girl, the daughter of a great lord, Cuchumaquic by name,

and of a woman of the name of Xequic (blood), heard, her father speak

about the marvellous tree. Astonished at what she had heard she ex-

claimed: "Why should I not go down to see the tree they are talking

about; for, in truth, what they relate is very strange and delightful."

She went there straightway alone and went up to the foot of the tree,

which was just opposite the place where the ash-heap lay. On seeing

it she exclaimed in astonishment: "What beautiful fruits, and how
very fruitful the tree is! I surely shall not die, shall not perish, if I take

one of these fruits." Then the skull fixed between the branches spoke

1 Translated by C. V. Hartman from LasHistorias del Origen de los Indios de Guate-

mala, por el R. P. F. Francisco Ximenes, publ. 1856 by Dr. C. Scherzer, in Vienna.
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and said: "What do you want? These round things are only bom
the dead, but perchance you desire them nevertheless." "Yes," an-

swered the girl, "I should like to have one of those fruits." "Stretch

out your right hand," said the skull. "Gladly," said the girl, stretching

up her right hand towards the skull. The skull thereupon spat right

in the middle of her hand. The girl immediately drew back her hand

and looked into it, without, however, observing a single trace of the

spittle of the skull. "I have given you a sign," said the skull, "in my
spittle and slaver; this head of mine will never speak any more, for it

is only bone ; there is no flesh left here. The same shall be the fate of all

mighty men whoever they may be. . . . They arc only honored for the

sake of their flesh, and when they die human beings are terrified at the

skull, and its progeny is as spittle and slaver. But if they be children

of a wise and clever man, the being of the wise man is not terminated

but passes to the sons and daughters he has engendered. My being has

now passed into you. Rise from the realms of the dead to the earth, in

order that you may not die."

So spoke the head of Hun-hun-ahpu. That was the word of wisdom

and the message of Huracan, of Chipacaculha and Raxacaculha, and

in accordance with their orders it was done. Then the young girl re-

turned to her home, after hearing many words of counsel and mes-

In a short time she was conscious of being with child as a result of

what was only spittle.
1 The children who were born were Hun-hun-

ahpu and Xbalanque. Six months afterwards the girl's father became

aware of her being with child, and she was severely reprimanded by him.

1 The idea of spittle being endowed with generative power occurs extensively

amongst the North American Indians. Remembering having observed this idea men-

tioned in one of the legends published by Dr. G. A. Dorsey, I communicated with him,

and he very kindly furnished me with the following instances, which I here quote:—
Saliva drops into girl's mouth and she becomes pregnant. (Hoffman, Flathe

p. 27.)

Baby comes from spittle. (Curtin, Creation Myths, p. 348.)

Man spat upon girl's stomach and she became pregnant. (Farrand,

tions, p. 124.)

Lynx spits on girl and so she becomes pregnant. (Teit, Thompson River In

From Dr. A. B. Lewis of Columbia University I have obtained anoth. 1

Curtin's Creation Myths, p. 300:—
« ' My grandmother,' said he in the night, ' I may not come back to

thing happens, the bow and the quiver and all that are with them will fall

will know then that some one has killed me. But a child will

have left near the head of the bed; a little boy will come up from the ground.
. .

.

" In the middle of the fourth night she heard crying on the ground near

shu's sleeping place. A little baby was crying, rolling, struggling, wailiri
j

old woman went to the spot where the crying was, look, * <hrt

mud, and ashes 'I don't think anyone brought that baby into this hou

old woman to herself. « Tsawandi Kamshu said that a baby would come from the

ground, would rise from his spittle. Maybe this is his spirit that has come back and

a baby again.'
"
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Then assembled in the council-chamber Hun-came, Vucub-came, and

Cuchumaquic. The last named said: "My daughter is with child by

reason of her dishonorable ways of life." So spoke Cuchumaquic,

when he stepped forward before his masters. "That is sufficient,"

they replied; "subject her to cross-examination, that she may confess

and we may hear what she has to say in her defence." " Good, noble

lords," he replied, and thereupon at once asked his daughter: "Whose

is the child thou hast in thy womb ? " She replied :
" I am not with child,

my father! No man hath ever approached unto me." "Thou hast

brought dishonor upon thyself," was the father's answer. "Come
hither now and carry her away to be sacrificed, and then bring me
her heart in a calabash." This command was given to the owls, who
were four in number. They went straightway and brought a calabash,

carried away the girl, taking with them a sharp knife to cut her asunder

with. The girl then said to those who had been sent: "Kill me not, for

1 have not done any wrong, for the fetus I have in my womb came there

of itself; what happened was this: I went out to divert myself by behold-

ing the marvel that had taken place with regard to Hun-hun-aphu's

head on the ash-heap; do not therefore put me to death!" The mes-

sengers replied: "Well, then, what are we to take with us in the calabash

instead of your heart ? Did not our masters order that it was to be placed

in this calabash? We would gladly set you at liberty." "Good," said

she. "This heart does not belong to them, ... it shall not be burnt

in their sight; put in the calabash the fruit of this tree," said the girl,

and the sap of the tree was red. The sap was tapped into the calabash,

and at once it coagulated and formed a round ball. And the hardened

sap was placed in the calabash instead of the heart, and in color it was

red as blood . . . and this tree is called "granapalo Colorado" or the

blood tree.
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THE BLACK DOG OF THE BLUE RIDGE. 1

In Botetourt County, Virginia, there is a pass that was much trav-

elled by people going to Bedford County and by visitors to mineral
springs in the vicinity. In the year 1683 the report was spread that at

the wildest part of the trail in this pass there appeared at sunset a great
black dog, who, with majestic tread, walked in a listening attitude

about two hundred feet and then turned and walked back. Thus he
passed back and forth like a sentinel on guard, always appearing at

sunset to keep his nightly vigil and disappearing again at dawn.
And so the whispering went with bated breath from one to another,

until it had travelled from one end of the state to the other. Parties

of young cavaliers were made up to watch for the black dog. Many
saw him. Some believed him to be a veritable dog sent by some master

to watch, others believed him to be a witch dog.

A party decided to go through the pass at night, well armed, to see

if the dog would molest them. Choosing a night when the moon was

full they mounted good horses and sallied forth. Each saw a great dog

larger than any dog they had ever seen, and, clapping spurs to their

horses, they rode forward. But they had not calculated on the fear of

their steeds. When they approached the dog, the horses snorted with

fear, and in spite of whip, spur, and rein gave him a wide berth, while he

marched on as serenely as if no one were near. The party were unable

to force their horses to take the pass again until after daylight. Then

they were laughed at by their comrades to whom they told their experi-

ences. Thereupon they decided to lie in ambush, kill the dog, and bring

in his hide. The next night found the young men well hidden behind

rocks and bushes with guns in hand. As the last ray of sunlight kissed

the highest peak of the Blue Ridge, the black dog appeared at the lower

end of his walk and came majestically toward them. When he came

opposite, every gun cracked. When the smoke cleared away, the great

dog was turning at the end of his walk, seemingly unconscious of the

presence of the hunters. Again and again they fired and still th<

walked his beat. And fear caught the hearts of the hunters and they

fled wildly away to their companions, and the black dog held the
;

at night unmolested.

Time passed, and year after year went by, until seven years had

come and gone, when a beautiful woman came over from the old coun-

try, trying to find her husband who eight years before had come to make

a home for her in the new land. She traced him to Bedford County ani 1

from there all trace of him was lost. Many remembered the tall, hand-

1 This paper has been contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch

of the American Folk-Lore Society.
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some man and his dog. Then there came to her ear the tale of the vigil

of the great dog of the mountain pass, and she pleaded with Jhe people

to take her to see him, saying that if he was her husband's dog he would

know her. A party was made up and before night they arrived at the

gap. The lady dismounted, and walked to the place where the nightly

watch was kept. As the shadows grew long, the party fell back on the

trail, leaving the lady alone, and as the sun sank into his purple bed

of splendor the great dog appeared. Walking to the lady, he laid his

great head in her lap for a moment, then turning he walked a short

way from the trail, looking back to see that she was following. He
led her until he paused by a large rock, where he gently scratched the

ground, gave a long, low wail, and disappeared. The lady called the party

to her and asked them to dig. As they had no implements, and she

refused to leave, one of them rode back for help. When they dug be-

low the surface they found the skeleton of a man and the hair and bones

of a great dog. They found a seal ring on the hand of the man and a

heraldic embroidery in silk that the wife recognized. She removed the

bones for proper burial and returned to her old home. It was never

known who had killed the man. But from that time to this the great

dog, having finished his faithful work, has never appeared again.

Mrs. R. F. Herrick.
San Francisco, Cal.
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HORATIO NELSON RUST.

^
Major Horatio Nelson Rust died after a lingering illness in

South Pasadena, November 14, 1906, at the age of 78 years. Major
Rust was widely known for his archaeological studies and collections,

which at times led him into the realm of folk-lore, as in several papers
published by him in recent volumes of anthropological journals. The
last contribution from his pen appears in vol. viii, No. 4, of the "Ameri-
can Anthropologist." Major Rust was born in Amherst, Massachusetts.
In his youth he ardently espoused the antislavery cause, manifesting

the same spirit of hatred to oppression which later made him the friend

and champion of the Mission Indians of California. John Brown and
his sons counted him among their friends and active partisans. During
the Civil War he served as acting surgeon in the medical corps, and

under Burnside superintended the transportation of the wounded to

their homes. He saw sendee at Antietam, City Point, and Peters-

burg. Twenty-five years ago Major Rust came to California and settled

in South Pasadena. His home has long been noted for the rare and

beautiful plants surrounding it. Two wonderful Gold of Ophir rose-

bushes planted by Major Rust have become world famous and have

been photographed hundreds of times. Major Rust was largely instru-

mental in the founding of the Pasadena Public Library, and was one

of the organizers of the citrus fair in Chicago in 1886. In 1893 he was

connected with the Anthropological Department of the World's Fair,

where he exhibited an archaeological collection which is now at Beloit

College. Major Rust's character was one of rare unselfishness and fear-

lessness. His friendships were numerous and warm. Among the inti-

mate associates of his later years was Mrs. Jessie Benton Fremont. He

was always modest and unassuming, and it was but rarely that his

friends heard from his own lips of the many acts of philanthropy that

characterized him. He was a man that granted many favors, but a

for none. He was a careful student and an indefatigable collector, who

collaborated with many of the anthropological institutions of the country.

His loss will be keenly felt in archaeological circles, especially in Southern

California, his chosen home of later years.

A. L. Krocbcr.

San Francisco, Cal.

vol. xx.— no. 77. 11
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SOME NEW BALLAD VARIANTS.

The four ballad variants here printed for the first time were collected

in the month of December, 1906, from Mrs. McLeod of Dumfries,

Scotland, when she was on a visit to her relatives at Lake Mills, Wis-

consin. The versions are undoubtedly traditional, as the reciter could

not read or write, nor could her parents before her. She said that she

had learned the ballads from her parents, but that she was not always

sure of the words in particular cases.

All four are readily classified as variants of ballads already printed

in F. J. Child's " English and Scottish Popular Ballads." I is a new ver-

sion of Child, No. 26 ("The Three Ravens," and "The Twa Corbies");

II is Child, No. 27 (" The Whummil Bore"); III is the first intelligible

version known to me of Child, No. 40 ("The Queen of Elian's Nou-

rice"); and IV is a variant of Child, No. 181 ("The Bonny Earl of

Murray").

The collector of these variants, Mr. Claude H. Eldred, an undergradu-

ate of the University of Wisconsin, deserves great praise for the pains

and tact necessary for the accomplishment of his task in so thorough

a manner.
Child, No. 26.

Three crows there were who sat on a tree,

Fa la, hay down, derrie down down,

And they were as black as crow ever could be,

Fa la, hay down, derrie down down.

Then one of them said to his mate on the tree,

" Where do you think our supper will be? "

" Down in the meadow behind a gray stone,

A newly born lambkin is lying alone."

" We'll pluck his eyes out of him one by one,

And let him go blinding ere day is done."

But a gay little birdie far down in the tree

Heard them declare that the lambkin should dee,

So quickly she flew to the cold gray stone

Where the poor little lambkin was lying alone,

And told him that quickly away he must flee,

Or else the three crawens would ma*ke him to dee.

God grant that each lambkin that is in our flock

Be told of his danger as he lies by the rock.



Some New Ballad Variants.

Child, No. 27.

Eighteen lang years hae I sarved the king,

Fa la limpy fa, dilly down day,

And my ee on his daughter but once did I fling,

Wi' leedle do, willy am, tally down day.

I saw her that once through the needle's sma ee,

An' glad that I am that she dinna see me.

Her maids were a-wrapping her up in a plaid:

I canna tell why, but she looked verra sad.

A little brown tike was a-biting her shoon,

But the maids they will drive him away from her soon.

With a comb she was combing her bright golden hair,

Her comb it was silver, her hands they were fair.

The rings on her hands, they were bright in the sun,

An' I would be happy if I had but one.

Her bosom was white as a moor under snow,

But more of this lady I never can know.

Child, No. 40.

I heard a bonnie cow low, cow low, cow low,

I heard a bonnie cow low,

Over the lea,

An' it was an elf call, elf call, elf call,

An' it was an elf call,

Calling unto me.

An' the little elf man, elf man, elf man,

An' the little elf man
Said unto me:

"Come, nurse an' elf child, elf child, elf child,

Come an' nurse an elf child,

Down 'neath the sea."

Then I fell a-moaning, a-moanii

Then I fell a-moaning,

Down where he could

"What do you moan for, moan for, moan

What do you moan for?"

Elf-king said to me;

d5
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"Is it for your breakfast, breakfast, breakfast,

Is it for your breakfast,

Or for a fee?"

" 'T is not for my breakfast, breakfast, breakfast,

'T is not for my breakfast,

Nor an' for a fee,

" 'T is for my bonnie lad, bonnie lad, bonnie lad,

'T is for my bonnie lad

That I never more shall see."

Child, No. 181.

Oh mourn, oh mourn, ye Lowlands,

Oh mourn, ye Highlands a',

They have slain the Earl o' Murray,

On the greensward ha' he fa'.

Oh shame be to ye Huntly,

To treat your brother sae,

To meet him wi' your claymore,

An' in his bed to slay.

Oh, your lady will be sorrowfu'

Whe ye to hame have sped,

An' she learns the Earl o' Murray
You have murdered in his bed.

An' your corn will often ripen,

An' your meadow grass grow green,

Ere you in Dinnybristle town
Will daurna to be seen.

Arthur Beatty.
University of Wisconsin,

Madison, Wis.
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RECORD OF PHILIPPINE FOLK-LORE.

Games. — In the "American Anthropologist" (vol. viii, n. s.

pp. 82-87) for January-March, 1906, Dr. Albert E. Jenks describes

"Tang'ga, A Philippine Pa-ma-to Game," a sort of coin-pitching

(pa-md-to is the Tagalog name of the coin, stone, piece of potter}-, or

other thing tossed, flipped, pitched, or thrown in playing various games

besides tang/
ga). It is "a game developing a low order of skill which

seems valueless in any worthier pursuit." Of tang'ga the author ob-

serves: "The game seems in every way the legitimate child of a people

of the tropics: its natural habitat is the shady side of a building blister-

ing in the southern sun." The Ermita section of Manila favors tang'ga.

Music.— In the "American Anthropologist" for October-Decem-

ber, 1906 (n. s. vol. viii, pp. 611-632), Frances Densmore writes of

"The Music of the Filipinos," giving the results of "careful study of

the native music in the Philippine section of the Louisiana Purchase

Exposition at St. Louis in 1904." The "villages" studied were the

Negrito, Igorot, Samal Moro, and Lanao Moro. Four forms of mi.

expression were found: instrumental music; unaccompanied, impro-

vised song; accompanied, improvised song; a repeated melody with

instrumental accompaniment. The amba (expression of general hap-

piness), uso (love song), and undas (funeral song) of the Negritos, and

their bansi (flute) and barimbo (jew's-harp) are described. Also the

music and instruments of the Igorotes and Moros. The author is

"strongly inclined to the opinion that vocal music originates in the

love call, and that its second phase is the cry of the second emotion —
grief." Later come the religious and the industrial elements.
3

String Figures (" Cat's Cradle").— Mrs. Caroline Fume ;

elaborate monograph, "String Figures" (N. Y., 1906), describes

43-47, 271-275, 339-340) some figures of the Bagobo, the Lan

and the Negritos, obtained from the natives in the Philippine R«

tion at the St. Louis Exposition in August, 1904. The !

are: Bagobo diamonds, Bagobo two diamonds, the real cal

those of the Lanao Moros are: Bagobo diamonds, ten t:

mouse, real cat's cradle; and Negrito: hanging, mouse. 'I he - B

diamonds" begins with the characteristic Oceanic-Amer:

A," indicating an overlapping of the Asiatic and Oceanic types m the

East Indian Archipelago.
. 1 .

/•
. C .
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

"Muskie."— The following item, originally from the "Milwaukee Sen-

tinel," is interesting as containing the word muskie for "muskalonge." In

the region of Lake Ontario a familiar abbreviation of the same word is longe

or lunge. This word of Algonkian Indian derivation thus appears in American

English in both a decapitated and decaudated form. The item was reprinted

in the "Evening Post" (Worcester) for January 11, 1907:—
"There are three remarkable chains of lakes in northern Minnesota,

among the headwaters of the Mississippi," said D. B. Stark of St. Paul.

"These are known respectively as the Man Trap, Crow's Wing, and Fish

Hook chains, and there are about thirty lakes in the three chains. In some

places they come so close together that lakes of all three chains will be within

half a mile of each other, but there is the widest possible difference in them.

"The Man Trap chain is almost fifty feet higher than either of the two

other chains and the eleven lakes which comprise it have no inlet or outlet to

any other waters. Still the lake is teeming with muskalonge and there are no

other varieties of fish in any of the lakes. The waters are clear and cold at all

seasons and the fish are unusually game.
• "The other two chains teem with game fish, but in no instance has a

muskalonge ever been caught in either. Pickerel are so plentiful that they

drive the bass away from all bait, and it is almost impossible to catch bass,

although there are some fine ones in both chains. There has never been a sat-

isfactory explanation of the presence of muskalonge only in one chain, and
every other game fish common to the region in other lakes without the

muskies."

"Barge" (vol. xix, p. 349). — The following appeared in the "Boston

Herald" for November 11, 1906: —
" CLEOPATRA'S BARGE."

"When found, make a note of."— Capt. Cuttle.

To the Editor of The Herald:

Now comes a man, more of an "old-timer" than myself, whose know-

ledge and memory concerning "Cleopatra's barge" are more close, full, and
exact than my own, and I hope the readers of The Herald will be pleased

if I transmit the interesting additional particulars. It seems the "barge"
was larger than I dared to say. It was the pride of the grammar schools to

have had a sleigh ride in "Cleopatra's barge." From all this we may see

what an impression that wonderful "barge" made; then the seaside hotels

caught up the idea, and now any old picnic wagon takes the fine name.
Since writing the above, David Pingree, Esq., of Wenham Depot, in a call,

tells me that Salem also in his boyhood had a similar barge, made from a

boat, which would hold 50 boys.

Will C. Wood, 6 Pinckney Street.

Boston, Nov. 9, 1906.

Mr. Will C. Wood — Dear Sir: I have read your letter on the origin of

the word "barge," which appeared in The Boston Herald, and I can help
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you out a little about the same. "Cleopatra's barge" was a boat sleigh, the
largest one in Boston, owned by Mr. John P. Barnard, who had a stable at

23 Myrtle Street. The sleigh was never owned by an omnibus company. I

was born and lived for 26 years at 39 Pinckney Street, and knew Mr. Barnard
very well, so what I have written you I know to be the exact facts.

Gardner H. Williams.
AsHBtJRN-HAM, Mass. (Marlboro Junction).

It was used by him as late as 1888, the year I think he died. The body of

the sleigh was originally a boat, and seated about 40 people when put on
runners. It was never used on wheels. The sleigh was drawn by eight horses,

with the driver standing in a large swan, which was built, of course, at the

bow of the boat. I have ridden in the sleigh a number of times, and remember
exactly how it looked. G. H. W.

Maryland Superstitions. — The following account of popular supersti-

tions in Washington County, Md., appeared in the " Worcester Evening J

of April 12, 1907: —
"From the researches of scientists upon matters transcending the normal

to the quaint and curious signs and superstitions frequently believed by quiet

mountain and valley folk is a far cry, yet both have interesting features,

along this line are the curious beliefs still prevailing in some parts of V.

ington County, Md., says the 'Baltimore Sun.'

"Our colored man's daughter was in the yard one day killing a- chicken.

An Alsatian came in and asked if she knew ' how to kill a chicken so it vs

not flutter.' Upon her replying in the negative, he took the axe, first making

a cross on the ground, and chopping off the head, laid the chicken on the

spot with the cross, and the fowl certainly did not flutter. He said anybody

could do this, but I notice neither of my helpers will try it, although I have

begged them to. I think they are afraid it will work. The Alsatian told the

girl she could reveal the charm to a man, but if she communicated il

woman neither of them could work it — a man may tell a woman or vice

versa. Later on a clergyman's wife told me the Alsatian had shown h<

the same charm. I have positive knowledge of this man having been sent for

to cure and also to 'draw out fire' where people had been burned.

"My first personal encounter with the mysterious was about ei

ago, when after a prolonged illness my hair started to fall out alarmi

Some one said sage tea and alcohol. My neighbor is the p I a lux

ant sage bush. Of her I begged some sage and made the d<

virtues, by the way, I can indorse. Some time afterward I was horrifi

learn that if at any time that particular sage bush should die my b

all fall out. Of course I am not superstitious, but each -

look to see if the sage is budding

"On another occasion my little daughter, who had

with a school friend on a nearby farm, told me that while thi

hens had crowed and that the fowl had forthwith been kill

that a death in the immediate family would result if the hen contu

Mentioning this occurrence to a ladv, she informed me it

would have done under like circumstances, and told me 1

a little sister who was the proud possessor of a pet hen. I

child was seated in a rocking-chair, the fowl hopped in her lap and cr
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Owing to the fondness of the child for the hen its life was spared, but the

little girl herself died within six months. This would indicate a specific reason

for the adage that ' crowing hens should have their heads chopped off.'

" Numberless are the signs of ill omen and of death. A beet seed sown in the

spring and running to seed that season, the blossoming of a fruit-tree the

second time in the summer, the voice of the plaintive whip-poor-will beside

your door, the unison of two or more church bells chiming,— all these are a

few of the signs betokening the coming of the grim destroyer. To move parsley

is bad luck; some persons go farther and say that to plant the seed even is

bad luck. To avoid this you can place your seed on a post and let the wind

sow it for you or you can steal one of your neighbor's parsley plants. Stolen

parsley is harmless— I have tried it.

"A small egg, called a pullet's egg, and by some 'a bad luck egg,' must be

taken and thrown over the housetop. This will break the egg if not the bad

luck.

"Here is a cure for fits. I have never tried it, but I know of a person who
knows positively of its having been tried. There are two ways of preparing

this cure. First take a live chicken and plunge it, feathers, protestations and

all, into a pot of boiling water; boil several hours and give a cup of the water

thus obtained to the patient. The second way is external, and to my mind
preferable; also it is more mysterious, from the fact that only an entirely

black chicken will do. Split the chicken down the back and bind it on the

breast of the afflicted person.

"Not the least remarkable is the following: A woman told me that many
years ago her husband's parents were going to Hagerstovvn by turnpike,

taking with them a mare and colt to sell. The colt in some way tore its hoof

badly and severe bleeding ensued. Stopping at a farmhouse on the way for

help, the mistress thereof informed the travellers that she could stop the

bleeding, and getting her Bible she read a certain verse over the colt's head

and the hemorrhage ceased. While speaking of this to a Hagerstown lady

visiting one of my neighbors, she told me her husband had precisely the same
experience with a colt, only in the last case the accident occurred in a field

and it was the doctor whom they called on who in this case read the verse.

"From a Hancock, Md., paper is clipped the following: We recently ran

across a man and woman right in our town who believed in witches, and the

man rushed into the drug store one evening and asked for medicine to take

a spell off his wife. One man near Millstone quarrelled with his neighbor.

He filled a four-ounce bottle with water and buried it, remarking: 'When
the bottle is empty my neighbor will be dead.' The neighbor died in four

months. The bottle was dug up and there was not a drop of water in it."

The Origin of the Melicites. 1— The following tradition was obtained

from the Indian Reserve on Lenox Island, P. E. I. It was originally printed

in the "Prince Edward Island Magazine," ca. 1893-94.
Long before the French had come, while still the Micmac was the only

monarch in fair Epagweit, "resting on the wave," — he and the wild beasts

against which he strove, — the Indians had come together for pow-wow and
(or feasting on the bank above the " bold, steep, sandy shore" of Caskamkek.2

1 A tradition of the Prince Edward Island Micmacs.
2 Cascumpec, Prince Edward Island.
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And as they feasted here, two dogs, the petted hunting companions of as

many stalwart braves, first snarling over the bone each hungered after, then

maddened into fury, for that neither could secure the tempting feast already

tasted of, fell into savage struggle, and rent the air with howls of rage and
pain.

The Indians, with the keenness of their hunger satisfied, hastened to the

scene, some in curious mood or speculative, some delighting in the varying

fortunes of the struggling beasts. And first of those to reach the spot was he

who owned the dog which at that time appeared to be the weaker of the

two. In pity for his canine friend, in angry humiliation at his sad defeat, he

struck the other hound a staggering, savage blow, whereupon the owner of

the stronger dog remonstrated, saying, "Let them alone; leave them to fight

till the stronger wins; he risks his life who strikes a friend of mine." To
whom the other answered: " You and your dog are one," and dealt him, all

unguarded, a swift and heavy blow. The smitten athlete, quick upon his

feet, closed upon the other, and a mighty struggle then began.

Each warrior had his followers and his friends, who, praising now his

tactics or his skill, now shouting taunt and challenge to his panting antagonist,

gradually stirred up those around them into sympathy and support, until one

side slowly weakened, driven inch by inch towards the woods, and the plain

was strewn with dying braves and dead.

Victory gave the vanquishers strength as they pushed the weaker, dis-

ordered band far into the lengthening shadows of the thick spruce

Like hunted deer the fugitives fled, until at last, worn out by battle and re-

treat, they halted, taking counsel as to how they should proceed.

It was'determined to reach, if possible, and to follow an old aband

footpath leading to the south, as the victors, having rested, would no d

hasten by the newer, wider trail to where the bark canoes w< i I and

made secure by strips of hide to stakes fast driven in the sand. Fear fur-

nished strength; the fugitives hurried on, — slow through the thicket.

in the pathway, southward and seaward, on to the shore.

To embark was the work of a very few minutes, when out from the land

shot the birch-bark canoes, swift as the arrow from the bow. Well did the

fugitives know the strength of the arms which would speed the light cr

the eluded pursuers.

On, on they sped, on to the east, past where the sea-cow h<

looakade, 1 on to the inlet which still tells the story, for men call it yet

name Canoe Cove. Here, disembarking, they made a port

to a river flowing from the west, 2 down which they padd

left the point of land on which Charlottctown now -

ward, over the course of the sister stream flowing from tl

its head, where a second portage brought the weary on.

acrain near Boogoosumkek, as the Indians later named St

Thence skirting the shore towards the rising

till they rounded what the white man now call

out to sea, they made for the mainland, Cape Breton Jgik),

an^ landed at Weukuch, "the place of red -It,

1 Cape Traw
2 West or " Elliot River."

3 Margaree in ton.
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but in process of time increasing in number they spread to the south into

many new stations.

Yet so sore their defeat, so deep-rooted their fear, they changed their speech

in such a way that the Mic-mac could not understand them when they spoke.

And they taught their little ones to dread the coming of the Micmac and to

answer when a stranger questioned, only this— "I do not understand." In

after years some Micmacs, more daring than their fellows, crossed the Strait

of Northumberland to the mainland on the south, whence returning home
they brought the curious tale of how they there had seen a race of men, in

face and customs as themselves, but understanding not their language. " For,"

said they, "to every question which we asked they answered nothing more

than this — I do not understand you."

But the old men dreamed at night of mighty battle and of hot pursuit of

erstwhile friendly kinsmen fleeing eastward till they passed from sight before

they reached the point "where the current flows close in by the shore" at

Wejowitk. 1

And because the language of this tribe seemed to them a confusion of the

Micmac tongue, the great Wabanaki race of Indians coming later from the

west, gave to the stranger band the name of Melicites, which in their lan-

guage signifies "a broken or corrupted speech."

The Micmacs slowly waste away; their camp-fires smoulder in fair Abeg-

weit.

Lawrence W. Watson.
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

BOOKS.

Epochs of Irish History. I. Pagan Ireland. By Eleanor Hull, author

of "The Cuchullin Saga in Irish Literature." London: David Nutt, 1904.

Pp. vii, 228.

Epochs of Irish History. II. Early Christian Ireland. By Eleanor
Hull. London: David Nutt, 1905. Pp. xxii, 283.

The first part of this little volume on pagan Ireland (intended for class

teaching and prepared specially for young people) treats of "Social life:"

Early legends of the race, the coming of the Milesians, condition of the

country in early times, kings and chiefs, administration of justice, the file

(poet) and ollamh (chief poet), the Druids and their teaching, public assem-

blies, dwellings in ancient Ireland, position of the women, children in early

Ireland, burial rites, etc. The second section deals with "The Romance of

the Early Kings:" The dawn of history and the rise of the kingdom of

Ulster, the romance of Labraid (the voyager) and the destruction of Dind
Righ, Conaire the Great and the destruction of the Bruighen Da Derga, a

period of disturbances, the tribute called the Boromhe (Boru), Conn of the

hundred battles (128-157 a. d.), Art (the lonely one) and the battle of Magh
1 Point Prim.
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Muchamha (166-196 A. d.), Cormac Mac Airt (227-266, A. d.), Cairbre of

the Liffey and the Fianna of Erin, rise of Niall of the nine hostages, close

of the pagan period. A fair and interesting account of mythical, half-mythical,

and early historical Ireland and the folk-legends of the early time is given in

this little book, which will be serviceable to all desiring a brief popular exposi-

tion of the subject, and not merely to the young people of the Gaelic League
for whom it was originally written. The chronological table indicates the

chief events in Ireland's "history," from the coming of Cessair (forty days

before the flood) to the death of Dathi, by a flash of lightning on the Alps,

in 528 a. d. Dathi was the last of the pagan kings, and it was his predecessor,

Niall, with whom the Roman general, Stilicho, probably fought in 396. The
three parts of the volume on early Christian Ireland treat respectively of

"Ireland under her native rulers," "The island of saints," "Irish art, archi-

tecture, and learning." Here we have again a good summary of the matters

considered, the social and church life of Christian Ireland, based upon the

old records, etc., without unnecessary comments. In the romance of Murcher-

tach (Murtough), King of Aileach, and great-grandson of Niall, we have

"the last pure fairy-story belonging to the lives of the kings of Erin, and it

comes comparatively late in history." It was Murtough who is said to have

brought over the Lia Fail, or "stone of destiny" for the Scottish kings to be

crowned upon, a fable made much of by the "Anglo-Israelites" of to-day

with their wild theories.

Irish Texts Society. Volume V. Martial Career of Coxghal Clair-

lnghxeach. Edited for the First Time, with Translation, Introdm

Notes, and Glossary by Patrick M. Macsweeney, M. A. London: David

Nutt, 1904. Pp. lxviii, 233.

The saga, which here receives scholarly treatment, belongs to "the pre-

Cuchulainn stage of the Red Branch Cycle," and " the traditions upon which

it is based relate to a period of revolt against the claims of the Ardrigh

Ulster." It gives emphatic evidence of strained relations between Tar;

Emania. The long introduction by Professor Macsweeney contains

study of the story and a literary study of the text, grammatical analys

Then follow the Gaelic text and translation, notes, glossary (pp. 2c

columns to the page), indexes of names of persons, places, etc. Conghal is

typical Irish hero, and "his greatness is kept well in evidence throughout

this tale." The language is "terse and forceful," at once "n«

pie," and creating its effects "with that curiosa jeUcitas which

Arnold recognized as an inherent quality in our literature." Throughout tn<

story " the events flow with precision and regularity, and the

matic effect is well marked." The saga is "a large and brilliant p

civilization which was to be the nursing-ground of the higher Chi

that followed." The paper and writing of the MS. used (now in the 1

Irish Academv) shows it to have transcribed ca. 1650, and the 1

that of the late middle Irish, or Irish of the transition period trom mid

modern (1550-1650). Professor Macsweeney rejects the theory that th(

Tages of ver e occurring passim "are more or less excrescences on the general

Native," in the following words: "This is scarcely so; they appear to me

rather to produce the effect of a Greek chorus in taking up and reemphasizmg

the main theme. The difficulty in translating them has no doubt lost them
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the favor of editors." The reference (p. 61) to the use of round stones in

war Professor Macsweeney styles " an unique and classical one;" and the fact

that Fiacha, the poet, composed a Dinnseanchas , or history of place-names,

before the king (p. 28) suggests that he "supplied the place of an early

Baedekker to the king." At page 73 is illustrated the device of using the

search for a wife as an "opportunity for a display of prowess on the part

of a hero or his followers," and at page 85 we have an example of " this simple

yet effective manner of anticipating an on-coming event, typical of Irish

story-telling at its best." At page 113 the words of Bricne, "may the pangs of

a woman in childbirth be yours," are brought by the editor in relation with
" the famous ' couvade ' of the Ultonians." The use of the breadth of the face

as a standard of measure (p. 22) is worth noting. At page 112 the legend

of the king with ass's ears is referred to; at page 134 "magic birds," and at

page 136, apparently, stone celts. This old legend contains many things to

interest the anthropologist and the folklorist.

Irish Saga Library, No. 2. Heroic Romances of Ireland. Translated

into English Prose and Verse, with Preface, Special Introductions and
Notes. By A. H. Leahy. In two volumes. Vol. ii. London: David Nutt,

1906. Pp. xi, 161.

This volume contains literal translations of five "lesser Tains," or shorter

stories, by which it was customary in ancient Ireland " to precede the recital

of the Great Tain, the central story of the Irish Heroic Age," viz., The raid

for the cattle of Fraech, The raid for Dartaid's cattle, The raid for the cattle

of Regamon, The driving of the cattle of Flidais, The apparition of the great

Queen to Cuchulain. In an appendix (pp. 143-161) is given, in Irish text

and literal interlinear translation, the conclusion of the " Courtship of Etain"

from the Leabhar na H-Uidri. To each of the stories is prefixed a short

introduction describing the MS. authority, etc. Of the period to which they

belong Mr. Leahy says: " They all seem to go back in date to the best literary

period, but appear to have been at any rate put into their present form later

than the Great Tain, in order to lead up to it." In the Tain Bo Fraich,

besides mortals appear Befind (Fraech's fairy mother), Boand (sister of

Befind and Queen of the fairies), and three fairy harpers.

Schlesiens VOLKSTUMLICHE Ueberlieferungen. Sammlungen und Studien

der Schlesischen Gesellschaft fiir Volkskunde begriindet von Friedrich

Vogt, herausgegeben von Theodor Siebs. Band II. Sitte, Brauch und
Volksglaube. 2. Teil. Sitte, Brauch und Volksglaube in Schlesien.

Von Paul Drechsler. Mit Buchschmuck von Ellen Siebs. Leipzig:

B. G. Teubner, 1906. Pp. xii, 348. PreisM. 5.20.

The fourteen sections of this second part of a collection of folk-lore from

numerous localities all over Upper, Central, and Lower Silesia are devoted to

the consideration of these topics: Domestic life of the Silesian (pp. 1-20);

social and economic life (21-42); property, etc. (43-48); country life (49-78);
fruit-trees and their cultivation (79-84); domestic animals and cattle (85-

119); relations to God and the church (120-128); relation to the heavenly
bodies, atmospheric phenomena, the elements, etc. (129-153); mythic phe-

nomena (154-183); prophecy and magic (184-244); belief in witches (245-
255)j "evil magic" (256-263); personal life (264-274); diseases, protec-
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tion, and healing (275-320). Interesting are the relics of sacrifice at the

building of a house (p. 2) and the human fear of the new building; the back-

ward look towards heathendom of spinning and other domestic arts; the

numerous superstitions connected with bread (das "liebe Brot"); modes
and words of greeting and leave-taking (" Sleep round and don't get angu-

lar!" p. 23); the blason populaire (pp. 27-42); the harvest-lore (the last

reaper and last binder are subject to much jesting and teasing, an attitude

assumed also toward the last sheaf itself, called "the old woman," p. 66);

superstitions connected with domestic animals {cocks were formerly thought

to lay an egg every seventh year, which gave birth to a monster; much of

the old Teutonic nearness to the horse still survives, and the goat is often

brought into close relation with the Evil One). In Silesia God is "der liebe

Gott," who gives to man "das liebe Brot," — his form is conceived as quite

human. The devil appears as " a lean, hairy, hawk-nosed, tailed fellow, whose

goats' or horses' feet are shod with iron, and who, when he disappears, leaves

a bad stench behind" (p. 123), and the Freemasons are believed to be in league

with him. The treasure at the rainbow's end can be lifted only by a naked

man (p. 138), and anyone who, when the first thunderstorm of the season

occurs, strikes himself three times on the forehead with a stone, will have

no headache during the year (p. 136). "Fire-letters" protect against fire

(p. 145) and running-water against the powers of evil (p. 147). Great winds

presage great wars (p. 152). A clod of one's native earth protects one from

homesickness (p. 153), and new-born children are laid upon the ground to

become strong, while moribund individuals are placed there that they may

die more easily. Of the figures in the old heathen mythology, Wodan, the

wind-god, has left most traces in folk-lore (p. 155). After him Frau Holde

(Holle). An important role is played also by the "water-man" or "water-

nix." The snake figures as a house-spirit. Of the days of the week Monday

sets the pace for the rest in good or ill luck; Tuesday is the wedding-day;

Wednesday the middle of the week, is unlucky; Thursday very unpropi-

tious, and Friday worst of all. There are some forty-five unlucky days of

the month The hour between twelve and one of every day is also unlucky.

Magic numbers are three (and nine), seven and thirteen (if so many sit

together at table one will die). The verb "to dream" is mostly use in the

intransitive form, e. g., "es traumte mir" (p. 201). Magic objects and things

are numerous (four-leafed clover is " lucky "). The folk-lore of animals

tensive (pp. 218-235) and there are manycurious superstitions concerning

the human body and its parts (pp. 237-242). Objects used m and about

the churches are much esteemed as materia magica,— holy watei

chalk, ashes, bells, etc. Belief in witchcraft and "evil magic st.U ex'^nd

numerous are the objects used for "offence" and for defence. S lesian

folk-medicine recognizes conjuration, "scape-things" of divers kinds, and

"cures" innumerable. .

The excellent index to this book adds to its value for comparative pur-

ees It can be read with profit in connection with Mrs. Bergen^ volumes

on ''CurVent Superstitions'' and "Animal and Plant Lore," which cover

much the same field for English-speaking America.
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Anthropophyteia. Jahrbucher fiir Folkloristische Erhebungen und For-

schungen zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der geschlechtlichen Moral, unter

redaktioneller Mitwirkung und Mitarbeiterschaft von Th. Achelis, I.

Bloch, F. Boas, A. Eulenburg, A Herrmann, B. H. Obst, G. Pitre,

I. Robinsohn, K. v. den Steinen u. anderen Gelehrten, herausgegeben von

Dr. Friedrich S. Krauss. II, Band. Leipzig: Deutsche Verlagsactien-

gesellschaft, 1905. Pp. xvi, 480.

Anthropophyteia. Band III. Leipzig, 1906. Pp. vi, 449.

The second and third volumes of "Anthropophyteia" show an increasing

collaboration of anthropologists and medical men in the production of this

most valuable collection of materia jolklorica genesica. Volume ii contains

contributions to the erotic vocabularies of Vienna (Reiskel), North Bohemia

(Schwaab), the Moslem Gipsies of Servia (Trgjic), and Berlin (Reiskel);

riddles and riddle-questions from the urban population of Lower Austria

(Krauss and Reiskel); German proverbs and proverbial expressions from

Lower Austria (Krauss and Reiskel); erotic songs from Austria (Blumml,

Krauss and Reiskel); "four-liners," " Schnadahpiifeln " and " Graseltiinze,"

from Vienna, etc. (Reiskel); Spanish quatrains (Reiskel); Magyar "Reigen-

tanzlieder" from the Grosswardein region (Fohn); tales of Moslem Gipsies

of the Morava country in Servia (Trgjic-Krauss); funny stories of the Heanz
Germans of the Styrian-Lower Austrian border (Bunker); erotic tales from

the towns of Lower Austria (Krauss and Reiskel); Sicilian invocations,

prayers, etc. Pitre). Also, as the longest article (pp. 264-439), tne continua-

tion of Dr. Krauss's collection of "South Slavic Folk-stories relating to

Sexual Intercourse." The volume concludes with questionnaires on " Sexual

Malformations" (Krauss), "The grumus merdae of Burglars" (Hellwig),

"The Sense of Smell in Sexual Life" (Bloch), "Love-charms" (Godeluck),

and a number of book-reviews. The contents of the third volume are: Magyar
erotic vocabulary (Retfalu); a questionnaire on "Co'itus as a cult-act"

(Krauss); birth folk-lore from the Germans of Salzburg, etc., in Lower
Austria (Pachinger); erotic "Gasselreime" (Fensterlreime) from Styria

(Blumml); Magyar erotic folk-poetry (Keszthely and Fohn); a, questionnaire

on the test of virginity (Godeluck); erotic Magyar tales from the Gross-

wardein country (Fohn); tales from the German peasants of Alsace (Wern-

ert); proverbs and proverbial expressions from Alsace, Hungary, France

(Godeluck, Wernert, Konop, Robinsohn, Fohn, etc.); folk-wit in riddles,

Alsatian, Magyar, French (Wernert, Fohn, Krauss); a questionnaire on folk

love-charms (Godeluck); the second part of a collection of erotic folk-songs

from Austria (Blumml); erotic and scatological rimes of children and youth

from Alsace (Godeluck); questionnaires on scatological inscriptions (Reiskel);

and on means for preventing sexual intercourse (Krauss); Hellenic data

on homosexuals (Knapp); a questionnaire on folk-belief and sexual crimes

(Hellwig); the continuation (pp. 262-407) of Dr. Krauss's monograph on

"South Slavic folk-stories relating to Sexual Intercourse, etc." There are

also brief articles on "An erotic dream in a New Ireland wood-carving"

(Krauss), "Phallic amulets from Upper Austria" (Pachinger), "Sacred

Gorgons" (Krauss), "Ancient Peruvian grave-urns with erotic figures"

(Krauss); "Objective means for satisfying the sex-impulse" (Krauss), and
some book-reviews. The great variety of the material preserved in these

volumes and its value to the folklorist are evident at a single glance, and
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Dr. Krauss deserves the warm thanks of the scientific world for his remark-
able labors in this field of research. The three volumes of " Anthropophyteia "

and the other minor works already published by him represent a most sub-
stantial contribution to the literature of sexual life among the folk of the

chief European nations. And not least of the material thus placed at the

disposal of men of science may be reckoned the great body of texts in both
prose and verse in diverse European languages therein contained. To
Dr. Krauss the philologist, as much as the folklorist (and the psychologist

with them both), has ample reason to be grateful.

RECENT ARTICLES OF A COMPARATIVE NATURE IN
FOLK-LORE AND OTHER PERIODICALS

Dolls. Thomas, N. YV.: Questionnaire on dolls. (Man, London, 1906,

pp. 105-106.) List of questions under twenty-one heads concerning dolls,

their origin, nature, uses, etc., and the relation of dolls to magic figurine's,

idols, votive offerings, costume figures and the like.

Hero and Leander. Biehringer, F.: Die Sage von Hero und Leander.

(Globus, Bruschwg., 1906, vol. lxxxix, pp. 94-97O Discusses origin and dis-

tribution in Europe, particularly in the Teutonic countries, of this legend,

which may ultimately hail from India. The legend was earlier treated in

Jellinek's Die Sage von Hero und Leander in der Dichtung (Berlin, 1890).

Jonah Myths. Rademacher, L.: Walfischmythen. (Arch. /. Religsw.,

Leipzig, 1906, vol. ix, pp. 248-252.) Treats of the widespread myth of the

man swallowed by a fish. Adds to the data in Frobenius's recent monograph

on the sun-god the tale in Lucian, with references to Polynesian, Livonian,

Angolan, Greek, Magyar, and other related legends.

Loud and "Silent" Prayer. Sudhaus, S.: Lautes und leises Beten.

(Arch. f.
Religsw., Leipzig, 1906, vol. ix, pp. 185-200.) Treats of these

varieties of prayer among the nations of antiquity. Loud prayer is the older,

more primitive (persisting still in certain parts of Christian Europe), low

prayer is widespread and typical often in the realm of charms and magic.

Market. Lasch, R.: Das Marktwesen auf den primitiven Kulturstufen.

(Z. f.
Socialw., Berlin, 1906, ix, 619-627, 700-715. 764-782.) This valuable

study of the market and marketing among primitive peoples contains much

of interest to the folklorist, e. g. information concerning "silent tn

connection of markets and tree-cults, methods of choosing market

markets and calendars, "market-peace," market-taboos, justice, punish-

ments, etc., amusements, etc., connected with markets and fairs.

"Merlin. Gaster, M.: The legend of Merlin. (Folk-Lore, I

vol xvi pp. 407-427.) Author seeks to show that, in the accounts of Geoffrey

of Monmouth, etc., "Vortigern and Merlin are here the late and somewhat

confused outcome of a more ancient Oriental tale which belongs to the

of Kin- Solomon and Ashmedai or Asmodeus." Here, as elsewh

Oriental tales are believed to have been transformed into romantic ;

"Red and Dead." Von Duhn, F.: Rot und Tot. (Arch. /.

Tein/icr 1006 vol ix, pp. 1-23.) Interesting resume of data concernu

dStdonJof the color red and dead (death) in folk-thought

and in ceremony and ritual all over the globe in all ages and among various

?ribe= and peoples. Painting coffins, clothes, bones, etc., of the dead; pamt-
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ing marble statues (ancient Greece); smearing with blood, etc. Red as

symbol of death and of life.

St. George. Beatty, A.: The St. George, or mummers', plays; a study

in the protology of the drama. {Trans. Wise. Acad. Sci., 1906, xv, pt. ii,

273-324. An excellent comparative study of the English " St. George Plays,"

the analogous European ceremonies (e. g. winter and summer plays), the

food and initiation ceremonies of primitive peoples (Australians, Oceanic

tribes, American Indians, etc.). Dr. Beatty finds the prototypes of the St.

George play in the attempts of primitive man to influence nature by magic

ceremonies. In the ceremonies of civilized peoples the mock struggle and
mock death survive as entertaining, having lost their "magical attributes."

Scapulimantia. Andree, R.: Scapulimantia. (Boas Anniv. Vol., N. Y.,

1906, pp. 143-165, 4 fgs.) Resumes data as to the oracle of the scapula or

shoulder-blade in various parts of the world (not yet reported from aboriginal

America). Scapulimantia is probably of central Asiatic origin, and has a

large superstitious role among the Mongolian tribes especially. In Japan,

according to Dr. Laufer, scapulimantia antedates Chinese and Corean influ-

ence. "Reading the speal" prevailed in England in Shakespeare's time.

Secrecy. Simmel, G.: The sociology of secrecy and of secret societies.

(Amer. J. Sociol., Chicago, 1906, vol. xi, pp. 441-498.) Author holds that the

secret element in societies is a primary sociological fact, the secret society

a secondary structure. Secret societies seem dangerous because they are

secret. Interesting discussion of the nature, etc., of secret societies, secrecy

as a sociological technique, etc.

Sexual. Bab, H.: Geschlechtsleben, Geburt und Missgeburt in der

asiatischen Mythologie. (Zeitschr. f. Ethnol., Berlin, 1906, vol. xxxviii, 269-

311, 26 fgs.) Treats of the phenomena of sex-life, birth and abnormal births

in relation to the motives and art expression of the mythologies of Asiatic

peoples. Considers mythology, as did Lamb and Schatz, from the point of

view of pathological anatomy.

"Spirit Armies." Weniger, L.: Feralis exercitus. (Arch. /. Religsw.,

Leipzig, 1906, vol. ix, pp. 201-247; vol. x, 1901, pp. 61-81, 229-256.) Val-

uable monograph on "spirit armies," treating in detail of the "black host"

of the Teutonic Harii and the "white host" of the Greek Phoceans. Imita-

tation of the role of the dead lies at the basis of both these concepts.

Woman in Religion. Parsons, Elsie C: The religious dedication of

women. (Amer. J. Sociol., Chicago, 1906, vol. xi, 585-622.) Treats of the

"religious dedication" of women from the crudest form (e. g. as wives of

the gods in Guinea) to the modern nun and Protestant church-worker. These

phenomena are "one of the many impressive series of social factors which

have contributed so richly to the development of human personality."

A. F. C.
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SOME EARLY CHEYENNE TALES.

As known to-day, the Cheyenne tribe includes somewhat more than

three thousand people resident chiefly in Oklahoma and in Montana.
The tribe is made up of the descendants of two allied tribes, the Tsls-

tsls'-t&s, or Cheyenne proper, and the Suh'tai, who are said to have

joined the Cheyenne after they had crossed the Missouri River, prob-

ably much less than two hundred years ago. Ancient men give the name
of the Cheyenne as Tsis-tsin-tsis'-tas, and say that it means "we be-

long here." This tribe was earlier called Sand Hill People, or Sand

Hill Men, Nl-om-a-he'-tan-iu (pi.). This is said to be the name origi-

nally given to the Cheyenne and to have been borne by them for a long

time after they were first placed on the earth. Long, long ago, the

Suh'tai and the Cheyenne had lived near one another and there had

been war between the tribes. Afterward they made peace, and were

friends and then became separated. The meaning of the name Suh'tai

is unknown.

The Suh'tai, after meeting the Cheyenne and recognizing their re-

lationship, lived near and with them for many years, but long retained

their tribal organization, speaking their own dialect, and camping by

themselves, as late as the year 1831, when Colonel William Bent found

them camped apart from the Cheyenne in the neighborhood of the

Black Hills. Shortly after that, however, they were so far absorbed by

the Cheyenne as entirely to lose their tribal identity, so that they became

a mere clan or division of the Cheyenne, and their language was lost.

Of this language only a few words are remembered by old men still

living in the tribe, who can recall two or three old Suh'tai who were

alive in their boyhood.

From the amalgamation of these two tribes it has resulted that there

are two culture-heroes and two distinct sacred objects, which the Chey-

enne to-day declare that they have always had. One of these is the

medicine arrows, brought to the tribe by the hero whose name is vari-

ously translated as Sweet Medicine, or Sweet Root, or Sweet Root

Standing, or Rustling Corn Leaf, and the other a buffalo cap, brought

to the Suh'tai by their culture-hero, whose name is 'given as Red Tassel
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(of corn), Straight Horns, or Standing on the Ground. Each of these

heroes by his power brought food to the people and ended a long period

of starvation. The story of the medicine arrows appear to be more

generally known than that of the buffalo cap, and the arrows are talked

about somewhat more freely than is the cap. Nevertheless, those people

who know most about these sacred objects are slow to speak of them,

and never mention certain ceremonies that take place in connection

with the observances held about them.

The chronological arrangement of the stories of a people without

written literature presents many difficulties, which are, of course, met

with in the Cheyenne stories. In the order of such tales the first would

naturally be the creation story, and soon after this the culture-hero

story would follow. It is impossible, however, to be certain of the order

of any of these tales. Of some is it distinctly specified that these things

happened "before Sweet Medicine brought the arrows."

Among the Cheyenne the usual creation story speaks of a person

floating on the water which covered the whole earth. Water birds —
swans, geese, ducks, and other birds that swim — already existed and

were all about him. He called to some of these birds and asked them

to look for some earth. The birds said that they would dive down and

see if they could find earth at the bottom of the water. Larger birds

dived down and came up without anything, for they could not reach

the bottom, but there was one small duck that came up with some mud
in its bill. This duck swam to the man and put the mud in his hand.

The man took the wet earth and worked it with his fingers until it

was dry, then he sprinkled it over the water — made little piles of it

on the water— and it formed land and grew and grew and spread

until as far as he could see all was solid land. Thus the dry land —
the earth — was created. This tale is sufficiently familiar in form, dif-

fering little from that of other Algonquian stories, though the intro-

duction of the duck reminds one of the Arikara creation tale.
1

The Arapahoe tale is said to be the same.

Another story, given me by Ben Clark long ago, says that once the

Cheyenne were all under the ground, living in darkness. One day a

man saw far off a little spot of white. He approached it, and as he

advanced it grew larger, and presently he found himself surrounded by

light which terrified and blinded him. After a while, however, he be-

came accustomed to it, and going back below the ground described

his discovery to his fellows and some of them came out and after that

they lived above the ground. This also suggests the Arikara creation

story, or may have come from the Mandans.
Going back to the other tale, we are told that after the earth had been

made two persons were created and placed upon it, a man and a woman.
1 Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. vi, p. 123.
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These two persons were made together, but were put apart after they
had been made. They stood, the one to the north and the other toward
the south.

When Heamma Wlh'iS made the man in the south, he took from his

own right side a rib to make him with, and when he made the woman
in the north, he took from the man's left side a rib to make her of.

Heamma Wlh'io, the creator, stood between these two with his back
toward the rising sun. When he placed them apart he spoke to them
and said, "In that direction," pointing to the south, where the man
was, "you will find all kinds of animals and birds different from those

which you find in that direction," pointing to the north where the wo-

man stood. "The birds that live in the south will come to the north

in summer time. Where the woman is it will be cold, and you will

freeze and the grass and the trees will not grow well. There will be

hardly any at all of them. But where the man is, everything will grow,

grass, bushes, and timber."

The woman who had been made and placed in the north, though

gray-haired, was not very old. She never grew any older. The man

in the south was young. He never grew7 any older. The woman in the

north controls Ho-im'-a-ha, commonly interpreted as "winter man," or

"storm," the power that brings the cold and snow. He obeys her. He

brings sickness and death.

When Sweet Root Standing was being taught the secrets of the medi-

cine arrows in the sacred lodge where they were given to him, H5-im'-

a_ha — referring to those supernatural persons present who were favor-

able and those who were unfavorable to human beings — declared that

he would join with neither party, he would take pity on no one.

Then the Thunder spoke and said, "It will not do to allow Ho-im'-

a-ha to have everything to say. If he is not controlled, he will kill us

all." He then turned and spoke to the various spirits (Md-i-yuri) who

were sitting about in the shape of animals, and said, "Can any i

animals do anything to help?" These spirits all sat there listening, and

at last the buffalo bull spoke up and said, "I know something that will

help." Then he gave the Thunder a buffalo chip. When Thunder had

received this he said, "I can shoot anything and it will catch on tire."

Thunder turned to Sweet Root Standing and said, "Get a stick; I will

teach you something by which your people can warm th .
can

cook food, and with which they can burn things." When Sweet Root

had brought the stick he said, "Rest the point of the stick in the middle

of the chip and hold it between your hands." When Sweet Ron-

done this Thunder said, "Rub it between your hands and twirl it \

Sweet Root did so a few times and the chip caught fire. Thus through

Thunder was given to the people help against Ho-jfm'-a-ha; something

which would give warmth to the people.
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These two personages, the man and the woman, appear to typify

summer and winter, the man being the Thunder; in other words, it is

probable that the young man represents the sun, while the woman
represents the powers that defeat the sun and in winter drive him away

from temperate climes.

Twice a year there is a conflict between the Thunder and the Winter

Man. Toward the end of the summer, when the streams get low and

the grass becomes yellow and dry, Hd-im'-a-ha. comes down from the

north and says to the Thunder, "Move back; move back to the place

from which you came: I wish to spread all over the earth and freeze

things and to cover everything with snow." Then Thunder moves back.

Again toward spring, when the days begin to grow longer, the Thunder

returns from the south and says to Ho-im'-a-ha, "Go back; go back to

the place from which you came: I wish to warm the earth and to make

the grass grow and all things to turn green."

Then the Winter Man moves back to the place from which he came

and the Thunder comes, bringing the rain ; the grass grows and all the

earth is green. So there is a struggle between these two powers. They

follow each other back and forth.

It is interesting to note, as I have pointed out in another place,
1

that in the painting of the Blackfeet skin lodges as practised in olden

times, animals, often the male and female of a species, were painted

on these lodges, and usually, so far as my observation goes, the male

animal was painted on the south side of the lodge, and the female on

the north.

These two people, the man and the woman, never came together.

Later, other people were created and multiplied, and filled the earth.

What appears to be next in order of time after the creation story is

a simple tale referring to a period when the people knew nothing of

large food animals, or, at all events, were so poorly armed that they

could not take them, but lived on fishes, turtles, the eggs or young of

birds, and small ground inhabiting animals, such as ground squirrels,

skunks, and the like. This is the story of Yellowtop-to-head Woman,
E-hyoph'-sta, which I give below. She brought the buffalo, which, how-

ever, afterward disappeared.

Then follow the two culture-hero stories, the first of which belongs

to the Suh'tai and tells of the bringing of food to the people and of their

first knowledge of agriculture and capture of large game animals. The
hero of this story, as already stated, brought back the buffalo, brought

the corn, and brought the buffalo cap to this tribe. Both the culture-

heroes of the tribe appear to have been concerned in these events, but

in the stories of the buffalo and the corn the Suh'tai hero appears as

the leader, while Sweet Root Standing is the follower.

1 Am. Anthrop. n. s. vol. iii, p. 650.
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The other culture-hero story tells of the bringing of the other of the
two important sacred objects of the tribe, the medicine arrows.

These stories have been obtained both from the Northern and South-

ern Cheyenne. There are many versions of the tales, and all of them
are probably fragments. Even in the oldest of the stories the animals
of the modern plains are mentioned, a natural enough fact when we
consider that the Cheyenne reached the Missouri River more than two
hundred years ago, and may have known the buffalo long before they

reached that stream.

Anachronisms are frequent in the stories. A notable one appears

in one of the buffalo and corn tales, where the Fox Soldiers and Dog
Soldiers are mentioned as taking part in ceremonies, though the Soldier

societies are not supposed to have been established until long after this,

when Sweet Root brought the arrows.

I take pleasure in thanking my friend, Mr. John J. White, Jr., of

New York, for the pains he has taken to collect several versions of

these stories. That of the Yellowtop-to-head Woman I had never heard

until he brought it to me from the Southern Cheyenne. I give it below.

As told by Two Crows it is a sacred story, and must not be told except

at night, and a prayer was made for forgiveness for having told it.

e-hyoph'-sta (yellowtop-to-head woman).

This is the story of the beginning of the people, way up on the other

side of the Missouri River. It is very level and sandy there.

There was a big camp, and they had nothing to eat; every one was

hungry. All they had to depend on was the fish, geese, and ducks in the

little lakes. Early one morning an old man went through the village

calling out for two chiefs who must be fast runners. They were told

to go around to all the small lakes, and see if they could find anything

to eat. They were told not to come back until they found something,

for the camp was in great need of food; the children were starving.

These two men were to be trusted. They travelled far in

directions, and in four days came back without having found ami

The cry went round for every one to pack the dog travois, for they must

move anvhow.

That night when they made camp, all the chiefs gathered in the centre

of the village, and sent for two young men, the •
and the

chiefs told them to go on ahead of the camp, and not to return until

thev had found something. They said, "You must try hard,

hear the old people and children crying for something

and find something. Do not come back until you d< 1

After these bovs set out, the elder said to the younger,
"

must find something before we come back or the people will starve.

So they started, going straight north.
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After they had been gone eight days, they saw in front of them a

high peak, and, just this side of it, something that looked blue. One
of them said, "I am nearly dead. I am afraid I cannot travel much
farther." The other said, "Do you see that peak over there? We will

both go oyer there and die, and it will be a mark over us; it will be our

burying- place." The peak was high and steep. The other said, "We
will go there and die together." They walked toward it, and, when they

got near, they saw that between it and them ran a large stream. They

sat down on the bank and looked across, and saw that the peak came

right down to the other bank, and off to one side of the peak ran a high

bluff. The elder said, "Take off your leggings and let us cross over to

the peak." He took the lead and they waded in. The water came up

to mid-thigh; then higher. Finally the one behind called out and said,

" My friend, I cannot move. Something has hold of me. I cannot move.

Tell my people what has happened to me. Tell them not to cry for me.

Some mysterious power holds me." As this man stood fast, he called

out, " My friend, come back and shake hands with me for the last time."

The older boy turned back and approached his friend weeping, and

shook hands with him. Then he left him and the younger gave his war-

cry, and the elder went on weeping, toward the peak. He came out of

the water and walked up and down the bank weeping.

Just then he saw a man come out of the peak, and come towards him.

This man had a large coyote skin around him, the head coming up

over his head. He carried a large knife in his hand. The boy ran to

him and said, "Something is holding my friend." The coyote man
said, " Stand where you are!" and went on toward the boy in the water.

Just before he reached him he dived down under the water and cut the

big serpent which was holding the boy. He cut its head off with the

knife he was carrying. The other saw the serpent rise up, after its head

had been cut off, and splash water in every direction. The coyote man
then came to the top of the water and called to the boy on the shore,

"Go to the peak; there is a big rock there; that is the door. You will

find an old woman there. Tell her that grandfather has killed the ser-

pent he has been trying so long to get, and that she must bring some

hide ropes."

When the boy reached the place, the rock flew open like a door, and

an old, old woman came out. He said, "Grandfather has killed the

serpent he has been so long trying to get." The old woman said, "That

is true, he has been trying to kill it for a long time." Then the boy

went back to where the coyote man was standing. The coyote man
said, "Go get your friend and bring him out of the water." When he

reached him, the younger said, "I can walk no farther; I cannot move."

So the elder turned his back to him and got him on his shoulders, and

carried him to the bank and laid him there. Then the coyote man said,
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"Let him lie there a while; help me to drag out this serpent." They
both waded in again and cut the serpent to pieces and dragged them

out with a rope. When they had brought it all to the bank, the coyote

man said to the elder boy, "Lift your friend on your shoulders, and I

will carry his feet, and we will take him up to the peak." Meanwhile

the old woman was carrying up all the meat. The elder boy took his

friend on his back, and the coyote man held up his feet, and they carried

him up to the peak.

When he got close to the rock, the coyote man threw the door open

and they went inside, and the boy saw that the peak was a lodge, a very

fine lodge, and on one side they had a sweat house. The coyote man

told the elder boy to start a fire and to carry his friend into the sweat

house. He started a fire, and, after the stones were heated, they put

the younger boy in the sweat house. When they got the stones inside,

the coyote man sprinkled water on them four times. Meanwhile, the

younger boy was beginning to become discolored where the serpent had

caught hold of him. Four times they sprinkled water on the stones, and

after they had done it the fourth time, they told him that he was cured,

and he arose and walked out of the sweat house. The old woman called

to them to come and eat, for she knew they were nearly starved. Stand-

ing by the fire were two jars, in which she was cooking. She said, "I

know you are very hungry." She had two white bowls made of stone;

they were as white as snow. She put meat in each dish. She handed

each of them a white flint knife to cut with, and told them to eat all

they wanted. After they had finished eating, the coyote man, who was

sitting on one side of the lodge with the old woman, said, "Look over

there!" They looked and saw a very handsome young woman sitting

on the other side of the lodge. They looked at her, and the coyote man

said, "Now, my grandsons, I want to ask you two things: Do you want

to take that woman for your sister, or do either of you wish to marry

her?" The elder said, "My friend here is poorer than I; let him take

her for his wife." The coyote man said, "Ha-ho' (Thank you); that

is good. I am glad to hear that." (Here Two Crows stopped, saying

that he must ask a blessing from above before he continued; so that

he might be allowed to finish the story.)

After the vounger had chosen the woman for his wife, the coyot(

man told them to look to the north. They did so, and they saw a big

field of corn. He told them to look to the east, and there they saw the

country covered with buffalo. He told them to look to the south.

there were elk, deer, and all kinds of game. A little to on, here

the elk were (southwest), as they looked again, they saw herds oi

horses; and to the west, they saw all kinds of birds. The coyote man

said to them, "Now you shall go to your home. Take that woman

back with you to your camp; it is very fortunate one of you selected
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her for his wife; she is to be a great helping power to your people;

she will take everything I have shown you to your people; everything

will follow her." They went out of the lodge and stood looking toward

the south — the direction the two young men had come from. They

stood in this order. The old woman on the east side; then the coyote

man; then the young woman; then her husband, and then his friend.

Now for the first time the two young men knew that this woman was

the daughter of these two old people, for the coyote man said, "My
daughter, rest four times on your way." He meant make four stops,

not four nights, for he had given her the power to travel fast. The
coyote man said they would arrive at their village that night, and that

the next morning they would see all these animals around their camp.

He also told his daughter that if there was ever a little buffalo calf

brought in, not to say to it, "My poor animal." The old woman said,

"If they ever bring in any kind of fowl, never, never say to it, "My
poor animal. Do not express pity for any suffering creature." The
coyote man said to her, "I send you there for a special purpose. These

poor people only have fish and a few birds to eat, but now that you are

there, there will be plenty of game of all kinds; the skins of all these

animals will also be useful for wearing."

The three young people started for home and rested four times, and,

as they started the fifth time, they passed the crest of a hill and saw

the village below. When the people saw that there were three persons

coming back instead of two, the whole village came running toward them.

They came close and looked at the handsome woman. They spread

down a robe and carried her in it to her father-in-law's lodge; he was

one of the head chiefs. They all three sat together, and the elder boy

was the spokesman. All crowded close about them to hear the news

they had brought. He said, "Old men, women, and chiefs, societies

of soldiers, and children, we have brought this woman down here

from far up north; she has brought great power with her. You people

are saved from hunger. Now when the sun goes down and comes up

again, you will see many things around you." That night, as they went

to sleep, they heard noises all around them.

Early next morning an old man called out, " Get ready, get ready,"

and they saw the -buffalo close to the village; the wind was blowing

toward the east and there was just a little open space in front of the

village; the buffalo were all around. The Indians ran out with their

bows and flint-headed arrows and killed many buffalo. The buffalo

were so near that they shot them from the lodge doors. The elder boy

told the people that they must kill only what they needed, and that then

they must leave the buffalo alone. The buffalo came right up to the

lodge, in which lived the woman they had brought down, and rubbed

against it, and she sat and laughed.
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One of the chiefs went into the lodge where this woman lived, and
said to her father-in-law, "All the chiefs will come here in the morning

to hold a council and arrange some plan, deciding what to do." This

chief said, "We want to talk about returning favors to the girl and her

people, because they have been kind to us and brought us these ani-

mals." The woman said nothing, but her father-in-law answered,

"Come together here in the morning, and we will smoke and talk."

When the morning came, all the chiefs gathered together and came

to the lodge to talk with the woman. She was not like the other women;

she would hardly ever speak. She did not even go out and look around

as other women do, but always sat in the lodge. When the chiefs came

in, each in turn thanked her for what she had done and what she

had brought, and asked if they could do any favor for her or her

father for all that she had done for them. She said her father had not

told her to accept favors, and she must do only what her father told her.

Four years after that, this woman's husband said to her, "Let 1

back and visit your father and tell him what the chiefs told you, for

they asked if they might do you some favor." She said again, "No,

my father did not say I was to accept any favors." But after a while

she also said, "You are anxious to go there with me, let us go.'

her husband went to his friend, and said they were planning to go to

the peak again. The woman told her husband to tell his friend not to

come to the lodge until late at night; and he came after all the village

had gone to sleep. The woman said, " Everything is arranged. We will

start now." It was then late in the night. They walked outside the

circle of lodges. There they stood and the woman said, " Shut your 1

They did so, and when she spoke again and said to them, "Open your

eyes," they were standing in front of the door of the peak.

The woman said, "Father, we have come back; open the door." The

stone moved back and they went in. The coyote man and his wif<

up and hugged all three.
(

After they had eaten, the coyote man said to his daughter,
"

not expect you back, as I did not tell you to return.

for any favors. After you have rested, return to your villi

coyote man also said, "None of you must return here again. I

favor I ask is that no one ever says 'Poor animal' in speakii

or a beast; do not disobey me in that." They all st<

before stood in front of the lodge. The three shut their 1

they opened them they were standing in their own villa-

they started, the coyote man asked if they used the skins 1
mals

to wear and to make their lodges of. And when they said, " \ es, he

said it was good and that he was glad.

Four years after they returned, some boys were

buffalo calf into camp; they were abusing it by throwing dirt into its
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eyes. The woman went out and said, "My poor calf" — then she said,

"I forgot," and went and lay down in her lodge. When her husband

came in, he saw that she was sorrowful and said, "What is it, my
wife?" She answered, "I have done what I was told not to do; I said,

'My poor calf,' and my father told me not to."

That day the buffalo all disappeared and there were no signs of them.

Next morning the woman said to her husband, "Go and call your

friend." So he came. She said to both of them, "I am going back; if

you wish to come back with me I am glad; but if I must leave you here,

you will have a hard time." They both spoke and said, "We love you

and will go with you; let us go to the centre of the camp and have it

announced that we are going to where your father and mother live, so

that all the village may know what becomes of us." So it was announced,

and all the people came running to where they were. She said that

she had disobeyed her father in spite of his many cautions, and that

they must go away. When she said that the whole village began to

cry. Her friend then stood up and said that he and her husband were

going also; he told his father and mother and all his people not to sorrow

over him. Her husband also stood up and said the same, and that

they now must work for his wife's father and mother. After that, they

announced that they would start that evening for the peak. All their

relations wept because they were going to leave them forever. That night

all three disappeared, and no one ever knew what became of them.

The name of the woman was E-hyoph'-sta or Yellowtop-to-head, for

she had light- colored hair.

The buffalo never came back till they were brought from the spring

by the two young men. This happened long before that.

In all these stories which refer to the bringing of food, the persons who
are being helped are instructed to look in the different directions where

they see events which are to take place in the future, and in cases where

the buffalo are brought into the camp, the magical power of hero or

heroine often brings them in such numbers as to alarm the people.

Following the story of E-hyoph'-sta I give several versions of the bring-

ing of the buffalo and the corn by the two similarly dressed young men,

one of whom was the Suh'tai and one the Cheyenne culture-hero. One
of these tales is carried to a point where it explains the mysterious cap-

ture of the buffalo by the Suh'tai culture-hero or by his appointee. It

is to be noted that, while all the accounts of the coming of the two young
men from the spring agree that corn and meat were brought, some add

the bringing of paint and of tobacco, and even of a ceremonial object

or two. None of them speak of the bringing out of the buffalo cap at this

particular time.
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THE BUFFALO AND THE CORN.

In the centre of the great camp a big crowd of people were gathered.

Two men were playing the wheel game {Ah-koi-yu') and others were

looking on and betting on the game.

From different sides of the camp two young men walked up to the

crowd and stood watching the game, nearly opposite to one another.

Soon each saw the other, and saw that he was dressed and painted

precisely like himself. For some time they watched one another, and at

last they walked toward each other and met, and one said to the other,

"Friend, you seem to be imitating me; you are trying to mock me, are

you not ?
"

The other answered, "That is just what I was thinking about you. I

thought you were making fun of my dress."

"Where did you get your dress ?" said one. "Where did you learn it?"

said the other.

The man addressed pointed to the big white bluff far off, and said,

"I learned it in that big hill far away where there is an overhanging cliff

and a stream of water pouring out. There is where I got my dress."

"Why," said the other, "that is just where I got mine, the same place

you mean." Both were astonished.

One said, "Well, we will let the whole people know. Let us go to-

gether to that place, and let us try and bring something to the people.

Xc w we are drawing near the hill, and when the camp reaches it, we
will have an old man go through the camp and tell the people that we are

going in there. They can look at us and see us go in."

They went to the old man, and told him what they proposed, and said

to the crier, "The second camp from here, when we get close enough

to that b.itte, so that a man at its foot can easily be seen, tell the people

that my friend and I are going there to get something."

When the time came, the old man called this out, and asked the chiefs

and the soldiers to arrange the camp so that it should face this butte,

that these young men were going there to get something for the people.

When they had come near to the butte, they placed the camp as ordered.

They pitched two lodges in the centre of the camp, and gathered white

sage and spread it on the floor of both lodges. The people all gathered

and went toward the hill, following the two young men, but when they

had come near it, all stopped except those two— they went on.

When they had come close to the bluff, they stopped and put their

robes upon the ground, and then stooped down and walked in under

the water which fell from the cliff. When they reached the place, each

of the young men wished the other to go in first Finally they went in

together, side by side. The people saw them go out of sight, and stayed

there watching and waiting.
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When the two young men entered the bluff beneath the waterfall,

they found there an old woman, who spoke to them, saying, "Well,

grandsons, I am glad to see you. It is good that you have come. Sit

down." The old woman was sitting on the left hand of the door as they

went in. She said to them, "Look out this way," and she pointed; and

they looked through an opening and saw buffalo, deer, antelope, and

other animals. Then she pointed in another direction, and looking

that way they saw a big cornfield. She gave to one of the young men a

little bowl of grains of corn. To the other she gave a little bowl of meat,

cut up in small pieces. Then she said to them, "Take these tilings out

to the people."

When they brought these things out, they took them to the camp.

Xow these young men called the people to eat the food, and when they

ate the meat, the middle-aged men ate first, then the young men, then the

little boys. All ate and had plenty, and there was plenty left. After the

little boys had finished eating, the oldish women ate, then the middle-

aged women, and then the young women, after them the girls, and last,

all the little girls. The old men and the old women were left to the last,

then they ate. They ate a great deal, and almost finished up the meat, but

there was still some left.

Before they came out of the cave the old woman had said to them,

"After you go out, the buffalo will follow you right out."

The first one to come out was a three-year-old bull. He played about

for a little while and then went in again, and then presently all .he

buffalo came out. It was now late in the evening, getting dark. The
buffalo kept coming and coming, so many that they frightened the whole

camp. During the night, deer and antelope came out. Next morning

the whole country was covered with buffalo, except a little -pace to

leeward of the camp.

The nexl dav the two young men went back into the bluff, and the

old woman gave them corn to plant, and showed them how to do it.

She said to them, "You must plant this corn every year, in the spring."

After a time the two came out walking side by side; their whole

bodies and heads were painted with red paint mixed with grease. One
of them carried in one hand a pipe, and in the other paint, wrapped up

in an animal's pericardium. The other had in one hand corn, and in the

other three other kinds of seed-. After the}- had come out from the cave

they stopped before they went to the lodges, and the man who had

com in his hand said to the other, "My friend, what is your name?"
He answered, "My name is Mai-tum', Red, red. red, red." To the other

man he said, "What is your name?" "My name is Cornlcaf," he

replied.

They walked back to the centre of the camp and all the people followed

them. When they reached the camp, the man who carried the corn called
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for a great wide buffalo chip, and when it was brought to him he put

on it the corn, and placed the other seeds on the ground to one side of

it. The other man heaped up a little pile of earth, and on one side of it

put the pipe on the ground, and on the other the sack of paint.

Now, every one in the camp, children and all, received a handful of

corn; of pumpkin seed a handful was also given to every one in the camp,

and to every male a handful of tobacco seed was given. Cornleaf told

the people that they should plant that corn in some good place. After

that they moved the camp to a good place, and the man showed them

how to dig up the ground and how to plant this corn, in quincunxes,

the sharp end of the grain pointing upward. As the old woman had

advised, they planted the corn in the spring.

After all had planted their corn, the man who had brought the pipe

sent for the principal chief and told him that they must move the camp,

and go out and surround buffalo. They moved the camp to a new

place. He told the Fox Soldiers and the Dog Soldiers to choose out of

each band two quiet, good men, and also to select two good women.

These four men and the two women were to be servants to attend the

chief, who was to be the principal man to make the "medicine " for sur-

rounding the buffalo.

Now the chiefs sent out from the camp two men, to look for buffalo.

They said to them, "If you find buffalo, do not point at them with the

forefinger, but point with the thumb; and after you have found them,

co-iie back to camp and tell the people that we shall make a great sur-

round." They went away to do as they had been told.

Wl\en the two scouts returned to the camp, they went to the chiefs'

lodge and said, "The buffalo are just black" — meaning the prairie

is black with them. "We shall make a great surround." Then the

chiefs sent the soldiers about the camp to tell the people that they must
keep all the children in the lodges, and that no one should make any

noise by talking or laughing. All should stay in their lodges and keep

still.

In one of the soldier lodges a pile of soil was heaped up representing

the earth, and the pipe laid by it, and the man who brought the pipe

sat there, and his servant by him. After they had heard that the buffalo

were plenty, they did not move, but sat there all day. Their hair hung

all loose over their shoulders. In this lodge no one might scratch his head

with his fingers; each man carried a little stick to scratch with.

The next morning, early, an old man went through the camp and

shouted out for the people to sharpen their arrows and their knives.

They did so, and the men brought out their bows of elk and sheep horn.

When they started out to surround the buffalo, a bunch of white eagle

feathers was sent to the Dog Soldiers, and a bunch of black eagle feath-

ers to the Fox Soldiers; so the Dog Soldiers were to go to the left and the
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Fox Soldiers to the right. Each band had a pipe, and before they started

out, it was filled and smoked to the pile of earth and to the four directions.

Every man who smoked asked a blessing from the earth. He did not

hold the pipe to the heavens. When they had finished smoking, the

man who sat by the pile of earth cleaned the pipe, and knocked out the

ashes in four little heaps in the four directions. Again each band filled

the pipe, and the chief of the tribe also filled a pipe.

Now they were ready to start. When they started, they closed the

lodges— closed all the openings; even the smoke hole was closed. The
woman in each lodge was told to sit down and cover her head with her

robe and not to move. When they started, two scouts walked ahead

before each band, but they walked with their heads covered — the sol-

diers behind them told them which way to go. The men who carried

the pipes walked behind, and the medicine-man walked in the midst.

When they came in sight of the buffalo, the scouts uncovered their

heads, and pointed to the buffalo, saying, "We are to make a great

surround." Now, the two bunches of feathers were given to two good

men; they were to run around the buffalo, one to the right and one to

the left, until they met. Then they were to raise the bunches of feathers

toward the heavens, to describe a circle with their hands, and then to

place the sticks, to which the feathers were tied, on the ground, the

feathers pointing toward the buffalo.

After these men had done that, the men who held the pipes raised

them toward the sky, and made a circle with the hands, and then brought

the pipe against the breast and placed it on the ground. By this time- the

people were strung out all around the buffalo, and they began to close

in on them. When the buffalo became frightened, they ran round and

round, and the people shot them down with their arrows. When the

first buffalo had been killed, the soldiers went to the men carrying the

pipes, and said to them, "There is your buffalo; sit down by it." The

head of this buffalo was turned to the four directions, and then the

buffalo was laid with its head toward the sun, and butchered, and then

every particle of it was taken to the camp and cooked for the soldiers.

Now the ceremonies were over; every one might carry into camp

what he would. When they returned to camp, the lodges were opened

and the women could come out.

After this buffalo had been cooked for the soldier bands, five pieces

were cut from it, each one a good mouthful. These were for the man
by the pipe. The food cooked for the soldiers was placed on the hair side

of a buffalo robe. Whenever the servant put a piece of meat in the pipe

man's mouth, the soldiers could begin to eat, and so long as the pipe

man was chewing on the mouthful, they could eat, but when he stopped,

they were obliged to stop; thus, they could eat five times. After the

pipe man had eaten his five mouthfuls, no one might eat any more; but
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the men's hands were covered with grease, and they wiped them on

their bodies — greasing thus their hair and bodies and flesh. After that

the soldiers went home. The chief told them to take food home with them
so that their wives and children might have a taste of this buffalo.

After the soldiers had gone, the pipe man was fed.

The men going before the soldiers, and the women in the lodges, kept

their heads covered to prevent the buffalo from seeing them. So long as

their heads were covered, the buffalo would keep their heads down,

looking at the ground as these people were looking.

After they had surrounded the buffalo, they moved back to where they

had planted their corn. It had all grown up nicely. Some of the patches

did not grow very well, and this was believed to be a sign that those

who had planted these patches would not live very long. Other patches

grew well, and this was a sign that those who had planted these patches

would live to a great age. This is where the first corn came from.

There was a big camp. In the camp were two young men dressed

alike. They were not close friends nor relations; they did not even

know each other.

In the camp they were playing wheel games (Ah-koi-yu'). Two
games were going on in two circles, in each of which sat old men smok-

ing and looking on.

After a time the big camp moved farther up toward the mountains,

and when the camp had been pitched the two games were again started.

The two young men dressed alike came out and began to play again.

One of them thought that the other was making fun of him by imitating

his dress, and after a little while he thought he would go over and talk

to the other man.

He spoke to him and said, " Friend are you imitating the way I dress ?
"

The other answered, "No, this is my own way of dressing."

Each thought that the other was making fun of him.

The first man said to the other, "Where were you taught to dress in

this manner? " He replied, as he pointed with his hand, "You see that

big point of the hill up there, there is where I was taught to dress in

this fashion — there is where my dress came from." The other said,

"Why, there is also where I was taught to dress — at the same place

that you point to."

After they had finished talking about this, one said to the other, "I
will go down and tell one of the old men to call this out through the

camp." He went to an old man and said to him, "When you next cry

out, tell the camp to move to the edge of that farthest thick timber

towards the edge of the mountains. Tell them that two young men are

going to do some little things up there. It will be done the next morning
after the camp has been moved."
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The next day the village moved and camp was made facing the white

point of the hill toward which the young man had pointed. The next

morning after camp had been made, a big shelter made of two lodges

was put up in the middle of the circle. The other young man said to the

one who had first spoken, whose name was Red Tassel, 1 "You go

first." Red Tassel started. He said to the people, "After I have been

gone a little while, let one of you come and get my robe." He walked

straight to the point of the hill. In front of him was a great high rock

and he went straight toward it. When he had reached the foot of the

rock, he walked up and down in front of it, and then sat down. After

In- had sat down, they saw him no more, and at last a man went up there

and found his robe where he had been sitting, but he himself was not

there, nor were there any tracks leading away from where he had sat

down. All that the man could see were some black marks upon the

rocks made in the shape of a door, but he could see no crack in the rock.

The man brought back the robe and put it down where the young

man had been sitting when lie got up to go to the rock. When the robe

was put down the man who had disappeared came in sight again by the

rock, just where the robe had been brought back from. He walked

straight back to the camp and sat down and put down in front of him

two little sacks made of the pericardium of a buffalo.

The other man was named Rustling Leaf. 2 He now did the same

things that Red Tassel had done.

When Rustling Leaf had returned, bringing with him two little sacks,

Red Tassel told the people to bring to him two large wooden bowls,

the biggest they had. From the first sack he poured out into one of the

two bowls pieces of cut meat, so much that they filled the dish full.

Into the second bowl lie poured out, from the other sack, the seeds ^\

corn, tobacco, beans, and all things that they used to plant. Rustling

Leaf also asked them to bring him two large bowls — the biggest they

had —and into these he poured the same things that Rid Tassel had

brought.

Now Red Tassel called all the chiefs in the camp to cat his meat, and

Rustling Lea!" called all the middle-aged women to eat his meat. When
the chiefs and the women had eaten all they wished, there seemed to be

left in the bowls as much as there had been at first. When these people

had eaten all they wanted, Red Tassel called in all the middle-aged and

young men, and Rustling Leaf called all the young married women and

girls to eat. They all ate all they wished — all they could — and the

dishes were still full. Then they called all the children — male and

female, all who were old enough to cat — to come in. They all ate and

were satisfied, but the dishes were still full. Then they called for all the

1 The ml tassel of a stalk of maize in bloom.
3 The sound made by the leaves of the corn as they rub against each other in the wind.
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old people of the camp, men and women. Some were so old that they

could not walk and had to be drawn on rawhides. They all ate until

they were satisfied, and they at last emptied the dishes.

Of the seeds, they gave for planting a large handful to each chief and

to each family and to all the widows, and the seeds lasted until all were

supplied and then they gave out.

Another story by White Bull of the wheel game and the two similarly

dressed and painted young men is as usual. One asked the other, "Where
were you taught ? " and he pointed to where the spring came out of the

hill; the other rejoined, "That is where I was taught this manner of

painting." He then proposed that they should go into the rocks, saying,

"Something was given me from this place." The other said that he had

had the same experience. The two went in together. They seemed to go

in where the water was pouring out, and disappeared. The person who
was in there said to one young man, "Look at your hand. You have

five fingers." She put in his hand five grains of corn of different colors,

red, blue, white, yellow, and black, one at the root of the forefinger, one

at the root of the little finger, one at the base of the hand inside, and one

on the outside at the base of the thumb, and one in the middle of the

hand. Lines drawn from the fingers run to these grains. In the other

hand she put five pieces of meat, arranging them in the same way.

To the other man was given a piece of red stone like pipestone, but

flat, a circular piece. We ought to have this stone to this day. This disk

of stone was given to them to make the buffalo gentle. On this stone

they used to put tobacco for the buffalo. The tobacco was taken from

this stone to fill the pipe. In the other hand the young man was given

five rolls of paint. He asked what the five rolls were for, and was told

that they were to be used to dress themselves with. It was red paint.

The Rees stole some of the corn. The Cheyenne were cut off from

their corn patch by high water, and the Rees came and stole it. The
Pawnees got some of the corn from their relations the Rees. In growing

their corn the Cheyenne used stone hoes for cultivating it. They planted

their corn on the ground, but hoed it a great deal. The young men who
went in under the spring had these names when they were boys; one of

them was called Corn Tassel, the other Rustling Leaf, but after they

had come out from under the spring, their names were changed, and

the first was called It Goes In, and the other Red Paint. It is reported

that the Cheyenne grew com first at the mouth of the Cheyenne River

where it empties into the Missouri.

The people were having a "medicine" hunt; they knew nothing then

about the buffalo. Before making a "medicine" hunt, the medicine-

men all came together and pledged themselves to make a hunt; they
vol. xx. — no. 78. 13
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appointed a man to be leader and also his wife, so that, when they

caught animals they would get the females as well as the males. After

these had pledged themselves, they sent out runners to see what they

could find.

This time they chose two men to go out to look for ducks, geese, and

other birds. This was when the Cheyenne were far on the other side of

the Missouri River where there are many lakes. The men came back

and reported that a certain lake was covered with water-fowl of all

kinds; so the whole camp moved over to it, the dogs hauling the travois.

The lake was not large, and the men, women, children, and dogs sur-

rounded it, and made a great slaughter of birds, for they had called on

the spiritual powers to aid them so that the birds should not fly away.

When they moved again, they sent two more runners ahead to see

what they could find. These two went toward a high grassy table-land

and climbed up on it. They reached it towards sunset, and, as they

stood there, they saw the grass moving and found quantities of skunks

all around, so they went back to the camp and told what they had seen.

Next morning everybody started for the table-land. They all got around

it early in the morning and killed great numbers of skunks; everybody

was loaded down with them. The next day they again sent two men
to the same place, and many more skunks were seen, so that on this

day more were killed than the day before. They sent them again the

next day, and when they had finished killing they could hardly carry

away the meat. Again a fourth time the two men reported skunks

there, and many were caught and killed.

The next day they camped near a little knoll, where a spring came
out of the rock. This spring is called "Old Woman's Water" (Ma/-

ta-ma Heh'k-a-it). They camped near this spring with the opening of

the camp towards it. There was a fine place for the camp in the plain

there. There was a little brush near the spring. Nothing happened

that night.

In the morning two sets of hoops and sticks were taken to the centre

of the camp, and they rolled them there and gambled on the game.

Two games were going on. They selected the head of the hunting party

as one of the men to keep the count. While they were gambling, a

man came from the right side of the camp to the centre, where they

were playing. He was naked except for his breech-cloth, and was painted

yellow all over and striped down with the fingers; on his breast was a

round circle, in red, and on the back a half moon of the same color.

His face under his eyes was painted black, and there was a red stripe

around his wrists and ankles; he had a yellow down feather on his scalp-

lock and wore his robe hair side out. He stood for a time and watched

them playing. While he stood there, a man came from the left side of

the camp, whose paint and dress were just the same as his. While they
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were rolling the wheel, the man who had come from the right said to

the players, "My friends, stop for a moment." He walked toward the

other and asked him to come towards him, so they met in the centre

of the camp and stopped a short distance apart. They stood facing

each other, and the first one said to the other, "Why do you imitate me?
This is spiritual paint." The second said, " Mine also is spiritual paint."

The game had stopped and all the players were listening.

The first man said, "Who gave you your spiritual paint, and where

did you get it?" The other replied, "Who gave you yours?" The first

man pointed to the spring and said, "My paint came from there"

(meaning that at the spring he was instructed to paint himself in that

way). The other said, "Mine also came from the spring." Then the

first man said, "Let us do something for the hunters, the old men,

old women, young women, girls and boys." And the second said, "Yes,

let us do so." By this time everyone in the camp was listening. So the

first man said again, "Soldiers of all societies, every one of you shall

feel happy this day," and the other said, "Yes, you shall all feel happy

this very day." The first speaker walked toward the spring, and the

other followed close behind him. When he came to the spring, he covered

his head with his robe and plunged under the water into the opening

out of which the spring came. His friend followed him closely and did

the same thing. All the people in the camp watched them and saw

them go in.

The first man came up under the spring, and there under the knoll

sat a very old woman. As he stepped in, she said to him, "Come in,

my grandchild." She took him in her arms; held him for a few minutes

and made him sit down at her left side. As the other man came in, she

said again, " Come in, my grandchild." She took him in her arms, held

him for a minute, and set him on her right side. Then she said to both

of them, "Why have you not come sooner? why have you gone hungry

so long? now that you have come here, I must do something for your

people." She had near her two old-fashioned earthen jars. She brought

them out and set them down before her and also brought out two

earthen dishes ; one was filled with buffalo meat, and one with corn.

She said, "Come, my children; eat the meat first." They ate it very

fast, for it was very good; but, when they had eaten all they could, the

dish was still full; it was the same way with the corn. They could not

empty the dishes; they were full when the men stopped. They were

both satisfied, but the dishes did not show that they had been touched.

The old woman untied the feathers they had on their heads, and

threw them in the fire. She painted each man with red paint; striped

him, and repainted his wrists and ankles, and the sun and moon, yel-

low; then she stretched her hand out over the fire and brought out two

down feathers painted red and tied them to their scalp-locks. After
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that, she pointed to her left and said, "Look that way." They looked

and could see the earth covered with buffalo. The dust was flying up in

clouds where the bulls were fighting. Then she said, "Look this way "

(pointing partly behind her), and they saw immense cornfields. She

said, "Look that way" (pointing to the right), and they saw the prairie

covered with horses. The stallions were fighting and there was much
movement. She said, "Look that way again," and they saw Indians

fighting. They looked closely, and among the fighters recognized them-

selves, painted just as they were then. She said, "You will always be

victorious in your fights; you will have good fortune, and make many
captives. When you go away from here, go to the centre of your village;

call for two big bowls and have them wiped out clean. Say to your

people, women and children and all the bands of the societies, 'We
have come out to make you happy; we have brought out something

wonderful to give you. Tell your people that when the sun goes down
I will send out buffalo.' To each of the young men she gave some corn

tied up in sacks and told them to divide this seed among the people.

She told them to take some of the meat from the dish with one hand

and some corn with the other, and sent them away. So they passed out

of her lodge and came out of the water of the spring.

All the people of the village were sitting in a circle watching the spring.

The two young men walked on together to the centre of the village,

where the one who had first appeared said, "Old men, old women,

young men, young girls, I have brought out something that is wonder-

ful. Soldiers, I have brought out something wonderful for you. When
the sun goes down, the buffalo will come out." The other young man
repeated these words. The first man stood ahead, and the other right

behind him. The first man said, "I want two wooden bowls, but they

must be clean." A young man ran to the right and another to the left

to get the bowls. They set one down on each side of him, and with his

right hand he put the meat in the right-hand bowl, and with his left hand

he put the corn into the left-hand bowl. The bowls became half full.

The other man did the same, and the bowls were filled.

Just before leaving the old woman, she had said, "The medicine

hunter is to eat first," so the medicine hunter performed the ceremony

of niv-stan-i-vo'— making a sacrifice of a piece of the meat at the four

points of the compass — and the first man said to him, "Eat all you

can."

The old woman had told them that the oldest men and women were

to eat first. They all ate, first of the meat and then of the corn; then

the young men, young women, and the children ate, but the pile in

each dish remained nearly the same. After that the people in the camp
ate all they could, and after all had eaten there was but little left. At
the last came two orphans, a boy and a girl; they both ate, and when
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they had finished the meat was all gone and also the corn. It was

just as the young men had said, every one was happy, for now they had

plenty to eat.

As the sun went down, all the village began to look toward the spring.

After a time, as they watched, they saw a four-year-old bull leap out.

He ran a little distance and began to paw the ground, and then turned

about and ran back and plunged into the spring. After he had gone

back, a great herd of buffalo came pouring out of the spring and all night

long they could hear them. No one went to sleep that night, for the

buffalo made too much noise. Next morning at sunrise the earth, as

far as they could see, was covered with buffalo. That day the medicine

hunters went out and brought in all the meat they could eat.

The village camped there all winter and never lacked food. To-

ward spring they sent out two young men to look for moist ground to

plant the seed in, for the old woman had told them that it must be

planted in a damp place. They divided the corn seed; every one got

some, for there was enough for all. They made big caches in the earth

to hold the meat they had dried, and then went to the place the young

men had found and planted the seed. They made holes with sticks

and put the seed in the ground. Sometimes when they were planting

the corn they would go back to get their dried meat, for the buffalo

had moved to another place. Once, when they returned with their

dried meat, they found that some of the seed had been stolen, and they

thought that it was the Pawnees or the Arickarees — and that that was

the way these tribes got their corn.

There was a big camp in a circle facing this spring. There was no

food in the village, and everybody was hungry. The people were play-

ing the hoop and stick game in the centre of the village. This was in

the afternoon, when the game was generally played. While they were

playing, the people heard two men talking together. They looked at

them and saw that they both wore their robes with the hair turned out.

They were both painted the same way with yellow paint, and each

wore a down-feather on the head. Their names were Ho-Iv'-m-ests

(Standing on the Ground) and Mut'-sl-i-u'-iv (Sweet Root Standing).

Standing on the Ground asked Sweet Root why he imitated his dress.

Sweet Root replied, "I come from No-a'-vos" (Medicine Pipe Moun-
tain— a mountain east of the Black Hills). Standing on the Ground
said, " I came from this spring and my medicine comes from there."

As they talked to one another, all the players stopped to look at

them.

Standing on the Ground said to the people, '" Watch us. We are

going over into the spring; we will bring out something good for

you."
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They both went toward the spring. Standing on the Ground passed

under the spring first and Sweet Root followed him. When they came

up out of the water, they found there an old woman. As they entered

the door, Ma-ta-ma/ (old woman) told Standing on the Ground to sit

on her left, and Sweet Root to sit on her right. Standing on the Ground

said to her, "Grandmother, we have come here to ask you to take

pity on us; the village we come from is starving."

The old woman cooked corn for them in an earthenware pot and

to each gave some in a bowl. The bowls were also made of earthen-

ware (baked pounded stone). Then she said to both, "Take some-

thing out to your people to eat." She pulled out a big bowl, reached

down into an earthenware pot, and filled the bowl full of pieces of

meat cut up, and gave it to Standing on the Ground; then she got

another bowl, filled it, and gave it to Sweet Root.

Then she said to them, "My grandsons, look to the north." They

looked and saw the prairie covered with buffalo. The dust was flying

as the herds ran by. She said again, " Both of you look to the south,"

and they saw big cornfields. (North Hi-sm-I'-ta means between north

and east. South Hun'-sa-wun means southeast. When she told them

to look, she gave these names to north and south.)

The old woman said to Sweet Root, "Take out the meat to your

starving people. The buffalo will follow you." She said to Standing

on the Ground, "Take this corn out to your people and you will always

have it among you." She said again to Standing on the Ground, "I

have taken pity on you, and I give you my power. Do not forget; tell

your people when this corn is growing to keep some of it to plant again

— as seed." She took up an ear of corn and shelled it. She gave this

to Standing on the Ground, saying, "Tell your people not to give any

of this corn away and to take good care of it. If you obey, you will al-

ways have plenty to eat." She explained to Standing on the Ground

how to plant the corn, and said it must be planted each year in the

spring, and, then if it were well taken care of, it would be a benefit to

all the tribe. " It grows like a person (tall). If you ever give any of it

away, you will not have it any more." She said to Sweet Root, "Go
out first with the meat in the dish." Standing on the Ground fol-

lowed.

When the people saw the men coming out with the dishes, they all

sat down in a row— first the men, then the women, and then the children.

They took the oldest man and the oldest woman and placed them apart

on the right side of the line. The man sat on the woman's right. Stand-

ing on the Ground went first with the bowl of corn, and Sweet Root

followed with the meat. As they passed along the line, each person

filled the left hand with corn, and the right hand with meat and

ate.
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When they had fed all the people of the village, Standing on the

Ground took what was left of the corn and set it down in front of the

old man and Sweet Root brought the meat to the old woman and they

told them to finish what was in the dishes.

After all had finished eating, Standing on the Ground stepped out

in front of the line and said, "You shall hear what my grandmother

told me. My grandmother said that we must take care of the corn and

not give it away; if we take care of it, there will always be something

for us to eat." Standing on the Ground then told them about planting

the corn in the spring of the year. Sweet Root then stood up and said,

"Grandmother is going to make plenty with us that you have eaten."

(Meaning all kinds of animals.) "When you eat these animals, you

will be more healthy; there will be no sickness among you."

Standing on the Ground said to the people, "The reason I gave the

old man the corn last is that, when the corn is grown ripe it will turn

white, and old men have white hair. The men shall plant, and cultivate,

the corn, so that it may grow larger and taller."

Sweet Root said, "The reason I gave the meat to the old woman is

that the women shall take care of the skins and flesh of animals; shall

tan and dress the hides, and cut up the meat."

The two men said they wanted to select two young men, and it was

called out through the village. These two young men were to go up

on a little knoll and watch there all night. During the night the buffalo

began to come out of the spring, and at daylight these two young men
came back and reported that the buffalo were all over the prairie and
close around the camp. When the young men came running in, all the

people went out. The buffalo were so near that the people had to go

only a little distance to kill them. There were no horses then, but every-

body went out on foot and all day was spent bringing in the meat. They
all broke camp then and moved a little farther, following the buffalo.

Everybody was loaded with meat, and it was packed on the dogs.

In the spring they moved again to a good place to plant the corn.

They planted corn for four years, and during the fifth year an Arick-

ara Indian came into the village. He had his bow and arrows in his

hand. The village invited him to stop with them. Then he went away
and the Cheyenne moved off a little distance, to find a better hunting-

ground. While they were away a party of Arickara came and stole some
of the corn. The Arickara have always claimed that the white people

stole it from them.

In old times they did not plow the land, but merely made holes in

the ground and pushed the grains in, then it would grow up. The old-

time Indians always claimed that some one 'stole more corn from

them; that is the reason they stopped planting corn. The old woman
had told them to watch it, and they did not obey her.
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Standing on the Ground said, "I told you to watch this corn, but I

can see that some one has been stealing it. That takes the power of

raising corn from you." He also said, "It has only been four years

since we had it, and already another tribe has come and stolen it. If

you had watched it longer, you would have been young longer, but now,

at forty, you will begin to get old. I am going away, but will be back in

four days. I will bring you something new that will give you the power

again."

He went back to the Old Woman's Water; went in and brought out

the buffalo cap. They saw him coming to the centre of the village,

carrying something in his hands. Standing on the Ground said, "Now
we will begin a new life again." He selected a young man of the same

age as himself, and put him in charge of the cap to take care of it, and

said, "Put up a lodge for the cap." Then Standing on the Ground un-

wrapped the cap in the centre of the camp, so that everybody, men,

women, and children, could look at it. They first put down white

sage, then four buffalo chips on the sage, and on the chips the cap. All

the village stood in a circle around it. When they looked at it, it ap-

peared to quiver.

When Standing on the Ground brought the cap in, it was wrapped

up in matted hair from the buffalo bulls; then he opened it. After all

had finished looking at it, he carried it over to the lodge he had had

put up for it. When he entered, he asked for a buffalo rawhide and

made a sack of it, and in it put the cap, hair and all. The Cheyenne

declare that the sack and hair they still have are the same that Standing

on the Ground brought and made.

After pulling the cap in the sack, Standing on the Ground stayed in

the lodge, and during the night a young man came in, calling on the

cap to take pity on him. He came in with a swift hawk's tail feather,

to make an offering to the cap. Standing on the Ground was there,

and also the young man whom he had chosen to take charge of the cap.

The young man who was making the offering asked a blessing for all in

the village, that they might live long and be healthy. No one knew who

he was and he went out. The young man who was to take charge of the

cap asked Standing on the Ground who that young man was, and was

told thai he was Sweet Root Standing.

Then Standing on the Ground began to teach the young man he had

selected to take charge of the cap. He told him how to put it in the sack,

and how to take it out. He told him that at times he must take the cap

out, set it in the back of the lodge, and let the people sec it, and that

this would drive away disease and sickness of all kinds. He said, "If your

people had watched the corn for seven years, everything would have

been well. Now take good care of this cap, and do not forget what I

tell you."
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While Standing on the Ground was talking, some one came into the

lodge; he had a bad cough, and spasms. Standing on the Ground said

to the man he was teaching, "Look at that man; that is something you

cannot avoid. Disease goes everywhere; it cannot be prevented." The
sick man said, "You speak the truth; I have all kinds of diseases; I

carry them to everybody." Standing on the Ground said, "I cannot

cure him." When Disease left the lodge, he turned into a whirlwind

and disappeared.

Standing on the Ground said to his people, "That man carries all

kinds of sickness with him; he may come back a' any time of the day or

night." Standing on the Ground paid little attention to Disease, but

his pupil watched him. Standing on the Ground said again, "If you

had watched the corn for seven years, all would have been well; you

would have lived to be old, and Disease would have never made his

appearance."

The sack that Standing on the Ground made to hold the buffalo cap

was in the shape of a half moon. He told his pupil that in case of sickness

he must open it so that all might come to see it. He said that it would

drive sickness away. Then he hung the sack out in front of the lodge

to one of the pins above the door. He cut out another half moon sack

of hide. Nothing was put in this case; it is the sign of the cap. He told

the young man to go out hunting seven times and each time to bring

in four buffalo bull tails; these were hung on the sign of the cap. At

night the sack with the cap in must be placed by the headpiece of the

guardian's bed; but the sign sack must be left tied on the centre lodge

pole. The twenty-eight tails hang from the sign sack; it is hung on

the important lodge pole (Yi-to'-yi-no). The sack which holds the cap

is made from the tanned hide of a four-year-old bull.

Standing on the Ground told the young man that it was necessary

to use another hide for the sign sack. He said that outside the lodge

they must put seven cow tails, four around the lodge toward the four

directions, one on top and one on each wing. Porcupine quills must be

used to decorate these; all the Cheyenne must pattern their lodges after

this one.

Standing on the Ground told him to teach the people that they must

never have bad feelings against anybody; that they must never quarrel

or do harm to any one. He said, "There will be many who will own
this cap; its owner will die, but it will never wear out. You must tell

whoever you pass it over to, that he must take great care of it, and never

injure it in any way. If, in any manner, the cap is abused, or hurt, the

buffalo will disappear, because the cap is the head chief of the buffalo.

" Some time Sweet Root will bring to you another medicine.
" When you have driven the buffalo away, you will live on spotted

animals (cattle) ; then you will not be healthy as you are now, but Dis-
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ease will come often. All the medicine power of this cap will be lost.

You will marry early, and people will have their hair turn gray when

young. Sweet Root will tell you a great deal more than I do. Always

tell the others what I tell you. Do not forget what you have been told.

"I have spoken."

George Bird Grinnell.

New York, N. Y.
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SOME DAKOTA MYTHS. II.

6. THE WOMAN WITH A BEAR LOVER.

Once there was a man who lived alone with his three children and

his young wife. One day, when the man returned from deer hunting,

he found the children cooking bear's flesh. The next day, when he re-

turned, he found them again cooking bear. Then he thought to him-

self, " I wonder how they kill these bears. The next time I shall watch."

So the next day he made ready as if to go deer hunting, but as soon as

he got into the brush he concealed himself and waited.

In a little while he saw his young wife come out of the tipi with an

axe on her back and walk toward the woods. As she went along, she

struck the trees with her axe until she came to one that sounded hol-

low. When she struck on this a bear came out of the top, sprang to the

ground, and after caressing the woman had sexual relations with her.

Then the woman arose from the ground and killed him with the axe.

After the man saw what had happened, he went on with his hunting.

When he returned he found his children cooking bear as before. He
told the children not to eat any of the meat. His purpose was to make
the woman eat all of it. Then he told his wife to eat. At last she said,

"I have enough now." The man did not listen to her but took up the

meat and forced it all down her throat until she died.

Then the man said, "Now children, you are to go back to your

father [the bear]. " He gave them the skin of an oriole and a whetstone.

Then he sent them out to look for their father. "Go home," he said
;

"you do not belong here."

So the children started on their way. While they were going they

heard a little thing coming after them. They looked around and saw
their mother's head rolling along. "Where are you going?" said the

head to the children.

The children were afraid and made no reply, but went on as fast as

they could. They cried when the head was about to overtake them.

One of the children threw down the whetstone, and it turned into a

very high mountain. This mountain separated the children from their

mother's head. When the head came to the foot of the mountain, a

snake came along and the head said to it, " Grandfather, make a hole

through this mountain for me. If you will make a hole through this

mountain for me I will give you some scrapings from a buffalo-hide."

So the snake bored a hole through the mountain. When the head had
rolled through to the other side, it turned upon the snake and said,

"No, I will not give you anything." Then the head took the snake and
pulled it in two. Then the head went on in pursuit of the children, who
were very tired. At last they went up into a tree to rest. The head came
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to the foot of the tree, looked up and saw the children at the top. The
head called to them, "My children, I have very hard times ; come down

and go home with me." The children did not come down. The head

waited a while at the foot of the tree, and then said angrily, "If you

do not come down I will punish you. I will crush you, I will pound you

up fine." Then the head began to shake the tree, and when the tree

began to tremble a voice from above said to the children, "Take the

bird's nest you see near you and sit on it." Just as the children got

into the nest, the tree began to fall, but the wind carried the nest far off.

At last the nest came to the ground, and the children got out and

hurried on their way. Finally they came to a very large river. They
looked back and saw the head still following them. Out in the river

they saw something black moving along. When the head saw the chil-

dren, it called out, "Now, I shall get you. You will drown."

The black object in the water was a boat with a man in it. When
the man saw the children on the shore and the head pursuing, he called

out to them, "My children, come here. I will kill your mother."

The children sprang into the water and swam to the boat. When
they neared it, the man put out his oar and raised the children into the

boat one after the other. The head rolled into the water and swam
toward the boat also. The head said to the man, " Take me, too." So

the man put out his oar, and the head rolled up on it, but instead of

lifting the head into the boat, the man swung the oar with all his might,

and the head fell far out into the stream. Then he rowed out to where

the head was floating and beat it under with his oar.

7. THE YOUNGER BROTHER.

Once a man lived with his two wives and brother. One day the

brother went out to hunt, and as he was coming back he shot an owl,

which he brought home with him. As he was coming up towards the

brother's tipi, his sister-in-law met him and asked for the owl. The
brother refused to give it to her. Then she cried. She took a sharp

stone, scratched her fare and thighs, and came before her husband in

thai condition. She related that her brother-in-law had inflicted these

wounds trying to lie with her. This made her husband very angry. So

he sent for a friend, and directed him to take his brother out to an

island and leave him there. The friend did this, and when he returned

received the woman who caused the trouble for his wife.

The brother lived alone on the island. He could find nothing to eat

but rose berries. He soon ate all of these, but was still very hungry.

One day, while he was sleeping, he heard a noise near him, and, looking

down, saw three wild turnips pushing up from the ground. He took

these and they supplied him with food for several days. But at last

they were eaten, and he became very hungry again. One day, while
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he was sleeping, he heard a noise, and, looking around, saw a small

animal. He caught this animal, took out his paint bag, and painted

him, praying to him for some kind of power to get to the mainland.

Then he released the animal. It at once plunged into the lake, disap-

peared under the water, and presently there arose in its place a very

large animal with large horns. Tins monster addressed the brother,

directed him to climb upon his back and take hold of his horns. "Now,"
said the monster, "I shall take you to the shore, but you must watch

the sky, and if you see a cloud you must tell me." So they started

out, the man holding the monster's horns. When they were near the

shore, the brother saw a cloud. Now the brother was afraid that if he

told the monster about the cloud, the monster would dive into the water

and he would be drowned. So he kept still and said nothing about the

cloud. Just as they reached the shore, and the brother sprang off on

dry land, the thunder came down from the cloud and killed the monster.

As the brother walked on he heard some women cry. They said,

"Our grandfather is killed! Our grandfather is killed!" Looking

around, the brother finally made out that the noise came from a buffalo

skull lying on the ground. Looking inside, he saw a great maay mice.

"What are you doing in here?" he said. Then he took them out and

killed all of them.

Then the brother went on his way, and presently came to a lodge

where an old woman lived. As soon as the old woman saw him she

cried out, "Oh! my son, my lost son!" She called the young man in-

side and cooked some meat for him. Now the brother was very sleepy,

but was suspicious of the woman, so he lay quietly and watched. After

a while the woman took some paint and began to rub it on one of her

legs. As she did so, the leg became exceedingly large. This was the

way the old woman killed people. While she was doing this, the brother

sprang upon her and stabbed her with a crane's bill which he always

carried with him. The old woman screamed, and the brother sprang out

of the lodge as quickly as possible. Presently he came back, and, peeping

in, saw the body of the old woman lying in the fire. Then he gathered

together much wood and threw into the fire. In this way he burned up,

not only the body of the old woman, but the entire lodge. If he had not

done this, women would still have the power to increase the size and

the strength of their legs to such an extent that they could kill men
with them

After this he went on his journey and came to another lodge. Look-

ing in, he saw a woman. When she saw him, she invited him to come
in, and began to cook some meat for him. As he sat watching her, he

saw that she had a hole in the top of her head. As she cooked she took

out some of her brains and mixed them with the meat in the pot. Now
the brother called up his friend the gopher. This was the animal that
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helped him to get away from the island. The brother directed the gopher

to watch the woman at her cooking, and if the food was dangerous to

gnaw a hole in the bottom of the pot, so that the soup might run down

into the ground. Then the brother laid down as if to sleep. The gopher

gnawed a hole in the bottom of the pot so that the food all ran down into

his hole in the ground. Then the brother pretended to eat from the pot.

Then he lay down on his bed as if in deep sleep. This is the way this

woman killed people. She mixed poisonous soup for them, and after

they had eaten they became unconscious and died. Now the brother

watched the woman, and when she lay down to sleep he arose, and tak-

ing a hot stone from the fire, dropped it into the hole in her head. The
woman sprang up, the hot stone sputtered and sizzled. The woman
reeled, screamed, and fell down dead. Then the brother threw the body

into the fire and burned it up, together with all her belongings. If he

had not done this, women would still mix the poison of their brains

with the food they cook.

As the brother went on again he came to another lodge. An old wo-

man was looking out, and he heard her say, "There comes a man." A
voice from the inside said, "I have seen such a thing before." The old

woman invited him to enter. Fine food was set before him. There were

two beautiful girls there. Each had a bed on opposite sides of the lodge.

When night came each invited the brother to bed. As he did not move,

the girls fell to disputing as to which he would choose. At last the bro-

ther settled the argument by going to one of the beds. Now these girls

had teeth in the vagina, and when they were in erethism the teeth could

be heard grating upon each other. The brother heard the noise. He
took his crane's bill, thrust it into the vagina and upward, killing the

girl. Then he went over to the other bed and did the same. Soon he went

on his way. If he had not done this to these girls, all women would be

dangerous to their lovers.

Then he continued his journey, and presently saw a cloud on the top

of a hill. As he came on, he turned about and saw many animals follow-

ing him. They were of all kinds, and he was afraid. Then he saw there

was a woman with them. He threw away his clothes, painted his body

with mud, and, taking a cane, walked along bent over like an old per-

son. Then the woman called all the animals back saying, "You must
not hurt such an old man." Then the woman spoke to the brother and
told him that he would find some old weak animals in the rear that

would serve him as food. When the man went to look for them, he found

nothing but skunks, porcupines, and badgers. He killed some of them,

however, and ate them. This is the way that people came to eat the

flesh of animals.

As he went on he came to another lodge. He saw a poor woman
going out for water. When he came up to her, he saw that she was his
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sister. She told him that her husband was very cruel to her and always

beat her when he came home. Now the brother told her to go in to her

husband as before and say nothing. The brother stood outside. When
the man began to beat the woman he sprang into the lodge and struck

down the cruel husband. Because he did this it has come to pass that

cruel husbands are punished by their wife's relatives.

As he continued on his way, he came at last to the camp of his people.

His brothers lived here and also his father, who was now very old. They
were all glad to see their long-lost brother, and the father was so glad

that he died from the excitement. One day the young man went out to

hunt and killed a great many buffalo. He killed so many that when
the meat was piled up it looked like a hill. Then he returned to the

camp, told his people to take their horses and go out for the meat. When
they came to the place they found that birds and animals in great num-
bers had come from every direction to eat the meat. When the people

came up the animals fell upon them, and all the people were destroyed.

This is why animals now eat the flesh of men.

8. THE STONE BOY.

Four brothers lived together in the same tipi. One day a strange wo-

man came and stood outside. They sent the youngest brother out to

see what it was that stood outside. The youngest brother went out to

see, and came back with the information that a woman was standing

there. Then the eldest brother said to the youngest, "Call her your

sister and invite her inside."

When she was invited she hesitated. She kept her face hidden in her

robe. The brothers were cooking buffalo tongues for their meal. They
gave some of these to the woman, but she turned her back while eating

them so as not to show her face. After a while the three older brothers

went out to hunt. The youngest brother was curious to see the face of

the woman. So he went to the top of a high hill and sat down. Then he

left his robe on the hill and changed himself into a bird. He flew to the

tipi and sat upon the poles at the top. He began to sing and to peck upon
a pole, looking down at the woman. Now she had her face exposed, and
he saw that it was covered with hair. Spread out before her was a robe

with a row of scalps half way around it. The woman heard the bird

pecking on the poles above, and looking up said, "You bad bird, go

away."

Then she began to count the scalps in the row, and, talking to herself,

said, "I will take the scalps of these four brothers and fill out this row

with them in the order of their ages, beginning with the oldest."

Now when the little bird heard this he returned to the hill, resumed

his former shape, and waited for his three brothers. When he saw them
coming he went out to meet them. He related what he had seen. Then
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they planned to take a pack strap and boil it so as to make it weak and

soft. When this was done they gave it to the woman and sent her out

for wood. Now when the woman had gone they took up the bundle

she had brought with her and in which she kept the robe with the scalps

and tossed it into the fire. Then the brothers went away.

The woman gathered together some wood, but every time she tried

to tie it up with the pack strap the strap broke. At last she became

very angry and said, "I will kill the brothers." So she returned to the

tipi, but found the brothers gone and her bundle burned up. She was

very angry. She thrust her hands into the fire and pulled out the robe.

Then she took up a large knife, tied an eagle feather on her hair, and

started in pursuit of the brothers. As she was very swift, she soon over-

took them, and, shaking the knife at them, said, "I will kill you." All

of the brothers shot arrows at her, but could not hit her. She came up,

knocked down the oldest, then the second in order, and then the third.

The youngest brother stood far off, with a bow and arrows in his hands.

The woman ran at him, but a crow that was flying around over his

head said, " Young man shoot her in the head where the feather is."

The young man did as directed, and killed the woman. He beheaded

her and buried the body. Then he made a fire, heated some stones, and

made a sweat house. When this was done, he dragged Ins three dead

brothers into the sweat house, where he began to sing a song and beat

with a rattle. Then he poured water upon the heated stones, and as the

steam began to rise one of the brothers began to sigh. Then all of them

sighed. When the youngest brother poured more water upon the stones,

the three brothers came to life again. They all returned to their tipi.

One day another young woman came and stood outside of the tipi

as before. The youngest brother looked out and said, "My sister, come

in." This woman did not hide her fare. After a time she said, "Have

you any brothers?" The youngest brother told her that he had.

The youngest brother cooked some buffalo tongues and gave one to

the woman. She thanked him for this and they talked pleasantly to-

iler.

Now the brothers were out hunting for buffalo as before, and the

youngest went out to the top of a high hill and left his robe, became a

bird, and sat upon the poles on the top of the tipi. He pecked at the poles.

The woman looked up and said, "Gel away from here. You will spoil

my brother's poles." Looking down the bird saw a row of moccasins

laid out in front of the woman. She put her hand upon one pair saying

to herself, "These are for the oldest." Then she took up another pair,

saying, "These arc for the next of age." So she went on until all were

provided for. Then the bird tlew back to the hill and became a boy

again. When he met his brothers, he related to them what he had seen.

They were all happy. They had as much buffalo meat as they could
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carry, and when they came into the tipi the woman said, "Oh my, you

are good." At once she began to dry and cook meat.

One day the oldest brother went out to hunt, but did not return.

The following day the next in order of age went out to search for him,

but he never came back. Then the next went out, but he also failed to

come back. Then the youngest went out to look for his brothers, and as

he did not come back the woman began to cry. She went out to the top

of a hill and found a nice smooth round pebble there. So she slept at

that place one night and then swallowed the pebble. When she reached

the tipi her abdomen had become very much distended. After a little

while she gave birth to a child. It was a boy.

As this boy grew up he was always wanting a bow and arrows. And
when he got them he was always shooting at birds and small animals.

At last he became a tall man. Some of his uncles' arrows were still in

the tipi, and one day, as he took them down, his mother related the fate

of his four uncles. When the young man heard this story he said to his

mother, "I shall find them."

"No, you are too young," said his mother.

"No, I am old enough," said the young man.

So the young man started out to search for his uncles. After a time

he came to a high hill, from the top of which he saw a little old tipi. He
went up to it and looked in at the door. He saw a very old woman in-

side. When the old woman saw him she said, " Come in, my grandchild

;

come in and break my ribs."

As the young man entered, the old woman stooped over toward the

ground, and the young man kicked her with his foot until all her ribs

were broken. At last, as he kicked, one of the ribs turned inward and

pierced the old woman's heart. This killed her. Looking around inside

the tipi, the young man saw the skeletons of many people. These were

killed when breaking the old woman's ribs, because the last rib when
broken turned outward and pierced the heart of the kicker. But this

young man, who was called the Stone Boy, could not be killed in that

way.

Among the skeletons in the tipi were those of the four uncles of the

Stone Boy. He looked over the bones, then went outside, made a sweat

house, and heated some stones. Then he took the bones into the sweat

house, sang some songs, and beat with a rattle as his uncle had done.

When he poured water on the stones and the steam began to rise, the

dead all came to life. The Stone Boy addressed his uncles and said to

them, " You are my four uncles who went away and never came back.

Now I shall take you home with me."

One day Stone Boy said to his mother, "I am going out in this direc-

tion" (pointing to the left).

"No," said she, "you must not go that way, for it is dangerous."
vol. xx. — no. 78. 14
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"Yes, but I am going that way," said he. This was in the winter.

He came to a very high hill where four girls were sliding down on the

snow. "Come chase us," said they. Stone Boy sat down behind them

on the piece of raw hide they were sliding with. At the bottom of the

hill they ran against a bank and Stone Boy bumped the girls so hard

that they were killed. Then he went home.

After a time he went out on another journey, and saw an old buffalo

bull hooking at a rock. Stone Boy stood watching him for a while and

then said, "What are you doing there?"

The buffalo replied: "A man named Stone Boy killed four girls.

These girls were four white buffalo, and now all the buffalo are hunting

for Stone Boy. So I am practising my horns on this rock, because Stone

Boy is very hard to kill. When winter comes, we shall go out to hunt

for Stone Boy."

"I am the one you are looking for," said Stone Boy to the buffalo, as

he shot an arrow into his heart.

Then Stone Boy went home, and told his four uncles that they should

gather together a lot of brush, because the buffalo were coming, and

they would cover the earth. With the brush they built four fences around

their tipi. Then the buffalo came. Stone Boy and his uncles shot down
many of them with their arrows, but the buffalo tore down one fence

after the other until just one remained. But so many buffalo had been

killed by this time that the leader of the herd called the others away, and

Stone Boy and his uncles were left to live in peace.

9. THE MEDICINE PIPE.

On the Cheyenne River Agency there is a medicine pipe. Once long

ago there was a camp of the Sioux. This was at the time when they had

no horses. It was in the winter. Two men were sent out of the camp to

scout for buffalo. They went up on a high hill, and when they looked

over they saw some one coming down from another hill near by. The
person was dressed in red. As the men were looking they saw that this

person was carrying something in its arms. One of the men said to the

other. "I believe it is a woman. Let us capture her." When she came

near they saw that she was very handsome; that her dress, leggings,

moccasins were all in-red. One of the men ran out to meet her, and

taking hold of her was about to throw her on the ground, when she said,

"Wail a moment until I put this pipe down on the ground." It was the

medicine pipe which she carried. When the woman had put the pipe

flown, the man threw her on the ground and began to pull up her dress.

The other man remained standing upon the hill, because he looked

upon the woman as medicine. He saw something come down from the

sky that looked like a snake. It remained there a while then went back

up again. Then he saw the woman rise from the ground, and beside
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her lay the skeleton of a man. That was all that was left of his com-
panion.

The woman took up the pipe, and came toward the man upon the

hill, and as she approached him she said, "I bring you this pipe. It is a

calf pipe. I bring it to you because your people are starving. This pipe

will bring you many buffalo. You go back to your people and tell them
about it. In the centre of the camp you are to make a large tipi, and
when this is done I will come there."

The man ran back to the camp and told the people what the woman
had said, relating to them the things that had passed. The people were
very sorry and much ashamed of the conduct of the man who had be-

come a skeleton. They made the tipi in the middle of the camp as

directed. When it was completed, all the good men of the tribe were
invited to come in, and while they were sitting there the woman came.

Now at this time there was a groat famine among the people. The
woman talked to the men and told them how they should live. When
she had finished, she requested that they send two good runners to the

top of the nearest hill to look for buffalo. She requested the people of

the camp to get ready for the hunt and wait. She told them they were

not to kill buffalo until they came into the buffalo drive, because enemies

would follow after the buffalo.

The people did as directed.

Presently the two men who had gone out on the hill to look for

buffalo were seen running toward the buffalo drive with the whole herd
at their heels. When the herd dashed into the drive, the people fell upon
them and killed a great many. While they were doing this, the enemies
who had been pursuing the herd dashed into the drive and met a like

fate.

After this the woman gave the people the medicine pipe, which they

now have. This pipe had the stem covered with red calfskin. Upon
the bowl of the pipe was carved the image of the buffalo calf. Then,
according to the woman's directions, they cut hair from the enemies
and tied it in bunches to the stem of the pipe. When this was done, she

directed them to bring in the scalps of their enemies and celebrate the

victory dance, eating the meat of the buffalo.

The woman said, "I shall be here four days, and then go away." At
the end of that time she requested all of them to take a good look at her.

While they were looking she suddenly disappeared.

This pipe is sometimes called the white robe. Sometimes it is called

the bowl or shell. This pipe had the power to do many things, and
several ceremonies are supposed to have come from it.
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IO. THE MEDICINE BOW.

Once there was a poor boy. When he was about eighteen years old

he went out with a war party to look for enemies. They travelled many
days, until the boy's moccasins were all worn out. His companions

advised him to go back. One of the party took pity on him and made
him two pairs of moccasins from some raw hide he happened to have.

Then the boy started home again. When the sun was almost down he

came to the edge of a river. It began to thunder and rain. A storm

came up and it rained very hard. The boy was greatly frightened and

began to cry. He sought shelter behind a large tree. Soon it began to

hail, and it was a very bad storm.

After a while the boy heard a voice from above. Some one said, " You
are having a hard time all around. I shall be your friend." All this time

the lightning was flashing around. The boy rose up toward the thunder

and was given a white horse. Then he rode along in the lead of the

thunder. The rain and the lightning was moving in the direction of his

home. After a while the horse brought the young man to a point just

above his camp. They were still in the land of the thunder. (The boy

got the bow while up in the sky.) The storm stopped at this place until

morning.

While the boy was in the sky, the lightning told him to take the bow,

and, turning to his left, circle the camp and go out to the top of a hill and

wait there. Then the thunder let him down to the ground and he did as

he had been told. Before letting him down, the thunder told him also

that a man would come to him and instruct him how to make a lodge

for himself out in a lonely place where there were no people. The door

of this lodge was to be toward the west, and a pole should be put up at

the side of the tent upon which the medicine bow was to be hung.

Then he should call in four old men to take part in the ceremony.

He did all this. While the four men were standing in the lodge, the

young man came in and directed them to make a sweat house in each

of the four directions from the lodge. When these were ready, the young

man sent word to the camp, inviting all who wished to come down and

enter the sweat house. When all was ready, the young man painted the

four men all over with red and directed each to go to one of the four

sweat houses. Then the people who wanted to come down divided

themselves into four parties, each entering one of the sweat houses. The
young man went into one of them also. WT

hen the ceremony was over

and they had returned to the lodge, the young man took his medicine

bow, which had been given him by the thunder, and, calling in an assist-

ant, directed him to set up a mark toward the west, one toward the

north, one toward the east, and one toward the south. They were to

run to these marks. Each of the four men had a stick. Then, with the
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young man running in the lead, the four men ran first to the mark on

the west and struck it with their sticks; then to the north; then to the

east; then to the south. Each time as they struck a mark with their

sticks, they said, "Now we kill the enemy." They did all this without

stopping, and, continuing to run, they circled the lodge once for each of

the four directions and entered. Sage grass was scattered around the

inside of the lodge.

The young man said to his assistant, " Go out and cut me four willow

sticks."

When the sticks were brought in, the young man gave one to each of

the four men, directing them to peel off the bark and scrape the stick

smooth. In this way they made them exactly like the medicine bow.

When this was done, the young man tied strips of rabbit skins to the

wrist of each of the four men. He hung feathers around their necks.

He tied bands, worked in porcupine quills, around their heads, and stuck

an eagle feather in front pointing toward the left. Then the young

man painted their faces black, to represent the power of the thunder,

and made crooked lines on their arms and legs with the same color to

represent the lightning. "That is all," said he. " I came with the light-

ning. I was told to do this in this way."

Then the young man led the whole party out to war. As they were

going along on the warpath they came to a single white horse, standing

ready to ride. "That is my horse," said the young man. "It was given

to me by the thunder." He had told his people before starting that they

would see a white horse sent down by the thunder.

As they went on, they came in sight of a band of black men. These

were the enemies they sought. They charged upon them. The thunder

had told the young man that he would never be hit in battle. So he

rushed into fight, carrying the medicine bow in his hands, and all the

enemies were killed. Then the party returned to the camp. They had

gone out to the west. As soon as they came back they went out to the

north. Again they met a party of enemies and killed all of them. Then
they returned and went out from the camp to the east. Here, again,

they destroyed a party of enemies. Then they went out to the south and

did likewise.

The medicine bow gave these people the power to win victories, and

to capture many horses. It also had the power to prevent them being

wounded. After a time all these men died, and then whoever carried

the medicine bow would be safe in battle. When a man wished to have

a medicine bow, he would make gifts of horses to some good man, who
would make the bow for him. No man who owned the medicine bow
was ever hurt in battle. None of them were even wounded.

The real medicine bow was owned by the young' man. When he was

very old, a great thunder-storm came up one day and carried the bow
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back to the sky. The other bows used by the people were made after

the pattern of those owned by the four men.

All this happened many, many years ago. The medicine bow has

been dreamed about by many men since. It has always shown the

same power.

Clark Wissler.

American Museum of Natural History,

New York.
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THE QUEEN OF SHEBA.

The Biblical story of the Queen of Sheba, thanks to its romantic

character, has had a noteworthy career. It was embellished by post-bib-

lical Jewish writers with a vast amount of fanciful detail. From Jews

in North Arabia it passed to the Arabs, and is used by Mohammed in

the Koran; in South Arabia, likewise, Arabs received it from Jews and

carried it across the Red Sea into Abessinia, and learned historiogra-

phers traced the lineage of the royal family of Abessinia to the famous

queen. She became and is still a name for all that is magnificent and

intelligently curious.

According to the narrative (1 Kings x, 2 Chron. ix), the Queen, hav-

ing heard of Solomon's wisdom, comes to Jerusalem in great state, with

spices, gold, and precious stones, to test him; she plies him with hard

questions concerning everything that interested her, and receives satis-

factory answers — there was no problem that Solomon was not able to

solve. Further, he shows her his palace and his household arrange-

ments, including the fine bearing and splendid dress of his attendants,

with the result that she is lost in admiration of his riches and wisdom:

"Happy," she exclaims, "are those who serve you and hear your wisdom,

and blessed be your God who has bestowed on you such excellence and

happiness!" Then, after the usual exchange of presents between the

two sovereigns, she goes back to her own land, and we hear no more

of her in the Old Testament.

This story cannot be taken as historical. The "Sheba" meant, as is

evident from the presents brought by the queen, is the famous region in

southwest Arabia, later known as Yemen, "the South;" the Arabic

name (yaman) by confusion with a similar word (yamin) was under-

stood to mean "fortunate," and the consequent Roman designation,

Arabia Felix, has become a part of our geographical nomenclature. 1

Though the early history of this region is not known to us, it is not im-

probable that a kingdom of Sheba (the native name is Saba) existed as

early as the times of Solomon (middle of the tenth century b. c). But

it is not probable that the Israelites were acquainted with the Sabean

land in Solomon's time. The other mentions of Sheba in the Old Testa-

ment 2
all belong in the period after the capture of Jerusalem by the

1 So Milton, Paradise Lost, iv, 159-163: —
As when to them who sail

Beyond the Cape of Hope, and now are passed

Mozambic, off at sea northeast winds blow

Sabasan odours from the spicy shore

Of Araby the bless'd.

1 Ezek. xxvii, 22 f., xxxviii, 13; Isa. Ix, 6; Jer. vi, 20; Job i, 15, vi, 19; Ps. lxxii, 10,

15; Joel iii, 8.
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Chaldeans (586 b. a), when the Jews came into possession of Baby-

lonian geographical learning. The story in Kings is a part of the ideal-

izing legendary matter that gathered about Solomon's name. Doubt-

less he had a reputation in his day for some sort of wisdom, as David in

his day was esteemed as a poet; but David became in the tradition the

ideal religious poet, and Solomon the ideal sage. He is said to have com-

posed 3000 proverbs and 1005 songs, and to have spoken of all plants

and animals — of which literary activity no trace has come to us.

The exuberance of the legend appears in the statement (1 Kgs. iv, 34,

in the English Version) that visitors from all peoples and all kings

of the earth came to him to hear his wisdom — a form of statement

thai betrays the late date when the Jews came into contact with a great

number of nations. The visit of the Queen of Sheba is a particular illus-

tration of the general statement; Sheba is chosen as a far-off and fa-

mous land. She is herself a sage or a student, troubled by difficulties,

and she seeks a great man to solve her problem, just as, long afterwards,

wandering scholars, in the absence of books, sought learned men every-

where as teachers; 1 but this reflective attitude is not in accord with

what \vc may surmise to have been the state of culture in Sheba and in

Israel in the tenth century B. c.

The story is not the less interesting for being legendary. If, as seems

probable, it arose in the sixth or the fifth century b. c, when Sheba be-

came prominent in the Old Testament, we may infer that at that time

Solomon was thought of mainly as a splendid and practically wise king,

and had not attained the reputation assigned him by the authors and

editors of Proverbs, the Song of Songs, and Ecclesiastes. It is note-

worthy, also, that the custom of asking " hard questions " existed at that

time. Unfortunately the story does not tell what these questions were,

and this lack the fancy i)\ later writers undertook to supply. Among the

literary productions of the post-biblical Jews are certain paraphrases

of Biblical books (Targums) and commentaries (Midrash) abounding

in anecdotes, queer conceits, and all sorts of gossip. Much of this

material may have been the product of familiar talks by teachers to

their pupils, which sometimes ran into storytelling not unlike that of

the Moslem rawis, to which we owe a good deal of the matter of the

"Thousand and One Nights." These books have preserved a great

mass of popular Jewish beliefs and fancies, parallel to certain opinions

and beliefs found in the early Christian writers, and such beliefs come

under the head of folk-lore, according to the wider definition sometimes

given that term. In the Midrash or commentary on Proverbs, in the

treatment of the first verse, there is a short list of the Queen of Sheba's

questions. The writer quotes the words ascribed to Job (Job xxviii, 12):

"Where shall wisdom be found?" and remarks that they refer to the
1 Sec Ecclus. ch. xxxix.
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Queen of Sheba, who came to Solomon to test him with riddles. "If I

ask you a question," said she, " will you answer it ?" He replied: "The
Eternal gives wisdom" (Prov. ii, 6). Her first riddle*. Seven go out, nine

come in, two pour, and one drinks. He answers: Seven days of separa-

tion (after the menses) between man and wife, nine months of pregnancy,

two breasts, and one (babe) that drinks. The second riddle: A mother
says to her son: Your father is my father, your grandfather is my
husband, you are my son, and I am your sister. The mother is Lot's

daughter (Gen. xix, 30-38). The Queen then applies two other tests.

She sends for persons of both sexes, dressed alike and looking alike, and
asks the king to distinguish the males from the females. He has nuts

and parched grain brought and distributed — the males take them in

their outer garments (which they have to raise), the females, more mod-
est, in their cloaks. She then requires him to distinguish between cir-

cumcised and uncircumcised persons; he orders the chief priest to bring

the ark: the circumcised bowed only half the body, and their faces shone

with the glory of the divine Presence, the uncircumcised, like Balaam
(Num. xxiv, 16), fell on their faces to the ground. The two riddles

and the first test are of the nature of popular jokes; the second test sets

forth an academic exaggeration.

The book of Esther, though it makes no reference to religion, was a

favorite among the Jews because it describes a great national triumph
(which is, however, not historical). Three late paraphrases of the book
have come down to us, the second of which gives another list of riddles,

together with an account of how the Queen came to visit Solomon.

After an extraordinarily confused history of the foreign monarchs who
had oppressed Israel, the writer turns to David and then to Solomon
(of whom also he had previously spoken), to whom God had given

dominion over all beasts, birds, reptiles, demons, and spirits, and he

knew the speech of all these. On a certain day when his heart was

warmed by wine, he made a great feast, invited all the neighboring

kings of the East and the West, had music on all sorts of instruments,

and ordered all the beasts and demons to be brought, in order that the

kings might see his greatness. All these came except the moorcock,

whom the angry king was about to put to death. The bird, however,

excused himself by saying that for three months he had been flying over

the earth, without food or drink, to see if there was any land that did

not acknowledge the king's authority — he had come on a land in the

East abounding in gold and silver, with trees as old as the creation and
watered from the Garden of Eden, its inhabitants ignorant of war, and
ruled over by a woman whose name was the Queen of Sheba, and,

he added, if the king desired, he would bring the rulers of that land in

fetters and lay them at his feet. The king approved, a letter was written,

and the bird, attended by the other birds, departed with the letter attached
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to his wing. When he reached Sheba, the Queen had just gone to the

shore of the sea to perform her devotions — looking up she sees the sun

obscured by the host of birds and is astounded — the bird descends,

she sees the letter and reads (in substance): "King Solomon greets you

and your nobles. Know that God has given me authority over beasts,

etc., and all kings send me greeting. If you will do likewise I will confer

great honor on you— if not, I will send an army and destroy you."

The Queen decided that it would be wise to obey. She sent costly pre-

sents, with a letter saying that, though the journey from Sheba ordi-

narily took seven years, yet, on account of the questions she wished to

ask, she would come in three years. She came accordingly, had a splen-

did reception, and put her test questions. First riddle: A wooden well

with iron buckets that draw up stones and pour out water. The answer

is: the tube of antimony (kohl), used by women to blacken their eye-

brows; the "stones" are the chalk contained in the antimony mixture
;

the "buckets" are the needles with which the mixture is applied to the

eyebrows. Second riddle: As dust it comes forth from the ground, its

food is dust of the earth, it is poured out like water, and it illumines the

house. Answer: naphtha. Third riddle: A piper passes over its head

and it utters a loud and bitter cry, its head is like a reed, it is honor for

the rich, disgrace for the poor, honor for the dead, disgrace for the living,

joy to birds, trouble for fishes. Answer: flax — the wind pipes over the

flax-stalks, linen furnishes garments of varying value to different classes

of men, from flax are made shelters for birds, nets for fishes. These

seem to be poor things to take a three-years' journey for; one might

expect more serious questions to be assigned to an intellectually eager

woman and a wise man; but these riddles are the tattle of story-tellers.

The Midrash and the Targum give only a portion of the fancies that

gathered about the Biblical story. It was from North Arabian Jews

that Mohammed got most of what he knew of the Queen; but the

account in the Koran differs in some details from that in the Targum:
Solomon sends the messenger bird, not on the occasion of a feast, but

while he was on a journey and had come to the Valley of Ants — it is

stated in later books that the bird was summoned to find water for the

army, and its absence was thus discovered; and further, Solomon tests

the discernment of the Queen by sending for her throne, which was

brought in the twinkling of an eye and altered, and when she was asked

if it was hers, she discreetly replied that it looked like hers.

Both the Targum and the Koran have the curious statement that the

Qiuen had hairy legs. Solomon received her in a glass house the floor

of which was of glass, and she, imagining that it was water, lifted her

skirts; thereupon the king, according to the Jewish account, remarked

that hair on the legs (literally, feet), while an ornament to a man, was

unseemly for a woman; in the Koran he simply observes that the
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palace was of glass, thus delicately calling her attention to her error of

judgment. The later Moslem writers interpreted this physical peculiar-

ity as showing that she was of jinn descent; they constructed a romantic

history of her father's marriage to a jinn maiden, and of her skill in

ridding herself and the land of a tyrant who wished to make her his

wife by violence; her treatment of him was just Judith's treatment of

Holofernes. The hirsute feature accepted, it was natural for the Mos-
lems to attribute it to a partially non-human parentage; but it is not

clear why the Jews so represented her— perhaps they fancied that, as

she came from a strange and mysterious land, there must be something

strange in her. In the Targum account, however, Solomon observes

that she is beautiful. A more important addition in the Koran is that

she was converted to Islam by the exhibition of the king's magnificence

and wisdom— she and her people had been worshippers of the sun.

This latter statement is correct: the word of a sun-god (Arabic Shams)

was common over a great part of Arabia. As to her conversion, this is

part of Mohammed's habit of representing all great and good persons

of ancient times (as Abraham, David, Solomon, Alexander) as Moslems.

The later Moslem writers expand the whole story of the visit with

great wealth of incident and with their usual charm of narration, but

add little of importance. Only, Solomon is credited with chicanery in

his effort to keep up his reputation for wisdom. The Queen sends him

a box the contents of which he is asked to tell without opening it; his

clairvoyance is at fault, but the angel Gabriel informs him that it con-

tains two pearls, one unpierced, the other pierced tortuously, and he is

required to pierce the one and to run a thread through the other. He
inquires of men and jinn how to do it, but they do not know; then he

turns to the satans, who refer him to the borer worm, and the worm
solves the problem. Again the satans come to the rescue, when the

Queen asks him concerning water that comes neither from earth nor

from heaven; the water is sweat from a running horse. This unfairness

is represented as merit in Solomon, because it shows that he had super-

human aid, just as in the old Greek and the old Christian romances the

hero slays the dragon by magical means, yet is no less a hero.

In some of the later Moslem stories the Queen (who is called Balkis

or Bilkis) becomes the wife of Solomon, and their son is supposed to

succeed to her throne. It is possible that this marriage formed a part of

the legend in Yemen in pre-Mohammedan times (though it is not men-

tioned in the Koran) and came to the knowledge of the Christian Ethi-

opians (Abessinians) when they conquered and put an end to the

Sabean state in the sixth century of our era. It does not appear that the

Meccans knew much of Saba at that time; the later Moslem historians

seem to be ignorant of its history pertaining to' the period before the

Mohammedan conquest in the seventh century, and the Koran has no
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historical notice of the region except a legendary reference to an in-

vasion of Meccan territory by the Ethiopian King Abraha (Sura 105).

It is quite possible, therefore, that legendary material existing among

Jews and Christians in Yemen was unknown to Mohammed. A colony

from Southern Arabia settled in Ethiopia some time before the beginning

of our era, and may there have come into contact with Jews; perhaps

it was there that the Ethiopians heard the story of the Queen of Sheba.

However that may be, the legend of the marriage was adopted by the

Abessinians, and their kings from an early time have held themselves to

be descended from the famous queen— to her every king, including the

present sovereign, Menilek II, carries up his genealogy. In the creed

of the people she lives as no less historical than Solomon himself.

C. H. Toy.
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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ALSATIAN WITCH STORIES.

A witch in the ancient city of Strasburg, Alsace, having apparently

no other means of diversion, changed herself into a horse, and day

after day appeared at a certain blacksmith shop. One day the smith's

apprentice, who suspected that the horse was a witch, nailed shoes on

to its hoofs, and when the witch resumed her natural shape, the shoes,

being unchangeable, were still attached to her hands and feet. This

story was related by the writer's maternal grandfather. (For another in-

stance where a witch received such treatment, see Lawrence's "The
Magic of the Horseshoe," p. 133; quoting Thorpe's "Northern Mytho-
logy," vol. ii, p. 190.)

11.

Another witch had a way of milking a neighbor's cow without the

owner's knowledge. She fastened together four towels with pins sup-

posed to have some magic power. The towels were then hung on

the wall or on a door and the witch went through a mock milking per-

formance, and the milk from the cow's udder was in this mysterious

way induced to drip from the witch's towels and the neighbor's cow
was soon dry.

1

hi.

The writer's maternal grandfather, an Alsatian, who was one of the

early settlers of Waterloo County, Ontario, used to tell of an experience

he had when he was a boy. His parents being dead he lived with an

uncle. Every night after he had retired, a black hen fluttered about

his head. He endured this night after night for some time, but at last,

seeing that the mysterious performance was bound to continue indef-

initely, he decided to tell his uncle and ask him what was to be done.

So one morning he told him, and his uncle advised him to go to sleep

with his hands and feet crossed. He did this and the hen never appeared

again.

1 Dr. R. Lawrence in his book, The Magic of the Horseshoe, gives a somewhat sim-

ilar story: "In Scotland, even as late as the beginning of the nineteenth century, the

peasantry believed that witches were able to draw milk from all the cattle in their neigh-

borhood, by tugging At a hair rope in imitation of the act of milking. Such a rope was
made of hairs from the tails of several cows, whose exact number was indicated by knots

in the rope, While tugging at the rope the witches repeated the following or a similar

charm :
—

"
' Cow's milk and mare's milk,

And every beast that bears milk,
(

Between St. Johnstone's and Dundee,

Come a' to me, come a' to me."— P. 91 el seq.
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IV.

The following is a translation of a story often told by the writer's

mother, who, in turn, got the story from her mother, a native of Alsace.

"Once there was a young married man whose mother was a poor

widow. One day the young man and his wife had a roast fowl for din-

ner, but just as they were going to sit down to eat, the man saw his

aged mother coming down the road toward his house. He quickly hid

the juicy roast in a chest near at hand, and exclaimed, 'The old woman
is coming, she shall have none of it !' After she was gone, the son looked

into the chest and saw a large snake which had coiled itself around the

fowl. He then saw that God had sent the snake as a punishment to

him for being unfilial."

V. FAIRY GOLD.

As a party of young Alsatians were returning at a late hour from a

festival held at a neighboring Dor}, they found, at the side of the path

they were traversing, a heap of glowing coals. Each one took a coal

and put it into his pipe to light the tobacco. The presence of the coals

out in the midst of the snow did not seem to cause any surprise, as they

might have been left by some traveler, but judge of their astonishment

in the morning, when each one found at the bottom of his pipe a shining

Gold stiick ("gold-piece" — a gold coin).

The old Alsatian, who used to relate this story to my father when he

was a boy, related it as an actual experience, he having been one of the

young men in the party. The above is a translation of my father's ver-

sion.

VI. RACE SMELL.

It is a well known fact that every different race of people emits a dif-

ferent smell, it being an especial characteristic of the Negro. In Ger-

many, where the anti-Semitic feeling is very strong, they account for

the Jew's in the following manner: Christ once visited a poor Hebrew
woman, who hid her seven children in a pig-sty. He asked her what

was in the sty and she told him that it contained pigs. Then Jesus said,

"If they are pigs, then let them remain pigs." In endeavoring to give

such an odious explanation of the origin of this natural characteristic,

they overlooked the fact that the Jews did not eat swine's flesh and

therefore would not have occasion to keep these animals.

VII. BAVARIAN WITCHCRAFT.

In answer to the inquiry whether she believed in witches, an aged

Bavarian woman, now deceased, told me that only one case of veritable

witchcraft had ever come under her observation, and that was of a cow
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which had been bewitched by a neighbor. It appears that her employ-

er's house was separated from their neighbor's by a canal. The cow

calved and for two days gave large quantities of milk, but on the third

day the cow failed to give any milk. They consulted a witch-doctor,

who asked them whether they had sold any milk, and who had been

the purchasers, and on being informed that they had sold some to

their neighbor, he told them that he had bewitched the cow.

W. J. Wintemberg.
Toronto, Can.
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A WIDESPREAD BOY-HERO STORY.

The cycle of stories relating to the boy-hero occupies a very impor-

tant place in the folk-lore of the Plains Indians of North America.

Stories of a similar character are found in the folklore of the peoples

of northwestern Europe in which the monsters of the Indians are

represented by cannibal giants and dragons. Jack-the-Giant-Killer has

his counterpart in the slayer of Norwegian Trolls, who recognize the

presence of a human being by means of the sense of smell, as did the

Cornish giant of Fee! Fi! Fo! Fum! notoriety.

One Norwegian story of this class has a special feature which gives

it a claim to more than a mere general relationship to the boy-hero tales

of the Plains Indians. The collection of stories made by Dr. George A.

Dorsey, and published by the American Folk-Lore Society, under the

title of "Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee," gives, under the title of "The
Boy and the Horse," an account of an orphan boy who possesses a

wonderful horse, by the aid of which he performs great deeds and finally

becomes chief of all the tribes. The animal was obtained from a rock,

and it turned into an ugly horse, that was nothing but skin and bone

and apparently very old. Mounted on this horse, the boy followed a

war-party, and when they came to the enemy's country and the warriors

went to attack a camp he remained with the women. Soon, however, he

left them and then his horse became a fine gray horse. He mounted and

came up with the men as they awaited the order to attack. He joined

in the charge, was the first to enter the village, where he attacked a man
who had on a war-bonnet. The horse did as it chose, and making a cir-

cuit it returned to the ravine where were the women with the ponies.

There "he stood in the shape of an old horse, and the boy was present

among the women. So the women saw him and knew that he was not

in the battle."

On another occasion the poor boy acted in a similar way and killed

two men without being recognized. On a. third occasion he followed the

war-party, and on the way the young men made fun of the boy and his

horse. When a village was to be attacked, the boy took the horse into a

hollow, where it turned into a line horse. lie put yellow paint on it, and

over his own body and his spear. The boy gave the horse free rein,

passed the others and attacked the enemy, killing three men, and then

he and his horse disappeared, going to the place where the women and

ponies were hidden. On the way home, the honor of killing the enemy

was claimed by several men and they were given the most honorable

place. When the council of chiefs was called to consider the matter,

the poor boy sent his grandfather to tell the chiefs that he had killed the

men. The grandfather told them but they did not believe it.
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At the next war-party, the young man again went. His horse grew

fat, and when preparations were made to attack the enemy the young

man put yellow paint on his horse and spear. The command was given

and the people gave the horses rein and the boy's horse went beyond

all the others. The boy killed an enemy here and there and then went

toward the south of the village, where the horse stopped and neighed.

All the ponies in the village broke their ropes. Those that were loose

ran up to the place where the horse was, and the boy went toward the

women with a great drove of ponies. "The people all watched him

doing this; now they knew that it was the young man who was doing

all these brave deeds." On the return of the people to the village, the

boy's claim to the honors of killing were admitted and he became a

great chief. The surrounding tribes, when they heard of his doings,

brought their people and asked him to lead them; for enemies had nearly

conquered them. He led them against their enemies and the people

made him chief of all the tribes, and then he had many other horses,

but it was the old horse he used in battle. Some years afterwards the

people did not obey his injunctions and the boy chief turned into stone.

The horse returned to the rock whence the boy had taken it.

The story of "The Widow's Son," given by Asbjoensen in his "Nor-

wegian Popular Tales," like that of the Skidi Pawnee, contains features

derived from the special environment of the people. Thus, the horse

in the former story was found by the boy-hero in an underground

chamber (which may correspond to the Skidi rock), that he had entered

through curiosity, contrary to the command of the Troll, his master.

The horse told the boy, in return for his kindness, that they would have

to flee or the Troll would kill them, and directed him to get an old suit

of armor and a rusty sword and also a saddle that were in the room
above; and also to take a whip of thorn, a stone, a water- flask, and a pot

of ointment from other rooms. The youth then saddled and mounted

the horse, which galloped off. The Troll was soon in pursuit, but he

was intercepted by impediments caused by the objects thrown in his

path by the boy, by the horse's direction, and finally he and all his com-

panions were killed in trying to drink up the water of a lake that the

water-flask had magically formed.

The boy and the horse continued on, and " when they had travelled a

very long way they came to a green plain in a wood. 'Take off your

armor now,' said the horse, 'and put on your rags only; lift my saddle

and hang everything up in that large hollow linden, make yourself then

a wig of pine moss, go to the royal palace, which lies close by, and there

ask for employment. When you desire to see me, come to this spot,

shake the bridle, and I will instantly be with you.'

"

The youth did as the horse told him; and when he put on the moss

wig "he became so pale and miserable to look at that no one would
vol. xx.— no. 78. 15
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have recognized him. He went to the palace, and on reaching it he

asked only if he might serve in the kitchen to carry wood and water

to the cook; but the cook-maid asked him why he wore such an ugly

wig? 'Take it off,' said she, 'I will not have anybody here so frightful.'

"

The youth refused and he had to go away, but finally he was engaged

by the gardener to dig the ground, and, as none of the servants would

sleep with him, he had to sleep alone under the stairs of the summer-

house, which was raised some distance above the ground. Here one

morning, while he was washing himself, he was seen by the daughter

of the king, from her chamber-window, and she went to the gardener

and told him that the boy was to sleep that evening by the door in her

'oom. He went and every night afterwards he slept in the room of the

princess, until the king, hearing of it, cast the youth into prison and

confined his daughter to her room. The story now continues :

—
"Some time after this there arose a war and disturbance in the coun-

try, and the king was obliged to take arms and defend himself against

another king, who threatened to deprive him of his throne. When the

youth heard this he begged the jailer would go to the king for him, and

propose to let him have armor and a sword, and allow him to follow to

the war. All the courtiers laughed when the jailer made known his

errand to the king. They begged he might have some old trumpery for

armor, that they might enjoy the sport of seeing the poor creature in the

war. He got the armor and also an old jade of a horse, which limped

on three legs, dragging the fourth after it.

"Thus they all marched forth against the enemy, but they had not

gone far from the royal palace, before the youth stuck fast with his old

jade in a swamp. Here he sat beating and calling to the jade, 'Hie!

wilt thou go? hie! wilt thou go?' This amused all the others, who

laughed and jeered as they passed. But no sooner were they all gone

than, running to the linden, he put on his own armor and shook the

bridle, and immediately the horse appeared and said, 'Do thou do thy

best and I will do mine.'

"When the youth arrived on the field the battle had already begun,

and the king was hard pressed; but just at that moment the youth put

the enemy to ili,u
rht. The king and his attendants wondered who it could

be that came to their help; but no one had been near enough to speak

to him, and when the battle was over he was away. When they re-

turned the youth was still sitting fast in the swamp, beating and calling

to his three-legged jade. They laughed as they passed, and said, 'Only

look, yonder sits the fool yet.'

"The next day when they marched out the youth was still sitting

there, and they again Laughed and jeered at him; but no sooner had they

all passed by than he ran again to the linden, and everything took place

as on the previous day. Every one wondered who the strange warrior
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was who had fought for them; but no one approached him so near that

he could speak to him: of course no one ever imagined it was the youth.

"When they returned in the evening and saw him and his old jade

still sticking fast in the swamp, they again made a jest of him; one shot

an arrow at him and wounded him in the leg, and he began to cry and

moan so that it was sad to hear, whereupon the king threw him his

handkerchief that he might tie it about his leg. When they marched

forth the third morning there sat the youth calling to his horse, 'Hie!

wilt thou go? hie! wilt thou go?' — 'No, no! he will stay there till he

starves,' said the king's men as they passed by, and laughed so heartily

at him that they nearly fell from their horses. When they had all passed,

he again ran to the linden, and came to the battle just at the right

moment. That day he killed the enemy's king, and thus the war was

at an end.

"When the fighting was over, the king observed his handkerchief

tied round the leg of the strange warrior, and by this he easily knew him.

They received him with great joy, and carried him with them up to the

royal palace, and the princess, who saw them from her window, was so

delighted no one could tell. 'There comes my beloved also,' said she.

He then took the pot of ointment and rubbed his leg, and afterward all

the wounded, so that they were all well again in a moment."

The king, of course, gave the princess to the youth for wife, and also

half of his kingdom. The young king was then told by the horse to cut

off its head, and when this was done the horse became a young prince.

He had been turned into a horse by the king whom the hero-boy had

slain, and sold to the Troll. He now recovered his kingdom, and the two

young kings were friends as long as they lived.

This ending is very different from that of the Skidi story, but it is in

line with the other incidents in which the Norwegian differs from the

Plains Indian tale. The central idea of both is the episode of the horse,

and the details of this in each story are so similar that it can hardly be

doubted that either one of the peoples referred to has derived it from

the other, directly or indirectly, or both stories have been derived from

a common source.

C. Staniland Wake.
Field Columbian Museum,

Chicago.
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A CONCORDANCE OF AMERICAN MYTHS.

The wide distribution of many myths and types of myths in North

America has long been recognized by folklorists, and comparisons of

such have been made with considerable frequency. Although these have

usually been quite limited, either regionally or in the types of myths

considered, enough has been done to show that great additions would

be made to the fund of human knowledge generally and an entirely

new chapter opened in the field of folk-lore itself could some method be

devised of bringing together all the similarities which even North Amer-

ican myths present into suitable categories. The accomplishment of

such a work would involve the compilation of a concordance in which

all the genuine, unaffected American myths should find a place, the

time, place, and medium of their publication being carefully noted, and

proper heads and subheads being introduced in order as nearly as pos-

sible to indicate mutual relationships.

This seems easy enough theoretically considered, but great difficul-

ties present themselves to its practical working out. This is due not so

much to the amount of material, extensive as that already is and hourly

increasing, but (i) to the difficulty of classifying accurately and uni-

formly throughout, (2) to the difficulty of knowing where to draw the

line in admitting myths and mythic elements, and (3) to the danger of

making the work so cumbersome as to be practically useless.

On the north Pacific coast, for instance, we quite frequently have

myths which relate how a boy was abandoned by his friends, acquired

wealth, usually by supernatural means, and ultimately became a chief.

Thus its object would seem similar to that of most of our own stories

and novels, the interest, as with us, being augmented by enhancing the

difficulties in the hero's pathway to success. Along with this common
story motive several others may be combined. Such a story may be

told, for instance, to account for the origin of some clan or family, or

it may be used to explain the existence of a custom or belief, or again

the hero may prove to be a supernatural being who is thus incarnated

and passes a period accomplishing certain feats, somewhat after the

order of the labors of Hercules, before assuming or reassuming his usual

place in the cosmic scheme.

On the one hand, we should have difficulty in classifying a story of

tin's kind under any single head, and on the other, stories identical in

general plot might appear to have different objects and run danger of

becoming widely separated in classification.

A more serious problem is presented in attempting to classify stories

composed of many different espisodes. It is well known that stories and

episodes of all kinds may be borrowed by one tribe and affixed or in-
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fixed in some well-known popular myth, such for instance as the north

Pacific story of Raven. I have even recorded myths in which two or

more utterly unrelated tales are attached on the basis of some entirely

superficial resemblance, or simply because "they always used to tell

them that way." For this reason I think that a concordance of myths
should rather register the separate episodes which display structural

unity than endeavor to treat all myths as wholes, though in these cases

it should, of course, be noted that such episode constitutes only a part

of the myth in question.

Were the divisions between part and part always as clear as in the

cases I have had in mind, we should still experience but little difficulty;

but unfortunately for the mechanical accuracy of our work such is not

the case. We have myths and mythic episodes in all stages of absorp-

tion from that in which the parts are but clumsily juxtaposed to that in

which we merely suspect a complex origin, and finally to one in which

all traces of complexity have been effaced. But it is in the solution of

such questions of myth composition that the importance of this very

concordance lies.

The Tlingit Raven story, as given me by one informant, was made of

enormous length by having the major portion of sacred or semi-sacred

myths known to the people woven into it. Most of these independent

elements could be separated easily, but in course of segregation I finally

came to episodes whose independent or dependent origin could not be

asserted with any positiveness without reference to the myths of neigh-

boring peoples, when the source of some of them became clear.

A rude comparison might be instituted between myths and sentences

or words, for just as we appear to have descriptive phrases adopted into

general use, undergo attrition, become metamorphosed into verbs, ad-

verbs, and connectives, and finally disappear as roots, so myths may be

taken up into larger structures, lose their old forms, become reduced in

length, and at last almost disappear. On the other hand, adopted ele-

ments may become elaborated or inextricably interwoven with others,

but in any case there has been a historical, or rather prehistorical de-

velopment, which it is of the utmost interest for folklorists to trace, and

which, although it constitutes a difficulty in compiling a concordance,

will probably be the occasion of one of the great uses of that very work.

Of at least equal importance with the cataloguing of myths and

larger elements is the determination and recording of what in a previous

paper I have called the "mythic formulae." I mean by this those con-

ventional modes of expression and conventional mythic ideas found in

the stories of almost every tribe, and which are apt to change with a

change in tribe. Thus, among the Haida a mythic town is described

by saying that it was "a five-row town," while the neighboring Tlingit

call it "a long town." Among the Haida, again, an incarnate deity
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indicates his supernatural origin by clamoring fcr a copper bow and

arrows, but his Tlingit counterpart is content to "hunt all the time."

But I need not elaborate on this, for it is familiar to all. Such details

might be too indefinite for insertion in the concordance, but the con-

cordance would enable one to investigate them much more readily,

and an investigation of this subject is most desirable.

That a concordance of myths of some kind is a crying need in the

further study of folk-lore and anthropology generally I think no one

who has handled myths to any extent will deny. The questions to be

considered are: (i) is such an undertaking practicable; (2) how com-

prehensive can a concordance be made without destroying its useful-

or in other words how much shall be included in it; and (3) granted

its desirability, what steps can be taken by anthropologists and students

of folk-lore to make it an actuality. These are matters which call for a

careful and thorough consideration.

John R. Swanion.
Washington, D. C.
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RECORD OF AMERICAN FOLK-LORE.

NORTH AMERICA.

Algoxkian.— Sac-Fox-Kickapoo. Under the title, "An Algonquin

Syllabary," Dr. William Jones, in the "Boas Anniversary Volume"

(N. Y., 1906, pp. 88-93), describes and discusses "a cursive style of

writing by means of syllabic symbols employed by the Sauk, Fox, and

Kickapoo for purposes of record and communication." These symbols

are sometimes "modified for hidden motives." The normal and modi-

fied symbols are given; also a short historical fragment (legend) with

the symbols of the regular form of the syllabary, and in the dialect of

the Fox with interlinear translation. The syllabary "is in general use

among the younger people and by a limited number of the more elderly."

Dr. Jones considers that "the system was deliberately borrowed from

an outside source, most likely from an Algonquin people that had had

experience with the writings of Christian missionaries." — Virginian.

The number of the "American Anthropologist" for January-March,

1907, contains several articles on the Virginia Indians: "Virginia —
From Early Records" (pp. 31-44) and "Discoveries beyond the Ap-

palachian Mountains in September, 1671" (pp. 45-56), by David I.

Bushnell, Jr.; "The Virginia Indians in the Seventeenth Century"

(pp. 57-86); "Virginia's Indian Contributions to English" (pp. 87-112),

by W. R. Gerard; "Aboriginal Shell-Heaps of the Middle Atlantic

Tidewater Region" (pp. 113-128), by W. H. Holmes; "The Powhatan

Confederacy, Past and Present" (pp. 129-152), by James Mooney. Mr.

Bushnell's first paper gives interesting extracts from early records in the

British Museum, throwing additional light on certain passages in the

writings of Smith, Strachey, etc. ; and also describes ethnological speci-

mens from Virginia ("Pohatan's habit," Virginia " purses," bows, etc.)

in the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, besides giving from a letter of 1687

an account of the Indians of Virginia at that time. The second article

reproduces in full "A Journal from Virginia beyond the Appalachian

Mountains in September, 1671," sent to the Royal Society by Mr. Clay-

ton, and some related documents. These contain interesting references

to numerous Indian tribes: Apomatack, Sapiny, Teteras, Hanathaskies,

Mohecan,. etc. Dr. Willoughby's article treats of villages, houses,

"temples," forts, hair-dressing, tattooing, body-painting, clothing,

ornaments, household utensils, implements and weapons, hunting and

fishing, agriculture, food in general, etc., — an excellent resume' of our

knowledge of the subject. Mr. Gerard's paper discusses in detail the

etymology of Atamasco, chinquapin, cockarouse, cushaw (kershaw),

hickory, hominy, huskanawing, maycock, matchcoat, may-pop, moc-

casin, nondo, opossum, persimmon, poquoson, poke (pokan), pone,
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puccoon, raccoon, roanoke, rockahominy, terrapin, tomahawk, tucka-

hoe, weroance, etc. Each word is provided with valuable descriptive

notes and literary references. Some of the etymologies, e. g. that

offered for chinquapin, seem rather forced; also match-coat. In his ac-

count of the Powhatan confederacy Mr. Mooney, after a brief general

historical sketch of the Powhatan tribes, gives a list of the living mem-

bers, so far as known, of the Pamunkey (ca. 150), Mattapony (ca. 40),

Chickahominy (ca. 220), Nansemond (ca. 200), etc. In spite of race-

mixture and the large proportion of Negro blood "the Indian race-

feeling is strong." Their aboriginal language and customs have been

lost almost completely.

Athapascan and Salishan. As a volume in "The Native Races of

the British Empire" series, edited by N. W. Thomas, and published

by Archibald Constable & Co., London, appears C. H. Tout's "British

North America. I. The Far West, the Home of the Salish and D6116"

(London, 1907. Pp. xiv, 263). The eleven chapters outside of the

first and introductory section treat the following topics: The native

races, habitations, dress and personal adornment, food and cooking,

basketry and bark vessels, implements of war and the chase, social

organization, religious beliefs and practices, social customs, folk-tales

and myths, from the cradle to the grave. There is a good index, but the

" Bibliography " is altogether inadequate, even in the light of the editor's

remarks on page v, for it does justice neither to the author nor to the

other authorities on these two great linguistic stocks. Other volumes

of the series (e. g. Crook's account of the tribes of Northern India)

have fared much better in the way of bibliographies. However, the

volume is a very readable and generally accurate summary of the chief

ethnological facts concerning the principal tribes of the Salishan and

Athapascan stocks in Canada. The illustrations are good and are useful

adjuncts tc the text. Tin- chapter on "Folk-Talcs and Myths" gives

English versions of the "Myth of Skaukw and Kwaietek; or the Origin

of Daylight," "The Myth of the Man who brought his Wife from the

Land of the Departed," "The Story of Snikiap the Coyote, Qainon

the Magpie, T/.alas the Diver, and Spatch the Black Bear; or the Im-

postcr Punished," "Myth of the Elk-Maiden." In discussing the

social organization of the Salish, which is "less primitive" than that

of the Dene\ the author (p. 158) observes that "matriarchy has every-

where been superseded by patriarchy." The potlatch is spoken of in

these terms (p. 156): "There can be no doubt that in earlier, pre-

trading days, the effect of such a custom as the potlatch was on the

whole good and beneficial, engendering, as it did, feelings of good-will

and friendship between settlement and settlement and tribe and tribe,

and making war almost impossible between them." Of "religion, in

the ordinary meaning of the word," the Northwest tribes, we are told,
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"had none." The nearest approach to anything of the kind "was
found among some of the interior Salish, who at times invoked the

spirit of the Dawn, one of the many ' mystery ' spirits with which they

peopled the universe" (p. 166). Still, " religious beliefs and practices"

are recorded. — Hupa. In his article on "A Graphic Method of Re-

cording Songs," in the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y., 1906, pp.

137-142), Dr. P. E. Goddard gives the text, music, and graphic analysis

of a brief song " sung by a Hupa young man who makes no pretense

of being a singer." Dr. Goddard thinks that "it is not probable that the

Hupa conform to our division of time into halves, quarters, eighths,

sixteenths, and their extension by means of dotting." — Tahltan. In the

same volume (pp. 337-349, 2 pi., 5 fgs.) James Teit publishes "Notes
on the Tahltan Indians of British Columbia." Habitat (northern

interior), villages, intermarriage (with Tlingit, Casca, and Bear Lake
tribes), industries (woven mats and baskets not made), habitations,

dress, food-supply, fishing (hooks, spears, nets, traps), transportation

and travel (a good deal of "tumping"), war (not a prominent feature

in olden time), games (chiefly card-playing now), picture-writing, burial-

customs, social organization (maternal descent; three clans; chiefship

hereditary), etc., are considered. The Tahltan, "a western extension

of the Na'hane" (Athapascan) are close in language to the Casca.

They "have assimilated the customs of the whites to a marked degree,

and have copied their dress and their manner of living." Moreover, "a
few of them have picked up a little reading and writing, and most of the

younger men speak very fair English."

Caddoan. — Skidi Pawnee. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume"
(X. Y., 1906, pp. 350-353), Dr. George A. Dorsey gives, with numerous
and extensive explanatory notes, the English text of "A Pawnee Ritual

of Instruction." This ritual or poem "is supposed to have been recited

by grown people to children during the winter. Often it would be recited

several times during a night, in order that the children might learn it."

The lines are conceived of as having been spoken by "the first mother,

the Evening Star." And, according to the native belief, "the Rabbit is

supposed to have suggested that if people should stumble while walking

on the earth, they would die; but the Moon sided with the Evening

Star, and said that there would be many ways for people to stumble,

and many ways to produce death." The Evening Star, wife of the

Morning Star, "may be regarded as the spirit of fertility."

Columbia Valley and Pacific Coast. A. B. Lewis's monograph on

the "Tribes of the Columbia Valley and the Coast of Washington and
Oregon," which appears as pt. 2, vol. i (pp. 147-209) of the "Memoirs
of the American Anthropological Association," contains notes on culture-

areas, social organization, material culture, food and manner of life,

shelter, household utensils, transportation, canoes, clothing and orna-
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ments, weapons and armor, burial, beliefs, art, trade and tribal move-

ments, etc. At pages 199-202 is a brief section on mythology. A good

bibliography is appended. There appear to be "two definite culture-

areas, the Columbian and the Plateau, with a comparatively definite

boundary between them; and a southwest Oregon type, intermediate

in character, yet probably more closely related to that of northwestern

California" (p. 202). Columbian and Nootkan may be regarded as

"subdivisions of one general culture area, overlapping and inter-

mingling along the central coast of Washington." Puget Sound culture

"is somewhat different from that in the Columbia, and is affected by

both the northern and the interior types." Kalapuyan probably belongs

with the Plateau type and has been but little affected by the Columbian.

The differences in material welfare in various parts of the Plateau

region "seem to have been due largely to physical conditions." The
contact of the whites makes necessary ethnologic research, for "the

material culture of most tribes has already largely disappeared," and

"even the languages are weakening and passing out of use." The
tribes here considered are Chinookan, Salishan, Chimakuan, Yakonan,

Athapascan, Wakashan, Takilman, Kusan, Kalapuyan, Shoshonean,

Waiilatpuan, Shahaptian. Characteristic of the mythology of the Co-

lumbian area are tales of the "Transformer" and the trickster (blue-

jay, coyote, — the latter sometimes as transformer). In the mythology

of the coast tribes south to the Quinault the raven occupies a prominent

place. The Chinookan mythologies are not so unitarian as those of the

Alsea farther south. The number of elements common to the Chinookan

and eastern myths "diminishes with increasing distance from the

Columbia," — this river has been very important as a trade-route.

ESKIMOAN. — Southampton Island. Capt. George Comer's article on

''Whaling in Hudson Bay, with Notes on Southampton Island," in

the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y., 1906, pp. 475-484), contains

a few items concerning the Eskimo of Southampton Island. It appears

to be a custom among them to kill the first-comer during the year fol-

lowing the death of any member of the community. Cutting caribou-

meat on the salt-water ice, instead of on the land, offends the woman
guardian spirit of the sea animals. — Ponds Bay. In the same volume

is an article (pp. 485-500) by Capt. James S. Mutch on "Whaling in

Ponds Bay," which contains some notes on the Eskimo of that region, —
clothing, food, houses, seal-hunting, sledges. These Eskimo are a fun-

loving people, when fun is in place. They have a game which " begins by

one shutting his eyes and running after the sound made by laughter

till he touches some one, who stops and is given a smart blow on the

check," — the one struck then starts out like the first, and so on for

hours.

Iroquoiax. — Cherokee. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume"
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(X. Y., 1906, pp. 354-366) Stansbury Hagar discusses "Cherokee

Star-Lore:" Sun and moon (woman and man; legend of moon-spots;

Indian ball-game originally an imitation of celestial motion, ball-sun or

moon) ; morning and evening stars not distinguished ; Ursa Major and

the Pleiades the most important constellations. Legends of these stars

are given. Also legends of the Milky Way, etc. Evidences of European

origin are seen in the appellation ("The Three Magicians") of the

three stars of Orion's belt, and Mooney finds such also in the legend of

the journey of souls. Hagar sees Oriental analogies in several places,

but thinks that "the Oriental analogies usually belong to a period long

preceding that of the modern European discovery and exploration of

America." Comets are called "fire panthers;" the meteoric shower of

1833 is said to have presaged the removal of the Cherokee in 1838. The
rainbow is "the tongue of the Celestial Serpent drinking water." The
modern Cherokee have but few star-names.

Kituxahan. To the "Boas Anniversary Volume " (N. Y., 1906, pp.

94-107) Dr. A. F. Chamberlain contributes an article on "Terms for

the Body, its Parts, Organs, etc., in the Language of the Kootenay

Indians of Southeastern British Columbia." The etymology, physical

and psychic content of 92 terms : ankle-wrist, are considered. Also the

significance of the terms for "mind" and "body." With the Kootenay

the heart is the organ from whose designation are developed the words

for "mind," "thought," "will," "desire," etc.

Mariposan and Yukian. Dr. A. L. Kroeber's article on "The Yokut

and Yuki Languages," in the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y.,

1906, pp. 64-79), contains on pages 77, 78 a brief coyote tale in Yokuts

and another in Yuki, the native text being given in each case with-inter-

linear translations.

Salishan. Thompson River. In the "Boas Anniversary Vol-

ume" (N. Y., 1906, pp. 447-471) O. Abraham and E. M. V. Horn-

borstel treat of " Phonographirte Indianmelodieen aus Britisch-co-

lumbia." Forty-three melodies of the Thompson River Indians, —
dancing and gambling songs, religious songs, woman's songs, lyric

songs, medicine-songs, etc., — are given from the phonograph records

in the American Museum of Natural History (New York). Scale,

tone, rhythm, tempo, and other musical characteristics are considered.

Wakashan. Kwakiutl. To the "Boas Anniversary Volume"

(N.Y., 1906, pp. 108-136) George Hunt contributes "The Rival Chiefs:

a Kwakiutl Story." Pages 1 10-136 are occupied by native text with

interlinear translation, an English synopsis being also given (pp. 108-

110). It is a "true story of the two chiefs who were true friends in the

beginning, and turned out to be worst enemies at the end." Among the

incidents and items of the tale are a salmon-berry feast, a winter-dance,

a war-dance, sacrifice of slaves, etc. Each seeks to outdo his rival, and
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Throw-away is worsted by Fast-runner, and goes away to fight the

Nootka, by whom he is slain with all his men.

MEXICO AND CENTRAL AMERICA.

Aztecan. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y., 1906, pp.

290-298, 4 fgs.) Mrs. Zelia Nuttall discusses "The Astronomical

Methods of the Ancient Mexicans." The pictures in the Codices "re-

veal that, as in the Old World, the ancient astronomers observed certain

stars from a dark cell or chamber through the open doorways of their

temples, which were invariably situated on an elevation," — the high

priest was "the clock-man by means of the stars of heaven." It would

seem that "some temples were oriented not only to the rising or setting

sun, but also to certain stars or constellations whose appearance in the

centre of the doorway signified an exact date or period of the native year."

Mrs. Nuttall thinks that the material collected by her "will suffice to

establish beyond a question the hitherto undemonstrated fact that the

ancient Mexicans not only employed their carefully oriented temples

and ball-courts, as astronomical observatories, but also invented in-

genious devices for accurately registering the periodical appearances

or disappearances of important celestial bodies." Among these devices

were the "forked staffs" and the peculiar "knee figures." — In the

same volume (pp. 299-305, 2 pi.) Dr. Eduard Seler treats of "Eine

Steinfigur aus der Sierra von Zacatlan," describing a stone-figuiv,

representing probably the god in the form of the quetzalcoxcoxtli, ac-

quired by the author from the village of Jonotla in the district of Zaca

tlan.

Indian-Spanish (Mexico). Dr. Nicolas Leon, Professor of Eth-

nology in the National Museum of Mexico, has published under the

title "Foc-lor Mexicano" (Mexico, 1906, pp. 43), the first of a series

of collections of Mexican folk-lore containing the folk-lore of the pueblos

of San Bartolome* Aguascalientes (Guanajuato), Santa Maria del

Pueblito and San Pedro de la Canada (Queretaro) and some from the

Otomis of the ward of San Francisquito, city of Queretaro, and adjacent

pueblos, gathered by Valentin F. Frias, after the schedule of Dr. Le6n.

The material is arranged under the following rubrics: Witchcraft (In-

dian), superstitions relating to the larger natural objects (moon, eclipses,

aurora, aerolite, comet, water, etc.), superstitions relating to trees,

plants, animals, etc., "duendes," medicine, magic and divination,

beliefs about the future life, miscellaneous superstitions. Some curious

mixtures of Indian and European thought are recorded here.

Mayan. Kekchi. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y..

1906, pp. 283-289) Karl Sapper treats of "Spiele der Kekchi-Indianer."

According to the author's twelve years' experience among the Kekchi

Indians, games and plays are comparatively rare with them. Most of
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the children's plays and games consist of work, — imitation of the labors

of their parents, etc., the children of European descent imitate their

Indian fellows in carrying burdens with the head-band and the like.

The adult Indians are naturally even less inclined to plays and games

than the children. The old native ball-games are quite forgotten, and

in the towns some European games have been adopted. But in the

country, where European games are unknown, the puluc, an aboriginal

dice-game, is in vogue. To-day, as before the Conquest, dramatic

dances and music are performed on all festive occasions. Such a dance-

play, as seen by the author in Campur in Alta Verapaz, on December

25, 1890, is described, and the dramatis persona and text given on pages

286-289. This dance-play is known as Xajol Conacax Pop, "The
dancers of the ox of mats." For the Indian spectators the chief attrac-

tion lies in the greatest possible fidelity of the actors in their reproduc-

tion of animal movements, etc. The "mat-ox" is a light wooden frame-

work, covered with painted mats and having in front an ox-head and

behind a tail. This is worn on his head by an Indian, who seeks to imi-

tate the animal's movements. — Mayas and Lacandones. Dr. Alfred

M. Tozzer's Report as Fellow in American Archaeology, 1 902-1 905,

is published by the Archaeological Institute of America as "A Com-
parative Study of the Mayas and the Lacandones" (N. Y., 1907, pp.

xxi, 195, with 29 plates and 49 figures in the text). This valuable mono-

graph is based upon field-work carried on by the author, principally, in

Yucatan and Chiapas in 1 902-1 905, and is "entirely ethnological in

character; the former Maya culture being touched upon only in relation

to that found at the present time." Connections existing between the two

are brought out, but "no attempt has been made to sketch any phase of

the ancient culture." The important linguistic material obtained by Dr.

Tozzer will be published as a separate volume. Beside a brief introduc-

tion and historical summary, the present work has sections on the fol-

lowing subjects: Habitat, personal characteristics (physical, mental,

clothing), social characteristics (external and internal relations, family

life, etc.), industrial activity (agriculture, weaving, making of bows and

arrows, pottery, decoration, music, games, dancing), religious (gods,

priests, ceremonies, etc.). At pages 169-189 are given the native texts

with interlinear translations of 51 chants used in connection with various

rites and ceremonies. A bibliography of works referred to in the text

occupies pages 191-195. The illustrations are good. Altogether, Dr.

Tozzer's monograph is to be reckoned as perhaps the most valuable

of recent original contributions to Mayan ethnology. Particularly inter-

esting is the author's bringing out of "the results of European contact

upon what was once in all probability a homogeneous people, the

Mayas under the influence of Spanish rule since the earliest days of the

Conquest and the Lacandones who have singularly been left to them-
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selves after the first vain attempts at Christianizing them" (p. 164).

Survivals of native religious ideas (pilgrimages to ruined cities, use of

stone idols and clay incense-burners, — the latter being renewed at

certain intervals, the copal nodules found in the ruins and also in use

to-day, the ear cut with the stone knife, compulsory drunkenness, sur-

vivals of the names of many of the gods, identity of rites pictured in the

codices, with those celebrated at the present time, and the similarity in

the character of the offerings, etc.), dress, domestic customs, language,

etc., "point to a wonderful vitality, and to some inherent power against

any change, which is possessed in a rare degree by the Mayas of Yuca-

tan." Yet, in spite of all this, Dr. Tozzer finds that: "The Mayas, and

more especially the Lacandones, are very low in the scale of culture.

They have no creative genius whatsoever, nor have they appreciation

for anything artistic. If these people are the descendants of those of

master minds who conceived and carried out the ancient culture found

throughout the country, it is hard to explain why the temples and

sculptures in their midst do not serve to keep up or even to revive any

latent power which it would seem they ought to possess." All the

author's tact and ingenuity expended in every possible way to discover

if the Lacandones had any real knowledge of the hieroglyphic writing

had no result except to convince him that "it is not due to an unwilling-

ness to disclose forbidden knowledge to an outsider but to pure igno-

rance, that my attempts haw met with failure." The reasons for this

state of affairs Dr. Tozzer sees in "the decline of Maya culture at the

period of the Conquest, the stamping-out policy of the Spaniards, and

the fact that the knowledge of the hieroglyphic writing was a possession

only of the priestly class and of a few of the nobles," not being shared

by the common people. The Lacandones, then, are the descendants of

the large dependent class, who, while keeping alive rites and ceremonies,

never had the secret of the hieroglyphs to transmit. In everything

except language, the Lacandones differ from the Mayas, and in their

customs and rites "no trace of the early Spanish Catholic contact is to

be found." Their divisions "show the remains of a once well-regulated

system, now more or less broken down" (the names of 18 animal

divisions were obtained), — then' are " faint remains of the matriarchal

system" in certain ideas of family government, though the unit now is

the family with the father at the head. With both the Lacandones and

tlie Mayas agriculture "is necessarily very crude." The lack of rivers

and lakes accounts for the fact that the greater part of the Mayas of

the peninsula have no knowledge of the fishing industry, while the

Lacandones are well acquainted with it, their habitat being otherwise

constituted. Mexican influence, by way of substitutes, has "deprived

the Mayas of many of their former arts and industries," and spinning

and weaving among the Lacandones will soon follow suit. All the
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artistic strength of the Lacandones "seems devoted to the manufacture

of their bows and arrows," which are often used as ceremonial objects.

In decorative art "the Mayas are very low in the scale of human cul-

ture," and music "plays a surprisingly small part in the daily life of

either the Mayas or the Lacandones." Although dancing once played

a very important part in the ceremonial life of the Mayas, "the Lacan-

dones of the present time have no definite and set dances." The list

("by no means exhaustive") of gods of the Lacandones of to-day num-
bers 15. The head of the Lacandon pantheon is Nahotsakyum (the

great father) corresponding to the Maya Nahotsyumtsak— he has

three brothers and one daughter. His older brother is associated with

the spirit of the north, and the younger brother of N. exerts his power
always for the good. After the four brothers in power comes the god-

dess Akna (the mother). The Lacandones of the present time seem
to have no priests, for " the religion has ceased to be in any way national,

and the function of priest is carried out by the head of each family in

each encampment, as in tne most primitive form of human society."

There are also "no ceremonies in which the women take any active

part other than in the preparation of the offerings in the shelter adjoin-

ing the sacred hut." Dr. Tozzer gives valuable detailed descriptions

of the ceremonies of the renewal of the sacred ollas or braseros, which

last seven days. Also a sketch of the cosmical conceptions of the Maya
of the present time. With both Mayas and Lacandones, "the daily

routine of life is filled with religious rites which recur as uniformly as

the seasons."

SOUTH AMERICA.

Aymaran. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y., 1906, pp.

272-282, 1 pi.), Dr. A. F. Bandelier writes of "La danse des 'sicuri'

des Indiens Aymara de la Bolivie." This dance of the Bolivian Aymara
takes its name from the headdress of plumes of the ostrich (the Rhea
Americana is called in Aymara suri), — a sort of immense crown, —
worn by the participants, and the pan-pipe sicu or sico, which furnishes

the shrill music of the ceremony. With the "crown" of ostrich feathers

the dancers wear garments and shoes not at all primitive. The sicuri

dance is, indeed, relatively modern. Besides the sicuzi proper, these

are the Inca sicuri and the Chunchu sicuri, — the costume of the latter

is in part borrowed from the "Chirihuanos." At pages 2743. Dr.

Bandelier gives a brief account of the four chief groups of shamans,

magicians or sorcerers, known to the Aymara, viz., Kolliri, Layca, Ya-

tiri, Hacha Tala. The Kolliri are the most numerous and are the "cur-

ers," those who have the right to use "magic" in the treatment of dis-

eases, wounds, etc. The Layca, less numerous (while performing some

"cures") busy themselves rather with recovering lost and stolen objects.

They also pronounce invocations, attend to functions of various sorts,
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make customary sacrifices, etc. The Yatiri is a "prophet" in a modest

and restricted sense, casting fates by means of leaves of coca, etc. He
is likewise the "war shaman." The Hacha Tata (grandfathers), less

numerous than any of the other orders of shamans, are thought to be

wiser and to possess the essence of the knowledge of all three. There

groups of magicians or sorcerers control and direct the dances (secret

and public) of the Aymara. Among the more primitive dances of the

Aymara are the Chirihuanos, Mimula (now prohibited as obscene),

Pusipiani, Chayllpa or Chokela.

Charruan. In the " Analcs de la Universidad " (Santiago) for March-

April, 1906 (vol. cxviii, pp. 201-262), R. R. Schuller publishes the first

part of an extended discussion of "El orijendelos Charrua," in which

he reprints in Spanish Friederici's "Der Tranengruss der Indianer "

from " Globus" (vol. lxxxix, 1906, pp. 30-34), with a reply (pp. 226 ff.),

to which is attached a good bibliography from Diego Garcia in 1526 to

Fric in 1906, and discusses the ethnology of the Guaycuni and the

Tupi-Guarani (a Spanish-Mbocovi-Guarani vocabulary of 55 words

is given at pages 261, 262) in relation to Friederici's claim that the

Charruas are of "Pampan," not of Chaco origin, and his suggestion

of a Tupi-Guaycuruan affiliation. Schuller considers the linguistic

rapprochement of the Guaycuni with the Tupi-Guarani "very hypo-

thetical," as the vocabularies indicate.

Linguistic Stocks. Dr. A. F. Chamberlain's paper on "South

American Linguistic Stocks" (Quebec, 1907, pp. 24) is preprinted

from the Proceedings of the "Xme Congres International des Ame'rican-

istes." After a historical sketch of attempts at classification, a list of 83

stocks, with brief indications of their location and distribution, is given.

These are as follows: Alikulufan, Andaquian, Apolistan, Arauan,

Araucanian, Arawakan, Ardan, Atacamenan, Aymaran, Barbacoan,

Betoyan, Bororoan, Calchaquian, Caanrian, Canichanan, Carajan,

Cariban, Caririan, Cayubaban, Changoan, Chapacuran, Charruan,

Chibchan, Chiquitan, Chocoan, Cholonan, Chonoan, Churoyan, Coco-

nucan, Corabecan, Cunan, Curavecan, Curucanecan, Enimagan,

Goyatecan, Guahiban, Guaraunan, Guatoan, Guaycuruan, Itenean,

Itonaman, Itucalean, Jivaran, Laman, Lccan, Lorenzan, Lulean,

Mainan, Makuan, Matacan, Miranhan, Mocoan, Mosatenan, Movi-

man, Muran, Ocoronan, Onan, Otomacan, Otuquian, Paniquitan,

Panoan, Peban, Piaroan, Puclchean, Puinavian, Puquinan, Quechuan,

Salivan, Samucan, Tacanan, Tapuyan, Ticanan, Timotcan, Trumaian,

Tsonekan, Tupian, Uitotan, Yahganan, Yaruran, Yuncan, Yurucarean,

Zaparan. The author is now at work on the completion of a map show-

ing the distribution of South American linguistic stocks, a preliminary

draft of which was presented at the Congress of Americanists at Quebec

in September, 1906.
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Makuax. Dr. Theodor Koch-Griinberg's article on "Die Makii,"

in "Anthropos" (vol. i, 1906, pp. 877-906), which is accompanied by

some excellent illustrations of Indian types, contains, besides a gram-

matical sketch, vocabularies of the Makii of the Rio Curicuriary, the

Rio Tiquie and the Rio Papury, — the first are closely related, the last

only remotely. The forest-Alaku live in very primitive fashion, use long

bows, and blow-guns with poisoned arrows. The Makii stock is some-

what conglomerate, but contains a large core which is sui generis.

Paniquitan. — Paez. H. Pittier de Fabrega's interesting and well-

illustrated monograph ("Mem. Amer. Anthrop. Assoc." vol. i, pt. 2,

pp. 305-356, June, 1907), "Ethnographic and Linguistic Notes on the

Paez Indians of Tierra Adentro Cauca, Colombia," treats of history

and distribution, past and present, physical characteristics, reproduc-

tion and death (puberty-ceremony for girls, segregation of women
during menses; dying removed from house, which was then burned),

diseases, clothing and personal adornment, dwellings (permanent

houses in their 34 villages, and temporary abodes on their corn-planta-

tions — the latter the primitive type of habitation), bridges (Paez Indi-

ans are clever bridge-builders, — three types: simple vine crossed by

hands and arms, bamboo "suspension-bridge," heavy timber bridge),

food and cultivated and other useful plants, religion, customs and

superstitions (pp. 324-327). Pages 327-356 are occupied with "Gram-
matical Notes," including a list of loan-words and a Paez-English

vocabulary (pp. 342-356). In the valley of Agua Lucia is a relic of the

Jamundies, the "Piedra de los Sacrificios," "an immense block of old

eruptive stone, covered with pictographs" (human, animal, and geo-

metric figures). Agua Lucia was a stronghold and a gold-washing place

as well, and numerous gold objects have been found in the huacas or

graves; gold fishhooks have also been met with on the sand beaches

along the streams. Elegantly designed " spindle-whorls " are commonly

found. Sun-worship, with special shrines on the cut-off summits of

high mountains, was practised. There were also dances of many kinds,

accompanied by the drum, rattle, etc. Carved images of deities were

often found in the houses. The traditional civilizer was called Guekiau.

These Indians "never molested white dogs, in order that they might

not be bitten by them at the doors of the house beyond the grave."

The Paez maidens "are fond of flowers and very playful." The atti-

tude of these Indians towards strangers is still "decidedly hostile,"

and they "will not allow white or black people in their homes." Sexual

intercourse between Paez women and men of other races is said not to

exist. The author visited the Paez country early in 1906.

GENERAL.

Beauty. In the "Boas Anniversary Volume" (N. Y., 1906) Dr. A.

VOL. XX. —NO. 78. 16
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Hrdlicka discusses (pp. 38-42, 3 P1 -) "Beauty among the American

Indians." The opinion is expressed that "there is no race or tribe of

mankind in which the white man's personation of beauty, as here out-

lined is not encountered, and it is not restricted to one sex or age; but

there are wide differences in the grade of beauty and the frequency of

its occurrence." Its predomination in the white races is "mainly by

reason of the relatively greater individual variation among them." Con-

cerning the Indians we learn: "Beauty in general is less common than

among the whites, and it seldom reaches the exquisite; but there is no

tribe in which are not occasionally seen one or more lovely infants or

maidens, and comely youths or young men." In bodily development

"the Indian is decidedly superior to the white; he is not stronger, but

nearer perfect and more plastic." The individual features of a beautiful

Indian are briefly outlined by Dr. Hrdlicka.

Land-Tenure. In the "American Anthropologist" (vol. ix, pp. 1-11)

G. B. Grinnell discusses "Tenure of Land among the Indians." The

civilized and the savage man differ in their attitude toward land, —
"there is nothing in an Indian's traditions or experience that enables

him to image the ownership of land by persons, although he regards

personal property much as we do." The almost universal reverence of

the Indians for the earth is interesting in connection with their feeling

about the ownership of land. Mr. Grinnell informs us that "until

within comparatively recent times, all land sales and all treaties have

been made by the Indians on the theory that they were passing over

to the white people certain rights of occupancy — were lending them

the use of the land." The whole trend of legislation has been toward

getting away the lands from the Indians, often with cruel speed. Mr.

Grinnell advises that "the patents issued for future allotments should

be inalienable for life, or, better still, for one hundred years." The per-

manent prosperity of the remnant of the race may be secured by a

generation or two of such anchoring to the soil.

Social ORGANIZATION. In his article, "A Reconstruction of the

Theory of Social Organization," published in the "Boas Anniversary

Volume" (N. Y., 1906, pp. 166-178), Dr. J. R. Swanton comes to the

conclusion that "a review of the tribes of North America north of

\] rico thus seems strongly to contradict the prevailing view that that

form of society in which a tribe is organized into totemic exogamous

clans with ft male descent is primitive." One notable factor in exogamy

lias been the desire of obtaining the good-will of another group than

one's own; exchange of courtesies by way of marriage. Exogamy and

totems should be considered separately, "the former in connection

with social and eonsanguincal tendencies; the latter in connection with

religion in its various phases, such as the personal manitou and the

personal medicine." A. F. C. and I. C. C
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Dr. Krauss's Tribute to Mr. Newell. — In a letter to the Editor of

the Journal, Dr. Friedrich S. Krauss, the eminent folklorist of Vienna, thus

expresses himself:—
" Mit schmerzlichster Bestiirzung ersehe ich aus dem eben eingetroffenen

75. Hefte des Journals, dass unser unersetzlicher Fiihrer und Freund
Newell am 21. J. verschieden. Was er in Amerika und in Europa firr unsere

Disziplin als Forscher und Organizator geleistet, haben wir alle als Bewun-
derer seiner endlosen Kenntnisse, seiner Urteilkraft und Leistungsfahigkeit

miterlebt. Fallen sehe ich Zweig auf Zweig! friih, ach viel zu friih verwaist

unsere Forschung! Die besten von den besten verlassen uns! Ich trauere

mit Ihnen und der Gesellschaft um unseren unvergesslichen Freund, Sein

Andenken bleibt bei uns und in unserer Wissenschaft allezeit in grossten

Ehren!"

How to make One's Self Invisible.— The undersigned, who has been

for some time past gathering material on the topic of invisibility (or rather,

"How to make one's self invisible"), would be glad to receive information

from the readers of the Journal and members of the society on the subject:—
How to make one's self invisible. Beliefs concerning this gift or quality and

how acquired:—
1. In classic story.

2. Legend and folk-tale.

3. In the poetry, the drama, and the religious and general literature of all

ages and countries.

4. In the folk-lore of all races.

W. J. Wintemberg.
Washington, Ont., Canada.

"Squaw Winter," "Indian Winter," "Dogwood Winter."— Mr. W.

J. Wintemberg, of Washington, Ont., Canada, furnishes the following inter-

esting items:—
1. Clipping from the Toronto Daily Star of April 8, 1907: "Kingston,

Ont., April 8. This morning people awoke to find themselves in the midst of

squaw winter, some three inches of soft snow having fallen during the night.

The streets are full of slush now." This use of the term "squaw winter" is

cited in reference to the article on " Memorials of the Indian," which appeared

previously in this Journal.

2. We had a heavy fall of snow in Toronto on the afternoon of April 15,

1904, and the same evening I heard a lady make the remark, "This must
be the Indian winter." I had never heard the expression before, and made a

note of it.

3. These expressions remind me of a southern phrase, "dogwood winter,"

which is rather interesting. From the Woodstock, Ont., "Daily Express" of

some time during 1902 (from what paper originally copied I do not know)
was clipped this item: —

" Dogwood Winter. — A man from North Carolina, who was visiting in

Philadelphia, in the course of conversation used the expression dogwood
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winter. ' What do you mean by dogwood winter?' asked his host. ' Don't you

really know what dogwood winter is?' demanded the man from Hickory,

N. C. 'There is always a spell of it in May, when the dogwood tree is in

bloom. For several days there is cold, disagreeable, cloudy weather and often

a touch of frost. Down our way it never fails, and we call it dogwood winter.

I thought the phrase was general.'"

An "Indian" Song. — Charles H. Williams, of Columbia, Mo., has sent

in the following song, said to have been sung by the Indians in early times,

and to have been brought to Missouri from Tennessee or Kentucky by early

settlers: —
Chorus. Clati-clati-wamp pite-i pite-i-way,

Clati-clati-wamp pite-i pite-i-way,

Clati-clati-wamp pite-i asco-by-way,

Hiclo-piclo peace in-e-ay.

Stanza. Clo-mi-sal sal mil-e Moses.
Clo-mi-sal sal mil-e Moses.
Clo-mi-sal sal mil-e Moses.

Hiclo piclo peace in-e-ay.

The words are said to mean: —
Chorus. By and by we'll go and see him,

By and by we'll go and see him,
By and by we'll go and see him,
Away over yonder in the promised land.

Stanza. There now is good old Moses,
There now is good old Moses,
There now is good old Moses,
Away over yonder in the promised land.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES.

BOOKS.

Publications of the Folk-Lore Society, LIX [1905]. Popular Poetry
of the Baloches. By M. Longworth Dames, M. R. A. S. Published

for the Folk-Lore Society by David Nutt, 57-59 Long Acre, London: 1907.

2 vols. Pp. xxxix, 204; 224.

Ibid. LV [1904]. Jamaican Song and Story: Annancy Stories, Dig-

ging Songs, Ring Tunes, and Dancing Tunes. Collected and Edited

by Walter Jekyll: with an Introduction by Alice Weiner, and Ap-

pendices on Traces of African Melody in Jamaica by C. S. Meyers,
and on English Airs and Motifs in Jamaica by Lucy E. Broadwood.
London: 1907. Pp. xxxix, 288.

These two valuable monographs are sufficient proof of the good work being

done in the matter of publication by the English Folk-Lore Society. The
collection of Balochl folk-poetry here presented is of particular interest and
importance, since the Baloches, or Beluchis, are of Aryan stock, and, as the

author informs us, " the whole of this poetry is purely popular in origin and
form; there never has been in Balochl a literature in the correct sense of the
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term, and literary influence cannot be detected anywhere, except perhaps
in one or two of the love-poems." Moreover, "the forms of Persian poetry

which have been the universal standard, even of popular poetry, in Afghan-
istan, and Musulman India, are not to be found here.' " In both form and
substance BalochI poetry "is simple and direct in expression, and excels

in vivid pictures of life and country, which it brings before us without any
conscious effort at description on the part of the singer." As in Afghanistan,

Persia, and Northwest India (their original home), the hereditary bards and
minstrels known as Doms or Dombs are found, but " among the Baloches

they are the professional minstrels and sing the poems in the assemblies of

the clans, but are not poets themselves, as they often are among the Afghans."
They appear to be " merely the agency for handing down the older poems or

publishing the compositions of modern poets, who are in almost every case

true Baloches and not men of low or mixed origin, as among the Afghans."
Since it would be undignified for a Baloch to sing or recite a poem publicly,

"a poet who wishes to make his composition known seeks out a Dom and
teaches it to him." In poetry the Doms are often known by the name Lori

(Persian Ltirl), i.e. "minstrel." The body of material in these volumes is

divided into the following classes:—
1. Heroic or epic ballads dealing with the early wars and settlements of

the Baloches (40 poems).

2. More recent ballads, mainly dealing with the wars of tribes now existing

and other tribal ballads, — varying greatly in age and merit (18 poems).

3. Romantic ballads (6 poems).

4. Love songs and lyrics (9 poems).

5. Religious and didactic poems and legends of saints (14 poems).

6. Short poems, including lullabys, dastanaghs, and rhymed riddles (4

cradle-songs, 34 dastanaghs, — poems of only a few lines, sung to the accom-
paniment of the flute or nar, — 28 riddles and puzzles, 6 aphorisms).

The second volume contains the BalochI texts of all the poems, so that the

work is valuable not merely to the folklorist and the student of aesthetics in

human language, but to the philologist as well. A glossary of rare and obso-

lete words, an index of names, and a general index add to the utility of the

material presented. The author began collecting the poetry of the Baloches

in 1875 continuing it till 1896. Since then, Rev. T. M. Mayer has taken up
the work,— the only previous collector of any account was Leech (1840).

Mr. Dames's BalochI poems belong all to the northern variety of that lan-

guage, as he was unable to obtain any in the MekranI dialect. With the excep-

tion of the dastanaghs all these poems are sung by Dombs to the accom-

paniment of the damblro and the sarinda, both stringed instruments. The
earlier ballads relate to events of the first part of the sixteenth century, the

later to those of the last 150 years. The metre is quantitative, the rhyme
"rather an accident than an essential feature." The chief hero of the epics

is Chakur, chief of the Rinds, who has a feud over a lady with Gwaharam,
chief of the Lasharis. It is to be hoped that the popular poetry in MekranI
will soon be as well presented to the students of folk-lore.

The volume on "Jamaican Song and Story" will be noticed later in

another department of the Journal.
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Bibliotheque de l'Ecole des Hautes Etudes publiee sous les auspices

du Ministere de l'lnstruction Publique Sciences Religieuses— Dix-

septieme volume. Tabou et Totemisme a Madagascar. Etude de-

scriptive et theorique par Arnold van Gennep. Paris: Ernest Leroux,

1904. Pp. 363-

Mythes et Legendes d'Australie. Etudes d'Ethnographie et de
Sociologie. Par Arnold van Gennep. Paris: E. Guilmoto, 1906. Pp.

xi+cxvi, 188.

Besides a brief introduction of a general sort and an appendix on isolated

tabus, the sixteen chapters of this book treat the following topics: Ideas about

tabu, contagion, sanctity; imposition and sanction of the Malagasy tabu;

tabus of the abnormal, the new and the strange; tabus of the sick; tabus of

the dead; tabus of the chief; tabus of the clan, caste, and class; sexual tabus;

tabus of the child and the family; tabus of property; tabus of place; tabus

of time and orientation; animal and plant tabus; tabus of animals (a long

section, pp. 214-294); tabus of plants; totemism, reincarnation, and zoolatry.

There is a good index of subjects (345-356, two columns to the page).

The "primitive monotheism," attributed by some to the Malagasy, is

regarded by the author as "a pure creation of the Christian believers," the

theory having been started by the missionaries, — this "monotheism" has

been referred by some to Jewish and by others to Mahometan influence, but

the most that the latter has done is "to bring in a few new amulets (e.g.

bits of paper with Arabic writing)," and for the former there is even less evi-

dence. The special Malagasy term for tabu is jady in Imerina, jaly in the

provinces, applied to what is "sacred, prohibited, interdicted, incestuous,

ill-omened,"— the expression mifady signifies not only "to abstain from

(in general)," but also, with regard to women, "to wear certain marks show-

ing that their husbands are at war;" for "pardon me," "excuse me," etc.,

the expression aza jady alio is in use. The jady rests, according to M. van

Gennep, on the two notions of "contagion" (toliina) and "extra-natural

power" (hasina), attaching itself to objects and to beings that are endowed,

either through their own essence or by consequence of an action upon them,

by this redoubtable hasina. There are numerous contagions and sympa-

thetic jadys. The jady, however, in the last analysis, signifies "danger-

ous," — all other notions ("interdicted," "prohibited," "incestuous," "ill-

omened," etc.) are only shades of this. In the opinion of the author, " the

idea of social obligation manifests itself positively in the coercitive and pro-

pitiatory rites and negatively in the prophylactic and curative rites or tabus"

(p. 27). Custom, which with us has degenerated into routine, "creates

social continuity." The examination of the psychological conditions of the

jadys reveals the fact that they are by no means so absurd or trivial as, e. g.

J. Sibree maintains: A large number of those most bizarre to the mind of

the Kuropean are based on an extended concept of the abnormal and its

shades, the new, the strange, etc. Here is to be found one explanation of the

curious practice of offering a woman to a stranger upon his arrival, — in

order that her family may share in the "sacred" character of the new-comer,
— and of many others equally peculiar from the modern civilized point of

view. Sickness, for the Malagasy, is "the otherwise negligible symptom
of the terrible internal disease resulting from the accomplishment of the

prohibited act;" and the sick man has to be detabu ,

d. The "contagion" of
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the dead is the reason for numerous strange ceremonies of purification,

restoration, etc., both of individuals and of objects, property, etc. The tabu

of the chief, his possession of the hasina, surrounds him with prerogatives,

etiquette, etc., both when alive and when dead, concerning himself, his

family, property and the like. Specially interesting here are the linguistic

tabus (pages 105-112) — words tabu'd during the life of the chief, and
words tabu'd after his death. These "ordinary" and "reserved" words are

quite numerous and affect considerably the vocabulary of the language.

In speaking to the chief or of him, his family, his descendants, etc., a special

vocabulary is employed; and sometimes the castes and clans, besides their

special tabus, had vocabularies different from those of their neighbors. The
"sorcerers," e. g. have a dialect of their own. The sexual tabus are very

numerous, — among them is "conjugal fidelity," the violation of which is

"adultery." It would seem (p. 165) as if the Antimerina regarded the preg-

nant woman as dead, for after the birth of the child they saluted her as " resur-

rected." The property-marks of the Malagasy correspond to the wasm of

the Arabs, etc. Tabus of places are often very extensive, — the whole island

of Nosifali (the burial-ground of a clan of "sorcerers") is tabu'd. Many
villages have their special fadys. Fadys attach to months, days, numbers,

directions, etc. Every individual has his andro-fady or "unlucky day").

For certain tribes or clans the north, for others the east is jady. Also certain

parts of the house are subject to tabus. Among the animals to which fadys

attach are: Lemurs, aye-aye, pig, wild boar, dog, cat, sheep, goat, ox (bull,

cow), hedgehog, whale, dolphin, sea cows, many kinds of birds, chame-

leon, lizard, serpent, crocodile, tortoise, certain sorts of fish, lobster, certain

insects, etc. There are fewer data concerning the tabus of plants, — but

fadys of rice, onion, tobacco, hemp, certain trees, etc., are reported.

The tabu phenomena concerning animals and plants may be classed as

follows according to the beliefs on which they rest: 1. The animal is regarded

as the generator or the brother of man (e. g. lemur, crocodile). 2. As the

reincarnation of human beings (e. g. lemur, crocodile, lizard, the hazo-

malany plant, etc.). 3. As a man, ancestor metamorphosed (lemur, croco-

dile). 4. As the benefactor of the human group (lemur, cow, gray paroquet).

5. As having caused some calamity to the human group (dog, lizard). There
are thus five explanations offered in various parts of Madagascar, viz.,

totemistic (1), rationalized totemistic (2), reincarnational (3), rationalist

(4, 5). A fact of prime importance is that the Malagasy have no special term

to designate the tabu'd animal, such as the Ojibwa totem; and, moreover, no

term corresponding to the Central American nagual, Indonesian nyarong,

Australian kobong, etc. Again, the group does not regularly bear the name
of the tabu'd animal or plant; and the tabu'd animal is not given as the pro-

tector of the family or clan. Many "totemistic" practices known from other

parts of the world are apparently entirely absent from Madagascar. In fine,

"in Madagascar we find none of the characteristics of genuine totemism."

The beliefs and practices of the natives of Madagascar deserve a thorough-

going investigation on the basis of the material gathered by M. van Gennep.

M. van Gennep's volume on " Australian Myths, and Legends " has an

introduction of 116 pages in which are discussed: The somatic and cultural

type of the Australians, systems of filiation, primitiveness of the Arunta,

social modifications, ideas of the Australians about conception and reincar-
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nation, reincarnation and totemism, the two religious doctrines and the

sacred rhombus (bull-roarer), idea of magico-religious power, myth, and
rite, content of the legends. The body of the book consists of the texts in

French (with foot-notes) of 106 myths and legends concerning human and
animal origins, the sun and moon, day and night, stars, fire, water, wind,

deluge, sea, rain, flowers, matrimonial regulations, totems, initiation-rites,

superhuman beings, death, etc., from various tribes all over Australia.

Many of them are quite brief and some contain brief songs, etc., in the native

text. Among the legendary material of the Central Australian tribes, M. van

Gennep distinguishes (with Spencer and Gillen) two categories: (1) Descrip-

tive legends accounting for the origin and the mechanism of present institu-

tion (e. g. the marriage relations), circumcision-rites, methods of producing

fire; (2) legends describing the travels of the mythic ancestors and explaining

natural incidents and the formation of the oknanikilla, or local totemic

centres, — in these ancient institutions are only alluded to. The author

believes that the somatic varieties met with in Australia belong to one and

the same race " craniologically related on the one hand to the Pithecanthropus,

and on the other to the Spy-Neandertal type." The various somatic varieties

within this race suggest rapprochements with such living types as the Dravid-

ians, Veddas, Ainu, certain groups of N. E. Africa, and even of Europe. The
theory of the "superposition of 'civilizations' with different ethnic bases"

is rightfully doubted, M. van Gennep believing that "the different Australian

cultural types have been produced in loco, the beginnings being represented

by the stage reached by the Tasmanians at the time of their disappearance."

As to "neolithic" and "paleolithic," the author's remarks are interesting

(p. xvii): "A Central Australian will act, according to the needs or the possi-

bilities of the moment, now as a man in the paleolithic stage and now as a man
in the neolithic stage, and in certain cases, he will polish his stones. These
stages, attributed in Europe to different ethnic groups, appear in Australia

as the diverse moments of a personal evolution, without any foreign influ-

ence." As to systems of filiation, M. van Gennep believes that "certain tribes

have always had male descent, certain others always female descent, and
only tribes situated, as, c. g, the Arunta, at. the point of contact, have com-
bined both systems" (p. xxii). The Australian belief in the possibility of

lucina sine concubitu need not be very recent, nor the Arunta so unprimitive,

as some writers have imagined. In the Australian churinga lies what the

American Indian conceives of in his orenda, »;<i>iitoi<, etc., in part at least.

Among the Australian tribes myth and ritual are found in very close rela-

tionship, — "the myth is lure a ritual told, the ritual an acted myth." Here
individual inventions are of considerable importance. The complicated

ritual of tin- Arunta "is formed by the crystallization of rites and myths
invented, in the course of centuries by individuals." Ritual without myth
may exist, but myth without ritual is impossible, — "myths are only recited

as explanations of ceremonies," etc. In the discussion by M. van Gennep of

rious theories of totemism and of the views of different writers con-

cerning the status of the Australian aborigines from the point of view of social

evolution, there is much of interest and value. The bibliography (pages vii-

xi) and the notes passim indicate the wide range of the author's reading.

A. F. C.
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FOLK-LORE OF THE NORTH CAROLINA
MOUNTAINEERS. 1

Folk-lore has been denned as the traditional knowledge, beliefs,

superstitions, customs, and legends of the common people.

Because of the recent and rapid settlement and development of the

United States by a mixed immigration, and because of the constant

moving to and fro of its population, only a few sections of our country

have a distinctive folk-lore. It is true we frequently find certain charac-

teristics marking individuals of certain sections, and there are perhaps

in every section families who have inherited traditions, but these are

not sufficiently general and strong in their influence to be called folk-lore.

The conditions which have prevailed in the Southern Appalachian

mountains for so many generations have come nearer producing, or

perhaps I should say preserving, a folk-lore than those of any other

section of our country. Immigrants from the middle classes of England

and Scotland, or the descendants of such immigrants, were the first

settlers, which made the people homogeneous; cut off by natural barriers

from the great currents of trade and travel, isolated by rough roads

and the difficulties of distant travel, these people were little influenced

by the outside world or by books, and they preserved and transmitted,

with slight change, that mass of common knowledge and popular beliefs

and customs which they inherited, and which we speak of as folk-lore.

While I am convinced there is a oneness about the mountaineers

of the Southern Appalachians, I have confined my efforts to our own

State, and have collected some of the folk-lore of the North Carolina

mountaineers. The difficulties have been numerous. So far as I can

learn, nothing— not even a magazine article — has been written on the

subject; the nearest approach is a short collection of the folk-customs

and beliefs of Lincoln County made by Miss A. C. Hoke 2 some years

ago for the Journal of American Folk-Lore. As the settlers of Lincoln

1 A paper read before the Pen and Plate Club, Ashville, N. C, 1906.
2 " Folk-Custom and Folk-Belief in North Carolina," vol. VX1892), pp. 113-120. See,

also, James Mooncy's article on " Folk-Lore of the Carolina Mountains," vol. ii (18S9),

9S-i°4-
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County were mostly Germans, this collection has been of little serivce to

me. It is a little surprising, however, to find that nearly all the games

described by Miss Hoke as having been played by the children of these

German immigrants are old English games, and are played to-day by

the children of our mountaineers.

I have been unable to devote as much time as I had wished to trips

into the mountains that I might the better get that direct knowledge

which comes from personal contact and observation, and I have been

compelled to rely on the reports made to me by friends living in various

sections of our mountains. By comparing and checking these various

reports I have endeavored to eliminate all that was purely local.

I wish at this point to have it clearly understood, once and for all,

that this paper was not undertaken in any spirit of condescension or

ridicule; it has a higher purpose. It is no disgrace to these people,

isolated as they have been, that they have preserved the traditions

and beliefs of their Anglo-Saxon ancestors of two hundred years ago.

These things are the "proofs patent" of their good descent, the "mark-

ings" of the purest strain of Anglo-Saxon blood and character to be

found in America to-day. A study of their folk-lore is specially interest-

ing, as it gives us a glimpse of our ancestors — indeed, these mountain-

eers have been aptly called "our contemporary ancestors."

Solomon in his wisdom has said: "He that observeth the wind shall

not sow, and he that regardeth the clouds shall not reap;" and yet

there are intelligent people living three thousand years later than the

Wise King who will not plant certain seed except on certain days and

in certain phases of the moon. For instance, Good Friday is considered

the best day in the year to begin the garden, and especially should beans

and all other vegetables which bear pendent fruit be planted on that

day; some say, however, they may be planted on any Friday; this is

supposed by some to be due to Friday's having been "hangman's day."

The garden is the only thing, however, which should be commenced
on a Friday, for any one who is so foolhardy as to begin anything else

on that day will certainly meet with bad luck, and in the opinion of

many will never live to complete the undertaking.

The moon seems to exert a powerful influence on many agricultural

and domestic affairs. All plants which produce fruit above ground

must be planted in the light of the moon, not necessarily in a new moon;

and all plants which produce fruit underground, potatoes and such, must

be planted in the dark of the moon. Also the hogs must be killed in the

dark of the moon, or the bacon and lard will shrink. Rails must be split

and shingles and boards gotten in the dark of the moon to keep them
from warping and splitting — and the boards or shingles must be put on

when the horns of the new moon point down to keep them from cup-

ping. Plant corn when the horns of the new moon point down and the
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ears will be heavy and grow low on the stalk ; and sow wheat before the

full moon in October. To prevent rotting, the worm fence should be laid

in the light of the moon. To effectually kill the stumps, roots, and sprouts

of trees, bushes, briars, etc., on land which is being cleared, they should

be cut during the dark moon in August. Timber will last much longer

if cut in the dark of the moon.

If the housewife would have her soap white and hard, she must make
it in the light of the moon, and while the moon is on the increase; and

while boiling the soap must be stirred one way only, and if stirred with

a sassafras paddle it will have a pleasant odor and the maker will have

good luck. If she would have her dyes well "set" so the colors will

not "run," she must dye dark colors in the dark of the moon and vice

versa.

The weather can be forecast by the moon. There will be as many
snows during the winter as the moon is days old when the first snow
comes. A new moon with horns pointing up indicates dry weather during

that moon, if the horns tilt so as to spill the water it will be rainy. A
common weather proverb runs :

—
Circle around the sun,

Will rain none,

Circle around the moon,

Will rain soon.

There are many signs and things besides the moon by which the

weather may be forecast, and even partially regulated. For instance,

if rain is needed in the spring or early summer, kill a black snake and
hang it up with its belly to the sun, and the rain will come. The prevail-

ing rains of a season will come from the same direction as comes the

first rain of that season. If it does not rain on the first day of June it is

not likely to rain for fifteen days, and rain on the first dog-day means
rain on each of the following forty days. If it rains while the sun is

shining, the witches are dancing, and it will rain again next day.

By due attention to signs and omens, the winter weather can be fore-

told to a nicety: Frost will come just three months after you hear the

first katydid. For each foggy day in August the winter will have a snow.

It is a sure sign of coming snow to hear the fire "treading snow"

—

that is, making a noise similar to that made by walking on snow. A
heavy "mast" means a severe winter. If the cat sits with her back to

the fire, watch out for a cold snap.

I know the ground-hog theory has been viciously attacked in some
quarters, but the faith has not been shaken, for everybody knows
that if the ground hog sees his shadow when he emerges from his hole

on February 2, he will return to stay for six weeks that he may escape

the severe weather to come.

A frequently quoted paraphrase of an old sailor's saying runs thus:
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Red clouds at night,

A traveller's delight;

Red clouds in the morning,

A traveller's warning.

There are signs and omens affecting nearly all the agricultural and

domestic affairs, and the prudent farmer and his good housewife should

give due attention. If the good wife would keep the hawks from troubling

her young chickens, she puts a white flint rock in the fireplace where it

will keep warm. To make the guard dog stay at home and attend to his

duties while she may go to help in the field or go for a neighborly visit,

she cuts a bit of hair from the tip of his tail and buries it under the front

door-steps. Of course she wants her young cow to become a good milker

— to insure this she carefully collects the milk first taken and pours it

into a running stream; and she is always careful not to allow the milk,

as it is drawn from the cow, young or old, to fall on the ground, for she

knows that, if that happens, the cow will "hold up" her milk, and soon

go dry; the good wife is also careful not to kill a toad for fear it will

cause her cow to give bloody milk. If the butter will not come she heats

a horseshoe and applies it to the bottom of the churn until an imprint

is burnt thereon, and sometimes she may have to put it in the churn

to drive away the troublesome witches. She never burns the egg-shells,

nor carries eggs into the house after dark, well knowing that if she does

her hens will quit laving. The farmer is careful also not to burn the

cobs from which the seed-corn is shelled, knowing that it will ruin his

crop; but he is careful to bury them in a moist, swampy place, and a

good crop is thus insured, regardless of seasons. Before buying a milk

cow he examines carefully to see that she has small horns, small neck,

slim tail, and a large "cowlick " between the thighs from udder up; these

are signs of a good milker. He prefers the horse which has a Roman
nose, broad forehead, and flowing mane and tail — such a horse is

sensible and gentle; the dish-faced, white-eyed horse should be shunned,

he is foolish and vicious.

When the family moves, fire should be taken from the old home to

>t art that in the new; but I he cat should not betaken. Ashes should never

be nuned from the fireplace on Fridays, if so, something will be stolen

from the house before the next Friday. If a young girl or maid be al-

'! to clean out the spring, it will go dry.

There are many signs of special significance, such as the belief that

if the right hand itches you will shake hands with a stranger; if the left,

v .'i will soon handle money; this evidently gave rise to the expression,
1 He has an itching palm," meaning he is fond of money. Sneezing

before breakfast means visitors, one for each sneeze. If a baby is al-

I to see itself in a looking-glass before it is six months old, it will

die before it is a year old; and if by chance it does live, it will grow

up "two-faced." If a cat sits down among a crowd of girls, the one she
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looks at will marry first. When the guard dog lies down in the yard

and rolls over on his back, a visitor may be expected from the direction

his head points. If the nose itches, visitors may be expected; but it

must not be rubbed up, for that would cause the visitors to lose their

way. A measuring worm on one's clothes is a sign of approaching death,

as the worm is taking measures for the shroud; the evil spell is broken,

however, if the worm is knocked off before it finishes. The rolling onto

the hearth of a burning log or "chunk" means company is coming, and
if one spits on it and thinks of the persons desired to be seen, they will

come; or any wish may be made and it will "come true." If you "cuss"

or step over your pole, the fish will stop biting.

There are many signs and omens which portend good or bad luck,

generally, without any special significance as to what it will be. One
of the most generally believed is that it is bad luck for a hare to cross

the road in front of a traveller. I find, however, that in some sections

the direction of the crossing governs the luck; from right to left, bad;

from left to right, good. A dog's howling is also a sign of bad luck. You
remember the incident in "Ivanhoe" when Cedric and his party were

returning from the tournament. I can best tell it in Scott's own words:

"As the cavalcade left the court of the monaster}', an incident hap-

pened somewhat alarming to the Saxons, who, of all people of Europe,

were most addicted to superstitious observance of omens, and to whose

opinions can be traced most of those notions upon such subjects still

to be found among our popular antiquities. ... In the present instance

the apprehension of impending evil was inspired by no less respectable

a prophet than a large, lean, black dog, which, sitting upright, howled

most piteously as the foremost riders left the gate. ... 'I like not

that music, father Cedric,' said Athelstane, . . . 'Nor I either, Uncle,'

said Wamba, 'I greatly fear we shall have to pay the piper.' 'In my
mind,' said Athelstane . . . 'we had better turn back and abide with

the Abbot until the afternoon. It is unlucky to travel where your path

is crossed by a monk, a hare, or a howling dog, until you have eaten

your next meal.'"

These bad-luck signs are many and I shall give only a few. It brings

bad luck to turn a spinning-wheel backwards; to turn a chair around

on one leg; to step over a broom or a person lying down — the spell

may be broken, however, by immediately stepping backwards over the

broom or person; for a bird to fly into the house; to carry a hoe on the

shoulder into the house; to spill salt; the spell may be broken by throw-

ing some of the salt over the left shoulder; for a hen to crow — we all

know the old couplet :
—

A whistling woman and a crowing hen

Will never come to any good end.

It also brings bad luck to kill a cat; for a screech owl or hoot owl
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to make its peculiar noise near the house ; to walk backward with one

shoe off and one on ; for the fruit trees to bloom the second time in one

season; to step on or over a grave; to see the new moon first through

the branches of a tree; to say "thank you" or show any gratitude when

given seeds or shrubs; to have rain on the wedding day; for a marriage

party to meet a funeral procession; to turn round and go back after

starting on a journey — the evil spell may be broken, however, by

making a cross mark on the ground and spitting in it. Making the cross

mark may be a corruption of the custom of crossing one's self to ward off

evil, but why spit in the cross mark? Can this be a vague reference to

sprinkling with holy water?

While the good-luck signs are not so numerous, there are plenty of

them to give hope and prove that life is not entirely a dodging of evil. It

brings very good luck to see the new moon for the first time unobstructed

over the left shoulder; to find a horseshoe in the road, some say it must

have nails in it, and some that the points must be toward the finder;

good luck for the right eye to itch so that you rub it; bad for the left,

however. Very good luck to have snow on your wedding day; to find a

spider on one's clothes; to kill the first snake you see in the spring;

to have a strange cat take up with you; to keep a horseshoe tacked over

the door, the points must turn up, however, or the luck will spill; to find

a pin or needle with point toward you, but you must pick it up —
Find a pin and pick it up,

All that day you'll have good luck.

I believe that remnants of old English and Scotch ballads still linger

in some isolated coves, but as yet T have not discovered any of them.

I am constrained to think that religion's austere disapproval of the

banjo, the violin, the wicked "love songs," and all such ungodliness

has practically destroyed minstrelsy, and the memory of most of the

old ballads. There is a song the young folks sometimes sing as they play

"steal partners," which has a genuine old English flavor — it runs

thus: —
I want some mure of your barley,

I want some more of your weevilly wheat,

To make - Charlie.

Charlie, he's a nice young man,

Charlie, he's a dandy,

Charlie, he's a nice young man,

And feeds the girls on randy.

If any of you here ever played "steal partners" to the music of this

jolly old song, you can easily recall the glorious good time you had—
and how afterwards you thought the "lancers" tamely dignified com-
pared to "steal partners."

Notwithstanding the ban of religion, the exuberance of youth occa-

sionally breaks forth with the picking of the banjo and patting of the
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foot, and the wicked songs delight the crowd which affects to disapprove

;

but most of these songs are evidently of recent origin.

One song which I have found quite popular with the banjo- picking

swains begins thus :
—

I would not marry an old maid,

I'll tell you the reason why,

Her neck's so long and stringy,

I am afraid she'll never die.

The next stanza is supposed to be the old maid's retort to this un-

gallant objection :
—

I would not marry a bachelor,

I'll tell you the reason why,

His nose is always dripping,

And his chin is never dry.

If the singer is quick-witted and sufficiently reckless, he frequently

continues with improvised stanzas giving objections to marrying the

red-headed girl, the cross-eyed man, the bow-legged girl, and so on,

sometimes becoming ludicrously personal.

I have found the fragment of a song which I think is of some his-

torical interest. The whole song was, no doubt, the production of some

mountaineer, who about 1848 travelled to Columbia or Charleston, and

returning recounted the wonders observed on these travels; the frag-

ment found sings the wonders of the telegraph which had just been put

in use in the cities named, and runs thus:—
And they hear the news from Mexico

About the Yankees fighting,

With a little piece of wire

Just greased up with lightning.

This fragment is further interesting in showing that the word "Yan-

kee" then had no sectional meaning.

The games of children are affected less, perhaps, by change than any

other part of traditional knowledge. Our mountain children are still

playing the same games their ancestors played hundreds of years ago :

-

Leap Frog,

Fox and Goose,

Base,

Hot Jacket,

Jump the Rope,

Tag,

Frosj in the Middle,

Blind Man's Buff,

Club Fist,

Jack in the Bush, and

William-a-come-trimble-toe

are still played with all the zest of childhood, as are also such games as

:
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Hide the Switch,

Going to Jerusalem,

Chick-a-ma-crane-a-crow,

Mala-a-bight,

Old Sister Phcebe, and

The King's Army.

I believe we have in this last mentioned game, as it is sometimes

played, an echo of the Revolutionary War. The game seems also to be

the child's adaptation of the old English game of Tug-of-War. It is

played thus: Two children separate from the others, and each selects

a name for himself; it may be anything, but as I find it sometimes played,

one child selects the name Tory and the other Whig, without letting the

other children know which is which. These two leaders then face each

other joining hands, while the others form in column, and as they ap-

proach the two, all sing: —
Hoist the gates as high as the sky,

And let King George's army pass by.

The two raise their clasped hands, and the army marches triumphantly

under; all pass except the last one, upon whom the raised arms suddenly

fall, unless he is so agile as to escape by ducking and dodging. If he is

caught the column marches on and the captive is asked in a whisper if

he is a Whig or a Tory. The column approaches the gate again, and the

same formula is repeated; this is kept up until the whole army is cap-

tured, one by one, and is lined up, part behind the Whig and part

behind the Tory, sometimes of course with a very unequal division.

Then each little fellow clasps the one in front of him around the waist,

and, at a word from the leaders, who still tightly clasp hands, every child

pulls with all his might, the object being to pull down the opposing side;

and when the yelling, tugging little fellows fall, what a whoop and what

a scramble!

In many parts of our mountains generations haw been born, grown

to old age, and even died without the aid of a physician. The people

have had to rely on home treatments and old women's remedies. These

are mostly combinations <>r concoctions of the herbs, roots, and barks

found in the neighborhood; one of the mountaineers said to me that he

believed the Almighty put in each neighborhood a natural remedy for

every sickness of thai neighborhood. Some of these old remedies arc:

Butterfly-root tea given hot cures pneumonia; boneset tea is also

good for pneumonia.

Sourwood bark tea thickened with flour made into pills cures dropsy;

another remedy for dropsy is made by steeping elder bark in vinegar in

which rusty nails have been soaked.

Wild cucumber bark soaked in whiskey is good for liver trouble:

bloodroot is also good for the liver.

Sampson snakeroot tea cures colic.
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Lady-slipper tea is good for nervousness.

Balm of Gilead buds steeped in whiskey cure coughs.

Shop cinders and sulphur are good to renew the blood.

Dogwood bark and old field cinders are good to clear the complexion.

Pulverized wild-cherry bark taken before meals stimulates the appetite.

Tea made of sunflower seed, prickly pear, and green coffee cure-

gravel; spikewood root is also good for kidney troubles; and a hot

greasy plate that has been used over meat or beans while cooking,

placed over the region of the bladder, will remove the gravel and let the

urine pass when all other remedies have failed.

Flax-seed tea cures acid in the blood.

Dried beef gall applied to a rising will bring it to a head; and a poul-

tice made from the bark of sassafras roots will make a boil come to a

head.

Smoke-dried leaves of life-everlasting cure toothache.

Seneca snakeroot tea is good for the hives, measles, and all diseases

which must be "brought out;" it is also good for whooping-cough.

Red poke berries are good for thrash.

Hart leaves and bark from root of red alder are good to regulate the

bowels, especially of teething children; cold water drunk off sliced

cumphery roots is good for diarrhoea.

Dried and powdered butterfly-root dusted on a sore will stop proud

flesh forming.

Poultice of Jemson leaves is good for the sore throat.

Charcoal and salt in equal proportions is a sure cure for scurvy.

Red pepper pods applied to a felon will give relief.

The inside of a chicken gizzard dried and powdered is good for dys-

pepsia, and also to stop vomiting.

A bunch of cold keys put down the back will stop the nose bleeding.

Perhaps our medical friends can give us scientific reasons why these

"herb remedies" are efficacious, but there are some accepted remedies

which I fear would baffle their science, for instance: To cure whooping-

cough, the sufferer should eat a piece of bread baked by a woman whose

maiden name was the same as that of her husband ; but the woman must

not give it to the sufferer, she must leave it where some one can get it for

him, or better still, if the sufferer himself can steal it. To remove a wart,

cut it until it bleeds and put a drop of the blood on a grain of corn and

feed the corn to a duck. I fear our medical friends would call this

"quackery."

To relieve the pangs of childbirth put the hat of the child's father

under the bed. One of my correspondents writes that the trouble with

this remedy up on his creek is that they can't always feel sure of the hat.

A very generally used remedy for the measles is a -tea made from dried

sheep dung. I have been struck with the prevalence of the faith in this
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remedy, and its use is by no means confined to the uneducated. The

question has suggested itself, upon what is this faith based ? Why, after

so many years of trial of this and other home remedies, do the people

still believe in them unless experience of generations has shown that they

do have some virtue, and do relieve the ills for which they are used ?

And if this is true, would it not be the part of wisdom for the doctors

to thoroughly test these old remedies before casting them aside as vain

superstitions? But, perhaps, our medical friends are more alert and pro-

gressive than I suspect, and have tested and are even using some of

these old remedies. If so, I hope they will tell us, and tell us especially

what has been their experience with this remedy for measles.

In the 6th chapter of the book of Tobit we read
:

—
1. "And as they went on their journey they came in the evening to

the river Tigres and they lodged there.

2. "And when the young man went down to wash himself, a fish

leaped out of the river and would have devoured him.

3. "Then the angel said unto him, 'Take the fish.' And the young

man laid hold of the fish and drew it to land.

4. "To whom the Angel said, 'Open the fish, and take the heart and

the liver and the gall, and put them up safely.'

5. "So the young man did as the angel commanded him; . . .

6. "Then the young man said to the Angel, ' Brother Azarias, to what

use is the heart, and the liver, and the gall of the fish ?

»

7. "And he said unto him . . .

8. '"As for the gall, it is good to anoint a man that hath whiteness in

his eyes, and he shall be healed.'"

And in the nth chapter we read how Tobit was cured of his blindness

by use of the fish gall, notwithstanding he had been to the physicians

and they "helped him not." Can this old story from the Apocrypha

be the foundation for a very general belief still prevalent that fish bladder

rubbed on sore or weak eyes cures and strengthens them?

It would indeed be interesting to trace these old beliefs to their sources,

but such an attempt would require much time and research, and I fear

would prove vain in many instances, as the sources of many are un-

doubtedly lost in the haze of antiquity; and the strongest proof of their

antiquity is that they have outlived the knowledge of the causes that

gave rise to them.
Haywood Parker.
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BALLADS AND RHYMES FROM KENTUCKY.

EDITED BY G. L. KITTREDGE.

The following ballads and rhymes from the mountains of Kentucky

were collected recently by Miss Katherine Pettit of Hindman, Knott

County, in that State. Miss Pettit has had the kindness to send the

material to the Journal for publication.

THE TURKISH LADY.

This is a fragmentary version of "Lord Bateman" (Child, No. 53 L).

The last stanza contains the speech of the porter to Bateman and should

precede stanza n.

1. There was a man who lived in England,

He was of some high degree;

He became uneasy, discontented,

Some fair land, some land to see.

2. He sailed east, he sailed west,

He sailed all over the Turkish shore,

Till he was caught and put in prison,

Never to be released any more.

3. The Turk he had but the one lone daughter,

She was of some high degree;

She stole the keys from her father's dwelling,

And declared Lord Batesman she 'd set free.

4. She led him down to the lower cellar,

And drew him a drink of the strongest wine;

"Every moment seems an hour;

Lord Batesman, if you were mine!

5. "Let's make a vow, let's make a promise,

Let's make a vow, let's make it stand:

You vow you'll marry no other woman,
I will vow I'll marry no other man."

6. They made a vow, they made a promise,

They made a vow, they made it stand;

He vowed he'd marry no other woman,

She vowed she'd marry no other man.

7. Seven long years has rolled around,

It seemed as if it was twenty-three;

She bundled up her finest clothing, '

Declared Lord Batesman she'd go see.
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8. Seven long years has rolled around,

It seemed as if it were twenty-nine;

She bundled up her finest clothing,

And declared Lord Batesman she'd go find.

9. She went till she came to the gate, she tingled;

It was so loud, but she would n't come in:

"Is this your place," she cried, "Lord Batesman?
"Or is it that you've brought your new bride in?'' !

10. "Go remember him of a piece of bread;

Go remember him of a glass of wine;

Go remember him of the Turkish lady

Who freed him from the cold iron bonds."

11. He stamped his foot upon the floor;

He burst the table in pieces three,

Saying, "I'll forsake both land and dwelling

For the Turkish lady that set me free."

12. She went till she came to the gate, she tingled;

It was so loud, but she would n't come in:

"She's got more gold on her little finger

Than your new bride and all your kin."

1 1 )\ INC. HENRY.

This is an interesting and genuinely traditional version of Child's

No. 68, " Young Hunting." It is nearest to version F. For stanza 8 com-

pare version D, stanza 10.

1. "Get down, get down, loving Henry," she said,

"And st;iv all night with me;

But thcre['s] another girl in the Urgent land.

That you love better than me."

2. "I could get down if I would get down.

\ I
i iv all night with you,

Hut there is a girl in the Urgent land

That I love better than you."

3. As he leaned over his saddle skirts.

To kiss her rosy cheeks,

All in her right hand she held a sharp knife,

And in him she plunged it deep.

4. "I could have got down if I would got down.

And stayed all night with you,

1 In the ropy furnished the line runs: " Or is it that you've let you 've brought your

new bride in."
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For there is no other girl in this wide world

That I love better than you."

5. "Must I ride east? Must I ride west?

Or anywhere under the sun,

To get the doctor so kind and good,

To cure this wounded one?"

6. "You need n't to ride east, nor you need n't to ride west,

Nor anywhere under the sun,

For there is no other but God alone

Can cure this wounded one."

7. She took him by his lily-white hand,

And led him across the yard;

She pitched him in that doomful well,

Where the water is cold and deep.

8. "Lie there, lie there, loving Henry," she said,

"Till the meat drops off your bone,

For there 's a little girl in the Urgent land

That will mourn for your return."

9. As she was on her way back home,

Little birdie was sitting on a limb;

"Go home, go home, you cruel little girl,

And there lament for him."

10. " Fly down, fly down, little birdie," she called,

"And sit on my right knee,

For the costly cords that 's around my waist

Will be supplied to thee."

11. "I could fly down if I would fly down,
And sit on your right knee;

But the way you murdered your own true love,

Surely you would murder me."

\2. "I wish I had my cedar bow,

My arrow and my string;

I would shoot a diamond through your heart,

And you'd no longer sing."

13. "Although you have no cedar bow,

No arrow nor no string,

So I'll fly to the tops of some tall tree

And there I'll sit and sing."
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THE BROWN GIRL.

This version of "Lord Thomas and Fair Annet" (Child, No. 73)

should be compared with the Virginian copy communicated to the

Folk-Lore Journal by Mr. W. H. Babcock (vii, 33) and printed by

Child, iii, 509. A few readings from another version furnished by Miss

Pettit are given in the footnotes (marked B).

1. "Mother, O mother, go riddle my sport;

Go riddle it all as one:

Must I go marry fair Alender,

Or bring the brown girl home?"

2. "The brown girl she has house and land,

Fair Alender has none;

Therefore I warn you as a blessing,

Go bring the brown girl home."

3. "Go saddle up my milk-white steed,

Go saddle him up for me;

I'll go invite fair Alender

All to my wedding meal."

4. He rode, he rode till he came to the hall;

He tingled on the ring; 1

Nobody so ready as Fair Alender

To rise and let him in.

5. "What news? what news?" Fair Alender cried,

"What news have you brought to me?"
"I've come to invite you to my wedding,

Is that good news to thee?"

6. "Bad news, bad news," Fair Alender cried,

" Mad news you have brought to me;

I once did think I would be your bride,

And you my bridegroom be.

7. "Mother, mother, go riddle my sport;

Go riddle it all as one;

Must I go to Lord Thomas's wedding,

Or tarry with thee at home?"

8. She dressed herself in scarlet red,

Her maidens they dressed in green,

And every town that they rode through,

They took her to be some queen.

1 "So loud knocked on the ring" (B). So, also, in stanza 9.
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9. She rode, she rode, till she came to the hall;

She tingled on the ring;

Nobody so ready as Lord Thomas himself,

To rise and let her in.

10. He took her by the lily-white hand,

And led her across the hall;

And led her up to the head of the table,

Amongst the fair maids all.

11. "Is this your bride," Fair Alender cried,

"That looks so wonderful brown?
You once could of got as fair a lady

As ever the sun shone on."

12. The brown girl had a little penknife, 1

It was both keen and sharp;

Between the long ribs and the short,

She entered Fair Alender's heart.

13. "What's the matter? what's the matter?" Lord Thomas he cried.

" O don't you plainly see?

O don't you see my own heart's blood

A-trickling down by me?" 2

14. He took the brown girl by the hand,

He led her across the hall;

He drew [his] bright sword, he cut her head off,

And threw it against the wall.

15. He put the butt against the ground,

The point against his breast;

Here three young lovers all died to-day,

God send them all to rest

!

3

1 "The brown girl she had a round pointed knife" iB).

2 "What's the matter? what's the matter?" Lord Thomas he said;

"What's the matter? what's ihe matter?" he cried.

"O don't you see my own heart's blood

Came twinkling down my side?" (B).

3 B ends as follows: —
"He put the sword against the wall,

The point against his breast,

Saying, 'Here is the end of three dear lovers;

Lord, take them all home to rest! —
" ' O mother, O mother, go dig my grave,

Go dig it both wide and deep;

Bury fair Ellender in my arms

And the brown girl at my feet'"
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BARBARA ALLEN.

This is a variation of the common version of "Bonny Barbara Allen"

(Child, No. 84). The name of the unhappy lover is Sir John Graeme

in Child's A.

1. Late in the season of the year,

When the yellow leaves were falling,

Young James Graham from the west country

Fell in love with Barbara Allen.

2. She was a fair and comely maid,

She soar'd to his dwelling,

Which caused him to admire the more
The beauty of Barbara Allen.

3. It was on a bright day in June,

The buds they were swelling,

This young man he took sick,

And sent for Barbara Allen.

4. So slowly, slowly she got up,

And slowly she walked to him;

She slightly drew the curtains by:

"Young man, I think you're dying."

5. "O yes, I 'm sick, I 'm very sick,

My heart is almost breaking;

But a kiss or two from your sweet lips

Will cure me, Barbara Allen."

6. "O don't you remember in yonders town,

In yonders town, a-drinking,

You drank your health to the ladies around,

And slighted Barbara Allen?"

7. "Yes, I remember in yonders town.

In yonders town a-drinking,

I drank my health to the ladies around,

And slighted Barbara Allen."

8. He turned his pale face to the wall,

His back was turned upon her;

He called to his friends and neighbors around,
" Be kind to Barbara Allen."

9. So slowly, slowly she got up,

And slowly she walked from him;

She thought she could hear her own heart say,

"Go back there, Barbara Allen."
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10. She had not got three miles from town
Till she heard the death-bell ringing,

And every ring it seemed to say

"Hard-hearted Barbara Allen!"

11. She looked to the east, and she looked to the west,

She saw his pale corpse coming;

"Go l[a]y ye down that lovely corpse,

And let me look upon him."

12. The more she looked, was the more she grieved;

She burst out a-crying,

Saying, "Take me away, O take me away,

For I am now a-dying.

13. "Cursed be my name," says she,

" And cursed be my nature,

That I might have saved this young man's life

By doing my endeavor!

14. "O mother, go and fix my bed,

Go fix it long and narrow;

Young James has died for me to-day;

I'll die for him to-morrow."

15. Young James was buried in the high churchyard,

Barbara Allen was buried in the higher;

And out of Young James' grave sprang a rose,

And out of Barbara Allen's a briar.

16. They grew and they grew to the high church top;

They could not grow no higher;

They lapped and twined in a true lover's knot,

And the rose outgrew the briar.

THE OLD SALT SEA.

This is a version of "James Harris (The Daemon Lover)" (Child,

No. 243 B). The last two stanzas (not in B) may be found in Child's

E and F. An American version, from a broadside in the library of the

American Antiquarian Society, has been published by Mr. Phillips

Barry in this Journal (xviii, 207-209).

1. "Well met, well met, my old true love,

Well met, well met," said he;

"I have just returned from the old salt sea,

It is all for the sake of thee.

2. "I could have married the king's daughter,

I could have married her," said he,

vol. xx. — no. 79. 18
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"But I have forsaken those gold crowns,

It is all for the sake of thee."

3. "You better had married the king's daughter,

You better had married her," said she,

"For I have married the ship carpenter,

And he keeps plenty of gold for me."

4. "Will you forsake your gold, my love?

Will you forsake your babe?" said he,

"Will you forsake your ship carpenter

And go along with me?"

5. She laid her babe on a downy bed,

And kisses she gave it three:

"Lay there, lay there, you sweet little babe,

And keep your pa's company."

6. They had not been sailing very long,

They had n't been sailing but three weeks,

She threw herself on the cold floor,

And there she began to weep.

7. "What are you weeping for, my love?

Are you weeping for your gold?" said he;

"Are you weeping for some other young man
That you love far better than me?"

8. "I am not weeping for my gold, my love,

Nor for no other young man," said she;

"I am weeping for my sweet little babe,

That I never more shall see.

9. "What hills, what hills, my old true love,

Thai look so high and white as snow?"
"That is the hills of heaven, my love,

Where all good people go."

10. "What hills, what hills, my old true love,

That look so low and dark ?"

" That is the hills of hell, my love,

Where you and I must go."

THE LONESOME VALLEY.

A less complete version, "In Bruton Town," with the tune, is printed

in the " Journal of the Folk-Song Society," ii, 42-43; see, also, Sharp and

Marson, " Folk-Songs from Somerset," No. 12, i, 25 (with note, p. 62).

The general resemblance to Decameron, iv, 5 (Keats's "Isabella") is

obvious. A similar broadside ballad is "The Merchant's Daughter; or,
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The Constant Farmer's Son," "Journal of the Folk-Song Society," i,

160-161; J. Catnach broadside, Harvard College Library, fol. 216 in

25242.2, etc. The first two stanzas of "The Lonesome Valley" are very

corrupt: it is the lady's brothers that disdain her lover, because he is a

servant.

1. In yonder town there lived a merchant;

He had two sons and a daughter fair;

Away low down in a lone green meadow,
A raging sea there for to sail.

2. Six thousand pound was this lady's portion;

She was a fair and comely dame;

She loved a young man o'er the ocean,

Which caused her to look there so disdain.

3. They studied o'er this cruel matter;

Concluded a-hunting they would go;

And this young man they both did flatter,

Till a-hunting with them he did go.

4. They travelled over high hills and valleys,

And through strange places that were unknown

;

At length they came to a lonesome valley,

And there they did him kill and throw.

5. All on that evening as they returned,

The sister asked for her servant man:
"What makes me ask, you seem to whisper; *

Dear brothers, tell me if you can."

6. All on that night as she lay mourning,

Her true love stood by her bedside,

All covered over and the tears a-flowing,

All wallered over in the gores of blood.

7. All on next morning when she arose,

She dressed herself in silk so fine;

She travelled over high hills and valleys,

Her own true love for to find.

8. She travelled over high hills and valleys,

And through strange places that were unknown;

At length she came to a lonesome valley,

And there she found him killed and thrown.

9. His pretty cheeks with blood were dyed,

His lips were salt as any brine;

She kissed him o'er, and "O" she cried,

"You're the dearest bosom friend of mine."

1 The copy furnished has "You semra whisper."
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10. Three days and nights she tarried with him,

Till she thought her heart would break with woe;

She felt sharp hunger approaching on her,

Which forced her back home to go.

ii. All on that evening as she returned,

Her brothers asked her where she had been

:

" You are too ' hard-hearted, deceitful villains,

For him alone you both shall swing."

12. They studied o'er this bloody matter;

Concluded the ocean they would sail,

The wind did blow, and I think no wonder,

The sea did open and provide a grave.

THE DROWSY SLEEPER.

This is an interesting version of a ballad known, in a Nithsdale ver-

sion, to Allan Cunningham, and given in part in a note to " O, my luve's

like a red, red rose" in his edition of Burns (1834), iv, 285. Two stanzas

of a Sussex version, with the tune, are printed in the "Journal of the

Folk-Song Society," i, 269. There is a Catnach broadside, " The Drowsy

Sleeper," which partly corresponds (Harvard College Library, fol. 172

in 25242.2).

1. "Wake up, wake up, you drowsy sleeper,

Wake up, wake up, it's almost day;

How can you bear to sleep and slumber

When your own true love is going away?"

2. "Who's this, who's this at my bedroom window,

Calling so earnestly for me?"
"Lie low, lie low, it's your own true lover;

Awake, arise, and pity me.

3. "O love, go and ask your mother

It" my bride you ever can be;

And if she says no, conic back and tell me,

It's the very last time I'll trouble thee."

4. "I dare [not] go and ask my mother

If your bride I can ever be;

Go your way and court another,"

She whispered low in her true love's ear.

5. "O love, go and ask your father,

If my bride you ever can be;

If he savs no. come back and tell me,

It's the very last time I'll trouble thee."

1 Read probabh
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6. 'I dare [not] go and ask my father,

For he is on his bed of rest,

And in his arms he holds a weapon
To kill the one I love the best."

7. "O, Mary, Mary, loving Mary,

My heart is almost broke for you;

From North Carolina to Pennsylvania

I'll spend my hours and days with you.

8. "I'll move my boat to some other river,

And by its waters I'll sit down;
I'll eat nothing but green willow,

I'll drink nothing but my tears."

9. "Come back, come back, you distracted lover,

Come back, .....
And I'll forsake, I'll forsake father and mother,

Forsake them all and go with you."

PRETTY POLLY.

"The Gosport Tragedy" or "Polly's Love; or, The Cruel Ship

Carpenter," is a favorite broadside (and garland) ballad which may be

found in Ebsworth's "Roxburghe Ballads," viii, 143-144, 173-174, and,

with the tune, in the " Journal of the Folk-Song Society," i, 1 72-1 73.
! Of

the two versions given below, the first is much corrupted and the second

is a fragment. In the complete ballad Polly's lover is a ship carpenter.

He goes to sea after the murder, and, according to the Folk-Song So-

ciety's version,

It was early one morning before it was day,

The captain came up, these words he did say,

"There's a murderer on board, and he it lately has done,

Our ship is in mourning and cannot sail on."

William, like the rest of the crew, denies all knowledge of the crime,

but —
As he was turning from the captain with speed

He met his Polly, which made his heart bleed;

She stript him and tore him, she tore him in three,

Because he had murdered her baby and she.

The incident of the ship that cannot sail on because there is a mur-

derer on board is like "Brown Robyn's Confession" (Child, No. 57);

see, also, "Captain Glen" ("Roxburghe Ballads," ed. Ebsworth, viii,

141 ff., with the editor's notes). The ghost reminds one of the terrific

phantom in "Willie's Fatal Visit" (Child, No. 255). The Harvard

College Library has three copies of the garland, — "The Gosport

1 See also, Buchan, Gleanings, 1825, pp. 46 ff., with which, should be compared the

note in Christie, Traditional Ballad Airs, ii, 98.
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Tragedy; or, The Perjured Ship Carpenter" (Boswell, viii, 27; xxviii,

5; xxix, 40), as well as two broadsides, — "Polly's Love; or, The Cruel

Ship Carpenter," J. Catnach (fol. 201 in 25242.2), and "Love and

Murder," J. Booth, Selby (p. 26 in 25242.7). In the garland the ghost

does not tear William to pieces, but merely causes him to "die raving

distracted."

A

i. " O where is Pretty Polly?"
" O yonder she stands,

Gold rings upon her fingers,

Her lily-white hands."

2. "O Polly, O Polly,

Polly," said he,

"Let's take a little walk

Before married we be."

3. "O William, O William,

1 don't want to go;

Your people is all against it,

And this you will know."

4. He led her over high hills,

And hollows so steep,

At length pretty Polly

Began to weep.

5. "O William, O William,

O William," says she,

" I fear your intention

Is for to murder me."

6. "Polly. O Polly.

You have guessed about right;

I was digging your grave

The U'st part of last night."

7. They went on a little farther,

And she began to shy;

She saw her grave dug

And the spade a-sitting by.

8. She threw her arms around his neck,

Saying, "I am in no fear;

How can you kill a poor girl

That loves you so dear?"

9. "O Polly, O Polly,

We have no time to stand."
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He drew his revolver

All out in his hand.

10. He shot her through the heart,

Which caused the blood to flow,

And into her grave

Her fair body he did throw.

11. He threw her in the grave;

Straightways he did run,

Left no one to weep
But them small birds to mourn.

12. The ship sitting ready

All on the sea-side,

He swore by his Maker
He'd sail the other side.

13. All on whilst he was sailing,

The ship she sprang a leak,

And away to the bottom
Sweet William he sank.

14. There he met with pretty Polly,

All in the gores of blood,

In her lily-white arms
An infant of mine.

15. Such screaming and hallowing,

It all passed away;
A debt to the devil,

He surely had to pay.

"Sweet William, sweet William,

You are leading me astray,

O'er high hills and low valleys,

My innocent heart to betray."

"O yes, pretty Polly,

You are guessing just right;

I were digging your grave

The biggest part of last night."

They advanced a bit farther;

At length she did spy

The grave being dug ready

And spade sitting by.
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.

4. She threw her arms around him,

Saying, "Suffer no fear;

How can you kill a poor girl

That loves you so dear?"

5. "O here we are,

No time for to stand!"

He drew his sharp knife

All in his right hand;

6. He pierced it through her heart,

The blood it did flow,

And into the grave

This poor body did go.

7. He threw a little dust over her,

And turned to go home,

Left nothing behind

But the small birds to mourn.

8. Sweet William was lying

In his cabin asleep,

He thought he heard the voice

Of pretty Polly speak:

9. "O yonder 's pretty Polly,

O yonder she stands,

With gold rings on her fingers,

Her lily-white hands."

FLORA ELLA.

Two copies have been furnished by Miss Pettit. The variants, which

arc few and trilling, are noted in two or three cases only. In the footnotes

A stands for the copy taken as the basis of the present text, B for the

other.

1. Deep, deep into the valley,

Where the flowers fade and bloom,

There lies my own flora Ella

In her cold and sileni tomb.

2. One night the moon shone brightly,

The stars were shining too,

When to her lonely window,

Her dearest lover drew.

3. Said he, "Loved one, let's wander

Over meadows dark and drear,

Where ' none disturbs nor hinders;

We'll name our wedding day."

1 B omits "Where."
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4. " The night is dark and dreary,

And I'm afraid to stay,

For fear that I'd get wearied,

And would retrace my way."

5. "Retrace your way? No, never!

From me you cannot fly,

For in these woods I have you, —
Flora Ella, you must die."

6. " O what have I done, dear Edward,

That you should take my life?

I've always been so loving,

And would have been your wife."

7. Down on her knees before him,

She pleaded for her life;

Deep, deep into her bosom
He plunged that fatal knife.

8. "O I'll forgive you, Edward!"
It was her dying breath,

Her heart had ceased its beating,

Her eyes were closed in death.

9. She died not broken-hearted,

Nor wrestled in despair,

But in one instant parted

From all she loved so dear.

10. The birds sang in the morning;

How awful was l their sound!

They found her cold and lifeless,

A-lying on the ground.

11. "Farewell to home and parents!

You will see me now no more;

Long, long you've waited my coming,

At that little cottage door."

POOR OMA WISE-

1. The first time he came to see me,

He told me he loved me well;

The next time he came to see me,

He told me he['d] use me well.

2. He promised to meet me at Adams' spring;

For the money that he'd give all other fine things.

1 So in jJ, .1 has "were."
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3. Instead of the money he flattered the case;

If we were to get married it would be no disgrace.

4. "Come jump up behind me and away we will go,

Down by the side of Siota, where the waters o'erflow.

5. O Oma, Oma, let me tell you my mind;

My mind is to drown you and leave you behind."

6. O Lewis, O Lewis, pray spare me my life,

And I will deny you and not be your wife."

7. He kicked her and he stamped her, he threw [her] in the deep;

He mounted his pony and rode in full speed.

8. The screams of poor Oma followed after him so nigh,

Saying, "I am a poor rebel not fitting to die."

9. She was missing one evening, next morning was found

In the bottom of Siota below the milldam.

10. They took as a prisoner, condemned to die,

He owned he was the man that killed poor Oma Wise.

LITTLE OMIE.

i. "Little Omie, little Omie, at Dam's spring,

Some money to bring you or some other fine thing."

2

No money to bring her nor no other fine things.

3. "So get on behind me, and away we will ride;

We will go to yon city, and I will make you my bride."

4. She got on behind him, and away they did go;

They rode to deep waters where it never overflows.

5. "Little Omie, little Omie, I will tell you [my] mind:

My mind is to drown you and leave you behind."

6. "Pity, O pity! come spare my poor life,

And let me go begging if I can't be your wife."

7. He whipped and he beat her till she barely could stand,

And threw her in deep water just below the milldam.

8

Little Omie was missing and could not be found,
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9. And up stepped Omie's mother, and these words she did say:

"Jim Sufer has killed Omie and has now run away;

10. "He has gone to Old England, and there, I understand,

They have got him in prison for killing a man."

He wrote out his confession and sent them around,

12. Saying, "You may kill me or hang me or do whatever you can,

But I am the very man that drowned little Omie just below the milldam."

THE GREEN FIELD AND MEADOWS.

i. Young men and maids, pray lend attention

Of these few lines I'm going to write,

Of a young youth, no name I'll mention,

Who courted a damsel, a beauty bright.

2. When his old parents came to know it,

They strove against it day and night;

They strove to part him from his jewel,

"She's poor, she's poor," they often cried.

3. She turned her back unto the city,

She walked the green fields and meadows around;

She walked unto some fair broad waters

And under a shady grove sat down.

4. She picked up her silver dagger,

Placed through her snow-white breast;

She said these words and gave a stagger;

"Farewell true love! I'm going to rest."

5. Her love, being out upon the water,

Chanced to hear her dying groan;

He ran, he ran like one distracted:

"I am ruined, I'm lost, I am left alone."

6. She opened her pretty blue eyes upon him,

Saying, "O true love, you've come too late!

But meet me on the old road Zion,

Where all our joys will be complete."

7. He picked up the bloody dagger,

Placed it through his tender heart:

Let this be a sad and sorrowful warning

To all true lovers that have to part.
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THE FORSAKEN GIRL.

Compare "Wagoner's Lad," below; "The Poor Stranger," Christie,

"Traditional Ballad Airs," ii, 220; "The Happy Stranger," broadside,

J. Pitts, Harvard College Library, fol. 114 in 25242.2 ;
" Sweet Europe,"

Sharp and Marson, "Folk-Songs from Somerset," No. 46, ii, 42.

1. O William, O William, it's for your sake alone

That I have left my father and mother to mourn;

I left my old father, my mother to mourn,

I am a poor strange girl far from my home.

2. O don't you remember last Saturday night,

The words that you said to me as you sat by my side ?

You told me you loved me, your heart lay in my breast,

Unless we got married you never could rest.

3. Here's a bottle of good brandy, here's a bottle of good wine,

To drink to your own love as I shall mourn for mine,

To drink to your own love as you have often done,

For I am a poor strange girl far from my home.

4. I'll build me a castle on the mountain so high,

Where the wild geese can see me as they pass me by,

Where the turtle dove can hear me and help me to mourn,

For I am a poor strange girl and far from [my] home.

wagoner's lad.

This piece is mixed up in some way, especially in the last stanza, with

a will-known song, commonly called in stall-copies ••Streams of Lovely

Nancy." The Harvard College Library has several copies of the

" Streams" — Pitts (p. 50 of 25242.4 II, fol. 136 of 25242.2), J. Catnach

(fol. 225 of same), Ann Batchelar (fol. 295 of same). See, also, Baring

Gould and Sheppard, "Songs and Ballads of the West," No. 93, Part IV,

p. 23 ("The Streams of Nantsian"), cf. p. xxxix; Broadwood and Mait-

land, "English Country Songs," p. 136 ("Faithful Emma"). See, also,

"The Forsaken Girl," above.

1. "I am a poor girl, and my fortune is bad;

I have long time been courted by the wagoner's lad

He courted me duly by night and by day,

And now for to leave me he is going away.

2. "Your wagon's to grease your bill is
1 to pay;

Come seat yourself beside me so long as you stay."

1 The copy furnished reads "billys" for "bill is."
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"My wagon's done greased, my whip's in my hand;

So fare you well, Nancy, I have no time to stand.

3. "I am a loving lad, and I can love long,

I can love an old sweetheart till a new one comes on;

I can hug them and kiss them and keep them at ease,

Or I can turn my back upon them and court who I please."

4. "So hard is the fortune of poor womankind, —
They are always objected, 1 always confined;

They are controlled by their parents until they are made wives,

And slaves for their husbands the rest of their lives.

5. "I'll build me a castle on the mountains so high,

Where the wild geese can see me as they pass me by,

Where the wild geese can hear me my cries and my groans, —
Be kind to the wagoner so far from his home."

6. "At the top of yon mountain, where my love['s] castle stands,

It is dressed in green ivy from the top to the end;

At the foot of yon mountain, where the wide ocean runs,

We will commence our music and the firing of guns."

JACKARO.

"Jack Munro" — of which "Jackaro" is an interesting version in

a surprisingly popular tone — is reprinted (from a Newcastle garland)

by Miss J. H. L. De Vaynes, "The Kentish Garland," 1882, No. 142.

ii, 629 ff. It is found also in one of J. Morren's Edinburgh garland>

and in "The Siren; a New Song Book," Newcastle-upon-Tyne, J.

Marshall, in the Harvard College Library (see Catalogue of Chapbooks,

Nos. 1615, 1567). A second version (B) communicated by Miss Pettit

is called "The Silk Merchant."

1. There was a silk merchant,

In London he did dwell;

He had one lonely daughter,

The truth to you I'll tell.

2. She had sweethearts plentiful,

She courted both day and night,

Till all on Jacky Frasier,

She placed her heart's delight.

3. "I will lock you in my dungeon,

Your body I'll keep confined,
,

1 Qy. "subjected" ?
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If there is none but Jacky Frasier

That will ever suit your mind."

4. " You can lock me in your dungeon,

It's hard to be confined,

But there is none but Jacky Frasier

That will ever suit my mind."

5. When her parents saw him coming,

They flew in angry way;

She gave him forty shillings,

To bear him far away.

6. He sailed all over the ocean,

All over the deep blue sea;

So safely he got landed,

In the wars of Germany.

7. She went down to the tailor-shop,

And dressed all in men's gray,

And labored for the captain,

To bear her far away.

8. "Your waist is too long and slender,

Your fingers long and small,

Your cheeks too red and rosy,

To face the cannon ball."

9. "It's true my waist is long and slender,

My fingers long and small;

It would not change my countenance

To see ten thousand fall."

10. "Kind sir, your name 1 would like to know,

Before on board you go."

She smiled all in her countenance,
" They call me Jackaro."

11. She sailed all over the ocean,

All over the deep blue sea,

So safely she gol landed,

In the wars of * iermany.

12. She went out to the battlefield,

And viewed it up and down;

Among the dead and dying,

Her darling boy she found.

13. She picked him up in her arms,

And carried him to the town,
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And called for a physician,

To heal up his wounds.

14. So happy and contented,

So quickly they did agree;

So stylish they got married, —
And why not you and me?

B

1. There was a silk merchant,

In London he did dwell;

He had one lonely daughter,

The truth to you she'd tell,

O the truth to you she would tell.

2. She had sweethearts plenty,

They courted day and night,

All on little Jacky Frashier

She placed her heart's delight,

O she placed her heart's delight.

3. She heard her father calling,

So quickly she came in

:

" Good morning, Mrs. Frashier, —
Is that your sweetheart's name?

O is that your sweetheart's name?

4. "I'll lock you in your dungeon,

Your body I'll confine,

If there's none but Jacky Frashier

Will ever suit your mind,

O that will ever suit your mind."

5. "You can lock me in my dungeon,

It's hard to be confined,

For there's none but Jacky Frashier

Will ever suit my mind,

O that will ever suit my mind."

6. Her father saw him coming,

He flew in angry way,

She gave him forty shilling

To bear him far away,

O to bear him far away.

7. He sailed all over the ocean,

All o'er the deep blue sea;

So safely he has landed,

In the wars of Germany,

O in the wars of Germany.
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8. This girl, being a girl of honor,

With money in her hand,

She set a resolution

To view some distant land,

O to view some distant land.

9. She went down to the tailor-shop,

And dressed all in men's gray,

She labored for the captain

To bear her far away,

O to bear her far away.

10. " Say young man, please tell me your name
Before on board you go."

She smiled all in her countenance,

"They call me Jacky Roe,

O they call me Jacky Roe."

11. "Your waist it is too slender,

Your fingers are too small,

Your cheeks too red and rosy,

To face the cannon ball,

O to face the cannon ball."

12. "I know my waist is slender,

My fingers they are small,

But it will never change my countenance

To see ten thousand fall,

O to see ten thousand fall."

13. She sailed all over the ocean,

All o'er the deep blue sea;

So safely she has landed,

In the wars of Germany,
O in the wars of Germany.

14. She went down to the battlefield,

She viewed them up and down;

Amongst the dead and wounded,

Her darling boy she found,

O her darling boy she found.

15. She picked him up all in her arms,

And carried him to the town,

She sent out for the doctor,

To heal his bloody wounds,

O to heal his bloody wounds.

16. So happy was this couple,

So quickly they agreed;
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So stylish they got married,

And it's why not you and me?
O why not you and me?

THE LONESOME SCENES OF WINTER.

1. 'The lonesome scenes of winter contains to frost and snow,

Dark clouds around us gather and stormy winds do blow;

You are the one I have chosen to be my lonely dear,

Your little heart is frozen and locked up I fear."

2. I went last night to see her, she seemed quite soberlee;

I asked her if she wanted to marry, she would not consent to me:

"The night is fast prevailing, is almost the break of day;

I am waiting for an answer, — kind love, what do you say?"

3. "Kind sir, if I must tell you, I have chosen a single life,

I never thought it suited for me to be your wife;

Take that as your answer, and for yourself provide,

I have found me another suitor and you may stand aside."

4. "Yes, madam, I know you're richer, much more riches will you gain;

You have gained my afflictions,
1 and me you have disdained.

Your riches they won't last you, they will melt away like snow,

When poverty has overtaken you, you will think of me I know."

5. This world is wide and lonely, and love must have its fill;

This world is wide and lonely, — one won't, another will.

The birds sang so sweetly, they fly from vine to vine;

I'd give this wide world if Polly would be mine.

LOVING NANCY.

This song is much disordered. The first three stanzas are a fragment

of a version of " Courting Too Slow" (Logan," A Pedlar's Pack," p. 364).

The others belong to some stall- ballad of love and death and give an

unfittingly tragic outcome to the composite. The break in sense, styl<

.

and tendency is obvious. The whole affords a first-rate example of the

freakishness of oral tradition.

1. Come all you unmarried men and sit down by me,

A bachelor warning I will sing unto thee:

When you court a fair damsel don't court her too slow,

Nor court no other till her 2 answer you know.

2. I courted loving Nancy my favorite one,

I courted another straightways as I

In the height of my practice and the greatest of woe
I lost loving Nancy by courting too slow.

1 Read, "affections."
2 Copy reads "she."

VOL. XX.— no. 79. 19.
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3 I wrote her a letter, although I did n't go;

She wrote me an answer that she was lauftly
l married, — I 'd courted too

slow.

4 . This struck sweet William on his bed side for death.

Loving Nancy came to hear this, came around his bedside,

Saying, "Ami the woman that once could have been your bride?"

5. Saying, "I am laufley
2 married, but I will die for your sake,"

She flew her arms around him and felt his heart break.

Saying "Sweet William is dead, I hope he is at rest,"

Loving Nancy she fainted and died at his breast, —

6. Saying, "Don't slight my poor husband, don't slight him I say,

Nor cast this up to him for I am dying away."

YOUNG EDWARD.

This is the favorite stall-ballad, " Young Edwin in the Lowlands Low."

The Harvard College Library has several copies, — J.
Catnach (fol.

214 in 25242.2, p. 34 of 25242.8), John Bebbington, Manchester (in

25242.10.5), and doubtless others. For the tune to which the ballad is

sung in England, see " Journal of the Folk-Song Society," i, 124.

1. Young Edward was a sailor boy who plowed the lowland low,

Some gold to gain as Mary, as Mary had been told.

2 •' My Father keeps a boarding house by the side of yonders town;

If you will go there and stay all night, sleep on a bed of down."

a Young Edward he kept drinking until time to go to bed,

But little did he think or know that death would crown his head.

4. Young Edward he kept drinking until he fell off to sleep,

And Mary's cruel old father into his room did creep.

5. Hi- drew him and he stabbed him down by the beach shore,

And left his body bleeding down in the lowland low.

6. Mary and her servant girl rose up just at daylight,
J

Saving • Father, dear father, where is the man that stayed here last night -

7 "His body is in a motion down by the beach shore;
^

His gold will make me plenty, you will never see him any more.

8 "Yes, father, cruel father, vou shall hang a public show

For the murder of young Edward, who plowed the lowland low

' Perhaps "lawfully." ' Perhaps " lawfully."
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9. "Those billows on the ocean sails over my truelover's breast;
His body is in a motion, God send his soul to rest!"

PLAY SONGS.

I.
1

1. We are marching down to old Quebec,
Where the drums and the fifes are a-beating;

Americans, they have gained the day,
And the British are retreating.

2. The war 's all over and we'll turn back,
Ne'er to be parted;

We '11 open the ring and take a couple in, —
So release the broken-hearted.

Chorus— Sing fol dol dol, sing fol dol dol,

Sing fol dol dol dila.

II.

1. Good-by girls I'm going to Boston,
Good-by girls I'm going to Boston,
Good-by girls I'm going to Boston,
So early in the morning.

2. We have party in the ball room,
We have party in the ball room,
We have party in the ball room,

So early in the morning.

3. Right and left and play the better,

Right and left and play the better,

Right and left and play the better,

So early in the morning.

III.

1. I wonder where Maria 's gone,
I wonder where Maria 's gone,
I wonder where Maria 's gone,
So early in the morning.

2. I guess she's gone and I can't go,

I guess she's gone and I can't go,

I guess she's gone and I can't go,

So early in the morning.

3. Yonder she comes and it's how do you do?
Yonder she comes and it 's how do you do ?

Yonder she comes and it 's how do you do ?

So early in the morning.

Cf. Newell, Games and Songs of American Children, 1883, No. 59, p. 125.
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4. Give a sweet kiss and march on through,

Give a sweet kiss and march on through,

Give a sweet kiss and march on through,

So early in the morning.

5. Swing to the right and then to the left,

Swing to the right and then to the left,

Swing to the right and then to the left,

So early in the morning.

IV.

1. My love sat down in sad condition,

Mourning the loss of her own true love,

Some say that she was taken in the wars of Germany:

2. Hi lee hi low,

I'll turn my back and be your beau,

Turn my elbow to my wrist

And then turn back in a double twist.

3. Bow, bow, bow to the right,

We bow down in Inland's knight

Hop like a lady, jump like a crow,

Never mind the weather, so the wind don't blow.

V.

1. The moon is shining bright and it's very pleasant weather.

Me and my true love will take a walk together,

Take a little walk on the border of Galitla,

All I want is a girl that is pretty.

2. Now I have got her, and she's very easy suited;

As for her beauty it can't be disputed,

Her teeth are pearly white, her cheeks red and rosy,

Her hair is curly black and 1 thought she was a posy.

Roll up another couple and it's dil dol da,

Roll up another couple and finish out the play.

VI.

1. Sail around the ocean in the long summer day,

Sail around the ocean in the long summer day,

Sail around the ocean in the long summer day,

Sail around the ocean, and it's buttermilk and whey.

2. Face your beauty in the long summer day,

Face your beauty in the long summer day,

Face your beauty in the long summer day,

Face your beauty, and it's buttermilk and whey.
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Kneel to your beauty in the long summer day,

Kneel to your beauty in the long summer day,

Kneel to your beauty in the long summer day,

Kneel to your beauty, and it's buttermilk and whey.

Kiss your beauty in the long summer day,

Kiss your beauty in the long summer day,

Kiss your beauty in the long summer day,

Kiss your beauty, and it's buttermilk and whey.

Rise to your beauty in the long summer day,

Rise to your beauty in the long summer day,

Rise to your beauty in the long summer day,

Rise to your beauty, and it's buttermilk and whey.
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THE LAY OF THRYM, OR THE FETCHING OF THOR'S
HAMMER.

TEANSLATED FROM THE ELDER EDDA.

i. Wroth was Wing-Thor l

When he awoke,

And his hammer
Missed;

He shook his beard

And shaggy head,

Earth's son 2 began

To grope about.

2. And first of all

This word he spoke:

Hear now, Loki,

What I say,

Which no one knows
Nowhere on Earth,

Nor in heaven above :

The god's hammer is goneJ

3. Went they to Freyja's

Fair abode then,

And first of all

This word he spoke:

Wilt loan me, Freyja,

Thy feather-coat,

That I may find

My hammer again?

Freyja said:

4. That would I give thee

Of gold though it were,

To thee would I give it

Though 't were of silver.

5. Flew then Loki,

The feather-coat whizzed,

Out and beyond

The Asas world,

To and within

The Giant-world.

On a mound sat Thrym,
The Thurses' lord,

For his greyhounds

' Old Norse Ving-pdr, one of Thor's names.
2 Thor was the son of Odin and J$r1$, 'Earth.'
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Gold bands braiding,

And smoothing the manes
Of his steeds.

How is it with the Asas?

How is it with the elves?

Why journey alone

To Giant-home?

'T is ill with the Asas,

'T is ill with the elves.

Hast thou Hlorrida 's
'

Hammer hidden?

I have Hlorrida's

Hammer hidden

Eight miles deep

The earth beneath.

No man shall bring

It back again,

Unless he fetch me
Freyja to wife!

Flew then Loki,

The feather-coat whizzed,

Out and beyond

The Giant-world,

To and within

The Asas world.

There met he Thor
In the middle court,

And first of all

This word he spoke:

Hast thou profit

As thou hast had pains?

Say while aloft

The long tidings

Often the sitter

His tale forgets,

And he who reclines

Will speak falsehood.

I have had profit

As I have pains,

Thrym has thy hammer,

The Thurses' lord.

1 Thor.
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No man may bring

It back again

Unless he fetch him
Freyja to wife.

ii. Went they to Freyja's

Fair abode then,

And first of all

This word he spoke:

Bind thee, Freyja,

In bridal linen,

We two shall journey

To Giant-home.

12. Wroth was Freyja,

And raged she,

All the Asas hall

Under them shook,

Burst the mighty

Brising necklace:

Me shalt thou know
Man-crazy indeed

When I journey with you
To Giant-home!

13. Soon were the gods all

Gathered in council

And the goddesses

All in converse,

And thereon parleyed

The powerful gods,

How to get Fflorrida's

Hammer back.

14. Then quoth Heimdall

Whitest of gods,

Wise of the future

As ! Wane -gods other:

Bind we Thor in

Bridal linen,

Let him bear the

Brising necklace.

15. Hang down from his waist

The dangling keys,

And female dress let

Fall round his knees.

1 Old Norse Vdnir, another race of gods, once hostile but later by friendly compact
also residents of Asgard.
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We'll place on his bosom
Precious stones,

And a handsome top-knot

Tie o'er his head.

16. Then up spake

Great Thor the mighty:

Well might the gods

Womanish call me
If I let me bind

In bridal linen!

17. Then quoth Loki,

Laufey's son:

Be silent, Thor,

With such-like words,

The Giants will soon

Reside in Asgard

Lest thou fetch home
Thy hammer again.

18. So Thor was bound
In bridal linen

And given to bear

The Brising necklace

They hung from his waist

The dangling keys

And female dress let

Fall round his knees.

They placed on his bosom
Precious stones,

And a handsome top-knot

Tied o'er his head.

19. Then quoth Loki,

Laufey's son:

I will be

Thy handmaid,

We two shall journey

To Giant-home!

20. Home then the goats

Were hurried at once,

And hitched to the shafts,

For hasten they must.

1 A lacuna here in the original.
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The mountains crashed,

The earth was a-flame, 1

As Odin's son

Drove to Giant-home.

21. Then quoth Thrym,
The Thurses' lord:

Stand up, giants,

And strew the benches.

Now they fetch me
Freyja to wife,

The daughter of Njord

Of Noatun.

22. There graze in the court-yard

Gold-horned kine,

Oxen jet-black

To the giant's delight.

Many have I jewels,

Many have I gems,

Freyja alone

I lack!

23. Came there early

Evening time,

When beer for the giants

Was brought forward.

An ox Thor devoured

And eight salmon,

And all the dainties

Intended for the women;
The husband of Sif

2 drank

Three salds of mead.

24 Then said Thrym,
The Thurses' Lord:

Where saw'st thou a bride

Bite more greedily?

I never saw a bride

Bite more broadly,

Nor a maiden drink

Mead more heartily.

25. There sat near by

The handmaid cunning,

Who readily found

A fitting answer:

1 A strange inconsistency of the poet, since Thor is not now in possession of his ham-
mer, and therefore cannot wield the thunderbolt or hurl the flash of lightning.

3 S:i i.-, in Norse mythology the wife of Thor.
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Freyja could not eat

For nights all eight;

— So longed she to be

In the land of giants.

26. Thrym stooped 'neath the veil

To steal a kiss,

But started back

The breadth of the hall.

Why are so fierce

Freyja's eyes?

Methinks that fire

Flashes from them.

27. Then sat near by
The handmaid cunning,

Who readily found

A fitting answer:

Naught slept Freyja

For nights all eight,

So longed she to be

In the land of the giants.

28. In came the joyless

Giant's sister

And boldly begged

A bridal fee:

Give from thy hands

The gleaming rings,

If thou wouldst gain

My grace and favor

[All my favor

And all my love.] l

29. Then quoth Thrym,
The Thurses' lord:

Bring in the hammer
The bride to consecrate.

Lay Mjolnir 2 in

The maiden's lap,

In the name of War, 3

Now wed us two.

30. Laughed then Hlorrida's

Heart in his bosom,

When the hardy of spirit

His hammer saw.

1 Lines evidently interpolated.

* Mjolnir, the crusher, Thor's hammer.
3 Old Norse Var, goddess of marriage.

ivijuimr, me crusner, x nur s iiaiiuuc.

Old Norse Var, goddess of marriage.
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Thrym killed he first,

The Thurses' lord,

The giant's kin

Then crushed he all.

31. He slew the aged

Sister of the giant,

She who bridal fee

Had boldly begged.

A hammer-shock
Was her shilling fee,

A hammer-stroke

For heaps of rings.

Thus Odin's son got his hammer back.

George T. Flom.
University of Iowa.
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MYTHOLOGY OF THE INDIANS OF LOUISIANA AND
THE TEXAS COAST. 1

Our knowledge of the folk-lore and mythology of the Gulf coast

Indians is lamentably deficient. This applies even to large extant tribes

such as the Creeks, Chickasaw, and Choctaw, nearly all writers having

contented themselves with some version of the migration legend to the

exclusion of animal and similar tales so essential to a geographical clas-

sification of Indian mythologies. But while the existence of large tribes

from the region between the Mississippi and Atlantic gives every expec-

tation that part of the gap will ultimately be filled in, the same cannot

be said for the territory west of the Mississippi. The southern part of

Louisiana along with southern Texas and northeastern Mexico was

formerly occupied by comparatively small groups which seem to have

been distantly related to one another. Six linguistic families may be

recognized, — the Chitimachan, Attacapan, Karankawan, Tonkawan,

Coahuiltecan or Pakawan, and Tamaulipecan, — but so many simi-

larities continually present themselves all over this area that, added to

the fact of a strong cultural resemblance, they would appear to indi-

cate a past of much closer approximation.

Farther toward the northeast, in the valley of the Mississippi, were a

few tribes unconnected with any of the great linguistic families in their

immediate vicinity. The language of only one of these, the Tunica, is

known to us, but it is probable that the others were dialectic variants

of this, and judging by it, the group, which we may call Ripuarian, was,

although distinct from them, nearer to the dialects of the coastal tribes

than to any others. It is probable that the great divergence between

Natchez and other Muskhogean dialects was due to contact with this

group. In most cases, however, a great chasm exists, sociologically as

well as linguistically, between the Muskhogean tribes to the east and

these trans-Mississippi peoples.

Perhaps no more complete extermination has overtaken the American

Indians anywhere than in the area just considered. It is probable that

the Karankawa are utterly exterminated. Of the Coahuiltecan and

Tamaulipecan bands none are known to exist beyond the few families

of Comecrudo and Cotoname interviewed by Gatschet twenty years ago.

TheTonkawa are represented by forty-seven persons in Oklahoma, the

Attacapa by less than a dozen mixed bloods near Lake Charles, La., and

possibly as many more in Oklahoma. Of the Chitimacha there cannot

be seventy-five all told, and probably are not many over fifty. Close to

Marksville, Louisiana, are thirty- three Tunica, and a few live in the

Choctaw nation and elsewhere, making a total of perhaps fifty. A liberal

1 Published by permission of the Bureau of American Ethnology.
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estimate would thus limit the living representatives of these stocks to

two hundred and fifty individuals, of whom probably not more than one

third speak their own language. The Tonkawa, whom the writer has

not visited, have apparently kept together and away from white influ-

ences better than all the others, and there is hope of obtaining consider-

able mythological material from them. Further information may also

be obtained from early documents, Spanish, French, or English, but, if

so, it has yet to be published. The only fragments of folk-lore preserved,

so far as the writer is aware, are some notes incorporated in the intro-

duction to Martin Duralde's Chitimacha and Attacapa vocabularies.

The section of this which has been preserved relates that the supreme

deity of the Chitimacha created them and chose Natchez as their first

abode. He gave them tobacco to quiet their minds, generative organs

to reproduce their kind, and bows and arrows to kill the wild animals.

The sun is female and the moon male. They were created for husband

and wife; but the moon having neglected to strengthen himself with

baths, remained weak as he came from the hands of the creator and was

condemned to a vain and ceaseless pursuit of his wife, while the latter

was careful in taking baths and became brilliant and powerful in con-

sequence. According to the same authority, the Attacapa believed in a

deluge " which swallowed up men, animals, and the land, and it was only

those who resided along a high land or mountain (that of San Antonio,

if we may judge) who escaped this calamity." This is little enough, and

therefore the material of which the following is an abstract is nearly all

that is preserved from the region in question.

According to the flood myth of the Chitimacha, all mankind were

destroyed except two persons who made a large earthen vessel in which

they saved themselves. Two rattlesnakes went with them, and therefore

rattlesnakes are man's friends, and in olden times each Chitimacha

family is said to have had a half-domesticated serpent which entered

his house whenever he left it and stung or kept away any one venturing

to intrude. Two birds, the redheaded woodpecker and dove, escaped

by living up to the sky. The former fastened its claws in the sky and the

waters rose just far enough to cover part of its tail. This is why the hinder

part of its tail is dark and so clearly marked off from the rest. After the

flood had gone down some distance the chief of those in the earthen pot

sent the woodpecker off to find dry ground. He was gone a long time

and came back unsuccessful. Then the clove was sent, and after a long

time returned with a single grain of sand which the chief laid on the

water and metamorphosed into the dry land. At first sight this talc

looks suspiciously like a cross between the well-known Algonquin myth

in which an animal brings up soil from the sea floor and Christian teach-

ings. Thai the first soil was supposed to have been brought by a bird is

confirmed, however, by what Du Pratz says of the flood myth of the
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Natchez, though he names the cardinal instead of the dove, and, owing

to the superficial resemblance of the tale to Biblical narrative, appears

to have missed the important point that the soil was itself brought back,

not merely discovered. The point where the survivors of the flood landed

is said to have been to the north of their present habitat, either because

they believed themselves to have come from that direction or because

they are aware that the land northward is higher, and that around the

mouths of the Mississippi of later formation. Native tradition agrees

with the geological fact in stating that lower Louisiana was at no very

distant period under the sea.

The flood legend of the Tunica has been almost forgotten, but it must

have been similar to that of the Chitimacha, because the episode of the

red-headed woodpecker is recognized as having formed a part.

The supreme deity, culture-hero, and trickster of the Chitimacha is

Ku'tnahin, a word which seems to refer to the sun, though Gatschet is

wrong in interpreting it as "midday sun," the word for the latter being

kutnaha'. In ancient times a band of young men set out toward the

north, and came to the edge of the sky, which was rising and falling.

They tried to pass under, but only six succeeded, the others being crushed

to death. These kept on along the sky floor until they reached the zenith

where lives Ku'tnahin. There they remained a long time, but at last

decided or were told to return to earth. Then Ku'tnahin asked each of

them in turn how he would go down. One said, "I will descend in the

form of a squirrel," and he tried to do so, but was dashed to pieces. Two
others chose other animals but suffered the same fate. The fourth said,

"I will go down as a spider," and he reached the earth in safety. The
fifth chose the form of an eagle and the sixth that of a dove, both ac-

complishing the journey successfully. He who came down as a spider

taught shamanism. Before that time no one had died, and there would

have been no death ever after had not the first death taken place just

before the new shaman got back to earth. He who came down as an

eagle taught men fishing, and he who came down as a dove found the

first corn for them. This story is apparently a fragment of the Chitimacha

culture myth. Of Ku'tnahin as a trickster I only learned that he trav-

elled all over the earth tricking and being tricked, and looked so ugly

that he scared every one he met.

A favorite story of both Chitimacha and Attacapa tells how a person

once became angry and wanted to destroy the world, so he went down
into the marshes and set fire to the dry grass. A little bird perched on

a tree and made fun of him. "If you don't stop talking I will kill you,"

said the evil-disposed man. By and by, as the bird would not stop, he

picked up a shell and threw it at the bird, which it hit in the shoulder,

making it bleed. That is how the red-winged blackbird came by its red

wings. When the fire came along to where a giant lived, he put his sister
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between the valves of a shell and held her up as high as he could reach.

In doing so he made the corrugations on the shells that can be seen

to-day. "Well!" he said, "I have saved my sister." The fire started

up a great quantity of deer and other game, and men went down and

killed them. Then they thanked the evil-minded man for benefiting

them so much. I was told by an Attacapa that the story also contained

an allusion to the jack-o'-lantern, which seems likely.

Although, as I have said, the Tunica remember very little about their

great flood myth, they have another flood story which contains features

of considerable interest. According to this, two holes had been made in

the ground, in the centre of a chief's house, by the continual pounding of

corn in wooden mortars. Sometimes the mortar was placed in one of

these holes, and sometimes in the other. One day the people noticed a

little water in the deeper hole, and on looking up were surprised to find

that it came from the melting of ice hanging from the roof above. Soon

it appeared that this water was rising. Every one came to look, and all

began to discuss what the phenomenon portended. Some said it meant

that there was going to be plenty of fish, and some suggested other

explanations. Finally they called in a very old woman who said, "I

think that the water is going to rise. Let us get our people together and

dance and enjoy ourselves as long as we can." So the people assembled

every day about the hole and danced, while the water continued to rise

and the ground to become softer and softer. There were two youths

in this town, however, who determined to save themselves, and started

off on the run. They ran and ran for a long time, while the ground kept

growing softer, and at last they began to sink in at every step. Finally

one of them became so weak that he fell behind and was lost ; the other

kept on and escaped to a distant village. He married a girl in that place,

and was adopted by them, and afterward he related all that had taken

place. He conducted his friends to the edge of the newly made sea,

and they saw many fishes with human heads swimming about, while

along the shore were the poles of demolished houses and brands from

extinguished fires. This convinced them that the young man's tale was

true.

Another Tunica myth is of a common American type. It recounts how

a girl was once visited by a handsome young man at night and finally

fled with him to his home only to find that he was really a rattlesnake,

and returned to that shape with daylight. With a change in the name

of the animal this might have been related by an Indian of the north

Pacific coast.

The most important Tunica myth preserved to us, however, is one

obtained first by Gatschet, but of which the writer has secured a second

version. This involves an explanation of the origin of thunder, the

woodcock, the panther, the raccoon, and the buzzard. It begins after
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tne iashion of the jealous uncle stories and also contains the well-known

feature of the cannibal mother-in-law. The following is an abstract \

A boy was shut up by his uncle to fast in order to obtain supernatural

power. His uncle's wife persuaded him to shoot a white squirrel, and

scratched her face all over with one of its claws. When her husband

came home she declared it had been done by his nephew, and he deter-

mined to destroy the youth. He sent him on several difficult quests,

but supernatural helpers appeared in each instance, who carried him
through safely. Finally the uncle took him across the ocean and aban-

doned him there, expecting that a cannibal woman who lived in that

country would soon make an end of him. But the youth again found a

helper in the woodpecker, by whose assistance he foiled the cannibal.

Afterwards he married two girls who had been carried away by this

woman, and these continued to protect him from her. Some time after-

ward he decided to return home, and effected this journey on the back

of an alligator, which he directed by shooting arrows and throwing food

and skins successively in the direction he wished to take. If he had run

short of these before reaching the other side, the reptile would have de-

voured him, but they just sufficed. Near his uncle's house he met his

sister, who was being ill-treated, and told her to obtain revenge by

throwing his uncle's infant into a boiling kettle. When she did this,

the uncle sent two men after her to slay her, but her brother turned them

into the raccoon and buzzard, and their master into the panther. Then
the hero himself went up into the sky and became the maker of the

thunder, while his sister became the woodcock, which every New Year's

eve is supposed to fly up to visit the thunder, carrying deer fat.

The mythology of lower Louisiana, therefore, shows no striking differ-

ences in kind from that found elsewhere in North America ; but the

details appear to indicate that the area in question, or a part of it, consti-

tuted a distinct mythic zone, in which, for instance, birds take the

place of diving animals as bringers of the first post-diluvian soil. It is

probable that the mythology of the coast tribes of Texas would show

many points of resemblance with these, but unless Tonkawa myths

or Spanish manuscripts throw some light upon them, we shall never

know what they were like.

John R. Swanton.

Bureau of American Ethnology,
Washington, D. C.
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TLINGIT MYTHS.

The greater part of the Tlingit recognize as the Supreme Being a

deity by the name of El. El, in their belief, is all powerful; he created

everything in the world: the earth, human beings, and vegetation. He
obtained the sun, moon, and stars. He loves people, but often, in his

anger, sends on them epidemics and misfortunes. El existed before he

was born; he neither ages nor will ever die. His home is in the interior

of North America. He has a son, but the circumstances and time of his

birth are not known. The son loves people more than El, and often by

interceding with the father delivers them from his anger. El's life,

words, and deeds while among the people constitute the Golden Rule

of the Tlingit. "Just as El lived and acted, so we live," say the Tlin-

git-

EL.

There was a time, say the followers of El, when there was no light,

and all the people lived and moved in the darkness. At that time lived

a certain man who had a wife and a sister. He loved his wife to such an

extent that he would not allow her to do any kind of work ; and she spent

the day cither sitting in the house, or sunning herself on the hillock

outside. She had eight little red birds, four on each side of her, who were

always near her, and who would instantly leave her if there was any

familiarity between her and any man except her husband. Of such a

jealous disposition was her husband, that, whenever he went away, he

locked her in a chest. Every day he went to the forest, where he made

boats and canoes, being very proficient in such work.

His sister, who was called Kitchuginsi (daughter of a sea-swallow),

had several sons (it is not known by whom) ; but the jealous uncle, so

soon as they reached manhood, destroyed them. Some say that he took

them out to sea and drowned them; but others say that he scaled them up

in a hollow log. The helpless mother could only weep for her children.

One day when sin- was sitting on the beach, mourning over a son, who

disappeared in the usual way, she saw a school of small whales pass-

ing by, and one of them coming in closer, stopped and started a con-

versation with her. When he had Learned the cause of her grief, he told

her to throw herself into the sea and from the bottom bring up a pebble,

swallow it, and wash it down with a little sea-water. So soon as the

whale departed, Kitchuginsi went down to the bottom of the sea,

fetched up a small pebble, swallowed it, and drank some sca-waler.

The effect of this extraordinary dose was that she conceived, and in eight

months gave birth to a son, whom she considered an ordinary mortal,

but he was El. Kitchuginsi, before giving birth to El, hid herself away

from her brother in a secret place.
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When El began to grow up, his mother made him a bow and arrows

and instructed him in the use of them. El liked this kind of exercise,

and soon became such an excellent shot that not a bird could fly by

him; and from the hummingbirds alone that he killed his mother made
herself a parka; and to fully indulge his passion for the chase he made
a hunt'mg-barrabara. Sitting there one morning in the early dawn, he

saw that directly in front of his door sat a large bird resembling a mag-

pie, with a long tail and a long and thin bill, bright and strong as iron.

El killed her instantly and carefully skinned her, as is usually done

for stuffing, and put the skin on himself. He had no sooner done this

when he felt the desire and ability to fly, and immediately flew up, and

soared so high and with such a force that his bill pierced into the clouds,

and he was held there so strongly that with difficulty he extricated him-

self. After that he flew back to his barrabara, took off his skin and hid

it. At another time and in the same manner he killed a duck, and, tak-

ing off her skin, put it on his mother, who instantly received the ability

to swim.

When El reached full growth, his mother told him of all his uncle's

doings. El, so soon as he heard about them, went to his uncle's, and at

the time when he is usually at his work. Going into the barrabara, he

opened the chest in which his uncle's wife was kept, and debauched her;

the birds instantly deserted her. The uncle, returning from his work

and seeing all that happened, became extremely angry; but El sat very

quietly and did not even move from his place. Then the uncle, calling

him outside, seated himself with him in a canoe, and went with him to

a place where many sea-monsters gathered; there he threw him into the

sea, and thought that he had again got rid of a rival. But El walked

on the bottom of the sea till he came to the shore, and reappeared before

his uncle.

The uncle, seeing that he could not destroy his nephew in the usual

way, said, in his anger: "Let there be a flood." The sea began to over-

flow its banks and rose higher and higher. El put on his magpie skin

and flew up into the clouds, and, as before, pierced them with his bill,

and hung there suspended until the water, which had covered all the

mountains, even reaching so high that his tail and wings were wet,

subsided entirely. He then began to descend as lightly as a feather,

and thinking, "Ah, if I could only drop on some good place," and he

dropped there where the sun goes down. But he fell not on land, but

into the sea, on the kelp; from there a sea-otter brought him safely

away. Others say that he fell on the Queen Charlotte Islands, and.

taking in his bill chips of the fir-tree, flew away to other islands, and

where he dropped the chips there trees grow; and when' he did not

there they arc not.

On coming to land again after the flood, El went towards the east,
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and in one place finding some dead boys, brought them to life by

tickling them in the nose with hair which he had pulled out from a

certain woman; in another place he set the sea-gull and heron to quar-

rel, and in this manner obtained a smelt fish which he afterwards ex-

changed for a canoe and other things. But of all his adventures and

doings, which are so numerous that it is impossible for one man to know
them all, the most remarkable is the way he obtained the light.

At the time when the above-mentioned wonders were worked there

was no light on the earth ; it was in the possession of a rich and power-

ful chief, being kept in three small boxes, which he guarded jealously

and did not permit any one even to touch them. El, learning this, wished

above all things to obtain the light, and he obtained it.

That chief had an only daughter, a virgin, whom he loved dearly,

indulged, and tended, even to the extent of carefully examining her food

and drink before she used it. There was no other way to obtain the

light from the chief except by becoming his grandson, and El concluded

to be born of his daughter. To accomplish his end was not difficult

for him; since he could assume the shape of any object that he desired,

— birds, fish, grass, etc., appearing as crow the oftenest, however.

In this case he changed himself into a tiny piece of grass, and stuck to

the side of the cup out of which the chief's daughter drank, and when

she, after the usual examination, began drinking, it slid down her throat.

Small though it was, she felt that she had swallowed something, and she

tried hard but unsuccessfully to bring it up. The result, of all this was

that she conceived; and, when the time came around for her to give

birth, the chief ordered to be placed under her sea-otter skins and other

valuable things. But the woman could not give birth, although her

father and others assisted her in every known way. Finally a very old

woman took her into the forest, where she made a bed of moss for her

under a tree and laid her on it; and just as soon as she lay on it she

e birth to a son.

No one even suspected thai the new-born child was El; the grand-

father was delighted with his grandson, and loved him even more than

his daughter. One day, after El commenced to understand a little, he

set up a loud bawl and no one nor anything could quiet him. No

matter what was given him, he threw it away and cried louder than be-

fore, and kept reaching out and pointing to the three little boxes which

contained the heavenly lights. They could not be given to him without

the permission of the chief, and he would not for a long time consent;

at last he was obliged to give the boy one of the boxes. He immediately

me quiet and happy, and began playing with it. A little later he

took it out-of-doors, and, when unobserved, opened it and instantly

stars appeared in the sky. Seeing this, the chief regretted the loss of

reasure, but he did not reprove the boy. In the same cunning manner
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El obtained the second box, in which the moon was Kept, and opened it

;

he even cried for the last and most precious box, containing the sun.

The chief would not indulge him.any longer; El did not leave off crying

and bawling, refused to eat and drink, and consequently became ill.

To humor him, the tender grandfather gave him the last box too, and

ordered that he be watched and prevented from opening it; but El, so

soon as he came outside, changed himself into a crow, flew away with

the box, and appeared on the earth.

In passing over one place, El heard human voices, but could see no

one; for the sun was not yet. El asked them : "Who are you; and would

you like to have light?" "You are deceiving us," they said; "you are

not El, who is the only one that can make light." To convince the un-

believers, El opened the box, and at once the sun in all his splendor

appeared in the sky. At this sight the people scattered themselves in

all directions, some to the forests and became beasts, others to the trees

and became birds, still others to the waters and became fishes.

There was no fire on the earth, but on an island in the mid-sea.

Thither El, dressed in his magpie skin, flew, and snatching a live brand,

he hastened back. But the distance was so great that by the time the

mainland was reached the brand and half of his bill were nearly con-

sumed. Near the shore he dropped the brand, and the sparks were

blown on to the rocks and trees. This explains why fire is found in these

substances.

Until El's time there was no fresh water on the mainland and islands,

with one exception. On this island, situated not far from Cape Om-
maney, was a small well of fresh water guarded by Kanuk, the hero

and ancestor of the Wolf tribe of the Tlingit. El (the details will be

told later in connection with Kanuk) went over there, and taking in his

bill as much water as it would hold, and after suffering racking tortures,

flew back to the mainland of America. While flying over the earth, the

water dripped on the land; where small drops fell springs and creek-

appeared, and the larger drops formed lakes and rivers.

At last El, providing the people with all the necessaries, went to his

home, Nasshakiel, which is inaccessible both to men and spirits, as is

shown from the following. One daring spirit undertook to go there, and

as a punishment had his left side turned to stone; for in flying forward

he looked on the left side where El's palace was. The left side of the

spirit's mask, which was at the time in possession of the shaman at

Chilkat, also became stone.

KANUK.

Kanuk, the hero and ancestor of the Wolf tribe of the Tlingit, is

represented as a mysterious and eternal being, older and more power

ful than El. Once upon a time Kanuk lived on a treeless island, Tikenum,
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— sea-fortress, — not far from Cape Ommaney. On that island is a

small, square, stone well of fresh water, covered with a stone. Inside

the well, on the stone, is a narrow horizontal line of a different color

than the rest. This mark dates from the time, and indicates the quan-

tity of water El drank and stole out of the well. The well is known as

Kanuk's Well, because formerly, when there was no fresh water else-

where on the earth, Kanuk kept it in the well and guarded it jealously;

he even built a barrabara over it and slept on the cover of the well.

One time Kanuk, while out at sea in his canoe, met El there in his

canoe and asked him, "Have you been living long in this world ?

"

"I was born," said El, "before the earth was in its present place;

and have you been living here long?"

"Since the time when the liver came out from below," answered

Kanuk.

"Yes," said El, "you are older than I."

While continuing their conversation, they went farther and farther

from the shore, and Kanuk, thinking it a good time to demonstrate

his strength and superiority, took off his hat and put it behind himself;

instantly such a thick fog appeared that one, sitting in one end of a

canoe, could not see the other end. During that time Kanuk paddled

away from his companion. El, unable to see Kanuk, and not knowing

which way to go, began to cry to him, " Achkani, Achkani," but Kanuk

made no answer; he called many times with the same result; finally,

El, weeping, implored Kanuk to come to him. Kanuk then coming up

to him, said, "What are you crying about ?" Saying this, he put on his

hat and the fog raised.

"Nu Achkani (my father-in-law and brother-in-law), you are stronger

than I," said El.

After this Kanuk invited El to go home with him to his island; there

they refreshed themselves, and fresh water was one of the many things

that El had. It tasted so sweet and good that he could not get enough

to satisfy him, and he was too bashful to ask for more. When dinner

was over, El commenced to tell about his origin and the history of the

world. At first Kanuk listened attentively, then drowsily, and at lasc

fell into a sound sleep in his usual place on the cover of the well. While

he was sleeping El quietly placed some dung under and around Kanuk,

and then going outside, called, "Achkani, wake up, look around you;

vou are, it seems, not well."

Kanuk woke up and felt around, and believing what El said, ran

to the beach to wash himself. In the mean time El pushed the cover

oil the well, and drank all the water he could, and, changing to a crow,

tilled his bill with water and started to fly out by way of the chimney,

but was mysteriously held back when almost at the top. Kanuk, re-

turning from his wash, made a fire, and began smoking his guest until
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he turned black. This explains why the crow, who was formerly white,

is now black. Finally Kanuk, pitying El, let him go, and he (El) flew

away to his earth, and dripped the water on it, as was mentioned be-

fore.

F. A. Golder.

Tempe, Arizona.
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A KADIAK ISLAND STORY: THE WHITE-FACED BEAR.

In one village there lived a mighty bear-hunter. For three years he

had been constantly hunting that animal and had killed so many that

his friend tried to persuade him to stop hunting, for fear he would get

himself into trouble. For, said his friend, if he persisted in hunting

one more year he would come across a very large bear who might kill

him. The hunter, however, made light of this advice and said that he

would attack every bear he came across.

A few days after the above conversation he went out hunting and saw

a bear with two cubs. He decided that this could not be the bear of which

his friend had spoken and he attacked the mother and, after some

difficulty, killed her. The little ones in the mean time ran away. On
the hunter's return home, his friend questioned him of the doings of

the day, and when told of the adventure, attempted once more to get

him to give up hunting, but without success.

Not many days later, while on the way to the hunting-ground, he

met a stranger who, in the course of conversation, told him that near

his village there were a great many bears. "Many of them, " continued

the stranger, "did our hunters kill, but there is one who is invincible,

and who has taken the life of many of our men. Each time that he

kills a man he tears him, and examines him carefully, as if in search

for some marks on the body. He is unlike other bears, in that his head

and feet are white." Here they parted. The stranger continued his

way, while the hunter proceeded to the hunting-ground. On his w*ay he

stopped near a fish creek, hoping to find game there. He waited all

night without seeing any, and in the morning went on farther. First he

walked up a high hill, then down until he came to a small bluff. Below

was a level tundra on which many bears were to be seen. Not judging

it wise to attack so many at once, he concluded to wait until they sepa-

rated. Among the number he noticed one whose head and feet were

white. The words of the stranger then came back to him, and he decided

that this must be the dreadful bear of which he had spoken; and so

he (the hunter) made up his mind to keep an eye on him, and kill him

the first favorable opportunity that offered itself.

The history of the white- faced bear is as follows. At one time he was

a human being and a very successful bear-hunter. In fact, too success-

ful for his own good ; for he aroused the envy of his friends, who plotted

to kill him. They went to a shaman (medicine-man) who lived in the

woods and begged him to transform the man into a beast. He advised

them to kill the bear and secure the skin up to the joints. This was to

be tanned and placed under his pillow, and when he had slept on it he

would become a bear. After the skin had been prepared, the shaman
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with some of the hunters started for the man's hut, The skin was put

under his pillow, then all hid to see the result. In due time he came

and went to sleep, but on awaking found himself a bear. The shaman

told his companions that the only wray to distinguish him from his

companions would be by his head and feet, which were white.

Towards evening all the bears that had been on the tundra began to

separate except the white-faced bear. He was about the last to move, and,

when he did get up, he shook himself three times and acted in every way

as if he were deeply enraged. His next move was towards the bluff,

where the hunter sat perfectly quiet, hoping he would not be noticed.

But the bear approached him, and when face to face asked: —
"What are you doing here?"

"I came out to hunt."

"Is it not enough that you have killed all my family, and just recently

you have killed my wife, that you now come to take my life ? Had you

injured my children the other day, I would now tear you to pieces.

I will, however, spare your life this time on the promise that you will

hunt bears no more. All the bears you saw to-day are the children of my
brothers. Should I ever run across you hunting, I wall tear you to pieces."

Too glad to get off so easily, the hunter started straight for home,

not even hunting on the way. His friend met him and inquired what

luck he had, especially, whether he had come across a white-faced bear.

When he had replied in the affirmative, the friend cautioned him against

attacking. For a whole week the hunter remained at home, and then

decided to go again, and begged his friend to go writh him, but the latter

refused on the plea that he was no bear-hunter and would not know
what to do. Six others wTere, however, persuaded to go along. During

two days they hunted at various places without finding anything to kill.

On the third day the hunter conducted them to the creek wrhere he had

been before, and there they passed the night. In the morning he led them

to the bluff, from where many bears were to be seen — but the white-

faced bear w'as not noticeable among them. Thus encouraged the

hunter told his companions to folknv him. As they advanced one of the

men exclaimed, " Look at that strange-looking beast. His face and paws

are white." When the hunter caught sight of him, he ordered his fellows

to go back as quietly and as sw7iftly as they could, as that particular bear

had a bad reputation. They went around another mountain where more

bears were seen. Here they attacked and killed seven, one for each.

Loaded with their spoil they started homeward. They had advanced

but a short distance when they heard a noise behind them, and, on

looking around, saw the white-faced bear hurrying after them. As he

came closer the hunter aimed, and as he was on the point of shooting

his bowstring broke. The others shot, but without' producing any effect.

"Why do you shoot at me?" said the bear to the friends of the hunter;
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"I never harmed you. This man (pointing to the hunter) has killed my
wife and nearly all my family. I warned him that, if I ever found him

hunting, I would tear him, and this I shall now do. You may go. I will

not harm you."

Glad to be left alive, the six men hurried away as fast as they could,

while the bear turned to the hunter and said:—
"You have killed all my family, and I had you in my power and I

let you off on the promise that you would never hunt bear any more,

and here you are back again. This time I will do to you as you did to

mine." The man pleaded to be allowed to live one night more, so that

he could go home. At first the bear refused, but he finally consented,

even to spare his life altogether, if he would tell him who transformed

him into a beast. To this the hunter agreed, and it was arranged that

on the following evening the two should meet at a certain place and pro-

ceed together to the home of the shaman.

On reaching home, the hunter found his six companions there talking

excitedly of the day's events. They were not a little surprised to see him.

He told them that he was going back to-morrow, and asked their com-

pany. They positively refused, and even attempted to dissuade him

from the undertaking; but he kept his word and met the bear at the fish

creek as had been previously planned. The two walked a long time until

they reached a village in the midst of a forest. A light shone from every

barrabara except one, the home of the shaman.

"This is the place," said the man.

"I will remain here," ordered the bear, "and you go in and tell him

that there is a man outside wishing to speak to him."

The man set about carrying out the order, but found the skin-door

tied; and therefore reported to the bear that the shaman was out. The
bear contradicted his statement and sent him back again with instruc-

tions to cut the door and walk in. He did so; and on entering heard some

one say: "Who is that that dares come in here?"

"It is I," said the hunter.

"What do you wish?"

"There is a man outside who wishes to speak to you."

If the shaman had not been sleepy he would have suspected some-

thing wrong and would not have gone out, but under the circum-

stances his mind was not very clear, and he fell into the trap. When the

two men came near the bear the old man was very much frightened

and was about to withdraw, had not the bear blocked his way, and said:

" For a number of years you have tortured me and made my life a bur-

den by keeping me in this condition. I now demand that you give me
back my human form immediately, otherwise I shall tear you to pieces."

The shaman promised to do as he was asked if he would follow him into

his hut. Before going in the bear told the hunter to meet him in that

neighborhood the next day. All night the shaman worked hard with the
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bear, and by morning succeeded in getting the skin off, so that in place

of the bear a human being appeared. The shaman asked for the bear's

skin, which the man gave him, except that of the face and paws, which

he cut off and kept. In taking leave, the man-bear told him never to trans-

form any one again for, if he did he would surely come back and kill him.

As agreed upon, the bear-man met the hunter and cautioned him

against going out to hunt bear. Among other things he said :
" You may

hear of people gathering together to hunt and kill me, for I may be-

come a bear once more ; but join not with them. If I find you in their

company, I shall kill you."

With this understanding they parted; and for the three or four weeks

following the hunter remained at home, apparently intending to keep

his promise. But one day he met two young men from a far-off village

who had come to beg assistance. They said that about their village

there were a great many bears, of whom many had been killed by the

hunters. But there was one bear, whose head and feet were white,

whom the hunters could not destroy, although all the hunters of the

village had attacked him at once. Realizing their helplessness, it was

decided to ask aid from the other villages. This bit of news excited

the hunter very much. He knew at once who the bear in question was,

and was therefore eager to hunt him
;
yet at the same time fear restrained

him from any hasty action. He finally hit on the plan of changing his

clothes and painting his face so that his former foe would not know him.

In this disguise he arrived at the village, where he saw a great many
hunters making ready for the grand hunt. Some were making new bows

and arrows, others were repairing the old ones, and all were excitedly

talking about the bear. The morning after his coming a large crowd

of men, including the hunter, set out on the trail of the bear, whom they

found without much difficulty. On seeing them approach, the bear

raised himself, then shook himself, his hair stood up straight, giving the

impression of great anger. This whole performance he repeated a second

time, frightening very much the hunters, who said, "We are all in great

danger and cannot escape; but must stay here and fight."

These actions over, the bear made a jump, stopping before the

hunter, whom he accused of perfidy and ungratefulness, tore him in

pieces, pawed out a hole and covered him up. The others were terrified

more than ever on hearing the bear talk, and at the same time were too

excited to do anything. Before they could collect themselves he turned

on them, accusing them of attacking him without cause, and proceeded

to revenge himself. He chased them back to the village, tearing them

up as he went along, not resting until he had them all, including the

old shaman. This done he turned back to the woods and fields to rest

undisturbed.

F. A. Golder.

Tempe, Arizona.
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TAGALOG FOLK-TALES. II.

13. THE COVETOUS KING AND THE THREE CHILDREN.

There were once three orphan children, the oldest of whom was

perhaps ten years old, and the others but little things, almost babies.

They had a tiny little tumble-down house to live in, but very little to

eat. Said the eldest to his little brother and sister, "I will go yonder on

the sands laid bare by the falling tide, and it may be that I shall find

something that we can eat." The little children begged to go, too, and

they all set out over the sands. Soon they found a large living shell.

" Thanks be to God," said the boy, for he was well instructed, "we
shall have something to eat." "Take me home, but do not cook me,"

said the shell, "and I will work for you." Now this was probably the

Holy Virgin herself, in the form of a shell, who had taken pity on the

poor children. They took the shell home, and there it spoke again.

"Put me into the rice pot, cover me up, and you shall turn out plenty

of boiled rice for all of you." And they did so, and the boiled rice came

from the pot. "Now put me into the other pot, and take out ulam."

And they took out ulam in abundance. "Have you a clothes chest?"

asked the shell; but there was none, so they put it into a box, and the

box became filled with clothing. Then the shell filled the spare room

with rice, and last of all filled another large box with money.

Now the king of this city was a cruel man, and he sent for the children

and told them that they must give up their money, their rice and all to

him and be poor again. "O dear king," said the oldest child, "will you

not leave us a little for our living
?
" " No," replied the king, "I will give

you as much boiled rice as you need, and you ought to be glad that you

get it."

So the king sent ten soldiers to move the rice and the money, but,

as soon as they got it to the king's house, it returned to the children. The
soldiers worked a whole week without getting a grain of rice or a piece

of money to stay in the king's house. Then because they were about to

die from fatigue, the king sent ten more, and these too failed. Then
the king went himself, but when he tried to move the money he fell down
dead. The children, relieved from persecution, lived long and happy

lives and were always rich and influential people.

14. the silent lover.

A long time ago, when the world was young, there lived a very bashful

young man. Not far from his house there lived the most beautiful young

woman in the world. The young woman had many suitors but rejected

all, wishing only for the love of the bashful young man. He in his turn

was accustomed to follow her about, longing for courage to declare his
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love, but bashfulness always sealed his lips. At last, despairing of ever

making his unruly tongue tell of his passion, he took a dagger and, follow-

ing her to the bathing place on the river bank, he cut out his own heart,

cast it at her feet, and fell down lifeless. The girl fled, terrified, and a

crow pounced upon the heart, and carried it to a hollow dao-tree, when
it fell from his beak into the hollow and there remained. But the love

for the girl was so strong in the heart that it became reanimated and

clothed again with humanity in the form of a little child. A hunter, pur-

suing the wTild boar with dogs, found the child crying from hunger

at the foot of the dao-tree and, being childless, took it home, and he and

his old wife cared for it as their own. The young woman, knowing

now the love of the young man, lived for his memory's sake, a widow,

rejecting all suitors.

But from the child was never absent the image of his loved one, and

at last his love so wrought on his weak frame that he sickened. Know-
ing that his end was near, he begged of his foster mother that, after his

death, she should leave him, and not be surprised if she could not find

him on her return. He also asked that on the third day she should take

whatever she should find in a certain compartment of the great chest

and give it to the girl without price. All this she promised, realizing

fully that this was not a natural child.

At last he died, and when his foster mother left the body, his great

love reanimated the body and it crept into the chest, becoming there

transformed into a beautifully carved casket of fragrant wood.

Obedient to his wishes, on the third day the old woman carried the

casket to the girl, giving it to her without price.

When the girl took the casket into her hands, its charm fascinated her,

and she clasped it tight and covered it with kisses. At last the spell

was broken by the magic of her kisses, and the casket whispered softly

to her, "I am thy true love. I was the heart of him who killed himself

for love of thee, and I was the youth who died for love of thee, but at

last I am contented. In life and death we shall never more be separated."

And it was so, for the woman lived to a great age, carrying the casket

always with her, inhaling its fragrance ' with her kisses, and when she

died it was buried with her.

15. THE PRIEST, THE SERVANT BOY, AND THE CHILD JESUS.

There was once a priest who had for his servant a very good bov.

One day the padre wanted the boy, and, after looking everywhere for

him, went to church. Opening the door quietly, he looked in and there

he saw that the statue of the child Jesus had left its shrine and was down
on the floor talking and playing with the boy. The priest slipped softly

1

Filipinos do not kiss like Occidental peoples, but touch the tip of the nose, with some-
times the lips, and inhale the fragrance of the face or hair.
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away and ordered a very fine dinner cooked for the lad. When the boy

returned to the convent, the padre asked him where he had been. "I

have been down to the church playing with a friend." "Very well, there

is your dinner. If you play with your friend again, ask him if I shall go

to glory in heaven when I am dead." The boy took his dinner to the

church and ate, sharing it with the child Jesus.

"Tell me, friend," said he to his heavenly companion, "will my
master, the priest, go to glory in heaven?" "No," said the child Jesus,

"because he has neglected his father and mother." When the boy

carried these words to the priest he became very sad, and asked the lad

to inquire whether he might atone for his wrong by doing good to other

old people. "No," came the answer. "It must be his father and

mother who shall receive their dues, and it may be that he shall enter

heaven alive."

So the priest sent for his poor old father and mother, and lavished on

them every care, suffering no one else to do the least thing for them. At

last the old people died, and the priest was very sad. Then one night, as

he slept, came soft and very beautiful music around about and within

the convent, and the boy awoke the priest to listen. " Oh," said the padre,

"it is perhaps the angels come to carry us alive to heaven." And it

was so. The angels carried the boy and the priest, his master, to be in

glory in heaven.

1 6. THE STORY OF JUAN DEL MUNDO DE AUSTRIA AND THE PRIN-

CESS MARIA.

There was once a king who had three very beautiful daughters,

Princess Clara, Princess Catalina, and Princess Maria.

This king was sick for a long time with a dreadful disease, and al-

though he spent much money on medicines and doctors he was only

worse instead of better.

At last he sent word to all his people proclaiming that whoever would

cure him might have one of the princesses to marry.

After several days one of the heralds returned, saying he had met

a snake who inquired if the king would give his daughter to a snake to

wife if he were cured. The king called his daughters and asked if they

would be willing to marry a snake.

Said Princess Clara, "I will be stung by a snake till I am dead before

I give my virginity to a snake." Said Princess Catalina, "I may be

beaten to death with sticks, but I will not give my virginity to a snake."

Said Princess Maria, "Father, so you be but well, I care not what be-

comes of me. If a snake can cure you, I am willing to marry him."

So the king's message was carried to the snake, and the king was made

well. The snake and the princess were married, and set off through the

forest together. After a long journey they came to a house in the forest,
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and there the snake and the beautiful Maria lived together many days.

But the snake, being very wise, saw that the princess ate little and cried

very much, and asked her why it was so. She told him that it was hard

for her to live with a snake. "Very well," said the snake, and went into

a house near by; after a little there came out a handsome man with

silken clothes, and rings on his fingers, who told her that he was her

husband, that he was known among men as Don Juan del Mundo de

Austria, and that he was king of all the beasts, being able to take the

form of any of them at will.

They passed many happy days together till the time came for the great

feast at the court of Princess Maria's father. Don Juan told her that she

might go, but that she must on no account tell his name or rank, other-

wise when she came to their trysting-place by the seashore she would

not find him. He gave her a magic ring by means of which she might

obtain anything she wanted, and left her close to her own city.

When she arrived at home her sisters were greatly surprised to see

her looking well, happy, and much more finely dressed than when she

went away, but her father was very glad to see her. The elder sisters

often asked her the secret of her husband's identity, but her answer

was always the same, " Did you not both see that I married a snake ?

Who else could it be." The wicked women then determined to make her

tell, whether she wished or not, and so they asked her to walk with them
in a secluded garden.

Then they took sticks and set upon her, beating her and telling her

that she must tell who her husband was. The poor little princess de-

fended herself a long time, saying that if she told she would never see

him again, but finally, when she was nearly dead from beating, she told

them that her husband was Don Juan de Austria. Then she was beaten

for not telling the truth, but her tormentors finally desisted and she

went to her father and told him all.

He did not wish her to return to the forest and begged her to remain

with him, but she insisted.

When she arrived at the trysting-place, Don Juan was not there, but

she set out bravely, asking of her ring whatever she needed for food,

drink, and clothing. Wherever she went she inquired of the beasts and
birds the whereabouts of her husband, Don Juan de Austria, and, when
they knew who she was, they worshipped her and did all that was re-

quired.

After many days of wandering she came to a place where there was a

giant, who was about to eat her, but when he knew her for Don Juan's

wife he worshipped her and sent her on her way. Soon she was found

by a young giantess who, too, was about to eat her, but when she learned

that Maria was the wife of Don Juan she carried her to her own house

and hid her, saying that she must be cared for a while until her parents
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should return, for they might eat her without asking who she was.

When the old giant and his wife came back, they told her that she must

stay with them for a while, until they could find out about the where-

abouts of Don Juan, when they would help her further.

They were very good to her, for, said they, "Don Juan is not only

king of the animals but of the giants and monsters of every kind."

Then the giants took her to Don Juan's city and found her a place in

the house of an old childless couple, and there she made her home.

But Don Juan had taken another wife, the Lady Loriana, and the

new wife saw the old and desired her for a servant. So the Princess Maria

became a servant of her rival, and often sat in old rags under the stairs

at her work, while her faithless husband passed her without seeing her.

The poor girl was torn with jealousy and spent much time thinking

about how she might win her husband again. So she asked the ring

for a toy in the form of a beautiful little chick, just from the egg.

The Lady Loriana saw the pretty toy and begged for it. "No,"
said Maria, "unless you grant me a little favor, that I may sleep on the

floor to-night in your room." So Loriana, suspecting no deceit, agreed.

That night Maria wished on her ring that Loriana might be overcome

with sleep, and again that her own rags might be transformed into royal

raiment and that her tiara should glitter on her forehead. Then she

went to the head of the bed and called Don Juan. At first he would not

answer, then, without turning to look at the speaker, he bade her go away,

as his wife would be angry. "But that is not your wife, Don Juan,"

said Maria; "
I am your true wife, Maria. Look at my dress and the

jewels on my forehead — my face, the ring on my finger." And Don
Juan saw that she was indeed the deserted wife, and after he had heard

the sad story of her wanderings he loved her afresh. The next day at

noon-time Maria was not to be found, although Dona Loriana looked

everywhere. At last she looked into Don Juan's room, and there, locked

in each other's arms fast asleep, were Don Juan and Princess Maria.

Loriana aroused them, angrily saying to Maria, "Why do you wish

to steal my husband? You must leave this house at once." But Maria

resisted saving, "No, he is not your husband but mine, and I will not

give him up." And so they quarrelled long and bitterly, but at last agreed

to be judged by the council.

There each told her story, and Maria showed Don Juan's enchanted

ring, which worked its wonders for her but would not obey the Lady
Loriana.

When the matter was decided, it was the judgment of all, including the

Vrchbishop, that Maria was the lawful wife, but that she and Don Juan
must go away and never return.

So Don Juan and the Princess Maria went away and lived long and

happily.
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17. THE ARTIFICIAL EARTHQUAKE.

There was once in another town a man who had three daughters, all

very beautiful. But one of them had an admirer, who by some means

excited the old man's wrath, and the daughter was sent to a distant

place.

This in turn made the young man angry, and he determined to have

revenge. He took a strong rope and attached it to one of the corner

upright posts of the house, and waiting till it was dark and still inside,

he hid behind a tree and began to pull the rope, alternately hauling

and slacking.

" Oh!" said one of the girls, "there is an earthquake." l

The old man jumped up and, seizing his crucifix, began to recite the

prayers against earthquakes. But the trembling kept up. For more

than an hour the old man prayed to all the saints in the calendar, but

the earthquake still shook the house.

Then the earthquake stopped a moment, and a voice called him

to come outside. His daughters begged him not to go, for said they,

"You never can stand such a terrible earthquake." Taking his saw,

his axe, and his long bolo, the old man went down, only to find every-

thing quiet outside. He began to explore the surroundings of the house

to see if he could find the cause of the disturbance, and fell over the rope.

With that he began to curse and swear, saying, "May lightning blast

the one of ill-omened ancestry who has shaken my house, frightened

my family, and broken my bones," and many other harsh things, but he

got no answer but a laugh, and the young man had his revenge.

18. THE QUEEN AND THE AETA WOMAN.

There was once a king who was sick unto death. Though he was

already married to a beautiful and charming woman, he promised to

marry any woman who could save his life or recall him after death.

Then he died and after his death the queen was superintending the

preparations for burial and getting ready the collation for the mourners.

While she was busy, an Acta (Negrito) woman, black, ill-favored, dirty,

and smelling like a goat went into the room. Kneeling by the body,

she began pulling out pins from the flesh, and soon the king awoke,

but his mind was lost. He clasped the Aeta woman to him and showered

on her terms of endearment, thinking that she was the queen, while

all the time the real queen was without.

Seeing how matters stood, the Aeta woman called the queen, " Maria,

Maria, bring food for the king," and she forced the queen to obey her

1 Native houses of the poorer classes are very slightly built, of four or six uprights,

with bamboo floors and thatched roof and sides, the whole tied together with rattan.

They are very safe in earthquakes.
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and work as a slave in the kitchen, while she wore the queen's robes and

lay on the queen's couch. Of course this made a scandal, but no one

could interfere until at last a soldier passed through the kitchen and

seeing the queen's face red with the fire and noting her beauty, he called

the king's attention to her. Then the king remembered Maria and

that she was the real queen, and that the other was only a hideous

Aeta usurper, and he had the Aeta woman tied in a sack with stones

and thrown into the sea.

19. THE CHILD SAINT.

Once there was a child who was different from other children. She

was very quiet and patient, and never spoke unless she was spoken to.

Her mother used to urge her to play in the streets with the other children,

but she always preferred to sit in the corner quietly and without trouble

to any one. When the time came for the child to enter school, she

begged her mother to get her a book of doctrines and let her learn at

home. So her mother got a book of doctrines for her, and she was able

to read at once without being taught. Day after day she sat in the cor-

ner reading her books and meditating.

When she became a little larger she asked to have a little room built

away from the house, where she might remain free from the intrusion

of any earthly thought.

Her mother had this done, and there in the tight little room with

no one to see her she sat. She never tasted the food or drink placed at

her door, and finally her mother, becoming alarmed, made a tiny hole

and peeped through the wall. There sat the child reading her book, with

a huge man standing beside her, and all manner of beasts and serpents

filling the little room.

More frightened than ever, the mother ran to the priest, who told her

that those were devils tempting the child, but not to fear, for she would

certainly become a saint. And it was so, for afterwards the evil shapes

were gone. Then the priest and the people built a costly shrine and

placed her in it, and there the people used to go and ask her to inter-

cede for them. But at last the shrine was found empty, and surely she

was taken alive into heaven and is now a saint.

20. TAGALOG BABES IN THE WOODS.

Once upon a time there was a cruel father who hated his twin children,

Juan and Maria, and drove them from the house on every occasion.

The children used to live on the grains of rice that fell through the

bamboo floor, and such food as their mother could smuggle to them.

At last, when they were about six years old, their father took them

off into the forest and left them without food or drink. They wandered

for three days, being preserved by such fruits and leaves as they could

gather.
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Finally poor Maria said she could go no farther, but that she would

die. Juan cut a mountain bamboo and from its hollow joints gave Maria

a refreshing drink. Then he climbed a tree and in the distance saw a

house. After much exertion they reached it and called out, " Tauo po." x

A voice from within said, "Come in, children." They went in and

found a table set, but no one was there, though the same voice said,

"Eat and drink all you want." They did so, and after saying, "Thank
you, good-by," they started to go away, but again they were bidden to

stay. So they stayed on for a long time until Juan was a young man
and Maria a young woman. From a great chest that stood in the cor-

ner they took out new clothing as their old wore out, and the chest was

never empty, and there was always food in the magic dishes on the

table.

21. THE KING, THE PRINCESS, AND THE POOR BOY.

There was once a king who loved his daughter very much, so much
in fact that he did not wish her to marry; so he built for her a secret

house or vault under the ground, and there he kept her away from all but

her parents and her maid servants.

There was also an old man in the same city who had a son. The
old man said to his son, "Come, lad, let us go into the country and plant

crops that we may live," for they were very poor. After they had worked

a short time in the country, the old man died and the boy returned to the

king's city and then went up and down the street crying, " Oh ! who will

buy me for a slave, that I may bury my father?" A kind-hearted rich

man saw him and inquired his troubles, and the boy told him that he

was greatly grieved because his father was dead and he had no money

for the funeral. The rich man told him not to grieve, that his father

would be buried with all the ceremonies given to any one. After the

funeral the boy went to live with the rich man as his servant, and served

him faithfully; so faithfully, indeed, that the rich man, who was child-

less, adopted him and gave him every advantage of education.

One day the boy wrote a sentence and placed it in the window, "You
may hide your treasure with every care, and watch it well, but it will be

spent at last." Now the boy had no idea of any hidden meaning in this

sentence, but the king chanced to pass that way and read it. Angrily

he called the rich man to his carriage, and demanded of him what it

meant. "I do not know, most exalted king," said the rich man, "I have

only now seen it. It must have been written by a poor boy to whom I

have given shelter since his father died." "Drive him away," said the

king; "if he comes back he shall be put to death."

So the rich man with a heavy heart, for he loved the boy, sent him
out into the world. The boy wandered far and long, till at last he came
to a house. He called out to those within, "Honorable people," and

1 "Honorable people."
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heard them answer, "Come in." Inside there was no one but only two

statues, and one of these spoke, bidding him return to his own town

and beg of his master princely clothing, a princely carriage, all gilt,

and a music box that could play many tunes.

So the poor boy returned to his master, who sent for the tradesmen

and tailors and had them make all manner of princely clothing.

Then he got into his carriage and drove around for a while, till he

met a boy. To the boy he gave the music box and a piece of money
and told him to play it everywhere but to sell it to nobody, and to report

to him if any one wanted it. So the boy got into the carriage and took

the music box with him, while the poor boy went back to the rich man's

house.

Soon the king saw the beautiful carriage and heard the sweet music

of the music box. The king asked the boy who the owner was, and wished

to buy them. The boy told the king that he must tell his employer, and

soon the carriage and the music box were sent to the king for a present.

The king was much pleased, for he knew the princess would be de-

lighted, so he had the carriage and the music box taken into her vault,

and played on the music box a long time. After he had gone, out stepped

the poor boy from a secret compartment of the carriage, and knelt before

her telling his love in gentle tones. She listened to him, much frightened

at first, but later more composedly, till at last she gave him her heart

and promised him her hand.

When the king came in again he found them sitting holding each

other's hands. He demanded in a loud voice, "Who are you? Why
are you here ? How did you come ? " To this the boy modestly replied,

saying that he had come concealed in the carriage, and told the king

that "You may hide your treasure with every care, and watch it well,

but it will be spent at last." But the princess entreated for him, and

finally the king gave his consent to their marriage, and they lived hap-

pily ever after.

22. HIDDEN TREASURE.

There were once a husband and his wife who were very poor. They
had a little plot of ground that helped to sustain them, but as the man
was sick the woman went to work alone.

As she was weeding in the fields she found a malapad, 1 and after a

little she found another, and so on until she had a scc-apat. 2 With this

she returned home and bought rice, but she was afraid to tell her hus-

band lest he be jealous.

The next day she went to work and on this day she found a silver peso.

As she reached the edge of the field a voice spoke to her saying, "Tell no

' Maiapad— a copper piece worth about eighty to the peso or 0.0125 Mexican dollars.

5 Scc-apat— a real or one eighth of a peso.
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one of your good fortune, not even your husband, and you shall have

more treasure." Afterwards she went to the field, and daily she found a

peso until she had five pesos, which she hid in a safe place.

On the seventh day she went to the field, but found nothing. She went

to the edge of the field to boil her rice, and was blowing her fire when

she heard the same voice again saying, "Never mind boiling your rice,

but dig there under your pallok, 1 and you will find more than enough.

Tell no one, not even your husband, of what you find." She dug down

and there she found a great jar filled to the brim with gold pieces. She

took one or two, and hastily covered up the rest and went home. Like

a good wife she disliked to keep a secret from her husband, and finally

she took him off to a quiet place and told him of their good fortune.

He, overjoyed, could not restrain himself and went into the village

and told every one of the treasure trove. Then they went to dig it up,

but it was no longer there. Even the gold and the five pesos already saved

and hid in another secret place were gone, and they were as poor as they

had been before.

How foolish they were to disobey the command of the voice!

23. THE BATTLE OF THE ENCHANTERS. 3

There was once a poor boy who was very ambitious to learn, and with

the consent of his parents he bound himself to an enchanter who was

a very wise man. The boy remained with him for a very long time, until

at last his master sent him home, saying that he could teach him nothing

more. The boy went home, but there he found nothing in the way of

adventure, so he proposed to his father that he should become a horse,

which his father could sell for twenty pesos to his late teacher. He cau-

tioned his father that, as soon as he received the money for the horse, he

should drop the halter as if by accident.

The young man then became a horse, and his father took him to the

enchanter, who gave him twenty pesos. As soon as the money was in the

father's hand, he dropped the halter, and the horse at once became a

bird which flew away. The enchanter metamorphosed himself into a

hawk and followed. The bird was so hard pressed by the hawk that it

dived into the sea and became a fish. The hawk followed and became
a shark. The fish, being in danger from the shark, leaped out on to the

dry ground and took the shape of a crab, which hid in a spring where a

princess was bathing. The shark followed in the shape of a cat, which

began to search under the stones for the crab, but the crab escaped by
changing itself into a ring on the finger of the princess.

Now it chanced that the father of the princess was very sick, and the

1 Pallok— rice pot of earthenware.
1 This story is rather suggestive of the Arabian Nights. The writer is unable to deter-

mine its true source.
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enchanter went to the palace and offered to cure him for the ring on the

finger of the princess. To this the king agreed, but the ring begged the

princess not to give him directly to the enchanter, but to let him fall on

the floor. The princess did this, and as the ring touched the floor it

broke into a shower of rice. The enchanter immediately took the form

of a cock and industriously pecked at the grains on the floor. But as he

pecked, one of the grains changed to a cat which jumped on him and

killed him.

The young man then resumed his own form, having proven himself

a greater man than his master.

Fletcher Gardner.

Bloomington, Tnd.
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VISAYAN FOLK-TALES. III.

MASOY AND THE APE. 1

Masoy was a poor man who lived on a farm some miles from the

town. His clothing was very poor, and his little garden furnished him

scarcely enough to live on. Every week day he went to town to sell his

fruits and vegetables and to buy rice. Upon his return he noticed each

day that some one had entered the garden in his absence and stolen

some of the fruit. He tried to protect the garden by making the fence

very strong and locking the gate ; but, in spite of all he could do, he con-

tinued to miss his fruit.

At length Masoy conceived the happy idea of taking some pitch and

moulding it into the shape of a man. He put a bamboo hat on it and

stood it up in one corner of the garden. Then he went away.

As soon as he was gone, the robber, who was none other than a huge

ape, climbed the fence and got in.

"Oh!" he said to himself, "I made a mistake! There is Masoy watch-

ing. He did not go away as I thought. He is here with a big bamboo
hat, but he could not catch me if he tried. I am going to greet him, for

fear he may consider me impolite."

"Good morning, Masoy," he said. "Why do you not answer me?
What is the matter with you ? Oh ! you are joking, are you, by keeping

so silent? But you will not do it again." On saying this, the ape

slapped the man of pitch with his right hand, and of course it stuck,

and he could not get it loose.

"For heaven's sake," cried the ape, "let me go. If you do not, I will

slap you with my other hand." Then he struck him with the other hand,

which, of course, stuck fast also.

"Well, Masoy," cried the ape, "you have entirely exhausted my
patience! If you don't let go of me at once, I shall kick you." No sooner

said than done, with a result which may easily be imagined.

"Masoy," cried the now enraged ape, "if you have any regard for

your own welfare, let me go, for if you don't, I still have one leg left

to kill you with." So saying, he kicked him with the remaining foot,

getting so tangled up that he and the tar man fell to the ground, rolling

over and over.

Then Masoy came, and, when he saw the ape, he said: "So you are

the robber who has stolen my fruit ! Now you will pay for it with your

life."

But the ape cried, "Oh, spare my life, and I will be your slave for-

ever!"

1 See '

' Tar-Baby " in Uncle Remus, his Songs and Sayings', p. 7. Also '
' Puss in Boots "

in Lang's Cinderella, p. 36.
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"Do you promise not to steal my fruit again?"

"I do, and I will serve you faithfully all my life."

Masoy agreed to spare him.

From that time on the ape worked very hard for his master. He sold

the fruit and bought the rice and was honest and industrious. One day,

on his way to market, he happened to find a small piece of gold and

another of silver. At that time this country was not ruled by any foreign

power, but each tribe was governed by its own datto or chief. The
chief was naturally the bravest and richest of the tribe.

The chief of Masoy's tribe had a very beautiful daughter. The ape

schemed to have her marry his master. Now he hit upon a plan. He
went to the chief's house and asked for a ganta, which is a measure

holding about three quarts and used for measuring rice.

"My master," he said, "begs you to lend him a ganta to measure his

gold with."

The chief was astonished at such an extraordinary request, and

asked: "Who is your master?"

"Masoy, who owns many gantas of gold and silver, acres upon acres

of land, and uncountable heads of cattle," was the reply.

The ape carried the ganta home, and there he stuck the piece of

gold he had found on the inside of the bottom of the measure, and

then returned it to the chief.

"Oh, ape!" said the datto, "your master has forgotten to take out

one piece of gold. Take it and give it back to him."

"Nevermind, sir," answered the ape, "he has so much gold that that

small piece is nothing to him. You may keep it."

Some weeks afterward, the ape went again to borrow the chief's

ganta.

"What do you want it for now?" asked the chief.

"To measure my master's silver with," was the answer. So he carried

it home, stuck inside the piece of silver he had found, and returned it.

The chief found the piece of silver and offered to return it, but was an-

swered as before, thai it did not matter.

The chief believed all that the ape said, but was puzzled to know how
such a rich man could be living in his territory without his having heard

of him.

After a few days the ape, considering tin- way well prepared for his

plans, (ailed upon the datto and said: "My master requests you to

give him your daughter in marriage. I am authorized to make all the

arrangements with you for the wedding, if you consent to it."

"Very will," answered the chief, "but before we arrange matters I

wish to see my future son-in-law. Ask him to come to see me, and 1 will

receive him in a manner befitting his rank."

The ape returned home and said to Masoy, who knew nothing at all
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of the negotiations with the chief: " I have good news for you. The chief

wants to see you, for he intends to give you his daughter in marriage."

"What are you chattering about?" answered Masoy. "Have you

lost your senses? Don't you know that I am too poor to marry the

chief's daughter? I have not even decent clothes to wear and no means

of getting any."

" Do not worry about the clothes. I will get them for you somewhere,"

replied the ape.

"And how shall I talk? You know that I am ignorant of city ways."

"Oh, Masoy, don't trouble about that! Just answer 'Yes' to the

questions they ask you and you will be all right."

Finally Masoy consented to go, and went down to the river to wash

off the dirt and grime. A rich merchant was bathing some distance up

the river, and the ape slipped along the bank, stole the merchant's

clothes, hat, and shoes, and running back swiftly to his master, bade

him put them on. Masoy did so, and found himself, for the first time in

his life, so well dressed that he no longer hesitated about going to the

chief's house. When they arrived there they found that the chief was

expecting them and had made a big feast and reception in honor of his

future son-in-law. The chief began to talk about the wedding and said

:

"Shall we have the wedding in your palace, Masoy?"
" Yes," answered Masoy.

"You have a large palace, I suppose, have n't you, sir?"

"Yes," was the reply.

"Don't you think it would be well for us to go there this afternoon?"

"Yes," was again the reply.

Meanwhile the ape had disappeared. He went along the road towards

home and said to all the people he met: "The datto will be along this

way pretty soon and when he asks you to whom all these farms and

cattle belong, you must say that they are Masoy's, for otherwise he will

kill you."

The ape knew that in a certain spot stood an enchanted palace in-

visible to men. He went to the place, and just where the front of the house

appeared whenever it was visible, he began to dig a ditch. The witch

who lived in the house appeared and asked: "What are you ditching

there for, Mr. Ape?"
"Oh, madam," was his answer, "have n't you heard the news? The

chief is coming this way soon, and is going to have all witches and the

low animals like myself put to death. For this reason I am digging a

pit to hide myself in."

"Oh, Mr. Ape!" said the witch, "let me hide myself first, for I am
not able to dig for myself, and you are. Do me this favor, please."

"I should be very impolite, if I refused to do a favor for a lady," said

the ape. "Come down, but hurry, or you will be too late."
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The witch hurried as fast as she could and got down into the pit.

Then the ape threw stones down on her until she was dead. The house

then became free from enchantment and always visible.

The ape then returned to the chief's house and reported that all was

ready for the wedding. So the chief, Masoy, and the bride, escorted by

a large number of people, set out for Masoy 's palace. On the way they

saw many rich farms and great herds of cattle. The chief asked the people

who the owner of these farms and cattle was. The answer always was

that they belonged to Masoy. Consequently the chief was greatly im-

pressed by Masoy's great wealth.

The chief greatly admired the palace and considered himself fortunate

to have such a son-in-law. That night the wedding took place, and Masoy
lived many years in the palace with his wife, having the ape and a great

number of slaves to serve him.

ARNOHONGO AND IPUT-IPUT.

(The Ape and the Firefly.)

One evening the firefly was on his way to the house of a friend, and

as he passed the ape's house, the latter asked him: "Mr. Fire-fly, why
do you carry a light?" The firefly replied: "Because I am afraid of the

mosquitoes." "Oh, then you are a coward, are you?" said the ape.

"No, I am not," was the answer. "If you' are not afraid," asked the

ape, "why do you always carry a lantern?" "I carry a lantern so that

when the mosquitoes come to bite me I can see them and defend myself,"

replied the firefly. Then the ape laughed aloud, and on the next day

he told all his neighbors that the firefly carried a light at night because

he was a coward.

When the firefly heard what the ape had said, he went to his house.

Tt was night and the ape was asleep, but the firefly flashed his light into

his face and awakened him." The firefly was very angry and said:

"Why did you spread the report that I was a coward? If you wish to

prove which of us is the braver, I will fight you on the plaza next Sunday

evening."

The ape inquired: "Have you any companions?" "No," replied

the fire-fly, "I will come alone." Then the ape laughed at the idea of

such a little creature presuming to fight with him, but the firefly con-

tinued: "I shall be expecting you on the plaza about six o'clock next

Sunday afternoon." The ape replied: "You had better bring some

one to help you, as I shall bring my whole company, about a thousand

apes, each as big as myself." This he said, thinking to frighten the

strange little insect, who seemed to him to be crazy. But the firefly

answered: "I shall not need any companions, but will come alone.

Good-by."

When the firefly had gone, the ape called together his company,
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and told them about the proposed fight. He ordered them to get each

one a club about three feet long and to be on the plaza at six o'clock

the next Sunday evening. His companions were greatly amazed, but

as they were used to obeying their captain, they promised to be ready at

the appointed time and place.

On Sunday evening, just before six o'clock, they assembled on the

plaza, and found the firefly already waiting for them. Just then the

church bells rang the Angelus, so the firefly proposed that they should

all pray. Immediately after the prayer, the firefly signified that he was

ready to begin. The ape had drawn up his company in line, with himself

at the head. Suddenly the firefly lighted upon the ape's nose. The
ape next in line struck at the firefly, but succeeded only in striking the

captain such a terrible blow on the nose as to kill him. The firefly

meanwhile, seeing the blow coming, had jumped upon the nose of the

second ape, who was killed by the next in line just as the captain had

been killed; and so on down the whole line, until there was but one

ape left. He threw down his club and begged the firefly to spare him.

The firefly graciously allowed him to live, but since that time the apes

have been in mortal terror of the fireflies.

THE SNAIL AND THE DEER. 1

The deer made fun of the snail because of his slowness, so the latter

challenged the former to a race. " We will race to the well on the other

side of the plaza," said the snail. "All right," replied the deer.

On the day of the race the deer ran swiftly to the well, and when he

got there he called, "Mr. Snail, where are you?" "Here I am," said

the snail, sticking his head up out of the well. The deer was very much
surprised, so he said: "I will race you to the next well." "Agreed,"

replied the snail. When the deer arrived at the next well, he called as

before, "Mr. Snail, where are you?" "Here I am," answered the

snail. "Why have you been so slow? I have been here a long time

waiting for you." The deer tried again and again, but always with the

same result; until the deer in disgust dashed his head against a tree and

broke his neck.

Now the first snail had not moved from his place, but he had many
cousins in each of the wells of the town and each exactly resembled the

other. Having heard the crows talking of the proposed race, as they

perched on the edge of the wells to drink, they determined to help their

cousin to win it, and so, as the deer came to each well, there was always

a snail ready to stick his head out and answer, "Here I am" to the

deer's inquiry.

1 See "Uncle Remus" on "Tortoise and the Rabbit," p. 87. Also &sofs Fables,

p. 162.
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STORY OF CA MATSIN AND CA BOO-UG. 1

One day a turtle, whose name was Ca Boo-Ug, and a monkey, Ca
Matsin, met on the shore of a pond. While they were talking, they

noticed a banana plant floating in the water.

"Jump in and get it," said Ca Matsin, who could not swim," and we

will plant it, and some day we will have some bananas of our own."

So Ca-Boo-Ug swam out and brought the plant to shore.

"Let's cut it in two," said Ca Matsin. "You may have one half and

I will take the other, and then we shall each have a tree."

"All right," said Ca Boo-Ug; "which half will you take ?
"

Ca Matsin did not think the roots looked very pretty, and so he chose

the upper part. Ca Boo-Ug knew a thing or two about bananas, so he

said nothing, and each took his part and planted it. Ca Boo-Ug planted

his in a rich place in the garden, but Ca Matsin planted his in the ashes

in the fireplace, because it was easy, and then, too, he could look at it

often and see how pretty it was.

Ca Matsin laughed as he thought how he had cheated Ca Boo-Ug,

but soon his part began to wither and die, and he was very angry.

With Ca Boo-Ug it was different. Before long his tree began to put

forth leaves, and soon it had a beautiful bunch of bananas on it. But

he could not climb the tree to get the bananas, so one day he went in

search of Ca Matsin, and asked him how his banana-tree was getting

along. When Ca Matsin told him that his tree was dead, Ca Boo-Ug

pretended to be very much surprised and sorry, and said:

—

"My tree has a beautiful bunch of bananas on it, but I cannot climb

up to get them. If you will get some of them for me, I will give you

half."

1

Ca Matsin assented, and climbed the tree. When lie got to the top,

he pulled a banana, ate it, and threw the skin down to Ca Boo-Ug.

Then he ate another, and another, throwing the skins down on Ca
Boo-Ug's head. When he had eaten all he wanted, he jumped out of

the tree and ran away to the woods, laughing at Ca Boo-Ug. Ca Boo-Ug

did not say anything, but just sat down and thought what he should do

to get even with Ca Matsin. Finally, he gathered a lot of bamboo sticks

and planted them around the tree with the sharp points up, covering

them with leaves so that they could not be seen. Then he sat down and

waited.

As soon as Ca Matsin got hungry again, he went around to Ca Boo-

Ug's garden to get some more bananas. Ca Boo-Ug seemed glad to see

him, and when Ca Matsin asked for some bananas, replied:—
1 The incident of Ca Boo-Ug pretending that he did not wish to be thrown into the

i- similar to an incident in the "Tar Baby" story (see Uncle Remus, his Songs

iiiul Sayings, p. 16).
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"All right, you may have all you want, but on one condition. When
you jump out of the tree you must not touch those leaves. You must
jump over them."

As soon as Ca Matsin heard that he must not jump on the leaves,

that was just what he wanted to do. So when he had eaten all the

bananas he wanted, he jumped out of the tree on to the leaves as hard
as he could jump, and was killed by the sharp bamboo points.

Then Ca Boo-Ug skinned him and cut him up and packed the meat
in a jar of brine and hid it in the mud on the bank of the pond.

In the dry season the banana-trees all died and the cocoanut-trees

bore no fruit, so a troop of monkeys came to Ca Boo-Ug and asked
him if he would give them something to eat.

"Yes, I have some nice meat in a jar which I will give you, but if

I do, you must promise to eat it with your eyes shut."

They were very hungry, so they gave the required promise, and Ca
Boo-Ug gave them the meat. All kept their eyes shut except one, a little

baby, and like all babies, he was very curious and wanted to see what
was going on. So he opened one eye and peeped at a bone which he had
in his hand, then he called out:—
"Oh, see what I have found! Here is the little finger of my brother,

Ca Matsin!"

Then all the monkeys looked, and when they found that Ca Boo-Ug
had killed a member of their tribe they were very angry, and looked for

Ca Boo-Ug, in order to kill him. But they could not find him, for as

soon as he saw what had happened he had hidden under a piece of

cocoanut shell which was lying on the ground.

The chief monkey sat upon the cocoanut shell, while he was planning

with his companions how they should catch Ca Boo-Ug, but of course

he did not know where he was, so he called out: "Where's Ca Boo-Ug?
Where's Ca Boo-Ug?"
Ca Boo-Ug was so tickled when he heard the monkey ask where he

was that he giggled. The monkeys heard him, and looked all around
for him, but could not find him. Then they called out: "Where's Ca
Boo-Ug? Where's Ca Boo-Ug?" This time Ca Boo-Ug laughed out

loud, and the monkeys found him. Then they began to plan how they

should punish him.

"Let's put him into a rice mortar and pound him to death," said one.

"Aha!" said Ca Boo-Ug, "that's nothing! My mother beat me so

much when I was little that now my back is so strong that nothing can

break it."

When the monkeys found out that Ca Boo-Ug was not afraid of being

pounded in a rice mortar, they determined to try something else.

"Let's make a fire on his back and burn him up," suggested another.

"Oh, ho!" laughed Ca Boo-Ug, "that's nothing. I should think
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that you could tell by the color of my shell that I have had a fire lighted

on my back many times. In fact, I like it, as I am always so cold."

So the monkeys decided that they would punish Ca Boo-Ug by throw-

ing him into the pond and drowning him.

"Boo-hoo!" cried Ca Boo-Ug, "don't do that! You will surely kill

me. Please don't do that! Boo-hoo! Boo-hoo!"

Of course when the monkeys found that Ca Boo-Ug did not wish to

be thrown into the pond, they thought they had found just the way to

kill him. So, in spite of his struggles, they picked him up and threw

him far out into the pond.

To their surprise and chagrin, Ca Boo-Ug stuck his head out of the

water and laughed at them, and then turned around and swam off.

When the monkeys saw how they had been deceived, they were very

much disappointed, and began to plan how they could catch Ca Boo-Ug

again. So they called to a big fish, named Botete, that lived in the pond

:

"Botete! Drink all you can of the water in the pond and help us find

the bag of gold that we hid in it. If you will help us find it, you shall have

half of the gold."

So Botete began to drink the water, and in a little time the pond was

nearly dry. Then the monkeys determined to go down into the pond

and look for Ca Boo-Ug. When he saw them coming, Ca Boo-Ug

called to Salacsacan, the kingfisher, who was sitting on a branch of a

tree which hung over the water:—
"Salacsacan! Salacsacan! Botete has drunk all the water in the

pond, and if there is no water there will be no fish for you to catch.

Fly down now and peck a hole in Botete, and let the water out, before

the fish are all dead." So Salacsacan flew down and pecked a hole in the

side of Botete, and the water rushed out and drowned all the monkeys.

When Ca Boo-Ug saw that the monkeys were all dead, he crawled

up on the bank, and there he lived happily ever after.

Another version ends as follows: —
When the monkeys saw how they had been deceived, they were very

much disappointed and began to plan how they could catch Ca Boo-Ug

again. They decided to drink all the water in the pond, and then they

could catch Ca Boo-Ug before he could escape. So they drank and

drank, until they all burst.

When Ca Boo-Ug saw that the monkeys were all dead, he crawled up

on the bank, and there he lived happily ever after.

W. H. Millington and Berton L. Maxfield.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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OLD-COUNTRY BALLADS IN MISSOURI — "GEORDIE."

The following version of Geordle (Child,* 209) is in James Ashby's

MS. ballad book, but was overlooked when I sent in the Missouri ver-

sions of ballads found in Child. 1
It is apparently a reduction by oral

transmission of the broadside of "George of Oxford," printed by Child

in the Appendix to No. 209 (iv, 141 f.).

THE LIFE OF GEORGIA.

As I was going over Muldars Bridge

It was in the Morning early

I heard a fair damsel lamenting and say

Lord spair me the life of Georgia

Go bridle up my milk white steed

And sadle him up so gayly

That I may ride to the Kings castle town

And plead for the life of Georgia

She rode all day she rod all night

Untill she was wet and weary

And Combing back her fine yellow hair

Pleading for the life of Georgia

Pulling out a purse of gold

Saying unto the lawyers

Lawyers lawers fee yourselvs

But spair me the life of Georgia

Says Georgia unto the Layers

I never murdered any
But I stold sixteen of the Kings white steeds

And sold them in Bohema

Says the Layers unto Georgia

Lord I feel so sorry for you
But your own confession has condended you to die

May the Lord have mercy on you

Georgie shall be hung with a golden chain

If it cost ten thousand guineas

Because he came of a royal race

And corted a virtuous Lady

See Nos. Ixxiv and Ixxv of the Journal of American Folk-Lore,
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As he walked up and down the streets

And he bid farewell to many
And he bid farewell to his own dear girl

Which grieved him more than any

I wish I was on Londons shore

Where work and money is plenty

With a sword and pistol by my side

I would fight for the life of Georgia

Dark so dark

H. M. Belden.
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE AMERICAN SHAMAN. 1

BY ROLAND B. DIXON.

In any study of the religious beliefs and ceremonials of savage or

semi-civilized peoples, either special or comparative, the shaman stands

easily as one of the foremost figures. On almost every side of their

religious life his influence makes itself felt, and his importance reaches

out beyond the limits of religion into the domain of social life and organi-

zation and governmental control. By some the term shaman is confined,

and perhaps rightly, within somewhat narrow limits ; if I may be par-

doned the liberty, I shall here extend rather than restrict the meaning

of the term, and shall use it as applying to that motley class of persons,

found in every savage community, who are supposed to have closer

relations with the supernatural than other men, and who, according

as they use the advantages of their position in one way or another, are

the progenitors alike of the physician and the sorcerer, the prophet,

the teacher, and the priest.

Although fundamentally the shaman is everywhere much alike, yet

there are not inconsiderable differences apparent, both in his character

and position. In discussing certain aspects of the shaman as he is found

in America, we may, for the purposes of convenience, regard him from

several points of view. He may be considered, first, in the making,—
the predisposing character and circumstances, the indications of ap-

proaching shamanhood, the sources of his power, and his preparation

and training to become a full-fledged shaman. We may regard, also,

the functions of the shaman, which are often various, and the method

he employs in his profession. There is, further, the question of the

organization of the shamans within the community, their position, and

the influences which they exert, both as individuals and as a class.

One of the broadest distinctions which may be made, in connection

with the making of shamans, is that of sex, — whether the practice of

shamanism is open freely to both sexes, or is more or less restricted to

1
Presidential Address delivered at the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the American

Folk-Lore Society, Chicago, 111., January i, 190S.
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one or the other. In this particular, America is at one with most of the

rest of the world in that, predominantly, shamans are male. It by no

means follows, however, that women arc entirely excluded, for indeed

there are few cases known where men exclusively perform this important

function. Among various tribes, in both North and South America,

the number of women as compared to men in the profession is small,

and in some instances no mention is made of women shamans at all.

Yet in these cases there are often indications from other sources that

they really did exist. We ought to expect, also, that in those tribes

where the shaman was already well advanced on the way to becoming

a priest, that the proportion of women would in most cases be very

small. Opposed to this prevalence of men as shamans, we find in sev-

eral sections women shamans equalling or even exceeding the men in

importance, as in northern California, or among some of the Carib

tribes. The element of sex appears again in another way, as among
the tribes of Patagonia, where there was a curious custom which pre-

scribed the wearing of female clothing by male shamans. This assump-

tion of the apparel of the opposite sex seems rare in America, but

somewhat analogous conditions exist among various tribes of north-

eastern Asia. In general, then, it appears that in America women are

widely permitted to become shamans, male shamans even in some

cases having to assume women's dress, and that the tendency toward

the exclusion of women is not as strong as, for example, in much of

Polynesia or in Australia.

Next to questions of sex, one of the most important distinctions lies

in heredity. In numerous instances the position of shaman descends

bv inheritance, in either the male or female line, according to the pre-

vailing system of tribal descent. In most such cases the assumption

of shamanhood is not merely permissive, but mandatory, and refusal

bv the heir to accept the responsibilities was punished by the spirits

with sickness or death.

Contrasted with this hereditary principle, we find many tribes where

it plays at best but a small part. That the position is anywhere regarded

as exclusively to he attained by inheritance seems not to be the case.

Moie commonly the hereditary element is only moderately developed,

and the position of shaman may equally well be obtained as a result

of individual initiative, the man or woman seeking to acquire the gift,

the position being regarded as open to all. This conscious seeking is

further not ruled out by inheritance; for while by inheritance the indi-

vidual may secure one or two guardian spirits, for example, he often

exerts himself to acquire others in addition.

Contrasted both with the idea of inheritance and of conscious seeking,

their is not infrequently something like a supposed selection of the

individual by the supernatural beings who force him to enter the ranks
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of the shamans, and who punish refusal with death. More rarely, per-

haps, the selection is human, not divine; for the older shamans select

those youths whom they regard as most likely to make good successors

to themselves, and teach them the art, or train them to be their assist-

ants. In such cases often the selection is made because of certain

psychic qualities which the youth is thought to possess, such as a ten-

dency to epileptic attacks.

Where the future shaman is designated, either by heredity or by the

spirits, indications are usually early apparent. These signs are in part

purely subjective and personal, taking the form of dreams, visions, or

extraordinary experiences ; and partly patent to the world at large, in a

growing abstraction of manner, a tendency toward solitude, or in some

cases more or less frequent cataleptic seizures. To those who inherit

their position, or have it thrust upon them by a higher power, these

things come naturally, whereas the seekers after shamanhood must

induce them artificially and consciously. To refuse to heed the call of

heredity or the mandates of the gods is to bring down on the individual's

head the wrath of the beings by whose aid the shaman accomplishes

his results, and such bold persons are punished by disease, loss of reason,

or death. In the case of the individual seeker after shamanhood, the

attitude is not, after all, very different from that of the ordinary seeker

for a personal guardian or manitou. Both are consciously asking aid

of the divine beings, and both employ as a whole similar methods, but

the powers so gained are employed by one professionally, whereas the

other looks at them in quite a different light.

Whatever the sex, and in whatever manner the novice comes to be a

member of the craft, the sources of his power, and the means by which

he accomplishes his purposes are mainly four: He may derive his

aid and secure his guardian from among the host of animal spirits ; or

from local spirits of various sorts and those of natural phenomena; or

from the ghosts of the dead ; or, lastly, from the greater deities them-

selves. Of these, the first seems to be by far the most common in Amer-

ica as a whole; and where, in some cases, the guardian spirits are not

themselves animal, it sometimes occurs that the shaman's powers are

secured, at least in some degree, through their aid. Various local or

disembodied spirits, or those of natural phenomena, seem perhaps the

next most common source of power, and these are often conceived of as

human or semi-human in form. A ghostly origin for the shaman's

power is, on the whole, rather rare ; but we may see one form of the idea

in the Tlingit method, adopted as a last resort by those seeking to acquire

shamanistic strength, of sleeping on a grave, or biting off the finger of a

corpse. That the power of the shaman comes directly or indirectly

from one of the higher deities seems, also, a comparatively restricted

belief in America. Such instances, however, as that of the Mohave are
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striking, for here not only is the shaman supposed to secure his strength

from the greater deities, but to have so secured it before birth, in the

mythic age.

But whatever the source of the power, and whether the individual

inherits his position or not, there is a fairly definite method of procedure

adopted by the novice in gaining control over the source of this strength.

We may consider next, therefore, the means whereby the individual first

puts himself in communication with that class of supernatural beings

whose aid is to be his, or which he seeks, and with whom, once the

connection is established, he always tries to become more and more

familiar.

Jt goes without saying almost, that the most widespread method is

that of fasting and solitude. The weakening of the body and the

stimulation of the imagination through these means is almost univer-

sally regarded as one of the most efficient ways of getting into communi-

cation with the unseen world, and is employed alike by the shaman

novice and by the seeker for spiritual aid of all sorts. Very frequently

there is added to this requirement of fasting and solitude that of bodily

cleanliness. This may be attained by frequent bathing in remote lakes

or streams, by the use of the sudatory, or by either of these means, with

the added requirement of rubbing the body or scenting it with fragrant

herbs and roots. Not infrequently, also, this exterior cleanliness must

be aeeompanied by an inner cleansing as well, and we have then the use

of various sorts of purgatives and emetics, as among the Muskogi, the

Caribs, and other tribes. The underlying principle in this is, in many
instances, clearly that the supernatural beings are displeased by bodily

uncleanliness, and attracted by its opposite, and will therefore refuse

to come to an applicant who docs not present himself clean and sweet-

smelling, or at least without the smell of mankind.

These means alone arc, however, often thought to be inadequate

unless supplemented bysome sort of offering or sacrifice. Such sacrifices

are as a rule not great, and consist of a few beads, a little tobacco, or

in some eases the offering of a few drops of the applicant's blood. Such

gifts are accompanied by a. brief prayer to the spirit for aid. Animal

sacrifice, under such conditions, seems almost if not quite unknown in

America.

The use of drugs to induce a stupor, in which the shaman novice is

visited by the spirits, is in the northern continent rather rare, but appears

much more frequently in South America, where the use of drugs is

reported, or may be inferred, over large areas. That dreams arc also

a most important element in the initiation of the shaman's association

with the supernatural beings is well known, and these arc as a rule

made more vivid by the fasting and solitude which, as already stated,

almost invariably form part of the preliminary training.
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Where the position of shaman is one acquired by inheritance, these

various methods become perhaps less necessary, as the association be-

tween the man and his supernatural guardian is already established.

Yet in a modified way they are used, nevertheless, for the novice must,

after receiving the indications of his approaching shamanhood, in any

case submit to certain food restrictions, must make small offerings to

his ancestors' guardian spirits, who are now his guardians, and must,

through dreams or trances, get instructions from them and learn

their songs and secrets. Not infrequently we find the idea, that the

supernatural beings resent, so to speak, the change of ownership, and
are at first more or less hostile to the new shaman. He must, therefore,

by the use of the same methods which others employ to attract to them-

selves the spirits in the first place, now proceed to "tame" those which

he inherits, and bring them to regard him in a more friendly light.

A not unimportant feature of this period of preparation and training

is to be noted in regard to whether it is a purely individual affair or

whether the novice receives more or less actual teaching and super-

vision from other older shamans. It is probable that in most if not all

cases there is something of this element of instruction, for how other-

wise could the novice learn so well the numerous tricks of the trade?

That it is pronounced often is shown by many instances in both conti-

nents. In such cases, as a rule, the novice must make heavy payments

to his teachers for their services, and the fact that he is getting instruc-

tion is not kept secret. Not only, however, is the instruction open and
definite, but a more or less public ceremonial of initiation is held,

through which the novice must pass before being recognized as a member
of the craft. An example of such a ceremonial w7hich will at once occur

to all is that of the Midewiwin of the Ojibwa. In some instances, indeed,

such ceremonials constitute perhaps the most important, as certainly

they do the most spectacular, of all the ceremonies of the people. On
the other hand, there are many instances wdiere the novice, although

actually instructed and trained by the older shamans, is so taught in

secret, and is supposed by the people at large to acquire all his know-
ledge in a mysterious way.

So far, then, as regards the making of the shaman in America, we may
say that the position is most commonly filled by men, is very commonly
one of his own conscious seeking, and that he obtains his powers through

the mediation of a supernatural guardian spirit, generally animal in

character, with which he strives to come into communication through

solitary fasting, bodily cleanliness, and gifts, and that he receives more
or less direct and open tutelage from the older shamans in the practices

of his adopted art.

Having briefly considered the means by which the individual becomes
a member of the class of shamans, we may next inquire as to their
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functions. From his position as mediator between men and the super-

natural powers, the functions of a shaman are naturally complex,

developing along the various lines in which he may be of service to the

community. Typically the shaman is, in the lower stages of culture, at

once healer, sorcerer, seer, educator, and priest; but while often the

single shaman sums up in himself thus all or most of these functions,

there is frequently specialization, as a result of which each of these

activities is exercised by a different person.

It is as healer, as the medicine-man, that the American shaman is

perhaps best known, and it is this function of his which comes out most

strongly in those tribal groups whose general culture is lowest and least

differentiated. As healer, the shaman's methods of procedure may be

considered under two heads : those in which the pain or disease is

mastered and expelled directly by the shaman himself, with or without

the help of his spirit guardians; and those where the shaman, become

really more of a priest, carries out a more or less elaborate ceremonial,

which, in virtue of its own inherent magical power, effects a cure, or

through which the greater gods exert themselves to aid the sufferer.

The first of these methods follows naturally from the wellnigh

universal savage theory of disease ; namely, that it is due to the presence

in the body of some tangible, albeit mysterious, object placed there

magically by a sorcerer or inimical spirit. Obviously, the logical method

of cure is to extract this object, and this becomes the shaman's task.

The object itself is variously conceived of— it is a fragment of bone

or stone, a sharp thorn, a hair-like object, a tiny worm, a small animal,

or in some cases a mysterious needle-shaped object. In the extraction

of this source of pain, the most common means employed is sucking,

either directly witli the lips or by means of a tube. Sometimes the

"pain" is extracted invisibly through a feather, the tip of which is

placed on the body while the other end is held in the mouth, or through

a cord. In other easts blowing, rather than sucking, is employed, or

rubbing and pinching, or an actual incision is made in the skin, to facili-

tate the emergence of the deadly body. Once extracted, the source of

trouble must he destroyed, or rendered innocuous, by burning, throwing

into running water, burial, or by swallowing by the shaman. Often, if

not always, it is shown to the patient and his friends, and sometimes may

even he handled by them.

Another type of procedure, rather less common than the above, is

found in those cases where the shaman is called upon to resuscitate a

person in a swoon or coma, supposed to be due to the absence of the

patient's soul. This problem clearly requires wholly different methods,

and the shaman therefore goes into a trance, and either sends his own

spirit in search of the missing one, or utilizes his guardian spirits by

making them undertake the quest. Although the use of this method
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may be widely spread throughout the whole of America, it is perhaps

most common in the northwestern portion of the northern continent.

The fact that the method is also rather common in northeastern Asia

may perhaps in this connection be significant.

As a rule there is little separation of the ability to diagnose a case

and to cure it, as seems to have been the case in New Zealand, for

instance. In California, however, among the Porno, this distinction is

made, and while one shaman determines the nature and cause of the

trouble, another must be called in to effect the cure.

Of the second type of the healer's functions, the use of formulae seems

to be the simplest. In northwestern California, and also to a consid-

erable extent among the Cherokee, the cure is effected, not through

the extraction of a tangible object from the patient's body, but by the

mere exact repetition of a traditional formula, recounting the occur-

rence of a similar malady in mythic times, and the curing of this first

patient. The mere repetition of this myth, accompanied by a brief

prayer to the being who had brought about this first cure, often with the

addition of the use of certain herbs in a purely ceremonial manner, is

sufficient to relieve the sufferer. Here, then, is a wholly different point

of view. The shaman no longer personally accomplishes the cure, but

brings it about by the use of a charm, whose efficacy consists in its rit-

ual repetition or performance, and which depends for its power, not

on the shaman's individual spirit guardians, but on the greater super-

natural beings of mythic times. In theory, at least, any one, be he

shaman or not, may produce the same result by the proper use of such

a formula.

A much more highly developed form of this idea is shown in the case

of the Navaho and Apache. Here, as is well known, there is in use the

remarkable series of enormously complicated ceremonials, with their

hundreds of songs, their dances and elaborate sand-paintings, the

whole ritual lasting for a period of many days. These ceremonies, as

well in song, impersonation, and in paintings, refer to the greater gods

of the people, and it is in the exact accuracy of the performance and in

the magical virtue resident in the sand of the paintings that their power

and ability to cure lies. Here, also, the ceremony is not always directed

to the well-being of a single individual, for others may share in the

virtue of the rite and the efficacy resident in the sand. The shaman
here has outgrown the narrower limits of the class, and takes on more

and more the character of a priest. Possibly into this same class of

ceremonies may be put, at least in part, the curious ritual formerly

held by the Iroquois, so graphically described in the Jesuit Relations.

Among these tribes, sickness was supposed in many cases to be due to

an unsatisfied wish or unfulfilled dream, and the sufferer propounded

his desire or dream in the form of a riddle, which had to be guessed,
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and the desired object secured, or the dream enacted in order to bring

about a cure. In serious cases, where the patient was a person of

importance, the whole population of the village veritably ran amuck

in connection with the affair, and the uproar and confusion of the

Ononhouaria was repeated. Here, also, apparently mimetic dances

played a part, as did the ritual obscenities of which the Jesuits spoke

with horror.

With some exceptions, the shaman as healer made comparatively

little use of drugs. Fragrant roots and herbs were sometimes burned,

infusions were rubbed or blown upon the body, but merely as charms,

and only rarely were drugs so used that any medicinal effect was possible.

Inextricably associated with the functions of healer is its opposite,

that of sorcerer. Where sickness is thought to be mainly due to the

presence in the body of objects placed there magically, the shaman is

supposed in most cases to be responsible. The sorcerer accomplishes

his ends, as a rule, by the miraculous shooting, throwing, or blowing of

the "pain" into the body of the victim, distance being no bar to the suc-

cess of his evil deeds. The use of sympathetic magic, widely employed

in other parts of the world to cause sickness and death by sorcerers,

although used, seems on the whole in America to be less prevalent.

Other features of the shaman's work as sorcerer lie in the preparation

of love-charms, hunting-charms, and in the control of weather, crops,

and game. So far as regards the latter, at least, the shaman has less to

do in those tribes where the institution of the personal manitou is known

than where it is absent, for where practically every one has his personal

manitou there is no need of calling in outside aid. In his control over

crops, and over rain as desired for the growth of crops, the shaman

as a rule yields as a single personality to the elaborately organized

shaman and other secret society ceremonials. Under such conditions,

the shaman again takes on a more priestly character, and the ritual

grows in importance and its magical quality becomes more and more

prominent.

\ part and parcel of his functions as sorcerer, the various tricks and

feats of legerdemain must be considered, which the shaman must

always have at his command. These are partly practical, such as the

simple feats of concealing the objects which he pretends to remove

from the patient, and partly designed to overawe and impress the people

with the proofs of his supernatural power. One of the features con-

nee ted with this idea is, of course, the claim that the shaman is able to

transform himself at will into the form of some animal or bird, as a bear,

a wolf, cougar, owl, etc'. These beliefs, world wide in distribution,

appear in many parts of America, from the Eskimo in the north to the

Amazonian tribes in the south, and from the Iroquois in the east to

the (Aili torn ian tribes in the west.
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As seer or prophet the shaman exhibits one of his most common
functions, and one in which his supposed close intimacy with the super-

natural beings is of most direct help. It is from them that he gains the

information sought, be it as to the whereabouts of lost articles, of game
or foe, or the determination of guilt. In some cases the shaman insists

on complete seclusion, and lies bound within a closed hut ; in others

the ceremony occurs in the presence of spectators, but only under cover

of darkness. Again, the shaman goes into a trance in full view of the

multitude, and on awakening discloses the information sought. In

most cases the shaman's familiars are supposed to come bodily to the

spot and converse audibly with the seer, who often exercises consider-

able ventriloquistic skill in imitating their approach and varied voices.

The spiritual flight of the shaman himself, in search of information,

so characteristic of the shamans in northeastern Siberia, seems on the

whole rare. Other methods of prophesying, such as divination, were also

largely in use in certain sections, and ranged from the simplest to the

more complicated methods, involving the use of the tonalamatl, as

among the Nahua people in Mexico.

The function of priest, understanding by that one which involves

the individual as a leader of others in a more or less communal cere-

mony, and as a mediator in the more direct sense between man and the

gods— this function of the shaman is but slightly developed among
those tribes which are in the lower stages of culture. Over large areas,

therefore, one can hardly speak of the shaman as in any real sense a

priest. For although there may be elaborate ceremonials in use, as

for instance in the Northwest Coast area, the shaman as such docs not

play a leading part. Throughout the Plains, however, the shaman takes

on a more decidedly priestly character, the generalized shaman becomes

differentiated, and in the custodians of the sacred palladia of the tribe

and the men who have in their keeping also the myths associated with

the ceremonials held in their honor we have a class of persons whose

character is much higher and more dignified than that of the Healer-

Sorcerer-Seer; so much so, indeed, that we can no longer strictly call

them shamans. A considerable development of the priestly function

may also be seen among the Muskogi, particularly in the case of the

Natchez, with their remarkable cult and so-called temple. In the South-

west, again, the priestly character of the shaman becomes conspicuous.

Among the still more highly cultured peoples of Mexico and Central

America, of Peru and Colombia, the priestly element becomes exalted

to the first place, reaching a position of importance almost if not quite

equal to that in the Old World.

Lastly, as educator the importance of the shaman is by no means
small. Almost universally the keepers and preservers of myth and tra-

dition, and of such arts as writing and divination, they either passively
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or actively taught their knowledge, which was the tribal wisdom, to

the younger generation. Where, even in a generally undeveloped

culture as in Central California, there existed some sort of secret societies,

the shamans were the teachers who instructed the boys and young

men through long weeks and months of seclusion in the dance-house.

The same holds true, more or less, where ceremonies of initiation were

held for all young men. As we pass into the Southwest, and on into

Mexico and Peru, we find the shaman-priest becoming a real educator,

having charge of the boys and instructing them in all the knowledge

and arts which men must know. In other parts of the world we find

this same importance of the shaman as educator, as for example in

Oceanica where, in such institutions as the men's-house, or in the initia-

tion ceremonies in Australia, the shamans are often the persons who
give long and careful instruction, mental, moral, and physical, to their

charges.

Although these varied functions of healer, sorcerer, seer, priest, and

educator have been here discussed as separate, in reality, among all

tribes in the lower stages of culture, they are, as has been said, all more

or less combined in any given individual. In these stages commonly

all the functions coexist, although in unequal proportions, and we have

in the shaman here an undifferentiated type. As a rule the functions

of healer and sorcerer overshadow enormously all the rest, and it is only

as the general culture level rises, and the life of the people becomes

more complex, that from the earlier undifferentiated type the clearer

figures of the priest-educator, the healer-sorcerer, and the seer begin to

emerge.

A factor of interest in connection with shamanism lies in the degree

of organization which the shamans as a class exhibit. Presumably in

all cases there exists some degree of fellowship and association between

the different individuals of thecraft. This may, however, be very vague

and undefined, or, on the other hand, quite definite and exact. In general,

the greater the degree of differentiation in function, the greater the

tendency for the members of each class to become organized. Where,

as in California or throughout the Great Basin area, there is little spe-

cialization, there isin turn little organization. AmongtheAlgonquin tribes

of the Great Lakes, however, where specialization has become more

conspicuous, the rather definite organization of the Mide exists. In

the Southwest, with tin- greater growth of the priestly element, we have

in the various societies of the Hopi the principle carried farther.

Finally, in Mexico and Central America, and again in Peru, the organ-

ization of the priest-shaman reaches its highest development, the whole

great hierarchy of priests, particularly in Peru, not only ordering and

controlling itself, but reaching out over and in a sense comprehending

the entire state.
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Still another aspect of the shaman deserves brief mention, and that

is his position, his standing and influence in the community. It is inevi-

table, of course, that in any community he who wields a power so enor-

mous in its possibilities as does the shaman should occupy a place of

great prominence. His position is, therefore, normally one of very con-

siderable importance. He must be treated with respect, and his wishes

consulted, lest in anger he bring sickness and death upon those who
displease him. Very commonly he is wealthy, as his services for good

or evil command large fees, especially if for evil, as sorcery is always a

dangerous profession; for even if the shaman escape the wrath of the

relatives of his victim, the evil meditated may fail of its mark, and recoil

upon its sender. Powerful, and possessed often of considerable wealth,

the shaman is thus in many cases the real ruler of the people, particu-

larly among those tribes where social and governmental organization

is undeveloped, where there is no centralized civil power to dispute

the claims of religion, and where the more or less peaceful character

of the tribe has retarded the growth of military power. Where, however,

these conditions change, the position of the shaman generally changes

also. Among the Plains people, for example, where war assumed so

great a prominence, and social and governmental organization were

moderately developed, the importance of the shaman waned before

that of the war leader and chief, and only in times of peace did the

shamans as a class somewhat regain their prestige. With the Iroquois,

indeed, where war and conquest became the whole end of life, the im-

portance of the shaman decreased still further.

If there were no other factors which came in, we might expect to

find a similar overshadowing of the shaman-priest in Mexico, where

military ideals and traditions grew almost of necessity out of the long

contest of the Nahua people for their national existence. But here the

subordination was to a considerable extent counteracted by the organi-

zation of the priests as a class, and by the greater complexity of the

religious life, which, with its multitude of deities and temples, with

their frequent elaborate ceremonials and appalling sacrifices, kept the

priest-shaman always a factor of importance. This was still more true

in Peru, where we may say that the Inca power was in some degree

a theocracy, in which the priest-king, once presumably elective, had

become virtually a hereditary ruler, at once head of church and state,

claiming divine origin and receiving divine honors.

It is apparent, also, that with growth of culture the functions of the

shaman suffer a change. In the lower stages, it is as healer-sorcerer

that he is most conspicuous, the priestly function being in general com-

paratively unimportant. With the development of more elaborate

ceremonial and a greater depth of religious belief, the quality of healer-

sorcerer becomes relatively less apparent, and the feeling of a need for a
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mediator between man and the higher gods, the necessity for a class

of persons who shall be the conservators of the ever-increasing bulk

of ritual, lead to the growth of the priestly function. The shaman-sor-

cerer, however, does not disappear by any means, but merely wanes

before the shaman-priest. Once, however, the change begins, the pres-

tige and influence of the shaman-sorcerer rapidly decays, and among
those tribes where ritual and religious life has reached its highest

development, the shaman as a healer-sorcerer plays but an humble part

compared with those who, by the growth of the priestly function, have

become true priests.

In large degree, the shaman in America may be said as a type to

exemplify one of the most characteristic attributes of the Indian as a

race. For the shaman, at least in his lower stages, like the ordinary

man, obtains his mysterious powers from supernatural helpers, acquired

through fasting, dreams, and visions; he differs from the ordinary

man chiefly in the extent and character of the help secured. To the one

his manitou or personal totem is something sacred, awful, called on

only in times of direst need, a single guardian, whose identity is jealously

concealed ; to the other not one but many spirits minister, with them

the shaman comes to be almost on terms of intimacy, and of them he re-

quires constant and varied aid in the calling by which he makes his living.

Inasmuch, therefore, as one of the most striking characteristics of the

American Indian lies in the wide prevalence of the idea of the personal

manitou, we may find in the development and in the person and position

of the shaman a significant instance of the unity of race feeling which

can be recognized throughout almost the whole of American culture.

As compared with their representatives in other parts of the world,

the shamans in America seem to show, both in their making and in

their whole character, less reliance on the dead, the ancestral spirits,

than do those of other regions. This lack of dependence upon the dead

is an example of the general weakness of the whole idea of ancestral

worship in America as compared with Polynesia and large parts of Asia.

The American shaman thus, in his lack of dependence on ancestral

spirits and the greater deities, and in deriving his powers from animals

and natural phenomena, exemplifies strikingly the spirit of the American

Indian as a race; and in the general uniformity of these characteristics

throughout both continents serves as an illustration of the belief that

in spite of minor differences as among themselves the culture of the

American Indians is fundamentally one in type, influenced perhaps

slightly here and there by other cultures, but yet in spite of this autoch-

thonous.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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MYTHS OF THE XEZ PERCE INDIANS. 1
I.

BY HERBERT J. SPINDEN.

Introduction.— The following myths were collected by the Nez
Perce Expedition of the Peabody Museum of Harvard University,

during the summer of 1907. They were taken down, some in native

text and some in close translations made by an interpreter, and are now
given with the least possible changes. They were related, for the most

part, by Jonas Hayes, an old man past seventy years of age. Jonas

Hayes is now a ringleader of the renegades, but for many years he was

a Methodist minister, and before that he was a shaman and a chief.

He is considered an excellent authority on the old times, and is doubtless

more sincere in his savagery than in his civilization.

One or two short tales wrere obtained from other sources with less

accuracy. Parallels were obtained from compositions written by some of

the Indian pupils in the government school at Lapwai, Idaho. These

pupils were examined through the kindness of Mr. O. H. Lipps, the

Indian Agent. These stories, while in some cases the same as those told

by Jonas Hayes, showed in other cases a composite character.

The principal figure in Nez Perce mythology is Coyote (Itseyeye).

He combines the role of the culture-hero with that of the buffoon and
dupe. There is no real creation of the people, only an ascent from a

lower world into an upper world already populated by animals. Coyote

is frequently a transformer, but his character is inconsistent. Most of

the myths are animal stories pure and simple; a few, however, concern

human beings, and one in this collection falls under the head of Boy-

Hero Myths. Five is very strongly evident as the sacred number as

opposed to four in the Plains.

Many of the incidents in the myths show affiliations with the Plains,

the Great Basin, and the Pacific Coast tribes. There is a considerable

remainder not found in any published material. This would be doubtless

much lessened were there more information on the mythology' of the

Basin Area, especially the Shoshone, the interior Salish, and the other

tribes of the same linguistic stock as the Nez Perce. The notes point

out the most noticeable similarities to published mythologies.

I. CREATION STORY.

Coyote was chief of the animals. Now, he told them that the tribes

of men were coming near, one and all. Everything he said came true.

Then he said to them, "To-morrow the people will come out of the

ground, so I will name them and they will spread 6ut." Then he named
1 Read at the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the American Folk-Lore Society, Chi-

cago, 111.
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them, he named them: till he had named all. And the people came out,

and Coyote had no name for himself. Many people came out. Then he

named himself Coyote. Thus came people, not we alone, but all people.

2. ILTSWEWITSIX, THE KAMIAH MONSTER.

There was an enormous something that was named Iltswewitsix. 1

That monster called all birds, all animals, and all things to him and

swallowed them. Now Coyote heard about that monster and started

towards him. The trail
2 he took went by Umatilla, Wallowa, and

Imnaha. He crossed the Imnaha River and with his flint spear he dug

through the ridge just across the Snake River from Whitebird. He
crossed the Snake River and went up Whitebird Creek till he reached

the top of the Salmon River Mountains on the north side. The monster

was near that place.

There Coyote bound his head with grass and tied himself down
with Coyote rope.

3 The monster beyond called out, "You and I, let

us try who can suck the other into his body." Coyote mystified Ilts-

wewitsix, who said to himself, "I wonder where that person is." Then
Coyote nodded his head and Iltswewitsix saw him. Coyote stood up

and the monster said to him, "You suck in with your breath first."

Coyote sucked so hard that he made Iltswewitsix move one of his legs.

Then Iltswewitsix said to Coyote, "It is now my turn." He drew a

breath, he drew another breath, and the two breaths broke the rope,

and Coyote ran till he came to the mouth of the monster. Then he said,

"Open your mouth and I will go in." The monster said, " Go in at the

nose," but Coyote said, "No." Coyote went in and kept on till he was

where the monster's heart hung. 4 There he built a fire and cut away

the flesh with his five knives. The monster asked Coyote in vain to

come out. He said, "Let me vomit you," and Coyote replied, "No,

people might find out." He kept on cutting. The monster said, "Then

go out at the ears or at the nose." At last the heart came off and Coyote

1 Iltswewitsix is described as having been something like a deer. The quickly indrawn

breath of a frightened deer seems to have suggested the monster. The "heart" of the

monster is still pointed out, where Coyote set it down, as a small rocky hill on the east

bank of the Clearwater River at Kamiah. Other parts of the body are sometimes located

farther down the river, and the animal seems to have figured in other myths or in vari-

of this one. General similarities are seen in the place monsters of surrounding

tribes. Si.-, especially, Simms, Traditions of the Crows, p. 305.
2 The trail given in this story is the one travelled when passing from the Umatilla

country to the Clearwater valley. Where Coyote dug through is now the saddle at the

head of Divide Creek.
3 ('..vote rope, or Coyote lariat, is a long trailing vine, sometimes several inches thick

at the base, ami commonly called "smoke-wood."
* The cutting of a monster's heart from inside his body is a common motive. See

Boas, Kathlamet Texts, p. 65; McDcrmott, " Folk -Lore of the Flathead Indians of

Idaho," Jour. Am. Folk-Lore, vol. xiv, pp. 240, 241; Simms, Traditions of the Crows, p.

305; Dorsey, Traditions of the Osage, p. 42.
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went out behind. The monster died and Coyote slaughtered him and
gave all the people a piece. At Kamiah he put down the heart. Thus he

delivered all the people.

3. HOW THE SALMON GOT OVER THE FALLS.

They were camped on Craig Mountain. Coyote had one son, and
this boy killed a deer at the head of Captain John Creek. Then that

boy asked Coyote and another old man to go and get the deer. Coyote's

boy played a trick on his father, for he gave him a rope that was made
of gut.

1 The men set out to get the deer, and when they arrived at the

place they found the meat. The other man told Coyote to pack the

backbone. They started up the hill, but had not gone two hundred

feet when Coyote's rope broke. He spliced the rope. Then he went

about sixty feet and the rope broke again. Thus the rope broke five

times and Coyote got tired. The other man had gone on and left him.

Coyote sat down and saw the Snake River below him. Then he took

that backbone and threw it down the hill.

Coyote thought to himself, "I will go down to the river and take a

swim." He was swimming when he saw a riffle of waves just below

him. He swam down to the waves and then he saw another patch and

he thought he would swim to them. Then he swam all the way down
the river. He swam down just this side of the Great Falls and he heard

the five girls who owned that dam.

Then Coyote wished to be a baby in a cradle that was laid across

two logs and floating down stream. The girls said, "Somebody must

have been drowned up stream, for there is a baby floating down." The
girls started a swimming race to the baby on condition that it should

belong to the one who reached it first. So the girls swam out to it, and
the oldest one got there first and lifted it out. So it belonged to the

oldest one. They took it home and gave it some dried salmon, which

it ate up very quickly. They kept feeding it. After it had been two

days with them, the girls decided to go and dig some roots. They took

the baby with them, and pretty soon it grew very thirsty and its throat

became dry — aq, aq, aq.
2 Now, out of these five girls the youngest

knew the baby was really Coyote. The baby's foster-mother told it

to crawl down to the river. They watched it going down.

Pretty soon Coyote came to the camp, and there he brought out the

kettles and cooked himself some salmon. He ate till he could eat no
more. Then Coyote thought he might just as well open that dam, so

he tore the dam open. The girls saw the salmon jumping in the water

1 This incident, together with the breaking of the dam, are repeated in Teit, Traditions

of the Thompson River Indians, pp. 26, 27.
2 Imitations of sounds for the sake of emphasis play an important part in Nez Perce'

myths as recited.
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above the dam and Coyote called out to them, " Our dam has gone

out."

These girls had a spoon made of mountain-sheep horn. Coyote took

this and put it over his head. Each one as she came would hit him over

the head with a stick and he would laugh. Then he came up the river.

And that is the way the salmon got up river.

4. THE LOG WORM.

The Worm used to have ten fire-pokers. He used to kill every one he

could. He was blind and he counted those sticks over and over, all day

long.

Nakts tivvanitas l — one poker.

Lepit tiwanitas — two pokers.

Mitat tiwanitas— three pokers (etc.).

Thus he would count all the pokers, first on one side, then on the other.

Coyote came to the house one day. He heard him count. He went in

and watched him count the pokers. Then Coyote thought it would be

fun to hide one poker from him. Then the Worm counted and missed

one poker.

Nakts tiwanitas— one poker.

Lepit tiwanitas— two pokers (etc. up to nine).

He counted over once more and missed it again. Then he counted

several times and missed one poker for sure. Then he knew some one

had taken that poker.

Now, he had a kamo 2 rope. He went to the door and tied that rope

across it so close that nothing could get out. Then the Worm went

back and got a club and began to thrash the floor with it. He pounded

away till Coyote almost yelled; then the Worm made a swinging blow

and killed Coyote.

Then the Worm came and felt of him, and after he had done this he

knew it was Coyote. He untied the door, dragged Coyote down to the

creek and threw him in. So Coyote floated down a bend and a half and

then lie floated to the bank. Magpie was dying along when he saw

Coyote lying there. Ma-pie said tohims< If, "I wonder if there is any

matter in his eyes." The pecking brought Coyote to. Then Magpie

said to Coyote, "You arc crazy, that Worm has been there for many

years killing people. You had better return, enter, take one poker and

then go out of the house. You will sec him tie the rope across the door

again. When you hear him begin to pound, set fire to the house."

So Coyote took another stick and carried it out. Coyote saw him

1 Tiwanitas is said to be the term for a fire-poker in the Yakima language. The myth

probably was borrowed from the Yakima.
2 Kamo is the Nez Perce" term for the Indian hemp plant {Apocynum cannabinum) and

also for the rope made from it.
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tie the rope fast and then begin to pound. At once Coyote started a fire

around the house. When the fire was well started, Coyote cried out,

" Old man, we are afire
!

" The house burned till Coyote heard something

pop. So Coyote named him, saying :
" You will be nothing but a Worm." '

5. COYOTE AND WINTER HAVE A WAR.

Yaunyaiye said to Coyote, "You cannot do anything to me." Then
Coyote answered, "You are good for nothing; I could kill you if I

wanted to." They were both angry, so they agreed to have war. They
named three months for endurance to see who was the best man. 2

Then Coyote said to Yaunyaiye. "Let us have war for five months," 3

They made up the contract how they would have the battle, but nobody

knew how Coyote had planned to kill Yaunyaiye. Coyote collected

all the winter food he could. He took the fat off the bear and all other

animals. Both arranged so they were ready when the time came.

Yaunyaiye came to Coyote and said, "When you are ready we will

have the war." Then Coyote answered, "Let us begin now." In the

middle of the night Coyote woke up and went out. He saw the snow

was over everything. Now he had made his house-poles out of large

trees, perhaps two feet in diameter. It snowed the entire first month.

The snow reached a long way up the side of the house. It snowed till

about the middle of the second month. The snow almost covered the

house then. After Coyote had lived through four months, Yaunyaiye

began to give up. Coyote lasted through and killed Yaunyaiye. Then
Coyote would come out of his house and go down to the river. He would

see the ice going down and it would be crying. Coyote would pick up a

stone and hit it.

6. COYOTE AND THE GRIZZLY BEAR.

There was a she-grizzly bear who was always angry. One day she

was travelling through the woods and there she came to a camp of

Indians. Soon she began to eat them all. In the evening, when she

returned home, she had a bad headache. During the night she became
very sick because she had eaten a great many Indians. She lay in bed

for a week and almost died. She wanted Coyote to come and heal her.

1 This formula of transformation is very much like that found among the Maidu
and other Californian tribes.

2 Contests between hot and cold weather are found among the Thompson River

Indians. Here, also, Coyote is spoken of as being master of cold weather. Teit, op. cit.

pp. 40, 49. 55> 56.
3 There were nine months or seasons in the old Nez Perce" calendar. The four months

during which winter held his own were —
Saxliwali (the beginning of cold weather).

Heekwix (embryo deer about six inches long)/

Wilupup (middle of winter).

Alatamal (sprouting leaves).
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People told Coyote that she wanted him because she was very weak

and could not stand up alone. But Coyote answered : "I do not care

if she dies. It would not hurt me or anybody else. Everybody would

be glad of it." But his wife told him to go in company with some others.

So he went to the sick one who had sent for him.

After a time he came to the house where the Grizzly Bear was. He
healed her. He told her the reason she was sick was from eating too

many choke-cherries. He thought all the people would run away from

the Grizzly Bear if he told her she had eaten the people. Now, when

he was all ready to run off, he told her she was sick from eating Indians.

The Grizzly Bear jumped up and chased Coyote. He ran up the

hills; he ran down the valleys; he ran through the woods. At last he

changed himself into a buffalo eating grass by the trail.
1 Grizzly Bear

thought she would catch Coyote, no matter into what animal he changed

himself. Now, she saw the buffalo and was going to kill it, when she

saw the tracks of Coyote going right by. When she had passed by, he

changed himself back to his own form. He called after the Grizzly Bear

and said, "You are only a foolish old animal
;
you can never catch me."

When the Grizzly Bear heard Coyote's voice she quarrelled with him

and ran after him again.

After a while Coyote turned himself into an old man who had small-

pox. He was in a house by the trail. His clothes were old and torn.

When the Grizzly Bear came up she looked into the house. She asked

the man if any one had passed. He told her a man had crossed the river.

She saw the bridge with tracks on it. The bridge was made of willows.

Now, she thought she could get across on that bridge, so she walked

on it. She broke the bridge, fell into the water, and was drowned.

Then Coyote turned himself into his old form and went back to the

people. He told them he had killed the Grizzly Bear.

7. COYOTE AND SALMON.

Once Coyote was travelling up river. There were plenty of large fish

swimming in the river and Coyote called out for Salmon to swim up

to him so Coyote could catch him. He said, " O big Salmon, swim up to

me." Coyote was very hungry and tired, lie sat down beside a tree

in the shade. After a while Salmon came. Coyote had a torn blanket;

he waded into the river and tried to cover Salmon with the blanket.

But Salmon tore the blanket to pieces and swam away. Coyote got

tired trying.

Then Coyote hit his lips with his fist, and little creatures ran out of

his mouth J and told him what he should do. They said to him, "Get

Horsey, The Pawnee, p. 429, for example of transformation into a person who

gives wrong advice.
1 Supernatural advisers are very common and take many forms; such as talking
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a large stick, and when that fish swims up to you hit him with the stick."

After a while Salmon came again. First Coyote hollowed out a place

into which Salmon could swim and then he killed Salmon.

He built a fire on the ground to cook the fish. Then he went to sleep

in the shade near the fire.
1 The other animals were looking for birds'

eggs. They saw Coyote and went right up to him. They said, "Let us

eat this ourselves." Now, Coyote was sound asleep. In his sleep he

was snoring, "Aha, aha, aha." His snoring was just like saying, "Yes,

yes, yes," so the animals ate up all the fish.

They had left Coyote without anything to cook, so they decided to

cut out a piece of Coyote's flesh and place it on the fire where Coyote

had put the fish. After a while Coyote woke up. He saw in the fire his

own flesh, but he did not recognize it. He was about to eat it, but did

not. Ant said to him, "You are eating your own flesh." Then Ant ran

up to the place where they had cut out Coyote's flesh and bit him.

Coyote put his hand where Ant was biting him. Then he saw the

animals laughing and jumping around.

Coyote put the flesh back in place, and determined to get even with

the other animals. The other animals went on a short distance and then

built a fire to cook their eggs. After a while they, too, lay down and

went to sleep. Coyote crept up and ate up all the eggs but one. Then

Coyote made them funny-looking animals. He painted their faces.

He sharpened Fox's nose. Then he left them and went off a short dis-

tance and lay down to watch. When they woke up they saw only one

egg left. Then Coyote laughed and threw himself around. They

chased him, but they could not catch him. Then they grew tired of

running and stopped. Coyote went on.

8. KATSTAINOMIOTS OR ELBOW-BABY.

Once Coyote made up his mind to travel. On his way he heard some

one, and he stopped to listen. He could hear the person singing :

—
In-sil-u-tsa-a, In-sil-u-tsa-a.

Oh my eyes come back, Oh my eyes come back.

Then he looked up and saw one eye in the air, and soon he saw two

eyes in the air.
2 Then Coyote knew the man ; it was Wildcat.

Now, Coyote was a man who was always curious and who liked good

excrement (Dixon, Maidu Myths, pp. 84, 85; Boas, Tsimshian Texts, p. 54, etc.), talking

paddle (Farrand, Traditions of the Chilcotin, p. 16). See myth no. 8.

1 One of the most frequent motives in the Plains is for one animal to get his meal

by strategy and then be robbed of it while he sleeps. The robbed one usually retaliates.

See Teit, op. cit. pp. 71, 72; Dorsey and Kroeber, Traditions oj the Arapaho, pp. 57,

58, etc.

2 A very widely distributed myth found in almost all Plains and Great Basin myth-

ologies. For a number of references, see Dorsey and Kroeber, Traditions of the Arapaho,

P- 52-
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tricks. He wished to learn this trick. He went on a ways and then

thought he would try it. So he pulled out one eye, though it hurt him

a great deal. He threw that eye up in the air and sang :
—

In-sil-u-tsa-a, In-sil-u-tsa-a.

Oh my eyes come back, Oh my eyes come back.

Now Wildcat found out that Coyote was doing this trick. Wildcat had

a bone flint-flaker, and when Coyote threw up his eye Wildcat caught

it on the bone point. Coyote sat there and sang "In-sil-u-tsa-a" many
times, but the eye did not come back. Then he threw up the other eye

and Wildcat caught it also. Coyote sang the song, but the eyes did

not come back.

Wildcat took Coyote's eyes into the big village where all the animals

lived. Coyote sang till night, but his eyes did not come back. He stayed

there till morning. Next morning, as Coyote was lying on his belly in

the sun, his penis stretched out and pricked his elbow. Soon his elbow

swelled up large. Coyote took his bone awl and opened the swelling and

a little boy came out. The little boy at once began to talk. Coyote told

the little boy to get ready and they would travel. So they started, and

the little boy led Coyote.

Coyote said to the boy, "Watch out for people, and if you see any

wave at them to come to us." The little boy looked and saw some one

going across the plain.. He told Coyote, and Coyote waved his blanket

and shouted. Soon the man stopped. Coyote shouted again and mo-

tioned for the man to come. The man started towards them. When
the man had come up close, the little boy said to Coyote, "He is a very

big fellow." Coyote said to the man, "My son, come closer; I want

to feel of you; I am blind." He felt of the man all over. Now, Coyote

had already told the boy to seize the man's legs and they two would

throw him. So Coyote took hold of the man and they wrestled, then

tin hoy seized the man's leg and the man was thrown. Coyote then

took out the man's eyes and put them in his own head. The fellow who
had lost his eyes lay on his ba< k and cried. The blood caked in his eye-

so< Lets. Coyote then said to the man, "You will haw eyes, but they

will be bloody ones." So Coyote threw the man into some bushes, and

said, "All that you will ever make is a catbird."

Then Coyote killed the little boy and threw him away. He did not

want to be bothered with him. Coyote then went on his travels.

In the afternoon Coyote came to a house. He was getting hungry,

so he decided to go there and get something to eat. When Coyote got

close to the house he heard singing. An old woman was singing this song:

Id \! \ • a-he — hi-ye-ye-a-he.

This is a song of revenge, and the old woman was singing because

I te had lost his eyes. Coyote heard all this. The old woman was
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grinding sunflower seed as she sang. When Coyote entered he asked

her, "What are you feeling so gay about?" Now she did not know
Coyote, so she answered, "Where have you been that you do not know
they have Coyote's eyes over in the camp and are dancing over them?"

He said, "What are you grinding so much of that food for?" She

replied, "I have five young girls, and they went over to dance, but will

be back to-night ; that is the reason I am grinding so much."

Coyote thought he would kill the old woman, so he picked up some

sunflower heads from a shelf and with them he struck her in the pit of

the stomach and killed her. Then he stripped off her clothes and put

them and her fine hat upon himself. Then he dragged her down to

the creek and threw her in. He ate all the sunflower seed she had

ground, then he ground some more and cooked it. He only half ground

the seed.

Soon he heard the girls coming home from the dance. Then by

thought he created an old wound on his hip. When the girls came in

they said, " Grandmother, the people want you to come up to the dance

to-morrow." When they noticed that the seeds were not well ground,

Coyote said the old wound bothered him so that he could not grind

very well. The girls let this pass and said, " Grandmother, they want

you to come over to-morrow and dance with Coyote's eyes." Coyote

said he would go, but the girls would have to carry him. During the

night he raped four of the girls without their knowledge, except the young-

est one, who was safe. The four carried Coyote over to the dance, but

the youngest would have nothing to do with him. Finally the girls got

him over to the place where the dance was.

Now, another Coyote was at this large camp. He made a fine speech.

" Look, everybody, the old woman comes to dance with Coyote's eyes.

Let the old woman have Coyote's eyes and chew them and have fun

with them." So they gave to Coyote his own eyes and he danced around

with them. Now there was a passageway kept open through the crowd.

When Coyote came to that he ran out. Everybody chased him. Then
they knew it was Coyote himself. He outran everybody but Fox, who

was a good friend. When overtaken, he turned around and said, "You
go back; what do you want? Whom else will you get a chance to live

with?" Thus Coyote got back his eyes.

9. PORCUPINE AND COYOTE. 1

Once Porcupine was going along the river bank looking for food.

Soon he saw some fine, fat buffalo, ten of them, just across the river.

1 This myth is found in its fullest form in the Great Basin area. Here it is found from

the Chilcotin in the north to the Jicarilla Apache and the Utes in the south. Fragments

are found among the Plains and Pacific Coast tribes. See'Farrand, Traditions of the

Chilcotin, p. 40; Russell, "Myths of the Jicarrilla Apache," Jour. Am. Folk-Lore, vol. xi,
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Then Porcupine wanted to get across the river, but could not. After

some thought he called to the buffalo to stand in line. This was so that

he could tell which one was the fattest. Then he picked out the fattest

one and told him to swim across the river. When this buffalo came up

to Porcupine, he asked Porcupine where he wanted to sit, on his back

or on his tail. Porcupine answered, "I would rather be under your

forelegs, so I shall not drown." The buffalo agreed. When they were

nearly across, Porcupine struck the buffalo under the foreleg with a

large knife. So he killed that buffalo, but the others ran away.

Porcupine was looking for something with which to sharpen his

knife. He was singing, "I wish I could find something with which to

sharpen my knife, for I have n't had any fat buffalo yet." Now, Coyote

happened to be going by and he heard Porcupine singing. Coyote

came up to him and Porcupine was afraid. Coyote asked him what he

was singing, and Porcupine answered, "I was not singing anything, I

was just saying I wish I had some string for my moccasin." Coyote

said, "No, you did not say that; I heard what you said." Porcupine

said nothing more ; so Coyote told him what he had killed. Coyote said,

"Now, I have a sharp knife, so I can help you." Then Coyote said,

"Let us try jumping over the buffalo; the one who jumps over may
have it all. I'll try first." Coyote succeeded, but Porcupine did not, so

Coyote got all the meat. Then Coyote took his sharp knife and cut

Porcupine's head, but did not kill him.

Now, Coyote had some children : one of them was with him, and the

rest were at home. Coyote said to his child, "I am going after the other

children. You watch the old Porcupine, and if he gets up you call me
and I will come back and kill him." When Coyote was gone, Porcupine

got up. The young Coyote cried, "Father, Porcupine is up." Then

Coyote hurried back and asked his baby what the matter was. The
child said, "He was trying to take some of the buffalo meat, but now he

is quiet again." Coyote started off a second time. When he was a great

way off Porcupine got up. The child called his father, but this time in

vain. Porcupine struck the young Coyote with a stone and killed him.

Then he sat tin' child up under a tree and stuffed his mouth full of

buffalo fat. Then Porcupine took all the meat to the top of a tree and

watched for Coyote and his family to come.

When Coyote with his wife and children had come up close, Coyote

said to the children, "Look at your brother; he is eating and having a

greal time." But when they arrived they saw that the baby was killed

and had his mouth stuffed with fat. Then Coyote was very angry.

ondered where Porcupine had gone. When Coyote looked up he

. Kroeber, " Ute Tales," Jour. Am. Folk-Lore, vol. xiv, pp. 370-272 ; Dixon, Maidu

pp. 83, 84; Dorsey, The Mythology of the Wichita, pp. 129, 130; Dorsey, Tra-

ditions 0) the Osage, pp. 15-17.
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saw Porcupine sitting in a tall tree laughing. Coyote said, "Please

come down;" but Porcupine answered, "I do not like you because

you are trying to cheat me out of my buffalo meat." Coyote said, " Just

give us a little piece of fat or meat." Then Porcupine told Coyote and

his family to all stand together under the tree. They did this. Then
Porcupine dropped the buffalo head down on them and they were all

killed.

IO. UP A CREEK.

Coyote heard some one coming who was singing something. Then he

saw that person coming and noticed that he was carrying half his leg

on his back. Coyote then cut off his own leg and put it on his back,

but he almost killed himself in so doing. When they met, the Half-a-Leg-

Man ' said to Coyote, "You are a brave man."

Then they sat down. The man said to Coyote, "I will give you a little

piece of meat." Then Coyote outwitted him, for he "wished" himself

to become deer meat. Then Coyote told him, "I will treat you to a

piece of meat." 2 Then that man turned his back to Coyote, and Coyote

also turned his back and said, "Let us eat." Coyote ate deer meat and

the other fellow ate his own meat. Then the other fellow said, "Well,

at any rate, one of us is as bad as the other." For this answer Coyote

did not kill him, and they went off in opposite directions.

II. COYOTE AND FOX.

They used to live together, Coyote and Fox. 3 Fox called something

to mind. He said, "I think I will go look for them." He went up a

canyon early in the morning. There he saw a buck come running towards

him wounded with arrows in both sides. When it was pretty close to

him it dropped down dead. He went up to it, pulled out the arrows,

and carefully washed all the blood off them. Then he laid them down
in a nice little pile. In a little while he saw the Wolves coming. The
oldest one was in the lead, then came the next younger, then came the

next in age to that one, then the next, and finally came the youngest

of all. They said to Fox, " Old fellow, where are our arrows ? " He re-

plied to them, "There they are!" and they answered him, "Thank
you ! Now, we will take the arrows and leave the meat. You may have

the deer and you may dress it" And so Fox dressed it and took it home.

1 The name of Half-a-Leg-Man in Nez Perce is Tsiltsilxosye. It may be connected

with the name for squirrel.
2 Another example, in which two persons agree to eat of each other's flesh, and one

is deceived, may be found in Dixon, Maidu Myths, p. 86.
3 The partnership of Coyote and Fox is prominent in the mythology of the Salish

tribes of Idaho. See McDermott, Folk-Lore of the Flathead Indians of Idaho. '
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CATCH-WORDS FOR MYTHOLOGICAL MOTIVES. 1

BY R. H. LOWIE.

In two recent articles on comparative mythology, Dr. Paul Ehrenreich

has adopted the device of distinguishing certain common features of

American folk-tales by appropriate catch-words. The advantages of

a uniform terminology — of brief, unequivocal designations for wide-

spread elements which are constantly referred to in mythological dis-

cussions— are obvious. At the suggestion of Professor Boas I have

compiled catch-words already sanctioned by usage, and endeavored

to find suitable tags for some widely diffused motives. Owing to the

character of the English language, an artificial nomenclature is less

easily avoided than in German, which abounds in thoroughly idiomatic

compound nouns. It is in the hope of stimulating revision and col-

laboration that the following tentative lists are here presented.

CATCH-WORDS IN GENERAL USE, OR ALREADY SUGGESTED.

i. Orpheus.
Grinnell, "Blackfoot Lodge Tales," p. xv.

Ehrenreich, "Die Mythen u. Legenden der SUdamerikanischen Urvolker,"

p. 70.

2. Visit {journey) to the sky.

Boas, "Indianische Sagen von der nord-pacifischen Kuste Amerikas," p. 278.

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," pp. 50, 78, 92.

Kroeber, "Indian Myths of South Central California," p. 174.

Teit, "Traditions of the Thompson River Indians of British Columbia,"

p. 136.

3. Bear and Deer.

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." pp. 172, 174, el passim.

I >i on, " Maidu Myths," p. 79.

4. Theft 0) fire.

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." p. 173, et passim.

Ehrenreich, "Gottcr und Heilbringer," Zciischrift jiir Ethnologie, 1906^.569.

Teit, "Thompson River," p. 135.

Dorsey, "Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee," p. 362.

5. Rolling skull (head).

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." p. 178, ct passim.

Dorsey and Kroeber, " Traditions of the Arapaho," pp. 19, 70.

Dorsey, "Traditions of the Osage," p. 21.

6. Rolling rock.

Dorsey and Kroeber, "Arapaho," p. 69, and many others.

7. Evil father-in-law.

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." p. 174, ct passim.

1 Read at the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the American Folk-Lore Society, Chi-

cago, 111.
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8. Tar-baby.

Chatelain, "Folk-Tales of Angola," pp. 295, 315.

Speck, "American Anthropologist," 1907, p. 295.

Mooney, "Myths of the Cherokee," p. 233.

9. World-fire (Sinbrand).

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." p. 176, el passim.

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," pp. 16, 30, 40.

10. Turtle's war-parly.

Dorsey and Kroeber, "Arapaho," p. 237.

Dorsey, "Osage," p. 16; "The Mythology of the Wichita," p. 230; "Skidi,"

p. 274.

11. Magic flight.

Boas, "Sagen," p. 352.

Dorsey and Kroeber, "Arapaho," p. 20.

Bogoras, "Folk-Lore of N. E. Asia," Amer. Anthrop. n. s. vol. iv, p. 626.

Farrand, "Traditions of the Quinault Indians," p. 80.

12. Arrow-chain.
Boas, "Sagen," p. 338.

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," pp. 49, 50, 76.

13. Trial of strength.

Boas, "Sagen," p. 358.

14. Life- token.

Matthews, "Navaho Legends," p. 296.

Dorsey, "Skidi," p. 363.

15. Swan-maid (Tylor: ''swan-coat," " Researches into the Early-

History of Mankind," p. 355).
European folk-lore.

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 72.

Frobenius, " Zeitschr. f. Ethn." 1906, p. 739.

16. Phaeton (Mink as sun-bearer).

Boas.

17. Hare and tortoise (Hase und Swinegel).
Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 72.

18. Magic conception.

Ehrenreich, "Gotter," p. 601.

Teit, " Thompson R." p. 136.

19. Immaculate conception.

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 47.

20. Deserted children.

Dorsey and Kroeber, "Arapaho," p. 293.

Kroeber, "Gros Ventre Myths and Tales," p. 102.

Dorsey, "Skidi," p. 345.

21. Spine-seat (Stachelsitz).

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 49.

22. Sham eating (Scheinessen).

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 80.

23. Symplegades.
Tylor, "Primitive Culture," vol. i, p. 349.

•

Ehrenreich, "Mythen," p. 49.
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24. Primeval -flood {water).

Ehrenreich, "Gutter," p. 607.

Kroeber, "S. C. Cal." p. 179.

25. Deluge {flood).

26. Tom Thumb.
Curtin, "Creation Myths of Primitive America," p. 493.

Tylor, "Early History," p. 346.

Callaway, "Izinganekwane " (Zulu Nursery Tales), p. 1.

27. Heaven-tree.

Tylor, "Early History," p. 353.

28. Bridge oj the dead.

Tylor, "Early History," p. 358.

Applicable to Yokuts myth in Kroeber's "Myths of S. C. California," p. 217.

29. Tail-fisher.

Tylor, "Early History," p. 365.

PROPOSED CATCH-WORDS.

i. Bungling host.

The trickster fails in imitating his former hosts.

2. Eye-juggler.

The trickster meets beings who send their eyes up a tree and make them

return to their sockets again.

3. Gorgon.
An evil being kills people by its glance.

4. Rip Van Winkle.
The hero tarries as many years as he thinks he is staying days.

5. Babel.

Confusion of tongues.

6. Kidnapped brother. (Hidatsa, California.)

7. Jonah. 1

The hero is swallowed by a monster.

8. Sucking monster (wolf, hill, etc.).

9. Blood-clot.

The hero originates magically from blood, spittle, mucus, a bead, etc.

10. Earth-diver.

An animal is sent to dive for mud, which is transformed into the earth.

11. Potiphar. 2 (Dakota, Assiniboinc, Crcc.)

The hero is wrongly accused of attempting the chastity of his older brother's

(father's second) wife, who failed to seduce him.

12. Hoodwinked dancers.

The trickster kills birds whom he has persuaded to dance with closed eyes.

13. Sharpcned-leg.

The man who sharpens his leg.

14. Blind dupe.

The blind hero shoots game, which is concealed by his wife.

1 Frobenius, 1906, p. 739.
3 Preferable to Riggs's "Joseph," because unequivocal. I find that Stucken, in his

Astralntytlien, p. 159, has also suggested the name " Potiphar " motive.
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15. The Deformed transformed. (The ugly duckling?)
The deformed, ugly, leprous, or filthy hero, despised by every one, suddenly

becomes handsome.

16. Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away.
One of the twins taken from his dead mother's body is cast into the lodge,

the other into a spring, log, etc.

17. Dreadnanght.
The hero is warned by parent or guardian not to approach dangerous places,

but sets requests at naught.

18. Cliff- ogre.

A monster kicks travellers down a cliff, where they are eaten by its brood.

19. Weird foundling.

A foundling develops strange powers.

20. Sun-trap. 1

21. Burr-woman. 2

A woman asks to be carried on a young man's back, from which she cannot

be dislodged.

22. ROC.

A gigantic bird carries away human beings.

23. Feather of safety. (Prairie, Navajo.)
The hero extricates himself from danger by wafting away on, or as, his

magical feather.

24. Sky-rope.

A rope used to ascend to, or climb from, the sky.

25. Fortunatus J

scrip.
3

A wallet holds infinite amount of property. (Diegueno.)

26. Rodent ally.

A rodent (mouse, gopher, etc.) aids the hero.

27. Achilles'
1

heel.

A being is vulnerable in a single spot.

28. Hoarded game.
All the game or fish is originally kept by a single being.

29. Protean beggar.

A man repeatedly begs for food in a different guise.

30. Primeval game-close.

31. Invincible missile.

A spirit is wounded by a man; the weapon is invisible to all save human
medicine-men.

32. Recognition-test.

The hero is required to select his buffalo-wife or child from other buffalo.

Columbia University, New York City.

1 Cf. Tylor's "sun-catcher" Early History, p. 346. Ehrenreich's "Sonnenfang,"

Mythen, p. 96.
J Dorsey, Skidi, p. 362.
3 If no better terms are found, "Fortunatus' " might be used to denote anything

inexhaustible, e. g. Fortunatus' dish for inexhaustible food, etc.
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A NOTE ON STAR-LORE AMONG THE NAVAJOS. 1

BY ALFRED M. TOZZER.

A rather extraordinary instance of Indian acumen occurred in

connection with an observance of the ceremony of the Night Chant

among the Navajos which took place some years ago.

The succession of rites in the ceremony occupying nine days and

nine nights has been described exhaustively by the late Dr. Washington

Matthews in his admirable Memoir, "The Night Chant, a Navajo

Ceremony." I shall not therefore go into an account of the several

rites occurring on the successive days. It is only with one of these

that we are concerned, and even then with only a comparatively insig-

nificant part of this rite, the place in the proceedings where a gourd

rattle is manufactured and used to accompany the singing.

I will recall, however, that the celebration of the Night Chant as well

as many of the other long ceremonies of the Navajos takes place in the

late autumn or the beginning of winter, a season when the snakes are

hibernating and other dangerous animals are in hiding and can work

no harm. November is a favorite month for the Night Chant to be

undertaken, and it was November when the special celebration a por-

tion of which interests us took place.

The three large sand pictures which are made on the last three days

need only be mentioned, as it is in connection with these sand mosaics

that the gourd rattle was used.

Gourd rattles are by no means uncommon among the Navajos.

They are used in connection with all their ceremonies, and are repre-

sented in the sand pictures as being carried by the gods. The sha-

mans use them to accompany the chanting, and the masked dancers

carry them in their dances. It is not known whether the special rattle

in question was used only in connection with a special part of the rite,

or whether it occurs in others as well. Dr. Matthews mentions a rattle

d< i orated with evergreen, but he seems not to have seen the perforated

rattle.

On the sixth day the first of the dry paintings was begun early in the

morning. At the same time the rattle was prepared.

A hollow round gourd was furnished by the shaman from his supply

of objects which he had brought with him for use in the different rites.

A wooden handle was inserted into the gourd and small stones placed

inside. Tin shaman then perforated the surface of the gourd with

several small holes by means of the sharpened end of a bone. He did

1 Read at the Nineteenth Annual Meeting of the American Folk-Lore Society, Chi-

cago, III.
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this apparently at random, although, as will presently be seen, the results

show that much care must have been taken in locating these holes.

On the lower half of the circular gourd the rude outline of a sheep

with large horns was made with the same dot-like holes.

The Bighorn or mountain sheep figures prominently in the myths

of the Navajos, and especially in those connected with this ceremony.

According to the stories, they are sometimes hunted by the people, but

very seldom with success, owing to a trembling seizing the hunter, or to

the fact that the arrow refuses to leave the bow-string. These Bighorn

sheep are in fact gods called the Bighorn gods or Ganaskidi. They

have the power of assuming human form and also of changing people

into beings like themselves. These gods are usually represented in the

first of the three sand pictures with their horns. This picture is the one

in connection with which the rattle was used. It is therefore very natural

to find a realistic representation of the sheep upon the rattle.

These gods of the Bighorn sheep are associated with the heavens,

being shown in connection with the lightning and the sunbeams. On
the walls of their home in the cliff, according to the myth, clouds and

lightning are painted. It will presently be seen how these facts furnish

a second reason why we should expect to find a sheep represented upon

the rattle.

Above the outline of this animal upon the gourd there were two groups

of holes. These perforations seemed to have been scattered about quite

at random and without any idea of representing a familiar object. In

fact it was quite by chance that the relative positions of these holes

were noted.

Figs. A and B in the illustration on p. 31 show these two large groups

of perforations as they were found upon the rattle.

In talking with the Indians after the special rite was over in which

the rattle was used, it was found that these groups of holes represented

stars, two of the star gods of the Navajos.

In Fig. A the four stars at the top were explained as the head, and

the seven stars situated in a long reversed curve below as the body, of the

god of the North.

Passing to Fig. B, the upper group of eight stars and the next lower

cluster of four represented, according to the Indian explanation, the

feathers attached to the mask of the god as shown in the sand pictures

and also seen in the dances when the masks are decorated. The five

stars, four of which are in line, under the second group, composed the

head of the god. The arms or hands were the two stars widely separated

at either side of this head. The three stars in line were, the body, and

the two stars separated at the bottom the feet, of the same god. The
name of this god was unfortunately not obtained.

With the assistance of Professor W. H. Pickering, I have been able
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to identify these stars. There is no doubt as to the ones which are repre-

sented on the rattle, as the coincidences are too many between the

grouping of the dots upon the gourd and the actual appearance in the

heavens to believe that chance enters into the question.

Groups A' and B' are rough copies from Schwieg's "Tabula?

Caelestes."

Group A' shows the stars as they appear at midnight in the month of

November in the northern sky. It will be remembered that the cere-

mony is performed usually in this month, and the Navajos identified

the stars as representing their god of the North, a most pleasing con-

firmation of the power of observation possessed by primitive man.

The upper cluster in Fig. A is undoubtedly to be identified as the

constellation of Auriga, with Capella, a star of the first magnitude, as

the lowest of the four. One of the stars of this constellation is not

represented upon the rattle, that drawn with a circle in Fig. A'. The
first two stars some distance below are minor ones, which appear, how-

ever, as may be seen by comparing Fig. A'. Then follows a curious

partial representation of Ursa Major, the Great Bear. The northern-

most pointer is omitted and Merak is the only one of the two base stars

shown. The stars omitted, on the rattle are shown in Fig. A' by circles.

This omission must have been intentional, as the stars left out are as

great in magnitude as those represented, and they would naturally attract

as much attention as the others. The reason for this selection I am
unable to explain.

The three stars composing the handle of the "Dipper" are faithfully

shown.

Fig. B' gives the second large group of stars as they actually appear

in the heavens, and this we will compare with Fig. B, the grouping on

the rattle.

Here again an identification is easy.

The two clusters at the top form a part of the constellation of Taurus.

The upper of the two groups of stars of Fig. B is readily recognized

as the Pleiades. Here the Indian has added two extra stars. If there

had been but one in excess of the six, we could have said that here the

Navajo finds the lost Pleiad which was anciently supposed to have

disappeared from the group, and which has been celebrated in legend

and in song. This addition of the two extra stars, however, in this case

was probably due to carelessness in making the perforations.

The second duster is called the Hyades, a portion of the same con-

stellation of Taurus, with Aldebaran the striking star. Here the holes

in the rattle conform with great exactness to the actual grouping. One
of the smaller stars is omitted on the rattle.

In the group of live stars composing the head of the Navajo god we

actually find five minor stars in much the same general grouping. The
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body and the hands and feet of the god are readily recognized as forming

the constellation of Orion, with Rigel, the double white star of the first

magnitude, as the left hand, the bright red Betelgeuze as the right foot,

and the so-called belt of Orion as the body, of the god.

These stars appear in the southeastern sky in the early evening in

November. Here again there is accord in regard to the month when

the stars are to be seen and the time when the ceremony takes place.

We cannot state, however, that these stars represent the Navajo god of

the South, as in the former case with the god of the North.

With the single exception of the number of stars in the Pleiades, the

Indian grouping, as shown by the holes in the gourd rattle, approaches

with remarkable exactness the actual appearance of the heavens of the

north and southeast in the month of November.

The keen sense of observation is perhaps what one might expect

among the Navajos when he finds it paralleled by a strict and unvarying

conformity to tradition in connection with all their religious life.

I have pointed out in a previous paper 1 how the sand pictures of this

same people have remained unchanged down to the minutest detail of

their complex structure for a score or more of years, although memory

alone is the only permanent record of their figures.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

1 Transactions 0} the Thirteenth International Congress of Americanists, New York,

1902.
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AN ATHABASCAN TRADITION FROM ALASKA. 1

An old man, his wife, and two sons lived in the valley between the

Koyukuk and Yukon. The man had become too old to go out any
longer, and told his boys that they must travel alone. They answered

that they wished to go.

In the morning they found a porcupine track. Following this down
stream, they came to a large river running full of ice. At the edge of

the water the track disappeared. The brothers leaped on a cake of ice

and floated down stream. Landing again and looking for food, they

found a fish that had been left on the ice, and saw many sled-tracks.

They followed these. Then they heard faint weeping. Going on
cautiously, they saw a porcupine carrying a load. Coming close, they

asked it why it cried. When it did not answer, they clubbed it dead,

cooked it, and ate it.

Going on, they saw a village. An old woman came out, saw them,

and called to the people of the village to prepare food for them. The
brothers entered a large house, where an old man was seated on a

caribou-skin. They sat down on each side of him on caribou-skins and
were given food. Seeing only young women, besides the old man and
woman, the brothers asked where the young men were. The young
women said that there were none, but that they could do many difficult

things that even men could hardly do. The older brother boasted that

they could not overcome him, but the young women answered that they

were only explaining why they did not need men.

In the morning the young women went hunting. The brothers went
with them. Then the women outran the older brother and teased him.

Becoming angry, he said, —
"You cannot do one thing. Stand at a distance and shoot at me.

If I am not hit, I will shoot at you."

The younger tried to interpose, warning him of the women's ability;

but the older remained angry and insisted. The women finally con-

sented. When they shot, he leaped, but four arrows struck him together

and he fell dead. The younger brother mourned for him.

When he wished to return and asked the way, he was told that it

was dangerous, and the monsters he would meet were described to him.

Nevertheless he started.

After going some time, he saw a cliff with the nest of enormous birds.

The old ones were away, but he found a young eagle.

1 Contributed fts part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American
Folk-Lore Society.

This tradition is communicated through Rev. W. A. Brewer, of Burlingame, Cal. The
author, one of his pupils, is from a Yukon tribe which he calls Tonidzughultsilhnu.

VOL. XXI. — NO. 80. 3
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"What do your parents do when they come?" he asked.

"When they come," the eaglet answered, "it becomes dark, it blows,

and there is thunder. When it is my mother, it rains. When it is my
father who comes, it hails."

Then the young man killed the young bird. He waited. It became

dark, and thundered, and rained, while the air was blown against him

by the beating of the great bird's wings. The young man shot it, and

springing forward killed it with his moose-horn club. When the other

bird came, he killed it too.

He went on until he came to a porcupine as high as a hill, which

was in a cave through which the young man must travel. He could

find no way around. Hiding outside the cave, he made a noise. The
porcupine started to back out, lashing its tail against the mountain-

side until the tail was bare of its enormous quills. Then as it emerged

the young man shot it and clubbed it to death.

Going on, he saw tracks of an enormous lynx. This the women had

told him was the strongest of the monsters. Here, too, he tried to go

around, but could not. Then he tried to shoot it, but the lynx caught

his arrows with its claws. Seeing his attempts were in vain, he waited

for death. Then the lynx ordered him to clear away the snow so it

could sit at ease while devouring him, and to heap up wood by which

it could cook him. The young man did this, but the lynx told him to

gather more firewood. The young man gathered, going farther each

time. Then he heard some one say, —
"Brother, quickly stand on my back and I will carry you away."

"Where art' you?" he asked.

"Here."

Looking down, he saw an ermine at his feet. "I will kill you if I

step on your back," he said.

"No, jump on me. I will carry you."

Then lie jumped strongly, but the ermine did not even move.

"Your back is too small. I cannot sit on it."

"Lay a stick across my back, and put another across my neck for

your feet."

lie laid the sticks across the ermine and sat down. Immediately it

carried him to his house.

The young man's parents rejoiced to sec him. In gratitude they gave

the ermine a shell necklace. That is why the ermine has white around

its neck.

Arthur Wright.
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NOTES ON CALIFORNIA FOLK-LORE. 1

A LUISENO TALE. 2

Many years past people whose name was Nahyam were living in

Atami. One of them had a son, who grewT up and became wise and

excelled every one in witchcraft. He understood the language of the

wild animals, and when he became a grown-up man, married, and

lived together with his wife.

One day he went to a mountain known as Kolo, and on arriving

there saw much yucca. And then he dug up yucca-heads, and roasted

them, and worked hard all day, and got thirsty and hungry. And then

he remembered a pond of water known as Pavawut's house, and went

there to that water.

He wras very tired and thirsty, and though he knew well that no one

used to go to that water, all being afraid of it, as it was said to be where

the Pavawrut lived,— yet, knowing that, he went there. He had great

faith in his witchcraft (po-pula), and on coming to the water spoke be-

fore drinking. He asked permission and knelt to drink, and his elut

fell from his head into the water. Seeing it in the water, he entered to

recover it, and was carried away to a dry place.

And there he saw a black-rattlesnake, and went to him, and the

rattlesnake asked him what he was going around there for.

He said, "I come looking for my elut." Then the rattlesnake said

to him, "Pass on ahead. Your aunt is there." The man passed to

where his aunt (po-pamai) was, and went to her. She was making a

basket. He said, "How are you, my aunt?" And she said, "How are

you, my nephew (no-alamai)? What are you going around here for?"

And the man said, "Yes, my aunt, I am looking for my elut." And
then his aunt said to him, "Pass on ahead, there is your cousin (o-yuk-

sum), the Pavawut." And he went to the Pavawut, and said to it, "How
are you, my cousin?" And the Pavawut did not answer him, and he

sat on the ground, and he was about to faint with thirst and hunger.

And the Pavawut knew that he was hungry and thirsty.

And the Pavawut stood up, and took a small shell, and dipped up
water and gave it to the man.

And he took it discontentedly, seeing the small shell; but though

he drank much, he did not finish it, and he stayed a little. And then

the Pavawut gave him honey again in that same small shell. And the

1 Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American
Folk-Lore Society.

1 Translated from a Luiseno text. This appears to be the only traditional tale re-

corded in full by the author, whose death took place May '19, 1907. The text will be

published with his studies of the Luiseno language.
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man ate much and did not finish it. And he filled himself, and remained

some days with the Pavawut. And the Pavawut knew the man was

wishing to go away, and did not wish to tell him. And in the morning

it said to him, "My cousin, you are going away now, and I will paint

your body." And then it painted him.

And the Pavawut said to him, "Now you are going away this day,

and I will tell you positively. You will tell nobody what you have

seen here, or that you have been in my house. If they should ask you

if you have been in my house, or if you have seen me, you will say

you have not seen me. I tell you that no one has ever been in my house

at any time, except you. Should you tell any one that you have been

in my house, you will be bitten by a black-rattlesnake, and you will

die at that place. And you will be put in the valley, and at that place

will burst out water." And the man heard all that the Pavawut said,

and it again repeated to him that he should tell nobody; should he

tell, that a black-rattlesnake would bite him.

And his relations were looking for him in his house, and they did not

know where he had gone.

And the Pavawut said to him, "Already it is best that you may go,

my cousin." And the man was looking up to see where he might go

out, and he saw a small light.

And the Pavawut said to him, "Go here," and took him and showed

him where to go, and the Pavawut w'ent back. And then the man went

away. He thought that he would go out at the place where he had

entered, but he went out at another place far awray. And at that place

where he went out he remained a little, and then went to his house

at Atami. And at that place where he jumped out, water burst out,

and its name was Person wrhere he jumped out. And the man arrived

suddenly at his house at Atami, and his wife did not know what to do

when she saw him, also all his relations.

And that night he slept witli his wife, and all the night she contin-

ually asked him to tell her where he had been; and the man did not

wish to tell her, as he knew well that he would die if he did so. And
it got light on them.

And the next day his wife continually questioned him, and he did

not wish to tell her; but at last lie thought that he would tell, and then

he notified his wife and got together all his relations and notified them

where he had been.

And then his relations cried : they all knew that a black-rattlesnake

would bite him. And after he had finished his speech, the man went

outside, and a black-rattlesnake bit him.

And they put him in the valley and cremated him, and at that place

burst out water. Now it still runs at that place the same.

P. S. Sparkman.
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WIYOT FOLK-LORE.

The Wiyot Indians live on and near Humboldt Bay in northwestern

California. They are the people whose myths have been discussed in

this Journal under the designation Wishosk. This name, while fre-

quently used by ethnologists, appears to rest on a misconception. It

has been thought to be the term applied to these people by their Atha-

bascan neighbors, but is evidently their designation for the Athabas-

cans. They lack any national designation of their own, though they

call their language sulatlek. Wiyot, or a modification of this term, is

the name by which they or their territory are most frequently called

in the speech of those families of Indians who are cognizant of them,

and has some literary usage.

Both men and women were shamans, but the best were women. Men
had female supernatural helpers, women male supernatural helpers.

These spirits were called wishidiekwa. The prospective shaman sat

by a spruce-tree on a mountain at night. When she went back, she might

be followed by her supernatural helper, who gave her her song. If she

failed to be met by a spirit, she might go again some other night. Some

shamans received their power easily. As the shaman sat on the moun-

tain by the large fire which she had made, she would go to sleep, dream,

and receive her song.

In doctoring, the shaman wears a headdress of two strings of feathers.

This is tied around the forehead over the eyes, and the feathers fall on

each side of the face, nearly to the waist. Shamans have long condor

wing-feathers which they swallow until they disappear. They do this

to make the disease go out from the patient more readily. The disease,

objects or "pains," silak, are like worms, and animate. They are "like

obsidian," that is transparent or glassy, but soft like saliva, and of

various colors. Sometimes they are quite small, sometimes as long as a

joint of the thumb. The shaman dances beside his patient, leaning on a

stick and holding his long wing-feather. He uses no rattle or whistle,

but sings. The dancing enables him to locate the seat of the disease.

To a good shaman the patient's whole body is transparent. After

dancing, the shaman, or another, a sucking shaman, sucks the patient

and extracts the "pain," which he shows. Then he closes his hand and

sings. After singing, he blows on his hand and opens it. It is empty.

He has made the " pain" disappear by telling it to go away.

Sometimes the shaman sucks, not a " pain, " but blood. It is thought

that too much black blood causes sickness. Too much fat is also

dreaded as a cause of disease, as it crowds the internal organs.

Plant-medicines seem to be considerably used, being soaked in water,

which is drunk. These medicines are derived from Gusheridalewi.

An Athabascan woman from Bridgeville, married to an Athabascan
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man from Dyerville, was taken sick at Lolcta some years ago. Her

husband paid two Wiyot shamans, a man and a woman, fifteen dollars

and a horse. The man shaman danced and saw the pains in the patient's

body and described them. He said that the woman's tribe, the people

of Bridgeville, were bad and wished to kill her. Her dead relatives,

especially a recently deceased daughter, were pursuing her and "kept

her shut." The patient had for some time been suffering with pains

at the back of her head, and at the present time was sick also in her

stomach. The doctor said also that he saw a mountain near Bridge-

ville, on top of which was a rock. On this rock were horns, among
which he saw the patient sitting. Then the woman shaman sucked from

the patient's forehead, through her pipe, a disease-object something

like a spider, without legs, but with a number of curved horns. It was

as large as half the palm of a hand. From the patient's stomach she

sucked something like a small water-dog or salamander. Then the

patient recovered.

Powerful supernatural beings are called wakirash, or yagabichirakw.

Among such are the inhabitants of lakes. When one of these takes

pity on a man, he becomes physically strong and fierce.

Women in labor spoke, or had spoken for them, a formula which

consisted of a myth regarding the culture-hero's first causing women
to give birth. The plant thought to have been used on this occasion by

the culture-hero was eaten by Wiyot women in order to make the child

small and easy to bear.

Persons to be purified from contact with a dead body washed with

roots called sisuloiyatgaktl, probably angelica.

Self restraint was most important to success in life. People did not

speak loudly or cry out without necessity. A man who was warm did not

drink a large quantity of cold water, fearing to die. A man would be

moderate in his eating.

Like the Yurok, the Wiyot arc very careful not to cat while in a

boal on the ocean. After crossing the bar into Humboldt Bay, they may
cat.

The Wiyot held the usual ideas prevalent in northwestern California

as to the incompatibility of sexual relations and anything connected

with deer. A man who had slept with a woman did not eat deer for

five days, or he would not live long.

A dance replacing among the Wiyot the jumping-dance of the Yurok

and Hupa was held indoors, and lasted about five days. It was held

.it a place called Hieratgak, at the present shipyards on Humboldt

but it is not known whether, like the jumping-dance, it could

br held only at this or certain other particular spots. At this dance

obsidian blades were used, but were hung by strings on the breast

instead of luing held in the hand, as in the deerskin-dance of the Hupa
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and Yurok. It is said that a woman shaman stood in the middle of the

dancers.

There was an elaborate ceremony at the puberty of girls, with dancing

for five nights. For five days the girl sat indoors with her head covered,

so as not to look at the fire. At the end of the ceremony a number
of women accompanied her to still salt water, as in Humboldt Bay,

which they entered to about the waist, standing abreast and holding each

others' arms. Then they danced by bending their bodies forward re-

peatedly, causing waves like small breakers to roll inshore. According

to another informant, the dancing lasted ten days, during which period

the girl fasted.

White or albino deer, whose skins were a great treasure, were regarded

by the Wiyot, as by the Yurok and Hupa, as living in the sky and

coming to the earth only occasionally, when they might be seen or

killed by a lucky person, especially a rich man. The creator, Above-

old-man, who made the white deer and keeps them in the sky, would

not allow a poor man to see one.

Salmon are different for each stream, even though they all have the

same shape and appearance. The old salmon come up the stream,

spawn there, the eggs hatch out, and in winter the young salmon come
down the stream into the ocean. Next year they are grown and come

back. A salmon arrives at a stream and smells of it with his two nostrils.

"That is not where I was born," he says, and goes on until he comes

to the mouth of his own stream, which he recognizes and ascends.

The sacred or ritualistic number of the Wiyot, like that of the other

Indians of northwestern California, is five or its multiple ten.

Two redwood-trees on the north fork of Mad River, not far from

Blue Lake, were regarded as being persons.

White people are called dikwa. This word appears to have reference

to the supernatural. A medicine-man's guardian spirit is called wishi-

diekwa. The "poison" or supernatural means of killing an enemy is

called dikwa or dikwa-getl. Menstruation is dikwa-lakwetl. The hero

of a myth is called Dikwa-giterai.

Dark-colored stone pipe-bowls were called female ; if light-colored,

they were called male.

Red obsidian with black streaks in it was called a woman who had

not washed at puberty, when she was rasha-wiliyur.

Stars, gumerachk, are also called wenewelir, sky-eyes. The stars

trembling in the sky are women working. They are chopping their

digging-sticks to sharp points to dig boderush roots. In the morning

when they go to dig, in the daylight, they are blind. At night they can

see again.

A. L. Kroeber.

San Francisco.
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A SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA CEREMONY.

A few years ago an old Yokuts on Tule River reservation was ques-

tioned regarding religious matters. This man had lived many years at

Tejon, and had been in Southern California. In the course of other

matters he mentioned the following practice of the Shoshonean Indians

not far from Los Angeles.

Near the coast, at San Fernando, there was a ceremony in which

twelve men were strong and could make sickness. They had four

strings, one on each side of a square. There were three men on each

side ; that made twelve, and one in the middle made thirteen. The man
in the middle made a painting like the earth. It was like a map. This

man in the middle had strings, the ends of which were held by the twelve

other men. When the sickness [i. e. the ritual to produce sickness]

was made ready, he shook the strings and the earth shook. It was an

earthquake. This thing was strong, and was done to make some one

sick. I saw it at San Fernando when I was a boy.

The feature of special interest in this account is the reference to the

painting, which shows that some form of the symbolic representation

of the world, made of colors spread on the ground, extended as far north

from the Dicgueno and Luiseno, among whom it has been described, as

Gabrielino territory. The informant's own words were that the man
in the middle "painted like earth." At the time this was understood to

mean that he painted his body with some form of mineral resembling

earth. His following words, "like a map," and what has since become

known of the nature of the ground-paintings of Southern California,

show, however, that the present account refers only to another instance

of the same practice.

A. L. Kroeber.
San Francisco.

DIEGUENO IDENTIFICATION OF COLOR WITH THE CARDINAL POINTS.

There seems to exist among the Mission Indians of Southern Cali-

fornia an identification of the four cardinal directions with as many

colors. A first suggestion of possible connection in the Diegueho mind

comes to light in certain of the songs accompanying the Eagle dance,

which has been spoken of by writers on the Diegueho and Luiseno.

"The white eagle," for instance, "puts his nest on cliffs. The eagle from

the west puts his nest on sycamore-trees along the edge of the creeks."

Two things are to be noticed at once in this song. In the first place,

the cliffs mentioned are the cliffs among the desert mesas far to th<

of the Diegueno country. The locality permanently inhabited by these

people in eastern San Diego county is rolling foothill country, even at

the edge of the ocean beach. In the second place, the eagle from the
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west is set over in intentional contrast to the eastern white eagle, showing

that he occurs to the native mind as black. When the old men also in

witching an eagle to death during the Eagle ceremony happen to use

a white bird, they "send him east," in the words of one of the oldest

dancers; "and when they kill a black eagle, they send him west." This

distinction of color in "east" and "west" is carried out in the ancient

world-painting made on the ground by the Dieguefio at the time of

the boys' initiation into the number of dancers. In one type of picture

a prominent feature is the representation of two great rattlesnakes,

bisecting the painting from the east and west, their heads meeting

at the centre. The eastern snake is made in light-colored oxide of iron,

precipitated by the mineral springs of the region, the western in black

straw-charcoal.

Miss Du Bois, in her Chaup story in this Journal for 1904, reports

a corresponding color-concept for the north and the south. To quote

(p. 218), "the elder sister, who was a witch doctor and knew every-

thing, stood up and held her hand to the north and brought down a

red stone. . . . Then she held up her hands to the south and got a

blue stone of the same sort." Later in the same story (p. 226), the

colors for east and west are described. "The boys . . . stood and

held their hands to the east and got some white clay, and with it they

painted their cheeks. Then they held their hands to the west, and got

some black clay." Further acquaintance with Dieguefio mythology

would undoubtedly reveal further instances of this feeling concerning

colors.

The complete color system is given in a certain medicine or formula

of the "clothes burning" or wukeruk ceremony, one of the mourning

rites for the dead, where all four directions are accounted for. The
medicine is as follows.

Recited by the man who makes the medicine: "From the north he

(the hrst man making the ceremony) brought a red rock, from the

east a gleaming white rock, from the south a green rock, and from the

west a black rock, because the sun sets there. Then he sang, ' My
father and grandfather are dead, so now I sing.'

" Menai dispah tcawai tcawi

Menai dispah tcawai tcawi

(Pointing) Xitol kawak enyak awik

Amai amutl "

" Now dead a long time, I begin to sing.

Now dead a long time, I begin to sing.

North, South, East, West,

Up, Down!"

The colors blue (mentioned by Miss Du Bois) and green (obtained by

the writer) are regularly identified or not distinguished by the Dieguefio,
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and perfect agreement therefore exists between the two accounts. The

feeling concerning black for the west comes plainly from the setting of

the sun. The east, in similar terms, may quite likely be "gleaming

white," because the sun rises there. Why north is red and south green,

however, the present writer is unable to guess, since no Indian could

be found who would attempt an explanation.

Thomas Waterman.
San Francisco.

LUCK-STONES AMONG THE YANA.

The Yana Indians, who lived in the northern part of California east

of the Sacramento River, would often pick up small stones known as

'onunuipla (etymology uncertain, but cf.
l

onu-, "to dig out"), that

were characterized by peculiarities of color, markings, or shape. Those

of round shape and such as had light-colored bands (interpreted as

rattlesnakes) were particularly sought. They were believed to bestow

good luck upon their finder and possessor in whatever pursuit he

required their aid, — the cure of disease, hunting, gambling, and the

like. As a rule, the possession of these luck-stones was kept a secret, as

indicated, for instance, by the fact that they were not kept in the house,

but in some secluded spot in the woods known only to their possessor.

The women made small cylindrical baskets for their reception. The
material of these baskets was merely the twigs of the Douglas spruce,

the needles being left on ; in construction they were open-work twined,

the thin twigs serving as parallel perpendicular warp elements, thinner

peeled strips as woof, while the needles served as a sort of thatch to

fill up the open-work interstices. As regards size, they were about five

or six inches in height and two inches in diameter, in general appearance

not unlike a bird's nest. The spruce basket, wTith its luck-stones, was not

placed on the ground, but was hidden up in a tree, so that no one might

touch it. If one desired to obtain some of the magic power resident in

the luck-stones, as, for instance, when preparing for a gambling contest,

the hands wire wetted and carefully rubbed over them, the knowledge

of this action being carefully kept from all.

Still more potent than the 'onunuip'.a were small, white prismatic

rocks, generally of quartz. These were known as k.'u'lnials.'i, trans-

lated by the informant as "diamonds" (see Curtin, "Creation Myths

of Primitive America," p. 473). As there is nothing to show that either

the 'onunuipld or klulmatstt were directly worshipped, or even explicitly

associated with spirits giving them their supernatural power, it is per-

haps best to refrain from using the word "fetishism" in connection

with them.

Edward Sapir.

Berkeley.
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NOTES ON THE THEORY AND TREATMENT OF DIS-

EASES AMONG THE MACKENZIE RIVER ESKIMO.

BY V. STEFANSSON.

The following notes were collected among the Eskimo east of the

mouth of the Mackenzie River.

Formerly among the Mackenzie River Eskimo there were numerous
"medicine-men." Their arts are practised — but with little faith — by

men who look upon their own ministrations about as we do upon our

efforts for an invalid's well-being at a time when a physician cannot be

reached. The recent contact with missionaries, and intercourse with

whalers since 1889 (and fur-traders a little earlier), have decreased the

faith in magical practices, but not in counter-irritation and bleeding.

The blood-letter's knife is the Eskimo's cure-all.

In general, so far as I could understand it, diseases are caused by

"bad blood." The logical cure for most diseases is therefore bleeding.

The incision is usually (but not always) over the seat of pain. In the

first operation they seem satisfied with drawing a small quantity of

blood ; but if a second cutting becomes necessary, or a third one, more

is drawn each time. The cutting is done by any one present who happens

to have a sharp knife, or who is skilful through practice in performing

these operations. Sometimes the patient himself does the cutting.

Most people are sick at one time or another. Especially as old age

approaches do pains of various sorts become troublesome. A man or

woman beyond middle life is therefore sure to have scars on various

parts of the body. On one man's back alone I counted over twenty.

Some of them, as nearly as could be learned, had been made for pleurisy,

but others for rheumatism. Consumptives are cut both on the breast and

back. Ordinarily the cuts are horizontal, and some scars I have seen

indicate wounds two inches long. Certain kinds of pain are treated

with vertical cuts. Boils, so far as my observation goes, are cut hori-

zontally across the middle, the cut going as far to either side as the

margin of the redness which surrounds the boil. The boil might be said

to be bisected to base level.

The theory of disease depending on bad blood sometimes presents

interesting variations. Snow-blindness, for instance, is described as

follows : In winter, on account of the fact that the hood of the coat does

not protect the front or top of the forehead forward of the cheek-bones,

the blood is forced back by the cold from the eyes and temples to the top

of the head ; there it remains, thickened for the want of the sun's light

and heat. In the spring, when the sun comes back after its midwinter

stay below the horizon, the blood is gradually thinned out, and begins
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to flow back of the forehead and eyes. The influx of this blood, which

is now "bad," causes snow-blindness. The logical thing, of course, is

to intercept it on its way down, to prevent its reaching the eyes. This

is done by horizontal cuts just above each eyebrow, thus tapping the

flow that would otherwise reach the eye-sockets, causing the violent

pains and other symptoms of snow-blindness. But the trouble is that

one can never tell when this downward spring flow of blood will start.

If one cuts too early, the bleeding ceases before the bad blood comes

down, and therefore does no good ; if one waits for the first symptoms

of snow-blindness (as one must do in practice), the cutting may come too

late. If the operation fails to prevent the disease (it is not intended to

cure, but merely to prevent), it is because it has been performed too late,

or after large quantities of the bad blood had gotten into the eye-sockets.

When earache is caused in the ordinary way, — by bad blood, —
it is treated by having a vertical cut, about an inch long and freely

skin-deep, made in front of the affected ear over the prominence of the

cheek-bone. Headache is treated with scalp-cuts over the seat of pain.

A native of Cape York, Alaska, a man who had lived for five years

among the Mackenzie River people, gave me the following information

regarding headache. He assured me that this theory is held both at

Cape York and on the Mackenzie River.

Occasionally headache and earache have a far more serious cause

than bad blood. If one sleeps with his ear on or near the ground, a

pebble will sometimes get into one's ear. Apparently people are not

agreed as to whether they always get there in a natural (or mechanical)

way, or whether the pebble jumps up or otherwise exerts itself to get into

me ear-passage. However that may be, it is certain that, once in, it

begins eating its way inward, devouring the substance of the head, so

that in some cases, when people die after protracted headache, their

heads arc so light that people know them to be absolutely empty, eaten

clean by the voracious little stone.

When a pebble once has gotten in, cutting will of course do no good,

for that merely removes "bad blood." Seal oil is therefore poured into

the car. This apparently numbs the pebble, thus preventing its eating

away at the inside of the head. Fat disagrees with it, and tends to drive

it out. To facilitate the egress, one should lie with the afflicted ear

down. The pebble will usually drop out, though it does not always do

so. Prevention is better than cure, so one should never camp on ground,

or sleep, where a pebble is anywhere near one's ear.

At childbirth, especially if it be the first child, a boy is to be desired

above all things. If one girl is already in the family, the arrival of a

second is not greatly to be desired, for one son-in-law is sufficient support

for one's old age. Possibly it is because a son is always more longed

for than a daughter (no matter how welcome she may be), that good
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fortune is so often changed to a worse immediately after birth, for it

frequently happens that a child which is born a boy is found a few hours

later to be a girl. It more rarely occurs that a child born a girl becomes a

boy later in the day. In view of this possible transmutation of sex, it is

customary for neighbors and friends to inquire about the sex of the

child, both immediately after birth and a few hours later. If a father

who was beaming an hour ago now looks glum, it may be that the

mother or child is seriously ill, but more probably his little son has

become an infant daughter.

If there is a normal presentation, childbirth is ordinarily easy; and
the mother seems reasonably well an hour following, — is able to go
about her ordinary work. Nevertheless she is under restrictions, the

most noticeable of which are those in regard to diet. Although the

other members of the household eat raw fish chiefly, hers will always be

cooked, and preferably in snow-water. Her drinking-water should not

be ordinary water, nor yet melted from ice, but melted from snow. Some
say the snow should be melted over an oil-lamp, but others say it makes
no difference how it is melted.

In most cases of illness, one should eat only cooked food. The writer

saw this in cases of eye trouble, kidney disease, and an abdominal
wound from a knife.

New York City.
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PHILIPPINE FOLK-TALES. 1

BY CLARA KERN BAYLISS.

I. THE MONKEY AND THE TURTLE. 2

One day a Monkey met a Turtle on the road, and asked, "Where
are you going?"
"1 am going to find something to eat, for I have had no food for three

whole days," said the Turtle.

" I too am hungry," said the Monkey ; "and since we are both hungry,

let us go together and hunt food for our stomachs' sake."

They soon became good friends and chatted along the way, so that

the time passed quickly. Before they had gone far, the Monkey saw a

large bunch of yellow bananas on a tree at a distance.

"Oh, what a good sight that is!" cried he. "Don't you see the

bananas hanging on that banana-tree? [pointing with his first finger

toward the tree]. They are fine! I can taste them already.''

But the Turtle was short-sighted and could not see them. By and

by they came near the tree, and then he saw them. The two friends

were very glad. The mere sight of the ripe, yellow fruit seemed to

assuage their hunger.

But the Turtle could not climb the tree, so he agreed that the Monkey
should go up alone and should throw some of the fruit down to him.

The Monkey was up in a flash ; and, seating himself comfortably, he

began to eat the finest of the fruit, and forgot to drop any down to the

Tunic waiting below. The Turtle called for some, but the Monkey
pretended not to hear. He ate even the peelings, and refused to drop

a bit to his friend, who was patiently begging under the tree.

At last the Turtle became angry, very angry indeed: "so he thought

he would revenge" (as my informant puts it). While the Monkey was

having a good lime, and tilling his stomach, the Turtle gathered sharp,

broken pieces of glass, and stuck them, one by one, all around the

banana tree. Then he hid himself under a cocoanut-shell not far away.

This shell had a hole in the top to allow the air to enter. That was why
the Turtle chose it for his hiding place.

The Monkey could not eat all the bananas, for there were enough

to last a good sized family several days; "but he ate all what he can,"

anil by and by came down the tree with great difficulty, for the glass

was so harp thai it cut even the tough hand of the Monkey. He had a

1 In these legends, in a few instances, the exact phrases of the narrators have been

r ihi- sake of their quaintness.
2 Obi lined from Jose Teodoro, Bay, Laguna, P. I.
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hard time, and his hands were cut in many places. The Turtle thought

he had his revenge, and was not so angry as before.

But the Monkey was now very angry at the trick that had been played

upon him, and began looking for the Turtle, intending to kill him.

For some time he could not find his foe, and, being very tired, he sat

down on the cocoanut-shell near by. His weariness increased his anger

at the Turtle very much.

He sat on the shell for a long time, suffering from his wounds, and
wondering where to find the Turtle, — his former friend, but now his

enemy. Because of the disturbance of the shell, the Turtle inside could

not help making a noise. This the Monkey heard ; and he was surprised,

for he could not determine whence the sound came. At last he Lifted

his stool, and there found his foe the Turtle.

"Ha! Here you are !" he cried. " Pray now, for it is the end of your

life."

He picked up the Turtle by the neck and carried him near the river-

bank, where he meant to kill him. He took a mortar and pestle, and

built a big fire, intending to pound him to powder or burn him to death.

When everything was ready, he told the Turtle to choose whether he

should die in the fire or be "grounded" in the mortar. The Turtle

begged for his life ; but when he found it was in vain, he prayed to be

thrown into the fire or ground in the mortar, — anything except be

thrown into the water. On hearing this, the Monkey picked the Turtle

up in his bleeding fingers, and with all his might threw him into the

middle of the stream.

Then the Turtle was very glad. He chuckled at his own wit, and
laughed at the foolishness of the Monkey. He came up to the surface

of the water and mocked at the Monkey, saying, "This is my home.
The water is my home."

This made the Monkey so angry that he lost his self-possession

entirely. He jumped into the middle of the river after the Turtle, and
was drowned.

Since that day monkeys and turtles have been bitter enemies.

2. HOW THE FARMER DECEIVED THE DEMON. 1

Very many years ago, in a far-away land where the trees never

changed their green leaves and where the birds always sang, there

lived on an island a farmer with a large family. Though all alone on the

island and knowing nothing of people in the outer world, they were

always happy, — as happy as the laughing rills that rippled past their

home. They had no great wealth, depending from year to year on the

crops which the father raised. They needed no money, for they lacked

1 Obtained from Fabian de la Paz, San Fernando, Pompanga, P. I., who says it was
"handed down from old time. "
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nothing ; and they never sold their produce, for no people were near to

buy.

One day in the middle of the year, after the crops were well started,

a loud, unusual roar was heard. Suddenly a stiff gale blew up from the

southwest, and with it came clouds which quickly hid the entire sky.

The day turned to night. The birds ceased to sing and went to their

nests. The wild beasts ran to their caves. The family sought shelter

in the house from a heavy downpour of rain which continued for many
days and nights. So long did it last that they became very anxious

about the condition of things around them.

On the eighth day the birds again began to sing, and the sun was,

as usual, bright. The farmer arose early and went out to look at his

fields, but, lo ! his crop was all destroyed. He went back to the house

and told the family that the water-god was angry and had washed away

all that he had hoped to have for the coming year.

What were they to do? The supply in the house was getting low

and it was too late to raise another crop. The father worried night and

day, for he did not know how he could keep his children from starvation.

One day he made a long journey and came into a place that was

strange to him. He had never before seen the like of it. But in the

midst of a broad meadow he saw a tree with spreading branches like

an elm, and as his legs and back were stiff from walking, he went over

and sat down under it. Presently, looking up, he discovered that on

the tree were large red fruits. He climbed up and brought some down,

and after satisfying his hunger he fell asleep.

He had not slept long when he was awakened by a loud noise. The
owner of the place was coming. He was fearful to look upon. His

body was like that of a person, but he was of enormous size ; and he had

a long tail, and two horns growing out of his head. The farmer was
frightened and did not know what to do. He stood motionless till the

master came up and began to talk to him. Then he explained that he

had come there in search of food to keep his family alive. The monster

was delighted to hear this, for he saw that he had the man and the man's

family in his power. He told the traveller that in return for a certain

promise he would help him out of his troubles.

The demon, as he was called by some travellers to that land, showed

the farmer a smooth, round stone, which, he said, gave its possessor

the power of a magician. He offered to lend this to the farmer for five

years, if at the expiration of that time the farmer and family would

become his slaves. The farmer consented.

Then the demon was glad. He said to the farmer, "You must squeeze

the stone when you wish to become invisible; and must put it in your

mouth when you wish to return to human form."

The man tried the power of the magic stone. He squeezed it, and
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instantly became invisible to the demon ; but he bade him farewell, and
promised to meet him in the same place at the appointed time.

In this invisible form the man crossed the water that washed the

shore of the island on which he lived. There he found a people who
lived in communities. He wanted something to eat, so he went into the

shops; but he found that a restaurant owned by a Chinaman was the

one to which most people of the city went. He put the stone in his

mouth, thus appearing in visible form, and, entering the restaurant,

ordered the best food he could find. He finished his meal quickly and
went out. The waiter, perceiving that he did not pay, followed him.

The man had no money ; so he squeezed the stone and shot up into the

air without being seen. The Chinaman, alarmed by the cry of the

waiter, came out and ran in all directions, trying to find and catch

the man. No one could find him; and the people thought he must
indeed be a fast runner to escape so quickly, for they did not know of

the gift of the demon.

Not far from that place he saw groups of men and women going in

and out of a large building. It was a bank. The farmer went in to see

what he could find. There he saw bags of money, gold and silver. He
chuckled with joy at this opportunity. In order to use his hands freely,

he put the stone in his mouth; but before he could fill all his pockets

with money, he was discovered by the two guards, who began to pound-
him on the head. He struggled to save his life, and finally took the

stone out of his mouth and squeezed it. Instantly he vanished from
their sight ; but he was vexed at the beating he had received, so he
carried off all the gold they had in the bank. The people inside as well

as outside the building became crazy. They ran about in all directions,

net knowing why. Some called the firemen, thinking the bank was on
fire; but nothing had happened, except that the farmer was gone and
the two guards were "half dead frightened." They danced up and
down the streets in great excitement, but could not utter a word.

Straight home went the farmer, not stopping by the way. His wife

and children were awaiting him. He gave them the money, and told

them all about the fortune which he had gotten from the man on their

own island, — told all his secrets. Prosperous they became, and with

the money which he had brought they purchased all they needed from
the city just opposite them.

The time passed so pleasantly that the man was surprised to discover

that his promise would be due in two more days. He made preparations

to go back to the land of his master. Arrived there, he met the same
monster under the same tree. The demon was displeased to see the old

man alone, without the family which also had been promised. He told

the man that he would shut him in a cave and then would go and
capture those left at home.

vol. xxi. — no. 80. 4
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But the farmer would not go to the cave. The demon tried to pull

him into a deep hole. Both struggled ; and at last the farmer squeezed

the magic stone and disappeared. He took a green branch of the tree

and beat the demon. The demon surrendered. He begged for mercy.

The farmer went home, and from that day thought no more of the

demon. He knew that while he held the stone the monster would never

come to trouble him. And the family lived on in peace and happiness,

as they had done before the water-god became angry with them.

3. BENITO, THE FAITHFUL SERVANT. 1

On a time there lived in a village a poor man and his wife, who had

a son named Benito. The one ambition of the lad from his earliest

youth was that he might be a help to the family in their struggle for a

living.

But the years went by, and he saw no opportunity until one day, as

they sat at dinner, his father fell to talking about the young King who
lived at a distance from the village, in a beautiful palace kept by a

retinue of servants. The boy was glad to hear this, and asked his parents

to let him become one of the servants of this great ruler. The mother

protested, fearing that her son could not please his Royal Majesty;

but the boy was so eager to try his fortune that at last he was permitted

to do so.

The next day his mother prepared food for him to eat on the journey,

and he started for the palace. The journey was tiresome; and when
he reached the palace he had difficulty in obtaining an audience with

the King. But when he succeeded and made known his wish, the

monarch detected a charming personality hidden within the ragged

clothes, and, believing the lad would make a willing servant, he accepted

him.

The servants of his Majesty had many duties. Theirs was not a

life of case, but of hard work. The very next day the King called

Benito, and said, "I want you to bring me a certain beautiful princess

who lives in a land across the sea; and if you fail to do it, you will be

punished."

Benito did not know how he was to do it ; but he asked no questions,

and unhesitatingly answered, "1 will, my lord."

That same day he provided himself with everything he needed for

the journey and set off. He travelled a long distance until he came to

the heart of a thick forest, where he saw a large bird which said to him,

"Oh, my friend! please take away these strings that are wrapped all

about me. If you will, I will help you whenever you call upon me."

Benito released the bird and asked it its name. It replied, "Sparrow-

hawk," and Hew away.
1 Obtained from Camilo Osias, Balayan, Luzon, P. I.
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Benito continued his journey until he came to the seashore. There

he could see no way of getting across, and, remembering what the King

had said if he failed, he stood looking out over the sea, feeling very sad.

The huge King of the Fishes saw him, and swam toward him.

"Why are you so sad?" asked the Fish.

"I wish to cross the sea to find the beautiful Princess," replied the

youth.

"Get on my back and I will take you across," said the King of the

Fishes.

Benito rode on the back of the Fish and crossed the sea. As soon

as he reached the other side, a fairy in the form of a woman appeared

to him, and became a great aid to him in his adventure. She knew
exactly what he wanted ; so she told him that the Princess was shut up
in a castle guarded by giants, and that he would have to fight the giants

before he could reach her. For this purpose she gave him a magic
sword, which would kill on the instant anything it touched.

Benito now felt sure he could take the Princess from her cruel guards-

men. He went to the castle, and there he saw many giants round about

it. When the giants saw him coming, they went out to meet him,

thinking to take him captive. They were so sure that they could easily

do it, that they went forth unarmed. As they came near, he touched the

foremost ones with his sword, and one after another they fell down dead.

The other giants, seeing so many of their number slain, became terrified,

and fled, leaving the castle unguarded.

The young man went to the Princess and told her that his master

had sent him to bring her to his palace. The young Princess was only

too glad to leave the land of the giants, where she had been held captive.

So the two set out together for the King's palace.

When they came to the sea they rode across it on the back of the same
fish that had carried Benito. They went through the forest, and at

last came to the palace. Here they were received with the greatest

rejoicings.

After a short time the King asked the Princess to become his wife.

"I will, O King!" she replied, "if you will get the ring I lost in the sea

as I was crossing it."

The monarch called Benito, and ordered him to find the ring which
had been lost on their journey from the land of the giants.

Obedient to his master, Benito started, and travelled on and on till

he came to the shore of the sea. There he stood, gazing sadly out over

the waters, not knowing how he was to search for what lay at the bottom
of the deep ocean.

Again the King of the Fishes came to him, asking the cause of his

sadness. Benito replied, "The Princess lost her ring while we were
crossing the sea, and I have been sent to find it."
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The King-Fish summoned all the fishes to come to him. When they

had assembled, he noticed that one was missing. He commanded the

others to search for this one, and bring it to him. They found it under

a stone, and it said, "I am so full! I have eaten so much that I can-

not swim." So the larger ones took it by the tail and dragged it to

their King.

"Why did you not come when summoned?" asked the King- Fish.

"I was so full I could not swim," replied the Fish.

The King-Fish, suspecting that it had swallowed the ring, ordered

it to be cut in two. The others cut it open, and, behold ! there was the

lost ornament. Benito thanked the King of the Fishes, took the ring,

and brought it to the monarch.

When the great ruler got the ring, he said to the Princess, "Now that

I have your ring, will you become my wife ?

"

"I will be your wife," replied the Princess, "if you will find the ear-

ring I lost in the forest as I was journeying with Benito."

Instantly Benito was called, and was ordered to find the lost jewel.

He was very weary from his former journey ; but, mindful of his duty,

he started for the forest, reaching it before the day was over. He searched

for the earring faithfully, following the road which he and the Princess

had taken; but all in vain. He was much discouraged, and sat down

under a tree to rest. To his surprise a mouse of monstrous size appeared

before him. It was the King of the Mice.

"Why are you so sad?" asked the Mouse.

"I am searching for an earring which the Princess lost as we passed

through the forest, but am unable to find it."

"I will find it for you," said the King-Mouse.

Benito's face brightened at hearing this. The King-Mouse called

all his followers, and all but one little mouse responded. Then the

King of the Mice ordered some of his subjects to find the absent one.

They found him in a small hole among the bamboo-trees. He said he

could not go because he was so satisfied (sated). So the others pulled

him along to their master; and he, finding that there was something

hard within the little mouse, ordered him to be cut open. It was done;

and there was the very earring for which the tired servant was looking.

Benito took it, thanked the King of the Mice, and brought the earring

to his own King.

When the monarch received it, he immediately restored it to its

owner and asked, "Will you now become my wife?"

"Oh, dear King!" responded the Princess, "I have only one more

thing to ask of you ; and if you will grant it, I will be your wife forever."

The King, pleased with his former successes, said, "Tell me what

it is, and it shall be granted."

"If you will get some water from heaven," said the Princess, "and
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some water from the nether-world, I will become your wife. That is

my last wish."

The King called Benito, and commanded him to get water from

these two places. "I will, my King," said Benito; and he took some
provisions and started. He came to the forest; but there he became

confused, for he did not know in which direction to go to reach either

of the places. Suddenly he recalled the promise of the bird he had helped

the first time he entered the wood. He called the bird, and it soon

appeared. He told it what he wanted, and it said, " I will get it for you."

He made two cups of bamboo, and tied one to each of the bird's legs.

They were very light, and did not hinder the bearer at all. Away the

bird flew, going very fast. Before the day was ended, it came back with

each cup full of water, and told Benito that the one tied to its right leg

contained water from heaven, and the one tied to its left leg contained

water from the nether-world.

Benito untied the cups, taking great care of them. He was about to

leave, when the bird asked him to tarry long enough to bury it, as the

places to which it had been were so far away that it was weary unto death.

Benito did not like to bury the bird, but he soon saw that it really

was dying, so he waited ; and when it was dead, he buried it, feeling

very sorry over the loss of so helpful a friend.

He went back to the palace and delivered the two kinds of water to

his master. The Princess then asked the King to cut her in two and

pour the water from heaven upon her. The King was not willing to

do it, so she did it herself, asking the King to pour the water. This

he did, and, lo ! the Princess turned into the most beautiful woman
that ever the sun shone on.

Then the King was desirous of becoming handsome; so he asked

the Princess to pour the other cup of water over him after he cut him-

self. He cut himself, and she poured over his body the water from the

nether-world ; but from him there arose a spirit more ugly and ill-

favored than imagination could picture. Fortunately, it soon vanished

from sight.

The Princess then turned to Benito, and said, "You have been

faithful in your duties to your master, kind to me in restoring the jewels

I lost, and brave in delivering me from the cruel giants. You are the

man I choose for my husband."

Benito could not refuse so lovely a lady. They were married amid

great festivities, and became the king and queen of that broad and

fertile land.

Benito gave his parents one of the finest portions of his kingdom,

and furnished them with everything they could desire. From that time

on they were all very happy, — so happy that the story of their bliss

has come down through the centuries to us.
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TWO POPULAR BALLADS.

EDITED BY G. L. KITTREDGE.

THE BISHOP OF OLD CANTERBURY.

The following version of "King John and the Bishop" (Child, No.

45) is the form in which the ballad was remembered, in 1907, by the

eminent astronomer, Professor Asaph Hall (1829-1908) from the

singing of his grandfather in Goshen, Connecticut, many years ago.

It was sent to Professor R. W. Willson, of Cambridge, Massachusetts,

by Professor Hall, October 1, 1907, with a note, in which he remarks,

"There are omissions of lines and probably of verses but it is the best

I can do."

Professor Hall's version is related to the Brooksby broadside version

(Child's B), but shows many interesting variations. It is not from

Percy's version ("Reliques," 1765, ii, 302), as collation shows (com-

pare, for example, the third stanza with Percy's seventh and with the

fifth in Child's B).

See, also, "Roxburghe Ballads," ed. Ebsworth, vi, 746-754.

1. Old King John, that bloody old knight,

Possessed great power to pull down great might;

And as he was sitting, to make his heart merry,

He sent for the Bishop of Old Canterbury.

Tra-la-la, tra-la-la, tra-la-la-la, tra-la-la.

2. "How now, noble bishop? 'T is said of thee

That thou keepest a far better table than me;
But if you can't answer to my questions three,

Your head shall be severed from your body.

3. " My first question is, with all my estate,

And golden crown I wear on my pate,

With all my nobility, joy, and great mirth,

You must tell to one penny just what I'm worth.

4. "My second question is, without any doubt,

How long I would be travelling this wide world about;

The third question answer as quick as a wink,

And tell me presently what I do think."

5. The bishop went home with heart rather sad;

He met an old shepherd with crook and bag:
" Good morning, noble bishop," the shepherd did cry,

"What news, what news from the king's court to-day?"
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6. "Sad news, sad news!" the bishop did cry;

" If I can't answer his questions three,

My head will be severed from my body.

7. "His first question is, with all his estate,

And golden crown he wears on his pate,

With all his nobility, joy, and great mirth,

I must tell to one penny just what he is worth.

8. "His second question is, without any doubt,

How long he would be travelling this wide world about;

The third question I must answer as quick as a wink,

And tell him presently what he doth think."

9. "For one suit of your apparel

To King John I will go and settle this quarrel."

" One suit of my apparel I freely give,

And ten pounds a year as long as you live."

10. "Good morning, good morning!" the king did cry;

"Have you come here to live or to die?"

"If I can't answer to your questions three,

My head will be taken from my body."

11. "My first question is, with all my estate,

And golden crown I wear on my pate,

With all my nobility, joy, and great mirth,

You must tell to one penny just what I'm worth."

12. "For thirty pieces of silver our Saviour was sold

Unto the Jews so cruel and bold;

So twenty and nine I think is your due,

For He must be one piece better than you."

13. "My second question is, without any doubt,

How long I would be travelling this wide world about."

"If you would rise with yon sun and ride with the same,

In twenty-four hours you would it obtain."

14. "My third question answer as quick as a wink,

And tell me presently what I do think."

" That I can do, and it will make your heart merry, —
You think I'm the Bishop of Old Canterbury.

15. "That is not all, I'm here all alone;

I'm a poor shepherd, and the bishop's at home."
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16. " Go tell the noble bishop, and tell him for me,

He keeps a crafty fellow when he keeps thee."

[the hangman's tree.]

The following version of "The Maid Freed from the Gallows"

(Child, No. 95) was communicated May 23, 1905, by Mr. Reed Smith,

of Columbia, South Carolina, as learned in August, 1903, at Jager,

West Virginia, from a mountaineer who could neither read nor write.

It is almost identical with the version printed in Child, v, 296 ("The

Hangman's Tree"); cf. also version B (Child, ii, 351). See the Intro-

duction to the one-volume collection of Ballads, in the "Cambridge

Poets," pp. xxv, xxvi.

1. "Slack your rope, hangsman,

And slack it for awhile;

I think I see my brother coming,

Riding many a mile.

2. "O brother, have you brought me gold?

Or have you paid my fee?

Or have you come to see me hanging

On the gallows tree?"

3. "I've neither brought you gold;

I've neither paid your fee;

But I have come to see you hanging

On the gallows tree."

(So on with the whole family, — sister, father, mother, etc., ad infinitum.)

4. "Slack your rope, hangsman,

And slack it for awhile;

I think I see my true-love coming,

Riding many a mile.

5. "O true-love, have you brought me gold?

Or have you paid my fee?

Or have you come to see me hanging

On the gallows tree?"

6. " Yes, I have brought you gold

;

Yes, I have paid your fee;

Nor have I come to see you hanging

On the gallows tree."

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.
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KING JOHN AND THE BISHOP.

BY PHILLIPS BARRY.

This fine old English ballad, still current among the plain folk of

England, is by no means lost to popular tradition in the New World.

The following version, sung to a sterling British folk-melody in the

^Eolian mode, is well worthy of preservation as a treasured relic of the

good old days.
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For he did great wrong, and maintained little right.

Chorus. — With my derry-i-down,

Heigh-down,

Derry-der-ray

!

2 "in this stead,

With my crown of gold so fair on my head,"

"in such (your) despite,

Your head shall be taken from your body quite."

4. "My first question is, without any doubt,

How long I'd be travelling this wide world about?"
"You rise with the sun, go down with the same,

In twenty-four hours you will it obtain."
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6. " Our Savior for thirty pieces was sold

Unto the Jews, both wicked and bold,

I think twenty-nine must be your just due,

For I 'm sure He was one piece better than you !

"

7. "And from my third question you must not shrink,

But tell me truly what I do think!"
" My answer, here 't is, 't will make you quite merry,

You think I'm the Bishop of old Canterbury!"

8. "But I'm his poor shepherd, as now you do seel"

" You bring him a pardon from good King John." l

Ballad themes not infrequently are preserved in the form of a parallel

prose tradition, sometimes derived from the ballad, sometimes clearly

independent of it, and older. In connection with the theme of King

John and the Bishop, the following humorous tale may well be recorded

here.

Once there were two Irishmen who looked exactly alike. One
was named Pat, the other Jimmy. Pat wished to be a policeman, and
promised to vote for a certain candidate for mayor, if the latter, when
elected to the office, would appoint Pat to a place on the force. After

election, Pat went to see the Mayor, who, however, tried to put him
off, on the ground that he was too ignorant to be a policeman. Still,

he promised Pat the appointment, if he could answer the following

questions: —
1. How large is the moon?
2. How many stars are in the- heavens?

3. What am I thinking?

These questions Pat was to answer before the end of the following day.

In despair, he left the Mayor's office, and on the street he met Jimmy,
his double. The latter, on learning the reason for Pat's discouragement,

offered to go before the Mayor in Pat's place, and answer the questions.

Next morning the following dialogue took place in the Mayor's office.

Jimmy. "Good morning, Mr. Mayor. I've come to answer those

questions."

1 Contributed to my collection, Folk-Songs of the North Atlantic Slates, by S. A. F.,

Providence, R. I., as recollected by M. E. E., in whose family it is traditional. March
5. 1907-
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Mayor. "All right, Pat. Tell me first, how large is the moon."

Jimmy. "Your Honor, it's just four quarters!"

Mayor. "Very good. Now tell me, Pat, how many stars are in the

heavens."

Jimmy. "Eleven million, eleven thousand, eleven hundred and

eleven. If you don't believe what I tell you, just go ahead and count

them yourself!"

Mayor. "Very well, Pat. Tell me the answer to the third question,

— what am I thinking?"

Jimmy. "Why, you're thinking it's Pat, but it's Jimmy!" *

Boston, Mass.

1 Told at a "neighborhood social," March, 1907, by R. B. O., Vineland, New Jersey,

native of Fulton, Missouri.
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SURVIVALS OF OLD MARRIAGE-CUSTOMS AMONG THE
LOW GERMANS OF WEST MISSOURI. 1

BY WILLIAM G. BEK.

The people whose peculiar marriage-customs I shall describe inhabit

a portion of western Saline County, northwestern Pettis County, north-

eastern Johnson County, and a large portion of Lafayette County in west

Missouri. The nucleus of this settlement is Concordia in Lafayette

County, a small prairie town of about nine hundred inhabitants. An
irregular line, varying from eight to twenty-five miles in distance,

roughly includes the region in question. Barring a few small centres

where the English have retained their hold, this domain is singularly

German. Survivals of European customs are met at every hand.

The major portion of these people hail from Hanover or are descendants

of Hanoverians. The broad dialect of this province, therefore, naturally

prevails. However, the more pointed speech of the Westphalian and

that of the inhabitant of Lippe Dctmold is also sporadically heard.

The High Germans and Swiss who have strayed among these Low
Germans are very few in number. So strong is the influence of the Low
German dialect that the descendants of the High Germans soon acquire

the prevailing Low German dialect.

The first Hanoverian who ventured into the wilds of west Missouri

was Heinrich Dierking, whom the older generations of that region

still familiarly call "Trocster" Dierking. He settled either in 1838

or 1839 near the present site of Concordia. It is rather singular that a

lone German should venture so far inland. Usually the first settlers

remained close to the larger rivers. Investigation reveals the fact

that Heinrich Dierking had married an American woman soon after

his arrival in America. When he arrived in Lafayette County he was

accompanied by one Dick Mulkey. He therefore drifted so far west

in company with English friends, and most probably with the kin of

his wife's family. The fertile prairies of Lafayette County and the rich,

well-wooded creek bottoms pleased this German pioneer exceedingly.

His letters to his friends and kin in Hanover soon brought them to his

neighborhood. And thus, through "the Consciousness of Kind," this

region became settled by a people, bound together by like tradition, like

speech, and in many instances by blood-relationship. All of them came
to seek improvement of economic conditions. They came unprompted
and unaided by settlement or immigration societies, not, like the settlers

of Hermann, Missouri, to found a new German state in this country, nor,

1 Read before the Missouri Folk-Lore Society, at their meeting at St. Louis, February
8, 1908.
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like the Keilites of Shelby County, Missouri, to carry out the whim of

their leader, nor, like the religionists of Perry County, to transplant the

Lutheran faith to this western soil, but simply as farmers who found

the tillage of their small, worn-out acres in Germany too meagre a

source of income. Once having gotten a foothold in that rich agricul-

tural country of west Missouri, they, by the peaceful method of pur-

chase, drove, as they still are driving, their English-speaking neighbors

farther and farther out, until now one may journey for many miles

without meeting an Englishman in this region. No price seems too high

for them, provided the land is good and conveniently located. Many
of their English neighbors, still clinging to a cheap aristocracy, find

themselves compelled to sell to them to avoid the foreclosure of the

mortgages which rest on their estates. In this peaceful manner this

prosperous community, year by year, stretches farther and farther in

all directions.

Of a foreign-born population of 2342 (cf. U. S. Census of 1900) in

Lafayette County, 1589, or almost 68 percent., are German. Accord-

ing to the same census, Saline County has 560 foreign-born Germans.

Most of these are living in the western part of this county. We are,

therefore, safe in assuming that 460 of them live in the region under

discussion. Johnson County has 270 foreign-born Germans, at least

200 of whom belong to the Concordia country. Pettis County has

784 Germans of foreign birth, most of whom are living in or around

Sedalia. It is entirely safe, however, to say that 150 of them inhabit

the region here discussed. This gives us a total of 2399 foreign-born

Germans in the Concordia country. It must at once be manifest that

this number does not nearly represent the total number of Germans in

this district. The settlement is an old one for this western country, and

the families are very large. It is, therefore, entirely safe to reckon the

German population at four times the number 2399, or 9596.

By reason of their occupation and of their great number, these Ger-

mans have become very seclusive and rather self-satisfied, mingling

comparatively little with the outside world. Church and school have

contributed their share to keep things German very much alive among
them. The customs which their fathers brought from beyond the

sea live and are being perpetuated by succeeding generations. And
so it happens that customs have survived among them in this, a foreign

land, for three quarters of a century, customs which had their inception

many centuries ago in another land. The very customs which I shall

speak of are discussed among other old customs by Hans Meyer in his

"Das Deutsche Volkstum," pp. 276-279.

During a few years of residence in this settlement, I had ample

opportunity to observe some of the customs of these people. They are

a pleasure-loving people. Their parties, shooting- matches, picnics, and
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similar gatherings arc very largely attended. All the means of amuse-

ment and social intercourse, however, dwindle into insignificance

when compared with a typical Low German marriage feast. I shall

describe one of these as I observed it, and I shall let it serve as a type.

The engagement of a very wealthy young couple had been rumored

for some time. On a certain day, the brother of the groom-to-be made

his appearance at our house, in the capacity of Hochzeitsbitter or Braut-

bitter (that is, the person who invites guests to the wedding). He was

mounted on a thoroughbred. The bridle and saddle were gayly decorated

with many ribbons. The hat of the Hochzeitsbitter was also adorned

with a mass of bright-colored ribbons, varying in length from one half

to two yards. So numerous were these streamers, that the hat itself was

invisible. In the stiff March breeze, which was augmented by the

speed at which the horse travelled, the horse and rider were one splendid

confusion of colors. It was with the greatest difficulty that the rider

retained possession of his head-covering. In addition to these ribbons,

the hat-band was studded with coins and paper money. While approach-

ing the house, the Hochzeitsbitter uttered short piercing cries and

discharged a heavy pistol. After entering the house he delivered his

invitation by reciting, in an awkward manner, a short poem, which in

a long drawn out way bade those present to attend the ceremony

at a certain time and place. His mission ended, he sped on, uttering

shouts and discharging his pistol, as at his approach. The wedding

ceremony took place in a small country church. Crowds of invited

guests, from far and near, attended. After the simple, brief ceremony

every one hastened to his horse or conveyance. The bride and groom

rode in a new spring wagon, drawn by two thoroughbreds. The Hoch-

zeitsbitter officiated as driver of this wagon. After he had gotten a

fair start, the whole crowd dashed after this wagon at a dead-run. The
home of the groom's father, where the celebration was to be continued,

was five miles away. Up and down the rolling prairie the mad chase

took its course. Every one attempted to overtake and, if possible,

to pass the bridal pair. Suddenly the whole racing procession came to

an abrupt halt. It was discovered by US who were in the rear, that a

strong chain had been stretched across the road. It was the work of the

small boy. The groom cast a handful of small coins among the young-

Mi is. The chain was lowered and the mad chase resumed, to be checked

a second and a third time in like manner. Finally, with foam-bedecked

horses, we n ai hi d the home of the groom's father. A sumptuous feast

iwaiting us. After this had been thoroughly enjoyed, the dishes

of the table at which the bride had eaten were quickly cleared away.

Tlie table cloth was seized by the married women, and a lively scramble

ensued in an attempt to ensnare one of the girls with the table-cloth.

Finally one of the young women was caught. The blushing maid was
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led back in triumph, amid the congratulatory shouts of all those present,

who hailed her as the next bride-to-be. Later in the afternoon the

whole party adjourned to a nearby meadow. Here the bride and groom

took their stand at one end of the spacious field, the groom holding a

broom in his hand. The young men all retired to the opposite side of

the meadow. A foot-race followed, the winner seizing the broom in

triumph, which victory symbolically designated him as the next groom
to be. In the evening there came a dance, which lasted until daybreak.

The following night occurred the charivari in its most deafening

form.

It may not be out of place to explain some of these peculiar practices.

There is no doubt that many of them date back many, many years in

the history of our race. That they should survive in the land where

they originated is not so surprising. But that they should prevail in an

entirely foreign environment, surrounded by strange customs, is indeed

noteworthy. The voluntary isolation of these people in a measure

explains their existence.

The ribbons which adorn the hat of the Hochzeitshitter are the con-

tributions of those persons whom he has invited. The coins and paper

money on his hat-band come from the same source. The money
becomes a part of the bride's dowry. The giving of the ribbons, I take

it, is a survival of a custom of giving much more valuable gifts. At the

bride's home, or wherever the ceremony is continued, the Hochzeits-

hitter always wears his decorated hat, which in itself shows how many
persons have been invited. The guests bring presents to the wedding,

and it is the duty of the Hochzeitshitter to receive and arrange them.

Besides these duties, he has others, the chief of which is the entertain-

ment of the guests. He is a very busy person and in his odd attire a

most striking figure. Not only the Hochzeitshitter is decorated with

ribbons on the wedding-day, but also the guests adorn themselves.

The buggy-whip always bears a long ribbon in order that every one

may know the persons are going to the wedding as invited guests.

The chase which I described is no doubt a survival of a very old

custom. It doubtless dates back to the time when men secured their

wives by a chase; that is, they took them by force. This is, of course,

not realized by those who participate in the race from the church. All

that this chase means to them is that if any one succeeds in passing

the bridal pair, the guests are given license to play all sorts of pranks at

the place where the celebration is continued. The obstructions which the

small boys placed in the way of the procession, and the accompanying

ransom paid by the groom, most probably are a remnant of the time

when women were secured by purchase.

I stated that the Brauthitter delivered his invitation in poetic form.

I have been fortunate enough to collect a few of these poems. They
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are now getting rare and rather hard to obtain. The practice seems

to be dying out, as the younger generations are succeeding the old.

The poems are usually handed down by word of mouth. The persons

who now possess them have, as a rule, served in the capacity of Braut-

bitter themselves. When a young man has to perform this duty, he

seeks some old man who knows such a poem, and with much labor

learns it from him. Like most things that come down to us by word of

mouth, there are doubtless many things in these poems at the present

time which may, with certainty, be regarded as interpolations. As

will be seen, they are in High German. Although these people use

only the Low German dialect in their daily intercourse, they always

write in High German, and what poetry they may have is in High

German. It is the language of the church and school, and whatever

elements of culture may come to them in German come to them through

the High German medium.

The following are some of the poems recited by the Brautbitter:—
Hier bin ich her gesandt,

Werde ein Brautbitter genannt.

In diesem Hause bin ich wohl bekannt.

Hier nehme ich meinen Hut und Stab

Und setze meinen Fuss darein

Dass ich mochte willkommen sein.

Sollt' ich nicht willkommen sein,

So bitte ich um eine Flasche Wein.

Eine Flasche Wein ist mir zu viel,

Ein kleincr Schnaps macht auch Plasier.

Ich bin noch jung an Jahren,

Habe noch nicht viel erfahren,

Was ich erfahren hab' und weiss

Das will ich Euch sagen mit Fleiss.

Ich soil ein Kompliment bestellen

Von Junggesellen und Jungfrau

Sic haben sich vor einigen Wochcn
Verlobt und versprochen,

Dass sie nachsten Sonntag Hochzeit haltcn.

Dazu lade ich Euch ein,

Herr und Frau, Sohne und Tochter, Gross und Klein,

Die im Hause zu finden sein.

Ich mochte, dass ihr sie besucht und chrt

Und die Mahlzeitcn verzehrt.

Zchn Kiihe, zwanzig Ochsen, dreissig Gansebraten,

Vierzig Schweinebraten, die werden schon geraten.

Und ein Fass Wein ist noch nicht iiber den Rhein.

Und wenn die Musikantcn die Saiten lassen crklingcn,

So kann ein jeder nach seinem Belicben tanzen und springen.

Und Elites Kartenhlatt,

Damit ein jeder sein Vergmigen hat.

Nun kranzelt mcin schon Hutlein

Mit vielcn schonen Bandlein.

Habe ich mcine Rede nicht gut gemacht,

So habe ich sic doch zu Ende gebracht.
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The following is a rather free prose translation of this poem :
—

Hither I have been sent, I am called the Brautbitter. In this house I am well known.

Here I take off my hat and rest my staff and enter in. I trust I may be welcome.

Should I not be welcome, then I ask for a flask of wine. A flask of wine is too much for

me, a drink of brandy gives pleasure, too. I am still young in years, have not had much
experience. What I know, however, I tell you with diligence. I am sent to deliver the

compliments of Mr. and Miss .' They became engaged a few weeks ago, and

promised to get married next Sunday. To the wedding I invite you, lord and lady,

sons and daughters, great and small, as they are in this house. I wish that you visit

them and do them honor and consume the feast. Ten cows, twenty oxen, thirty roast

geese, forty roast pigs, will be well prepared. And a barrel of wine is not yet over

the Rhine. And when the musicians strike up the strings, then may each one after his

liking dance. Also good card games will be prepared, that each one may have his

pleasure. Xow decorate my pretty hat with many a fine ribbon. Have I not said my
speech well, I have at least brought it to a close.

Another poem of this kind is the following :
—

Guten Tag in diesem Haus!

Alle die in Kiiche und Keller sind kommt 'mal heraus

Und horet zu

Was ich Euch erzahlen tu'.

Hier komm' ich her geritten

Und nicht geschritten.

Mein Pferd habe ich mussen bei der Pforte lassen stehn,

Und muss zu Fuss zum Hause eingehn.

Was ich will ist Euch wohl bekannt,

Hochzeitsbitter bin ich genannt

Und ausgesandt

Vom Brautigam und der Braut.

Der Brautigam ist und die Braut

Die Beiden lassen Euch freundlich griissen und bitten,

Knecht und Magd, Jung und Alt, Gross und Klein,

So wie sie im Hause zu finden sein,

Die sollen von mir gegriisset und gebeten sein.

Und wenn Ihr meine Bitte wollt recht verstehn,

So konnt Ihr nachsten Dienstag zum Hause des zur Hochzeit gehn.

Und darnach konnt Ihr Euch laben,

Mit dem was wir haben —
Mit kaltem Bier und Branntewein.

Denk' da wollen wir anfangen ein wenig lustig zu sein.

Da sollt Ihr dann sehen

Den Brautigam bei seiner Geliebten stehen,

Und die Kopulation anhoren,

Wie der Mann die Frau und die Frau den Mann soil ehren.

Und wenn dies alles ist geschehn,

So sollen die Tische mit vielem geriistet stehn.

Und wenn es Euch nicht mehr liist' und schmeckt,

So werden die Tische wieder abgedeckt.

Und darnach will ich Euch verschaffen Raum und Platz, Feu'r und Licht,

Damit ein jeder kann sehen was er verricht.

Doch von weiterem zu erzahlen fallt mir zu schwer,

Gebt mir 'mal was zu trinken her.

Ein Glas Bier ist nicht zu viel,

Zwei ist mein rechtes Ziel.

Wollt Ihr mich 'mal traktieren ?

VOL. XXI.— NO. 80. 5
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Sonst will ich lieber ein Haus weiter marschieren.

Und wer nun eine schone Jungfrau will sein,

Die schmvicke mein' Hut mit ein' schon Bandlein.

Was ich nicht bin, das kann ich noch werden,

Und was ich nicht weiss, das kann ich noch lernen.

Habe ich meine Rede nicht gut gemacht,

So habe ich sie doch kurz zu Ende gebracht.

A free translation of this poem is the following :

—
Good dav to all in this house ! All who are in the kitchen and cellar, let them come

out and listen to what I shall tell you. Hither I have come riding and not walking.

My horse I had to leave standing at the gate and come a-foot to the house. What I

wish is well known to you. Hochzeitsbitter I am called and sent by the bridegroom and

the bride. The groom is , the bride . The two greet you kindly and pray that

the man-sen-ant and the maid-servant, young and old, great and small, as they are found

in this house, shall be kindly greeted by me. And if you wish to understand my invita-

tion better, then you may come next Tuesday to the home of Mr. to attend the

wedding. And after that you may refresh yourselves with cold beer and with brandy.

I fancy there we shall begin to be merry. There you shall see the groom stand beside

his bride and listen to the marriage ceremony, how the husband his wife and the wife

her husband shall honor. And when all this is done, then the tables shall be set. And
when you have satisfied your appetite, then the tables shall be cleared away. After that

I'll provide room and space, fire and light, that each may see what he does. But to tell

more is too hard for me. Give me something to drink. One glass of beer is not too

much, two is my real capacity. Will you give me something to drink ? Otherwise I

desire to go a house farther. Now, she who wishes to be a good girl let her decorate

my hat with pretty ribbons. What I am not, I may yet become, and that which I do

not know I may yet learn. If I have not made my speech well, I have at least made it

short and have brought it to a close.

The next poem plainly shows how imperfectly these things are remem-
bered. The young farmer from whom these lines were obtained had
served as Braulbitler some few years ago. The first part seems pretty

well remembered. The close, however, suddenly comes to an abrupt

stop.

Guten Tag! Guten Tag in diesem Haus!

Die Hochzeitsgiiste bitt' ich heraus.

Hochzeitsbitter ist mein Begehr,

Und wenn es auch nicht gefallig war'.

Es lassen Euch griissen der Briiutigam und die Braut

Ihr sollt am nachsten Donnerstag zur Hochzeit kommen.
Dazu lad' ich Euch alle ein,

Gross und klein,

Und wie sie hier im Hause sein.

Potztausend, bald hatt' ich noch eins vergessen —
Die Hausfrau oder die Jungfrau

Muss mir den Hut noch bckranzen.

Among the poems which came into my possession, there is one which

is not used by the Concordia Germans any more. It was used some
years ago, however, as I am assured by trustworthy persons. It is not

an invitation to the wedding, as will be seen; but it shows the survival

of another custom, namely that of some one going to fetch the bride

to the place where the wedding is to take place. This person may have
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been a near kinsman or a good friend. Besides asking for the bride,

the messenger admonishes the maid to observe certain things which

will give her and those associated with her pleasure.

This is the poem:—
Guten Tag in diesem Haus,

Mit einem gewiinschten Hochzeitsgruss

!

Ich bin ausgesandt von dem Herrn Brautigam,

Um die Jungfrau Braut zu holen.

1st sie hier so wollen wir stille stehn,

1st sie nicht hier so wollen wir weiter gehen.

1st sie hier

So trete sie herfiir.

Der Brautigam wartet mit Verlangen,

Mit Freuden wird er dich empfangen,

An seinem Herd in seinem Haus.

Das Haus zier Du mit Reinlichkeit,

Dass Ordnung herrsche jederzeit.

Sei Du zu allem niitze.

O dann wird man stets Dich lieben,

Nie betriiben.

Deinem Stande

Mache Du Ehre und keine Schande.

Die Schwiegereltern Hebe.

Sei Du ihnen stets von Herzen gut

Und sind sie traurig mach' ihnen Mut.

Tu' es aus Kindesliebe.

O dann ist die Ehe
Ohne Wehe.

Keine Leiden

Werden Dich vom Frieden scheiden.

The English of this poem is the following :
—

Good day to all in this house, with a welcome wedding greeting! I am sent by

the groom to fetch the bride. If she is here, I will remain here; if she is not here, I

will go on. If she is here, then let her step forth. The groom waits with longing, with

joy to receive thee, at his hearth in his house. The house thou shalt adorn with clean-

liness that order may reign at all times. Be thou useful in all things. Oh, then one

will ever love thee, never grieve thee. To thy station lend thou honor and no dishonor.

Thy parents-in-law do thou honor, be good to them from thy heart, and if they are

sorrowful, give them courage. Do it in the love of a child. Oh, then is the married

state without suffering. Xo discomfort will separate thee from peace.

University of Missouri,

Columbia, Mo.
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NOTES ON FOLK-MEDICINE.

BY CHARLES BUNDY WILSON.

In view of the fact that the matter that I am about to present may
seem trivial, if not ridiculous, I wish at the outset to defend the dignity

of the study of folk-medicine by quoting from an authority ' on the

subject.

"To collect odd phrases and scraps of folk-lore and string them to-

gether for the benefit of the curious is not to investigate folk-lore; it is

rather to bring ill-deserved ridicule upon a study which has not for its

object the pastime of a leisure hour, but the investigation of the great-

est problem which man can solve— the growth of his mental faculties.

If students of folk-lore had any less end in view, they could not ask for

their pursuit serious consideration; and they would deserve neither

sympathy nor assistance in their work. It is as a serious contribution

to the history of man's life in this world from the dawn of his intellec-

tual being that each work based on investigation of primitive habits and

primitive phases of thought must be regarded. It does not appear to be

vain to believe that by such inquiry there is more probability of ulti-

mate knowledge of this difficult subject being reached, than by almost

any other way, if it is possible^ as I believe it is, to go back by the aid

of folk-lore to ages, and, what is of more importance, to stages of life

and thought which can otherwise in no way be reached."

The poet Schiller, too, must have recognized the dignity of the study

of old customs when he wrote in his "Maria Stuart, " —
Ein tiefer Sinn wohnt in den alten Brauchcn;

Man muss sie ehrcn.

The material for this paper was found in remedies preserved by

German-Americans now living in eastern Iowa. Some of the remedies

have been preserved by tradition, and others in a booklet, the exact title

of which is as follows :
—

Americanisches

Noth- und Hulfs-Buchlein;

Enthaltend

Hausmittel und Rccepte

fur

allcrlcy Krankhcitcn und Zufalle in Mcnschcn und Vieh.

Hauptsai hlich

aus den hinterlassenen Manusi ripten eines zu seiner Zeit beruhmt

gewesenen krztes in Virginia gezogen.

1 tsnaburg, Stark County, Ohio;

Gcdruckt und zu haben bey Heinrich Kurtz. 1837.

1 Black, Folk-Medicine: A Chapter in the History of Culture, London, 1883, p. 2x4.
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According to tradition, as related to me by Mr. William D. Lichty,

of Johnson County, Iowa, Kurtz was formerly a German minister who
lived in Pennsylvania. Through the kindness of Mr. Lichty, whose faith

is strong and whose integrity is unquestioned, the writer has had access

to a copy of this rare booklet, which is treasured almost as sacredly as

the Bible. It has been worn by years of service and soiled by reverent

hands. Not all the remedies in the collection can be classified under

folk-medicine, for some probably have real medical value. They were

widely used in western Pennsylvania seventy-five years ago, it is said,

and there are some persons whose faith in them is still unshaken. They
are so closely bound with the life of these people and their families that

this fact has preserved them. The book was sacred to the owner's

mother, and that in itself would keep the son's faith alive.

Among the early Germanic peoples the healing art was connected with

religious rites, as the charms and incantations testify, and later there

appeared the beginning of a science in the selection of herbs and simples,

as is well known. A confusion of both methods may be seen in this

collection of cures. I believe that many of these remedies, naive as they

may seem, have a direct bearing upon the history of thought and faith.

Space will permit the selection of only a few that seem to have interest

for students of folk-medicine. In the translation I have endeavored to

preserve the simple style. What may be taken as an introduction is

not a remedy for disease, but a preventive of disease.

HEALTH.

"Eat slowly. Always have on your table salt, pepper, parsley, sage,

garlic, and a raw onion." Page 52.

NOSEBLEED.

Of the various cures for nosebleed the following are the most inter-

esting :
—

"Pull out hairs from under the arms of the one whose nose bleeds.

Take an uneven number as three, five, seven, or nine, and hold them in

the nose of the patient. The bleeding will stop at once." Page 18.

Note that the numbers are magic or mystic numbers. Hair seems to

have had mysterious qualities. In the neighborhood of Worms x there

is a belief that combed-out hair, if thrown on the highway, lays you

open to witchcraft. In Swabia 2 there is a superstition that hair that is

cut off must be burnt, or thrown into running wrater. If a bird carries it

away, the person's hair will fall out. According to a belief in the w-estern

part of Scotland, 3
if a bird used any human hair for building its nest,

the person whose hair was used would become liable to headaches, and

1 Grimm, Teutonic Mythology, tr. Stallybrass, London, 1882, vol. iv, p. 1799.
2

Ibid. p. 1804. 3 Black, Folk-Medicbte, p. 16.
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ultimately become bald. This superstition has its explanation in the

belief that the bird was an evil spirit or a witch. In Devonshire x there is a

belief that you can give a neighbor ague by burying a dead man's hair

under his threshold. A Scotch 2 cure for epilepsy is to bury cuttings of

hair below the patient's bed. Magic lies in the hair according to Grimm

;

3

consider the elf-lock and the elf-knot ; witches have all their hair shaven

off. To cure warts, 4 a common remedy was to tie as many knots on a

hair as there were warts and throw the hair away. A German cherished 5

his hair as a visible sign of freedom. Among the Frisians men taking an

oath touched their hair or beard. Grimm tells how those who were to

be beheaded took measures to save from stain of blood their golden hair.

It was a criminal offense 6
to let a slave's hair grow long. Black reports 7

that in Devonshire, and in Scotland, when a child has whooping-cough

a hair is taken from its head, put between slices of bread and butter,

and given to a dog. If in eating it the dog cough, the whooping-cough

will be transferred to the animal, and the child go free. In some parts

of Ireland, when one has been attacked with scarlet fever, some of the

sick person's hair is cut off and passed down the throat of a donkey, which

is supposed to receive the disease at once. Thomas 8 reports that in Asia

Minor the hair of the dog which has bitten a man is used to cure the bite.

All these beliefs and practices have an interest in their bearing upon

the use of hair to cure bleeding of the nose. Other cures for nosebleed

are as follows

:

:

—
"Hold a little dragon's blood (from a dragon-tree) in the hand

awhile, and the nose will stop bleeding." Page 27.

"Take a fresh egg; open it on the large end and empty it. Fill the

shell half full of blood, and then place it in hot ashes, but do not let any

ashes get into the shell. As soon as the blood becomes hot and hard, the

bleeding of the nose will gradually cease." Page 34.

"Burn cork ; make it fine, and put it in the nose." Page 24.

Compare this last cure with the English belief
9 that cork has the

power of keeping off cramp if placed between the sheets of one's bed.

Sometimes cork garters are made by sewing together thin pieces of cork

between two ribbons. As popular belief has established an association

between nosebleed and love-sickness, the next remedy may appropri-

ately be recorded with those just given.

INSANITY CAUSED BY LOVE.

"Melt a half ounce of saltpeter in a quart of well-water, and let the

patient drink it when he is thirsty." Page 36.

1 Black, Folk-Medicine, p. 27.
2 Ibid. p. 172

8 Vol. iv, p. 1631. 4 Black, p. 185.
8 Gummere, Germanic Origins, New York, 1892, pp. 59, 60.
8 Ibid. p. 281. 7 Black, p. 35.
8 Folk-Lore, vol. xii, p. 191. 8 Black, p. 199.
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HOMESICKNESS.

"Take a good charge of gunpowder, and sew it on the inside of the

shirt near the neck of the one suffering with homesickness." Page 24.

The significance of gunpowder I have not been able to discover, but

remedies are very often tied on or worn fastened around the arm, neck,

or waist. Grimm 1 quotes many examples illustrating this practice. The
apparent success of a much advertised "electric belt" is perhaps to be

attributed to a lingering belief in the charm of the amulet.

MELANCHOLY.

"Take two handfuls of milfoil or yarrow, one dram of root of ele-

campane, and the same amount of sassafras, and steep them as you

would tea. Drink this and continue the use of it. It is excellent."

Page 37.

The emotions are indeed closely associated, and the sense of humor
is not lacking in the temperament of the people who use these remedies,

as the next cure for melancholy shows.

"Take root of elecampane, and cook it in pure wine, and then let

it cool. Then place a piece of red hot steel in it so that the wine will

become hot again. Take this drink as hot as possible, and continue

repeating the dose. It will soon drive away melancholy." Page 1.

BEAUTY.

"Take common pulverized alum and the white of an egg. Beat them
together, and then heat them. Apply this to the face for two or three

days. Not only will freckles and wrinkles disappear, but the face will

become beautiful and lovely." Page 10.

DIFFIDENCE.

"Take every morning in honey as much arum-root as will lie on the

end of a case-knife, and continue its use for some time." Page 31.

Among the early Germanic races honey was prized far beyond any

standard of our age, and finally bees 2 passed into religion and super-

stition. Honey became a precious thing among the Germanic gods, and
it was the main ingredient of their drink.

DEAFNESS.

"Take a black radish ; cut the top off as one cuts the top off a turnip

;

then dig out the inside like a turnip
;
put this on a china plate or platter,

for pewter is not good. Mix salt with it, and then put it back into the

shell of the radish ; fasten the top on again, and let it stand twelve hours.

Then take it out again
;
put it in a cloth, and squeeze the juice into a

1 Vol. iv, p. 1
1 73.

2 Black, p. 39.
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glass
;
put it in the sun ; it will be ready for use in forty-eight hours.

Place three or four drops in the ears every night." Page 13.

In considering the radish as a cure for deafness, it is interesting to

note that it was likewise used to cause temporary deafness. In Cock-

ayne's " Saxon Leechdoms," vol. ii, p. 343, advice x
is given somewhat

as follows :
" To escape a 'curtain lecture,' or to guard oneself against a

woman's chatter, one should taste at night without other food a radish,

and chatter will not be able to harm him." In Scotland and England 2

it was the onion, not the radish, that was used to cure deafness. In the

former country ants' eggs were mixed with the juice of onions and

dropped into the ear. The use of ants' eggs may have some connection

with the old Germanic custom of burying 3 diseases and remedies in an

ant-hill.

WHITLOW.

"Bind on the letters lasvsra." Page 17.

I do not know what this charm means. It is as obscure as one 4 for

toothache used in Germany in the eighteenth century, which was as

follows: Write either nagwe or magrodus with chalk on the table.

If you write nagwe, you must pierce every letter with a needle. If you

write magrodus, you must pierce every letter with a knife, and at each

thrust ask the patient whether he feels anything, nagwe is used when

the upper teeth are affected, and magrodus when the lower teeth are

affected.

RHEUMATISM.

"Every evening, when you take off your shoes, place them upside

down so that the heels and the soles will be up and the foot-opening

down. Continue this a while." Page 1.

This remedy may be explained under the head of the transference of

disease common not only in Germany but in Mexico, Ireland, Persia, and

elsewhere. The idea is that the rheumatism is transferred to the floor

or earth by turning the shoes upside down. In Thuringia, for instance,

there is a belief that a rag or any small article touched by a sick person,

and then hung on a bush, imparts the malady to any person who may
touch this article in passing, and frees the sick man from the disease.

May not the principles of contagious diseases be connected with this

old belief? But in the case of contagious diseases the sick person in

transferring the disease is not cured.

It has not been possible to make a historical investigation of all the

cures presented in this brief paper, to say nothing of the whole series.

1 Quoted by Black, p. 203. 2 Ibid. p. 193.
s Grimm, vol. iii, p. 1169.
4 BeitrSge zur Yolkskundt, Festschrift fur Karl Wcinhold, Brcslau, 1896, p. 113.
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Enough has been given, however, to indicate that there are problems,

even in folk-medicine, still awaiting solution, and that the field is indeed

rich. If we grant that folk-medicine is really an outgrowth of the sincere

thoughts and devout beliefs of the minds of the masses, of the common
faith of the common people, then it is not vain to hope that illustrations

of man's mental history will be found by studying collections of classified

facts, and that the investigation of things and superstitions that seem

trivial, if not ridiculous, may after all be dignified and "not unworthy

of systematic analysis."

The State University of Iowa,

Iowa City, Iowa.
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NINETEENTH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
FOLK-LORE SOCIETY.

The Society met at the University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois, in

affiliation with the American Anthropological Association and Section

H of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, from

December 30, 1907, to January 3, 1908.

The Council of the Society met on Tuesday, December 31, 1907, at

2 30 p. M., at the Field Museum of Natural History.
"

The Society held its annual business meeting on Wednesday, January

1 1908, at the Haskell Assembly Room, University of Chicago.

'

The Treasurer presented his report for the period from December

24, 1906, to December 24, i9°7-

RECEIPTS.

Balance from last statement
Si^ 1 -01

^ 1 A ^ . . 8lO.IO
Receipts from annual dues

Subscriptions to Publication Fund i43-oc

Sales through Houghton, Mifflin & Co. (net of mailing and other

expenses)

:

,, 172.42
Memoirs

Journal of American Folk-Lore, September 1, 1905, to June 1,

1907, less 10 per cent, commission, and charges for express-

age, mailing, printing, etc 33-3

California Branch, S. A. Barrett, Treasurer 42.05

[owa Branch, Edward K. Putnam, Secretary I2 -°°

Interest account on balance, Old Colony Trust Co. (less charge

for collection)
37-37

$3,492.3!

DISBURSEMENTS.

Houghton, Mifflin & Co, for manufacture of Journal of Ameri-

can Folk-Lore, Nos. 75, 76, 77, 78 *M33-09

Houghton, Mifflin & Co, for manufacture of "Los Pastores" . 690.83

Houghton, Mifflin & Co, for printing 1000 memo. "To the

'

. .1.60
Author

Houghton, Mifflin & Co, for publishing 200 copies of " Open Let-

ter to Members" ' ' '

2

Houghton, Mifflin & Co., for pulling proofs of mailing list
. .

2.25

Caustic, Claflin & Co., Cambridge, Mass, printing for Secretary . 2.25

II. M. Hight, Boston, Mass., printing bill-forms, letter-headings,

envelopes, etc
o.

Old Colony Trust Co, 12 shillings deposited as $3 ... .

°
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Treasurer's postage $8.00

Secretary's postage 10.75

Harvard Cooperative Society, for Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, hand-

stamp, pad, typewriter paper, printing, and folded covers . 4.60

Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, Acting Permanent Secretary, typewriting

and express 2.00

Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, Acting Permanent Secretary, express on

books belonging to the Society in the possession of Mr. Xewell . 2.90

Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, Acting Permanent Secretary, for photo-

graph and print of Mr. W. \V. Xewell for Journal .... .95

Edward W. Wheeler, Cambridge, Mass., printing cards, bill-

forms, envelopes, etc 17.75

Dr. Franz Boas, part of expenses of the Joint Committee of the

A. A. A. S., to memorialize the Carnegie Institution in regard

to the organization of anthropological work, — postage, type-

writing, and printing 6.00

Rebate to Boston Branch, A. R. Tisdale, Treasurer .... 35-oo

Rebate to Cambridge Branch, M. L. Fernald, Treasurer . . 23.00

Rebate to Missouri Branch, Miss M. L. Dalton, 1 Treasurer . . 13.50

Rebate to Arizona Branch, Mrs. F. J. McCormack, Treasurer . 7.00

Miss Elizabeth Coggins, Cambridge, Mass., typewriting for R. B.

Dixon, President 1.35

Old Colony Trust Co., collecting one check under new system . .10

$1,973.58

Balance to new account 1,518.73

$3 49 2 -3

1

Eliot W. Rexiick, Treasurer.

This report was duly accepted, and the President nominated a com-

mittee, consisting of Messrs. A. M. Tozzer, H. J. Spinden, R. G. Fuller,

to audit the same.

The following nominations were presented by a Nominating Com-
mittee appointed from the Council.

President, Professor Roland B. Dixon, Harvard University.

First Vice-President, Professor H. M. Belden, University of

Missouri.

Second Vice-President, Professor E. K. Putnam, Davenport

Academy of Sciences.

Editor of Journal, Professor Franz Boas, Columbia University.

Permanent Secretary, Dr. Alfred M. Tozzer, Harvard Univer-

sity.

Treasurer, Mr. Eliot W. Remick, Boston, Massachusetts.

1 Died June, 1907.
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Councillors (for three years) : Dr. J. R. Swanton, Bureau of Eth-

nology, Washington, D. C. ; Professor P. E. Goddard, University of

California ; Mrs. Zelia Nuttall, Mexico City. (For two years) : Mr.

F. A. Golder, Tempe, Arizona; Dr. H. M. Hurd, Baltimore. (For

one year) : Dr. C. Wissler, American Museum of Natural History

;

Miss Alice C. Fletcher, Washington, D. C.

The following are also members of the Council, either as Past Presi-

dents of the Society within five years, or as Presidents of local Branches:

Professor Livingston Farrand, Professor G. L. Kittredge, Professor A. L.

Kroeber, Professor F. W. Putnam, Professor R. B. Perry, Mr. Charles

Keeler, Colonel J. H. McClintock, Miss Mary A. Owen, Professor

Charles B. Wilson.

The Acting Secretary was empowered to cast a single ballot for the

officers as nominated. This was done, and they were duly declared

elected.

On Wednesday, January 1, 1908, Professor R. B. Dixon gave his

Presidential Address on "Some Aspects of the American Shaman."

The following papers were some of those appearing on the programme

of the joint sessions of the three Societies :
—

Professor Franz Boas, "A Report of the Committee on the Con-

cordance of American Mythology."

Professor Charles B. Wilson, "A Number Form from Folk-Lore

Medicine."

Dr. A. M. Tozzer, "A Note on Star-Lore among the Navajos."

Mr. H. J. Spinden, "The Mythology of the Nez Perce Indians."

Mr. V. Stefansson, "The Treatment of Disease among the Mac-

kenzie River Eskimos."

The following abstract of a portion of the report of the Acting

Secretary to the Council in regard to the activities of the Society, its

condition and relative strength as compared with former years, was

read and ordered printed :
—

The death of Mr. William Wells Newell, the Permanent Secretary,

came as a blow to the members of the Society on January 21, 1907.

As Founder of the Society, Editor of the Journal of American Folk-

Lore from 1888 to 1900, Permanent Secretary since the beginning of

the Society, and the main inspirer of folk-lore research in America,

his loss is most keenly felt by a large circle, and more especially by the

officers and members of the Folk-Lore Sock t v.

The Council of the general Society and the officers of the various

Branches passed resolutions of respect upon the death of Mr. Newell.

A Memorial Meeting was held in the First Parish Church, Cambridge,

on Sunday, March 10, 1907, through the initiation of the Folk-Lore

Society. An account of this meeting, together with a copy of the resolu-
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tions passed by the various Branches, was given in the Journal of Ameri-

can Folk-Lore for January-March, 1907 (vol. xx, no. lxxvi).

The encouraging results set forth in the report which follows are in

great part due to the energies and devotion of Mr. Newell in behalf of

the Society.

GENERAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT. BALANCES IN THE TREASURY ON
DECEMBER 3 1 FROM 19OO TO I907.

1900, $1435-45 J 9°4, $1240.47

1901, 1868.32 !9o5> 1429.97

1902, 2195.88 1906, 1931,01

1903, 2313.85 1907, 1518.73

The balances for the years 1904 and 1907 show a falling off owing

to the publication of Memoirs during these years. It will be seen that

with these exceptions the figures show a very slight decline from the

years marked by the largest balance, 1902, 1903.

NUMBER OF MEMBERS IN THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE SOCIETY FROM
I9OO TO I907.
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Arizona Branch,
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possible to carry on the Branches upon the rebate of fifty cents per

member. The Missouri Branch has suffered a loss in the death of its

Treasurer, Miss Mary L. Dalton.

The California Branch, owing to peculiar conditions upon the Pacific

Coast, has found it impossible to pay its necessary expenses upon the

usual rebate. It is recommended that this matter be taken under con-

sideration by the Council, and that some definite agreement be entered

into between the California Branch and the general Society to govern

the present as well as future years.

During the year 1907 the Iowa Branch was founded under most

promising conditions.

The success which has marked the founding of the new state branches

might well be duplicated in other States. It should be the endeavor of

the Council and members of the Society to interest persons residing

in different parts of the country in founding local or state branches.

Negotiations are now under way with several persons in relation to

starting branches. The Secretary would be glad to receive any com-

munication in regard to suitable persons who might be induced to

interest themselves in such an object.

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE JOURNAL OF AMERICAN FOLK-LORE.

The cost of publishing the Journal averages about $1000 a year.

There are four numbers, and this cost includes all the expenses connected

with mailing as well as printing the publication. The total cost for the

years from 1900 to 1907 was $8061.84. The net receipts from member-

ship dues and for subscriptions from libraries and other institutions

for the same period was $7963.19, showing that for the last eight years,

there has been a loss of $98.05. For the year 1907, the Journal has more
than paid for itself.

This is satisfactory as far as it goes, but such a condition does not

warrant increasing the size of the Journal and thus increasing the

cost. An enlargement will become necessary in the course of the growth

of the Journal in importance and in scope. This increase in cost ought

to be covered by a corresponding increase in the number of libraries

subscribing to the Journal as well as by an addition to the membership.

There has been a slow and steady rise in the number of libraries and
other institutions subscribing to the Journal with 76 in 1900 and 109

in 1907. This number could undoubtedly be increased, and the Sec-

retary suggests that some means be taken to interest College libraries

and those of other institutions which are not now upon the list.

NUMBER OF BACK COPIES OF JOURNAL NOW ON HAND.

It has been found that there is a great difference in the number of

back copies of the Journal now in the hands of the publishers, ranging
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all the way from eight of one issue to one hundred and over of others.

There are, therefore, but eight complete sets of full volumes of the Journal.

Some method should be adopted so that these complete sets might be

sold. Complete volumes could then be offered when they do not break

into the full sets, and single copies in turn when they are in excess of

the number of each issue which is being kept to fill out the sets and

volumes.

FINANCIAL CONDITION OF THE MEMOIRS OF THE AMERICAN FOLK-LORE

SOCIETY.

Nine Memoirs have been published by the Society at a total cost of

$7379.43. The total receipts from the sale of Memoirs through the

publishers and through the Secretary have been $5046.54. The total

subscriptions to the Publication Fund have been $4073, making a total

receipt of $9119.54. This compared with the total cost shows that there

has been a net gain on the nine Memoirs of $1740.11.

This is in a way very satisfactory. The appearance of the Memoirs

has been very irregular, and the conditions are not such as to suppose

that a Memoir appearing every year would pay for itself. The nine

volumes have not paid for themselves without the aid of the Publication

Fund.

There has been a decided fluctuation in the receipts from this fund

since the year 1894, when it was started. Then it reached the sum of

$673. It steadily decreased from that figure to $110 in 1905. Since

that time there has been a very slight increase, reaching $143 in 1907.

It is essential that this fund be kept up and increased so as to make
possible the appearance of a Memoir every year. A little extra work

on the part of the officers of the Society might easily tend to increase

the number of subscribers to this fund.

It is furthermore recommended that the Publication Fund be kept

entirely separate from the general account of the Society. This has not

been done in the past. The Publication Fund should rightly be an in-

vested fund to include all the subscriptions. Those from life members

mighl well be added to this fund.

The ninth volume of the series of Memoirs of the American Folk-

Lore Society appeared in 1907, "Los Pastorcs," a Mexican Miracle

Play. Translation, Introduction, and Notes by M. R. Cole. With Illus-

trations and Music, pp. xxxi + 234. It is gratifying to note the reception

which has been given this last Memoir of the Society.

Number of Memoirs now on hand : vol. i, o; vol. ii, 45; vol. iii, 28;

vol. iv, o; vol. v, 56; vol. vi, 269; vol. vii, 152 ; vol. viii, 221 ; vol. ix, 396.
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THE TENTH MEMOIR.

It was proposed to publish as the Tenth Memoir a collection of

Maryland Folk-Tales. Certain delays which have occurred seem to

make it advisable to postpone this publication until the manuscript is

in the hands of the Publication Committee.

This Committee are now considering the question of the advisability

of publishing as the Tenth Memoir a complete and classified index of

the twenty volumes of the Journal of American Folk-Lore (1888-1907),

which are now complete.

Several other manuscripts are also under consideration which are avail-

able for publication as Memoirs.

The Secretary is pleased to record that the following recommenda-

tions were taken up by the Council and rules passed which covered

them.

Members whose dues are two years in arrears shall be dropped from

membership unless otherwise regulated by action of the Council.

All dues must be paid before April 1 in order that the local Branch

may receive the rebate. All dues paid after this date are not subject to

the rebate unless by special ruling of the Council. This rule does not of

course apply to branches which are founded immediately before or after

April 1.

The Treasurer shall be requested to keep a separate account for

the Publication Fund and all receipts and expenditures in relation to the

Memoirs.

It will be seen from the preceding report that the Society is in a pros-

perous condition. The outlook is bright and a period of renewed use-

fulness seems assured. It has been planned to enlarge the scope of the

Journal so as to include articles not only on the folk-lore of the American

Indians and the negroes, but upon other aspects of the subject as well.

It seems certain that there is a distinct field in America for a publication

limiting itself to the general subject of folk-lore, but not by any means
confined to any one side of this study.

I cannot close this report without taking this opportunity of thanking

the publishers of the Journal and the Memoirs for the most obliging

way in which they have met my many questions regarding the past his-

tory of the Society.

Alfred M. Tozzer,

Permanent Secretary.

vol. xxi. — no. 80. 6
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Algonkian Words in American English. — As a further contribution

to the studies of "Algonkian words in American English," allow me to offer

the following expression, which I heard a short time ago: "To go a pretty

good hickory" i. e. to go at a pretty good rate of speed. This was the first

time I ever heard it used, and I have been wondering whether the expression

is general, either in Canada or the United States.

W. J. Wintemberg.

Washington, Ont., Canada.

Fornvannen.— The Manadsblad of the Royal Academy of Letters, His-

tory and Archaeology of Stockholm ceased publication with the volume for

1906. Its place has been taken by Fornvannen, Meddelanden fran K.

Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademien, edited by Emil Ekhoff . The
first volume (for the year 1906) contains 328 pages. Besides archaeolo-

gical, numismatic articles, etc., the following of interest to folklorists are

included: —
Boethius (J.), Levander (L.), and Noreen (A.), Modern Runic inscrip-

tions of the Province of Dalarna, pp. 63-69.

Hildebrand (H.), The ascension (himmelsfard) of Alexander the Great,

pp. 44-48.

Leijonhufvud (S.), Mediaeval formula for blessing food in Gotland, pp.

Laffler (L. Fr.), Runic inscriptions on four Danish baptismal fonts, pp.

181-185.

Stjerna (K.), The dragon's treasure in the poem of Beowulf, pp. 1 19-144.

Pages 299-328 are taken up with the Proceedings, etc., of the Academy.

Orkney and Shetland Old Lore.— The Viking Club (Society for

Northern Research) of London, founded in 1892 as the Orkney, Shetland,

and Northern Society, has issued Orkney and Shetland Old Lore, vol. i,

pt. i, January, 1907 (pp. 1-50), and vol. ii, April, 1907 (pp. 51-82); also

Orkney and Shetland Records (Diplomatarium Orcadense et Hialtlandense),

vol. i, pt. i (pp. 1-40), and vol. i, pt. ii (pp. 1-32).

The periodical is published under the general title of " Orkney and Shet-

land Old Lore Series of the Viking Club," consisting of two separate volumes,

the "Miscellany," and the "Diplomatarium." The series was established

in 1907, for the purpose of "bringing together materials for the history of

Orkney and Shetland, as well as of the Norse race in the North of Scotland,

from all available sources, whether printed works, manuscripts, archaeology,

folk-lore, or otherwise; it will be a medium of notes and queries for all

interested in these subjects." The series will be issued quarterly, with

occasional Special Works. Folk-Lore, Dialect Words, Place-Names, etc.,

will receive due attention. A translation of Professor Haegrtad's " Hil-

dinakvael," or Foula ballad, by G. F. Black, is in progress. Reprints of rare

works, tracts, law papers, etc., will be published. The first two numbers are

very promising. A fund of £2000 is to be raised, the interest of which will

be used to make special researches into "dialects, folk-lore, and place-names
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of Orkney, Shetland, and the North of Scotland," and to print the results

of such studies. The contents of the first two numbers of the "Miscellany"

include articles on: Two Jacobean Sonnets Written in Orkney (J. S. Clous-

ton), Dividing Seaweed 100 Years Ago (J. T. Smith Leask), Some Old-time

Shetlandic Wrecks (R. S. Bruce), An Arcadian Battle, a Hundred Years

Ago (J. T. Smith Leask), The Authorship of Orneyinga Saga (J. Stefannson),

A Legend of Shetland from Fljdtsdaela Saga. I (W. G. Collingwood). The
Orkney and Shetland records include: Extracts from Adam of Bremen
referring to the Earliest Bishops of Orkney, and other later documents of

similar import and of an ecclesiastical nature; Orkney and Shetland Sasines,

1623-24. The President of the Viking Club is W. G. Collingwood, M. A.,

F. S. A., the Honorary President Dr. Hans Hildebrand, Antiquary Royal

of Sweden. It appears that Canada has one Orkney and Shetland Society,

at Toronto; the United States three, at Buffalo, Chicago, and Portland,

Oregon.

Cultura Espanola.— In 1906 was begun in Madrid the publication

of Cultura Espanola, a journal devoted to history, literature, philology, fine

arts, philosophy, international questions, pedagogy, etc., and having among
its editors and contributors some of the most distinguished Spanish men of

letters and science, artists, etc. Americanist studies, folk-lore, etc., are

properly represented in the programme of the new periodical. Among the

articles in the first number is one by Menendez Pidal on " Los Romances
Tradicionales en America ;

" in the third number a valuable folk-lore contribu-

tion by M. Jules Humbert on "El Arbol de la Yida en Orinoco,"— treating

of the moriche palm among the Indians (Tamanacos, etc.) of the Orinoco.

Owing to an error, the statement was omitted that the Tlingit myths pub-

lished in the last number of the Journal are translations from the work of

Veniaminov, " Description of the Unalashka Group of Islands," vol. iii, pp.

36-55-

LOCAL MEETINGS.

MISSOURI BRANCH.

The Missouri Folk-Lore Society held its second annual meeting at Wash-
ington University, St. Louis, February 8, 1908. Papers were read as fol-

lows :
—

1. "Current Superstitions," Miss Mary A. Owen, St. Joseph.

2. "Survivals of old German Marriage-Customs among the Low Germans
of West Missouri," Dr. William G. Bek, Columbia.

3. "The Creation Myth from Calabar," Mrs. A. C. Woods, St. Louis.

4- "Yiddish Folk Stories and Songs in St. Louis." Miss Leah R. Yoffie,

St. Louis.

5. "Folk-Lore of the Kaw or Kansas Indians," Rev. J. Spencer, Slater.

The Society passed memorial resolutions upon the death of Mr. Newell,
which occurred just after its first meeting, and of, Miss Dalton, Librarian
of the Missouri Historical Society, and first treasurer of the Missouri Folk-
Lore Society, which occurred June 13, 1907.

Officers for 1908 were elected as follows:—
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President, Miss Mary A. Owen, St. Joseph.

Vice-Presidents, Professor H. C. Penn, St. Louis.

Hon. C. W. Clarke, Kansas City.

Secretary, Professor H. M. Belden, Columbia.

Treasurer, Mrs. L. D. Ames, Columbia.

Director, W. S. Johnson, Tuscumbia.

The Society was entertained most hospitably by Washington University,

to whose officers and to the local committee (Miss Jones and Professor

Penn) is chiefly due the success of the meeting.

H. M. Belden, Secretary.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENT.

EDITED BY ALEXANDER F. CHAMBERLAIN.
Address : Clark University, Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

REVIEWS.

The Indians' Book. An offering by the American Indians of Indian Lore,

Musical and Narrative, to form a record of the songs and legends of their

race. Recorded and edited by Natalie Curtis. Illustrated from photo-

graphs and from original drawings by Indians. New York and London:
Harper & Brothers, publishers, 1907.

In " The Indians' Book " Miss Natalie Curtis has made a valuable addi-

tion to the folk-lore of America. The purpose of the book is stated to be:
" An offering by the American Indians of Indian Lore, Musical and Narra-

tive, to form a record of the Songs and Legends of Indian Life." The plan

by which this purpose was to be made good was original with Miss Curtis,

and she has carried it out in a generous and sympathetic spirit. Of the

gathering of the material and her appeal for its collection she writes: " By
rail, by wagon, and by horse, over prairie and desert, the white friend jour-

neyed from tribe to tribe, seeking the Indians with open friendship, and
everywhere meeting their warm response. In nearly every instance a chief

was visited first and the purpose of the book explained to him. Would he

and his people join in the making of a book to be the Indians' own— a book
which should keep for all time the songs and stories of their race? The olden

days were gone; the buffalo had vanished from the plains; even so would
there soon be lost forever the songs and stories of the Indian. But there was
a way to save them to the life and memory of their children, and that was
to write them, even as the white man writes. The white friend had come to

be the pencil in the hand of the Indian.
" Thus was the book undertaken primarily for the Indian, in the hope

that this, their own volume, when placed in the hands of their children,

might help to revive for the younger generation that sense of the dignity

and worth of their race which is the Indians' birthright, and without which
no people can progress.

" With enthusiasm that was touching in its gladness, the Indians responded

to the appeal. ... All realized that they walked in the sunset hour of their

native life and that the night was soon to come.
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" Each contributor himself chose what songs or stories he wished to put

into the book, sometimes spending hours in deliberation. . . . Old men and

young, mothers and maidens— all types of the people were sought, that the

collection might reflect as fully as possible the many sides of Indian life.

Especially sought out were the very oldest men, the keepers of the ancient

lore, and these gave stories and songs often entirely unknown to younger

generations, and sometimes in archaic language."

While no exhaustive study is presented touching any of the eighteen tribes

represented in the volume, yet much of " the inner life " of the Indian is

revealed in so free and natural a way as to be of service to the serious student

of folk-lore. This same revelation should lend itself to the furtherance of

Miss Curtis's unselfish undertaking,— "to prove that the Indian has qualities

worthy of a place in civilization."

Owing to historical conditions incident to the settlement of this country

by our race, the Indian has become popularly and officially known as a

fighter. As a result, the ungentle acts incident to actual war have come to be
regarded as representative of his daily life and thought. That in reality he
is naturally " a song maker, poet, and designer," it is difficult for persons

who have not made a close study of his ancient rites and lore to accept as

true, and that " to the Indian, truth, tradition, history, and thought are

preserved in ritual of poetry and song."

Miss Curtis well says: "Indian poetry, like Indian art, is expressed in

symbol. The cloud-form in Indian design is no copy of a cloud, but a con-

ventionalized image that is a symbol, meaning cloud. So in poetry, one

word may be the symbol of a complete idea that, in English, would need a

whole sentence for its expression. Even those who know the language may
not understand the songs unless they know what meaning lies behind the

symbolic words. . . . Where songs belong to sacred ceremonies or secret

societies, the meaning is purposely hidden," save from the initiated.

The treatment of words in rituals that are to be spoken differs from the

treatment of words that occur in songs. In the latter the music bears its full

burden as a means of expression. There are many songs where there are

no words; only vocables are used; the circumstance or rite, of which the song

is a part, takes the place of explanatory words. It is, therefore, as Miss Curtis

remarks, " wellnigh impossible for civilized man to conceive of the impor-

tance of song in the life of the Indian." It " is the breath of the spirit that

consecrates the acts of life." It is true, as the author says, that Indian music

is essentially for singing. He had no instruments to which to transfer for

utterance the melody that arose within him. As the voice was his sole means
of musical expression, there grew up certain conventionalities in his mode
of singing, that were in large measure due to his natural and social environ-

ment; and these brought about certain standards of taste in the manner of

using the voice when rendering songs. " The vocal embellishments, the

strange gutturals, slurs, the accents that make Indian singing so distinctive,"

to quote Miss Curtis, " all this is altogether too subtle and too much a part

of the voice itself to be possible of notation." Nor can this rendering be
imitated by our instruments or our singers. These peculiarities of Indian
singing naturally arrest attention, and are apt to assume an importance to

the ear of the stranger beyond their intrinsic merits, but fortunately they

are not essential to the music itself. If they were, since they cannot be notated
or imitated, it would be impossible to rescue and preserve Indian songs, the
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" spontaneous and sincere expression of the soul of a people." Happily these

peculiarities emphasize conditions more or less artificial, and do not voice

the soul of the people, while the music in its essential qualities, its rhythms,

vibrations, relations of tones and melody, can be notated and preserved, mak-

ing it possible for Indian music to find a place among the folk-songs of our

land.

One hundred and forty-nine of these native songs are given in this volume,

together with the incidents that gave them birth, thus making a record that

will enhance in value as the years go on.

The illustrations are " all made by the Indians," with whom " a sense

of form and color is inborn." The book bears testimony to this statement.

The illustrations represent crude drawings of animals, the delicate lines in

sand painting of symbolic forms, and the symmetrical designs used in pottery

and basketry. The results reached by the training of native talent are shown

in the work of Miss Angel de Cora. The title-page, from her pencil, makes
good her claim to the artistic heritage of her people. It exemplifies the just

and discriminating remark of Miss Curtis on the " art handiwork of the

Indians." " Technique is only the offspring of a larger gift which fashions

the imagery of the cloud, rain, star, and growing corn into symbol, and of

symbols composes decorative designs both beautiful and meaningful."

On two strongly contrasted pages Miss de Cora evidences her versatility,

— one, the beautiful title-page of the Wabanake, where the grasses wave the

name of the people in unison with their handiwork on the birch-bark record

there given; the other, where with fearless and compelling hand she bends

to her use the conventional symbols of the Kwakiutl.

Some of the photographic illustrations are especially happy, as that of the

Hopi singer, Tawakwaptiwa. His face and the story of his song transport one

to another world of thought and faith, — where the dancers move,

That the maiden plants

Upward may help one another to grow.

Out of the wealth of the volume it is difficult to make a typical selection.

It were best to read the book, to drink deep of its charm, which will work
the spell of opening the eyes of our race to the genius that lives in the American
Indian.

The material offered is well arranged and has ample indexes, and both

free and literal translations are given.

As a specimen of book-making the volume is a credit to the publishers.

Type and the execution of the illustrations, all facilitate pleasure in the perusal.

The symbolic designs in bright colors give to the covers a character befitting

the contents of the book.

Alice C. Fletcher.

Bibliography of Anthropology and Folk-Lore, 1906, containing

Works published within the British Empire. Compiled by Northcote W.
Thomas, M. A., F. R. A. I., member of the Folk-Lore Society, 2s. net.

Published for the Joint Committee of the Royal Anthropological Institute

and the Folk-Lore Society.

This bibliography represents an undertaking which requires more than
passing comment. The ever-increasing volume of literature on Anthropology
and Folk-Lore, not merely consisting of separate works, but embodied in
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journals and periodicals of all descriptions, has rendered it a herculean

undertaking merely to look up the material in a single department of either

of these two subjects, and the special investigator is always in danger of

missing some article of cardinal importance. From the present time on, so

far as the British Isles and their dependencies are concerned, this need will

evidently be met, for the pamphlet before us is announced as "the first

annual issue." " It is a continuation," we are informed, " of the Bibliography

of Folk-Lore issued by the Folk-Lore Society in 1906. It deals, as before,

only with works and periodicals published in the British Empire; but a few

periodicals, etc., published in English in non-European countries such as

China are also included. There is no attempt to include more than pre-

historic Archaeology; and only unwritten languages are noticed."

The bibliography proper occupies fifty-two pages, and is arranged under six

main headings, — General, Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and Oceania,—
each of the geographical divisions being again divided under general and
regional subheads. Where possible, in citing each work or article the name
of the author is given first in black type; but where the title of the journal

or periodical has to precede, it is in italics, and all others are in ordinary

type. The more important articles, or those in which the title does not suf-

ficiently indicate the nature of the contents, are accompanied by a few ex-

planatory words in brackets. Important works and papers which could

not be fully indexed are marked by an asterisk. Following the bibliography

is an Index of Periodicals, and finally a Subject-Index preceded by an excel-

lent general key to enable the student to pick out at once all the articles

in his particular sub-department of Anthropology, — Archaeology, Eth-

nology, Folk-Lore, Linguistics, Religion and Magic, Psychology, Sociology,

Somatology, and Technology. The whole is printed on good paper in clear

type, and bound in neat paper covers. Although excellent work along the

same line is being done on this side of the Atlantic by Professor Alexander F.

Chamberlain in connection with the "American Anthropologist," it is to be

hoped that we shall some time see our way clear to the publication of a sepa-

rate bibliography parallel with this English undertaking.

/. R. Swanton.
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RECORD OF AMERICAN INDIAN FOLK-LORE.

NORTH AMERICA.

Algonkian. — Ojibwa. In the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix,

pp. 443, 444) for April-June, 1907, Frances Densmore describes "An
Ojibwa Prayer Ceremony," performed by the Indians of Grand Portage,

Minnesota, in the summer of 1905, under the direction of "an old chief,

Minagunz ('Little Spruce') by name, who still clung to the old tradi-

tions of his tribe." In the ceremony figured a blue and white painted

pole, with feathers at the top. Dance and song to the pounding of the

drum were also part of the rite. The dance was always followed by a

feast. The drum used by the chief he had made for himself. Special

dress was worn. The entire spirit of the ceremony was reverent and

sincere.— Natick. In the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, 493-498)

for July -September, 1907, Professor J. Dyneley Prince writes of the

"Last Living Echoes of the Natick," giving, with etymological explana-

tions, etc., a list of twenty-nine "distinctly Natick words obtained by

Mr. Frank G. Speck in the spring of 1907 from five aged mem-
bers of the Indian community at Mashpee." A survival of ancient

practices in connection with the "spirit lodges" of the Indians of

former times is reported, for "such Mashpee of to-day as are su-

perstitiously inclined still observe the custom of throwing a twig

or branch upon the rotting framework, or on the former site of

these spirit lodges, whenever they pass by" (p. 495). Under the

word tcipai (spirit) is the note: "Tcipai survives also in tcipai

wankcas, 'spirit fox,' referring to the phosphorescent glow of rotten

wood. As a sign of death to the beholder, this is known in Cape

Cod folk-lore as 'fox-fire'" (p. 497). The word tdcdnt, "child" (p. 497),

which seems to puzzle Professor Prince, is not an error on the part of

Mr. Speck, but is evidently the reduced correspondent of Natick (in

Trumbull ; used by Eliot) muttasons, " the youngest child (son)," as the

term toshens or torshent, once in use in the English of certain parts of

Massachusetts, proves. — Arapaho. In the "American Anthropologist"

(n. s. ix, pp. 545-560) for July-September, 1907, H. L. Scott discusses

"The Early History and the Names of the Arapaho." So far there is

"no tradition that definitely places the Arapaho in a territory farther

east than the Missouri River." The first white men, probably, to see

the Arapaho were members of La Vercndcye's expedition in 1742-43.

The Fr( nch name for the Arapaho, Gros Venires, is first recorded in

1751 (they were then in the Blackfoot country — and' are the "Fall

Indians" of Mackenzie in 1789, so called from living then near the

falls of the Saskatchewan ; other names of this and later times are

"Paunch Indians," Gens de Pause, "Big Bellies," "Rapid Indians,"
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etc.). Lewis and Clark (1806) term them Kanenavish, or " Gens des

Vaches;" Henry, "Buffalo Indians." In the sign language of many
tribes the Arapaho are known as "belly (or gut) people." The term

Arapaho is foreign to the language, which has no r, and "the peo-

ple of that tribe cannot pronounce it correctly, invariably saying

'N'appaho,' which they believe to be the white man's name for their

tribe." Several derivations of the word have been suggested, and the

author adopts the view that "Arapaho is a Crow word, signifying

'tattooed-on-the-breast people,'" "and that the sign for the Northern

Arapaho does not mean 'parent' or 'mother' band, but has the same
meaning as the word Arapaho itself." Mr Scott thinks that "the

Northern and Southern Arapaho, as well as the Northern and Southern

Cheyenne, separated at least as early as 1816." On page 558 is given

a sketch of the Arapaho medicine-pipe, made for the author by Sitting

Bull, the Northern Arapaho, who in 1890 spread the Messiah craze

over the southern plains; and at pages 558-560 a historical account

of his people by Left Hand, chief of the Southern Arapaho. — Gros

Ventre. Vol. i, part iii (May, 1907, pp. 55-139) of the "Anthropological

Papers of the American Museum of Natural History" consists of " Gros

Ventre Myths and Tales" by Dr. A. L. Kroeber, collected in the early

spring of 1901 at the Fort Belknap Reservation in northern Montana,

as part of the work of the Mrs. Morris K. Jesup Expedition. English

texts (also, pp. 130-139, abstracts) of 50 myths and tales are given, —
creation legends, animal stories, origin myths, etc. The Gros Ventre

"distinguish between myths and tales, which they call han
ta'a

n
tya

n and

waan
tsea/a

n
, respectively." To the former class belong the first 30,

to the latter the last 20 of the traditions here recorded. Dr. Kroeber

notes the fact that " the traditions told by Flea, one of the youngest of

the informants, are of a higher character than the others." Some 16

of the traditions relate to the doings of Nix'an
t, who figures largely in

the creation and origin myths. Others figuring in these traditions are

"Found-in -the- Grass," "Clotted-Blood," "Moon-Child," "The Boy
who was raised by the Seven Bulls," "White Stone," "The Women
who married the Moon," "The Women who married a Star," "The
Girl who became a Bear," "Shell-spitter," "The Bear Women," etc

The following animals are prominent : eagle, loon, buffalo, mouse,

rabbit, kit-fox, crow, bear, swallow, snake, dog, horse, hawk. Water-

monsters also occur. Three tales account, respectively, for the origin

of the highest degree of the dog-dance, the chief pipe, and for the separa-

tion of the tribe. A number of important Arapaho traditions and epi-

sodes, such, e. g. as the story of the origin of death, the woman who
married a dog, the turtle's war-party, etc. (p, 57), have not yet been

found among the Gros Ventre, but some of these will doubtless be

recorded later en, — in all likelihood those telling of the origin of death,
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"Seven Heads," etc. On the other hand, some important stories and

incidents on record for the Arapaho, such, e. g. as the separation of the

tribe while crossing the ice, the hero swallowed by a monster, which is

killed by him by cutting its heart, the boy abandoned by his parents

and raised by buffalo bulls, etc., are wanting from the Gros Ventre.

Other mythical incidents again (p. 58), "that have the most common
distribution in central North America, such, e. g. as the theft of light or

of the sun, theft of water, hero who transforms himself into a leaf or

small object and is reborn as the son of the woman who swallows it,

the visit far to the east of the sun, etc., have not yet been found among

either the Arapaho or the Gros Ventre." In the origin myth (p. 59) it is

stated : "The people before the present people were wild. They did not

know how to do anything." The idea of a previous race occurs in an

Arapaho tale and is well known from certain California tribes, etc.,

though not with the same implications. In another tale the " magic

flight" appears with pursuit by a round rolling object. The disastrous

consequences of shooting an arrow figure in the talc of " Found-in-the-

grass" (p. 79). The story of "The Girl who became a Bear" accounts

for Ursa Major and the Pleiades (p. 108). One of the tales relating to

Nix'a"t records how he obtained summer and the buffalo.

California. — Religion. In his article (Univ. Calif. Publ. ; Amer.

Arch, and Ethnol. vol. iv, no. 6, September, 1907, pp. 319-356) on

"The Religion of the Indians of California," Dr. A. L. Kroeber treats of

customary observance by individuals (as strongly developed as farther

north along the Pacific slope, — in California by far the most important

relate to death, next come those connected with sexual functions,

including birth; in N. W. California there is a special development of

spoken formulas); shamanism (common way of obtaining power is by

dreaming, but waking vision, etc., also recognized; in the N. W. the

deliberate seeking of a guardian spirit is especially prevalent, and

here, as in parts of the South, the conception of a guardian spirit is not

well developed ; in the Centre and N. W., more or less public ceremonies

of initiation are found ; the so called "bear doctors of the Central tribes"

are wanting in the X. W. and the South; success in war and in love is

less often the result of supernatural power personally acquired among the

California Indians than among those of the Plains; the rattlesnake

doctor was usually distinct from other shamans; the killing of medicine-

men was of frequent occurrence, — curers of disease were thought also

to be the causers of it); public ceremonies (mourning, initiation into

secret societies, dances and other observances for causing good crops,

avoiding disease, calamities, etc.; in S. California mourning ceremonies

arc- everywhere the most prominent, initiation ceremonies occur in

the whole State except in the N. W. region and among the agricultural

tribes at the extreme S. E., and the tribal dances differ thoroughly in the
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three culture regions) ; ceremonial structures and paraphernalia (cere-

monial chamber is of distinctive character in three culture areas; in

matter of dancing apparel the N. W. differs fundamentally from the

rest of the state) ; mythology and beliefs (deep-going difference in three

culture areas, — in N. W. conception of previous, now vanished race

prominent, with culture-hero trickster secondary; in the Central

region true creation of world, mankind, institutions, etc., with often quite

lofty conception of creator, and besides creation-myths "stories of ad-

venture of much the same type as European folk and fairy-tales;" in

S. California no creation, — "the various animate and inanimate exist-

ences in the world being born from heaven and earth as the first par-

ents") ; special characteristics of different tribes (the Yurok and Karok

and the Hupa "alone practise the Deerskin dance and the 'New Year's'

or world-making ceremonies," and with these also "the peculiar mytho-

logical and shamanistic conceptions typical of the region are found in

the purest form;" with the Yuki, "a pure form of the Central culture

obtains," — the creator is Taikomol (He-who-goes-alone), his com-

panion and helper is Coyote ; one of the most characteristic features

of the religion of the Porno is the use of shamanistic fetishes ; the Maidu
everywhere possessed a secret society; among the Miwok "the Coyote

largely takes the place of the creator;" among the Yokuts "there are

no traces of the ceremonial system of the Sacramento valley, which is

replaced by public shamanistic ceremonies, in which contests and

exhibitions of magic were conspicuous;" among the Shoshonean Indians

of S. California, "mourning ceremonies were more important than any

others
;

" the most distinctive feature of Mohave religion is "the insistence

upon dreaming as the source of everything religious, although this dream-

ing must be interpreted rather as a belief in the presence of the individual

in spirit form at the great events of mythic times." Pages 354-356 of

this interesting and valuable study are occupied by bibliographic notes.

In connection with this article should be read Dr. Kroeber's "Indian

Myths of South Central California" (ibid. pp. 167-250), in which after

treating in general of the mythology of the northern central region (Maidu,

Wintun, Yana, Shasta-Achomawi, Lutuami, Yuki), and that of the

southern central region (Costanoan, Miwok, Yokuts, Shoshonean), and

comparing the mythologies of these two divisions, he gives the English

texts of 41 myths (Costanoan 6, Miwok 4, Yokuts 30, Shoshonean 1),

— origin and creation legends, animal stories, etc. Pages 245-250 are

occupied by abstracts of the myths. In both north and south central

California "there are no migration legends nor any long systematized

myths giving the history of the people, of the type characterizing the

southwest and southern California ;" the distinct, culture-hero-cycle is

absent also, and the idea of a previous race (the originators of things)

is "either wanting or much less clearly developed than in northwestern
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California." In the south there are "no developed or extensive creation

myths," and "scarcely a full creator;" here, as compared with the north,

"the hero stories and destroyer and transformer myths of the north are

very little developed," likewise the striking episodes of magic, — facts

not entirely due to the influence of civilization. In the myths of the

south central region here recorded the chief animal figures are : coyote,

hummingbird, bear, deer, owl, hawk, condor, antelope, wolf, crane,

eagle, falcon, panther. Among the subjects treated in these myths are

:

the beginning of the world, theft of fire, origin of death, the Pleiades,

visit to the dead, thunder, war of the foothills and plains people, etc.

The mythological idea of a man's visit to the world of the dead in pur-

suit of his wife "has taken a special hold on the Yokuts." Among the

Costanoan Indians the creators are the eagle, the hummingbird, and

the coyote, — of these "the eagle is the chief, the hummingbird the

favorite, and coyote both an object of ridicule and the originator of cul-

ture for the people." In the Miwok myths the coyote is prominent. The
researches of Dr. Kroeber, Dr. Dixon, and others in Californian my-

thology are accumulating a mass of material which will enable us ulti-

mately to map out with some certainty the culture relations, in this

field, of a considerable portion of the Pacific coast.

Chinookan. — Wishram {Upper Chinook). To the "American An-

thropologist" (n. s. ix, pp. 533-544) for July-September, 1907, Mr.

Edward Sapir contributes a "Preliminary Report on the Language

and Mythology of the Upper Chinook," the people concerned being

"the Indians formerly living on the northern shore of Columbia River,

roughly speaking, from White Salmon River to the Long Narrows."

They call themselves Ifcixluit (probably the Echeloot of Lewis and Clark)

and are known to their Yakima and Klikitat neighbors as Wdcxam,
whence their common appellation in English Wishram or Wishham.
Interesting is "the general tendency toward onomatopoesis in the

Chinookan dialects." Pages 542-544 treat of mythology, etc. The
Coyote appears in the role of transformer, and there is "a cycle of myths

made up of local tales telling how Coyote travelled all the way up the

Columbia River, transforming monsters and instructing people in the

various arts of life." Coyote also appears in some stories as "an insuf-

ferable marplot," and is also at times "indescribably obscene." The
true "heroes" of the Wishram, however, arc the Eagle and the Salmon,

and "their iWi\> are related with considerable sympathy and enthusi-

asm " The Salmon, particularly, is "the local hero of the Chinookan

tribes," both the Lower Chinook and the Wishram possessing in com-

mon an elaborate salmon myth. The Blue Jay is subordinate to the

Coyote. The Weasel appears as a mischievous and spiteful character.

Besides the "transformer" myths, a type of nature myths is also found

among the Wishram, represented by the tale of the contest between
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the East Wind and the West Wind, the struggle of the five East Wind
brothers with the five Thunder brothers, etc. Many single myth motives

also occur. According to Mr. Sapir, "On the whole, the chief interest

of Wishram mythology seems to lie in its transitional character between

the mythologies of the coast and of the plateau."

Lutuamian. At the meeting of the Anthropological Society of Wash-
ington on January 16, 1906, Mr. F. V. Coville read a paper on "A
Native Moxa (Cautery) among the Klamath Indians," of which an ab-

stract of a few lines appears in the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix,

p. 382) : the use of moxa, while general in the eastern hemisphere, is

very rare among the American Indians. The chewed-up pulp of the

"buck brush," Kunzia tridentata, pressed into small cones, is applied

by the Klamath to the part affected, lighted, and allowed to burn down
to the skin, scarifying it.

Moquelumnan. The article on the " Distribution and Classification

of the Mewan Stock of California," by C. Hart Merriam, in the "Ameri-

can Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, pp. 338-356) for April -June, 1907, con-

tains some valuable information on tribal nomenclature, place-names,

etc. Of the 17 tribes comprising the Mewan (as the author proposes to

call the Moquelumnan) stock, 13 (valley and coast peoples) "are either

already extinct, or are represented by only one or two survivors." The
three Mewuk or Sierra tribes, however, still survive in considerable

number. Of the Tuleamme only half a dozen members still exist. A
distribution-map accompanies the article. The Lekahtewutko prac-

tised cremation in 1861-62. The creation myth of the Tuleamme "fixes

their origin at a point in the low hills about 3 miles south of the lower

end of Clear Lake." The Mewuk called the Piute Indians, from their

fondness for salt (koi'ah), Koi'-yu-wak or Koi-aw'-we-ek. — Before the

Anthropological Society of Washington, on April 24, Dr. Merriam read

a paper on "Fragments of Californian Ethnology: A Mortuary Cere-

mony, and other Matters," of which a brief abstract appears in the

"American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, p. 388). In the origin myth of the

Miwok, "the chief actor is the Coyote man who lived anterior to the

first people," and is said to have come from across the Pacific. People

were made by the Coyote from feathers blown from Sonoma peak ; and in

another myth men are created "from the feathers of ducks killed by a

being called 'wek wek.'" The Indians of south central California had
an important festival commemorative of the dead.

Xatchezax. — In his article on the "Ethnological Position of the

Natchez Indians," published in the "American Anthropologist" (n. s.

ix, pp. 513-528) for July-September, 1907, Dr. John R. Swanton
adduces evidence to prove that the Natchez language is "a widely di-

vergent dialect of Muskhogean," having reached this conclusion before

having had his attention drawn to the late Dr. D. G. Brinton's argument
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to a like effect made in 1873. Dr. Swanton certainly makes out a good

case, and the Natchezan, like the Adaizan, will probably have to be

removed from the list of independent stocks. The Natchez Indians,

though not a very numerous people, have been of considerable impor-

tance to the folklorist by reason of "their highly developed monarchical

government and their possession of a national religion centring about

a temple which reminds one in many ways of the temples of Mexico and

Central America." The Natchez Indians show several notable social

and religious differences as compared with their fellows of Muskhogean

stock, e. g. the very high esteem in which chiefs were held and the

"slavish" attitude of the people toward them; the absence (on present

information) of totemic clans. Dr. Swanton is of opinion that the area

of the lower Mississippi "was the seat of a culture different from what

existed any distance east or west of it, a culture which the Natchez

had imbibed in a higher degree than all their Muskhogean kinsmen,

but which may have been already old when they reached the river."

Some time we may have a distribution-map of culture-stocks as well as

of linguistic families of American Indians.

Siouan. Under the caption "The Indian and Nature," Miss Alice

C. Fletcher records in the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, pp. 440-

443) for April-June, 1907, the experience of a Ponca Indian with the

"Thunder-gods," and also another experience of an Indian of the same

tribe concerning the breaking of a vow. As Miss Fletcher observes,

"instances could be multiplied, all tending to show that the Indian

draws his moral teachings from nature, and regards coincidences as

supernatural expressions of approval or anger." Among the Omahas,

the "priest," we are told, "must be a man 'whose words never deviate

from the path of truth, for Wakonda [the ' Great Spirit'] manifests the

value placed upon truth in the orderly movements of the heavenly bodies

and in recurring day and night, summer and winter (La Flesche)."

A. F.C. and I. C. C.

RECORD OF EUROPEAN FOLK-LORE IN AMERICA.

Superstition (California). In his monograph on "Superstition

and Education," which forms vol. v, no. 1 (Berkeley, July 15, 1907,

pp. 1-239) of the "University of California Publications (Education),"

Professor F. B. Dresslar publishes a mass of material "gathered directly

from the minds of young people during the time of their professional

preparation for the work of teaching," and "collected in such a way

as to avoid entirely the possibility of mutual help or suggestion," —
the superstitions are graded as to "belief," "partial belief," and "no

belief," and classified as to subjects: salt (spilling, etc.), bread and

butter, tea and coffee, plants and fruit, fire, lightning, rainbow, moon,
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stars, babies, birds (owls, peacocks, chickens), cats, dogs, cows, sheep,

swine, horses, rabbits, rats, frogs and toads, fish, crickets, spiders,

snakes, lizards, turtles, other animals and insects, chairs and tables,

clock, mirrors, spoons, knives and forks, pointed instruments, pins,

hairpin, comb, umbrella, candles, match, tea-kettle, brooms and sweep-

ing, dish-rag and handkerchief, garden-tools, ladders, horseshoes, hay,

days of the week, New Year's Day, Ground Hog Day, April Fool's

Day, Easter, May Day, Hallowe'en, Christmas, birthday, numbers,

counting and numbers, laughing, singing and crying, starting on a

journey and turning back, two people speaking at the same time, in

at one door out at another, washing and wiping together, two per-

sons walking on opposite sides of a post, stepping on cracks, sneezing,

making a rhyme, boasting, crossing hands, sitting on a table, going

through a window, stumbling and falling, "an itching palm," hand
itching, eye itching, nose itching, lips itching, ear itching, burning and
ringing, foot itching, miscellaneous body signs, warts, mole, birthmark,

stye, right and left foot, dress and clothing in general, neck-charms,

strings and ribbons, shoes, precious stones, amulets and charms, wear-

ing clothes wrongside out, rings, money, fi st time, wishing, wishbones,

death and funerals, dreams, spiritism, weddings, initials. After listing

all these superstitions the author treats in successive chapters the

following topics: What is superstition? Belief in superstition; Uses

of superstitions, Luck; Wishing; "Charms" and "cures;" Animals in

superstitious lore; What are the most common superstitions? On mental

preference for odd numbers; "Over the left," Remembering supersti-

tions; Superstition and education. The work concludes with a brief

bibliography (pp. 235, 236) and index.

According to Professor Dresslar, "superstition" is "a willingness and

a phyletic, instinctive desire to believe in certain causal relations,

which have not and cannot be proved to exist through a course of reason-

ing, through revelation, or through direct observation" (p. 141). And
superstitions "grow out of a naive belief in the all-pervasiveness of

mind or spirit, and the possibility that man may know this universal

mind through the suggestions made to him by the common things and
events about him." Fear is a strong element in superstitious feelings,

and superstitions "represent in part those conclusions which men have

adopted in order to free the mind from the strain of incompleted think-

ing" (p. 143), — this is seen, e. g. in the mental development of the

child. Superstition, Professor Dresslar observes (p. 145), "is that form
of human credulity prompted by an emotional predisposition which

had its origin in adjustments to physical conditions long since passed

away." The data recorded in this monograph embrace " 7,176 separate,

specific, and reliable confessions, made by 875 different individuals,"

of which, "3,951 are frank expressions of disbelief, 2,132 of partial
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belief, and 1,093 of full belief," the proportion of disbelief being 55.1 per

cent. According to the author, " more than 95 per cent of the specimens

given appeal directly to the emotions; or, speaking more exactly, are

emotional interpretations of the common happenings and events of

every-day life" (p. 150). Among the uses of superstitions Professor

Dresslar notes, "to frighten people into believing according to the

social and ethical ideas dominant" (children especially); "as peda-

gogical devices to train people into habits of carefulness and economy

;

teaching people, by means of the va.ious forms of taboo which they

introduce, to be careful of their health; as curative agents; as means

of relieving the mind from the strain of indecision," etc. Out of

2,120 specimens of "luck-superstitions," only 35 could be classified as

belonging in the realm of the demonstrable. The "wishing ritualism"

(p. 175) is "the instinctive reaction of universal dissatisfaction," and

"wishes" exhibit "a dynamic mental tendency; which, on the whole,

makes for righteousness." In the animal superstitions, cats, dogs, and

chickens head the list, and "the experiences here suggested smack of

country life, or at least a closer contact with animals than modern city

life affords" (p. 185). In this cycle of superstitions "the most universal

language is that of action," and "the shortest road to the emotional life

of the folk is through the ear." Here is exhibited also "a sort of naive

philosophy of common purpose and common sympathy which unites

human life, animal life, and even the inorganic world into one psychic

sodality, or even psychic unity" (p. 189). Of number-superstitions more

than 80 per cent refer to 3, 7, 9, or 13. Of superstitions associated with

the right side of the body 85 per cent are of good luck, good fortune,

happiness, etc. ; of those referring to the left "at least 75 per cent directly

foretell bad fortune, impending danger, or trouble." Brevity and attrac-

tive form (often rhyme) have contributed much to the remembering of su-

perstitions from generation to generation. Professor Dresslar argues

that "it is a mistaken idea to hold that childish imagination gets its best

training from a consideration of myth and ghostly tales," and insists that,

" while all folk-talcs and historic stories should not be excluded from

our scheme of education," it is, however, necessary "to distinguish clearly

between those stories which develop superstitious faith and trust and

those which portray ethnic ideals of life and conduct." There is, he

believes, "a great mass of folk-talcs and rhymes admirably adapted

to the demands of normal and wholesome development."

A. F. C.
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THE TEST-THEME IN NORTH AMERICAN MYTHOLOGY.

BY ROBERT H. LOWIE.

I. ehrexreich's MYTHOLOGICAL THEORY.

Until recently two standpoints had been assumed in the theoretical

discussion of American mythology. The older theory of Brinton en-

deavored to explain mythological similarities in different parts of the

New World by the principle of the psychical unity of mankind. Uni-

formities of a striking character — even if found among such neigh-

boring tribes as the Iroquois and Algonquin — were interpreted as

pointing "not to a common source in history, but in psychology."

(17 : 172, 173.)
1 They were derived from the action of the same natural

phenomena on similarly constituted minds; at the same time, the phe-

nomena were supposed to appeal to the observer because of their asso-

ciation with such abstractions as light or life. In 1895 this theory was

challenged on historical grounds. On the basis of North Pacific ma-

terial, Boas succeeded in establishing the diffusion of complex tales and

characteristic episodes over wide areas. (3 : 329 et seq.) The mythology

of each tribe was shown to be a product of historical development, its

original form having been modified by assimilation and accretions from

various sources. Without denying the influence of the celestial bodies

on primitive fancy, he challenged the legitimacy of any direct interpre-

tation of myths as expressions of universal ideas before eliminating the

changes conditioned by historical and geographical causes.

The recent publications of Dr. Ehrenreich (^ and 34) introduce a

novel, in some respects intermediate, point of view. Unlike Brinton,

Ehrenreich makes extensive use of the principle of transmission. He
accepts the evidence for treating eastern Asia and northwestern America

as a continuous area, and directs attention to striking similarities in the

mythologies of North and South America as suggestive of an early

historical connection. Also in opposition to Brinton, he rejects un-

1 The first number in parentheses refers to the title with corresponding number in the

list at the end of this paper; subsequent numbers refer to pages.
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equivocally all attempts at interpreting myths as symbolical expressions

of abstract ideas. On the other hand, Boas's objections are overruled

on the plea that a reliable system of interpretation is rendered possible

by comparative analysis. The primitive mind is assumed to apper-

ceive the celestial bodies either as themselves personified, or as the in-

struments of personal beings. This naive apperception leads to tales

describing the phases of the sun and moon as the adventures of a human
hero ; or— as in the case of star-lore and portions of solar and lunar

myths— to explanatory legends. The heavenly bodies furnish the

principal, if not the only, subjects of primitive myth. Their motion,

rise, and disappearance, their apparent flight or meeting, the terrifying

phenomena of the eclipses, the growth, death, and restoration of the

moon, the influence of both bodies on vegetation, these are all processes

which may be represented in a mythological narrative. (34: 553, 554.)

The test-theme is developed as an explanation of the sun's sojourn in

the lower world and its " visit to heaven." Eclipses and the setting of the

sun are described as the swallowing of the solar hero by a monster, from

whose maw he reappears without hair, that is, without rays. The open-

ing and closing of the waters or the earth to receive the sinking sun has

its counterpart in the symplegades motive, while the capture of the sun

refers to the solstices. The relation of sun and moon to each other lead

to many new combinations, according as they are conceived as brother

and sister, husband and wife, friendly or hostile. Many distinctively

human elements of folk-lore are thus traced directly to the mutual con-

nections of the celestial twain. To these analogies of motives and phe-

nomena must be added a long list of descriptive traits. The sun's rays

are mentioned as the hero's arrows, cords, or golden hair; warts, scales,

and snake-hair refer to the spots in the moon. The crescent appears as

a boat, bow, or sickle; emphasis of the hero's brightness indicates the

sun.

We have, then, a fairly large series of criteria by which celestial heroes

may be recognized. Whether persons are explicitly identified with sun or

moon thus becomes immaterial. " Dass Keri und Kame Sonnen- und

Mondwcsen sind," says Ehrcnrcich, "schliessen wir nicht daraus, dass

sie so hcissen, sondcrn dass sie sich in der mythischen Handlung wie

Sonnen- und Mondheldcn verhalten, dercn Ziige sie in scltcncr Voll-

standigkeit vercinigen." (34: 575.) In fact, according to Ehrenreich,

the celestial name generally disappears at an early stage, and is super-

seded by an animal or human name, unless, as frequently happens, the

hero is anonymous. The criteria are all-important in revealing his

identity. In reply to the criticism that almost any historical figure might

be identified with sun and moon by Ehrenrcich's criteria, he insists that

not a single, isolated trait, but the whole complex of traits appearing

in the context characteristic of solar myths is required for a safe inter-
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pretation. "Es geniigt eben dazu nicht ein einzelnes Moment, sondern

nur der Nachweis eines ganzen Komplexes mythischer Ziige im richti-

gen, fiir Sonnenmythen charakteristischen Zusammenhang." (34: 576.)

This principle is necessarily modified in practice, for there are many
myths in which the complete complex is lacking. These cases are ex-

plained by assuming that the missing features have dropped out, but

may be detected by comparison with the versions of linguistically and

culturally affiliated tribes. Thus, in his rejoinder to the euhemerist

Breysig, Ehrenreich admits that the Tlingit Raven myth does not bear

the stamp of a nature-myth very clearly. To establish his point, he ex-

amines the related stories of the Tsimshian and Newettee, finds mention

of the Raven's greed, burnt face, and rapid growth, his brightness,

ascent to the sky, and transmutation into a pine-needle (= waning

crescent), and from these characteristics infers that the Raven of the

North Pacific coast is a lunar being. (34 : 568, 569.) Similarly, though

without detailed proof, he assumes that a great many folk-tales with

indeterminate heroes, e. g. the Boy Hero tales of the Plains, were ori-

ginally nature-myths, of which the celestial features have become ob-

scured, and which have been consciously remoulded for pedagogical

instruction. (34: 599.) That the reverse process has ever taken place,

that human hero tales have ever been associated with sun and moon,

he regards as a logical possibility, but an unprovable and unnecessary

assumption. (34: 543, 575.) While not denying that the material in its

present form contains elements not derived from observation of nature,

he conceives these as later additions, easily separable from the primitive

constituents, and supplying merely the local coloring or ritualistic setting.

(34: 552.) Secondary association is recognized only to this extent, that

after the culture-hero, who has developed from a naturalistic substra-

tum, becomes the national hero, ancestor, or tutelary spirit, various

legends are ascribed to him in order to surround him with an addi-

tional halo. The Michabazo cycle and the innumerable Coyote tales

of the prairie are cited as cases in point. (34: 553.)

The fundamental proposition that mythology, so far as it is primitive,

is the product of the childlike apperception of nature, is in Ehrenreich's

opinion an axiom. "Diese Thatsache ist die Grundlage aller Mythen-

forschung. Jeder Versuch, andere Grundideen unterzulegen, ist bisher

gescheitert und aussichtslos." (34: 597, 598.) In order to justify an in-

terpretative attempt from another point of view, it is necessary to winnow
at the outset the hypothetical portion of the naturalistic theory from its

basis of fact. It must be granted, of course, that the observation of

nature has produced mythological conceptions. Where lightning is con-

ceived as a snake, or where thunder is explained as caused by the flap-

ping of an eagle's wings, we obviously have ideas directly derived from
natural phenomena. That the lunar women wear bright garments
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(69 : 22), that the Sun's daughter scorches the face of a peeping in-

truder (3 : 40), or is so hot that her husband finds her company un-

bearable (87 : 55), are simple descriptions of the brightness and heat of

the celestial bodies, such as may, of course, be everywhere found. At

times explanatory statements undoubtedly develop from these features.

The Thompson River Indians not merely indicate the sister of the

Man in the Moon, but explain that she leaped on his face for lack of

room to sit down during a feast. (87: 91, 92.) The Arapaho account

for the dark spots in the moon by the jump of Moon's offended sister-

in-law, Frog-Woman. (31 : 323.) About none of these, however, is there

any dispute. The moot-point is whether the narratives told in some

cases of explicitly solar and lunar heroes bear an essential relation

to the heavenly bodies, either themselves reflecting the succession of

observed phenomena, or furnishing the explanatory elements of the

celestial tale proper; or whether they are human tales which have

arisen independently of observation of nature.

Now, that these consistently developed tales are nature-mythological

in either of the ways mentioned is not a fundamental law of comparative

mythology, but an hypothesis. That they are is inferred from the criteria.

But the criteria are ambiguous; all are intelligible as elements of a

human folk-tale. Greed and rapid growth are as natural in a human as

in a celestial hero. Though the moon-spots are sometimes conceived as

warts or lice, an ogre with these characteristics is not necessarily a lunar

being. Magical births present no difficulty, if we remember with Wundt

(93 : 33°) tnat the universe of folk-lore is dominated by magic. The
birth of Splinter-Foot-Girl from a splinter need not have any further

psychological basis in common with other ideas of magical conception.

(31 : 161.) That it has anything to do with the fertilization of the earth

by the sun (34: 602) would be an entirely arbitrary assumption. From
the same point of view the restoration of the dead is intelligible without

resorting to a corresponding phenomenon in the heavens. As for the

swallowing motive, Ehrenreich admits that the natural processes which

gave rise to it are not necessarily the same throughout : eclipses as well as

the sunset may have inspired the idea. (33 : 53, 54.) But if a plural origin

is admitted, it is difficult to understand why every instance of swallowing

must go back to some celestial occurrence. In the Ute tale of Porcupine

killing a fat buffalo that carries him across stream in his paunch it is

difficult — in spite of the specious analogy of quills and the sun's rays—
to see more than a simple animal tale. (55: 270.) The observation of

animals yields examples enough of swallowing, and the grotesquely

unrealistic transformation of such observations involves nothing psy-

chologically improbable.
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II. SOLAR AND LUNAR CRITERIA.

In view of the admission that the entire series of criteria must be

found in order to prove the naturalistic theory, it would not be necessary

to dwell on the evident ambiguity of single traits, were it not advisable

to call attention to the occasional disregard of this caution, and to indi-

cate, however briefly, the standing of the naturalistic theory when di-

vorced from an interpretation of homologies. Some thirty years ago

J. G. von Hahn attempted to interpret Greek and Teutonic mythology

on the basis of naturalistic principles, though affirming an historical con-

nection between them. (45. )* His fundamental assumption was that the

cycle of the seasons, owing to its importance for primitive man's food-

supply, formed the principal myth-making factor of the outside world,

while the succession of day and night, meteorological conditions, and

other natural phenomena, have contributed their share. The inter-

preter's first duty was accordingly to detect motives corresponding to

these phenomena. Balder's death, from this standpoint, was taken to

refer to the destruction of vegetation by autumnal drought. Thor and

Hercules were conquerors of winter-monsters. Eurystheus symbolized

the faint new moon, and Giinther's bent form, suspended from a nail,

was the crescent of the moon. Without entering into a discussion of the

popular-psychological basis of Hahn's system, it suffices to note that the

constant error committed by him is the disregard of alternative possi-

bilities, which is perhaps most strikingly illustrated by his conception

of Gunther. When Ehrenreich interprets the rolling skull of North

American mythology as the setting disc of the full moon, or the head

of Entangled-Man as the apparently hollow crescent (33 : 82), he is

liable to the same criticism. The most plausible of such analogies are

always subject to Von den Steinen's doubt, whether the notion is not

rather the interpreter's than the myth-maker's. So far as the assump-

tions are concerned from which these interpretations flow, they are no

less dogmas of a popular psychology than Hahn's. It is just as gratuitous

to assume that the moon, on account of its numerous phases, has been

a more important factor of mythology than the sun (34: 554), as it is to

derive mythology from the conditions of man's food-supply. There are

no objective means of testing these psychological assumptions, or the

more or less ingenious hypotheses built on them to explain mythological

motives. Without denying the abstract possibility that any such hypo-

theses may be correct, the conceivability of an indefinite number of alter-

native explanations must lead to their repudiation. A series of criteria

will not be more convincing than a single trait, if all are equivocal.

1 More recently a similar point of view has been defended by Frobenius (Das Zeitalter

des Sonnengottes, Berlin, 1904, pp. 36, 47-55) and by Stucken (Astralmythen, Leipzig,

1896-1907, pp. 189, 190).
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On the other hand, it must be granted that if the criteria are found over

and over again in unrelated areas, sometimes expressly connected with

solar beings, a solar hypothesis is permissible even though the sig-

nificance of the details remain doubtful. For example, it may be doubt-

ful whether the capture of the sun in Polynesian (89 : 248; 42 : 24-26) and

American mythology is a description of the solstice ; but, inasmuch as the

proof of an historical connection between Polynesia and America is

unsatisfactory, the naturalistic theory has the merit of accounting for

a rather striking coincidence. This recognition of the legitimacy of the

theory at the same time involves the rejection of its claims to superiority

over other points of view; for, if its scientific value depends on its ability

to account for homologies, other theories performing the same service

stand on an equal footing. Similarities may be accounted for in other

ways: by borrowing, by community of customs, by convergent evolu-

tion. In each case the theories must be tried on their merits. If, for

example, so characteristic a detail as the arrow-chain appears in North

and South America with fifty degrees of latitude intervening, the con-

dition on which a sane theory of borrowing generally rests, diffusion

over a continuous region, is manifestly lacking; nevertheless, the pe-

culiarity of the motive, joined to other indications of historical contact,

seems to warrant Ehrenreich's assumption of a common origin. When,

however, exactly the same detail occurs in Melanesia (21 : 375, 398), we

are naturally in doubt as to the applicability of the principle of borrow-

ing. In tin- same way the specific conditions will have to decide in all

cases of homology.

In a general estimate of the naturalistic theory another line of investi

gation is essential. Do the heroes of solar and lunar myths as they are

given to us comport themselves in accordance with Ehrenreich's scheme,

or conform to some other definite type ? Or does the complex of criteria

rest on an arbitrary selection of those traits and actions in which the

interpreter detects a resemblance to some natural phenomena? This

question may be answered in a preliminary way by examining and

comparing the attributes and actions of several heroes identified with

tin sun and the moon. If these are found to correspond to Ehrenreich's

list or manifest other resemblances of a pronounced character, the es-

sential condition for the legitimacy of the naturalistic theory, as defined

above, is fulfilled. If, on the other hand, pronounced homologies are

lacking, the fact that explicit solar connections in no way determine the

ph.t will go far to justify the assumption that the solar hero whose

adventures arc no more circumscribed than those of a human character

is simply an anthropomorphic being with a solar name.

The Sun of the Thompson River Indians is a cannibal, who hangs up

his victims. His son, who is identified with a red beetle, hospitably

welcomes a human hero, and sends him back to the earth with fine
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presents. The grateful youth returns to his friend, bringing a wife both

for him and his father. This conciliates the Sun, who ceases to slay men.

In another tale the Sun is described as a being that used to travel

about naked, dressing only at night. On one occasion he saw a boy's

beautiful clothes and purchased them. (87: 52-55, no.) In Kathlamet

mythology the idea that celestial beings feed on human bodies also oc-

curs. Here the sun-bearer is an old woman, who hangs up the sun

when she returns in the evening with her arrows and garments. A
young man begs her for her blanket, which is reluctantly surrendered.

The gift causes him to lose his senses and to kill all his friends, until the

old woman appears and takes it away. (6: 13-15, 29.) The Kootenay

speak of the Sun as a blind man, who is cured by his father-in-law,

Coyote. (12: 169.) None of these solar beings manifests a single trait

mentioned by Ehrenreich, nor is there any resemblance between them.

The characteristics attributed to them are either general human traits or

those of folk-tale characters. Why the Sun should be conceived as a

cannibal both by the Thompson River Indians and the Cherokee (66

:

440) is not explained by the naturalistic theory. His cannibalism cannot

be considered a later addition to his essentially solar traits, for these are

non-existent. A solar criterion might indeed be deduced from the fact

that the Cherokee explain eclipses by the swallowing of the sun by a

frog. But this unmistakable nature-myth proper is not embodied in a

tale. (66 : 257.) The tales connected with the Sun— and these only are

the subject of this discussion — relate that the Sun is a transformed girl,

beloved by her brother (a story probably derived from other tribes) ;

*

and the circumstances relating to her daughter's death. The Sun used

to hate people because they could not look straight into her face, and

killed them. Rattlesnake and the Uktena monster agreed to bite her

as she left her home in the morning. By mistake Rattlesnake attacked

and killed Sun's daughter instead. To appease the Sun's anger, the

dead girl is recovered from ghost-land, but turns into a red bird on

the way back. Sun weeps, threatening to cause a deluge, until the In-

dians finally succeed in diverting her mind. (66: 252-254.) The tales

present no solar criterion : the solar name is again joined to an indif-

ferent plot.

In the Maidu myth the swallowing motive is incorporated in the

story. Sun dwells in an insurmountable house of ice, to which she

retreats after killing people. She kidnaps Frog's children and is pur-

sued by the angry mother, who swallows her. Sun bursts her enemy
open, and transforms her into a frog. She tries travelling by day, but is

annoyed by the attentions of the Pleiades, and exchanges functions with

her brother Moon. In another story brother and sister do not rise at

first, until biting fleas make them ascend to their present habitation.

1 This story will be discussed later.
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(24 : 76-78.) I have indicated above that the swallowing motive is am-

biguous. In the Maidu myth it does not appear in "the characteristic

solar combination." There is consequently no more reason for em-

phasizing this event than that of the abduction of Frog's children. Unless

reliance is placed on isolated traits, the Sun of this tale cannot be taken

as a solar heroine. In an Arapaho tale the Sun is a handsome young

man, who assumes the shape of a dog to marry a girl. In another legend

he argues with his brother Moon about the merits of human women,

stating his preference for water-animals; he marries a frog-woman.

(31 : 206, 321.) The Sun of the Shoshone does not rise in the beginning,

and kills people by his heat until Rabbit shoots him with his magical

arrow (fire-drill). (70: 52.) Magical conception, tests, the symplegades,

the capture of the hero in a trap, are not found in a single one of the

instances mentioned.

Turning to tales in which the Sun is caught, we find indeed this con-

ceivably solar trait, but in isolation. Among the Ponca it is not the

captured Sun that is swallowed, kills Winter, etc., but his captor Rabbit.

(32: 14.) In the Menomini (50: 181) and Ojibwa (78: 239) versions

the solar cycle is also lacking, and the captor is an indeterminate boy.

While, therefore, it cannot be refuted that these tales are nature-myths

which have been developed into a simple narrative, the complex is again

lacking, and the Sun of these tales is not a solar hero in any useful sense

of the term. It is interesting to note incidentally that in the Northwest-

ern plateau area it is the Wind, and not the Sun, that is snared. (76;

87: 87; 36:42.)

The argument is strengthened when we compare a number of lunar

myths. The Eskimo Man in the Moon assists poor boys, turning the

tables on their abusers. He protects a woman from maltreatment by

her husband and raises her to the sky. His visitors are obliged to keep

a straight face while the sky-woman endeavors to make them laugh.

(1 : 598; 5 : 186, 198.) The Moon of the Thompson River Indians is a

great smoker, the clouds representing the smoke from his pipe. He is

holding his pipe in his hand, and wears a basket for a hat. (87: 91.)

The moon-bearer of the Navaho is a very old man, who lives in a row

of stone houses. He does not seem to appear in any tale. (61 : 80, 86.)

The Athapascans speak of a lunar boy who saves his people from

starvation. Owing to their neglect to set aside part of the food for him,

he leaves for the moon, where he is seen to-day. (69: 66, 194, 395.)

This Moon-Boy is not a lunar being as defined by Ehrenreich. A de-

scriptive trait, the spots interpreted in this case as the boy's dog and

vessel, is not indeed lacking; but the characteristic incidents, rapid

growth, death and resuscitation, or swallowing, are lacking. In one

version we are even told emphatically that the lunar boy did not grow at

all: "L'cnfant ne grandissait pas. Quelques saisons s'ecoulerent ainsi,
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l'enfant demeurait de taille exigue." (69: 395, 396.) The lunar women
who also figure in Athapascan folk-lore are ordinarily invisible. One of

them deceives her human husband by consorting with a serpent. The
husband leaves both, but is followed by the second wife, with whom he

becomes the ancestor of the Loucheux. (69 : 20, 28.) In another tale the

women appear as Sein plein de belettes and Sein plein de souris. They
cause their lover to be swallowed by the earth. He is rescued and attacks

the Mouse-Woman, liberating the mice, moles, and vipers hidden in her

bosom. Being immortal, she cannot be killed. (69 : 356.) In a Tlatlasi-

koala tale the Moon descends to the earth and prepares a dancing-hat

and a rattle. He transforms gulls into human beings, who act as his

slaves. Suddenly a man appears from the sea and offers him a large

stone. Moon challenges Waqaos, who also owns an immense rock, to

a weight-lifting match. Moon is defeated ; thenceforth the men live

together and catch salmon. In another story Moon abducts girls fetch-

ing water and raises them to the sky. (3:191.) In a Bella Coola myth
Moon seduces a woman and is decapitated by her enraged husband.

Sun, Moon's father, descends to the earth, recognizes his son's head,

and causes a conflagration in which all but his son's mistress perish.

That Moon is restored to life is not stated. (3 : 247.) Thus, in each

case cited, solar and lunar characteristics are found partly or, more

frequently, entirely missing. The beings named Sun and Moon have

nothing in common with one another but their names. Their attributes

and actions, as empirically given, regardless of a priori speculations, do

not conform to a solar or lunar norm. 1 The complex is over and over

again found to be lacking; it must therefore be assumed to have been

constructed by an arbitrary selection of features to which in reality there

is often nothing to correspond in the available myths dealing with sun

and moon. The actions of solar and lunar heroes are in reality coter-

minous with those of human beings.

III. AN ALTERNATIVE THEORY.

The way is thus cleared for another point of view. The heroes of

mythological narratives may be assumed to be human characters. In

the absence of positive testimony, they cannot indeed be construed as

historical figures. The alternative here proposed is not naturalism or

euhemerism, but naturalism or fiction. Where sun and moon appear as

actors in a story, there has been a secondary coalescence of their nature-

mythological personification with an independently developed tale,

and the mythological concepts embodied in such tales are not deter-

minant factors in the development of the plot. Whether this theory

1 " Unsere Aufgabe ist, die psychologischen Gesetze aus 'dem historisch gegebenen

Mythenmaterial abzuleiten, nicht aber dieses nach aprioristischen Konstruktionen urn-

zudeuten oder diesen anzupassen." (34: 578.)
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answers the facts better than its alternative is best decided by limiting

our consideration to a definite group of facts. The test-theme, which

Ehrenreich considers the most interesting episode of solar myths, fur-

nishes a favorable subject for this inquiry. On the naturalistic theory,

the test-theme accounts for the sun's sojourn underground and its visit

to the sky. While the single incidents are not necessarily related to

natural phenomena, the symplegades form a substitute for the swallow-

ing episode.

The rival theory endeavors to prove that the tested heroes are human
characters. The trial-theme represents human conditions, and its

universal distribution is thus explained without recourse to celestial

phenomena. Special homologies may be accounted for either in the

same way or by borrowing and convergence. The naturalistic posi-

tion is directly attacked in two ways. In the first place, the attempt is

made to prove that, granting the establishment of distinctively celestial

criteria, the complex of criteria is lacking or deficient in trial-myths.

Even where a union of several criteria occurs, the doubt may some-

times be raised whether this union does not result from a later amalga-

mation. But, inasmuch as some of the heroes are ostensibly solar

beings, the absence of common criteria in their myths strengthens the

contention — already made in a preliminary way — that the criteria

assumed by the naturalistic school have been arbitrarily selected from

the totality of characteristics actually attributed to sun-beings. The
conclusion, however, that no celestial characteristics exist, will result

most clearly from the proof that secondary association of celestial beings

with human folk-tales has repeatedly taken place ; for thus the number
of "characteristics," as derived without selection, becomes indefinite,

and the hard-and-fast line between solar and human characters dis-

appears.

The material referred to in the following discussion has been sum-

marized at the end of this paper (pp. 134 et scq.). Following Ehrenreich,

I have classed under the head of test-tales not merely stories of formal

trials, but a number of typical hero-tales containing the same or related

motives. The device, so successfully used by Ehrenreich, of denoting

episodes by brief catch-words, has been adopted, so far as possible, to

avoid needless repetition.

IV. HUMAN FEATURES OF THE TEST-THEME | THE SYMPLEGADES MOTIVE.

The first point worth investigating in the consideration of our North

American material is the extent to which the test-theme is found in

connection with visits to the sky or underworld, of which it furnishes,

on the naturalistic theory, the explanatory motives. (34 : 555.) Confining

our attention to the test-tales proper, the descent to the lower regions

plays an important part exclusively in the Quiche myth. In the Chinook
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(2 : 34) and Quinault (35 : 114) legends, the journey to the supernatural

people forms merely one of the trial-incidents ; besides, the travellers in

these tales are particularly lacking in celestial traits. Sisemo is an

entirely indeterminate human being; and the nameless Chinook hero is

merely the youngest of five brothers, who has made his escape from the

pursuing Glutton. The ascent to the sky occurs more frequently ; never-

theless, a majority of the tales lack both of these features. In the Win-

tun-Yana myths the testers are indeed identified with sun and moon,

but their heavenly abode is assigned to them only as a result of the

pole-bending contest with the hero. The trials of the Prairie stories

have a pronouncedly human setting, and the same applies to most of the

Eastern tales. In one of the Micmac stories the hero is carried up to

another world by his big bird ; but this region is not identified with the

sky, and all the actors are human personages. The visit to the sky is

thus seen to be a trait only of the Northwestern and the Pueblo myths.

The question arises, whether this feature was not originally extant and

has subsequently dropped out. To a limited extent this theory is not

improbable. On the Pacific coast, in particular, where the union of the

two themes is characteristic of the complete Nutka, Comox, and Fraser

River versions, this is a likely hypothesis. We find one Newettee version

with the ascent motive, and one without it (3: 170, 198); the motive

is lacking in the related Nimkish tale (3 : 135) and its Kwakiutl parallel.

(14: 96.) In these special instances secondary dissociation may have

taken place. Whether the union of the two themes may not itself be a

secondary development will be considered presently. In this connection

the important point is that the occurrence of the trial-theme without a

trip to the heavens is only to a very limited extent accounted for by the

assumption of a later dissociation. The highly characteristic recognition-

tests of the Buffalo-Woman myth, the desertion of the Algonquin hero

on the strange island, the contests of the Chinook and Quinault travel-

lers with their hosts, are features not found in any of the "sky" stories;

and the supposition that a visit to the upper world was ever joined with

these narratives is gratuitous. We are thus obliged to acknowledge the

existence of a considerable number of test-tales to which the natural-

istic interpretation cannot apply. The trial-theme, so far as we are able

to judge, has developed independently in these cases as an element of

human folk-tales ; and the only question is whether the tales of trials

in other worlds have arisen not as human tales, but as explanations of

natural processes.

On the other hand, we find a fairly persistent human feature in our

material, which the naturalistic hypothesis ignores. In a majority of

cases it is the suitor or husband that is tested by his wife's relatives, or,

more rarely, by the girl herself. This motive, which occurs far more
frequently than the visit to heaven, cannot be disregarded by a theory
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which professes to account for similarities. As an element of a human
tale it requires no explanation; but it is evidently not one of those

"apparently human traits" which lend themselves to a naturalistic

interpretation. (34: 552.) This was fully recognized by Andrew Lang.

(57: 88, 97, 99-101.) Lang, however, treats the tale of the youth's

wooing, the girl's assistance, the tasks set by her ogre father, and the

magic flight, as elements of one tale. Accordingly, he assumes that

where, as in the Algonquin tale, the elements of the magical flight and

the girl's counsel are lacking, these features were once extant, and ac-

counts for the extraordinary distribution of the complete tale by trans-

mission. So far as the magical flight is concerned, Lang's conclusions

have been generally accepted because of the very peculiar character

of this episode and the special analogies found in the versions of a con-

tinuous, though immense area. The North American trial-tales, however,

are not very frequently joined to the magical flight, and such persistent

details as the ever-recurring magical comb are lacking. The Algonquin

story referred to has not a single motive in common with the Ponca or

Crow buffalo myth. The tales of the Northwest are radically different

in type from those of the Micmac or the Cree. The general antagonism

between host and son-in-law is manifestly insufficient as an indication

of historical connection. The distribution of the idea must be taken as

the reflection of a widespread social phenomenon, just as the imposition

of trials by the jealous uncle of the Haida and Tlingit results undoubtedl}

from a more definitely localized custom, the familiarity of a youth with

his maternal uncle's wife. (86: 140, 142, 273, 277, 280, footnote 1.)

Turning to the problem whether the tests are ever a characteristic

portion of the solar narrative, we may first consider those tests which

are supposed to bear an immediate relation to natural phenomena.

Ehrenreich has united these under the caption "Symplegades Motive."

"Das Symplegadenmotiv ist wohl universell verbreitet und gehort

gewissermassen zum eisernen Bcstand allcr Sonnenmythen." (33: 50.)

It is believed to represent the sinking of the sun into the opening and

closing earth or sea, and thus replaces the swallowing monster. (34 : 605.)

Its variants in North America arc innumerable ; the most important

being the crushing entrance to heaven, snapping doors, falling or strik-

ing trees, the wedge-test, and the vagina dentata. Now, this conception

of a number of ideas as fundamentally related is manifestly at the basis

of the universality of the symplegades motive, and the question is

whether the classification is warranted. It may be based on either one

of two considerations, or on both of them : the intrinsic similarity of the

"variants," or their occurrence in the same solar context. So far as the

first of these reasons is concerned, its adequacy is subject to doubt.

When we hear of the moving entrance to the sky, we are indeed dealing

with a nature-myth, and the only doubt that can remain is whether
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this cosmic notion is related to the sun's travels. That, however, the

snapping pine-tree of the Californian myth, or the snapping gate of a

Newettee chieftainess, originated from the same observation, is by no
means certain. The wedge-test and the vagina dentata present alto-

gether peculiar features with the flimsiest of resemblances to each other

and the remaining variants. It may be justifiable to denote all cases of

the closing of an aperture by a common catch-word, but a psychological

relationship is not demonstrated by the arbitrary selection of a super-

ficial resemblance as the basis of the classification. Our doubts are

confirmed when, treating each of the symplegades variants as a distinct

motive, we consider the context in which they occur. In a Yuchi myth
four men who visit their dead wives are arrested on their way by a huge

cloud which moves up and down ; three of the travellers pass in safety,

the last is crushed. (82.) Equally indifferent personages are connected

with the snapping sky-hole by the Ojibwa and Cherokee. (78 : 286 ; 66 :

256.) In a Hare Indian tale a magician arrives before the snapping

entrance to the spirit world ; by uprooting the tree that bars ingress

he succeeds in reaching the interior of the cave. (69: 131.) Such in-

stances seem to indicate a real nature-mythological conception, but one

that is entirely independent of a solar narrative, and accordingly ap-

pears in the celestial trips of indeterminate heroes as well as of the

Tsimshian Raven. (3: 274.) To the question whether the flight to

heaven is essentially a solar characteristic and originally appeared as

such, we shall have to return presently. The distribution of the snap-

ping door, granting that the idea is strictly homologous with that of the

crushing sky-hole, merely enforces the conclusion here reached. In a

Chukchee tradition a travelling youth arrives at the house of a rich

maiden he desires to marry. He is obliged to enter by the snapping gate,

but leaps in so swiftly that only his coat is caught. (15: 666.) A
similar adventure is related by the Eskimo of Kiviuq. (5 : 184.) The
Heiltsuk ascribe a snapping gate to Thunder-bird's house; a similar

dwelling is constructed by a Newettee chieftainess, and received by

O'maxtalatle as a gift from his father-in-law. (3 : 228, 186, 166.) In a

Bella Coola legend five brothers escape from the pursuing ogre by leap-

ing through an eagle's snapping beak into their savior's hut. (3 : 253.)

Komokoa's submarine mansion is entered by a sea-monster's snapping

mouth. (3 : 239.) In a Comox tale the old man who wishes to keep

fire for himself builds a house with a rapidly-shutting door to keep off

strangers; Deer manages to jump in and steals the fire. (3: 81.) A
Shoshone ogre dwells in an automatically-closing cave from which two

brothers rescue their sister. (60.) In short, the snapping gate is neither

an element of the visit to heaven, nor is it necessarily joined to tales of

conceivably celestial beings. It is a perfectly free element of folk-lore,

appearing in various combinations. Its distribution is perfectly intel-

ligible on the theory of borrowing.
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The wedge-test occurs on the western coast of North America and in

Japan. As Ehrenreich himself assumes an historical connection between

the trial-tales of these regions, his naturalistic conception of the motive

rests exclusively on its analogy to the generalized symplegades idea.

He forgets his own caution here, that motives cannot be regarded as

psychologically related unless they are not merely analogous, but iden-

tical. (33:71-)

The table of the North Pacific trial and transformer myths, given on

p. 1 35, indicates that the wedge-test is found repeatedly without the

flight to the sky. If the motive has been imported from Asia, it is sig-

nificant that this feature is lacking both in the Japanese and the two

Alaskan tales, and appears precisely where the ascent to the sky is a

particularly prominent incident, so that a secondary association is

highly probable. The falling trees probably represent a modification

of the wedge-test in a Kathlamet version, where Mink is sent to fetch

wood and the tester attempts to kill him with thick trees. Here at least

some of the other incidents are closely parallel to the typical trials of the

coast region, so that substitution may have taken place. But the striking

tobacco-trees that appear in the transformer cycles of the Chilcotin and

Shuswap may have had an entirely different origin, as may also be sup-

posed for the bending trees of the Crow twin-myth. At all events, as a

naturalistic theory has been rejected, the homology of the falling trees

to the variant most closely related to it is immaterial. There remains

the vagina dentata, "the most interesting variant of the symplegades

motive." In regard to Ehrenreich's interpretation of this motive, it

seems to me that even those not on principle opposed to an ultimate

explanation of mythological motives must find the connection with

heavenly events far-fetched. An explanation from biological considera-

tions, taking into account the widespread blood-superstitions of primitive

tribes, would possess more a priori probability. Waiving these hypo-

thetical considerations, we find thai the distribution of the motive does

not require a naturalistic theory, for though widely disseminated, from

eastern Europe ' to the Teton Dakota, this extremely characteristic

detail may be traced with few gaps from one extremity to the other.

So far as the context is concerned, a connection with the Sun's or Sky-

Chief's daughter is established solely on the basis of the Comox and

Kwakiutl versions. 2 Even on the Northwest coast the incident appears

dissociated from the trip to heaven, occurring several times as an epi-

sode of the transformer's travels (3: 24; 4: 76; 36: 13), in which case

the wanderer is said to cause the loss of teeth in later generations. In

tin- same way Coyote makes procreation possible in the origin myth

of the Shoshone. The Maidu Thunderer is amenable to Ehrenreich's

1 Rogoras traces the idea to Finland.
2 It occurs, however, in an unpublished Tsimshian version of the Astiwal myth.
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theory, but in the Arapaho (31 : 260) story the actors are entirely inde-

terminate. Child-of-a-Dog, the Wichita hero, in the course of his

travels, falls in with two toothed women, who have, as far as we know,

no relations to either sun or sky. (27: 144.) In the Skidi version the

woman is indeed descended from the animal deities or the Evening-

Star; but the plot develops on the earth, and the hero is the character-

istic Poor Boy of the Plains, assisted by Morning-Star. (28 : 35 ;
30 : 41.)

In a Teton tale the woman on the strange island tries to kill the deserted

boy, not, as in the more familiar version of Riggs, by smothering him

with blankets, but with her teeth. (92 : 198.) In the Asiatic and Euro-

pean versions the case is clearer still. In a Chukchee variant the man
destroys the teeth and marries the girl; in the Yukaghir tale he enslaves

her. In the story from northern Russia a girl marries a man against her

inclinations, and terrifies her husband by inserting pike's teeth into her

vagina. (15 : 667, 668.) A very similar tale was recorded by Dr. Krauss

among the South Slavonians. (53: 250, 253.) In the Ainu story a dis-

tant island is peopled with women whose teeth sprout in spring, but

fall off in the autumn. (19: 38.) The vagina dentata thus occurs so

frequently in purely human tales, that its occasional occurrence in nar-

ratives of conceivably celestial beings must be considered accidental

and insignificant. Summing up, my conclusion as to the "symplegades

motive " is that this caption unites a number of radically distinct ideas,

so that the universality of the motive, resting, as it does, on the homology

of these features, is illusory ; that the distribution of each of the distinct

motives is intelligible without a naturalistic hypothesis ; that the combi-

nations in which the "variants" appear suggest human rather than

celestial characters. The motives are neither universal, nor are they

characteristic of solar myths.

V. THE ASCENT TO THE SKY.

The problem still confronts us whether the test-theme of the North-

west coast, the Quiche, and the Pueblo, has developed independently

of the human test-stories, or whether the association here found be-

tween a visit to other worlds and trials is secondary. This question is,

of course, of theoretical importance only if the ascent to the sky is

itself a solar criterion. This assumption may be challenged so far as

the North Pacific region is concerned, for the ascent occurs in all con-

ceivable combinations. A Tsimshian hero travels up on the arrow-

chain, causes the sun to stand still, is hospitably received by the chief,

purified, and dismissed with instructions to his people. In another

Tsimshian story three hunters are magically raised to the stars while

asleep. Two of them endeavor to climb back, but perish. The young-

est, counselled by the Sun's daughter, prays and reaches the earth un-

hurt. (3: 278, 290.) In a Haida story a rejected lover ascends to the
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sky by an arrow-chain, is beautified by Moon, and on his return so

fascinates the woman once courted by him that she dies when repelled

by him. (86:354.) In a tale from the same tribe, a man pursuing his

bird wife (swan-maid) climbs up a pole into the sky, and meets the woman,

with whom he lives for some time. Becoming homesick, he is taken

down, but dropped by Raven, and turns into a gull. (86 : 264-267.)

In a Comox tale Pitch's sons scale the ladder to avenge their father's

death, slay the Sun, and themselves assume the functions of sun and

moon. (3 : 64, 65.) For similar reasons two Tillamook boys ascend to the

sky, kill the chief's wives, and put on their dress. Posing as the two wo-

men, they slay the chief, revive and marry his wives, and resuscitate their

father. (8: 136.) In a Thompson Indian myth the birds climb up to

make war on the sky-inhabitants. (3: 17.) The Nimkish Goose-Boy

escapes from frogs by flying to Kantsoump, whose daughter he peaceably

takes to wife. (3 : 147.) In a Quinault tale, Raven's daughter and her

friend are taken to the sky by a star. One of the women escapes, but fails

to get back to the earth. Her people ascend by the arrow-ladder to rescue

her companion, assail the celestial people, but are forced to retreat.

(35 : 107.) To wage war on the Southwest Winds, some Kathlamet

heroes tilt the sky until it reaches the earth, and leap up. (6 : 67.) A
Tsetsaut is taken to the sky during the night. The chief puts him into a

sweat-house, then allows him to marry his daughter and return to earth

on the rainbow bridge. (9:267.) The ascent to the sky is thus seen to be

a very common and a very free element of Northwestern folk-lore. In a

less specialized form it is found all over the continent, often, as in the

Yuchi, Hare Indian, and Cherokee myths, referred to in connection with

human wanderers. We are thus justified in assuming that the flight to

the sky in our Pacific myths, instead of being a characteristic of the sun,

has entered the narratives of allegedly celestial beings simply because of

the popularity of the motive in this region. This implies, of course, that

even when joined to the flight to the sky, the test-theme is not the ex-

planatory feature of a solar nature-myth.

VI. CELESTIAL AND HUMAN TEST-TALES.

If this conclusion is rejected on the (unprovable) hypothesis that the

ascent was primarily joined with the other solar criteria, the problem

may be approached from a different point of view. Arc there any dis-

tinctive traits in the celestial trial -talcs that differentiate them from those

of earthly plots? We have seen that this proposition does not hold

for the symplegades motives, but the remaining trial-incidents require

consideration. On consulting the table on p. 135 we find that all the

characteristic details which are found among the Nutka and Comox

occur likewise among the Quinault, Thompson River Indians, and

Chinook. The tales of these tribes cannot be regarded simply as dis-
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figured editions of the more northern versions; for rather characteristic

trial-episodes, such as the trip to the supernatural people and the attack

of the tester by captured animals, are found well developed in them. The
sweat-lodge trial occurs in the Ponca buffalo tale, where the human hero

is obliged to compete with his mother-in-law, in the visits of the Chinook

and Quinault travellers to strange villages, as well as in the Thompson
River version. In the familiar Bear and Deer story the incident plays a

prominent part (24 : 79), and it recurs with a human hero in the Yukaghir

tradition. Tcatcewiqso, in a Tillamook story, is killed in a sweat-lodge

by his father-in-law, and transformed into flint. (8 : 136.) The fire-ordeal

is, if anything, still more widely distributed, occurring with particular

frequency in the numerous witch stories of the prairies. The only motive

which, as far as I know, does not appear in human tales (that is, tales

in which neither the ascent to the sky nor the descent to the underworld

occurs), is the spine-seat, but this single peculiarity cannot be considered

significant. Finding a considerable number of test-stories which cannot

have been derived from the celestial tales, and finding practically every

trait of the latter duplicated in the former, it is plausible to assume that

the celestial setting is a secondary addition. At all events, the trip to

the sky is not to be considered indicative of a non-human tale. This

supposition is not refuted by the assumption that the myths dealing

with Susanowo and his tested son-in-law form the prototype of the North

American myths of the visit to the sky and the trials connected with it

(33: 81); for, in the first place, a descent to the underworld is not

exactly the same as an ascent to the sky, and this ascent to the sky

Ehrenreich in his later paper regards as a part of the oldest stratum of

North American tradition. (34: 569.) If, therefore, the trial-incidents

have been adopted from Japanese sources, the union of trials with a

visit to the sky is secondary,— a conclusion in accord with my argument.

But the grounds for assuming either an historical connection between

the Japanese and the American myths, or a nature-mythological con-

text for the Japanese tests, are insufficient. That both the Quiche twins

and the Japanese hero are cast into chambers of horrors proves nothing,

first, on account of the immense distance between these regions; secondly,

because the resemblance is an exceedingly general one. The son-in-

law of Susanowo is cast into the House of Snakes and the House of

Centipedes and Wasps ; Hunahpu and Xbalanque are sent to the House

of Darkness, the House of Lancers, of Cold, of Tigers, of Fire, and of

Bats. There is nothing characteristic about the "Glutstein" of Ehren-

reich, and as a matter of fact the connections in which it appears differ

in the Japanese, Comox, and Quiche traditions. In the Japanese tale

the eighty jealous deities pretend to drive a red boar towards the hero,

but instead roll a glowing rock down the hill. In the Comox myth
Aielen's sons are obliged to swallow the heated stones; in the Central

vol. xxi. — nos. Si-82. 8
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American cycle the hot stone forms the settee, and thus is analogous to

the spine-seat, as Ehrenreich elsewhere recognizes. (33 : 50.) The only

characteristic special analogy of the Kojiki and American test-theme is

the wedge-test. This might be taken as suggestive of historical connec-

tion, but, standing by itself, it is not conclusive. Besides, this feature

occurs precisely not in the trip to Susanowo, but among the earthly ad-

ventures of Oho-na-muji. On the other hand, the trials of the hero in

the underworld may have been derived from the Mongolian story of

Geser, who is thrown successively into a snake-pit, the den of ants, lice,

wasps, and wild beasts, by order of the Chinese sovereign. At all events,

the resemblance here indicated is far more striking than that between

the trials of the Kojiki and those of the Popol Vuh, and transmission is

more probable among eastern Asiatic peoples than between Japan and

Central America. The lousing incident of the Kojiki implies nothing as

to the lunar character of Susanowo, for it occurs frequently in other

connections among the Amur tribes, and is simply the reflection of a

social custom. " Picking lice from each other's heads is a sign of mutual

friendship or love. It takes place, therefore, between spouses or between

related women." (59: 337.) It is thus clear that even if Japanese folk-

lore has influenced the American tales of suitors' tests, the nature-

mythological conception of the Japanese myth is arbitrary, and ignores

weighty considerations in favor of borrowing and an interpretation from

human conditions.

VII. SOLAR CONTEXT OF TEST-TALES.

But in order to test the naturalistic theory from a wider point of view,

irrespective of Ehrenreich's special hypotheses, it is desirable to consider

whether the tested heroes of this area, regardless of visits to the sky or

underworld, can be safely identified with the heavenly bodies. The
tried hero of the Northwest may be a human being (Chinook, Quinault,

Fraser River), sometimes of magical birth (Nutka: Anthtine = Nasal

Mucus), the Raven or Raven's father (Tsimshian, Newettee, Tlingit),

Salmon-Boy (Bella Coola, Chilcotin), the Transformer (Newettee,

Kwakiutl, Thompson River), Mink (Kathlamct), the Sun's son (Co-

mox), the son of the man from the sea (Nimkish), or a human boy

hero (Nass River, Tsimshian). When we find that in one Kwakiutl

version the hero is Gyii (3: 135), while in two other versions of closely

related tribes the same adventures are told of Gyii's foe, Kanigyilak,

(3 : 198; 14: 96), the transformer, we obviously cannot be sure whether

the trial-motive belongs to the one or the other, and cannot safely treat

it as a solar criterion of either character. Ehrenreich recognizes, of

course, that secondary transference of plot from one character to an-

other, and secondary combinations, have taken place. His error con-

sists in refusing to admit that this concession eliminates a naturalistic
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theory. He recognizes the difficulty of interpreting certain myths owing

to the fact that the relations to the natural phenomena are "durch andere

Vorstellungsgruppen iiberwuchert
;

" still the uniform recurrence of the

same nature-mythological motives in the same combination is considered

conclusive. (34: 596.) I have already indicated that, in spite of the am-
biguous character of these motives, this point of view is one of the rela-

tively legitimate standpoints taken to account for similarities of mythology.

When, however, Ehrenreich grants that the introduction to the Tsim-

shian Raven cycle may be a southern importation from Vancouver Island,

and at the same time contends that the Raven myth as a whole has been

introduced from Asia, this is not "fur unser Thema . . . nebensachlich "

(34 : 569), but a point of fundamental importance. If certain lunar traits

have originated in Koryak mythology, while the visit to heaven is an

indigenous element, the complex of celestial criteria has developed

secondarily, and allows no conclusion as to the celestial nature of the

hero. Similarly, if Mink's swallowing by a whale is an episode borrowed

from the Raven myth (3 : 338, 339), his solar traits are reduced to descent

from a being named Sun and to the ascent to the sky, the union of which

(disregarding their equivocal character) is very far from representing

the imposing array of solar criteria enumerated by the naturalistic school.

When we find, in addition, that the predominant characteristic of Mink
is his amorousness, a human trait (3 : 338), the assumption that Mink
is a solar being appears entirely unjustified by the facts. (34 : 568.) In

examining one by one the heroes of the test-stories, the solar context is

found noticeably lacking in the majority of instances. This is of course

particularly clear in the case of the ostensibly human heroes. The
magical birth of Anthtine from his mother's tears and mucus, being

found in human connections, serves rather to show that the magical

birth of a hero is a simple element of folk-lore (cf. Splinter-Foot- Girl,

Blood-Clot) than to support the naturalistic conception. (3: 117.) Ra-

ven, so far as I know, appears in the part of the tested only in the Tlingit

version of Krause, and there the visit to the sky is not joined with the

trials. The closest parallel to the Tlingit tale, that of the Kadiak Eskimo,

relates the same adventures of a human hero. In those Tsimshian and
Xewettee versions in which the part is assumed by Raven's father,

the test-theme is quite rudimentary, so that the connection with the

Raven cycle must be considered secondary. Whether Raven really re-

presents the moon, thus becomes immaterial for the immediate subject in

discussion. Turning to the probable home of the fully developed North-

western type of trial-tales (3 : 334), the Nutka hero, Anthtine has already

been discussed. The Nimkish join the tests to an ancestor tale. After

the deluge a sea-monster appears from the depths of the ocean, carrying

a human being, who is set down on the earth with his son Gyii. They
are met by the transformer Kanigyilak, who fails to overcome them in a
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trial of strength. At length the father, who has assumed the name
Guanalalis, is, in accordance with his own wish, transformed into a

river. Gyii wooes a chief's daughter, is tested, and becomes the ancestor

of a tribal division. In the entire myth there is hardly the suggestion of

a solar feature, let alone the entire complex.

The Comox, a Kwakiutl, and a Newettee version seem at first sight to

be more favorable illustrations of the nature-mythological theory : for the

Comox heroes are sons of Aielen, the Sun ; and Kanigyilak, the hero of

the other tales, is the transformer, whom Ehrenreich persistently iden-

tifies with a celestial being. It is therefore necessary to determine the

traits of these heroes with special reference to conceivably solar char-

acteristics.

VIII. THE TRANSFORMER CYCLE.

What seems to have impressed Ehrenreich in the wanderer cycle is

the occurrence of twin brothers representing the "natural duality of sun

and moon" and their descent from the sky. (33: 45, 56.) An unpre-

judiced survey of the facts eliminates these grounds for conceiving the

transformers as solar heroes. It is true that in the "Indianische Sagcn"

there are two instances of brothers descending from the sky; but Pro-

fessor Boas has informed me that additional material from the Nutka

and Newettee makes it, in the former case, highly probable that the

descent from heaven is a secondary feature, and that his recording it

among the Newettee resulted from a misunderstanding. As for the

duality of the culture-hero, the Tillamook and Hupa have a single wan-

derer, while among the Chilcotin and nearly all the Salish there are four

transformers. The assumption that in the latter case the extra pair

represent the morning and evening star derives no confirmation from a

study of the mythology of these tribes. They are nowhere expressly

identified with these bodies, and it is difficult to imagine what actions

of theirs could possibly lend countenance to such a theory. It is inter-

esting to note that in the Comox version the hero's companions have

animal names. The celestial nature of the transformer must therefore

be defended on other grounds. Combining the common characteristic

of all wanderer tales, i. e. the hero's ability to transform his enemies

into stone, with the most widely distributed traits tabulated on p. 140,

we find only one feature which fits into the naturalistic scheme. The
highly chara< teristic trials of .strength, the adventure with the enemy

preparing against the heroes and turned into a deer, the breaking of

the spear point, and the final transformation of the transformers into

stone, are all inexplicable on the naturalistic theory. There remains

the restoration of the dead brother with its allegedly lunar significance.

The artificiality of such a construction can, however, be easily demon-

strated. An isolated feature of this sort would at best be merely sug-
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gestive. But the lunar hypothesis involves a solar interpretation of

the other brother or brothers ; and solar traits, as already mentioned,

are not to be detected in the typical adventures of the cycle. The fact

that in all cases but one the resuscitated wanderer, together with his

companions, is ultimately transformed into stone, instead of being trans-

lated to the heavens, is an additional difficulty in the way of a lunar

hypothesis. The artificiality of such celestial interpretations is sim-

ilarly brought out in Hill-Tout's Skqomic myth. Here the Sun, who
appears as an enemy of the four Qais, abducts and beheads the young-

est brother; but the head is retrieved, and the youth revives. Now, fol-

lowing the traditional school of hermeneutic mythology, the opposition

of the four brothers to the Sun might be treated as a sure indication of

their lunar nature, which would be further illustrated by the dead

Qais's resuscitation. The arbitrariness of this standpoint hardly requires

proof. It suffices to point out that it is not the oldest and most important

Qais that is killed and revived, that the antagonism of the four brothers

to the Sun is confined to the single Skqomic myth (Hill-Tout), while

the various Salish transformer myths go back to a common origin, and

that on this lunar hypothesis the solar theory otherwise held with re-

spect to this cycle is abandoned. Thus, the plot of the wanderer tales

in no case justifies the naturalistic theory so confidently propounded.

There remains, however, one tale, Boas's version of the Skqomic myth,

in which the transformer is a single hero identified with the sun. The
question arises, whether in this test-case the hero is a solar being, or

whether the solar name is merely a later addition. The evidence for the

latter assumption is really overwhelming. In the first place, the fact

has been sufficiently dwelt upon that the incidents of the cycle show

nothing resembling the solar complex. Secondly, we have every reason

to believe that this form of the story is not primitive. Not only is the

story extremely fragmentary, but the term Qais, which the Salish, as

we now know, applied only to a group of brothers, refers, in the version

discussed, to a single being. In the much fuller version of Hill-Tout

(47: 518) the usual quadrumvirate bears no relation to the sun, while

the strictly homologous and far more elaborate variants from the Fraser

River and the Stseelis emphasize the descent of Qais from a woodpecker

(magpie) and a bear. (3 : 56 ; 49 : 360.) Thus, the case most favorable

for testing the pretensions of the naturalistic theory furnishes an ideal

instance of the secondary association of a solar name with the hero of

a non-solar folk-tale. The celestial conception of the transformer is

uniformly untenable.

To return to the main subject, the connection of the trial-tale with

the transformer cycle in the Kanigyilak myth in no way supports the

solar interpretation of the test-theme: first, because that connection

itself is exceptional and secondary, as a glance at the table shows;
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secondly, because the transformer, as just proved, is not a celestial being

in his actions.

There remain the solar connections of the Comox version, the fullest

of all. Here we have two brothers, the sons of Aielen, the Sun, who

ascend to the sky, are tested by Tlaik, the chief of the upper world, and

win his daughters. As soon as it is clearly understood that a solar or

lunar name, or descent, may signify absolutely nothing as to the tale,

but simply implies that the sun and moon are conceived as personal

beings, the naturalistic theory again loses ground. The action connected

with the heroes consists exclusively of the visit to the sky and the trials

undergone. The ascent to the sky has been shown to be a free and in-

different element of Northwestern folk-lore. In the absence of the com-

plete chain of solar criteria, especially of those traits which, like the

swallowing episode and the capture of the sun, seem most amenable to a

solar interpretation, Aielen's sons cannot be considered anything but

the heroes of a folk-tale. Thus not a single hero of Northwestern trial-

tales can be safely identified as a solar character.

The conclusions hitherto reached may be summarized as follows :
—

i. There are numerous stories of tests connected with human heroes

and not related to a visit to the sky.

2. The most frequent feature of trial-myths refers to a social, not to a

celestial phenomenon.

3. The test-incidents do not assume a specific character in tales

relating a visit to the sky.

4. The trip to the sky is not a characteristically solar trait.

5. Tested by the solar norm, the heroes of the Northwestern coast

are not solar beings.

6. Hence a character with explicit solar connections (Aielen's sons)

is not in its origin necessarily a solar being.

7. A character explicitly identified with the sun (Qais) may have been

secondarily associated with indifferent episodes.

IX. SOUTHWESTERN TEST-TALES; SECONDARY COMBINATION OF

CELESTIAL CRITERIA.

Turning our attention to the Pueblo myths, we find again that, with the

exception of the spikes on which the heroes are cast, all the test-incidents

occur in other combinations. The spine-seat, it should be noted, does

not occur in all the Pueblo talcs, but only in the Navaho version ; in view

of the general similarity of the Cherokee tradition, the recurrence of the

motive in that tribe may be accounted for by borrowing. The same

explanation may be given for its occurrence in both the Northwest and

the Pueblo region. (13: 373.) On the other hand, the motive which

appears in the three Pueblo versions, as well as in the Cherokee variant,

the heat-test in the form of the sweat-lodge or boiling, has been shown
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to be a very widely distributed feature. The smoking-test is equally

prominent among the Wintun and Yana, and appears as a smoking-

match among the Shoshone and Kitkehahki. (30: 77, 78.) The concili-

ation of guardian beasts by means of medicine and magic formulas

represents, from the naturalistic point of view, a later ritualistic element.

The dangers encountered by the Navaho twins are quite intelligible as

the adventures of the errant boy heroes of human folk-tales. So far as

the first part of the Southwestern myths is concerned, magical birth, a

visit to the Sun, and the descent from a celestial being, are the only

solar criteria joined with the test-theme. The second part of the stories,

in which the war-gods combat evil beings and redress wrongs, can be

discussed only in connection with the Prairie hero-tales, which, in the

tables given on pp. 139 et seq., have accordingly been similarly divided

into the account of the hero's birth and youth and his later adventures.

The most striking point, in looking over the complete Blood-Clot, Star

Boy, and Lodge-Boy cycles, is the remarkable similarity of the first por-

tion, which may easily be brought under a single formula, and the con-

siderable differentiation of the sequel. For example, the essential features

of the birth of Lodge-Boy and Spring-Boy are identical in nearly all the

tribes; while the persistence of indifferent details, such as the stranger's

insistence on having the food served on the woman's body, clearly indi-

cates which versions are most closely related. In the sequel it is indeed

also clear that the amalgamation of the Found-in- Grass theme among
the Blackfoot, Gros Ventre, and Arapaho goes back to a common origin.

On the whole, however, there is decidedly less similarity in the second

part of our twelve versions. This is due not merely to the accretion of

specific ogre-conceptions and the like, but also to a considerable alter-

ation of the heroes' character. While in several versions the twins have

the obvious mission of conquering evil, this trait becomes obscured in

others, and disappears among the Ponca and Sauk, where the emphasis

is on the mischievousness of the boys, while in the Sauk and Cherokee

versions the antagonism between parent and boys is distinctive. Never-

theless, though few of the tales are bodily derived from other versions, it

is impossible to deny that there has been a certain degree of historical

connection not only among the versions of the Lodge-Boy cycle, but

with the Pueblo twin myth and other hero-tales as well. The mischiev-

ousness of the Ponca heroes, for example, is quite in keeping with the

character of the Zurli war-gods (85 : 57), and the pretended flight from
a dead monster in order to frighten the parent is so characteristic that

we cannot assume a distinct origin for the episode among the Tusayan,
Skidi, and Sauk, or the analogous incidents of the Ponca version. We
must postulate a common origin for the Roc motive ; and the hoop motive
of the Jicarilla is beyond doubt related to that of the Prairie myths,
especially as found in the Blackfoot variant. The Pittheus motive
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occurs in nearly all the hero cycles discussed, and the frequent mention

of the cliff-ogre feeding his relatives or pet animals on the travellers

hurled below indicates that this conception also has been widely bor-

rowed. Still more important, on account of its alleged nature-mytho-

logical character, is the distribution of the sucking-monster; for it must

be noted that, although swallowing is an incident everywhere found,

the form in which this incident occurs in these tales is a highly special-

ized one. That the people of the Northwest, of the Prairie, of Greece

and western Asia, have all developed tales of heroes swallowed by a

monster, is conceivably explicable by a naturalistic theory; but the

special analogies of Tlesca's and Tlendixtcux's swallowing by an elk

or moose (3 : 3 ; 36 : 10), or that of the Comox Mink and of the Tlingit

Raven by a whale, can be accounted for only by borrowing. In the

Menomini, Ponca, Osage, Crow, Dakota, and Tusayan swallowing-

tales the hero is drawn in by a sucking- monster, finds many people in-

side, pierces the monster's heart, and liberates the victims. (26 : 42.)

The occurrence of the same special traits in the same continuous area,

in which borrowing is known to have taken place, can again be ex-

plained only by assuming a common origin. The killing of the gigantic

ruminant with the aid of a burrowing animal occurs not only in the

Southwest, but among the Dogrib Indians of the North, and in the same

characteristic combination with the Roc episode. (69: 324, 325.) As

both are found among the Jicarilla and Navaho, they may be considered

elements of Athapascan folk-lore which have been incorporated by

other Pueblo tribes.

The separation of the first and second portions of the Pueblo twin

myth thus appears justified. The test-theme developed by this group of

tribes is not indeed sharply separated from that of other tribes in the

single incidents, but represents a distinct type owing to the unique rela-

tions of the actors. The second portion of the myth cannot be con-

sidered anything but a compilation of elements derived from distinct

sources, and secondarily amalgamated with the tale of the twins' trials.

A similar conclusion holds for the Blood-Clot, Star-Boy, and Lodge-

Boy cycles. The first parts are well-defined, sharply differentiated

types of folk-tales; the second parts are infinitely variable, because they

have developed independently and by accretions from various centres

of distribution.

The fact of dissemination, as usual, is not immaterial in testing the

legitimacy of the naturalistic hypothesis, but of fundamental impor-

tance, because it illustrates how the complex of solar criteria may de-

velop secondarily. Comparative analysis, here as elsewhere, proves to

be a double-edged sword. If we selected the Blood-Clot myth of the

Gros Ventre for interpretation from a naturalistic point of view, we could

discover a fairly complete series of celestial traits: development of a
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child from blood (magical birth), rapid growth (lunar feature), falling

trees (symplegades motive), sucking-monster (swallowing), tests. Our
comparative analysis shows that the test-incidents are derived from the

same source as the corresponding episodes of the Arapaho or Cheyenne,

where the trials form a distinct tale with an anonymous, indeterminate

hero. The sucking-monster is identical with that treated above, i. e.

has been derived from the same source as that of the indeterminate

Osage boy, the Menomini Michabazo, Ponca Rabbit, Crow twins,

Dakota Star-Boy, and Hopi war-gods. (26 : 42.) The origin from blood

and the details connected with it are beyond any doubt bodily derived

from the same source as the Arapaho, Blackfoot, Pawnee, and Dakota

variants, in all of which the test-motive is lacking, while the swallowing-

monster is found only in the Blackfoot myth.

The point is equally well brought out by the Star-Boy cycle. If we
selected the Dakota star-hero, we could again find satisfactory evidence

of a celestial being. The hero is explicitly connected with a star, is swal-

lowed, and combats the spirit of evil weather. Several points are to be

noted here. In the first place, the most prominent episode of the Skidi,

Arapaho, and Gros Ventre legends, the attack of the rectum-snake re-

pulsed with the celestial father's aid, is, from a nature-mythological

point of view, indifferent. If Ehrenreich really disregards correspond-

ence of mythological figures as compared with correspondence of mo-
tives,

1 he must recognize that the Star-Boys of these tales are not at all

identical with the Star-Boy of the Dakota. Neither do they represent

a degenerate version of the Dakota myth, for the incidents are well-

developed among the Gros Ventre and Arapaho, and form an entirely

different plot. Folk-tales of a widely divergent tenor are thus narrated

of a hero of celestial descent. Thus, the principle recognized by Ehren-

reich in the abstract, but nowhere employed by him as a check in his

interpretations, the principle that a hero's name is insignificant, is

again exemplified. Secondly, the descent from a star must be considered

a secondary trait of the wandering knight-errant's tale, not only be-

cause the most significant trait, the sucking incident, is found in

totally diverse tales, but because the birth of a Star's child is itself a

secondary development of the characteristic star-marriage episode with

which all the myths open. In the two Micmac versions the two women
raised by the stars escape with Badger's aid after promising to marry
him. Their flight from Badger is described in detail ; there is no men-
tion of a Star-Boy. (71 : 160, 308.)

2 In the Wichita story the woman
descends by a rope, and is finally carried down by buzzards; in the

1 "Stucken betont mit Recht, dass es nicht auf tlber'einstimmung der Gestalten
sondern der Motive ankommt," etc. (33: 71.)

2 A similar version, told by an Assiniboine at Morley, Alberta, is in the writer's pos-
session.
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Coast Salish and Quinault versions the boy hero is also lacking, though

the latter is amalgamated with a long description of an ascent to the

sky. (27: 298; 3: 62; 35: 107.) What has taken place in the Dakota

myth is fairly clear. The typical boy hero of the Plains has been given

a celestial genealogy by amalgamation of his tale with the star-marriage

theme. Finally, the Kitkehahki and Kiowa myths clearly indicate that

the twin motive may develop secondarily. Star-Boy is in all other in-

stances a single hero ; in these two instances, evidently owing to the

influence of Pueblo mythology or the Lodge-Boy cycle, the hero is

doubled by splitting in two (cf. 70 : 49), or by association with his

brother by adoption.

Comparative analysis no more supports the naturalistic explanation

of the cycle of Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away. Ehrenreich regards the

origin of one boy from the afterbirth as a lunar trait. Upon what this

interpretation (34: 602) rests is not clear to me. At all events, a glance

at the table on p. 141 shows that this is a specifically Caddoan notion,

which has probably no fundamental significance. The death and restora-

tion of the twins' mother may also be a special, though more common,

development of the tale. Against these faint suggestions of celestial

features— always disregarding their equivocal character — we have the

essentially human setting of the stories and the indeterminate parents.

Even in the Cherokee version the parents' appearance in the sky is a

later evolution from their originally human condition. The second part

of the cycle having evolved independently of the beginning, the combina-

tion of quasi solar and lunar traits, where it occurs, must accordingly be

considered inconclusive. For this reason the fact that the Cherokee

twins are subsequently identified with the Thunder-Boys is not to the

point. Moreover, it will presently be shown that such final transforma-

tions are not to be considered in interpreting the character of the preced-

ing narrative.

For the Pueblo myth, however, this line of argument is not conclusive.

A definite refutation of the naturalistic theory depends on the available

material. It is demonstrable that all the trial-incidents found in the

Pueblo versions are also found in other combinations. It has also been

shown that none of the adventures related in the second part can be

used to enforce the naturalistic argument based on the initial portion.

Nevertheless, we are still confronted by the combination of the test-

theme with the visit to the sky, descent from the sun, and magical birth.

In Pueblo mythology there are not, as on the North Pacific coast, human
heroes undergoing precisely the same adventures as the Sun's children;

in it be directly proved, as in the case of the Star-Boy and Blood-

Cli il cycle, that so-called criteria have combined secondarily. My objec-

tion to the naturalistic interpretation of this case rests on the general

principle that no criteria distinguishing celestial from human heroes
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exist, that explicit solar connections are accordingly insignificant. This

principle, already illustrated by a limited number of examples, is most

conclusively established by the proof that an indifferent tale may, as in

the myth of Qais, acquire a celestial aspect. In the same way it is pos-

sible to dispose of the theory that in some cases the plot has a solely

explanatory function. When it is shown that celestial names and expla-

nations of natural phenomena are joined to independently developed

tales, the naturalistic theory becomes untenable. I shall accordingly

furnish additional examples of secondary association.

X. EXPLANATORY MYTHS.

According to the naturalistic theory, constellations are apperceived

by primitive man as objects or persons according to the characteristics

that appeal to him, and an explanatory tale' is added. The phenomena
are brought into relations with each other, and a story develops, one

conception naturally leading to another. If the earth happens to be the

scene of the plot thus evolved, the actors are simply transferred to the

stars. (33 : 38.) This conception of astral myths is essentially related to

the theory generally held as to the development of explanatory myths

in a wider sense. That explanations of biological and other phenomena
have developed cannot be doubted. The question is whether the tales

united with the explanations are the outgrowth of an explanation or have

developed separately and become secondarily added. Von den Steinen,

has taken the former point of view, and tried to show in detail how the

development may be conceived. In a South American story Turtle and
Vulture have a flying race to the sky. Turtle hides in Vulture's hamper,

greets him at the goal, and claims the victory. They agree to race back,

Vulture flies down, but Turtle just drops to the ground. In consequence

his back is cleft, as may be seen to-day. According to Von den Steinen,

the tale originated as follows : The native observes the cleft and infers

that it must have been caused by a fall from a great height, such as

the sky. To explain how Turtle ever ascended so far, he supposes that

he was carried up by Vulture. The particulars of the flight are accounted

for by assuming a trial of swiftness. (83 : 356, 357.) Though this explana-

tion cannot in the absence of comparative material be definitely refuted,

it is very artificial. It would be extraordinary if a chain of reasoning

were required for the production of a simple animal tale. The principle

on which this interpretation is based, the principle that the perception

of a fact to be explained must have preceded the story, proves untenable

in its generalized form. 1 In the first place, we do not know whether the

explanation, instead of being the basis of the tale, is not merely the

proof of the story. Just as the definite scene of the plot is often indicated

1 "• . . es ist ja klar, dass die zu erklarende Thatsache nicht zu der Geschichte

gekommen sein kann, sondern nur die Geschichte zu der Thatsache." (83 : 356.)
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by the narrator to prove that he has given the historical facts, just so the

peculiarity of the animal in question may be used to verify its action in

early times. This theory seems plausible for such incidents as the scorch-

ing of an animal during the theft of fire. Ehrenreich, in his interpretation

of Michabazo, insists that the Great Hare is in no way connected with

the animal, but represents the moon; his getting spotted in capturing

the fire merely describes the lunar spots. (34: 570.) But in a Shoshone

tale recorded by myself, the Cottontail (Rabbit) is delegated to shoot

the Sun, and is scorched by it, whence his yellow spots. There is no

reason for denying that the explanation of the Cottontail's spots as due

to scorching has developed independently; but the appearance of the

explanatory element in the story is simply a secondary matter, and in its

present combination it is probably the demonstration of what precedes.

There is nothing more likely than that the same interpretation holds for

Michabazo ; at all events, it is less artificial in accepting the name of the

hero as given, instead of explaining it away as referring to the hare in the

moon (Mondhase). Returning to Von den Steinen, we must note sec-

ondly that the application of his principle frequently leads to contradic-

tions. In a Navaho legend Coyote learns the trick of sending his eyes

away and recalling them. He is warned not to try the trick too often, but

disobeys, and fails to recover them. He subsequently secures orbs of

pine-gum, hence his yellow eyes to-day. Exactly the same story is told

by the Arapaho, but with a different explanatory feature. The hero

borrows Mole's eyes, hence Mole is blind nowadays. In a Shuswap

variant the explanatory feature is entirely lacking. (61 : 90; 31 : 51 ; 3 : 8.)

Were either of the other versions lacking, the Shuswap form might be

accounted for by the loss of the explanatory features. As it is, the same

tale obviously cannot have arisen independently from two entirely

different facts. Explanatory statements have simply been tacked on to

a previously existing talc.
1

Professor Boas has kindly called my attention to another unexcep-

tionable instance of the same process. In a Shuswap tale recorded by

Mr. Teit,
2 Grasshopper refuses to help his people in storing up salmon

for the winter, preferring to dance and cat grass. Famished in the win-

ter, when the grass is covered with snow, he asks for food, but is told

to plav and eat grass. When nearly starved to death, he is transformed

into the animal. "Henceforth," he is told, "you will be the grasshop-

per, and, as you were too lazy and thoughtless to catch salmon, you

shall live on grass, and spend your time jumping around making much

noise." This story is obviously a duplicate of the /Esopian fable retold by

La Fontaine under the title of "La Cigale et la Fourmi." Knowing that

1 Since writing the above, I have found a similar criticism of Von den Steinen's rea-

soning in Frobenius's Das Zeitalter des Sonnengottes, pp. 20-24.
2 Teit, The Shuswap (Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, vol. ii, p. 655).
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the Canadian voyageurs participated in the story-telling of the Indians, 1

we may be quite certain that the fable reached the Shuswap through

this medium. As the Shuswap have a considerable number of similar

origin tales, it illustrates the tendency of a borrowed story to become
adapted to a prevalent literary cast. The explanatory close is thus again

an acquired feature.

XI. STAR-MYTHS.

Applying the principle thus gained to the study of star- mythology,

we ask: Are the nature-mythological conceptions which undoubtedly

have developed from observation of the firmament the starting-point of

the tales connected with them, or have these tales developed independ-

ently and become secondarily joined with the nature-myth proper ? The
Pleiades tales have been pointed out as classical examples of nature-

myths, and the occurrence of such tales in all parts of the globe has

been said to exemplify the psychical unity of mankind. Now, it need

not be denied that the nature-mythological personification of this

constellation has led to simple explanatory statements. The Fraser

River myth reads as follows: "Qals went on and found a group of

children who were crying because their parents had left them. He
transferred them to the sky, and they became the Pleiades." (3: 21.)

Here the apperception of the Pleiades as a group of children is, of course,

the nature-myth, their transference to the sky by the transformer may
be justly considered an " explanatorische Hinzudichtung." But it is

doubtful whether full-fledged tales develop in this way. In a Cheyenne

story a young woman is married by a dog and gives birth to seven pup-

pies. Her husband leaves with the children, and is followed by the woman.
Suddenly the tracks stop. "She looked up, and there she saw seven

pups; they were stars." (54: 181.) The numerous variants of the story

among the Eskimo, Athapascan, Northwestern, and Plains tribes lack

the astral feature at the close. At the same time, the number of puppies

in the several versions varies considerably, from two to ten. What has

taken place among the Cheyenne is perfectly clear. The condition for

the development of a Pleiades tale is the presence of seven actors forming

a group. In a region in which astral transformations are common the

presence of a group of beings tends to amalgamate with the independ-

ently developed personification of the Pleiades, and this accounts for

the Cheyenne form. The Cheyenne story well illustrates the principle

that the type of association found in a given case is to a considerable

degree conditioned by the specific type, or formal setting, of plots found
in a cultural area. For example, Eskimo folk-lore, as Boas has shown

(10), is essentially human in setting. There are no complex animal tales;

the strictly indigenous portion of Eskimo mythology is made up of

1 Teit, The Shuswap, p. 621.
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hero-tales bearing a very general resemblance to those of eastern Asia.

On the other hand, among several Plains tribes, notably those of Cad-

doan stock, folk-lore tends to assume an astral aspect, while the Kwa-

kiutl and kindred tribes most frequently relate the meeting of an ancestor

with a supernatural being and the consequent acquisition of a dance or

charm. (14: 7, 25, 36, 107, 247, 255, 382, 403.) We might therefore

expect that in the case of widespread narratives the same tale might

appear among the Eskimo in human connections, while the Pawnee

version would be joined with an astral milieu, and the Kwakiutl variant

with a tale of ritualistic acquisitions. This is actually the case. Among
the Eskimo the story of the dog-husband is either joined with the Sedna

myth, or accounts for the origin of alien tribes. In the Heiltsuk version

(14: 401-403) the dog's offspring meet spirits from whom they learn

the winter dance. In the Cheyenne version we found a Pleiades ending.

Differently from all these, the Chilcotin variant is combined with one of

the typical Pacific traditions, the transformer cycle. Under the circum-

stances, it would obviously be a monstrous assumption that the tale of

the dog-children originated among the Cheyenne as an explanation of the

Pleiades. We may safely assert that the story of the dog marrying a girl

is the primary element in all the versions, and has in each tribe become

assimilated to the conventional mould, or united with some important

tribal myth.

The secondary assumption of a nature-mythological aspect is also very

clear in a Pawnee tradition. Here the rattling skull, one of the common-
est features of North American mythology, is the pursuer; the heroine

begs a number of animals for assistance in a series of characteristic

dialogues, and creates obstacles by means of magical objects. She is

saved by several brothers, with whom she finally constitutes the Pleiades.

(30: 119.) The widely diffused elements making up the substance of

this story occur in such a variety of different combinations that any

explanatory function in connection with the observation of the stars is

inconceivable. Neither can the Shoshone tale of Coyote and his daugh-

ters, which ends with a Pleiades transformation (60), have originated

in this way, for this element at the close, and the prerequisite condition

that a number of characters be united in a group of six or seven, are

both lacking in the Maidu, Ute, Navaho, and Pawnee versions. (25:

270; 55: 268; 62: 271; 30: 430.) In other cases, however, the nature-

mythological view may, at first sight, appear equally plausible. In

a familiar Plains legend a girl turns into a bear, and after killing the

tribesmen pursues her brothers, who ascend to become a constellation.

(27: 69; 31 : 152; 91.) The absence of the astral element in the Coos

(75) and Ponca (32: 292) versions might be explained by degeneration.

That this would be an artificial theory becomes manifest on examining

a series of myths from a tribe whose mythology abounds in astral trans-
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formations. For the sake of illustration, I shall briefly summarize a

number of Wichita stories.

1. A woman turns into a man-eating bear and pursues her seven

brothers, who ascend to the sky by means of a feather and form the

Dipper. (27 : 69 ; cf. 32 : 292.)

2. Coyote, disguised as a woman, is married by seven brothers.

She tries to abduct their child, but is overtaken. The brothers then

form the Dipper. (27 : 74.)

3. An ogre lures a woman away. She escapes and is pursued by her

husband, who is killed by a powerful old man. The wizard's seven

sons marry her. The old man gets dissatisfied and takes the entire

family to the sky, where they become Ursa Major and the North Star.

(27:63.)

4. Coyote obtains supernatural power, but is warned to keep away
from women. He yields to temptation, becomes an animal, and loses

all his power. His adopted son makes a formal announcement to the

people of what has happened and of his intentions, and becomes the

Morning Star. (27: 30.)

5. Flint-Stone-Man goes on the war-path, ordering his wife not to

send her son after him before he is of age. The youth grows up, and

joins his father. The old man declares his intention of becoming the

great South Star. The youth returns, summons a council, makes the

formal declaration, and becomes a star like his father. (27 : 47.)

6. Poor Wets-the-Bed outdoes other warriors and wins the chief's

younger daughter. His sister-in-law at first despises him, but falls in

love and tempts him when he suddenly becomes handsome. He decides

to go away, makes the customary announcement, and becomes a star.

Most of the people become animals. (27: 106.)

7. Child-of-a-Dog, owing to the trouble he has had, becomes a wind,

his wife changes to a raccoon. (27: 120.)

8. A chief's son marries a girl, but does not acknowledge her as his

wife. She becomes an eagle and flies away with his child. Her husband

then becomes an otter. (27: 167.)

9. The hero's son is taken away by a witch. The hero stays by the

water looking for his child, and after the formal announcement turns

into a flamingo. (27 : 172.)

10. A young chief carries a burr-woman on his back. Turtle succeeds

in shooting her off, but the old chief fears further misadventures, and

after the usual declaration the entire family become eagles. (27 : 187.)

n. A man who gambles for life is beaten by Half-a-Boy, who decides

to become a blackbird. (27: 194.)

12. A bad boy reforms and becomes a powerful warrior. He remains

unmarried, and finally becomes a hawk. (27: 257.)

13. Wets-the-Bed, after performing warlike deeds, becomes a

shooting-star. (27:114.)
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XII. REASONS FOR ASSOCIATION; ADDITIONAL ILLUSTRATIONS.

The common element of all these tales is the final declaration that,

owing to certain conditions or happenings, the hero has decided to

assume a non-human shape. What he changes into is immaterial. It

may be an eagle, or an otter, or a flamingo, yet no one supposes that the

tales joined with these transformations are in any way explanatory.

It is quite arbitrary to select the tales with astral endings and assume

that they are explanatory. In either case, however, there is direct evi-

dence to the contrary. The adventure of the hero with Burr-Woman
cannot have been developed as an explanation of the origin of eagles,

for the incident occurs in an entirely different context in the Ponca

twin-myth and in other tales. Similarly, Wets-the-Bed's transformation

into a star does not stamp his story as an astral myth because the

identical tale of the tempting sister-in-law is found both without any

transformation and with the hero's changing into stone. (31 : 341.)

The lack of intrinsic relation between the astral aspect and the story

proper also comes out in the Blackfoot twin-myth. It is merely neces-

sary to compare it with the other versions to recognize the astral

close as a secondary feature. We are thus warranted in concluding

that in the domain of astral mythology the secondary identification of

a human hero with a celestial body, instead of being merely a theo-

retical possibility, has repeatedly occurred. The fact that this type of

association is favored in definite areas is unintelligible on the natural-

istic theory. If star-myths are developed everywhere from observation

of the heavens, why this extraordinary efflorescence of star-lore among
the Pawnee and Wichita compared with its relative meagreness among
the Eskimo and in the Northwest ? That it results from the character

of the complicated Caddoan ceremonies is at least a plausible hypothesis,

just as the remarkable development of ancestor traditions among the

Kwakiutl is easily intelligible from their social life.

Another factor in the development of association must, however,

be recognized. Though the connection of the Pleiades with the Cheyenne

tale is secondary, and though the astral relations are sufficiently ac-

counted for by the foregoing considerations, the fact that the Pleiades

rather than, as in other versions, some other constellation or single stars,

are connected with the narrative, depends on the congruity of the num-

ber of actors with the number of stars in a group. Such congruity may

result in other cases in a very different way without any necessity of

interpreting the story as a nature-myth. In the Eskimo tale of the sun

and moon a youngwoman is surprised by a man in the night. In order to

deteel her lover, she marks his robe, and discovers her brother. Angered

by his conduct, she snatches up a light, and flees. He pursues, and falls,

extinguishing his light. Then both are raised to the heavens, and
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become transformed into the sun and the moon. (1 : 637 ; 5 : 173, 306.)

For nature-mythological theorists the apperception of the moon as a

lover pursuing his mistress is the starting-point of the story ; the other

incidents are explanatory. There are, however, difficulties in the way
of this simple interpretation. In a tale from the lower Fraser River and

the Thompson River the human brother and sister commit suicide as

soon as their son recognizes their relationship; but there is no trans-

ference to the sky, nor the pursuit. (3 : 37 ;
46 : 566.) The Tlingit have

indeed the Eskimo myth, but as a variant. Chlkajage, marked by his

sister, flees to the top of a mountain, flies away as a bird, and becomes the

thunder, while the girl descends underground. In a third version the

same metamorphoses occur without a precedent love affair. (52 : 268,

270.) In a Fraser River legend two marked lovers are the father's

hammer and a splinter of wood. (3: 41.) The marked lover is a dog

among the Carrier, Fraser River Indians, Bella Coola, Chilcotin,

Skqomic, Arapaho, Cheyenne, and Blackfoot. (67 : 28; 3 : 264; 36 : 10;

47 : 536 ; 31 : 207 ; 54 : 181
; 91.) He is the woman's brother among the

Eskimo, the Tsetsaut, Fraser River people, and Cherokee. (9 : 257 ; 66:

2 56. j In two of Hill-Tout's Skqomic legends he is the guardian slave

of the chief's daughter. (47: 512, 549.) The closest analogue of the

Eskimo myth is the Cherokee variant, in which both the relationship of

the lovers and their transference to the sky recur ; but in the Cherokee

tradition the pursuit motive is lacking, as it is, of course, in all the other

variants. It is therefore next to inconceivable that the story of the marked

lover should have originated from the conceptions formed of the suc-

cession of sun and moon. It may be safely inferred that the story has

developed independently. Just as the occurrence of seven heroes may
lead to identification with the natural septet of the Pleiades, so the

existence of two heroes may result in their association with the natural

duality of sun and moon, — may, for very frequently no such association

takes place. It is not at all improbable that the Eskimo conception of

the sun and moon as pursuer and fugitive promoted the amalgamation.

But here, as elsewhere, the nature-myth proper has not determined the

course of the narrative. Its distinctive feature, in this case, is simply

that, instead of merely representing some descriptive trait, it harmonizes

with a subordinate element of the plot. In the absence of satisfactory

evidence, we may continue to doubt whether cosmic or astronomical

conceptions have ever resulted in genuine hero-tales. It must be re-

membered that in the numerous stories of visits to the sun or moon it is

not the hero that is a solar or lunar being, and that the hero's actions

do not, as a rule, serve primarily as an explanation of solar and lunar

characteristics. To the concession made throughout, that descriptive

traits and nature-mythological ideas may be interwoven with the fun-

damentally human folk-tale, it is merely necessary to add that the con-

vol. xxi.— nos. 81-82. Q
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cept formed of a natural process may intrinsically fit in with the course

of the narrative and become united for that reason.

It is interesting to note that the principle of secondary association, in

a wider sense, has been recently recognized by an adherent of the tra-

ditional nature-mythological school. In an article on Mexican myth-

ology (79) Seler endeavors to vindicate against Preuss the claims of

lunar as opposed to solar hypotheses. The tennis court of Mexican

pictography is interpreted by Preuss — in accordance with Seler's

former supposition — as a symbol of the sun's daily journey : it is con-

nected with the myth of Uitzilopochtli, the ball represents the sun, the

water pictured on one side of it stands for the dawn, the skull on the left

for the vanquished stars. Seler tries to show that a solar explanation is

inconsistent with the direction of the ball's flight, and that the tennis

court is very rarely represented with solar personages, but appears

regularly with the earth-goddess, with Tezcatlipoca and Quetzalcouatl.

Earth-deities are, on psychological grounds advanced in common
with Ehrenrcich and Siecke, identified with the moon. Quetzalcouatl

and Tezcatlipoca are recognized as lunar beings. So far, Seler's inter-

pretations are, of course, diametrically opposed in spirit to the stand-

point here taken; but in rejecting Preuss's suggestion that the ball-

game was originally not an amusement, but a form of imitative magic,

Seler arrives at conclusions thoroughly in harmony with those here de-

fended. The fact that a dramatic representation, or a game, is con-

nected with magical beliefs, does not prove that it is essentially and

primarily a magical performance. The harmless enjoyment of play, and

the tendency to read a meaning into it, are psychological processes at

least as strong and elementary as the wish to produce a desired result

by imitative magic. The ball-game was primarily a means of diversion.

Associated with a deity, it became sacred in this connection, the details

of the game were correlated with the ideas pertaining to the god, and

finally the game acquired a magical character. (79: 9.) Exactly the

same critic ism is advanced by Professor Haddon ' in a recent review

of Culin's "Games of the North American Indians" with reference

to cat's-cradle and the hoop-and-pole game.

It is difficult not to recognize the soundness of this argument ; but

the connection of talcs with personified celestial bodies furnishes a close

parallel to the association discussed by Seler. The harmless pleasure

derived from the narration of a folk-tale is a psychological phenomenon

that requires no cosmic or celestial relations to become intelligible, As

Seler himself says, myths are not necessarily representations of natural

processes, but arc frequently enough "die freie Schopfung der gestaltcn-

den Phantasic." (79: 22.) The rationalistic and associative tendency

is likely to be as aetivc in the history of myth-making as in the ritualistic

1 Nature, vol. 77 (1908), p. 569.
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development of amusements. To be sure, psychological probability is

an inadequate proof. The question is whether these tendencies are

demonstrable in the realm of mythology. When, however, this question

is decided affirmatively, the justification for interpreting the elements

of a story as representations of a natural phenomenon disappears on

methodological grounds, even though secondary amalgamation may
not be provable in each and every instance.

The importance of proving secondary association justifies the mention

of additional examples. In one of several versions of an Arapaho tale

the Moon lures a human woman to the sky. She leaves him, as in the

Star-Boy myth, but is killed as she swings to and fro from the rope.

Moon angers Buffalo-Woman, his second wife, by speaking of the human
woman. She leaves with her calf, and is followed by Moon, whom her re-

latives subject to the typical buffalo tests enumerated on p. 137. (31 : 321,

329, 404.) As these trials are in every other instance ascribed to inde-

terminate human heroes, and as this feature is lacking in several other

Arapaho versions of the Moon's marriage to the woman enticed by the

Porcupine, the secondary association of the test-theme with a lunar being

is beyond reasonable doubt. In a somewhat different way the process

is exemplified by the contest of the Skidi Spider-Woman with the sun-

youths sent by Tirawa. The close of this story, the transference of the

woman to the moon, falls under the general category of astral transfor-

mations already discussed. The substance of the plot has a number of

close parallels in Pawnee folk-lore. In one of these, Spider-Woman is

not overcome by solar beings, but by two anonymous youths with super-

natural power. (30 : 233.) In another a witch is beaten in a race by the

hero ; she steals his robe, is whirled to the sky and back again by a tem-

pest, and finally turned into a deer or spider. (30: 222.) A witch is

overcome by the anonymous hero in a diving contest and killed by the

people on the boy's side. (30: 225.) Another boy-hero is offered poi-

soned food, which he vomits. Spider-Woman engages him in a climb-

ing-match, but loses and is put to death. (30 : 219.) In one story it is a

girl who conquers Spider-Woman in a ball-game; Spider-Woman is

burnt and turns into a spider. (30: 236.) In another tale the cannibal

prepares to kill her dancing victim, who is saved by the arrival of some

Indians ; the sorceress is burnt and becomes a frog. (30 : 240.) The con-

flict of young heroes with the evil women believed to infest the Prairie

is seen to be a common element in the folk-lore of this tribe. This

would lead us to suppose that the contest of the sun-youths with Spider-

Woman might not, after all, have anything to do with the opposition of

sun and moon, as might be imagined at a first glance. But we know that

Spider-Woman is an essentially beneficent being in Pawnee mythology,

being sharply contrasted in this respect with the "witch-women." Under
these circumstances, the most plausible hypothesis is that suggested by
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Dorsey, that a characteristic witch tale has become secondarily united

with the myth of Spider-Woman's transference to the sky. (28 : 335, esp.

note 78.) Thus, a lunar being would again be shown to appear in an

independently evolved tale. In the Arapaho version of the dog-husband

myth the lover is identified with the sun. (31 : 205-207.) This idea,

lacking in every other variant, and found without a trace of solar traits,

is obviously an afterthought. The Shoshone (60) identify the Man in

the Moon with a Dzoabits, i. e. one of the man-eating ogres who for-

merly carried off Indians in their bags. This explanatory statement

is, however, not embodied in a tale; lunar traits are absent; besides, in

one of Powell's stories a Dzoabits is transformed into the echo. (70 : 47.)

The association of the Skqomic Qais (Boas) with the transformer myth

and of Aielen's sons with the test-theme has already been dealt with.

Thus a secondary association of sun and moon beings with the heroes

of indifferent tales has demonstrably occurred.

XIII. RESUME.

Returning to the test-theme, we may now briefly review the general

aspects of our problem. The test-theme in its fundamental ideas, the

imposition of a difficult or dangerous task and a mutual or competitive

trial of strength, is evidently derived from human experience. Its

alleged function in solar myths is not the description of a natural phe-

nomenon, but is avowedly explanatory. As a matter of fact, adopting

provisionally the criteria of the naturalistic school, it has been shown

that a majority of North American test-tales have human heroes and a

human setting. The antagonism of suitor and father-in-law, which is

characteristic even of the celestial stories of the Northwest, probably re-

flects a widespread social phenomenon. The substitution of the cruel

uncle in Alaska is beyond doubt influenced by the social relations of

uncle and nephew among the Tlingit and Haida. The North Pacific area

often shows the union of tests with the ostensibly solar hero's visit to

the sky; but the ascent motive turned out to be a free element of North-

western folk-lore, lacking at times in explicitly solar myths, and appear-

ing in indifferent folk-tales. The heroes descended from the sky or

identified with the sun do not present the solar complex ; and in the most

complete versions a secondary association of the hero's heavenly rela-

tionships with the tests seemed highly probable. The remaining cases

of tested solar heroes could not— possibly owing to lack of comparative

material — be interpreted in this way. Here it wras consequently neces-

sary to raise the question already broached, whether the features empha-

sized in these stories really stamp the talc as a nature-myth. Returning

to the Quiche* and Pueblo tales, it is interesting to note, in the first place,

that even they are not convincing from Ehrenreich's own point of view.

The snaring of the sun with loss of limb, and the swallowing-motive, are
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lacking in both. The swallowing-episode occurs, indeed, in the Tusayan

version; but its special analog}' to the sucking-monster of the Plains,

joined with its absence from other Pueblo variants, establishes the theory

of a later intrusion. In both cases the complex of solar traits is thus

reduced to magical conception, the journey to another world, and the

test-theme,— a combination still incomplete; so that from a sane natural-

istic point of view, as theoretically defined by Ehrenreich, 1 a sceptical

attitude would be required. There are, however, considerations that

warrant a much more positive opposition to Ehrenreich's standpoint.

Even this complex, deficient as it is, is not a common characteristic of

the Northwestern and Southern tales dealing with explicitly celestial

beings. The motive of magical conception is absent from the solar

myths of the Northwest, occurring precisely in the human tale of Anth-

tine. Furthermore, the equivalence of a journey to the underworld and

a trip to the sky, while defensible if the naturalistic theory is taken for

granted, remains to be proved when its fundamental assumptions are

challenged. Thus, the only element common to the solar test-tales of

North America is the element shared by the human tales : the occurrence

of tests. The result of our discussion may accordingly be summed up as

follows : Assuming the establishment of celestial criteria, and testing the

heroes of our trial-tales, we have not found a single instance in which

the complex of traits is entirely or approximately represented. Com-
paring, on the other hand, the ostensibly solar heroes, we are not able

to find any traits distinguishing them as a class from human characters.

It is, however, the examples of secondary association that strike at the

root of the naturalistic theory. If the hero of a tale is secondarily trans-

formed into the sun, or acquires a solar name, his newly developed solar

affiliations have evidently not influenced the plot any more than the

explanatory statement tacked to a story, — whatever may be the traits

ascribed to him. The unreliability of even a complex of criteria is ex-

posed when the complex can be proved to have developed by amalgama-

tion of disjointed elements (Star-Boy, Blood-Clot). On the other hand,

when the incidents told of a hero subsequently identified with a heav-

enly body are indifferent, from the standpoint of the naturalistic system,

the union of indifferent traits with a solar being refutes the fundamental

assumption that a definite type of actions is correlated with solar names
or lineage. If the supposed criteria are to be recognized as valid, they

must be based on an unbiased enumeration of traits common to all

explicitly solar or lunar characters. Contrary to the naturalistic dogma,
our preliminary considerations indicated that such similarities were diffi-

1 "Also Verschlungenwerden und Wiederauftauchen, Unferwelts- oder Himmels-
reise mit dem Symplegaden- und Probenmotiv, Schlingenfang und Beinvenvundung,
Haarverlust und magische Empfangnis u. a. miisste ein . . . Mythologe bei seinem
Helden wiederzufinden im stande sein." (34: 576.)
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cult to find in the empirically given solar myths of the Thompson River

Indians, Kathlamet, Cherokee, and Maidu, or the lunar myths of the

Eskimo, Athapascans, and the North Pacific coast. Not only was con-

formity to a common prototype found lacking, but there were features

directly contradictory to the naturalistic scheme. Petitot's lunar boy

does not grow at all, the decapitated Moon of the Pacific coast fails to

revive. The discussion of the test-theme furnished additional testimony,

as the tested heroes of solar extraction did not show a complex of ho-

mologous characteristics. Combining with these the cases in which sun

and moon are secondarily associated with folk-tales, the scope of celestial

is seen to coincide with that of human activities. The Sun is a cannibal

(Thompson River), an abductor of children (Maidu), the transformer

(Skqomic), the husband of a frog (Arapaho), the marked dog-husband

(Arapaho). He may in different versions of the same tale act as the

cruel father-in-law and as the hero's abettor (Koryak) ; he is tester, as

well as tested hero (Wintun, Yana, Pueblo, Northwest coast). The
Moon assists the distressed (Eskimo), engages in a trial of skill (Tla-

tlasikoala), practises witchery (Pawnee Spider-Woman), is tested by the

buffalo (Arapaho), is identified with the giant Dzoabits (Shoshone). Even

the descriptive features are not confined within a narrow range. Why
is the Sun conceived as blind (Kootenay), or naked (Thompson River) ?

Why are the lunar women invisible (Athapascan)? It is thus not the

uniformity of the celestial hero's traits, but their indefinite variability,

that is proved by the available material. Undoubtedly, a great number
of nature-mythological concepts will be assimilated, which accounts

for the wide spread of certain descriptive motives; but, so far as the

tales related of sun and moon arc concerned, far-reaching similarities

distinguishing them as a group from human folk-talcs cannot be de-

tected. Solar and lunar heroes are human beings named after, or some-

how identified with, sun and moon.

A. — NORTH AMERICAN TEST-TALES PROPER.
i. Northwestern America. See table on page 135.

2. Other North Pacific Test-Tales.

(a) Chilcotin. A young man marries Thunder's daughter. He escapes from his

father-in-law's hears, which have killed all other suitors. Thunder demands that the hero

build a new house and dear his garden of weeds. By means of uncovering his head the

youth succeeds, and Bees with his wife. (36: 26.)

(b) Chinook ; Quiriauti ; Wishram. Several men travelling from village to village are

invited to contests by their hosts. They win in climbing-match, diving-contest, sweat-

house trial, etc. (2: 56; 35: 102; 76.)

(c) Tillamook. Six human travellers pass the clashing lightning-door. One of them

leaps in and is injured jumping out again, but is cured. They arrive at the chief's place.

People try to stifle them with their breath, but the visitors cause a deluge, in which their

enemies are drowned. The heroes defeat their hosts in a hoop-game and kill them.

(8: 30.)
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3. California.

(a) Wintun. An old woman digs a child (Tulchuherris) out of the ground, and brings

him up. She warns him not to go to the east, but the youth disobeys (Pittheus motive).

He sets out for Sas's house to win his daughter. On his way he kills old men who try

to push him over a precipice (cliff-ogre) and to drown him. Having passed through a

snapping pine, he vanquishes Sas's guardian beasts. Tested by his father-in-law, he sur-

vives the sweat-house ordeal, smokes poisonous tobacco unharmed, and kills his host's

Gorgon wife. Sas lures him to his monster children, but all are overcome. In a tree-

pulling contest with his father-in-law, Tulchuherris wins, and hurls Sas to the sky, where

he is split into sun and moon. (22: 131.)

(/;) Yana. Rainbow's son, aided by his uncle, goes in quest of Moon's daughter. He is

not killed by Sun's poisonous tobacco, and, overcoming Moon in a pole-bending contest,

hurls him to the sky. (22: 287.)

(c) Yana. Acorn-of-Black-Oak sets out with his uncle to woo two girls. He sur-

vives Moon's smoking-test, beats his brothers-in-law at a bone-game, and in a race slays

the dangerous animals set against him, and finally kills his enemies with a staff. (22 : 430.)

(d) Maidu. Thunder's daughter is followed by a suitor, whom she leads over a dan-

gerous road. With the aid of flint, stone moccasins, and a feather, he surmounts the

obstacles, and sleeps with the girl after breaking her teeth (vagina dentata). Arrived at

Thunder's house, he swallows poisoned food without harm, breaks a log which has

proved fatal to other suitors, catches a dangerous fish, and, lured to a grizzly's haunt,

kills the bear by hitting its only vulnerable spot. (24: 67.)

4. Southwestern Tales.

(a) Sia. A virgin embraced by the Sun gives birth to twins. The boys visit their father

in the east, and are tested by him. Sun puts them into a sweat-house, which they cool

by spitting out shells. They are cast into the deer-house and the rattlesnake-house.

As the animals do not injure them, they are recognized as Sun's children, and are sent

to contend against monsters. (84: 43.)

(b) Tusayan. The twins, counselled by Spider-Woman, visit the Sun. By spurting a

charm they pacify a cliff-ogre and other monsters on their way. They enter by the clash-

ing gate of the sky. Sun puts them into an oven and builds a fire. As they are not hurt,

they are recognized as his sons. (38: 135.)

(c) Navaho. The twins, counselled by Spider-Woman, pass snapping rocks, crushing

reeds, cactus-fields, whirling sands, and monsters which they conciliate with their magic

formula-. They arrive at Sun's house, are thrown on sharp spikes (spine-seat"), put into

the swc.ii lodge, and subjected to the smoking-test. Remaining unharmed, they are

recognized by their father. (61 : 108.)

5. Cherokee.

(</) A scrofulous boy (subsequently identified with lightning) is sent to his putative

father, Thunder, to be cured. Thunder bids him sit on honey-locust thorns (spine-seat),

and boils him in a pot. He is not injured, and reappears cured. He must select orna-

ments from a box filled with snakes. Olx-ying an old woman, he selects the snakes from

the bottom. Then he is obliged to fight his brothers, the Thunder-Boys, until separated

by his father. His tests thus terminate, and he is prepared for his contest with a gam-
bler. (66: 312.)

(6) A man wishing to marry a woman is led to the cave of her brother, Thunder. He
is afraid to sit on a turtle-settee, refuses to ride an uktcna monster, and is struck senseless

by his angry brother-in-law. (66: 345.)
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6. Prairie Tribes.

(Buffalo-Woman Myth.)

A man marries a buffalo-woman. She leaves him with their child. He follows her to

the buffalo camp, where the buffalo subject him to tests. (80: 289; 32: 160; 28: 284; 27:

202; 29: 94; 31 : 326, 404; 54: 186.) He is obliged to recognize his wife and son among
a great number of buffalo cows and calves, which he succeeds in doing with his son's

assistance. 1 Either he himself, or his son, must race against the buffalo. 2 The animals

try to hook him, but he flies away as a feather, and they merely gore one another. 3 Other

trials: Swinging-test, 4 laughing-test, 5 dancing-test, 6 sweat-lodge.7

7. Prairie Tribes.

(a) Arapaho-Cheyenne. A powerful wizard sends his daughter's suitors to get arrow-

sticks, points, and feathers, and kills them if they fail. The hero succeeds, and is then

required to capture a buffalo. The animal consents to accompany the youth, and kills

the tester. (31: 294; 54: 177.)

(b) Gros Ventre. Blood-Clot, after many adventures, marries a chief's daughter. He
is required to fetch burning coal, arrow-wood, feathers, buffalo-sinew, and flint, and suc-

ceeds every time. He is sent for water, and is drawn in by an animal (sucking-monster),

whose horns he cuts off. His father-in-law tries to kill him, but is himself slain. (56: 88.)

8. Miscellaneous Prairie Tales.

(a) Ponca. A youth, accompanied by four comrades, sets out to marry a beautiful

woman. Her fellow-tribesmen demand that the visitors remove a large rock, and defeat

one of their women in a foot-race. One of the youth's companions wins the girl for him.

(32: 333-)

(b) Wichita. A girl brings up the human offspring of a female dog and the Wind.

The boy grows up rapidly. He is lured by a woman to climb a tree, to which he sticks

until released by his father. He marries the woman's sisters, beats his brothers-in-law

in a race by causing obstructions in their way, and is caught in a pit, but rescued. An old

woman invites him to marry her daughters. He overcomes them (vagina dentata), killing

one and marrying the other, with whom he flees from the witch's lodge (magic flight).

(27: 130.)

(c) Skidi Pawnee. Evening-Star's daughter kills all suitors with her vaginal teeth.

Poor-Boy, assisted by Morning-Star, surmounts the obstacles on his way to the girl's

house, and conquers the guardian monsters. The girl asks him to get beavers' pappoose-

boards and a buffalo-robe. The hero secures the desired articles, breaks the girl's teeth,

and marries her. (28: ^t,; 30: 38.)

(d) Skidi Pawnee. Spider-Woman poisons stray hunters. Tirawa sends the sun-

youths against her. The heroes conquer dangerous beasts before reaching the witch's

lodge. She offers them poisoned food, which they vomit. She asks them to dance on a

precipice, and tries to have them blown down, but they fly off as birds. They have her

carried to the moon by grasshoppers, where she may be seen to-day. (28: 40.)

9. Athapascan and Lake Algonquin.

A youth is carried off by an old man, whose daughter he marries. (67 : 6; 73 : 203; 78:

205.) The youth is sent to the thunder-birds, but returns safe. (67; 73; 78.) He has a

flying-match, or swinging-contest, with his tester. (67; 73.) He is taken to an island to

fetch eggs and is abandoned, but flies home as, or on, a gull. (73; 78; cf. 69: 452; 18: 151

;

72: 139.) He is offered to a man-eating fish, but is carried home by it. (78: 207.) The
old man burns the boy's moccasins to prevent his return, but the youth saves himself,

and retaliates. (78: 209; 18: 151; 61: 193.)

1 Crow, Ponca, Skidi, Wichita, Arikara, Arapaho (cf. 46: 544). * Ponca, Skidi, Ankara, Arapaho.
8 Crow, Ponca, Skidi, Arikara. * Ponca. 6 Ponca. 6 Arapaho. 7 Ponca.
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10. Miscellaneous North American Tales.

(a) Micmac. A young man marries a chief's daughter. He is required to move a

rock and to defeat a hostile force ; with the assistance of his manitou, he accomplishes

both tasks. The old man orders him to capture a dragon : the hero succeeds, and kills

his father-in-law with the monster's head. (71: 7.)

(b) Micmac. A youth marries in an upper world. His mother-in-law tries to kill

him with poisoned food, which he refuses. She tries to throw him over a precipice in a

wrestling-match, but is conquered by the hero. (71 : 90.)

(c) Micmac. A young man captures a dragon for his father-in-law, defeats the sor-

cerer in a race and diving-match, and passes in safety through all the dangers put in his

path. (71: 25.)

(d) Menomini. The father-in-law hurls a wildcat cloth at the hero, who throws it

back at him. The old man sets poisoned food before him, but he refuses to eat. The hero

wins his wife by leaping over the old man's wigwam. His mother-in-law demands that

he get a white and a yellow bear's paw for her, which he succeeds in doing. In a retaliatory

test imposed by the young man she fails. (50: 169.)

(e) Menomini. Ball-Carrier defeats his witch sister-in-law in a race, and kills her.

(5° : 233)

(/) Navaho. Natinesthani marries a wizard's daughter. He is offered poisonous

food and tobacco by his father-in-law, but is warned by the Winds and escapes injury.

On a deer-hunt he is lured to the lair of wild beasts, and slays the old man's pet monsters.

Far away from home the wizard intends to destroy the youth's foot-gear, but the hero

exchanges the moccasins, so that the tester burns up his own. (61 : 175.)

(g) Zuiii. A girl, who keeps all the game concealed, asks suitors to shoot deer for

her. All fail until the war-gods follow her to the corral and kill the animals. The girl

next asks them to scrape all her buckskins within a day. With the aid of field-mice, they

succeed. (23: 104.)

(h) Zuni. A girl agrees to marry the suitor that will scare away wild beasts destroying

her corn-fields. A poor boy succeeds, and marries her. (23:288.)

(*) Zuni; Navaho. Several brothers promise to give their sister to the man that con-

quers a demon. Coyote by a ruse succeeds, and wins the girl. (23: 215; 61: 92.) Coy-

ote must then allow the girl to kill him four successive times, but is restored every time,

and marries her. (61 : 94.)

(;') Tusayan. Tiyo wishes to rescue his wife from Man-Eagle. He sets out, assisted

by Spider-Woman and Mole, and reaches the lodge. The monster proposes contests.

The youth swallows the smoke from Eagle's pipe without getting dizzy. Eagle asks him

to break one of two horns; counselled by Spider-Woman, he selects the brittle one, while

Eagle fails to break the real antler. Eagle proposes a tree-pulling match. Mole gnaws up

the roots, so that Tiyo wins. In an eating-match the hero defeats his opponent by passing

the food through a hole dug by Mole. They are next to sit on an ignited wood-pile. Tiyo

has stolen the monster's ice-coated armor and substituted a gum imitation. He survives,

accordingly, while the Eagle perishes. (38: 134.)

(k) Tusayan. Tiyo descends to the ocean in a box, conciliates Spider-Woman and

guardian animals with bahos and medicine, is given tobacco by the chief of the snake-

people (smoking-test), seizes one of the snakes after spurting medicine on it, and receives

instructions. (90: 30; 37: 106.)

11. Quiche.

Two brothers are killed by the princes of the underworld (Chibalba). The head of

one of the slain heroes causes a princess to conceive and give birth to twins, Hunahpu

and Xbalanque. The boys are summoned by the kings of Chibalba, pass unharmed

through the Rivers of Blood and Mud, and, contrary to their enemies' wish, discover

their names. They refuse to sit on heated stones, succeed in keeping their cigars and

torch unconsumed in the House of Darkness, defeat their hosts in a ball-game, and in the
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House of Lancers persuade the guards to spare their lives. With the aid of ants, they

secure flowers from the testers' gardens, heat up the House of Cold, pacify the beasts in

the House of Tigers, and remain unscathed in the House of Fire. In the House of Bats

Hunahpu is killed, but is restored to life. The twins are burnt and pulverized, but re-

appear in disguise, slay the kings, subjugate their subjects, and become identified with

the sun and moon. (16: 91-193.)

B. — NORTH AMERICAN HERO-TALES.

1. Western Transformer Myths. See table on page 140.

2. Maidu.

(a) Monsters kill all the people except two old men and their daughter, who marries

Cloud-Man. Two sons develop out of feathers and grow up rapidly. The old men
vainly warn them against dangers (Pittheus motive). Conqueror kills or transforms the

monsters (Roc motive), reaches the house of a man who gambles for life, beats and kills

him. (24: 51.)

(b) Similar adventures are narrated of Kutsem yeponi, a single hero, who develops

from a bead. (24: 59.)

3. Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away Cycle.

{First Part.) See table on page 141.

4.' Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away Cycle.

(Second Part.)

(a) Shoshone. The boy's father gives them a hoop with the order not to throw it in a

certain direction. The hoop rolls into a sea-monster, Water-Boy follows, is swallowed

by it, but rescued by his brother. They travel homewards, are locked up in a cave, but

liberated by the rain Water-Boy causes to fall. They pass a giant's bears unharmed,
make snow and ice on the mountains, and finally arrive at home. Adventures in another

version: killing of a gigantic bird, pursuit by a water-giant and rescue by water-spirits,

passing of cactus-fields, rattlesnakes, etc. (60.)

(b) Crow. Father warns the boys against going to an old woman who boils people by
drawing them into a tilted pot (pot-tilter). They disobey and kill the woman. Disre-

garding further warnings, they are drawn in by a sucking-monster, cut its heart, and
liberate the people swallowed by it ; break striking trees, kill snakes which crawl into

people's rectum (rectum-snakes) ; dispatch a cliff-ogre; burn a man with his own fire-

moccasins; and kill a thunder-bird with hot stones (Roc motive). (80: 303.)

(c) Blackfoot. The boys are warned not to roll their hoop in a certain direction, but

disobey. They are carried to an old woman, who tries to suffocate them, but is herself

smothered. They kill snakes. One of them is enticed up a growing tree and becomes a
star. The other is adopted by an old woman, wins the chief's daughter, produces a food-

supply by magic, and saves people from a famine caused by his enemy Crow. The hero
is offended by his wife's disobedience, ascends to the skv, and joins his brother as a star.

(9i.)

(d) Hidatsa. Pittheus motive. The twins are swallowed by a sucking-monster, which
they kill with hot stones, and overcome Pot-Tilter, fire-moccasin man, and an ogre with a
magical knife. Lodge-Boy is taken to the sky by Long-Arm; his brother leaps up on an
arrow, rescues him, and returns in safety. (63: 63.)

(e) Gros Ventre. The boys are warned against picking up their arrows. One of them
disobeys and is carried away. He magically captures buffalo, marries the chief's daughter,
and is tempted by his sister-in-law (Found-in-Grass theme). (56: 79.)

(/) Arapaho. Pittheus motive. The twins slay rectum-snakes, their mother's murderer,
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and thunder-bird. Throwing a hoop contrary to instructions, one of them is whirled

away, adopted by an old woman, etc. (Found-in-Grass theme, see before). (31: 341.)

(g) Skidi Pawnee. Pittheus motive. The boys kill snakes, overcome a sucking-mon-

ster, and feign being pursued by the animal in order to frighten their father. They ride

a bear for a pet, beat a witch in a race, kill dangerous buffalo and elk, and finally retire

under the water. (28: 91; 30: 143, 493, 494.)

(h) Wichita. Pittheus motive. Spider-Woman tries to boil the twins, but they turn

the tables on her. They visit thunder-bird (Roc motive), slay a double-faced monster,

beat a man who gambles for life and death, and throw their hoop in a forbidden way.

They roll into a sea-monster, which they kill. Their father, not knowing where they are,

becomes a star. They find their father's track, and by means of two arrows ascend to

join him. (27: 88.)

(i) Ponca. Pittheus motive. The twins cut off serpents' tails and bring them home,

carry Burr-Woman to their lodge, capture thunder-birds, and fetch four-footed reptiles,

— all in order to tease their father. They are in each case reproved, and return the objects

brought home. (32: 215.)

(;') Sauk and Fox. Pittheus motive. The twins bring snakes and burr-rock home,

kill a white bull, and put up its skin to frighten their father. They take the objects back.

The father tries to flee, fails several times, frustrated by the boys' magic, until he finally

escapes. (58: 177.)

(k) Micmac. Spring-Boy kills Bull-Frog and releases the water hoarded by him. He
paddles away with his brother and kills giants. Tested in the sweat-house, the older boy

succumbs, but is resuscitated by Spring-Boy, who increases the heat so as to kill the

tester. The brothers avoid poisoned food, and have a trial of strength with Glooscap.

In another version, the hero is paddled away, deserted on an island by his mother-in-law

while looking for eggs, but is carried home by a gull. The old woman tries to smother

him with skins while he is sleeping with her daughter, but he punches holes through them

and is saved. (71: 71, 79; cf. 72: 142.)

(/) Iroquois. The boys go west and kill strange beasts (fragmentary version). (81 : 84.)

(ra) Cherokee. The twins watch their father getting game and their mother producing

corn by magic. They liberate the game, and kill their mother for a witch. The father

sets wolves on them, which are conquered by the boys. They follow their wandering

parent to a panther and cannibals, who do not harm them. Through the snapping entrance

of sky-land they pass to heaven, where they find their parents. They are sent west, and

remain there as the Thunder-Boys. (66: 242.)

5. Pueblo Twin-Myths.

(a) Sia. The twins set out to war against the skoyo (evil beings). They conquer a

cliff-ogre, slay a wolf, and frighten their mother by pulling along the carcass of a slain

luar as if it were alive. They are taken to an eagle's nest and kill the young birds (Roc

motive). They are boiled by a witch, but cool the fire with shells, and push the woman

into the fire. Mole digs a tunnel for them from which they can shoot a gigantic antelope.

They transform inhospitable villagers into stone. Finally they join the Sun by stepping

across the rainbow as a bridge. (84 : 44.)

(b) Zuni. Rain-god's son disobeys mother's warning. He slays a bear, venomous

lizards, a cliff-ogre, and an eagle that carries him to his eyrie. With Gopher's aid he

shoots a gigantic elk from the tunnel dug for him. (23: 65, 424.)

(c) Jicarilla. Sun and Moon's sons (by the same woman) are given a hoop and warned

against throwing it north. They disobey. The hoop rolls to Owl's lodge, who tries to boil

the boys, but fails and allows them to depart. SurvBoy is sent by his father to destroy

monsters. He suffocates a sucking-frog, kills the gigantic elk with Gopher's assistance,

(cf. 69: 324; 38: 135), is carried up by an eagle (Roc motive), shoots bear in its only

vulnerable spot, and destroys a rolling rock. Moon-Boy kills a great winged monster with

lightning. The boys go to the western ocean, where they dwell under the sea. (65: 201;

74: 255-)
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{d) Tusayan. The war-gods are swallowed by a monster, pierce its heart, and liberate

the people found inside. They kill a bear, and frighten their grandmother by feigning

flight from it. They steal thunder and lightning and cause a heavy storm; kill a monster

and his wife with lightning-arrows. (90: 81-89.)

(c) Navaho. The war-gods kill a giant with lightning-arrows, overcome the deer

with Gopher's assistance, have the characteristic adventure with the eagles (Roc motive),

slay a cliff-ogre and staring-monsters, and shoot the rolling rock. (61 : 1 15-125.)

6. Rabbit Cycle.

{a) Ponca. Rabbit is taken up by an eagle, kills the eaglets and parent birds. He
captures the sun ; is drawn in by a sucking-monster, and liberates the people swallowed.

He kills male Winter, catches the Sun in a trap, causes menstruation, slays a giant and
black bears. (32: 12, 14-15, 19, 20, 22, 25, 30, 34.)

{b) Menomini. Rabbit originates from a bowlful of earth dug up with a flint and then

changed into blood. He is swallowed by a sucking-monster and liberates the people

found in its body. He steals fire and has his skin scorched. (50: 87, 126, 127.)

7. Blood-Clot Cycle.

{First Part.)

One man enslaves and abuses another. The victim picks up a clot of blood, which

develops into a boy. Blood-Clot kills the tormentor. (72: 102; 32 : 48; 44: 29; 31

:

298; 56: 82; 28: 80.)

8. Blood-Clot Cycle.

{Second Part.)

{a) Skidi Pawnee. Blood-Clot is adopted by an old woman as her grandson. He
magically shoots buffalo, kills Burr-Woman, and disappears.

{b) Dakota. Blood-Clot meets the evil spirit Unktomi, and is transformed into a dog.

(c) Blackfooi. Blood -Clot kills a bear and a snake which steal people's food, and cuts

off the sucking-monster's heart. He defeats a witch in wrestling, and hurls the cliff-ogre

down the precipice. Devoured four times by a cannibal, he revives, and overcomes the

monster. In another version (91) Blood-Clot is identified with Smoking-Star and returns

to the sky at the close of his adventures.

{d) Arapaho. Blood-Clot kills cannibal women and evades their pursuing kinsmen

by causing the ice to break. He conquers a cliff-ogre, kills bears, and goes to the sky.

In another tale White-Owl tests him with riddles. Blood-Clot finds the correct answers

and is allowed to live. (31: 305.)

(e) Cros Ventre. Blood-Clot passes a falling tree without injury, having transformed

himself into a feather. He leaps across a sinking bridge just in time to save himself, and

liberates people from a sucking wolf's stomach. He kills Pot-Tilter by flitting by as a

feather and pointing the caldron at her. He overcomes a gambling buffalo, a swinging ogre,

and a man who kills people with his sharpened leg. His father-in-law tests him (see

above).

9. Star-Boy.

{First Part.)

A woman desires marriage with a celestial being. The Star (Sun, Moon) raises her to

the sky and weds her. Disobeying instructions, she discovers the sky-hole with the earth

below. She plans to escape with her child, generally by a rope, but perishes in the descent;

the boy reaches the earth in safety. (In several versions the woman escapes without injury,

or is sent home by her husband.) (80: 301 ; 28: 62; 31 : 321 ; 64: 238; 72: 90; 30: 56. 91

;

cf. with these such versions as 35: 107; 27: 298; 71 : 160, 308; 9: 39; 3: 62.)
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10. Star-Boy.

(Second Part.)

(a) Crow. Star-Boy becomes a hunter, is stupefied by a rectum-snake, and never

regains his former appearance (an obviously fragmentary close). (80: 301.)

(b) Skidi Pawnee. Star-Boy is adopted by an old couple. The old man (as a snake)

tries to kill him, but perishes in the attempt. The foster-mother's wild beasts are con-

quered. The hero is attacked by a dangerous snake, but saved by his star-father. (28: 63.)

(e) Kitkehahki. Star-Boy is adopted by an old woman and becomes her grandson's

playmate. The boys are warned against dangers, but disobey, kill a bear with lightning,

and frighten the woman with the skin. They also slay mountain-lions and other evil

animals. Star-Boy disappears, probably to join his father. (30: 57.)

(d) Dakota. Star-Boy is adopted by an old couple and warned against monsters. He
disobeys, slays two sucking-monsters, and frees the people devoured by them. In a trial

of strength with the evil weather-spirit Waziya, who steals the people's food, the hero

paralyzes him, and kills all his children except the youngest. (72: 91.)

(e) Arapaho. Little-Star, Moon's son, kills a monster which steals food from the people,

and conquers rectum-snakes. One of these crawls into his body and nearly kills him.

He makes the serpent depart by causing a rain-shower, seizes the snake, and attaches

it to a bow which he leaves to the people. He then becomes a star. (31 : 335.)

(/) Kiowa. Sun-Boy splits into twins, who rid the world of monsters. 1 At last they

disappear, one becoming "medicine," the other going down a lake. (64: 239.)

(g) Gros Ventre. Moon-Boy is warned against some girls by an old woman. He puts

a flat rock under his body; the girls, as snakes, dash their heads against the stone and

perish. The hero meets an old woman who engages him in a wrestling-match and tries to

throw him into the fire, but conquers her. One of the girl-snakes has escaped, and crawls

into his body. Moon rescues his son by causing a shower, and the boy kills the snake.

(56: 90.)

(h) Blackjoot. Morning-Star sends his wife back to the earth, warning her not to let

their boy touch the ground. While she is away, the boy touches the earth. Upon her

return the mother finds only a puff-ball in his place; the boy has become a fixed star.

191.)

In order to indicate the form assumed by the trial-theme outside of

North America, I append a few stories from other geographical areas.

(a) Clntkchee. Earth's daughter is wooed by a number of suitors. At every meal

Earth strikes their hands with a knife as they reach for food. Only the hero, Attigitki,

succeeds in securing food with his breath. The suitors are sent to get fuel from a tree

standing in the sea ; the tree-spirit shakes the trunk and drowns all except Attigitki, who

gets the wood while the spirit is eating. The suitors have a trial of strength. Attigitki

overcomes his rivals by means of a magic staff, and carries off the bride. (15: 594-)

(b) Yukaghir. Raven carries off a girl. Her brother pursues him, and wins in an eating

and sweat-house match. (15: 653.)

(c) Koryak. Ememqut. twitted by Envious-One (or Sun), decides to win Sun-Man's

(or Floating-Island's, or five-headed monster's) daughter. He is aided by his sisters

(or father") , passes the fiery sea in safety, and beats the sun-people in a ball-game. Sun

hides his daughter, but finally surrenders her. In another version the hero is swallowed

by the five-headed monster, but runs out of its mouth and slays it. (51 : 162, 197, 323.)

(d) Japan. Oho-na-muji accompanies eighty gods who are setting out to woo a prin-

cess. The princess prefers Oho-na-muji. In revenge the gods roll a heated rock on the

hero, who is, however, resuscitated by some divinities. He is subjected to the wedge-test,

1 In Shoshonean mythology a boy hero is cut in two, each half assuming the semblance

of a complete human being. (70: 48, 49.)
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killed, but restored by his mother He departs to the underworld to get Susanowo's

advice, marries the god's daughter, and has to undergo several trials. He is locked up

in the House of Snakes and the House of Centipedes and Wasps, but remains uninjured,

owing to his wife's aid. Susanowo bids him fetch an arrow, and causes a conflagration

about him. The hero escapes underground, and finally reappears with the arrow. He
louses Susanowo, the god falls asleep, and Oho-na-muji escapes after tying his tester's

hair to the rafters of the house. (39: 256; 20: 6S.)

(e) Mongolian. The princess Rogmo Goa consents to marry the man that can defeat

her champion archers and wrestlers. The hero, Geser, wins. On account of his ugly

appearance she sets new tests. The suitor is asked to distribute meat and liquor among
ten thousand men while the princess turns her back, and to take a very large turquoise

into his mouth. The hero performs both feats by magic. (77: 55 et seq.)

The prince Tshotong, jealous of his nephew Geser, awards Rogmo to the man that

wins a horse-race. Aided by his divine grandmother, the hero wins. Tshotong then

promises the princess to the hunter that can kill a wild bull, to the man that will kill

ten thousand bulls, to the captor of the bird Garuda's tail-feathers. Geser defeats his

competitors in every trial. (77: 67.)

Geser offends the Emperor of China, and is thrown into a snake-pit. He spurts a

fluid on the serpents and kills them. He is then successively thrown into the caves of ants,

lice, wasps, and wild beasts, but eonquers them all. When shut up in a dark cave, he

catches the sun and moon. Cast into the sea, he dries it up, quenches the fire to which he

is exposed, and by his magic baffles the prince's warriors. The Emperor is finally obliged

to give up his daughter to Geser. (77: 104.)

(/) Finland. Wainamoinen wooes the maiden of Pohja. She bids him split a horse's

hair with an unsharpened knife; to make a knot with an egg; to peal off the outer part

of a stone ; to cut poles of ice without breaking off the slightest splinter; to build a

boat from the splints of a distaff. He succeeds in every trial but the last, in which he

is wounded. He returns to his home.

The mistress of Pohja refuses her daughter to Lemminkainen unless he should capture

the reindeer of Hiisi. After an unsuccessful venture, he succeeds with the aid of the

forest deities. He is next required to tame Hiisi's colt. Though successful, he is put to

the task of shooting the swan of a sacred river. In this undertaking he perishes.

Ilmarinen, another suitor, is asked to plough a field of vipers, to capture and tame a

wild bear and wolf, and to conquer a gigantic pike. Counselled by the girl, he succeeds,

and wins the maiden. (68: 9S, 175, 284 = Runes 8, 13, 14, 18.)

(g) German. A soldier, accompanied by five servants with wonderful powers, wooes

the king's daughter, who tests suitors in a race. One of the hero's companions runs for

him, outstrips the girl, and lies down to rest before returning to the goal. The girl over-

takes him, but as she approaches, a far-sighted member of the party awakes the sleeping

runner, who wins the race for his master. The king invites the victor to a feast in a

closed chamber heated from below. One of the friends dons his hat, which immediately

cools the room, freezing the food. The king then offers to redeem his daughter with as

much gold as can be carried away by one of the servants. The strongest is dispatched,

and carries off the whole treasury, while the fifth servant repels the pursuing army by
blowing them into the air. (43 : 246-250.) A somewhat similar tale is narrated under

the title "Die sechs Diener." (43: 431 et seq.)

(g) Samoa. A deity promises his daughter to Siati, provided the youth overcomes
him in a singing-contest. The youth wins, and marries the girl, who warns him against

her father. The god asks the hero to build a house for him in a day, or die. His wife

performs the task for him. He is then obliged to fight a dog and to find a ring lost by
his father-in-law. He succeeds in both undertakings, and escapes in a magic flight, in

which the pursuer perishes. (88 : 102-104.)

The people of Samoa ascend to the sky, Tangaloa's people plot to slay them. The
kava set before the guests is poisoned, but does not hurt them. They have a trial as to

who could sit in the rain longer, and the visitors win. Next, there is a floating-match
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down a cataract ; one of the Samoans plants his feet against a rock and casts his followers

in safety to the land, while their opponents are killed. Food is served to the guests, and

the hosts plan to kill them while eating, but the Samoans eat up both food and baskets,

so that the amazed subjects of Tangaloa are afraid to make an attack. At last there is

a club-game. The Samoans win, and depart with gifts of fine mats. (88: 249-251.)
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MYTHS OF THE NEZ PERCE INDIANS. II.

BY HERBERT J. SPINDEN.

12. YAYAKYAYE, THE GIRL WHO KILLED HER OWN BROTHERS.

Coyote was travelling up a creek when he came to a house. Five boys

who were hunters lived there. They had one sister. Coyote went up to

the house, peeped in, and saw the girl. She was weaving wallets. Coyote

went back a short distance, and wished himself into a handsome young

man with fine clothing. Then he returned to the house and entered.

The girl pointed out a place for him to sit down ; she left off her knitting

and gave him some meat.

Coyote had no teeth, for he had forgotten about them ; but that did

not keep him from eating. When he had finished, he lay down on his

back and went to sleep. He slept with his mouth open, and the girl saw

that he had no teeth. She got mountain-sheep teeth and filled his mouth

out for him while he slept. Then she tickled his feet, and Coyote awoke.

She brought him some more meat, which he took and chewed up easily:

he had teeth. When he had finished the piece of meat, he said to himself,

"That is the way in the old times my teeth grew while I was asleep."

The girl said to him, "The boys will be home soon." About dusk he

heard the sound of some one walking, — ku-ku-ku-ku. The eldest

brother dropped his load outside and entered. He said to Coyote,

" Move over a little towards the girl." Then Coyote heard another sound

of some one walking. Again he heard the sound of a falling load. Then
the second brother came in and asked Coyote to move over still a little

farther. Coyote heard another sound of some one walking. Again he

heard the sound of a falling load. Then the third brother came in and

asked Coyote to move over still a little farther. Coyote heard another

sound of some one walking. Again he heard the sound of a falling load.

Then the fourth brother came in and asked Coyote to move over still a

little farther. Coyote heard a sound like some one carrying water, —
kwul-kwul-kwul. It was really blood that was being carried. Again he

heard the sound of some one throwing off a load. Then the youngest

brother entered. The little fellow saw Coyote and recognized him,

though the others had not. He said to him, " Move over a little, Coyote!"

The others scolded the boy for saying this, because they did not believe

it was true.

Coyote had a number of eagle-tails, and he gave them to his brothers-

in-law. Also he distributed among them five bows and quivers. They
stayed at the house over night. The next morning the brothers went hunt-

ing, but Coyote and his wife stayed home all day. The brothers returned

late in the evening. Again they stayed over night. That night Coyote
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decided to go hunting in the morning. So the next morning he went with

the brothers. They told him not to sing the songs that they sang. They

were going to cross a river, and so they lifted him on their backs. 1 They

sang, "Hu-hu-hu-hu!" for they really were geese and were going to

fly across. They started. About the middle of the river Coyote sang the

same as they did, and thus almost caused them to drown.

After they reached the other side, they told Coyote to remain around

the edge of the timber. He went along till he came to the mouth of a

canyon, then he sat down. Then Coyote sang this song :
—

" Tewisin wolapinyum, tewisin wolapinyum."
" Buck, come out of the brush to me ! buck, come out of the brush to me !"

Then a little fawn came out of the brush to him. He shot it and skinned

it. Coyote never wanted to waste anything, so he kept entrails and all.

Along towards evening he heard the brothers coming back, but he

thought he would take a swim before they reached him. The brothers

came to where his load was, and they threw it into the creek. Coyote

was swimming below, and he felt something wrap around his legs. It

was the entrails that had become wrapped around his legs. He took

hold of them and looked at them, then he recognized his game.

He came up where his brothers-in-law were. They put him on their

backs as before. Then they started across the river. About the middle

of the river he sang the same as they did. They told him to stop, but he

would n't obey. So the little fellow told them to drop Coyote. The

Geese let him go and made the other shore. Coyote fell almost to the

river, then he wished himself to be a feather,
2 and then he went up again

where the others were. He became afraid of going too high: so he

wished to be an arrow again, and thus dropped down almost to the

river. Then he made a mistake and said, "To be an arrow." So he

went down into the river.

His wife was weaving and broke three of her bone needles. That was

the same as being told, "Your husband is dead." She put all her work

away. The five old bows and all the old arrows of the boys had been

left at home. She took these and kept watch for her brothers to come

home. When she saw them coming, she began to shoot. She killed the

oldest one, she killed the next oldest, and soon she killed the third oldest.

Then there were two left, and they began to shoot at her. Soon they

killed her.

There were just these two brothers left, — the youngest and the next

youngest. They took their bows and arrows and departed. They were

1 For similar instances of birds carrying animals, see Dorsey and Kroeber, Traditions

of the Arapaho, p. 80; Dorsey, Traditions of the Skidi Pawnee (Memoirs American

Folk-Lore Society, pp. no, 251).
2 An instance of transformation in mid-air is also found in Boas, Mythology of the

Bella Coola Indians (Publications of the Jesup North Pacific Expedition, vol. i, p. 80).
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without food for about ten days. It was in the winter time. After a

while they saw the roof of a house. This house belonged to the Winter

people. Old man Winter was named Yaunyaiye; and he had five

daughters, the youngest of whom was called Holp-Holp. 1

The younger boy could hardly walk, for they were almost starved.

The older one said to his brother, "Let us go into the house; perhaps

they will give us something to eat." So they went in and sat down. There

were only two people in the house, — the old man and Holp-Holp.

The old man told Holp-Holp to go and have her sisters cook something

for the boys to eat. She went out to her sisters' house, and they asked

the little girl why she had come. She said to them, "My father sent me
down because two strangers have come. My father told me to get you

girls to cook something for them." The other girls answered, "Go on

back, and we will be there presently." Then these girls went over to

their father's house to cook. They had a large cooking-basket, and in it

they made some soup. They prepared it, set it on the floor, and went

back to their own house. Then the old man said to Holp-Holp, " Get the

spoons, and we will try the stranger's soup." The old man and Holp-

Holp ate up all the soup. The boys knew, after this, that they would get

nothing, so they started on again.

They went some distance, and then saw another house. The older

boy said to the younger, "These people may treat us the same way;

I think we are going to die." Finally they made up their minds that

they would go in. They went in. There were two people there, — an

old man and a little girl, — and there were four girls in another house.

The old man's name was Yokyeye or Hot-Weather. The little girl's

name was Takakatsia. 2 The old man said to Takakatsia, "Go and get

your sisters to come and cook for these boys." The girl went to them
and said, "Two strangers have come, and my father sent me to get you

to come and cook for them." They answered her, " Go ahead, and we
will be there presently." They went there, and made some soup in a

little bowl. They set this soup down for the boys, and gave them two

spoons. Then the four girls went back to their house.

The older boy said to the younger, "You are the weaker; eat all you

can." He ate till he was satisfied, and there was almost as much soup

left as before. When both the boys had had enough, the soup had only

gone down a little way in the bowl. So the older boy said, " We have had
all we want to eat." The old man told Takakatsia to put the rest of the

soup away for them.

The old man said to Takakatsia, " Go and get your sisters. Have

1 This name is said to be in imitation of the sound of the flapping of the skin door of

the winter lodge during a storm.
7 This word signifies "the cracking of joints from quick action," which was symbolic

of spring.
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them bring their combs and comb the heads l of the strangers." So

the two boys married those live girls. The boys asked their wives what

to do. The old man told the girls to tell them that he would make them

bows and arrows. So the old man made bows and arrows for both of the

boys. They went out hunting. Near evening they came home with deer-

meat upon their backs. They hunted every day, and brought home game
all the time.

One day Yaunyaiye told Holp-H5lp to visit these other people. She

went out of the house, caught a bob-tailed white horse, and started.

They saw her coming. When she was about one hundred yards distant,
2

the old man came out from his house and shook his blanket. H6lp-H51p

then went into the house. The old man asked Holp-HSlp, "What do

you want?" Holp-Holp replied, "My father sent me up to see you."

So he gave her some meat, and then scolded her for not feeding the

strangers when they passed by. Then she went home.

She told her father that the boys at the other place were killing a great

deal of game. Then her father said to her, " Get your sisters, and we

will all go down there and take those two boys away." She went to the

other house and said to her sisters, "We are to go down to that other

place and take the two boys away." One of the sisters snatched a stick

and struck H5lp-Holp, saying, "Your father and you may go, we do not

want to go." Then Yaunyaiye said, "Get the horse, and we two will

go." Now they had icicles that they used for war-spears. They went

towards the other house on a gallop. They went with winter weather.

The other people saw them coming, and when they were one hundred

yards distant, Yokycye came out of the house and advanced to meet

them. Then he shook his blanket, and all the ice-spears dropped away.

Then Yokycye told his daughters to give them meat and send them home.

13. THE GRIZZLY-BEARS.

There were five Grizzly- Bear sisters, and with them lived a Black-

Bear who had one boy and one girl of marriageable age. Five Black*

Hear brothers were living in another place. The oldest one of them

married the latter girl. This made the Grizzly-Bear girls angry. After

the marriage they all lived together.

The Grizzly Hears made up their minds to kill those Black-Bears.

The oldest Grizzly-Bear had a dream, after which she told her sisters

the formula for the killing. They sang all evening, and in the morning

brought about the death of the oldest Black-Bear brother. For the oldest

Grizzly- Hear dressed up and put on a white hat. Then she went out

1 Combing the head was a prominent rite in the marriage ceremony of the Nez Perce's.

: Short distances! in the oral relation of the myths, are expressed by reference to

natural objects in the foreground. Longer distances are measured by a variety of units,

such as the day's march or the bends of a river.
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at the same time that that other one went hunting. He went over a ridge

and came towards her. Though he was a little afraid, he came pretty

close. Then she said to him, "What are you stopping for? Come here,

quick! I have something to tell you." When close to, she chased him
and killed him. It grew dark, but he did not come home. He never

came home.

In the evening it was the same thing all over. She spoke to her

sisters. She went in the morning to the same place. The next oldest

went over the ridge to look for his brother. To the same place he went,

and there he saw a woman, and approached her. And she called out as

before, and took after him and killed him. Again it grew dark, and he

did not come home.

Once more, in the evening, the girls danced. Again, in the morning,

she went out, and the third brother started out to search for the others.

He went to the same place, and the same thing happened : she murdered

him.

The fourth brother fared the same. He went there, and she killed him.

The youngest of the Black-Bear brothers then went in the evening to

his mother, and she advised him. She said to him, "Already they have

murdered your brothers. Now, when they have a dance, you confuse

their song." So when they danced, he said the song different, as a sign

that he would kill the Grizzly- Bears. Then he went home and said to his

young brother-in-law, "I made them mistake their song."

Then in the morning that youngest boy went out as his brothers had

gone. He said, "I am going, even if she kills me."

But the woman said, " I will take this one for a husband." Then she

set out. They met, and he killed her. And the Grizzly-Bear woman
never returned home. . . . (So he killed the Grizzly-Bear women, one

after the other.)

When he had killed the youngest one, he went to his brothers that the

Grizzly-Bear woman had killed. He found all four. Then he straddled x

them, and they came to life.

14. THE BEAVERS.

They were five Beaver brothers, and they had a camp where they

camped. Close by was another camp of five Muskrat brothers. Then
there was a large camp of people in a long house about a mile and a half

away. In this house there was a young man who had dreamed, 2 and who
sang a song. The youngest Muskrat went over and looked on while this

1 A similar method of resuscitation is found in McDermott, "Folk-Lore of the Flat-

head Indians of Idaho" {Journal of American Folk-Lore, vol. xiv, pp. 242, 244 et seq.).
2 This myth refers to the acquisition of the guardian spirit. After a vigil the boy falls

asleep, and the animal (or animals) appears in the dream and teaches him a song. This
song is only sung at the Guardian Spirit Dance. Not every boy was successful in acquiring
a guardian spirit.
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young man was singing. He sang a song that named first the Beavers

and then the Muskrats.

" Kele — kele e ! ye Poptis — popti its ! ye."

The Muskrat thought, "Who gave the boy this song?" He went

home, and said to his brothers, "There is a boy who is singing and

naming us." And they answered that they had never told the boy to

sing. They thought it might have been the Beavers. But the Beavers

told the Muskrats that they had never given permission for the boy to

sing.

Now, the oldest Beaver was a shaman. They took council, and de-

termined to go and kill that boy. They all listened, and that was surely

what the boy was singing. Now, the shaman Beaver had one large hair

on his lip, which he pulled out and used as a weapon to shoot the boy.

He killed the boy. The people all ran out to see what had shot him, and

they saw the Beavers and the Muskrats rushing away. Then all the

people became angry.

The people went to the Beaver and Muskrat camps, and tried to get

in, but they could not. Then they paid the Wolves. There were five

Wolf brothers, and these went down to the camps. But the Beavers had

made a dam, and the water was deep. They dived down in this deep

water, and so they were hard to kill. The Wolves tore down the dam,

and the water receded till the doors of the houses could be seen. Then
the Wolves dug around the houses and went in. They killed all the

Beavers but one. That one was the youngest Beaver. Then they killed

all the Muskrats but the youngest one. They hunted round for the

youngesl ones, and at last saw them away out towards the middle of the

river. The youngest Beaver called to those on shore, "You will never

be able to kill the last l one of us ; I shall grow." So the little ones grew,

and since then there has always been plenty of beaver and muskrat.

15. HOW THE RABBIT GOT HIS WIFE.

Once Rabbit had a human arm that he had taken from a body. It

was finely decorated.

Now, Thunder had two wives that he liked better than all the others.

Rabbit began to think that he wanted one of these two wives for his

own. These favorite wives had their dresses painted red and orange.
2

One day they went out with the other wives to dig roots. Rabbit went to

the other wives and asked, "Which wife docs Thunder love most?"

The other wives, wishing to get rid of the favorite, told Rabbit. He

1 The survival of one or of a pair to kerf) alive the species is common in the Plains area

(see Dorsey and Kroebcr, Traditions of the Arapaho, p. 57).
7 These wives of Thunder were really clouds, hence their color. The next myth (16)

is in some respects a variant of this one.
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then went up to this favorite and told her to throw away her digging-

stick. Another woman said to her, "Lay down your stick just to see

what he wants." The favorite wife thought that Rabbit was only a boy

and meant her no harm, so she laid down the digging-stick. Then Rab-

bit seized her and ran away.

Thunder found out very quickly what had happened, and set off in

pursuit. Thunder started with a great clatter; and people told Rabbit,

"You had better let this woman go if you want to live, for Thunder is

a hard man to deal with." He answered these people, "I also am a hard

man to deal with."

Rabbit had not gone very far with this woman when Thunder over-

took them at Tipaxliwum (a butte above YVhitebird, Idaho). When
Thunder overtook them, it thundered and lightened a great deal; but

Rabbit looked up, and did not move an eyelash. He placed the woman
down between his knees. He looked at Thunder, and did not budge.

It rained, it hailed, it thundered, it lightened. Thunder thought to him-

self, "If ever Rabbit winks, I will strike him." So Thunder kept up the

racket for quite a while. Rabbit was not afraid of Thunder, but the

woman he had was badly frightened.

Now, Rabbit had that human arm under his blanket. He got tired

of Thunder, and thought it was time to have things stop. He pulled

out the human arm and made with it a swinging blow at Thunder. Then
Thunder was frightened, and came down to earth. He said to Rabbit,

"You are a hard man to deal with, and you can have the wife." That

was the way Rabbit got his wife.

l6. THE BOY AND THE BALL.

Once a boy lived with his grandmother. He used to swim in cold

weather, and so became very strong. He used also to climb trees. One
day he saw a ball hanging up in a tree. He knocked it down and saw
many fine things in it, so he took it home. When his grandmother saw
the ball, she knew that, if it was not put back in the tree, Bear would
come and eat them up. She begged the boy to put it back, but he refused.

Soon Bear came along ; and when he was close, the boy caught one of

Bear's forelegs and wrenched it off. After this encounter, Bear turned

back ; but he had not gone far before he noticed one of his legs was miss-

ing. Bear went back, singing, " I am going to eat up both of you !

" Bear

was angry. Then the boy used the leg he had broken off for a club. With
it he struck Bear on the nose and killed him. The boy's grandmother

skinned Bear. After a while she made a fine club for the boy out of that

Bear's foreleg.

The boy said, " Now I will go and get one of Cloud's wives." Cloud's

wives were red, yellow, blue, and green. Cloud loved the red one best.

Now the boy arrived. He saw the women digging roots in the field. He
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went up to the red one, and said, "Take off the carrying-basket that is

on your back!" The woman laughed, and took it off. Then the boy

seized her by the hand and ran away with her. The ether wives caught

hold of the woman and tried to stop her ; but the boy hurried her along,

in spite of all. Then one of Cloud's wives went to Cloud, and said,

"That boy has run off with your red wife." Then Cloud hurried over to

that field. No one was there. The boy was strong, and he had rushed

away with her. Then Cloud flew swiftly. He sent rain on the boy, but

the boy did not hesitate or look up. After a while the boy was almost

home. Then Cloud said, " Give me that club made from a foreleg, and

you may have the wife." So the boy gave the club to Cloud, and Cloud

turned back. Then the boy went home with his wife.

17. IWAPNEPATSWITKI, OR CRY-BECAUSE-HE-HAD-XO-WIFE.

Once there was a little boy. He was an orphan. This boy cried night

and day, and would never be quiet. He cried until he grew up. His

grandmother asked him one day, "What makes you cry?" He told her,

"I cry because I want a wife." Now, the grandparents knew of a girl in

the east, so they sent him there.

As the boy was on the road, he came to a giant's house. He went in to

see this giant, and the giant asked him to have breakfast with him. The
giant had five roasts on the fire. He had four large roasts and one small

one. He said to the boy, "Pick out the roast you want for breakfast."

The boy picked out the small roast. Now, the four large roasts were the

legs of people that the giant had killed. The small roast was venison.

The boy knew this from what his grandmother had told him: "Never

eat too much.

After breakfast he went on. On the road he came to a great rock cliff.

Its name was Cliff- Giant (Tiletlpiwaptamawanat), and it crushed

people. The other giant had told him of this one, and how to get by it.

He had said to him, "Turn yourself into a little dog, and very slowly

follow the trail under the Rock-Cliff. Keep your eye on the Rock-Cliff;

and when you sec it move, run your best." He did this and got by. Then

he went on his way.

He could sec at a distance the place where the girl lived. Until he

came in sight of this house, he had never left off crying. Now, the girl

had a great stud horse that would kill people before they could reach

the house. That was her guard. The boy picked up two large stones and

ran, crying, towards the house. The animal made for the boy when he

saw him coming. The boy .spat all over one of the stones; and when the

animal came close, he threw the stone behind himself. Then the stud

horse stopped to stamp on the stone, and the boy ran on. He was al-

most in reach of the house before he threw the other stone. The animal

stopped to stamp on the second stone, and the boy reached the house

and jumped in.
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He was in the house but a little while when the girl entered. She knew
him at once, and called him by name. She talked with him, and asked

him if he wanted a bath. He said he did. She built a fire, heated water,

and prepared him a bath. When he had taken the bath, he became of

man's size.

They stayed over night at the girl's house. In the morning they started

for his old home. When they reached this, his grandparents were very

old, for he had been gone many years. The girl said to her husband,
" You tell your grandparents to do nothing wrong to-night. If they obey,

I will give them a bath that will make them young again." In the morn-

ing the girl washed them with something; but they had not strictly

obeyed the order, so they did not become young again. The next night

they were both dead.

Then the young people set out again for the girl's home. They rode

back on the horse, but he did not go very well. They made a whip out

of black haw. The whip said to them, " I can outlast all other whips."

They made a whip out of smoke-wood (Coyote-rope). This whip said,

"When the giant gets too close, throw me down, and I will tangle up the

giant." They made a whip out of mud. This whip said, "Throw me
down, and I will mire the giant." They made a whip out of slide-rock.

This whip said, " Throw me down, and the giant will have trouble getting

by." They made a whip out of red haw. This whip said, "Throw me
down, and I will tear the giant's flesh." They made a whip out of very

high mountains. This whip said, "Throw me down, and the giant will

not be able to get by me."

When they had finished all the whips, they started to pass the giant's

house. The giant rushed out, and cried, "Give me your wife!" The
boy answered, "Get me a cup of water, and I will give you my wife."

When the giant went in to get the water, the boy whipped up the horse

and hurried on. They made considerable distance before the giant

came out. He almost overtook them, and they threw down the whip of

smoke-wood. It tangled up the giant till they got away again. When
the giant almost overtook them the second time, they threw down the

mud whip, and the giant was mired. When the giant almost overtook

them the third time, they threw the slide-rock whip, and the giant had

great trouble getting by. When the giant almost overtook them the

fourth time, they threw down the red-haw whip, and it tore the flesh of

the giant. And when the giant almost overtook them the fifth time, they

threw down the whip of high mountains, and he could not cross it. So

they escaped the giant and reached home.
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1 8. HOW THE NEZ PERCE OBTAINED HORSES. 1

There were many people here, but they had never seen horses. Now
the Snake Indians were going to make friends, so our people went over

there to the southeast. They went on foot, and came together at Boise

Basin. They remained there several days. Now, our people had a few

beads that had been given them by Lewis and Clark. Lewis and Clark

had no horses, but only a few head of mules. The people were all afraid

when they first saw the mules and heard the squealing. The Snake In-

dians traded us horses for the beads and some dentalia. When trading

was over, our people left. They brought the horses home.

Thus each region of the Nez Perce' got a few horses. One white mare

was taken just above Asotin. There she was kept hobbled. The people

would sit on the hillside at a distance and not go near her, for they were

all afraid. Whenever they heard her whinny, they would all run. After

a while they came so near they could see how she ate grass. When they

noticed the white mare lay back her ears, they claimed she wished to see

them.

Then she had a colt. It grew, and after a time it breedcd with its

mother. In a few years there must have been a thousand head out of

that one mare. Finally the people made raw-hide lariats and caught the

horses. They broke them by putting over them buffalo robes that had

two bags filled with stones. When the people learned how to use horses,

they became the most valuable property. That is how the Nez Perce* first

obtained horses.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

1 This tale shows how readily history becomes distorted. Not only did Lewis and

Clark have horses, hut they found the Nez Perce already well supplied. Undoubtedly the

Nez Perce got their horses through the tribes to the south.
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ACHOMAWI AND ATSUGEWI TALES.

BY ROLAND B. DIXON.

The following myths were secured during the summers of 1900 and

1903, while engaged in work among the tribes of northeastern California

for the Huntington Expedition of the American Museum of Natural

History. Some were secured in text, but nearly half were obtained only

in brief form in English. The last myths are from the Atsugewi or Hat

Creek Indians, the remainder from the Achomawi or Pit River tribe.

Both tribes form part of the Shastan stock, of which the Shasta are

perhaps the best-known members. My chief informants were, among
the former Charley Snook, and among the latter Charley Green and

"Old Wool."

I. CREATION MYTH (ACHOMAWl).

In the beginning all was water. In all directions the sky was clear

and unobstructed. A cloud formed in the sky, grew lumpy, and turned

into Coyote. Then a fog arose, grew lumpy, and became Silver-Fox.

They became persons. Then they thought. They thought a canoe, and

they said, " Let us stay here, let us make it our home." Then they floated

about, for many years they floated ; and the canoe became old and mossy,

and they grew weary of it.

"Do you go and lie down," said Silver-Fox to Coyote, and he did so.

While he slept, Silver-Fox combed his hair, and the combings he saved.

When there was much of them, he rolled them in his hands, stretched

them out, and flattened them between his hands. When he had done

this, he laid them upon the water and spread them out, till they cov-

ered all the surface of the water. Then he thought, "There should be a

tree," and it was there. And he did the same way with shrubs and with

rocks, and weighted the film down with stones, so that the film did not

wave and rise in ripples as it floated in the wind. And thus he made it,

that it was just right, this that was to be the world. And then the canoe

floated gently up to the edge, and it was the world. Then he cried to

Coyote, "Wake up! We are going to sink!" And Coyote woke, and
looked up ; and over his head, as he lay, hung cherries and plums ; and
from the surface of the world he heard crickets chirping. And at once

Coyote began to eat the cherries and the plums, and the crickets also.

After a time Coyote said, "Where are we? What place is this that we
have come to?" And Silver-Fox replied, "I do not know. We are just

here. We floated up to the shore." Still all the time he knew; but he

denied that he had made the world. He did not want Coyote to know
that the world was his creation. Then Silver-Fox said, "What shall we
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do? Here is solid ground. I am going ashore, and am going to live here."

So they landed, and built a sweat-house and lived in it. They thought

about making people ; and after a time, they made little sticks of ser-

vice-berry, and they thrust them all about into the roof of the house

on the inside. And by and by all became people of different sorts, birds

and animals and fish, all but the deer, and he was as the deer are to-day.

And Pine-Marten was the chief of the people ; and Eagle was the woman
chief, for she was Pine-Marten's sister. And this happened at Ila'texca-

gewa.

And people went out to hunt from the sweat-house. And they killed

deer, and brought them home, and had plenty to eat. Arrows with pine-

bark points were what they used then, it is said, for there was no ob-

sidian. And Ground-Squirrel, of all the people, he only knew where

obsidian could be found. So he went to steal it. To Medicine Lake he

went, for there Obsidian-Old-Man lived, in a big sweat-house. And
Ground-Squirrel went in, taking with him roots in a basket of tules.

And he gave the old man some to eat ; and he liked them so much, that

he sent Ground-Squirrel out to get more. But while he was digging

them Grizzly-Bear came, and said, "Sit down! Let me sit in your lap.

Feed me those roots by handfuls." So Ground-Squirrel sat down, and

fed Grizzly-Bear as he had asked, for he was afraid. Then Grizzly-

Bear said, "Obsidian-Old-Man's mother cleaned roots for some one,"

and went away. Ground-Squirrel went back to the sweat-house, but

had few roots, for Grizzly-Bear had eaten so many. Then he gave them

to the old man, and told him what the bear had said about him, and

how he had robbed him of the roots. Then Obsidian-Old-Man was

angry. " To-morrow we will go," he said.. Then they slept. In the morn-

ing they ate breakfast early and went off, and the old man said that

Ground-Squirrel should go and dig more roots, and that he would wait,

and watch for Grizzly-Bear. So Ground-Squirrel went and dug; and

when the basket was filled, Grizzly-Bear came, and said, "You have

dug all these for me. Sit down!" So Ground-Squirrel sat down, and

fed Grizzly-Bear roots by the handful. But Obsidian-Old-Man had

come near. And Grizzly-Bear got up to fight, and he struck at the old

man; but he turned his side to the blow, and Grizzly-Bear merely cut

off a great slice of his own flesh. And he kept on fighting, till he was all

cut to pieces, and fell dead. Then Ground-Squirrel and Obsidian-Old-

Man went home to the sweat-house, and built a fire, and ate the roots,

and were happy. Then the old man went to sleep.

In the morning Obsidian-Old-Man woke up, and heard Ground-

Squirrel groaning. He said, " I am sick. I am bruised because that great

fellow sat upon me. Really, I am sick." Then Obsidian-Old-Man was

sorry, but Ground-Squirrel was fooling the old man. After a while the

old man said, "I will go and get wood. I'll watch him, for perhaps he
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is fooling me. These people are very clever." Then he went for wood

;

and he thought as he went, " I had better go back and look." So he went

back softly, and peeped in ; but Ground-Squirrel lay there quiet, and

groaned, and now and then he vomited up green substances. Then
Obsidian-Old-Man thought, "He is really sick," and he went off to get

more wood; but Ground-Squirrel was really fooling, for he wanted to

steal obsidian. When the old man had gotten far away, Ground-Squirrel

got up, poured out the finished obsidian points, and pulled out a knife

from the wall, did them up in a bundle, and ran off with them. When
the old man came back, he carried a heavy load of wood ; and as soon

as he entered the sweat-house, he missed Ground-Squirrel. So he

dropped the wood and ran after him. He almost caught him, when

Ground-Squirrel ran into a hole, and, as he went, kicked the earth into

the eyes of the old man, who dug fast, trying to catch him. Soon Ground-

Squirrel ran out of the other end of the hole ; and then the old man gave

chase again, but again Ground-Squirrel darted into a hole; and after

missing him again, Obsidian-Old-Man gave up, and went home.

Ground-Squirrel crossed the river and left his load of arrow-points,

and came back to the house and sat down in his seat. He and Cocoon

slept together. Then his friend said, "Where have you been?" And
Ground-Squirrel replied, "I went to get a knife and to get good arrow-

points. We had none." Then the people began to come back with deer.

And when they cooked their meat, they put it on the fire in lumps; but

Ground-Squirrel and Cocoon cut theirs in thin slices, and so cooked

it nicely. And Weasel saw this, and they told him about how the knife

had been secured. In the morning Ground-Squirrel went and brought

back the bundle of points he had hidden, and handed it down through

the smoke-hole to Wolf. Then he poured out the points on the ground,

and distributed them to every one; and all day long people worked,

tying them onto arrows. So they threw away all the old arrows with

bark points; and when they went hunting, they killed many deer.

2. THE MAKING OF DAYLIGHT (ACHOMAWl).

In the beginning it was always dark. Darkness was a woman, who
had two daughters, and came from the eastward to gamble with Wildcat.

She reached Wildcat's house at night, and after supper began to talk

about gambling, saying, " I never came here before. I came to gamble."

The others present advised Wildcat to play : so all the preparations were

made, and, sitting on either side of the fire, they began to play. Dark-

ness bet her two daughters against all the people which Wildcat had.

Darkness wanted Wildcat to bet her husband, Chicken-Hawk, but she

did not wish to. Finally, on Coyote's advice, she bet him as chief first.

Then they began to play, Coyote helping to sing. He thought the game
was going favorably, and that Wildcat would win the two girls, and
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that he would get them for wives. But just as she almost won, Dark-

ness beat her, and, taking Coyote, broke him in two and' threw him

outside. Darkness then threatened to "stay dark all the time" unless

Wildcat would bet her husband, as Darkness wanted him for a husband

for her daughters. Wildcat refused, and bet other people in the house.

All but three offered themselves to be bet. These were Rabbit, Weasel,

and Caterpillar. Finally all were lost to Darkness but these ; and then

Caterpillar said, " Bet me," and he came near where Wildcat sat. They

were gambling with a small slippery thing like ice, instead of the usual

gambling-bone. Caterpillar began to sing, and to win. Pretty soon all

but one of Darkness' counters were gone, and she began to be afraid.

She was afraid of the smooth gambling-stick. Caterpillar told her to

sit still, as she was moving about nervously. Suddenly he slid the gam-

bling-stick across at her, and, entering her body, it caused her to burst.

Then Caterpillar took her body and threw it outside.

The two girls were sitting there crying. One of them was going to

gamble. She told Caterpillar to deal, but he refused. So she began, and

won until Caterpillar had only one counter left. Then he began to win,

and finally killed her just as he had her mother. He then threw her body

outside. Only the youngest sister was left. Caterpillar told her not to

cry, as he was not crying, although all his people were lost. They played

and played, and, as before, Caterpillar killed her by the same trick.

Then Caterpillar said, " In after time, people will say that I was the one

who won my people back."

Still, however, it was dark. So Lizard set to work to try to make light.

He went over to Big-Lizard's house, and took a light with him. He told

Big-Lizard all about what had happened, and told him that he and

Caterpillar and Rabbit were the only ones left. Then Lizard put on his

cap and began to dance. His cap was made of a grizzly-bear's head.

Rabbit was talking, singing, while Lizard was dancing near the house-

post. By and by it began to grow light. Lizard made daylight come

by dancing. Rabbit said, "That is what people will say; that is what

people must say, 'Daylight is coming.'" Lizard's grandmother was

sitting there, and she sang, "Daylight is coming, daylight is coming!"

Then she made a mistake, and sang about a man. Lizard was angry,

and said, "You are always thinking about men." His grandmother

answered, "I meant to sing properly, but my teeth are all gone, and so

I made a mistake." Lizard then told Rabbit to go out and see where

light was coming. He went up and looked, and, looking to the east,

saw the dawn and heard the birds singing. He came back and said,

"I did not see anything." By and by he went up again, after Lizard

had danced some more. This time daylight had come. All over the

world people woke up, and made a noise. Then Lizard stopped dancing.

He told people to open the doors, to build a fire and go out. It was
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spring-time, and sunflowers were ripening. All the people came out and

talked about Lizard's having made the light.

3. HAWK-MAN (ACHOMAWI).

Sun had a wife, Shell-Woman. She said to her husband, "There are

two chiefs living over there. Let our children go and marry them."

So Sun agreed; and Shell-Woman said, "Now, go ye! There are many
chiefs there. They have much to eat. Ye must go to Pine-Marten. He
is the best." Then the sisters got ready, put in their pack-baskets of

shell, salmon and acorn-bread and manzanita-berries for food, and

came from the west hitherward, across the Fall River. As they came

around the point of woods in the valley, Coyote was burning down a

tree, and saw them. The youngest sister knew at once who he was, but

the oldest fell in love at once. The youngest said, " Go on! Don't stop!

That is Coyote." Then Coyote said to himself, "I wish that she should

not know who I am," and ran ahead, calling for all kinds of fine cloth-

ing to come to him. At once they were there, at his hand, and, putting

them on, he disguised himself so that he looked different, covering up
a dimple which he had. But when he again met the sisters, the youngest

knewT him again at once. She said, "Go on! Don't stop! That is

Coyote." So they went on.

By and by they saw smoke rising. "Some one lives there. Let us go

and visit, and find out where to go." So they went, and found in the

house Hawk-Man. He was a shaman, and lay with his back to the fire.

"Where do you come from?" he said. "Where are you going?" —
" Our father and mother told us to go to Plat'thtau'ika," said the oldest,

"to the Pine-Marten brothers, who defecate only dentalia. To them

they told us to go." — "Ah!" said Hawk-Man, "I think they must have

meant me. I am Hawk-Man, and I defecate only beads. I am a chief.

I go out to hunt, and send my people out to hunt and get wood. What
kind of a house did your father say this man lived in to whom you were

going?" Then the oldest sister said, "At the house there is a post on

which hangs a bear-hide, they told us." — "Yes," said Hawk-Man,
"I am the one they meant. The bear-hide hangs there. Wait a moment,

I will prove to you that I am the one. Hold out your caps." Then they

held out their caps, and he ran up and defecated in them. He defecated

rattles into the caps. Then he said, " Close your eyes," and they did so

;

and when they heard the rattling, they thought it was dentalia. And
Hawk-Man said, "Let us go!" and they said, "Yes."

They put on their packs and started. "Do ye go slowly. I will go

on ahead." So they went ; and he hurried on, and reached there first.

The post with the bear-hide was standing outside the door of the house

opposite his, and so he quickly pulled it up and set it by his door. Then
the sisters arrived, and saw the post and the hide, and went at once to
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his house and took off their packs. Now, Hawk-Man had a wife ; and

he told her to go over and sit on the opposite side of the house, and not

to call him husband, but son. And she promised. When the sisterscame

in, Hawk-Man told them to sit in the wife's place, and they did. Then

people came, bringing deer, and piled it up, and sent a boy to Hawk-

Man's to call him. When the boy came, Hawk-Man made a noise with

some dried grass, so that the sisters should not hear what the boy said.

Then he told them that he had to go out to divide up the meat. " I only

took what I wanted for myself before, for I had no wife," he said. "Now
I shall have to bring more." So he went out, and took a basket with

him. Going over to where the people were, he sat down, and opened

his mouth. As they ate their meat, they tossed the bones to him, and

he swallowed them; while they joked him, saying, "Did you hear that

some girls were coming to marry you ?" Then they laughed. After they

had finished, he went off, sat down behind the house, and sliced the flesh

off of his thighs, and put it into the basket. He carried it back, and his

wives cooked the meat ; and although it smelled and tasted very badly, yet

they ate it, thinking it was deer. Then they went to sleep. In the morn-

ing he went off, as he said, to hunt, but instead cut off more of his flesh,

and put it and his entrails into the basket. In the evening when he got

back, his wives again cooked the meat, and ate. Again the boy came

and called him to come out, and, as before, he made a noise so that the

women should not hear. He went out, and the people threw him bones,

taunting him as they had the previous night. Meanwhile the youngest

sister crawled softly after him, and saw what was going on, and came back

and told her sister. "You always do what you want. You will not

take advice. I know that the chief we were to marry lives opposite

This man we live with came on ahead of us, he took down the bear-hide,

and brought it ovei here." Then Hawk-Man came in again with his

basket of flesh, but they would not eat any.

In the morning he went off to hunt again. Then the two sisters de-

stroyed their children, dressed themselves up finely, took their baskets,

and went out. They went across to the other house, and, going in, sat

down by Pine-Marten's side. By and by the people came in from the

hunt, and brought deer. They skinned and cut it up, cooked it, and ate

supper. Weasel, however, did not like it that these two women, Hawk-

Man's wives, should sit by his brother Pine-Marten. But Marten just

sat there and said nothing, but smoked marrow all the time. Meanwhile

Hawk-Man came back, and found that his wives had gone. He grew

very angry, and at once put on his shaman's ornaments, and began to

dance, and to sing, "Ketj ketja wi'nino, ketj ketja wi'nino." At once

it began to rain. Only Weasel noticed it and spoke of it. All night it

poured. The water rose higher and higher till it ran in at the door. "Tell

them to go back, these two women! That Hawk-Man will kill us, he
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will drown us." But Pine-Marten said nothing until morning. Then
he said, " I do not like this. Where is a brave man ? I want him to go

over and kill Hawk-Man." So a man got up and went over, taking a

knife and a shield. Meanwhile Hawk-Man was dancing harder and

harder, and at every leap his head came up through the smoke-hole.

The man crept nearer and nearer, and finally struck Hawk-Man and

cut off his head. And at once the rain stopped, and the cloud cleared

away, and the water sank. Then the people said to each other, "If a

shaman is bad, we will kill him. That is how it shall be." Then they

went off to hunt.

4. SEARCH FOR FIRE (ACHOMAWl).

After Hawk had been killed, and the flood had subsided, people found

that all fires were put out all over the world. Nothing could be cooked,

but for a time people did not trouble about it. Then after a few days

they began to talk about it, and sent Owl to Mount Shasta to look all

over the world and see if he could find any trace of fire. Owl took a

feather blanket and went. Lizard watched him go, and told the people

how he was getting on. After a while, when Owl did not come back,

people thought he was dead. But Lizard said, "Sh! I can still see him."

Owl got to the top at last, very tired, and wet with sweat. Lizard saw

him look all about. He looked west twice, and there saw smoke coming

from a sweat-house. After a while Owl came down from the mountain,

and, coming back, told people what he had seen.

Next morning all got ready and went off to the west, to where the

smoke had been seen. Every one had a cedar-bark torch. Dog had

some punk hidden in his ear. Late in the evening they arrived at the

house, and asked to be allowed to warm their hands. Dog held his

ear down, and fire caught in the punk. Then every one thrust their

torches into the fire, and ran. The people in the house were angry, and

struck at them as they ran off. Coyote's fire gave out first, then an-

other's and another's, until finally all were out except that which Dog
had in his ears. The people who owned fire had made it rain, and this

put out the people's torches. No one knew that Dog had fire. They got

home and were much troubled, for they thought the fire had all been lost.

Dog was laughing, and said, " I am sweating." Coyote got angry at this,

and said, "Hit him! Knock him out!" Then Dog said to Fox, "Look in

my ear." When he did so, he saw the fire. He took out the punk, made
fire from it, and so people got fire again.

5. LOON-WOMAN (ACHOMAWl).

Loon-Woman wanted a husband. She wished to marry Wildcat.

He was a treasure, something that was kept in a sack hung up in the

house, and no one ever touched it or saw him. So she asked the people
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to take down the sack, but they were afraid. Then Pine-Marten, who
was the chief, said, "Take it down;" and they did so, and gave Wild-

cat to her. So Wildcat and Loon-Woman went away together toward

the sunset; and when night came, they stopped and camped. Early

in the morning Wildcat, being weary, rose from his bed while Loon-

Woman still slept, and went back to where his people lived. Then they

took him and put him back in the sack, and tied it up, and put it under

the roof where it had been before.

By and by Loon-Woman awoke, and missed her husband, and was

angry. She rolled about on the ground, crying, "Oh, oh!" and as she

did so, fire burst out from beneath her; and as it blazed, it cried, "Tup,

tup, tup!" Then the ground burst open, and there was a great canyon

there. Loon-Woman walked about, saying all the time, "Oho, oho,

oho !

" and always the fire blazed up, and all the earth was burned. The
rocks cracked and split, and the ground turned red.

The people in the house where Wildcat was began to be afraid as

Loon-Woman came nearer; and they sat about, hanging their heads.

Then Cocoon-Man spoke, and said, "Why do you sit hanging your

heads? Why don't you kill her? A little while ago you killed Hawk-
Man when he tried to drown you. You are strong only in talk." Then
the people and the chief thought what they could do. The Mice brothers

took rye-grass and spliced it together, and shot it with an arrow into

the sky, so that the rye-grass cord hung down to the earth, and came

in through the smoke-hole. Then all the people began to climb up away

from the earth. Coyote was snuffling "Hs, hs, hs!" for he was sorry

to leave his daughter Loon-Woman behind. And as he climbed he

looked down, and the rope broke just as he was almost up to the sky;

and all the people fell back to the earth, falling into the midst of the

blazing house which they had escaped from. Loon-Woman saw them

fall, and hurried to make a net, that she might catch their hearts as they

burst. One by one the hearts flew out ; and Loon-Woman caught them,

and threaded them on a cord, and put them about her neck for a neck-

lace. Some of the hearts she did not keep, however, but gave them to

Silver-Fox. Then she ran away, and travelled all over the world. Her

sister, Eagle-Woman, searched everywhere for her, for she wanted to

get the hearts, that she might restore the people to life. As she sought,

she kicked up the earth, and so the mountains were made. Finally she

secured the hearts, 1 and brought them back to where the house had

been. She rebuilt the house, and then put the hearts in water, in the

1 How this came about is not stated. The latter portion, as well as much of the tale,

is wry incomplete, and obviously abbreviated. It is said that up to the end of this story,

all the events of creation move in an orderly manner in one connected series. After the

animals, however, had been dispersed in this way, there is no longer any definite series,

and the many stories told of their subsequent doings are without sequence.
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river; and at daybreak they came to life, and the people came trooping

back into the house. Then Silver-Fox named them, and told them to

go away and spread all over the world, and said where each was to live.

And to every one he gave his cry, and he painted them with their colors,

and they went away, some in one direction, some in another.

6. THE LOST BROTHER (ACHOMAWl).

Fisher and his brother Weasel were living together. One day Lizard

stole Weasel, and carried him off, and Fisher hunted in vain for him.

As he went about searching, he kicked up the earth, and so made the

mountains. One day some Mice came to Fisher's house as he lay asleep.

They came to get some meat from a deer he had killed. They cried and
talked at the same time, throwing dust in their eyes for grief. Fisher

gave the Mice some meat, and told them how his brother had been stolen

by Lizard while gathering wood. The Mice said that they thought he

could find his brother again somehow. Then Fisher asked them to

help, to go and ask Sun where he was. He promised to give them
feathers and beads and paint to give Sun. The Mice agreed to go, and,

taking a long cord, tied it to an arrow and shot it up to the sky, where

it stuck firmly. Fisher then gave them the gifts he had promised, told

them to ask Sun if he had seen where Weasel was, for he could see all

over the world. If Sun did not answer at first, they were not to be dis-

couraged, but to go on ahead of him along the road he travelled in the

sky, and ask him again.

The Mice started, and climbed up to the sky, to the road on which

Sun travelled. He came along, carrying his daughter on his back in a

basket. The Mice asked him to stop, said that they had come to see

him, and had brought presents from Fisher, who wished to know where
his brother had been taken to. Sun did not answer, but walked steadily

on. So the Mice ran ahead and asked again, and then Sun stopped.

He said he could not see Weasel, but that a man lived far away at Baiwa,

that he had no children, yet he could see him with a little white boy,

which might be Weasel. The Mice said that they were sure it was, and
gave the gifts to Sun, after which they came back down the rope to

Fisher's house.

The Mice told Fisher all that they had done, and said that Sun had
said that Lizard had a small boy with him, who might be Weasel.

Fisher thanked them, and sent them away. He felt happy, for he knew
where his brother was. He built a fire, took out his arrows and dried

them, and in the morning started off to where Lizard lived. Lizard went
out to catch ducks ; and when he left, he told Weasel to stay behind in

the house and watch his bow and arrows. As Fisher came near, he

caused trees to grow in front of him to conceal his approach. Weasel
had gone out to get some wood, and saw his brother. He was glad to
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find him ; and they talked together, and decided how to escape. Weasel

made a great fire in the house, and then took Lizard's bow and arrows

and threw them in, then joined Fisher, and the two ran off. Lizard was

looking back, and saw the big fire in his house, and came back in a

hurry to see what was the trouble. He found his weapons burned, all

but a few arrows. These he took, and started after the two brothers.

They and Lizard travelled very fast, as they snapped themselves from

one mountain-top to another by means of an arrow-flaker. Fisher

tried to escape, but Lizard always got in front of him. So at last they

fought. Fisher put Weasel in his quiver and fought as hard as he could,

but by and by got very tired. Every now and then Weasel would pop

his head out and say, "He nearly hit you then! Be careful, brother!"

Toward sundown Fisher was very tired, and looked to see where Bluejay

was. He was out stalking deer with a deer-head on as disguise, and, see-

ing deer, he was creeping up on them, and did not see the conflict. The
deer were startled by it, however, and ran ; and Bluejay, looking up, saw

Fisher retreating backwards toward him. Bluejay was an older brother

of Fisher's, and came to his aid, and succeeded in hitting Lizard in the

belly, when he burst in two and was killed. Then Fisher stood up, and

wiped the sweat from him, and went home with Bluejay and Weasel.

7. BLUEJAY AND LIZARD AND THE GRIZZLY-BEARS (ACHOMAWl).

Some Grizzly-Bears lived in a sweat-house near where Bluejay and

Lizard lived. These latter had all kinds of food stored in bags of tule.

The Grizzly-Bears had only acorns, and used to have to go to the other

house to get salmon and meat. A Grizzly-Bear went over at sundown

and sat down, saying, "I was sent over for scraps;" then Bluejay would

say, "All right, get out some salmon," and Lizard would give Grizzly-

Bear a large pile of it. When he got back home, the others would say,

"They always give us a lot." In the morning another Grizzly went,

and came back with a huge basket of pine-nuts ; and in the evening then

another would go, to get a lot of sunflower-seeds. In this way Bluejay

and Lizard gave away all the food they had, and began to get hungry.

Lizard, however, had been afraid that this would happen, so he had

hidden ten salmon under his pillow while Bluejay had gone after wood
one day. When all the rest of the food was gone, Lizard produced this

reserve supply, and the two lived on this for a time. The Grizzly-Bears

had saved much of the food they had begged, and feasted while the

others were starving. The Grizzly-Bears hoped the others would die.

Bluejay soon got very weak, but Lizard was still able to get about.

One day Lizard covered up the coals with ashes in their house, closed

the smoke-hole, and, taking his knife, crept over to the house where the

Grizzly-Bears were, all asleep. Lizard looked in and saw all the food

they had there in storage. Then he went into the house, picked out the
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largest Grizzly-Bear, crawled into his anus, and cut out his heart. He
brought the heart out, then skinned the body of the bear, the others

meanwhile sleeping on. Lizard baked the liver quickly in the ashes,

and ate it, then, leaning a pole up against the door, he walked on this,

so that the Grizzly-Bears could not see his tracks. He took all the

Grizzly-Bear meat home with him, and one basket of acorns. He found

Bluejay almost dead ; but he cooked some meat, and gave him some,

and, after getting a little stronger, he was able to eat a great deal ; and
the two ate nearly all night.

In the morning the Grizzly-Bears woke up, and missed one of their

number, but thought he had merely gone out of the house for a time.

So they were not worried, but built a fire and sweated. Lizard and Blue-

jay kept quiet in their house, and did not move out. Every night Lizard

did the same thing, killing one of the Bears until he had killed four of

them, — two on each side of the door as they slept. The Grizzly-Bears

did not suspect what the trouble was, for they thought both Lizard and
Bluejay were dead. Thus Lizard and Bluejay lived through the winter.

8. SILVER-FOX AND COYOTE (ACHOMAWl).

Silver-Fox and Coyote lived together. Silver-Fox gathered some ser-

vice-berry sticks, and whittled them down nicely, working all night.

The shavings were to be made into common people ; the finished sticks,

into the best kind of people. About sunset the next day he was ready

to make them alive. They turned into people ; and Silver-Fox sent them
away, some in one direction, some in another. Then he and Coyote had

a big feast. Coyote wanted to imitate the deed, and so copied everything

he had seen Silver-Fox do. Just as before, the sticks and the shavings

became people just about sunset. As soon as this happened, Coyote ran

after some of the women, and after a chase caught them ; but as soon

as he touched them, they turned back into sticks and shavings.

9. THE MOLE AWD THE SUN (ACHOMAWl).

Once the Sun fell down from the sky just about sunrise. Mole caught

it, and held it up until people got there and helped him to shove it back.

The Sun had meant to roll along on the ground instead of in the sky.

It was from holding up the Sun that Mole's hands are bent so far back.

IO. COYOTE AND CLOUD (ACHOMAWl).

Coyote and Cloud ran a race. Cloud bet storm, and Coyote clear

weather. They started far away to the south, and for a while Coyote

was in the lead. Then Cloud made fruits of all kinds to grow in front

of Coyote ; and he, looking back and seeing Cloud far behind, stopped

to eat. In this way Cloud caught up and won. This is why we have

storms in winter-time.
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II. CREATION MYTH (ATSUGEWl).

In the beginning there was nothing but water. Coyote and Silver-

Fox lived above in the sky, where there was a world like this one. Silver-

Fox was anxious to make things, but Coyote was opposed to the plan.

Finally Silver-Fox got tired of Coyote's opposition, and sent him off

one day to get wood. While he was gone, Silver-Fox took an arrow-

flaker and made a hole through the upper world, and looked down on

the sea below. When Coyote came back, Silver-Fox did not tell him

about the hole he had made. Next day he sent Coyote, off again for

wood ; and in his absence Silver-Fox thrust down the arrow-flaker, and

found that it reached to the water, and down to the bottom even. So

he descended ; and as he came near the surface of the water, he made a

small round island, on which he stayed. When Coyote returned, he could

not find Silver-Fox, and, after hunting for a long time, began to feel

remorse. Finally he found the hole, and peeped through, seeing Silver-

Fox far below on the island. He called down that he was sorry he had

acted as he had, and asked how to get down. Receiving no reply, he

said that Silver-Fox ought not to treat him this way ; and after a while

the latter put up the arrow-flaker, and Coyote came down.

The island was very small, and there was not room enough for Coyote

to stretch out. For some time they slept, and when they woke were very

hungry, as there was no food to be had. For five days things continued

thus, Silver-Fox finally giving Coyote some sunflower-seeds. This

pleased him much, and he asked where they came from, but received

no answer. After five days more, Silver-Fox made the island a little

larger, so that Coyote could have room to stretch out. At last he could

be comfortable, and went fast asleep. At once Silver-Fox got up, dressed

himsdf up finely, and smoked awhile, and then made a big sweat-house.

When it was all done, he woke Coyote, and the latter was much surprised

to find the house there. Silver-Fox then told Coyote to sweep out the

house, spread grass down on the floor, and go to sleep again. He did

so, and then Silver-Fox dressed up again, putting on a finely-beaded (?)

shirt and leggings, and sang and smoked some more. Then, going out-

side, he pushed with his foot, and stretched the earth out in all directions,

first to the east, then to the north, then to the west, and last to the south.

For five nights he repeated this performance, until the world became

as large as it is to-day. Each day Silver-Fox told Coyote to run around

the edge, and see how large it was getting. At first he was able to do this

very quickly; but after the last time he grew old and gray before he got

back. Then Silver-Fox made trees and springs, and fixed the world up

nicely. He also made all kinds of animals merely by thinking them.

These animals, however, were like people.

When the world was all made, Coyote asked what they were going
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to have for food, but Silver-Fox did not reply. Coyote then said that he

thought there ought to be ten moons of winter in the year, to which

Silver-Fox replied that there would not be enough food for so long a

winter. Coyote declared it would be better not to have much food, that

people could make soup out of dirt. To this he received no answer. Sil-

ver-Fox then said that it was not right that there should be ten moons,

that two were enough, and that people could then eat sunflower-seeds,

roots, and berries. Coyote repeated what he had said before, and they

argued about it for a long time. Finally Silver-Fox said, "You talk too

much ! I 'm going to make four moons for the whole year. I won't talk

about it any more. There are going to be two moons of winter, and one

of spring, and one of autumn. That's enough." Then Silver-Fox said,

"When people get married, they will have children by taking a denta-

lium-shell and putting it between them, or a disk-bead : the one will

make a boy, the other a girl." Coyote replied, "Hm! That 's not the

right way. It will be better for people to get married : they will not be

satisfied any other way. People must live as man and wife : they ought

not to do as you said." Silver-Fox did not want to argue the matter ; and

finally, after repeating what he said before, he yielded to Coyote, and

said, "Let it be as you say."

Silver-Fox then went out to get some pine-nuts. He climbed a tree

and shook the branches, and the nuts fell down already shelled and

ready to eat. He filled a basket with them, and brought them in. Coyote

had gone to get wood ; and when he got back, Silver-Fox divided the

pine-nuts, and gave him half. Silver-Fox ate only part of his, and put

the rest away ; but Coyote ate nearly all night, going out and defecating,

and then returning and eating more, until he had finished them. Next

morning Silver-Fox went out and looked for pines having large "witch-

brooms" on them. When he found one, he would set fire to it, then walk

away looking constantly on the ground, and a grouse would straightway

fall out of the tree. Then he placed them in a basket, and brought them
back to the house. Coyote wanted to begin eating at once, and helped

him in with his load. As before, Coyote ate all his share up, whereas

Silver-Fox kept most of his.

Next day Coyote asked Silver-Fox how he got his pine-nuts. He told

him to go to a tree, scrape the brush away, climb up, and then shake

the boughs with his foot. Coyote thought he could do this, so went out

to try. He was successful, but, on coming down, ate up all the nuts.

Then he went to another tree and attempted to repeat the process; but

this time no nuts fell, and Coyote himself lost his footing, and was badly

hurt by the fall. He came back to the house with his neck bent to one
side, and in great pain. Silver-Fox knew all that had been going on,

but said nothing. After a while Coyote told him what had happened.

The next day Coyote asked how the grouse had been secured, a:;d
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Silver-Fox told him to set fire to the tree, and then sit with his back to

the trunk, and not look up. So Coyote went off to get grouse. He was

successful in his attempt, but opened his eyes and looked up, and saw

the grouse falling. When he had picked them all up, he cooked and ate

them on the spot, and then went to another tree to repeat the process.

This time, however, it was burning branches that fell, and they hit him

and burned him badly. So he ran away back to the house, crying.

Silver-Fox gave him some of his food, however.

In the morning Silver-Fox went out, and, going up to a cedar-tree,

pulled off the boughs, which became a sort of camas ( ?). He brought

back a great load of these ; and when he got back, as before, Coyote ate

all his share at once. He then asked how to get them, and was told to

make a long hook and pull the limbs off, but to keep his eyes shut all

the time. As in the other cases, Coyote was very successful the first time,

and ate all the roots up. When he tried to repeat the plan, however, only

big limbs came down, and hit him on the head.

By and by Silver-Fox went rabbit-hunting. He built a brush fence,

and drove the rabbits into it, where they all piled up. Then he killed

them with a club, and carried them to the house. Just as before, Coyote

ate up all his share at once. Silver-Fox could not prevent Coyote from

eating up all there was in the house, except by not letting him know

when he was eating. He would put pine-nuts in a milkweed-stem, and

pretend to be making cord, whereas in reality he was eating the nuts.

Coyote soon suspected, and asked Silver-Fox to let him help make
string. He agreed, but gave Coyote the stems without any nuts in them.

Next night Coyote pretended to sleep, and so caught Silver-Fox putting

the nuts in the stems. He jumped up and seized Silver-Fox; but the

latter swallowed quickly, and when he opened his mouth there were

no nuts there. He told Coyote that before people ate nuts, they would

put them in a basket, and Coyote believed him. Silver-Fox then went

out to get more milkweed, as he said ; and while he was gone, Coyote

took a large stone and struck the roof- beams, trying to find where Silver-

Fox had hidden the nuts. Finally he found the right one, and the nuts

began to pour down. He called out, "Stop! That is enough. I am a

chief! That is enough." But the nuts kept falling, and by and by there

was a huge pile there. Then Coyote said, "Let big baskets come!" and

they were there ; and he gathered up the nuts, and put them in the bas-

kets, and then ate and ate all the nuts he could. Then he brought in

some wood, and was going to say that the nuts fell down when he threw

in the wood, as he had hit the beam by accident. Just then Silver-Fox

came in with a lot of milkweed, and began to make string. Coyote told

him his story, and said that he had been scared when the nuts began

to fall, that it was not right to put them in the roof-beams, but in baskets

as he had now done. Silver-Fox, however, did not reply, until he said,
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"You eat on that side of the house, and I will eat on this." Then he

went on making string ; while Coyote, after eating all he could, went to

sleep.

When he had finished making string, Silver-Fox got up softly, and

measured Coyote's nose. Then he sat down and began to make a net.

He had to measure again pretty soon ; and then Coyote woke up, and

asked what was the trouble. Silver-Fox said that he was only blowing

ashes off Coyote's face, so he went to sleep again. Coyote woke up
again later, and asked Silver-Fox what he was doing ; and he said that

he was making a net to catch rabbits in, so Coyote went to sleep once

more. Finally the net was complete, and then Silver-Fox told Coyote

to eat breakfast, to eat a big breakfast, and then they would go out and

get rabbits. They started out, Silver-Fox carrying a big club. Coyote

asked why he took so large a one, but Silver-Fox said that it was the

right size. By and by Silver-Fox set up the net, and showed Coyote

where it was. Then Silver-Fox said, "Now you run off. When you get

a little distance away, shut your eyes, and run as fast as you can."

Coyote said that he would do so, and started off; and then quickly

Silver-Fox took up the net, and put it where Coyote would run into it.

Pretty soon Coyote came in sight, driving the rabbits slowly ; and when
he got only a little ways off, he shut his eyes, and ran as fast as he could.

He ran squarely into the net, and this drew up; and Silver-Fox then

rushed up and struck him with the club. Coyote cried out, "You are

hitting me!" and Silver-Fox said, "Yes, don't mind that." He kept

on hitting him until he had killed him. Then he went back to the house,

and started off over the world ; and wherever Coyote had urinated,

Silver-Fox scraped up the ground and smoothed it over nicely. He went

everywhere thus, and thought he had fixed every place. There was one,

however, on a little island in a lake, that he overlooked. This lake lay

far off to the northeast. Then Silver-Fox came back to the house and

went to sleep. At dawn he got up, went up and looked out of the house,

and listened. For a while he heard nothing, but then he heard faintly

Coyote howling far away. He then knew he had missed one place, and

felt very sad. He sat down and thought, but did not know what to do.

Coyote was too smart for him, he thought. Finally he heard the howling

coming closer. Then he thought of a plan. He made a lot of manzanita,

wild cherries, plums, etc., grow along the road that Coyote was follow-

ing. Coyote was very angry, and wanted to kill Silver-Fox. He came

to the manzanita, and Silver-Fox thought he would delay him thus ; but

Coyote only took one berry, and continued on his way. He came to

the plums; and of these Coyote ate largely, as he thought he could fight

better if he was not hungry. As he ate, he forgot about his anger. Then
he started on again. Silver-Fox was afraid, however, and pretended to

be very sick when Coyote got back. Coyote told him he had better eat
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some plums, that they were very good, and that it was useless to lie still

all day. Finally Silver-Fox got up and ate some, and so Coyote forgot

all about his revenge.

Coyote said next day that he was going out to pick fruit. He went,

and picked plums and cherries and manzanita, and brought them back,

saying that there was plenty of food. Silver-Fox told him to go and get

some wood ; and then he went out and caught some rabbits, and they

cooked and ate them, and lived without quarrelling any more.

12. FLINT-MAN, THE SEARCH FOR FIRE, AND LOON WOMAN (ASTUGEWl).

At one time people had no flint for their arrows. They used bark for

arrow-points, and it did not work well. One day Ground-Squirrel

determined to get flint from Flint-Man, who owned it. So he stole away
while every one else was out hunting. He got to the house where Flint-

Man lived, and went in. He said he was hungry, and Flint-Man gave

him pounded flint to eat. He ate much of it, and then lay down to sleep.

The pounded flint he had eaten made Squirrel sick, and he defecated

blood. Flint-Man saw this, and thought, "Well, he will die." He came

over and looked at Squirrel, and thought he was dead : so he left him,

and went out. As soon as he was gone, Squirrel jumped up, for he had

been shamming. He took a lot of flints, made them up in a bundle,

and ran away. Flint-Man soon saw him, and gave chase. He nearly

caught up with him, when Squirrel threw the flints into a hole in the

ground, and jumped in after them. Flint-Man came up and jumped

in after him; but Squirrel was out at the other end, and away before

he could reach him. Flint-Man gave chase again ; but, as before, Squir-

rel jumped into a hole and got away. Then Squirrel travelled far under

ground ; but when he came up, Flint-Man saw him, and continued to

chase. Five times Squirrel thus eluded his pursuer; and then the latter

gave up, and went back. Squirrel, however, kept on under ground.

When he got back to the house, he hid the flints in the bushes, all but

one, a knife, which he tied to a string, and hung round his neck, so that

it was on his back behind, where no one could see it. He went in and

sat down, but the others had not got back from the hunt. By and by

they returned, and brought meat. They gave some to Squirrel, who
secretly cut it up with his knife. They saw this, and asked what he was

doing, but he wouldn't tell them. Next day he went out and took all

the flints he had brought. He took them to the house, and gave them

to the people, giving one to each. "With these," he said, "you can kill

deer better, and can cut up the meat." Then all day the people sat there

and chipped their flints, making arrow-points. And next day they all

went out to hunt, and with the new points they killed great quantities

of deer, — so many that there were five deer apiece when they divided

up the lot.
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After this one day Dog went to get fire, for people until then had eaten

their food raw. He travelled far to the west, to where Fire-Woman

lived, for she owned all the fire. He climbed up on the roof of her house,

and lay quietly near the smoke-hole. The sparks came out in crowds;

and Dog held his ear over the opening, and caught a spark in it, and so

in the other ear as well. He had put a little dry tinder in his ears before

starting. Then he ran home. The fire in Fire-Woman's house began

to die down ; and she said then, " Let the fire Dog carries go out." Then
Bluejay said, "Qas!" and it began to rain. Dog held his head on one

side to keep the rain out of his ear, and ran as fast as he could. When
he reached the top of the hill just west of Burney Valley, it stopped rain-

ing. He got back to the house about sunset, as the people were eating

supper. They gave him some, but he did not tell them what he had done.

Next morning Dog got up, went to the centre of the sweat-house, and

held his ear down to the ground, and took out the plug he had put in,

and the coals fell out. People could cook their food now. So they roasted

some meat, and said, "That tastes good." Then they went out hunting.

Next night Wildcat had a bad dream, and went out to the little

house near by, where the two sisters of all the people in the big house

slept. These two women were Eagle and Loon. Wildcat crawled in and

slept there, but did not touch the women. In the morning Loon went

out, got some pitch and smeared it on herself, so that she might know
who it was who had come in the night. Next night Wildcat went again

to his sisters' hut, and this time had connection with Loon ; and in the

morning when he left, some of his fur was left sticking to the pitch. He
came back to the house, and lay down so that no one could see where

the hair had been pulled off. He pretended to be asleep. Loon
found who had come to her in the night, and was angry. She went out-

doors, and said, " Bring me a bundle of bark to carry fire in," and at once

the fire blazed up all around the sweat-house. Every time she said this,

a great flame shot up in front of the door. The people inside grew afraid

at this, and Coyote said, "Who has done this to our sister?" Then he

turned to Wildcat and said, "You had better go off with her, or she will

burn us all up." Wildcat did not want to move ; but they rolled him over

and saw where his fur had been pulled out. Then everybody said, " You
did it!" Then Butterfly got up, removed Wildcat's membrum and put

a small one in its place, and sent Wildcat out, telling him to return as

soon as possible. Loon was very anxious to make Wildcat her husband
at once, and so made night come on quickly. They camped then ; but,

in spite of his endeavors, Wildcat could not satisfy Loon. Early in the

morning, while Loon wras asleep, Wildcat got up, took a log of wood,

laid it beside her, and ran away.

As soon as Wildcat had left, Spider began to make a net, and had
finished it by the time Wildcat returned. Coyote got in first, and then
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all the others, after which Spicier drew them all up into the sky, except

Eagle, who flew away. Loon by and by waked up, and, discovering the

cheat, ran back to the sweat-house, sending fire ahead of her to burn

every one up. She saw all the people, her brothers, going up in the net,

and called out, "Why do you leave me ? You had better take me back!"

Now, Coyote, to whom she spoke, was her father ; and he felt sorry for

her, and wanted to see her : so he made a tiny hole in the bottom of the

net to peck through, and immediately it burst, and all fell down into the

blazing house. Loon was watching, and at once made a seed-beater

out of some twigs; and when pretty soon Coyote's heart popped in the

fire and shot up into the air, she let it go, but caught the next one ; and

so on, catching all, as she thought. She strung them on a string. One
heart popped out, that she missed; that was Wood-Worm's, and it fell

far over toward Shasta ; another popped, and was missed, and this was

Butterfly, and it fell far to the east. Blue-Stone was also missed. Mean-
while Eagle was not burned, for she was flying about, weeping. Up to

this time the world had been flat ; but as Eagle went about, she made
the mountains.

Loon took all the hearts she had strung, and put them about her neck

as a necklace, and then went to one lake after another, till finally she

came to one at the head of Butte Creek, and there she stayed. Meanwhile

Eagle went all over the world making mountains, and looking for the

hearts that had escaped. For a small hill she would throw up the earth

once ; but for a large mountain, three times. By and by she reached the

country toward the north. Here two women had gone out to get wood.

They came to a deer-lick, which was formed from the tears of one of the

hearts, that belonging to Wood-Worm. The two girls were Beads, and

they heard the sound of weeping, and at last found the heart. After

much difficulty, they dug out the heart, which then became just like a

person, and learned from him all about the way he had come to be there.

Then Wood Worm married the two Bead girls. Eagle came along this

way, wearing pitch in mourning for her brothers; and when she found

her brother Wood -Worm here, she returned to near the head of Butte

Creek. Here lived two boys (some sort of small brown water-birds),

and she asked them if they had seen Loon. They said that sometimes

tiny had seen her on the lake, and had heard her cry. They said she

had a nci kla< e about her neck, and that she looked at herself all the time

in the water. Eagle asked them if they could kill Loon, and they said

they thought they could if they had arrow-points of decr-bonc. One
wanted bone from deer killed at a time when their hair was turning red,

the other when they dropped their antlers. So Eagle went off to get the

bones. She brought them ; and the two men then took their arrows, and

went out in a tule boat before dawn. They hid in the tule swamp near

the edge of the lake. The younger said, "I'll shoot first." The elder
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then said, " No, I '11 shoot first, for you might miss." They finally agreed

that both should shoot at once.

At dawn Loon appeared, and the two shot, and she dove immedi-

ately. They watched, and by and by Loon came up, dead. So they took

her back to Eagle, who took off the string of hearts around Loon's neck

;

then she skinned the loon and stuffed it, and said that loons must cry

and laugh in spring-time. Eagle then hunted about all over the world,

till she found the other two hearts, those of Butterfly and of Blue-Stone,

and then came back with them all to the sweat-house, which she rebuilt.

This was near Pitville. She then took pine-boughs and fixed up the

inside of the house nicely, and laid the hearts in the wTater in the river

near by. Then she went into the house, and, lying face downwards, slept.

In the early dawn all the hearts came to life again, and all came trooping

into the house. She lay quietly, without looking, until she had counted

them all. Then she got up, and they all went on living as before.

Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass.

vol. xxi.— nos. 81-82. 12
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AH-JIH-LEE-HAH-NEH, A NAVAJO LEGEND.

BY GEORGE H. PEPPER.

(Told by Tom Logan at Ganado, Arizona, on September 20, IQ04.)

Atso'si Baga'ni lived by himself. He was very poor and had no

friends. When he had nothing to eat, he would go out to hunt birds,—
the prairie-larks, Ja'de Glo'e, which travel in pairs. These he would

kill, that he might have food. When he had taken the larks to his home,

he would pluck all of the feathers and down from them. He then pro-

cured small twigs of the grease-wood, and roasted the bodies before the

fire in his feather hogan. These birds were his only food.

One day supernatural beings appeared to Atso'si Baga'ni. One
of them was Hastse Yalti, the other the Sun. They told him that

there were two maidens who did not want to marry. They talked with

him for some time, and told him that they wanted him to make a journey

to the town where the virgins lived, and endeavor to entice them from

their home. The gods said that they would prepare him for the journey,

and give him full instructions concerning his actions both on the trip

and when he reached the town. They would first transform him into

the form of a butterfly, and give him four skins of different kinds of

birds, as he would have to pass through the towns where the birds lived,

and would therefore have use for them. When he reached the homes or

the village of a certain kind of bird (people), he was to put on the skin

corresponding to those worn by the birds that he met. He was to follow

this ( ourse in every town that he approached until he reached the home

of the virgins, which was called T6gehwi'ts!6, a place southwest of

Ganado, Ariz., which means "to make a line toward a river." The
house itself was called Ktnna'halkai, which means "a white house in

an inclosure." The gods told him that the birds living in the various

towns near the home of the virgins were really guardians of the maidens,

and acted as spies. When they saw a stranger travelling toward the

town, they would immediately report to the chief men of the place, in

order that they might guard the maidens more closely.

Atso'si Baga'ni made serious objections to the plans of the gods.

lid that he was poor, devoid of the charms that would captivate

beautiful young virgins such as these, and finally said that he was

unworthy to make their acquaintance. The gods insisted four times,

and the fourth time he accepted. When he decided to undertake the

journey, the gods repeated their instructions concerning the power

with which they would imbue him. After changing from a butterfly into

the form of the first bird, he was to use his disguise until he reached the

next town. There he was to change and put on the second bird-coat,
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and, as he reached the other villages, the third and fourth coats. After

passing the four bird towns, he was to render himself invisible ; and from

that point a rainbow would start whose opposite end rested upon the

roof of the house in which the virgins dwelt. " Render yourself invisible,"

said the gods, "and travel over this rainbow-road, and you will reach

the opening in the roof which leads to the room in which the virgins are

imprisoned."

Atso'si Baga'ni started on his journey in the disguise of a butterfly,

and did as he was told. As he approached the bird villages, he put on

the appropriate feather coat and became a bird. He passed through

all of the bird villages without causing suspicion, reached and crossed

safely over the rainbow, and finally found himself on the roof of the

house whereon the rainbow rested. Here he assumed the form of a

butterfly. Through the opening in the roof a ladder protruded. To this

the butterfly flew. When he reached this point, he acted as though he

had just emerged from the cocoon. He held his wings in a drooping

position, and crawled and endeavored to fly, but could not. He half

fluttered, half fell to the bottom of the ladder. It was now the time

when the sun was in the centre of the sky. In falling he dropped into the

shade. The virgins saw him when he first appeared on the edge of the

opening in the roof. They were working on blankets at the time, but, as

soon as they saw him, stopped and wondered at his beauty. The elder

one said, "What a beautiful butterfly I see!" They watched it, and,

when it fell upon the floor, the elder sister said to the younger one, " Go
catch it, and let us see what it is

!

" The younger sister was of a cautious

and rather suspicious nature, and said that she feared that it might be

some being that had been turned into a butterfly, and that it would

work to their undoing. The elder replied that there was no danger, as

it must surely be a real butterfly. She urged the younger one to catch

it. The sister did not care to, and objected four times. The last time

the elder sister called the younger one's attention to the fine designs or

patterns that adorned its wings. She insisted that they should catch the

wonderfully colored animal, so that they could examine the paintings

on its wings and utilize them in beautifying their blankets. The younger

sister then consented, and they advanced upon it. The elder one tried

first. When she was about to catch it, it fluttered away. She followed

it and made several attempts, but each time it managed to slip from under

her hand. The younger sister then tried and failed. Then both started in

pursuit, as by this time they were becoming exxited in the chase. The
butterfly then crawled and fluttered about the room, and the maidens

followed it. The chase increased in intensity and interest. The maidens

dashed around the room, but always managed to remain in the shaded

area. They finally became so excited that they screamed, in their en-

deavors to catch the pretty object which always eluded them.
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The sun had never shone upon these virgins. They had been told

by the chief of the town that they must never go out into the sunlight,

nor let the rays of the sun shine upon them through the doorway in the

roof. Should the rays of the sun touch even a single part of their bodies

they would be put to death. The sun was now directly overhead, and

formed an area of light on the floor at the foot of the ladder. The butter-

fly was aware of the edict of the chief, as the gods had given him full

instructions concerning all that he would encounter, and had prepared

him for every emergency that might arise. He now decided that the vir-

gins had reached such a high state of excitement that the time had ar-

rived for him to fly into the light. This he did. The maidens were so

much interested in their attempt to catch the butterfly that they forgot

the penalty that a touch of the sunlight would bring upon them. The
elder sister was in the lead. She reached forward to grasp the butterfly,

and her hand was thrust beyond it into the rays of the noonday sun. As

soon as the bright rays touched her hand, she recalled with fear and

trembling the words of the chief. The chase terminated instantly, and

the sisters endeavored to console each other. The butterfly continued to

crawl about in the sunlit area on the floor. After considering their prob-

able fate, they decided that they would be reported to the chief regard-

less of future actions, and finally agreed to make another attempt to

catch the fascinating insect. They were determined to catch the butter-

fly, and together they made a dash into the sunlight. The butterfly began

to mount higher and higher on the steps of the ladder, until it reached

the top. The virgins followed step by step ; but, at the moment that both

reached the top and were about to grasp the butterfly, it changed into a

very handsome young man. He feigned disapproval, and asked the

maidens why they were endeavoring to catch him. The virgins were

amazed, and could not answer him. He talked to them for some time

before they recovered enough to reply. Then the virgins told the But-

terfly-Man that he had taken advantage of them, and had caused their

curiosity to lead them into sin by breaking the laws of the city. They

told him that only a bad man would do such a thing. He replied that

he was not bad, nor had he intended to harm them in any way ; on the

contrary, he had come to release them from their life of darkness, in

order that they might see the beauties of the world, — the butterflies in

great numbers, sipping the honey from countless flowers; the beautiful

birds, that filled the trees with song, and the air with flashes of color;

the wonderful lakes, in which were mirrored the sun-tinted clouds at

sunset and the rainbow after the storm ; in fact, all the wonders of nature

that had been denied them for so many years. Words were, however,

meaningless and hollow to their bewildered senses ; and they bemoaned

their fate, saying that these wonders were not for them, as they would be

reported and put to death for their disobedience. The Butterfly-Man
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listened to their wailings, and knew full well that they would not return

to their house again, and therefore told them that they had better go

back. "To retrace our steps," said they, "would be to go to certain

death. Now that you have wronged us, use whatever power you may
have, and endeavor to save us, we implore you!" The Butterfly-Man

felt sorry for the maidens, but was at the same time greatly pleased

to think that he had been successful. The rainbow now appeared, ac-

cording to his plans; and he used his magic power bestowed upon him

by the gods, and rendered them as well as himself invisible. They then

stepped upon the rainbow and travelled to the last village of the birds,—
the place from which he had started on his journey when he was on his

way to the home of the virgins. On reaching this place, he transformed

all into the forms of the birds of the village, and they passed through

in safety. In each of the other three bird villages they changed into the

bird forms, and finally reached the house of the Butterfly-Man. When
they entered the house, it loomed upon their vision as a spacious palace.

It had been transformed during the absence of the owner, and it was

now a beautiful dwelling.

In the new surroundings the Butterfly-Man looked upon the elder

sister, and realized more than ever before that she was a beautiful maiden.

She was covered with a garment of richest turquoise. The younger sister

was no less comely, and was enveloped in a gown of pure white shell.

The name of the sisters was D5'bedeklad, which means " Not shone

upon by the sun." They, in their turn, looked upon their rescuer, and

saw that he was a youth whose beauty was in keeping with his home.

When they reached the house, it was dusk ; and on entering a room,

they found that all of the gods were present. The materials for the wed-

ding ceremony had been prepared, and were now in waiting. The cere-

mony was enacted without delay, the gods presided, and even the Sun

was present as a witness. The Butterfly-Man married both maidens, and

after the ceremony the gods departed. The morning after the ceremony,

when they awoke, they found themselves in the old feather house and in

the feather bed that had been used by the Butterfly-Man when he was a

single man. He had changed greatly also. His beauty had faded with

the night. He had changed with the changing of his house. The brides

still retained their beauty, and were disgusted when they saw their sur-

roundings, and realized that such a change had taken place in their

husband. They could do nothing, however; and when breakfast-time

came, the Butterfly-Man went out to kill larks, as there was no other

food in the house. He took the larks home and roasted them on grease-

wood-twigs before the fire. He told his wives that he would cook the

birds, and they could eat them as they came from the fire. The girls

did not care to eat ; but the husband insisted, and they consented to

taste the meat. They merely tasted it, and then put it aside. They had

been used to corn-pollen made into a mush, and had never seen a bird
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before, let alone eaten one. They were disgusted with such coarse fare,

and would not eat it. Some time elapsed, and the brides grew more and

more hungry. At last they were compelled to eat the birds or starve.

They became dissatisfied with this mode of life, and regretted that they

had left their old home. They wanted to go back. They realized that

punishment awaited them should they ever return, yet they longed to

get away. The husband told them that he would let them go, but only

for a short time. He told them that, should they return to stay, they

would be put to death, and that they had better make it a mere visit.

He hoped that they would not care to go under these conditions, but,

finding that they were determined, he invoked the help of the gods, and

through their help gave his wives the power to annihilate the people of

the village should they offer violence. The power bestowed upon them

was the possession of and ability to use the "Big Hail." He gave them

four pieces of the "Big Hail," two for each. He told the elder sister to

follow the actions of her people when they were about to enter the village,

and, should they become hostile, she was to throw down one of the hail-

stones. This would cause the "Black Cloud" to appear, and it would

spread over the surface of the earth. Immediately after the "Black

Cloud" appeared the younger sister was to throw down one of hers, which

would cause a heavy rain. Then the elder sister was to throw down her

second one, thereby bringing the "Thunders" and the storm of the

"Little Hail." The fourth one, held by the younger sister, was to be

thrown at this time, and it would carry destruction in its path to all

who had escaped the anger of the other elements.

The wives assumed an invisible form and started on the "Rainbow"
(some say on the down of a live eagle-feather), and were carried to the

outskirts of their city. Here they assumed their natural forms and pro-

ceeded on foot toward their former home. They had not gone far when

they came upon several people working in the fields. In one of the

groups there was an ugly old man. He saw and recognized them. He
began to yell, and called them by name, then rushed through the vil-

lage shouting to all that the sisters Do'bedeklad were returning. The

people became excited and ran toward them. As they ran, they pulled

up reeds with which to beat the sisters. The people soon formed a great

throng, and each one carried areed. They closed in upon the defenceless

girls in the form of a circle, and then began to beat them. The sisters

cried and begged to be spared; but the people replied that they had

violated the sacred laws of the city, and that they would therefore have

to beat them to death. The sisters were wearing their turquoise and

shell dresses, but these did not protect them, and they soon began to

bleed from the cruel cuts made by the reeds. After a time the dresses

fell apart, and the shell and turquoise pieces dropped to the ground.

They had forgotten about the power that lay within the pellets of the

"Big Hail." When their garments fell, they remembered their power,
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and the elder sister said that they should exert it. The younger replied

that it should be done quickly or they would be killed. The elder sister

threw down the first "Big Hail," and the Black Cloud appeared and
rolled down upon the earth. The younger sister threw the second "Big
Hail," and the rain fell in torrents. The elder sister then released the

third "Big Hail," and the Thunders roared and the "Little Hail"

crashed down upon the earth. The younger sister now dropped the

fourth "Big Hail," which carried destruction in the form of a storm of

big hail accompanied with bolts of lightning. The hail-stones were so

great in size that none of the people escaped save those who reached the

houses before the last "Big Hail" was thrown. The majority of the

people were killed, and their bodies almost covered the ground upon
which the battle had taken place. The storm soon abated, and the sisters

saw the ground strewn with the bodies of their friends and relatives.

They were overcome with grief and pity. The people who had taken

refuge in the houses came forth and begged to be forgiven. The sisters

granted their appeals, and they then started for their old home. They
met other people that they knew, and made peace with them. The old

house was soon reached, and the sisters entered it and remained for some

time before returning to their husband. When they went back to the

Butterfly-Man, they decided to live with him and be satisfied with his

food. After reaching the feather house, they lived contented for a time,

and then decided that they should have a larger and better house. They
started out to search for a better place for a home, and reached a certain

locality to the eastward of their former abode. Here they quarrelled.

The sisters were greatly distressed concerning this new phase of their

married life, and one of them decided that she did not care to live if

such was to be the life that was before her. She went to a spring and

lowered herself into it. The ledge on which she stood caused the water

to reach a point just below her chin. She called to her husband; and

when he came, she said to him, "Look at me once more." She waded
out until the water reached only to her waist. The husband was so sur-

prised that he did not know what to do. As he looked, she began to

sink. Lower and lower she went, and soon disappeared beneath the

surface of the waters. She was seen no more. The remaining sister dis-

appeared in a similar manner, and the husband wandered about sad and

disconsolate. He constantly recalled his past life, and finally related it

to some being, some Dene, who has handed it down to the present.
1

American Museum of Natural History,

New York City.

1 This myth, chanted in form of a song, is used by the medicine-men in curative cere-

monies. It is used especially when a person is under the spell pi some bad man, when a

person has been bewitched, or when he is under a spell from some such cause. There is

no sand-painting used in this ceremony, unless there should be one used by the Butterfly-

Man.
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THE DON JUAN LEGEND IN LITERATURE.

BY SAMUEL M. WAXMAN.

INTRODUCTION.

Although Don Juan has been for nearly three centuries the theme

of a great mass of literature throughout Europe, and is known in some

form or other in almost every country of the civilized world, no exhaust-

ive criticism has been made of this interesting character, with the ex-

ception of a treatise by the eminent Italian scholar and critic, Arturo

Farinelli.
1 He seems to be the only man who has given the subject a

scholarly investigation. But he himself acknowledges that he has not

treated the legend as thoroughly as one of its importance deserves. Still,

what little he does have to say is of very great value, although I do not

always agree with him. In his "Cuatro Palabras sobre Don Juan" 2

he suggests that some one take up the legend and make an exhaustive

study of it.

It is very curious that, although the legend had its origin in Spain, no

Spaniard has made a critical study of the subject. Pi y Margall, Revilla,

and Picatoste, three Spanish pseudo-critics, have written three worth-

less unscholarly articles, which have been edited and translated into

French by Magnabal. They attempt to prove an historical basis for the

legend, but can offer no sound proofs ; and with their far-fetched con-

clusions, and comparisons of Don Juan with Don Quixote and Hamlet,

they become absurd. The bibliography of Dona Blanca de los Rios is

very deficient. The Germans have contributed a great deal of minor

criticism, some of which I was unable to procure, but which, according

to Farinelli, sheds no new light on the subject. From what I have read

of these German articles, 1 have noticed that their critical study is

prejudiced by the Faust legend. They maintain that Don Juan and

Faust have a common source. To a short article by A. Laun, entitled

"Moliere und Tellez," I am indebted for a few historical facts ; and to

K. Engel's incomplete bibliography in his "Don Juan Sage auf der

Biihne," for a few bibliographical dates.

In French, Larroumet and Latour have been very vehement in their

opinion that Marana is the real historical name of the hero, but they have

built up a long discussion on supposed facts which have not been proved

to be historically true. I have been able to find nothing on the subject

in English with the exception of a very brief article by Fitzmaurice-

Kelley, a noted critic of Spanish literature, dealing with the musical

renderings of the legend, to which I owe my facts on Don Juan in

1 "Don Giovanni" in Giornale Siorico della Letieratura Italiana, vol. 27, 1896.
1 Esludios de Erudicion, Madrid, 1S09.
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music. In the main, then, I have recorded only the results of my own
study on the theme, and have tried to present a history of the develop-

ment of the legend in literature from its first appearance in Spain up to

the present day. 1

I. ORIGIN OF THE NAME.

"Es un Tenorio" is an expression which is very frequently found in

Spanish literature and vernacular, corresponding to the colloquial Eng-

lish expression, "He's a lady-killer," or " He's a devil with the women."

Now, who is this Don Juan Tenorio, known to every Spaniard and to

almost every one outside of Spain ? Is he an historical person, and did

he commit the crimes popularly attributed to him, or is he simply a

fictitious character, the product of some author's imagination? This

question has been answered by many critics, some asserting that a per-
|jf

son of this.name really-lived .in Seril)p at the timp of Alfon
.

gnjrr^ whereas >

others have denied this, and maintain that no such character ever

existed. But for the most part, critics have sided with the popular

Spanish belief, and affirm that Don Juan was really an historical char-

acter.

On this point I agree with Farinerli, and do not believe in the existence

of a Don Juan Tenorio. The Don Juan legend, in some form or other,

may be traced in the folk-lore of all peoples of Europe, but it was in

Spain that it was first given concrete literary expression. Much has been

written on the close affinity of DojiJ^aji-4nc|_Faust, some critics going

so far as to assert that there is a common source. It is true that the Don
Juan and Faust legends became confused in the early part of the eigh-

teenth century ; but if we examine carefully the first literary expressions

of each legend, it will be plainly seen that in the inception they have no

connection with each other. Faust is essentially a thinker, a student

who is willing to sell himself to the devil in order to gain knowledge.
|

(Don Juan is an actor, the incarnate representation of the joy of living
;

j'

he never pauses to reflect on the morality of his deeds. Libertinism

is the theme of the Don Juan legend, whereas in the Faust legend the

theme is necromancy and desire for knowledge and power; libertinism

is simply incidental.

My chief reason for discrediting the existence of a Don Juan Tenorio

is based on the fact that the name "Juan Tenorio" was not generally

known before Tirso de Molina 2 wrote his famous " Burlador de Sevilla."

True, Tenorio was a common surname in Seville; but no critic has

proved conclusively that there really lived a libertine Juan Tenorio
during the reign of Alfonso XL His uncle Pedro is said to have been

1 While this article was in press, there came to my notice a" work on this subject by
Gendarme de Bevotte, entitled " La Le"gende de Don Juan."

2 Pseudonym of Gabriel Tellez, a Spanish writer of the Golden Age.
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ambassador to Naples, and his father head chamberlain to the king;

but these names are nowhere found in the histories and chronicles of

the times. I feel convinced that the name was simply hit upon by

Tirs£. de Molina for the hero of his play.

If there really existed at Seville a notorious libertine of that name,

why are both Cetvantes and^op^JtTYfrga-silent about him ? Although

Cervantes had written a play, "El Rufian," whose hero bears a slight

resemblance to Don Juan, there is absolutely nothing in it which

might have suggested Tirso's play, as several critics have tried to prove.

Again, although he lived a number of years at Seville, Cervantes makes

no mention of a Don Juan ; and this omission on the part of an author

so well-acquainted with Spanish tradition and folk-lore, is, to my mind,

very weighty evidence for discrediting Don Juan's existence. Then is

it possible that Lope de Vega, that "prodigy of nature," could have

neglected a character so notorious, and one which a man of his mar-

vellous genius could have handled so well? Yet in all the immense

bulk of his literary production the name "Juan Tenorio" does not once

occur.

I am willing to admit that a libertine of Don Juan's type may have

really lived in Seville, and perpetrated the crimes attributed to him in

tradition ; but I am firmly convinced that the name is purely imaginary,

and comes entirely from Tirso de Molina. He used the name " Tenorio"

as any modern author would use a common surname for one of his

characters. The fact that there is to-day a Tenorio family in Seville

proves nothing.

Another point which strengthens my argument is the fact that Juan

de la Cueva, a Spanish author of the sixteenth century, himself a native

,of Seville, does not make Don Juan the protagonist in his play "El

llnfamador," first presented at Seville in 1581. In spite of Ticknor's

statement to the contrary, I feel positive that Cueva was treating the

same legend as Tirso in this play. In the first place, compare the very

titles "Infamador" and "Burlador," both synonyms for "jjbertine."

Tirso, who is known To have lived a number of years at Seville, and who
probably heard the legend in some form or other while there, adds

I

"de Sevilla" to his " Burlador." Cueva, you will remember, was a native

v of Seville, and naturally omitted the latter part of the title. This leads

me to believe there was a local legend current in Seville of a libertine

of Don JuaiVs type, who led a life of debauchery, and who was finally

punished by God for his wickedness. vIf, as our critics would have us

believe, Don Juan was an historical character, and his name and deeds

were well known in Seville, is it credible that an author living in the same

city would write a play with a local libertine as its hero and not give

him the name of "Juan Tenorio"? Since the burden of proof rests on

the critics who believe in the existence of a Tenorio, and as they can
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offer no conclusive evidence to prove that he really existed, we are justi-

fied in proceeding on the assumption that the name " Don Juan Tenorio"

was purely fictitious.

II. EARLIEST LITERARY FORMS OF THE LEGEND.

' Juan de la Cueva was, in my opinion, the first writer to put this

legend into literary form. His play has very little merit as a piece of

dramatic art, yet he deserves credit for having been the first to introduce

this popular legend into literature. In his libertine, Leucino, he was

drawing the same character whom Tirso immortalized in his Don Juan

;

the only differencTlvaTtTTaTTirso's pen was the mightier of the two.

Both Don Juan and Leucino are characters of the same type,—lun-

scrupulous and fearless reprobates,^fyingjhe_^wexs_oi_Gp^_^ndjnan.

Both _are^ visited in
_
the ehlflvith a spiritual punishment, which in the

the just rew£

Briefly told, here is Cueva's plot : Leucino boasts to a friend that there

is no woman in Seville whom he cannot seduce. His friend then tells

him of a certain chaste virgin, Eliodora, who he feels certain will not

yield to his desires. The play then goes on to tell how Leucino tries in

vain to conquer Eliodora. He has Venus and Morpheus on his side,

but chaste Diana and Nemesis keep faithful watch over the girl. As

he has never failed in an enterprise of this sort, Leucino considers his

reputation at stake, and prepares to dishonor the girl by force. In the

attempt the brave Eliodora kills Leucino's servant. Upon the arrival

of the watch, the cowardly Leucino accuses her of murder. She is

carried off to prison and is condemned to death by the magistrate;

but just as sentence is about to be carried out, Diana comes upon the

scene, reproaches the judge for his injustice, condemns Leucino to be

cast into the river, and frees the innocent Eliodora.

Throughout the play, gods and goddesses mingle freely with mortals,

and servants and deities talk in the same noble strain. In Cueva's imagi-

nation there is no distinction. Although the play shows no evidence of

literary finish, still, in spite of its crudeness, it is not lacking in dramatic

effect. The essential difference in the plot of the two plays is that in

the " Infamador," as we have seen, only one episode is narrated, whereas

in Tirso's play Don Juan dishonors several women before he is punished.

The only other difference lies in the manner of punishment.

But Tirso de Molina was the author who, with his powerful pen,

stamped the character of the Senile libertine and gave him the name
of "Don Juan Tenorio," in his immortal "Burlador de Sevilla y Con-

vidado de Piedra" ("The Seville Libertine and the Stone Guest").

His characterization was accepted by the literary, world, and Cueva's

production either ignored or forgotten. On the ground that the " Bur-

lador" did not appear in a later collection of Tirso's plays, several
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scholars have doubted that Tirso really wrote this play. Although even

Farinelli questions Tirso's authorship, I believe that Tirso, and none

other, is the true author. The very subject would suggest an author of

Tirso's bold outspokenness, and the powerful dramatic effect confirms

me in this opinion. The women are Tirso's women, and there is ever

present the fondness for intrigue which is so characteristic of this author.

I feel convinced that if any scholarly critic would take the trouble to

read carefully one or two of Tirso's other plays (for instance, his " Don
Gil de las Calzas Verdes" and "El Vergonzoso en Palacio," two very

typical plays), and then read the "Burlador," he would agree with me
in naming Tirso as its author.

Here is the story of Don Juan's escapades as Tirso conceived it : At

Naples, Don Juan, disguised as Duke Octavio, dishonors the latter's

fiance'e, Isabela, a royal duchess. On her discovery of the deception,

Don Juan is taken prisoner by the guards of the palace, but escapes and

flees to Spain. Near Tarragona he is shipwrecked, but succeeds in swim-

ming ashore with his servant, Catalinon. Almost dead with fatigue,

he is succored by a beautiful fisher-maiden, Tisbea, to whom he imme-

diately makes protestations of love. Trusting in his promise of mar-

riage, she yields to his desires, only to find herself dishonored and de-

serted. In the second act he is back at Seville, where he meets an old

friend, who praises to him the beauties of his sweetheart, Dona Ana.

The traitorous Juan immediately takes advantage of his friend's con-

fidence, and, disguised as the girl's lover, he has almost succeeded in

his dishonorable attempt, when Dona Ana's father, Don Gonzalo,

appears upon the scene. In the duel which follows, Don Gonzalo is

killed, and Don Juan is again forced to flee.

The following evening we find him at a rural wedding-feast, where

he succeeds in getting the bridegroom out of the way and in seducing

Aminta, the bride. While passing a cemetery on the outskirts of Seville

a few days later, our hero sees an imposing statue, on which he reads,

" Here the most loyal servant of the Lord is waiting to avenge a traitor."

The fearless Juan then recognizes his victim, and, with his customary

sacrilcgiousness, pulls the beard of the statue, tauntingly bidding him

to come to supper at his house that evening. Hence we get the sub-

title, "Convidado dc Piedra" ("The Stone Guest"). Not giving the

matter a second thought, he is dumbfounded when at the appointed

time the statue arrives. But he soon recovers himself, and upon Don
Gonzalo's invitation to take supper in the sepulchre with him on the

following evening, nothing daunted, he accepts. On his arrival the

statue tells Don Juan that his hour has come, and asks for his hand.

The contract with a supernatural being proves fatal, and Don Juan

falls dead. Here is the climax, and here the play should end, but Tirso

adds another scene. In the palace, Isabela, Tisbea, Ana, and Aminta
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are all appealing to Alfonso for redress, when Catalinon bursts in, and

dramatically describes his master's terrible doom.

After reading both these plays, we can very easily see why Cueva's

"Infamador" has been forgotten. Full of unnecessary characters and

long digressions, it becomes wearisome to the reader. Tirso, on the other

hand, infuses new life into his play. Here we find a living Don Juan, a

bold^JevjLmay-.care^vUlain, who, in spite of his constant crimes^ can

still hold the reader's admiration. From his own lips we get his character

in its true light7:vvhernTe~boastfully declares, —
Sevilla a veces me llama

El Burlador, y el mayor
Gusto que en mi puede haber

Es burlar una mujer

[, Y dejarla sin honor. 1

In Tirso's Don Juan there is nothing of the hypocrite or coward ; that

was the distortion of later authors. Strange to say, Tirso's play has de-

fied all rivalry ; and, in spite of the fact that the subject was treated again

and again throughout Europe, "El Burlador de Sevilla" has never been

surpassed. Even if Tirso de Molina had written nothing else, his fame

would have been assured by this one play ; for to have given a char-

acter to the world, to have given a name to a type, — a name which has

actually been incorporated into the Spanish vocabulary, — is indeed a

great glory. Spain can at least boast of two world-known characters, —
Don Quixote and Don Juan ;

yet when Don Quixote is mentioned, the

name of Cervantes is always associated with it, but how many to-day

connect Don Juan with Tirso de Molina?

Tirso may or may not have been acquainted with Cueva's play; there

is certainly nothing in the "Burlador" to indicate that he had seen the

"Infamador;" but I insist again that both plays had one common
source, a legend, current in Seville, of a libertine of the Don Juan type.

'The form of retributiqn_j3rmight down upon both — death brought

\ about by~supernatural power — is a very common element in Spanish

[tradition: ~fn rKroiher natidiTof the world, I thmk^ctoes^the supernat-

ural have a stronger hold than in Spain, — a fact which brings me to

1 another interesting point. I believe that Tirso, in his last act, made use

/ of an entirely diffe^ejitJ^gejTel^

which is not at all unknown in Spanish folk-lore. Lope de Vega^uses

it irTnis " Dm^ros~^on~T!alIcla^T^^ecquer, a mheteenfircentury writer,

uses it in his legendary story " El Beso ;

" and it was not at all unnatural

Jhat Tirso de Molina should have utilized it to good advantage in punish-

ing his wayward Don Juan. But I feel certain that the two legends had
not been connected in any way before Tirso wrote his "Burlador,"

where the statue legend is skilfully incorporated to supply the manner

1 At times they call me in Seville "The Libertine," and my greatest pleasure is to

deceive a woman and leave her dishonored. — Burlador, Act II, Sc. 7.
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of punishment. A strong argument in favor of this belief lies in the very

name of the drama :
" El Burlador de Sevilla y Convidado de Piedra,"—

first the protagonist, the Seville libertine, and then the stone statue. If

the play had been based upon one single legend in which Don Juan and

the stone statue had both figured, I do not think it probable that Tirso

would have added the latter part of the title.

Several critics have maintained that Tirso's play was suggested by

Lope de Vega's " Dineros Son Calidad." Even Ticknor, in his "History

of Spanish Literature," says, "The rudiments of this character [Don

Juan] had been first brought upon the stage by Lope de Vega in the third

act of ' Dineros Son Calidad.' " ' But this statement is absolutely false.

In a collection of plays published at Barcelona in 1630, entitled "Twelve

Plays by Lope de Vega Carpio, and Other Authors," appeared for the

first time, as seventh in the collection, the "Burlador," giving as its

author Tirso de Molina. On the other hand, Lope's "Dineros Son

Calidad" did not appear until 1632, in Madrid, as the ninth play in the

"Twenty-Fourth Part of the Plays~bf the Phoenix of Spain, Lope de

Vega Carpio." In addition to this fact, which in itself makes absurd all

discussion that Tirso borrowed from Lope, Octavio, Lope's hero, and

Don Juan have nothing whatsoever in common, with the exception that

both are fearless men and are not terrified by a supernatural statue. I

might turn the tables on these critics, and say with perfect justice that

Lope borrowed from Tirso ; but I am inclined to think that both were

drawing from a common source in their use of this talking statue, as in

other respects the two plays have absolutely no points of similarity.

What leads me to believe this is the striking resemblance of the dia-

logue in the statue scenes of both plays. Both Don Juan and Octavio

taunt a statue, provoke it to speak. Octavio survives his adventure ; but

in Don Juan's case the experiment proves fatal, as we have already seen.

When Octavio clasps the hand of the King of Naples, he cries out,—
Ay! Ay! Valgame Dios! Ay!

Que me abrases ! Suelta ! Suelta

!

Muerto soy! 2

Compare these lines with Don Juan's exclamation when he touches the

hand of Don Gonzalo's statue :
—

Que me abraso! No me abrases

Con tu fuego . . .

Que me quemo, que me abraso;

Muerto soy. 3

1 Vol. ii, p. 324.
2 Oh! Oh! God help me! Oh!
You arc burning me, stop! stop!

I am dead. (Act II, Sc. 4.)
8

I am burning! Don't burn me
With your fire . . .

I am burning, I am burning,

1 am dead! (Burlador, Act III, Sc. 21.)
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The idea that a cold stone statue should in both cases produce a burning

sensation is so extraordinary, that I feel convinced that both authors

were either drawing from the same legend of a supernatural statue,

or that possibly Tirso's scene suggested Lope's.

Inasmuch as another version of the play exists, some critics have

doubted the authenticity of the "Burlador." In 1878, Manuel de la

Revilla discovered this new version, entitled "Tan Largo me Lo Fiais,"

by ^jidies_deCk£am^r^ published at MadrlcTlnlfo^.
[
If is oBviously

not a revision of the "Burlador," nor is it possible that the "Burlador"

is a revised edition of this play. Both have identically the same plot and

scenes, except that in the "Tan Largo" the scenes run into one another,

thus making a smaller number than in the "Burlador." In some parts

the versification is identical in both plays; but where it differs, the

thought and import still remain the same. Another difference is that in

the "Burlador" the names of more characters are given than in the

"Tan Largo." For instance, while the "Burlador" gives the names of

minor characters, the " Tan Largo" leaves them out. In the former play

the acts are called "Actos;" in the latter the older form " Jornadas" is

used. The only essential difference in the two plays is that in the

"Burlador" there is a long description of Lisbon in the first act. In the

"Tan Largo" this is omitted, and at a suitable occasion in the secon

act a beautiful eulogy of Seville is substituted.

Although I was in doubt at first as to which was the authentic version,

after carefully reading the plays several times, I decided conclusively for

the "Burlador." By closely comparing textual differences, I noticed

that the "Tan Largo" was decidedly inferior in style and diction when
it departed from the "Burlador." I believe that this Claramonte (who

was an actor and native of Seville, which accounts for the substitution

of a description of Seville for that of Lisbon) plagiarized Tirso's play,

which seems to have been forgotten for a time, and published it under

the new title, "Tan Largo Me Lo Fiais" (" Do you trust me as much as

that?"). This is a favorite expression of Don Juan, occurring several

times in both plays, — his ironical jeer at the women he has betrayed.

Other critics have maintained that this play was written by Calderon,

as his name appears on the title-page. They attempt to prove this by

citing examples which go to show that Calderon was not so scrupulous as

his defenders have declared in borrowing scenes from other plays. But

in the case of a wholesale steal, as is exemplified here, I think Calderon

was above that.

Most critics have agreed, however, that the "Burlador" is the authen-

tic version, although it is far from being in as accurate a state as they

would like to have it. This is the version printed in the "Biblioteca

Espafiola," in Ochoa's "Teatro Espanol," and in an execrable edition

of Tirso's works (Madrid, 1869). Cotarelo y Mori says that the texts of

iic

he?
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both plays are corrupt as they now exist, but favors the "Burlador."

Menendez y Pelayo follows out Cotarelo y Mori's opinion, and adds

that the two long descriptions of cities are both spurious additions to the

original texts. As editors have taken great liberties in their attempts to

purge the plays of later redactions, it is a very difficult matter to decide

a question like this without having recourse to the original edition^

III. LATER RENDERING OF THE LEGEND.

Translations of Tirso's "Burlador" met with immediate popularity

throughout Europe, although it was unknown in the original. It first

appeared in Italy, where a number of translations were made, the most

important being that of Gilberti, published at Naples in 1652, under the

title " II Convitato di Pictra." This translation was not an accurate one,

and several liberties were taken with the text. The Italian theatrical

troupes soon took it up, and, seeing its great dramatic possibilities,

changed it still more to suit their own tastes. In 1667 one of these troupes

carried the play to Paris, which at that time was regarded as the centre

of culture of Europe. In Paris the performances of the play were received

with unbounded enthusiasm. French playwrights and actors immediately

became interested in Don Juan, and wrote several plays based on the

legend, or, rather, made French versions of the corrupt Italian transla-

tion. In 1658, Dorimond, a Parisian actor, wrote his "Festin de Pierre."

He took "Convitato" to mean "feast," and for "Pietra" he read Petro

(Peter). His title therefore reads, "Peter's Feast." He obviously does

not mean "Stone Feast," because, instead of a stone statue, he intro-

duces the shade of the murdered man, and calls him " Dom Pierre."

The author changed the plot somewhat to suit the popular fancy, but in

general the play is a servile imitation of the original. The character of

the hero has nothing in it to hold our admiration, and the grandeur

and force of Tirso's supernatural scenes are completely lost. De Yil-

licrs' play, "Le Fils Criminel," published in 1660, is a free French

adaptation of the Italian translation.

Finally, so great was 1 )on Juan's popularity that it awoke the interest

ofMoliere, and in \()(^ he published a play entitled "Don Juan, ou le

Festin de Pierre." He only partly mistranslated the Italian; and his title

reads, "Don Juan, or the Stone Feast." He translated "Convitato"

incorrectly, but got "Pietra" right. Now for the first time in its history

the name "Don Juan" appeared as the title of a play based on the

legend. Through Moliere, Don Juan was introduced to the rest of

Europe. Moliere, the great French author, had written a play; there-

fore his characterization of Don Juan was universally accepted. I dare

say that the majority of English-speaking people are acquainted with

Don Juan only through Moliere and Byron ; but after reading Moliere's

" Don Juan." I was greatly disappointed. From an author of his reputa-
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tion one would expect something far better than the mediocre production

he has written.

Although in many respects Moliere far outshines Tirso de Molina, in

this case Tirso has, in my opinion, outdone the great French author.

Black as Don Juan's character already was when he left Tirso's hands,

Moliere had to make him a hypocrite, a "Tartuffe," and a coward in

addition ; and the world has accepted Don Juan in this light. Although

Tirso's Don Juan is repellent from some points of view, we still can

admire his fearlessness — there is nothing cringing about him. Also in

his handling of the statue scenes, Moliere has failed to arouse that

feeling of majesty and awe so well developed by Tirso. From its lack

of finish, I think Moliere wrote the latter part of his play in great haste.

The only redeeming features are the two characters, Elvire, Don Juan's

wife, and his servant, Sganarelle. A master in portraying the jester, he

has made his Sganarelle the equal of any of his comic characters. In

Elvire he has introduced a pure, lovable wife, who tried to influence Don
Juan to lead a better life. This was transcending Tirso, who could not

portray a woman in a favorable light ; but, on the whole, Tirso's play is

far in advance of Moliere's. The French writer has changed Tirso's

plot somewhat, but in general he has followed the thread of events as

given in the original Spanish play.

Thomas Corneille's version, published in 1667, is, as he himself states

in the preface, merely an arrangement in verse of Moliere's play, with a

few slight changes; but whenever he does venture to be original, he

spoils the effect. In 1670, Rosimond, a French actor, wrote another

play, entitled "Le Nouveau Festin de Pierre," which is an adaptation of

the three preceding French plays. In some places, phrases are taken

bodily from Moliere's "Don Juan." But all these French versions,

based on corrupt Italian translations of Tirso's play, are, as Fitz-

maurice-Kelly aptly says, "but pale reflections of Tirso's 'Burlador.'"

From France, Don Juan's popularity spread all over Europe. Trans-

lations of the French plays were made in almost every language. In

Germany several were made of Moliere's "Don Juan," and countless

plays and novels appeared based on the legend. But the characters of

Don Juan and Faust have been somewhat confused in the German mind
;

and it is a very difficult matter to distinguish what is connected with

Don Juan, and what is not. In England, Shadwell took the already

distorted and misrepresented Don Juan, and in his "Libertine," pub-

lished in 1676, presented one of the vilest, most inhuman wretches ever

characterized. For gross filth, Shadwell's "Libertine" surpasses by far

all other renderings of the legend. Full of fire, rapine, and murder, it

would horrify the most extreme melodramatic taste. , And Don Juan had
to suffer for all this. Primarily he was an unscrupulous rake, defying all

moral and human laws ; but he was not a highway robber, an incendiary,

VOL. XXI.— nos. 81-82. 13
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and a cringing hypocrite. This degraded Don Juan soon became popu-

lar among the lower classes of Europe, and, descending one degree lower

than the melodrama, he was made the hero of puppet-shows and

marionettes.

In the eighteenth century, the only two renderings worthy of note were

by Zamora in Spain and Goldoni in Italy. Since Tirso's "Burlador,"
' nothing in Spanish had been written for half a century on the subject

which had become so popular throughout Europe. While Zamora is to

be given credit for having helped keep the tradition alive, his play is

absolutely devoid of any dramatic ability, despite the praises of Moratin,

Ticknor, and other critics. Where it is not a servile imitation of Tirso's

play, the author has introduced a series of complicated episodes, and

handles his plot so awkwardly that it is impossible at times to follow

the course of events. In a word, it is tiresome reading. The very title

will give an illustration of its prolixity :
" No Hay Deuda que no se Pague,

ni Plazo que no se Cumple, y Convidado de Piedra." x This was pub-

lished about 1700. In 1736, Goldoni, the great Italian dramatist, pub-

lished his play, "Don Giovanni, o sia II Dissoluto." This goes back to

Tirso's conception of Don Juan, and was probably based upon an accu-

rate translation of the " Burlador." It is not one of Goldoni's best works.

It follows Tirso's plot closely except in the last act, where Don Juan is

killed by lightning, the statue scenes being entirely eliminated.

Although not so many versions of this popular legend were made dur-

ing the eighteenth century as in the preceding, Don Juan's popularity

was not diminished one whit. He was continually seen on the stage in

all parts of Europe, and it was during this century that he was introduced

into music. Although I have not investigated deeply into this develop-

ment of the legend, there must be mentioned among the most important

musical renderings of Don Juan, Gluck's ballet of 1760, and the great

Mozart's " Don Giovanni" of 1787. Considered a very poor production

at first, even Beethoven condemning it, "Don Giovanni" was judged

later at its true worth, and is now universally recognized as one of

Mozart's masterpieces, if not his finest work. Goethe once said that he

was sorry no Mozart was living to do for his "Faust" what that great

musician had done for Don Juan; and to quote from another master,

Wagner said there was nothing in music more completely beautiful than

every piece in Mozart's " Don Giovanni." The libretto was written by

Da Ponte, an Italian, and was modelled after Goldoni's " Don Gio-

vanni," except that the statue scenes were retained. The action easily

lends itself to music, and in the hands of the master, Mozart, it far sur-

passed any literary rendering the legend had received since Tirso's

"Burlador." To my mind, it contributed much towards the elevation

1 There is not a debt which remains unpaid, nor Day of Reckoning which does not

come, and the Stone Guest.
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of Don Juan, who had deteriorated from high-class literature to melo-

drama and puppet-shows.

IV. DON JUAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

Up to the nineteenth century, all renderings of the legend had fol-

lowed Tirso's "Burlador," and in many cases no new situations had
been introduced. But now Don Juan undergoes a complete transforma-

tion : he becomes the creature of the author's fancy, and in some cases

nothing but his name remains. Not only has his character been changed,

but his environment is entirely new. What theme could appeal more to

the Romanticist than that of Don Juan ? What character in literature

could express more fully the wild passion and unrestraint of poets like

Byron, Espronceda, and de Musset ? The authors of the nineteenth cen-

tury saw the dramatic and poetic possibilities of Don Juan, and he

became the subject of countless poems, plays, and novels. It would be

impossible to enumerate and discuss the vast amount of Don Juan liter-

ature written during the nineteenth century; but I shall try to present

the most important works, and show the general development of the

legend.

Following closely upon the eighteenth century, the first author to

revive the theme was the German romanticist, E. T. A. Hoffmann. As
he listens to Mozart's opera, he gives a psychological analysis of its

characters, weaving in fantastic, morbid elements. His characterization

is very hazy, and in fact there is too much Hoffmann and too little Don
Juan. His story first appeared in 181 2, and became very popular in

Germany and France at a time when the author was greatly admired and
imitated. His sketch popularized and to a great degree distorted the

conception of Don Juan.

The first great treatment of the legend in the nineteenth century was
Byron's poem " Don Juan," — an epic poem, as Byron liked to call it.

This work appeared in 1824. 1 To be sure, the name of the poem is " Don
Juan," but in the hero we have an entirely new character. His birthplace

is Seville, and he is a profligate ; but if it were not for his name, we should

never recognize in him the Don Juan of legendary fame. The poem is in

sixteen cantos, and ends rather abruptly. It is evidently a torso; and
Byron probably intended to write twenty-four cantos, which would be

following his plan of writing an epic. He himself said that he intended

to have Don Juan guillotined in the French Revolution, a fact which

substantiates the belief that the poem is unfinished.

This new Don Juan is a young Spaniard of the latter part of the

eighteenth century, a youth of the Byronic type. In fact, Byron's Don
Juan closely resembles himself, and he excuses his hero's immoral deeds

1 The first canto was written in 1819; but the last was not published until shortly before

Byron's death, in 1S24.
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in much the same way as he would his own coarse pranks. His Don Juan

does not conquer women by promises of marriage and subterfuge, as in

the case of Tirso's Don Juan, but by his handsome bearing, ready wit,

and magnetic personality. He does not go out in search of new con-

quests ; fate and his own personal charms draw his fair victims into his

power. "More sinned against than sinning" is the opinion that Byron

would like us to have of him. This poem has been called, and I think

justly, an "Odyssey of Immorality." Furthermore, it is full of local

anecdotes and satires dealing with the events and people of Byron's day,

which often interrupt the thread of this " Odyssey," and make it very

tiresome for the reader unacquainted with the contemporary history.

For this very reason I do not think Byron's "Don Juan" will survive

many generations. The chief value of the work lies in its flashes of

beautiful lyric poetry, and its mordant and witty satire. But taken as a

whole, though it is no doubt a masterpiece, I do not think it is of very

great importance as a literary expression of the legend ; it belongs rather

to English literature in general than to Don Juan literature in particular.

In France during the first half of the nineteenth century Don Juan's

popularity was immense. He was treated in some form by almost every

French author. In spite of this fact, no masterpiece was produced, as in

Spain and England. De Musset, the French Don Juan, in such poems

as his "Nuit d'Octobre," "Rolla," "La Coupe et les Lewes," gives us

his own passionate outpouring in the Don Juan vein. In his play

"Namouna" he gives a separate scene, entitled "Une Matinee de Don
Juan." Gautier, in his "Comedie de la Mort," contributed another

poem to this series. "L'Elixir de Longue Vie" is Balzac's contribution

;

and Flaubert also left a posthumous sketch of a novel, entitled "Une
Nuit de Don Juan."

The tendency toward change and novelty, manifested to so great an

extent in the Romantic movement, is well exemplified in the Don Juan

theme. Don Juan is given a new name, — Juan de Marana. Various

critics have imagined that they have incontestably proved that this is the

historical name of the famous libertine. But as far as I have been able to

discover, a Juan de Marana, a profligate count, did live at Seville in the

seventeenth century, but later than the publication of the "Burlador."

In their desire to prove an historical basis for the legend, they have

simply hit upon the name of a man who lived the life of a libertine in Don

Juan's native city. Contrary to the old conception, this new Don Juan

finally relents before his death. Thus for the first time we have a concep-

tion of a repentant Don Juan ; and when the two characters Tenorio and

Marana became confused later, the former was also made to repent.

The French were the first to introduce this change, and the new name

appears for the most part in their contributions to the theme. The

Spaniards retained the old name Tenorio, but adopted the new elements

introduced.
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The first literary expressions in France of this new character — or
rather, old character with a new name — was Merimee's "Ames du
Purgatoire," which first appeared in 1834 in the "Revue des Deux
Mondes." Merimee's Don Juan is a saintly youth at home in Seville but
when sent to the University at Salamanca makes the acquaintance'of a
profligate student, Don Garcia, with whom he leads a wild and riotous
life Don Juan kills the father of his mistress, and the two companions
are forced to flee. They enlist in the Spanish army at Flanders, where
they continue their wild escapades. In the attempt to kill Don Juan the
son of the murdered man kills Don Garcia. Soon after, upon the death
of his father, the hero is recalled to his estate, where he still continues
his life of debauchery. In his blustering manner he gives a list of his
victims, and boasts to his boon companions that no class of women is not
represented, upon which one points out that a nun is lacking, whereupon
Don Juan immediately sets about to supply this lack. The nun in ques-
tion turns out to be Teresa, his old love, whose father he killed and
whose brother killed his friend Garcia. She still loves him, and tries to
make him give up his wild life ; but he pays no attention to her entreaties.
Just as he is about to abduct her, he is confronted by the shades of his
parents and dead victims, "Les Ames du Purgatoire." This vision terri-
fies him to such an extent that he renounces at once his criminal way of
living and turns priest. A few months later he is forced into a duel and
slays the brother of Teresa, who had previously made an attempt on his
life. He ends his days in a monastery, a devout and beloved minister of
God.

It is a very well told story, full of life and action, but lacks psychologi-
cal analysis of character. We get a very dim perception of the true heart
of the hero

;
and there is nothing in him to hold our admiration, as in the

case of the Spanish characterization. And again, it is impossible for us to
conceive that an unscrupulous villain could become a pious priest in one
day. I have given the plot in detail because its chief importance lies in
the fact that it became a storehouse for future adaptations.
In this new conception of the libertine we may detect two innovations

which are not entirely original, and which may be found in Moliere's
play. These are the brother who comes to avenge his sister's dishonor
and the conception of a spiritual woman who really loves Juan and tries
to make him repent. "Juan de Marana" of Dumas pere is the most
important French work which carries out this new characterization
which is of any importance in the development of the theme. " Juan de
Marana, ou la Chute d'un ange" is a play in five acts and nine tableaus
written m 1836. The plot is original; that is, a development of the new
elements put into an entirely new setting. A faint glimpse of the "Bur-
lador" still remains combined with a few suggestions from Moliere and
Menmee. Add to this some elements of the Faust legend, and we can
form an idea of what Dumas' play is like.
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Although the author has made his hero finally repent, in the manner of

the exaggerated French school, he has added such atrocities to Don
Juan's black character, in many cases unnecessary, that it seems all the

more incongruous that a man of his type should so easily repent. As in

Faust, the author has introduced spiritual beings, but they fall far short

of the sublimity and majesty of Goethe's or Calderon's spiritual figures.

The result is that the exaggerated crimes and situations, coupled with

Dumas' lack of skill in handling his spiritual characters, have made the

work somewhat melodramatic, like most of the French plays of the time.

As I must compare Dumas' plot with that of Zorrilla, which follows,

it will not be out of place here to give a brief outline of it. Dumas' Don
Juan is a young profligate noble of Seville, a weak, vacillating character.

In his conscience there is a continual conflict, symbolized by a good and

bad angel, the latter almost always the stronger. Although several dis-

honored young girls have killed themselves in despair, deceived by his

promises of marriage, Don Juan leaves Seville gay and light-hearted in

search of new victims. At a town near by he seduces the sweetheart of

his brother Jose, and the girl commits suicide rather than live in dis-

grace. On the following day, at an appointed rendezvous, Don Juan is

declared king of libertines, as his list of victims is the longest. But one

of the company, Luis de Sandoval, refuses to yield the palm to Don Juan

;

he challenges him to seduce his own betrothed, and to abduct a nun from

a neighboring convent. Don Juan is successful in the first endeavor, and

slays Sandoval, who, coming to his senses, had rushed to save his fiancee

from the clutches of the godless villain. He also succeeds in abducting

the nun, wheedling her with his diabolical fascinations. But she is a

noble girl, and, resolving to save him from perdition, will not forsake him

in spite of his attempts to abandon her. Then ensues a sharp conflict

between his good and bad angels, but Don Juan still remains obdurate.

Finally the shades of all his victims appear, and warn him in turn that

they will be avenged. He is terrified by these apparitions, but is soothed

by the nun Marthe, who succeeds in winning him over to the kingdom

of heaven. In the hands of a writer like Shakespeare or Goethe, this

play of Dumas would have been one of the masterpieces of the world's

literature ; but as it is, it falls far short of being a great literary work.

Until I had read Dumas' "Juan de Marana," I had given credit to

Zorrilla for a great amount of originality in placing Don Juan in an en-

tirely new environment. Blanco Garcia, in his "Literatura Espanola

en el Siglo XIX," like many other Spanish critics, gives the impression

that "Don Juan Tenorio" is Zorrilla's own conception of the legend;

but, so far as I can see, Zorrilla's play is nothing but a combination of

Tirso's "Burlador" and Dumas' "Juan de Marana." His plot is partly

that of Tirso, and partly that of Dumas ; but his Don Juan is not the

weak creature of Dumas — he is the bold, defiant libertine of Tirso.
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Zorilla was a Spaniard, and knew how to characterize this purely Span-
ish conception of Don Juan. I do not mean to imply that his play is a

servile imitation, — he has woven together the elements of preceding

plays in such a way as to make his work seem original, — but by the

careful reader it may easily be seen that his situations have been bor-

rowed. I wish to lay great stress upon this point, in refutation of the

boast of Spanish critics, who are loud in their praises of Zorrilla's origi-

nality, and make no mention whatever of his indebtedness to preceding

authors.

The play is in two parts, — four acts in the first, and three in the

second. With true Spanish insight the author has retained, as I have
said, Tirso's conception of Don Juan; but he has changed the time

from the twelfth century to the sixteenth, during the reign of Carlos V.

The opening scene is borrowed from Dumas, where Zorrilla describes

a meeting of several profligates who have assembled to give an account

of their conquests. Don Juan is declared wanner, but as in Dumas'
play, one man, Luis de Mejia, refuses to acknowledge him his superior

until he has seduced his sweetheart and abducted a nun. In this case

the nun is Don Juan's own betrothed, Ines, whose father, Don Gonzalo,

has placed her in a convent to assure her safety against her unscrupu-

lous suitor. He succeeds in both enterprises, but in the attempt kills

both Mejia and Gonzalo; Ines dies heartbroken. The second part is

more original, though the idea of a repentant Don Juan is not entirely

new. In Zorrilla's play we have the first suggestion of love in Don Juan.
Heretofore he never had any feeling of love for women ; he simply looked

upon them as a means of satisfying his passion. But here he really loves

Ines, and weeps at the sight of her grave. In the same cemetery he finds

the statue of Don Gonzalo, which he invites to supper, thus following

the old legend. Gonzalo comes, and in turn asks Don Juan to come to

his sepulchre on the following evening. The latter, as in Tirso's "Bur-
lador," accepts. There Don Gonzalo announces that he has been sent

to conduct him to Hell ; but, just as he is about to do so, the shade of

Ines appears, and rescues him from eternal perdition.

In the hands of Zorrilla, the play is more powerful than in the hands
of Dumas. The religious note struck the Spanish fancy, and it has

become one of the most popular plays of the nineteenth century in

Spain. It is performed on all festival days, and has become endeared
to the heart of every Spaniard. I do not think it has any great literary

value ; but the very subject itself, and its undeniable lyrical beauty, have
won it immense popularity. It is far more widely known in Spain than
Tirso's "Burlador," which has suffered a great deal from neglect.

Zorrilla, who is famous as a poet of folk-lore in Spain, has also written

a long poem entitled "La Leyenda de Don Juan," which does not bear
on the legend as we know it. It is an exquisite bit of lyric poetry, with
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its delightful description of gay Seville of old. This same author has

also written two minor poems based on the legend, — " El Desafio

del Diablo" and "El Testigo de Bronce."

Since Byron had written a poem on Don Juan, it was not at all un-

natural that his admirer and follower, Espronceda, the great Spanish

romanticist, should take up the same theme ; but let me say in Espron-

ceda's defence that the two poems have absolutely nothing in common.
They differ as widely as two poems possbily can, both in their concep-

tion of Don Juan, and in style and setting. Chronologically, Espron-

ceda's poem should have followed Dumas; but as I wanted to com-

pare Dumas and Zorrilla, I discussed them in succession. Espronceda's

"Estudiante de Salamanca" appeared for the first time in a collection

of his poems published in 1840. Some critics have maintained that Es-

pronceda's Don Juan is a portrait of himself, but I think that is going

too far. Espronceda was not a saint; but he was not as ruthless and

fiendish as the hero of his poem, Felix de Montemar, "el segundo Juan

Tenorio," whom he describes as follows :
—

Siempre el insulto en los ojos,

En los labios la ironia,

Nada teme y todo fia,

De su espada y su valor. 1

"El Estudiante de Salamanca" is a dramatic poem in which the

author has made use of every form of poetry conceivable. The form

in general is that of a lyric poem, but in several places dialogues are

introduced, giving it the form of a drama. With his wonderful poetic

genius, Espronceda skilfully changes his metre, and creates a profound

impression on the reader's mind. It is one of Espronceda's masterpieces,

and to my mind ranks second only to Tirso's "Burlador" in its power-

ful portrayal of Don Juan. It is refreshing to meet again in this poem
the Don Juan of old, the Don Juan of Tirso, the fearless and daring

libertine. Although, as in Merimee's novel, the hero is a student of

Salamanca, and in the end relents, there is not the faintest suggestion

of "Les Ames du Purgatoire" in Espronceda's poem. The setting is

entirely original, and the plot has nothing in common with the old

tradition, but the character of the original Don Juan is still retained.

Although Don Felix persists in his iniquity to the very end, he is finally

united in a spiritual marriage with Elvire, a maid who died through

love of him. Strange to say, although it is closer to the original in its

characterization of Don Juan than Byron's poem, Espronceda's "Es-

tudiante" is not regarded primarily as an important part of the series

of Don Juan literature, but as an example of beautiful lyric poetry.

1 An insult ever in his glance,

On his lips, irony;

Nought he fears, and trusts all

To his sword and valor.
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The only other important literary renderings of the legend in Spanish
are "El Xuevo Don Juan," by Lopez de Ayala, published in 1863 and
a poem by Campoamor. Ayala's play has nothing to do with the old
legend. It is simply a comedy of manners, in which a profligate vouth
of the Byromc type tries to dishonor the wife of an acquaintance It
has very little interest, and is by no means one of Ayala's best plays.
Campoamor has written a charming little poem in two cantos The first
is entitled "Women on Earth;" and the second, "Women in Heaven."
The first canto is supposed to be a continuation of Bvron's "Don
Juan," who now, in his old age, repents of his wickedness, and writes
to each of his former sweethearts, begging forgiveness. The scene
of the second canto is laid in Heaven, where Don Juan has to face the
reproaches of his victims. Only one still trusts him : Julia, his Spanish
love, who remained true to him on earth, in spite of his wickedness
now stands by him in Heaven.

Besides these renderings, there are countless others in every modern
language; but none of them has attained an important place in the
literature of its respective country. As may be seen bv my bibliography
Don Juan is still alive in literature. The Germans have contributed a
great amount of Don Juan literature; but Faust and Don Juan have
become so confused in the German mind, that I have not attempted to
discuss the German development of the theme. This confusion is exem-
plified by the very title of Grabbe's play, "Don Juan and Faust." The
only other German productions of any great importance are Lenau's
poem " Don Juan," and Heyse's play " Don Juans Ende." In Russian
Pushkin has contributed a play "Don Juan;" and in our own tongue
Richard Mansfield has written a play entitled "Don Juan," a very
mediocre piece of work, entirely lacking in originality and 'dramatic
effect. In " Man and Superman " Bernard Shaw has offered a very witty
burlesque, which might have been entitled " Don Juan Upside Down."

Thus we have traced Don Juan from his first appearance in Senile
in 1630 down to the present day. First introduced to us under that
name by Tirso de Molina, he travelled all over Europe, until he became
known in every country. Strange to say, the author who stamped the
character of Don Juan has been comparatively ignored : Don Juan
is known principally through Moliere, Mozart,' Byron, and Zorrilla.
First presented on the boards, later put into music, and finally a subject
for Romantic poetry and fiction, Don Juan has become a familiar figure.
Known to the more cultured by these means, he has become a favorite
among the lower classes through puppet-shows.
In a far different way, Don Juan, a purely Spanish creation, has be-

come as world-famous as his compatriot, Don Quixote. The latter
has given Cervantes a name, but who outside of students of Spanish
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literature ever heard of Tirso de Molina ? Even the little fame he does

possess has been begrudged him by the critics, who have tried to make
Cervantes, Lope de Vega, and Calderon share the fame which belongs

to him alone. I contend that Tirso's Don Juan is a character as master-

fully drawn as Shakespeare's Hamlet or Goethe's Faust. To be sure,

I should not place Tirso de Molina on as high a pedestal as Shakespeare

;

but in this one case, in drawing the character of Don Juan, he certainly

attained the level of the English dramatist. Let us hope that in the

near future some recognized scholar will establish this fact, and bestow

upon Tirso de Molina the fame so long withheld from him.

BIBLIOGRAPHY OF DON JUAN LITERATURE AND MUSIC.

Author. Title. Date.

Cueva Infamador (play) 1581

Tirso de Molina .... Burlador (play) 1630

Gilberti Convitato di Pietra (trans, of Burl.) 1652

Cicigogni Convitato di Pietra (trans, of Burl.) I057
Claramonte Tan Largo Me Lo Fiais (play) i°57

Dorimond Festin de Pierre (play) . 1658

De Villiers Fils Criminel (play) „ 1660

Moliere Don Juan (play) 1667

Thos. Corneille .... Don Juan (play) 1667

Rosimond Nouveau Festin de P. (play) 1670

Shadwell The Libertine (play) 1676

Perucci Convitato di P. (play) 1678

Puree 11 The Libertine (opera) 1690

Velten Don Juan (trans. Moliere) 1690

Tellier Festin de Pierre (opera) i7 J 3

Brunn Pravita Castigata (opera) *734
Goldoni Don Giovanni (play) !73°

Zamora No Hay Deuda, etc. (play) 1744

Gluck Don Juan (ballet) 1760

Kurz-Bernardon .... Der Ruchlose Juan de Sole (play) 1770

Knecht Don Juan (farce) 1772

Rhigini Convitato di P. (opera) 1777

Ozell Libertine (play, trans. Mol.) 1782

Lorenzi Convitato di P. (play) 1783

Albertini Convitato di P. (opera) 1784

Gardi Nuovo Conv. di P. (play) 1787

Mozart (Da Ponte) . . . Don Giovanni (opera) 1787

Czaniga Conv. di P. (opera) 1787

Fabrizi Don Giovanni Tenorio 1788

Cimarosa Conv. di P. (opera buffe) 1790

Haydn Don Juan (play) 1804

Pocock Libertine (opera) 181 7

Castel-Blaze Don Juan (comic opera) 1821

Benzcl-Sternan .... Stcinerne Gast (play) 181

1

E. T. A. Hoffmann . . . Don Juan (short story) 1813

Hauch Don Juan (play) 1814

Carnicer Don Juan Tenorio (opera) . 1818

Byron Don Juan (poem) 1819-24

Schaden Deutsche Don Juan (play) 1820
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20
Moncrieff Don Juan in London (play) r8_
Kahlert Donna Elvira (novel) ^29
Ba

j
zac

>

Elixir de Longue Vie (novel) ^30
Merimee Ames du Purgatoire (novel) jgu
Holtei Don Juan (play) l8 ,

4Dumas pere Don Juan de Marana (plav)
'

1826
Creizenwach Don Juan (play) . . .' l8„De Musset Several poems

. . . . . 18—
Gautier Comedie de la Mori (poem) .

.' .'

. . . . ^38
Espronceda Estudiante de Salamanca (poem) 1840
Herberg

• . Don Juan (play) l8_
Levasseur Don Juan Barbon (play) ........ .' 18—
Viard Vieillesse de Don J. (play) l8_
Barriere Feu au Couvent (play) .'.'.'. 18—
Weise Don Juan (play) l8 _.

Lenau Don Juan (poem) i8j. 2
Pushkin Don Juan (play)

] l842
Trautmann Don J. in Weisbaden (play) ....... 18—
Hahn Don Juan (play) l8_
Braunthal Don Juan (play)

'

l842
Echeverria Angel Caido (poem)

'

l843
Zorrilla Don Juan Tenorio (play) ^46
Zorrilla ....'... Testigo de Bronce (poem) z8
ZonUa Desafio del Diablo (poem) .

." ." 18—
Grabbe Don Juan und Faust (play) r846
Hesekiel Faust und Don Juan (play) ^46
Mallefille Memoires de Don Juan ^47
Gano y Cueto .... Hombre de Piedra (poem)

! ! 18—
Luis Osorio A Morte de Don Joao (poem) l8—
Caesareo Don Juan (poem)

'

l8_
Panzacchi Accanto il Fuoco (poem) l8_
Homigk Don Juan (play) .'.'.'

18-0
Brecbt Don Juan (poem) l8 -,
Almquist Ramido Marinesco (play) x 8-4
Hurte Don Juan (play) l8 -6
sPiesser Don Juan (play)

'
'

l8f ?Wiedmann Don Juan von Maranna (play) 18-8
Alvensleben Don Juans Liebe (novel) x86i
A. K. Tolstoi Don Juan (novel) l863Lopez de Ayala .... El Nuevo Don Juan (play) l863Campoamor Don Juan (poem) . l8_
Laverdant Don Juan Converti (play)

'

l864
Lacher-Masoch .... Don Juan (novel) l864
Saint Georges Amours de Don Juan (ballet) l865M

-
Sand Les Dons Juans de Village (Vaudeville) . . . 1866

Dargomyzski Kamenyl Gost (opera) l872
Molere Don Juan (play) l87 -

Guerro Junqueirro ... A Morte de Don Joao (poem) l8 y6
A. Friedmann Don Juans Letztes Abenteur (play) i 88l
Hart Don Juan Tenorio (poem) l88l
Konigsmark Neuer Don Juan (play) l8_
"^y^ Don Juans Ende (play) l883

£
ica

[

d Don Juan (poem) l88g"
roe ltz Don Juans Erlosung (poem) 1886

Mansfield Don Juan (play) l8gi
Masson La Cave de Don Juan (poem) !8g 5
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Flaubert Posthumous sketch of novel 1885

Di Giorgi Fine di Don Giovanni (play) 1885

Bernard Shaw Man and Superman (play) 1903
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GYPSY AND ORIENTAL MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.

BY A. T. SINCLAIR.

Two musical instruments, the Tzimbal and Pan's pipe, can be said

to be peculiar to the Gypsies. A third, the Bagpipe, may be added in

Western Asia and the greater part of Europe. Another, the Oboe, is

characteristic of the Gypsies ; and it is by no means improbable that they

introduced it into Europe. The violin, often played so superbly by

Hungarian Gypsies, and a favorite with the Romany almost everywhere,

is generally supposed to have been developed from the Moorish rebab.

Many things tend to show that it came into Europe also directly from

Asia. The vertical flute, a favorite Oriental instrument much used by

Gypsies there, is played in Europe only in some districts in the South-

eastern portion, where Gypsies may have carried it. The tambourine

and castanets common in the East are much affected by the Gypsies

everywhere ; so the lute, in various forms, as the Rumanian Kobza, the

Spanish mandolin, the Arab 'ud, the Persian tamburah and saz.

The safest theory to start with, as with their music, is that the Gypsies

brought nothing with them, originated nothing, but simply adopted in

every country what they found, and as they found it. This was the view

with which I began my studies on the subject. My endeavor has been to

trace these instruments from the earliest times to the present, as com-

pletely as possible from books and traditions, and by personal investiga-

tions, and inquiries from natives and Europeans who have lived in the

various countries.

Whether the Gypsies have introduced instruments anywhere can be

decided only by taking into account many considerations, as: their trade

as musicians, the instruments themselves, the history of the various

countries, and the Gypsies.

Excepting the Pan's pipe, all these instruments are to-day played by

Gypsies in every country in the world where the Romanies are seen.

Some are not common everywhere; but even in the United States and

Canada I have many reports of every one of them. The Gypsy bear-

leaders from Syria and Rumania often play their rude bagpipe, a ver-

tical flute, a simple oboe (Arab, zemr). Their bears often hold out a tam-

bourine for money, after dancing or wrestling, or performing with a

pole. I have seen a number of Rumanian Gypsies here playing the

Rumanian Gypsy Pan's pipe. The Arab'ud and the Rumanian kobza are

also seen. The Hungarian Gypsy tzimbal is well known as played by the

Hungarian bands, and at times by wandering Gypsies. Gypsies are

fiddlers everywhere, and so it is all over Europe and the Western

Orient.

The bear-men in Canada often have picked up a little French, and
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sing for their bears to dance, "La, ri, ronden" (rondin, "a club"), which

the poor bear well understands.

These leaders often find in the United States that the bear is the

principal attraction, and leave their instrument with their families in the

main Gypsy band, which they join at an appointed time and place.

Then there is a grand feast and picnic for two and three weeks. The
different members assemble from all over the country, perhaps. Twenty

years ago a secluded spot in the mountains near Nyack on the Hudson

was a favorite rendezvous. At night the whole meadow and piece of

woods, some fourteen acres, was ablaze with their camp-fires. They
had a dancing-platform ; and the dark-skinned Rumanian beauties and

stalwart rakle danced to their hearts' content to the sound of the fiddle,

kobza, and bagpipe. Twelve or fifteen bears were chained to the neigh-

boring trees. All were dressed in their richest and most gaudy costumes,

with a profusion of gold ornaments. Even the men wore large gold ear-

rings. Sometimes as many as forty or fifty large vans were there with a

hundred sleek, well-kept good horses.

Last summer a similar band rendezvoused at Dedham, Mass. Two
wagon-loads of these Gypsies drove through Allston on their way to a

Somerville abattoir, where they bought four live sheep. These they

roasted whole at a barbecue, at which they claimed two hundred Gyp-

sies were present. For several weeks they were there, and the news-

papers were filled with long accounts of their doings. One woman com-

plained to the police that her husband had stolen two hundred dollars

from her. The police searched the camp, and in one wagon found fifty

thousand dollars in gold coin. Everybody went out to see Gypsies who
had so much money, and naturally they had their fortunes told. Two
colored children were working for the Gypsies. Some relative claimed

them. The police were called in, and a long account appeared in the

papers. Later on the same two children were still found with part of

the band near Providence, R. I., and another relative complained to the

police there. How quickly these wild Rumanian Gypsies learn the ad-

vantages of newspaper advertising! And at the barbecue were heard the

same Gypsy instruments and the same Gypsy music.

In many parts of the South similar bands often give shows and play

these same instruments. The same band uses only one or two of them,

but every instrument is occasionally seen.

Gypsies are much more common in most countries of Europe than in

America, and therefore also the instruments. They are the popular

musicians in the Western Orient and Southeastern Europe, continually

travelling back and forth over the whole region. This has been the case

for many centuries. In an article on "Gypsy and Oriental Music" pub-

lished in the January-March number in 1907, the relations of Gypsies

to the music of various countries was discussed.
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This hasty general sketch is given as a brief introduction to a more

particular consideration of the instruments separately.

I. THE TZIMBAL.

The Tzimbal, for the last fifty years at least, has been used almost

exclusively by Gypsies, and can fairly be called a characteristic Gypsy
instrument. In Hungary it is a "prima-donna" instrument, often

playing the melody as well as the first violin. At all times it has a most

important role, and plays an accompanying melody of its own as well as

a general accompaniment to the violin. The two little hammers move

over the many wires with such marvellous rapidity and dexterity as to

take the place of several instruments in an ordinary orchestra. There

are no dampers for the strings, as on a pianoforte ; therefore they keep

vibrating. One chord runs into another, but the skill of the performer

avoids all discord. The music is ringing, harmonious, and has a peculiar

weirdy fascinating effect on the hearer. It is also a prima-donna Gypsy

instrument in Rumania and the whole Balkan Peninsula.

In Russia it is much used, but mostly by the wandering Gypsies. The
settled Gypsies, who comprise the favorite Gypsy choruses, generally

have a guitar for accompaniment. They play it in Sweden, Norway,

Germany, Finland, Poland, Bohemia, Switzerland, Italy, all parts of

Germany, Holland, Belgium, France, Spain, England.

For several centuries, and up to about a century ago, the Dulcimer, a

similar stringed instrument, was popular, and was used in many of the

above-named countries as well as somewhat in America. To-day it is

played by old people at Jewish weddings in many parts of Poland. These

dulcimers are old instruments, generally showing signs of many repairs.

The dulcimer is strung differently from the Gypsy tzimbal, and is con-

sidered by instrument-makers as a different instrument. Still in one

vital respect both are the same : the wires are struck by two hammers.

Our pianofortes have been developed from the dulcimer.

In Persia the tzimbal is the prima-donna instrument played by the

leader of the Gypsy orchestra there, and is used almost exclusively by

Gypsies.

In the Erzerum district of Armenia the common people often make a

rude kind of tzimbal themselves, and play it, while everywhere in the

rest of Asiatic Turkey as well as in Egypt it is rare, and generally only

used by foreign Gypsies.

Except as above, no one now plays a tzimbal or dulcimer anywhere

in the world where Gypsies are found. Occasionally they may be played as

curiosities or in theatres, and sometimes as children's toys.

The Oliver Ditson Company, Boston, inform me that they have only

one dulcimer in stock, and that they have not sold any for ten years.

There is no call for them. They never had a tzimbal.
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There are historical records showing that the tzimbal has been played

in Hungary by Gypsies for many centuries. "Mahillon's Catalogue" (of

musical instruments), vol. i, p. 374, states that the tzimbal type is of

quite recent origin in Western Europe, and is now very rare. On p. 85 it

says, "It is only from the Orient that Europe, about the time of the

Crusades, borrowed the instrument-type of the tzimbal, dulcimer, and

psaltery."

Before this period there is no record of these instruments as existing

in Europe, either in books or by pictorial representations of any kind.

Indeed, the tzimbal seems to be later than the psaltery. There are repre-

sentations of the psaltery in church porches, choirs, and some manu-

scripts earlier than any of the tzimbal type. The psaltery is picked ; the

tzimbal struck with little hammers.

During the Crusades, a. d. 1096 to 1291, millions of people were con-

tinually passing to and fro between all parts of Europe and the Orient.

They were of all classes, — rich and poor ; nobles, the educated, and the

ignorant ; the good, the bad, and degraded. There were crowds of camp-

followers, men and women, to minister to the wants, the necessities, the

pleasures, of the motley crowds. At that time it is known from history

that there were thousands of Gypsies in Persia, one of whose principal

trades was Music and the Dance. There must have been thousands in

Asiatic Turkey, and some in Europe. Would such people not naturally

follow along with these Crusader bands ? Somebody at that period with

the Crusaders brought back several types of musical instruments into

Europe.

In Mahillon we read, "It is generally supposed that the lute was

introduced into Europe at the time of the Crusades " (vol. i, p. 479)

;

"The psaltery was imported into the Occident at the epoch of the Cru-

sades" (p. 82); "Neither the Greeks nor Romans had any instruments

of the lute, guitar, or mandolin type" (p. S3); "The vertical flute is

unknown in our countries, but is popular in Persia and Arabia" (p. 48).

I find it is perhaps the most common and popular instrument among

the peasants of Bessarabia, Volhynia, and some other neighboring dis-

tricts. They make it themselves out of reeds, and some perform most

beautifully on it. Indeed, a Russian storekeeper was so impressed by this

music, he told me, "They played it so sweetly as to make that store

counter weep," pointing to it. It is also there a favorite Gypsy instru-

ment. Who would be more likely to introduce it than the Gypsies? It

is a very difficult instrument to learn to play. The Kurdish shepherds,

who use it a good deal, learn first on a kind of flageolet. In Persian it is

called nai, ne (^Li ^-i).

"The zemr, still employed in Moslem countries, is, except in some

insignificant details, exactly like the 'schalmcy' of Virdung, a. d. 1510.
1

1 Persian, siirnai, zum ai (^[jsy* ^Lix.s); Arab, zemr (<j-*)); Armenian, zurna.
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The Crusades, which scattered over western Europe so many products
of Oriental civilization, probably brought to us also the ancestor of the
hantbois (oboe)" (p. 228).

This is a favorite Gypsy instrument in the East. Often I have heard
Arabs speak of it almost as if peculiar to them. Still it is by no means
confined to Gypsies there. One thing, however, should always be borne
in mind. Music is now, and from the earliest times has been, considered
dishonorable as a public profession. The zemr is a loud, piercing instru-

ment, hardly adapted for home use, and naturally is played most by
public musicians, most of whom certainly are Gypsies.

This same oboe is a very common Gypsy instrument all through South-
eastern Europe, and is seldom used by others, except in military bands
and orchestras. It is a Gypsy instrument there, and indeed all over the
world.

It is to be noticed that it is now one of the most popular and common
instruments among the country people in central and southern Italy,

where the largest size is called & pifjero ; a smaller, ciaramella ; and a still

smaller, and shriller, a pippizzcra.

"The jew's-harp [Mahillon, vol. i, p. 102J is very ancient, and spread
all over Asia, where it originated. In our days it is not less known in

Europe." Curiously, the Gypsies in Egypt make and sell a great many
jew's-harps. They also do so elsewhere, as in central and southern Italy.

Here, however, it is now made and used by everybody as perhaps one
of the most common instruments among the peasantry (called spassa
pensieri).

It is not generally known how recently most instruments have been
introduced in our military bands. In the seventeenth century.the infantry
bands had only fifes and drums; and the cavalry, trumpets and kettle-

drums. It was only about the middle of the eighteenth century that the
other instruments began to be used, and many of these were copied from
the East then. (See Mahillon, vol. ii, p. 188.)

These citations from as good authority as exists show that the tzimbal
probably came from Asia at the time of, or since, the Crusades. It is a
fact that the violin was developed from the Moorish rebab ; the mandolin
and ^guitar, from the Arab 'ud (o^c); the psaltery, from the kantin

qanun (^yjls), — all brought into Spain by the Arabs in the eighth cen-
tury

; but it seems probable that all these instruments also entered Europe
directly from the East about the period of the Crusades. Many things
point to this conclusion. There is no evidence that the tzimbal came
through Spain. It apparently came the other way. All monumental and
pictorial representations of instruments in Western Europe before a. d.

1300 have these other instruments, but no tzimbal:
W ithin the last ten or fifteen years the comparatively rude-looking but

effective Gypsy tzimbal has been developed in Hungary into an elaborate
vol. xxi. — nos. 81-82. 14
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elegant instrument. This now to a large extent takes the place of a piano

in Hungarian homes. It has become the national Hungarian instru-

ment, and it is fashionable to play it. They call it a "czimbalom" (pro-

nounced "tzimbalom"). A weekly paper called "The Czimbalom" is

issued, devoted to the instrument. There are two or three professors of

it at the Conservatory of Music, Budapest. In 1906 an interesting "His-

tory of the Czimbalom [Tzimbal]" (100 pages, 8vo) was published by

N. Joszef Schunda, a leading manufacturer of musical instruments in

Budapest. The fact stated, that he has sold ten thousand tzimbals, and

the prices for some, several hundred dollars, shows the interest taken in

this old instrument.

The tzimbal is one of the oldest instruments known. One is depicted

on an ancient Assyrian bas-relief, and it was a common and favorite

instrument of the ancient Assyrians.

The Hebrews had it. Some think the Hebrew ncbel was a dulcimer

;

others, that it was the psanterin mentioned in Daniel. This word would

seem to be the same as that now used in Syria for the tzimbal, santir

LaajLL). It is the same as the Persian word sdntur, and the modern

Greek sdntor, santortn, sdntur (o-avTwp), the ancient Greek psalterion,

Turkish sdntur (jjJajL*). Persians use several forms, — sdntdr, zantiir,

sdntur, the root of which (zdn) means "to ring," to "sound."

The rocks on the mountains near Kermanshah are decorated with

bas-reliefs made by the Persian King Khozru in the sixth century. A
Persian santur is there depicted.

There are other very old representations of the Persian tzimbal. It is

not known what kind of an instrument the celebrated Sambuca of the

captivating Lydian dancers was. Curiously Praetorius gives, as one

name for the tzimbal, sambuca. The tzimbal is seen in India, and is

called qdnun, an Arabic word for a psaltery. The Chinese have it, the

ydng kin ; but the Chinese themselves, and their books, say that it came

from India. It is seen also in Burmah, and sometimes in Japan.

Instruments made with strips of wood, and struck with two sticks, are

common in many parts of the world. Our xylophone is of this type. One

form, the marimba, is widespread and exceedingly popular in many parts

of Africa.

The Cuban negroes have brought with them not only a knowledge of

the marimba, but its name. In Cuba they very commonly make such

instruments in a rude fashion, which they call, in their Spanish, marim-

bold.

In Russia, Poland, Bohemia, Hungary, Rumania, Germany, the

usual and popular name is everywhere a word pronounced tzimbal.

The German hackbrett, hackebrett, is properly applied to the dulcimer.

Colocci ("Gli Zingari," p. 291) calls it "il cimballo" (the tzimbal). In

French a dulcimer is lympanon.
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The word "tzimbal" is from the Greek KvpfiaXov (kimbalon) ; Latin,

cymbalum or cymbalon; hence the German spelling Cymbal, but spoken

tzimbal. Gypsies call it tzimbal.

The term is probably applied to it from its clear, loud ringing sound,

like that of cymbals.

In short, the tzimbal is an ancient Oriental instrument, now character-

istic of the Gypsies in the Orient and Europe, and used almost exclusively

by them. It was unknown in Western Europe before the fourteenth or

fifteenth centuries. Soon after, the dulcimer began to be played, and

one or two centuries ago it was popular in England, Germany, France,

and other parts of Europe. It now has fallen almost entirely into disuse.

11. pan's pipe, kobza, and vertical flute.

The Rumanian Gypsies use the Pan's pipe as a prima-donna instru-

ment, playing the same notes as the first violin. It is peculiar to the

Gypsies in Rumania and some neighboring districts north and east. It

is often made in the form of a curve, to move more easily under the

mouth. They call it muskal, which is the Rumanian word muscalU

(pronounced muskal), meaning " a whistle." In their orchestras here the

muskal very often takes the place of the tzimbal. The two are never used

together. The Hungarian Gypsies do not play the muskal.

The skill with which they perform on the Pan's pipe is surprising, —
now soft, low, sweet, and now loud, penetrating, and yet most agreeable.

Several accomplished musicians who have often heard them assert that

they play superbly, and produce most beautiful and wonderful musical

effects, which cannot be equalled by the flutists of the best orchestras in

Europe. There is something particularly sweet, rich, and attractive

about the music of the vertical flute when skilfully played, but it is very

difficult to play. The Pan's pipe is simply from seven to twenty vertical

flutes of different lengths fastened together in a row, or curve, and closed

at the lower end.

The Pan's pipe is tuned by Rumanian Gypsies before every piece

played by dropping from one to four peas into the proper pipes, thus

sharping or flatting them. They know the notes required, and have very

nice ears for time and tune ; also they can vary the tone by their method
of blowing.

Mahillon (vol. iii, p. 409; vol. i, p. 47) adds that these Lautari also

change the pitch by inserting wax in a pipe.

This method of tuning explains the ancient Peruvian stone Pan's pipe,

whose impossible scale has puzzled archaeologists. Indeed, it bears evi-

dence that it was so tuned.

Bancroft ("Native Races of the Pacific," vol. iv,
(
p. 19) mentions this

very method of tuning them by the Indians.

Although the Pan's pipe is or has been found in nearly all parts of the
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world, at present its use in Europe, Asia, Northern Africa, and America

is almost entirely confined to these Gypsies of the Rumanian district.

These are seen all over Europe, particularly in some parts of Germany,

and occasionally even now in America. They have a Pan's pipe fastened

to their ears, turn a hurdy-gurdy, and beat a drum on the back by

strings fastened to the foot. Above the drum is a triangle, and cymbals

played also by the feet. I have seen them here also, playing the Pan's

pipe alone.

In central and southern Italy very many of the boys make rude Pan's

pipes themselves of reeds and call them Fischietti ("whistles"). So

some of the peasants use it, one popular name being zampogna.

Mahillon (vol. ii, p. 331) states, "The villagers near Milan during the

carnival sometimes make up bands of fifteen or twenty people, who play

Pan's pipes, a big drum, and the cymbals."

Some fifty years ago it was attempted to form such bands in England.

The shepherds of the Pyrenees and Madrid scissors-grinders occasion-

ally use a sort of Pan's pipe. They are mentioned by Spanish poets as

zampona. The Oliver Ditson Company do not sell more than one in ten

years. They are made still in Berlin, now of metal, as more durable than

the old bamboo style. Some of these are sold in Naples. But, except as

above stated, the Pan's pipe in Europe and America is used only in

theatres and as a toy or curiosity. "During the middle ages in Europe

it enjoyed great favor, but now it is confined to the wandering musi-

cians" (Mahillon, vol. i, p. 47). Mahillon excepts Rumania, and men-

tions the curious fact that there it is called Ndl, as well as MuscalU.

Ndl is the Persian word for a vertical flute, and is so used also by the

Arabs. This word came from the Orient. It seems, however, likely that

Gypsy influence has made itself deeply felt in Rumania, for the na-

tional Rumanian air, " The Doina," is Gypsy music, many Rumanians

state.

In China and Japan, Pan's pipes arc seen, but are not common. The
PJian (pronounced Pan !) of Siam is a Pan's pipe. Shakespear, Hind.

Dictionary, gives Miislgdr (>LjLu**jo) as a Pan's pipe used by dervishes

and shepherds, but it is rare in India.

It is very seldom seen in Egypt or Asiatic Turkey. Most natives in

those countries have never seen one, and know no name for it. As to

Persia, Colocci (p. 291) says, "In 1810, when the brother of the Shah

of Persia returned from Paris, he passed through Rumania, and heard

some Gypsies play the Pan's pipe {zampogna), and acknowledged they

surpassed the Persians themselves, the recognized masters of this

instrument."

Dr. E. M. v. Hornbostel, who for years has studied Pan's pipes, has

recently written an account of those in the Berlin Museum from Siid-

Ncu-Mccklcnburg, discussing those of Java, Siam, etc., and the music.
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His article well illustrates the use of this instrument in the Farther

East.

The British Museum has an ancient Peruvian Syrinx called huayra-

puhu-ra. It was also known in ancient Mexico.

As a very ancient instrument, the Pan's pipe (o~vpiv£, oa'piyyos), is men-

tioned in Homer (Iliad, 10, 13). How much it was used by the ancient

Greeks and Romans does not seem clear. According to Smith's Diction-

ary of Greek and Roman Antiquities, p. 1088, "It was the appropriate

musical instrument of the Arcadian and other Greek shepherds. When
the Roman poets had occasion to mention it, they called it fistula and

also, from the material of which it was made, arundo, calamus (reed), or

cicuta (hemlock). Sometimes the pipes were in a curve." A Rumanian

dictionary, under Chimpdi (Pan's pipe), gives Latin gingrina, calamus,

arundo, cicuta, fistula.

The Lydians used it for military music (Herod, i, 17). A Pan's pipe

with bellows two thousand years old was found at Tarsus. Representa-

tions of it from the sixth century are found on the rock sculptures near

Kermanshah, Persia.

As to the origin of it, the ancient folk-lore myth is this : The god Pan

became enamored with the nymph Syringa. She evaded him, and

finally was changed into reeds. The disconsolate Pan still followed her,

and made of the reeds the syrinx (Italian, siringa; French, Flute de Pan;

German, Panpjeije). The modern Greek name is the same as the an-

cient, syrinx, and also the popular word syringa (a-vptyya). There are

numerous illustrations of the Pan's pipe from the ninth to the four-

teenth centuries, and it is shown also in sculptures on cathedral porches

and choirs in Spain, Rouen, Exeter. It was a favorite instrument of the

wandering French and other minstrels.

Briefly, the Pan's pipe in Europe seems always to have been the instru-

ment of shepherds, wandering minstrels, and Gypsies ; and to-day its

use is almost confined to the Gypsies in or near Rumania. There one

word for it is Nai. The Gypsies in parts of southeastern Europe also use

surnai (zurnd) for their oboe. The use of this instrument there is nearly

exclusively by Gypsies. Both words are Persian, and from it used in

Turkish.

A Gypsy orchestra often consists of one or two first violins, a viola, vio-

loncello, a contra-bass, a Pan's pipe, and from one to three kobzas of dif-

ferent sizes. The kobza is another instrument not used by Hungarian

Gypsies. It is the Arab lute, and from it the Rumanian Gypsy musicians

derive their name, Ldittarl (sing. Lailtdr). The Arabic aPiid becomes in

Turkish lafit, lavilt (e^), whence the Gypsies obtain another word for

their kobza. Hungarian Gypsies, as they have no 'kobza, often call a

violin Lavuta. Exactly the same kobza is played by European Gypsies

who wander over to Smyrna and the northern coasts of Asia Minor.
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It is well known to the people there, who style it the Bulgdri. Another

curious fact about this word is that one word for bagpipe in Poland is

kobza. Many Poles, I find, are familiar with it, and it is given as the only

word for "bagpipe" in two Polish pocket dictionaries. Engel (p. 124)

uses this language: "It is remarkable that in the most northern coun-

tries of Europe musical instruments are to be found which, from their

carved ornamentation as well as from certain peculiarities in their con-

struction, strongly point to Western Asia as their original home. The
Icelandic fidla might well be mistaken for a large Arab rebab."

Arab and Turkish Gypsies for centuries have visited Norway and

Sweden with their instruments, giving acrobatic shows with music, sing-

ing, and dancing. Hence people call them Tdtdre. Fifteen years ago

every summer several such bands were accustomed to take the steamers

bound for the North Cape. They landed at various towns along the coast,

and were taken up again on the return trip. So in Sweden I have many
accounts of the same Arab Gypsies, who were tattooed, and who offered

to and did tattoo some of the Swedish lads. The tattooing showed that

they were Arabs. Did any such Gypsies at some time leave some of their

instruments behind, perhaps afterwards copied?

Many of these bands were flourishing and had elegantly made instru-

ments. They amuse and entertain the country people there, have plenty

of money, and are looked upon quite differently from the common poor,

degraded, suspected Swedish Gypsy.

The Norwegian steamer captain always carried them free, as they

entertained the passengers, the crew, and himself. They played instru-

ments of the fiddle, lute, and flute types, bagpipes, tambourines, casta-

nets. Here we have a clear instance of all these coming into Europe for

centuries through Turkey, and not Spain. The Russian GudSk ("pea-

sant's fiddle") is very old, and its form shows that it did not originate in

Western Europe.

Some Gypsies in Syria are famous for their skill on the vertical flute

(Arab, shdbbdbdh [xjUui], also menjaira). The exquisite performances

on the same (qavdl [Jt^i']. Turk.) by the Mevlevi dervishes are always

admired. The Kurdish shepherds play it (Kurd., bSldr). It is made of

English walnut (gtis) wood ; and they rub it with butter and place it in

the sun, when it becomes a light pretty red. Another smaller in diameter,

but longer, is called shdmshat, and is put in a wooden case when not in

use, it is so fragile ; this produces softer and sweeter music even than the

btlfir. They learn first on a vilik, a kind of flageolet.

A popular Kurdish folk-lore story illustrates the reputation of its

music. There was once a poor shepherd who watched the flocks of a

very rich Kurd. He had thousands of sheep, goats, cattle, and horses,

and could at any moment place a thousand retainers in the field to punish
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an enemy or on a marauding expedition. He had a beautiful daughter

who fell in love with the poor shepherd and the sweet music of his belur,

and he reciprocated her affection. She begged her father to allow them

to marry. For a long time he was obdurate. At last to her incessant

pleading, for all Kurds are devoted to their children, he said this : "If he

can keep his flock of five hundred sheep from drinking at the spring for

three days, you shall marry him." The shepherd watched them day and
night. Whenever they approached the spring he played his sweetest airs

on his belur. The sheep know this music is their call. They love it. So

as he walked away from the spring each time playing, they always fol-

lowed him. At the expiration of the three days, no sheep had touched

the water of the spring. So he won his Kurdish beauty. They were mar-

ried, and he and his descendants have always been noted as the best

performers on the belur, the sweetest of instruments.

The popular word for it in Russia, Poland, Bohemia, is dudkd, some-

times svirydl. The word is fluyera in Moravia, Rumania, Bessarabia,

which is also applied to the oboe. In Greece the Vallach shepherds play

it and a short oboe. Both are called floerd. The same vertical flute is

known to a few in Italy under the name flauerd.

All these vertical flutes are substantially the same. They vary in

length from one to four feet ; in diameter, from half an inch to an inch

and a half. The blown end is sometimes cut square across, sometimes

bevelled. The belur is often cut square, but rounded to a thin edge.

Gypsies play them everywhere, but they are now one of the most com-

mon instruments for everybody where they are found, in the Western

Orient and Southeastern Europe. Often the word duduk is used for

them in European Turkey and Northern Asia Minor.

III. THE BAGPIPE.

The Highland Bagpipe (Pip-mdr, Fib-vdr, [Piob mhor]) is the

national instrument of Scotland. There is perhaps no instrument of

which a people are so fond and of which they are so proud as the

Scotch of their Pipes. It was the ear of a Scotch woman who first

detected the "Relief of Lucknow," and cried, "Dinna ye hear the

Slogan?" The Scotch regiments in all parts of the British Empire have

their bagpipe bands, often consisting of forty or fifty pipers. Wherever
Scotchmen are found, there you will hear their bagpipe. At the annual

Scotch dinner of St. Andrew's in Mexico, at every Scotch festival and

picnic in the United States, and everywhere, we find the Pipes. The
famous bagpipe band plays every day in the Gardens at Edinburgh ; and
they look so smart in their bonnets and kilts, and step off so jauntily, that

it puts everybody in good spirits to see and hear them. There is no
music more enlivening than the bagpipe. It is often spoken of as rough,

harsh, savage-like music. That may be true, but no music appeals more
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strongly to the common people. When introduced as new in any country,

as Egypt, Morocco, India, the natives take to it "immensely."

So the Irish mala-pipa (mala piob) and the piper, pipara (piobaire),

have always been popular in Ireland.

The Welsh never played or liked the bagpipe, although one early

Welsh king attempted to introduce it from Ireland when he returned

from his exile there.

One form, the biniou (pi. of benvek, "instrument," Breton) was very

popular in Brittany. Another, the musette, like the Irish union pipe

inflated by a bellows worked under the right arm, was an elegant instru-

ment played before royalty by a court piper about the seventeenth cen-

tury. The chalumeau is common in Savoie. These Savoyard pipers

wander over France, are often in England, and have been met with even

in Cairo. In Rousillon and the Pyrenees district the cornemuse was the

instrument for the dance, just as it is in Galicia, Asturias, and the Basque

Provinces, Spain. No Englishman plays a bagpipe unless perhaps on the

Scottish border. It is found also in the Auvergne Mountains.

It appears, then, that it is used in Great Britain, France, and Spain,

where the Keltic influence is still most felt, perhaps.

For this reason many suppose the bagpipe was evolved independently

by and from the Keltic brain. For one who has a Scotch name and a

Scotch ancestry, it is hard to believe that this is not true. We know it

must be the fact that other instruments, as the Pan's pipe, must have

been invented in various parts of the world by different races.

To study an instrument, it is not enough to know it is found in a

country : we must learn how common it is, who plays it, in what parts it

is found, and whence it came. For example, every American child ten

years old is perfectly familiar with the bagpipe. He has often seen it and

heard it played, and knows its name. It is often heard in Mexico, in

every one of the United States, and in Canada; yet it would be mislead-

ing to call it an American instrument. No American ever plays it. It is

only used here by four classes, — Scotchmen, and their children born

here, Irish bagpipers, Italian bagpipers, and Gypsy bear-leaders from

Southeastern Europe and Syria.

In many Canadian cities, as Montreal, Toronto, Hamilton, there are

large regimental bagpipe bands. Cape Breton, Prince Edward's Island,

and some other districts, have large populations, descendants of Scotch

Highlanders. Many of these even now speak only Gaelic. In these parts

bagpipes are exceedingly common. So all over Canada and the United

States, in large cities, are found many Scotchmen and their pipers.

In Boston are perhaps twenty. Irish pipers were seen in many cities,

but are largely disappearing. In Boston and vicinity now there can

hardly be more than three or four. Italian bagpipers are more numer-

ous, and there are certainly ten here who travel about playing when out of
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other work. Two or three do nothing except perform on the bagpipe

{zampogna), and they are Gypsies.

Then in Canada bear-leaders very commonly play their bagpipes,

as they find them popular in the Scotch districts; while in the United

States they find it an incumbrance rather than a benefit. So they often

leave it with the main band, and play some smaller instrument, or sim-

ply sing to their bears.

The bagpipe was never an aboriginal American Indian instrument.

Wallaschek cites one authority to the contrary, as to one tribe of New
Mexican Indians, the Keres. But Mr. Stewart Culin, who was collecting

for several months among this and neighboring tribes, made special

inquiries for me. He could not learn that the bagpipe is now or ever

had been, used there. All asserted the reverse.

So as to Europe, Asia, and Africa, the fact that a bagpipe is some-

times or often found in a country, is not sufficient. We must learn par-

ticulars, and such are very scanty, from publications, except as to Great

Britain. On seeing two or three bagpipes from Egypt in a museum, one

would suppose they were common there. The fact is, they are very rare.

I could never find a native who ever saw or heard of one. Very few even

know any Arab word for it. Artin Pasha, Cairo, the Secretary of Educa-

tion, writes me, "I never heard of one in Egypt, although he fre-

quently saw them in Constantinople when a boy; Mr. Findlay, H.

M. Acting Agent, says, 'Tell Mr. Sinclair the Cameron Highlanders

introduced the bagpipe into Egypt.' " Artin Pasha has lived there forty-

five years, and "knows more about such out-of-the-way matters than any

man in Egypt. The negro regiments now have their bagpipe bands, and

take to it immensely. They play it to the satisfaction of the natives, better

than the Highlanders themselves ; that is, more savagely, with more go."

General MacLean has also introduced the bagpipe in the army of the

Sultan of Morocco, and the native bands and soldiers enjoy it "wonder-

fully."

In central and southern Italy, Sicily, and Sardinia the bagpipe is a

common and popular instrument among the peasantry in the country

districts. They make these themselves, and generally call it zampogna, or

sampogna. Ciaramella (dialectic in the Messina district, ciaramedda)

is another common name, which more properly means a small pifjero.

Scoppina is used in the Rome province; and surdelina, cornamasa, and
piva are literary words seldom even known to the common people. Some
Italian bagpipers are Gypsies.

There is, however, a very numerous class of bagpipers seen all over

Europe. They are Gypsies from Southeastern Europe and Syria. They
are seen in England, quite common in France, very frequently found in

Germany, less frequently in Norway, Sweden, Finland. In Germany
they are generally perhaps recognized as Gypsies, and called by the word
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"Hungarians," used in an indefinite sense, and meaning people from the

Lower Danube region. No German, Pole, Bohemian, Scandinavian,

Finn, Russian, Austrian, Swiss, Tiroler, Hungarian, Rumanian, Greek,

plays the bagpipe unless he is a Gypsy. This is almost the universal testi-

mony of a very large number of natives in these countries, and such has

been my own experience. Sometimes I have questioned fifty persons in

a day. A few only have said that some Hungarian, Rumanian, Vol-

hynian, and Bessarabian shepherds use it. Almost every one has

asserted the contrary stoutly. Those most interested in the subject and

the musicians, Gypsies as well as others, who should know the most

about it, deny such use.

So in Bulgaria, Rumelia, Macedonia, it is a most popular instrument

for the dance, weddings, feasts, and is played, mostly at least, by Gypsies.

The Gypsy piper furnishes favorite dance music in Servia and Croatia.

In Greece several times a year Gypsy bagpipers come round, sometimes

two or three together, and are styled Bulgdri. People in Constantinople

call them Bolnlk. The ordinary word for a bagpipe in Turkey is gdida,

ghaida (s JoLc), a Greek word, or the Turkish word tiilum. Gdida is the

word in Bulgaria, Servia, Croatia, and is frequently used for it by Polish,

Bohemian, and Lithuanian authors and poets. The Turkish word

ghaida (rdida, Parisian r about) is its name in Tunis. See a recent ar-

ticle by Dr. E. M. von Hornbostel, "Phonographiertc tuncsische Me-

lodien," p. 4. It contains an account of a band from Tunis, bagpipe,

etc., which appeared to be Gypsy.

Gdita is the only Spanish word, and is used also in Cuba, where

Spaniards from Galicia, Asturias, the Basques very often play the bag-

pipe for their dances.

It is often seen in Syria, particularly played by the bear-leaders.

The "New York Tribune" of July 8, 1906, contains a picture of "A
Travelling Circus in Palestine." One of the men holds the bear and his

pole. Another plays a bagpipe, and a third a tambourine. It is the same

light yellow Syrian bear with a stiff mane between the shoulders, the

same chain and muzzle, the same bagpipe and tambourine, and the same

men, seen all over America and Europe.

The Syrian name for a bagpipe is 'dnaiz (vy-ft), also mljich), more

properly applied to the double reed pipe.

How does it happen that thisword gdida is used for the bagpipe in all these

countries? Did the Gypsies take the word and instrument with them?

The Armenian words for bagpipe are dig and dkjar (dukjar) tin

Rumanian word, chumpoi. The European Gypsies say duda, gdida, and

several made-up descriptive words.

Many Polish poets have written charming little poems on these Gypsy

bagpipers, as "The Old Dudarz."

When the Czar of Russia degraded the Archbishop of Novgorod in
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1569, he said, "The worthy father was fitter for a bagpiper leading a

dancing bear than a prelate." Paspati (p. 238) mentions the fact that the

word gdlda ("bagpipe") is often found in Gypsy songs.

Manson ("The Highland Bagpipe," p. 65) says, "The bagpipe and

short oboe seem to have been intimately associated with the wandering

minstrels of Germany from time immemorial;" and on p. 38, "At the

end of the thirteenth century in France it was used only by the lower

classes, the blind, and the wandering musicians."

About the seventeenth century it and the Gypsy dancers were very

popular. Poets sang the praises of "La belle Bohemienne."
In a. d. 1307 in England a payment was made to Janno, a bagpiper,

for playing before the king. " Janno" is plainly the Slavic or Hungarian

word for "John." Jemmy Allen, the celebrated Northumberland bag-

piper (1 734-1810), was a Gypsy. His life has been written, and his

exploits heralded in no end of folk-lore stories and songs. Many of the

Scotch Highland pipers have been Gypsies. One of the colored postal

cards now circulating contains a representation of "the Highland Gypsy

bagpiper." Naumann ("Music," p. 260) states, "The popular instru-

ments of the itinerant musicians during the middle ages were the bag-

pipe and short oboe."

The bagpipe was the devil's instrument, and that of sorcerers. Diirer

so pictured it, and Burns so described it. The Gypsies are rat-catchers.

The Pied Piper of Hamelin played either a bagpipe or shalmey (oboe).

The myth has two versions.

In the summer of 1907 a Gypsy bagpiper, with his yellow Syrian bear

and Syrian bagpipe, was seen in Farnham, Canada. Formerly many
passed through every year and amused the people. This bear frightened

a horse, which ran away. The poor Gypsy was arrested and driven out

of town, and none have been seen there since. Mrs. Bishop speaks of

seeing these Arab bagpipers among the Bakhtiari Kurds. I have

accounts of them in California, Utah, Winnipeg, Man., Mobile, Ala.,

Savannah, Ga., Virginia, Pennsylvania, New York, etc., as well as in

nearly every country in Europe.

Chambers, a Scotch Encyclopaedia, under "Pibroch," states: "The
earliest mention of a bagpipe as Scotch military music is at the battle

of Balrennes, 1594, and before that time it can hardly be considered as

the national instrument of Scotland." It intimates that in 141 1 there was
no bagpipe there. Manson (p. 53) says, "The first authentic reference

to it is in 1406." There are references to bagpipers in Ireland and Eng-

land even two centuries before. The harp, however, was formerly the

national instrument of Scotland, as always of Ireland and Wales.

The bagpipe is an old instrument in the East, and probably the same
as that mentioned in Daniel iii, 5, 10, 15. It is now common in Azer-

baijan, Persia. It was known to the Greeks and Romans. A coin of
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Nero's time represents him as playing on a bagpipe. No Greek or Latin

words for it are found in ancient authors, although the piper is mentioned.

It could hardly have been a common instrument in a. d. 50 in Greece or

Rome. The snake-charmer and jugglers of India and Ceylon now use a

rude sort of bagpipe very similar in form to that of the oldest Roman
bagpipe. It is used also by some hill tribes in India, but is not often seen

there. Some of the Indian native regiments now have their bagpipers.

The usual Hungarian word for "bagpipe" is dudd, and for the piper,

dudas (duddsh). This is also the Gypsy word there. Sometimes they also

say gdlda. In Polish and Bohemian the most common word is duda, or

the plural, dudy ; for a smaller one, the diminutive dudka (pi. dudky),

which is the Russian word. In Bessarabia the Russian word is volynka

(vdlinkd).

We find Lithuanian duda; Lettish duda; Wend duda; Croat, dude,

gaijde ; Servian duda, gajda ; Slovak, dudy, gaydy ; Slovenian duda, gdjda

;

Polish duda, gajda, dudy, dudka; Bohemian dudy, kejda, gaidy ; Bul-

garian gaida; Greek gaida; Turkish gaida; Portuguese gaita; Span-

ish gaita; France Roussillon gaita. The ordinary spoken word in the

above languages north of Servia is some form of duda. In Germany

the most common word now is Dudelsack ; the piper Dudler, also a

word for " a silly fellow." The Polish and Bohemian Dudy is used in the

same sense for "a simpleton." Dudel is a slang German word for

Dudler, and is the origin of our word "Doodle," a simple fellow, and

Yankee Doodle: hence our word "dude," a silly fop.

Praetorius (early seventeenth century) uses Dudey for bagpipe, not

Dudelsack. The Century Dictionary gives "Doodlesack" from German
Dudelsack; from Pol. dudy; Boh. duda, dudy ; Slov. dude, a bagpipe,

etc. Scott used the word in "Old Mortality." The Irish word dudara

(dudaire) is a trumpeter or piper; and slang Irish dudin, a pipe. Perhaps

it is found in the refrain of an old English song, " Duda, duda, de," which

are the exact Gypsy words, " bagpipe give." This word duda is plainly

not of Hungarian, German, or Slavic origin. It is the same as the Turk-

ish word dudiik, any kind of pipe, and especially the vertical flute. So in

Russia duda, dudka, is the only word for a vertical flute, and, as we have

seen, is very common there in some districts. This word belongs in the

Balkan Peninsula and the north coast of Asia Minor. Did the Gypsies

take it and the Dudy with them north and west ? There are in all these

countries other words for a bagpipe, but this word is by far the most

commonly used. Linde's Polish Lexicon in four large quarto volumes

goes into the use of the word fully.

IV. CONCLUSION.

The whole matter can be briefly summed up thus : The Tzimbal is

now played almost exclusively by Gypsies. It is a very ancient instru-
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ment, which originated in the East. The Pan's pipe is old, and'* '
v' 1

and the Western Orient used now only by Gypsies in and near Rue C
?

I

P"

Otherwise it is simply a toy or practically a curiosity.
~
>in

'

The Bagpipe east of France and Italy is at the present time almo.

entirely in the hands of Gypsies of Southeastern Europe and Syria, who
wander with it all over Europe and America, and take their small Oboe,

Kobza, vertical flute, and other instruments with them; and this they

have done for many centuries. During the middle ages a similar Gypsy-

like class of wandering musicians roamed through Europe. Who they

were, history does not inform us by name. Nearly all of these instru-

ments, if not all of them, came from Asia, some since the first Crusade.

Whether the Gypsies brought any of them can only be decided by taking

a broad view of the question after an exhaustive consideration of every-

thing bearing on the subject.

Every one of these instruments merits a long article by itself. It is

impossible here to do more than to throw out hints, and to speak gener-

ally of a subject "which opens an enormous scope in, and a deep insight

into, a neglected chapter of cultural history."

Allsxon, Mass.
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t, BY A. L. KROEBER.
Ror

r * In a recent number of the Journal Mr. R. H. Lowie lists a number
of catch-words for the convenient recognition and indication of concepts

in American Indian mythology. The idea has for some years been agi-

tated by Dr. Boas, to whom credit is due for the realization of the

value of this method of approaching the problem of handling so large

a body of material as American traditions have now come to consti-

tute.

Mr. Lowie has wisely collected a number of names of myth episodes

which have already attained to a certain usage, and has shown much
skill in concisely and distinctly designating others for which such

handles have been lacking. The value of his work can be nowise di-

minished by the following comments on certain of his new terms.

In the list of concepts that makes up the principal part of this contribu-

tion, representing some of the more conspicuous ideas in the material

published on the mythology of aboriginal California (the field with which

the writer has of recent years been most familiar), Mr. Lowie's methods

are followed, and the list may be regarded as a supplement to his.

Mr. Lowie's Rip Van Winkle does not seem appropriate, because in

American myths the hero does not sleep away the years, the essential

point being that supernatural days are the equivalent of human years.

This contrast, and not the unobserved passing of time, should be desig-

nated. Day-years is perhaps satisfactory.

Burr-woman is a new name for Sinbad's familiar Old Man of the Sea,

and it is doubtful whether anything is to be gained by the attempted

innovation.

Inexhaustible seems preferable to Fortunatus' scrip, vessel, food, dish,

because self-explanatory.

Achilles' heel should not be made to include the idea of the heart being

in the little finger or tip of the nose. Achilles is invulnerable except at one

point. The American bear or monster (not hero) is usually vulnerable

everywhere, but cannot be permanently destroyed until the one part con-

taining the vital spark is eradicated.

Hoarded game sometimes includes vegetable food as well as game and

fish. The securing of the hoarded food for the world by deceit of some

sort is usually an essential part of the motive. It is thus related to the

Thejt oj fire.

Invincible missile is perhaps a misprint for Invisible missile. Missile

invisible to spirits is more precise, as the essence of the concept is that

1 Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society.
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only a human being can see the human weapon. Invisible missile, with-

out further qualification, is liable to confusion with the much more com-

mon shamanistic belief in the death-dealing missile of the ghost, spirit,

or witch, but invisible to human eyes.

DESIGNATION OF CONCEPTS OCCURRING IN MYTHS AND TALES OF

THE CALIFORNIA INDIANS.

1. Theft of sun {luminaries, light).

Analogous to theft of fire. The Yurok tell also of the theft of night, of water,

of food.

2. Creation in a vessel {under cover).

Creation of men, or animals, in a basket, from a bundle, under a blanket.

3. Skunk-shaman.
The skunk, pretending to be a shaman, kills his patient by shooting.

4. Abandonment on tree.

Son or younger brother abandoned on tree which grows upward or the branches

of which are blown away.

5. Impostor in skin of victim.

Often the Frog-Woman or Coyote.

6. Gambler-conqueror.

A young man wins back property or people lost in gambling.

7. Creator's grandmother.
The Creator is described as without relatives except for a casually mentioned

grandmother. (Hupa, Curtin's Wintun.)

8. Split-tree test.

Hero is made to undergo danger of entering a partly split tree, from which

the wedges are treacherously withdrawn.

9. Dirty boy.

A dirty boy, or boys, are repudiated by sister-in-law or parents. Usually an

incident in the Dejormed transformed motive.

10. Separation of nations.

Unseparated tribes are divided and assigned by leader of people.

11. Mankind's journeying.

Mankind, still unseparated, or the people, wander.

12. Determination of world's centre.

By reaching to its ends.

13. Antelope and deer race.

As told by the Pawnee, Blackfoot, Yokuts.

14. Pleiades-girls

.

15. Twin monster-destroyers.

Wherever it occurs, Lodge-Boy and Thrown-Away, which has a more restricted

distribution, is usually combined with this motive.

16. Eats only tobacco.

A hero craves smoke, but never eats.
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17. Cuckold loses luck.

A man's wife is deceived in order that he may lose in gambling.

18. Armed vagina.

With teeth, flint, rattlesnake, but made harmless.

19. New creation shouted away.

Because still unstable.

20. Mceander-pursuit.

A fugitive's doublings cause a river's windings.

21. Lizard-hand.

The human hand is fashioned on the lizard's.

22. Cannibal meteor.

Luisefio Takwish, Diegueno Chaup, Mohave Kwayu.

23. Obtaining by reaching.

A needed object is secured by reaching in a certain cardinal direction.

24. Flute-attracted bride.

Based on custom, but in myth the girl has usually rejected many previous

suitors.

25. Swallowed louse.

A swallowed louse causes pregnancy. An allied idea is that a monster's para-

sites are required to be devoured, but a substitute is secretly provided. The idea

in this case is therefore the avoidance of a task, and the story a form of the

\ " test" group.

26. False creation from j&ces.

A trickster temporarily aids himself with creations from his faeces, which in

the end fail him.

27. Contest oj dogs.

Two opponents test their powers by their dogs.

28. Smoke-sign.
Rising smoke is a sign of the creation or momentous event.

29. Swallowed poison-receptacles.

Enable poison to be eaten or smoked without injury.

30. Dug-jrom-the-ground.
A familiar hero-origin.

31. Boy and grandmother.
All his kin having been destroyed, a boy is brought up by his grandmother

alone, finally avenging his relatives.

32. Sleepers'
1

hair.

The hair of sleeping people is fastened to the ground, or together, before an

attack or flight.

33. Departing house.

Hero, in departing, takes his house with him.

34. Arrow-flight.

Person flies with his arrow. Compare the frequent Ball-flight of the Plains.

35. Girl-bear.

A girl becomes a devouring bear or monster attacking her own kin.
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36. Marplot.

Opposition between the Creator or world-benefactor and his malicious or

foolish companion.

37. Brother-lover.
A brother or sister is infatuated and becomes the lover of the other.

38. Daughter-marriage.
The trickster pretends death to marry his own daughter.

39. Proposed rejuvenation.

Old people or the dead are to be rejuvenated or reborn, but the plan is aban-
doned.

40. Slit organs.

Eyes, fingers, nose, mouth, or anus are lacking, and have to be slit or bored
before functions can be exercised.

41. Misplaced genitalia.

Genitalia are at first placed on head or breast, children produced from elbow
or leg, cohabitation is not understood, or mother destroyed to bring child into the
world.

42. Disguised boy.

A boy whose life is in danger from his relatives is brought up disguised as a
girl.

43. Game with ancestor's bones.

A boys sees and interrupts a glame played with the bones of his father or other
murdered relative.

44. Water from belly.

Water or a lake originates from the pierced or burst belly of one who has
over-drunk.

45. Opposite 0} present.

Course of rivers, height or position of mountains, human reproduction, etc.,

are at first the reverse of present condition.

46. Escape to stars.

Pursued or pursuers, or both, unawares or deliberately, rise to the sky and
become stars.

47. Dying culture-hero.

A fundamental motive in Southern California mythology, not without paral-
lels elsewhere.

48. Death thought sleep.

A dead person revivified thinks he has only slept.

49. Closing tree.

A hollow tree grows together, imprisoning a refugee.

50. Origin of death — by folly or haste, by hostile desire, or by wise

foresight.

All three forms are found in California. From elsewhere may be added, as
causes, a mistake or carelessness, and an unsuccessful trial or contest.

51. Originator of death the first sufferer.

In the person of his son. A special idea of the Trickster tricked type.

VOL. XXI. — NOS. 81-82. IS
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52. Departed race.

A previous race, similar to mankind, and the originators of culture.

53. Creation oj man— jrom earth, wood, feathers, or excrement.

Other characteristic materials, such as ears of corn, are employed elsewhere.

It is evident that any empirical fixation of ideas must result in many

cross-classifications. This is inevitable, but can be compensated for by

subordinating incidents under more general ideas. Thus the Eye-jug-

gler, however well determined by its specific concrete content, is only a

form of the endlessly varied Unsuccessful imitation. The Theft of fire

groups with the Theft of the sun, of light, of game and food, of water, of

night. The Rolling head, the Rolling rock, the Magic flight, the end of

the Bear and deer incident, and others, all contain the idea of a success-

ful escape from pursuit. At the same time an outright combination of

such related motives and disregard of these as such, obscures essential

characters and makes the more general types of mythical ideas of less

significance, not only through depriving them of specific content, but on

account of an inevitable confusing of distinct motives that are externally

connected by intermediate bridging ones. Thus the Orpheus motive is

part of the general Visit to the dead type, to which the Visit to the ghosts'

Tillage also belongs. A prominent feature of this episode is apt to be the

recounting of how the dead lie as bones, and sleep, during the day, and

how broken and rotten utensils are useful in their hands. These ideas

are closely allied to others which are clearly of the important type which

is based upon the conception that among the spirits, or somewhere in the

world, things arc the opposite of what they are in the experience of or-

dinary men — the missile invisible to spirits is an ordinary visible arrow-

point. This type, however, the Reversal oj the usual, or Opposite of the

present, has no logical or essential connection with the Orpheus motive;

and were we to eliminate the consideration of specific motives from a de-

sire to reach more general ideas, the Visit to the ghosts, which contains

elements belonging to two types, might be by one student classed with

the Orpheus group, by another included in the Opposite of the present cat-

egory. It thus follows that the specifically limited and often concrete idea

must remain the unit and hasis of comparison in mythological concord-

ant e ; but the very concreteness and number of such ideas must lead also

to the definition of more inclusive groups of conceptions, which, how-

ever interconnected and therefore indefinite, will be a necessary means

to handling the mass of detailed episodes.

The following arc a few of the more conspicuous general types of

mythical concepts.

i. The unsuccessful imitation, of the host or otherwise.

2. The trickster tricked.

3. Theft or deceit used to obtain for the world something previously

confined to a few.
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4. Final escape from a pursuer, the means either of flight or pursuit,

or both, being of the category which we call magical.

5. The hidden hero comprises the Deformed transformed, the oppressed

becoming victor, the humble origin of the undiscovered champion and

the ridicule endured by him, and an indefinite variety of related concepts

that are important in American traditions and form the backbone of the

European folk-tale.

6. Tests, such as the labors of Hercules, the dangerous trials imposed

by the evil father-in-law.

7. The visit to the dead.

8. The origin of death. Several forms of this concept have been men-

tioned. The idea which is common to them is that death, the most fun-

damental fact of life, might have been averted but for the trifling act

or wish of an individual. The poignancy of the motive obviously lies in

the contrast between the triviality of the cause and the overshadowing

depth of the effect. Its appeal is deep-seated, or the idea would not be the

tale of all mankind. The incident in the Garden of Eden, when divested

of the ill-fitting meaning which a specialized theology has succeeded in

reading into the puerile but essentially human idea, is purely of this cate-

gory.

9. The opposite of the present. At one time things cannot have been as

they are now. Rivers now flow down. Therefore they formerly flowed

up, or part up and part down. The imagined condition is analogous to

the known, but reversed in certain particulars. In some form this pro-

cess of thought underlies most mythology, so far as it is an explanation

of origin, and most belief in the supernatural. The positive belief that

water once flowed uphill is, however, a step farther than the negative one

that there once was no sun, and distinguishes the present category of

ideas.

10. The opposite of this world (die Verkehrte Welt) deals in space as

the last process of thought does in time, and is therefore not connected

with origins.

11. Transformation. The most frequent and the natural ending of

myth, and to some extent, causally considered, its probable starting-point.

12. Origin by growth or birth. The type of world-origin myth found

in Polynesia, Japan, Southern California, Hesiod.

13. Origin by creation or manufacture. With or without existing ma-
terial to operate on, but always with the accompaniment of supernatural

power. This type of myth is more common than the preceding, but usu-

ally less developed in detail. Practically all mythological accounts of the

origin of the world, and some that are accounted philosophical, belong

to one type or the other.

Affiliated Colleges, University of California,

San Francisco.
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CEREMONIES AND TRADITIONS OF THE DIEGUENO
INDIANS. 1

BY CONSTANCE GODDARD DU BOIS.

The following pages, discussing mainly the relations existing between

the religious practices and religious beliefs— the ceremonies and the

traditions — of the Diegueno Indians of Southern California, may be re-

garded as supplementary to a parallel but fuller treatment of the neigh-

boring Luisefios.
2 The Dieguenos are of Yuman stock, the Luisenos

Shoshonean ; but the two tribes are very similar in general culture, and,

as has been pointed out, one has evidently greatly influenced the reli-

gious life of the other.

A DANCE-SONG FROM MANZANITA.

This includes Tutomunp, a Mohave dance-song, and Kachawharr,

a Jacumba dance-song, accompanied by a basket rubbed with a stick.

Hatakek of Manzanita is to sing the Diegueno song Kachawharr

with basket accompaniment ; but he begins by singing part of Tuto-

munp, a dance which originated with the Mohave Indians. The song

always begins at sunset ; and all these Western Indian songs have a

"starter," the interpreter explains. The "starter" in this case is in the

Mohave language, so the Diegueno interpreter attempts no translation.

The old man chants on and on, showing the most wonderful lung-

power, continuing for five or ten minutes at a time, and ending each

song or section of the song with a loud "Hup!"
Again he begins, and continues his loud and monotonous singing,

for another five minutes or so. The tone of the chant varies. It rises

to a higher pitch, "Hup!"
The same song again ; and by this time a circle of men and women

should be dancing, so the old man keeps time with his foot to show the

measure of the dance. "Hup!"
For the next half-dozen songs he gives the translation in Diegueno.

They relate to two brothers whose father is Homatimilya. 3 The names

are all in the Mohave language. 4

Another song with varied tones ending in "Hup!" The meaning of

the song : "They are going along. All is dim and hazy before them."

1 Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society.
2 "The Religion of the Luiseno Indians of Southern California" (Univ. Cal. Publ.

in Amcr. Arch. Ethn. [in press]).

3 Evidently the Mohave Matevilye.
4 One of these songs was obtained on a phonograph record (American Museum of

Natural History, no. 1017), described in the paper now in press at the University of

California.
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Song : More excited, with varied cadences. The singer keeps time with

his foot. The song ends suddenly, "Hup!"
Song: Monotonous beginning, varied tones at end. Meaning: "We

are going on. We have a long way to go."

Song: "We are going on. Many people live in other places, but we
go on alone."

Another song: "We are going on, but some day we may meet some-

body coming."

Now begins the dance-song of the Dieguenos themselves, Kacha-
wharr. This was taught the Manzanita people by those of Jacumba.
All these dances are of course religious ceremonies. The singer, or

leader of the dance, old Hatakek, takes a flat bowl-shaped basket

turned upside down, and, part of the time seated, but mostly kneeling

on the ground, he alternately rubs and taps this as if it were a drum,

keeping time to the music of his chant.

Song : This is about the two brothers, the gods Tuchaipa and Yoko-

matis or Yokomat (the two names are sometimes given in one : Chaipa-

komat), who came forth from the ground at Jacumba, at the hot-spring

there. Meaning of the song :
" They are at Jacumba. They do not know

where they came from. They came forth from the earth."

Song : "Let us build a house. It is going to rain." A hill at Jacumba
is the house they built covered with earth. There is a hot-spring at the

south of the hill, and this is the door of the house. 1

Song : They were in the house at night and it began to rain on them.

Song : It leaked on them through the holes in the brush covered with

sand. One brother was tapping on the roof of the house with a club

(as the curving basket is tapped with the stick).

Song: He tells the other it is all right. "We have made it good and
solid." He came out of the house and felt on the ground with his hands.

The tobacco-plant was growing there. He could not see it in the dark-

ness, but he could feel it. "It is ready to bloom."

Song: It was bigger the next time he felt it. He felt all around.

"All kinds of plants are beginning to grow. The rain has started them
in the night." He felt the plants. They were shaking in the wind.

Song: The brothers are talking of how they can gather seeds when
the plants are ripe. The plants are growing fast in the rain, but they

have no wives to gather the seeds.

Song : When the wind blows, the plants look like the waves of the sea.

It is a fine sight.

The old singer, squatting on bended knees, pounds gently on the

1 The primitive houses of the Luisefios and Dieguenos were made of uprights and
rafters of solid timbers, joined by wattled brush, the whole covered with earth, with an
opening in front for a door, and a hole in the roof to permit the egress of smoke and the

entrance of light, the house looking at a distance like a hillock of sand.
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basket which rests on his lap. Then he rubs it with the stick. Chawharr

is said to mean " rubbing." He holds the stick with his right hand, the

basket with the other. He rises by straightening his body, pounds more

loudly, and sings louder. He moves his body up and down in time to the

song. Song and movements stop suddenly, as is always the case in these

dances. The old man is exhausted. This is hard work, and he is unac-

customed to it, since these dances are no longer performed, and it is

many years since he has led the song.

He begins again, hitting the basket gently in time, and rubbing it at

intervals.

The song is short, ending suddenly. It means: "They are going to

make smoke out of the tobacco-plant. It is ready now to bring into the

house."

Now they are going towards the west after the girls whom they wish

for their wives. They run with balls, kicking the ball with their foot,

running after it, throwing it again with the foot. With three bounds of

the ball they reach the ocean where the girls are. But they do not stay.

They turn and go back home, their hair flying in the wind, the east wind. 1

Song: The girls get to thinking why the boys came.

Song: The brothers come home and see their plants ripe. "Who will

gather the seeds? We need women for the work."

Song: They hunt cotton-tail rabbits at Jacumba.

Song: They are trying to see who can shoot the farthest. They

begin to gamble with bow and arrows according to the length of their

shots. The younger brother loses all the time. He comes home with

nothing.

Song: They try another game. They first shoot one arrow. Then

whoever comes close to the first arrow wins. The younger loses again.

Song: They gamble again, springing sticks edgewise. The younger

gets thin. The elder wins everything.

Song : The younger begins to stake and to lose his fingers, arms, legs,

all the parts of his body. He begins to wager every hair of his head.

Nothing is left but his heart. "We will play with these long poles with

hoops. I will stake my heart. If you win, you can eat it."

Song : They go east and get long poles and begin to straighten them

in the fire to play with. The younger loses his heart and falls down dead.

The elder sees him dead and dances all around him.

Song, with basket accompaniment. The old man rises on his knees

and pounds vigorously. Meaning: "He began to skin and eat him."

Song, with basket accompaniment as before : The Coyote brings a big

1 This and the following songs recall similar incidents in the Cuyahomarr story,

which would seem to be merged with the history of the two gods; or by some omitted

connection, the two stories may both be celebrated in this dance. As the full recital lasts

all night, it was impossible for Hatakek. to give more than a portion of it.
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load of wood and drops it on the ground. The brother tells Coyote he

will roast (burn?) the body.

Song, with basket : The elder brother is behind the house. He sees a

little bird flying there. He thinks it is the spirit of his dead brother.

Song, slow time, with basket, more excited than ever at the end.

Meaning : He sees many birds fly out. He is afraid and wants to run

away. He goes south through piles of rocks where the trail leads. He
gets hungry and pulls up fresh yucca-plants to cook and eat. He looks

at the plants.

Song: He sees deer-tracks going toward the water.

Song : He goes on towards the desert, and sees a band of mountain-

sheep, which he frightens, and they run away from him. He is talking

to them.

Last song: He goes to the Maricopa Indians.
1

AWIKUNCHI, A FAIR-WEATHER-MAKING CEREMONY.

Where all is fragmentary, the connections between external objects

and the ideas they stand for must become obliterated by time ; and if

the story is given at second-hand, little can be learned with precision.

Most of the writer's material has been gathered directly from the old

men who are the only real authorities ; but Sant, the Diegueno interpreter,

told the little that he remembers to have heard about the Awikunchi

ceremony. 2

Awikunchi is the name of a certain rock in the middle of which there

had been carved the figure of a tiny coiled snake. When a man makes

a hole in this rock, it will grow together again. It is the only rock that

is known to have this property.

Finding that it was within accessible distance, I went to see it. It is

a large, low, sloping rock of soft, loose granite; but it was with difficulty

that the carved figure of the snake could be seen, for this had been dam-
aged by some iconoclast who had dug it partly away, perhaps in the

expectation of seeing it grow again.

In the old days no one could be found so sacrilegious as to deface such

an object; but American influence is shown in the younger genera-

tion, who have been robbed of their past and preserve no reverence

for it.

The connection between the rock and the song-series which bears its

name could not be discovered. This series was sung for fair weather.

If it rains for some time, they may say, "Let us sing Awikunchi to end

1
It is said that in this dance the singers alternate, one man taking up the song when

the other stops.
2 Wi means "rock" in Diegueno. Wily, with the sound of Spanish liquid //, is another

form of the word. The initial w is pronounced so as to give the sound of a before it, but

the vowel does not actually belong there.
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the rain." So they sing all night to the accompaniment of a basket rubbed

by a stick; and perhaps the rain stops in the morning.

The story of the songs is forgotten ; but Sant recalls a mere fragment.

A certain number refer to a boy named Kwilyu, who could eat more than

any one in the world. His father grew tired of a son who ate so much,

and planned to run away and leave him. So he made himself a boat.

And he went out in it to the islands of the ocean. He thought the boy

could not catch him there ; but he could not escape in this way, for

Kwilyu overtook him. The forgotten sequel of the story may never be

known.
BELIEFS.

Cinon Duro (Hokoyel Mutawir), the last hereditary chief at Mesa
Grande, a living repository of the knowledge of the past, felt more

keenly than any of the old men the lasting value of the ancient rule of

life. It was sacrilege to reveal the religious mysteries to a stranger, or

even to hint at the sacred ritual so solemnly imposed. His affection for

the writer and his consciousness that the past was to die with him, led

him to give for friendship what could never have been bought for money.

But the struggle between his inbred reluctance to reveal the things of

the past, and his promise to do so, led him to give the recital in the

briefest way.

A satisfactory rendering of this recital could be given only by an

interpreter combining a full knowledge of old Indian terms with a

good acquaintance with the English language; and such a one was not

often to be found at Mesa Grande, where most of the younger Indians

know only enough of their mother tongue for conversation with parents

and grandparents in the house. Any Diegucno word not in common
use, any allusion to the myths, the gods, or ceremonies, is foreign to

them. 1
It is extremely fortunate that in the Manzanita region an excel-

lent interpreter was found, familiar with the rare terminology of the

past. The loss is great that in the death of Cinon Duro, September 17,

1906, there must die many a secret of the past.

The ceremonies which Cinon performed and the ancient religion he

adhered to had been carefully taught to him by his father, that they

might be transmitted to posterity with exact detail. The myths and

sacred songs had been acquired in the same way. His father's name

was mentioned with the greatest reverence in a half-whisper, since the

names of the dead are spoken with reluctance. Where his father gained

this knowledge was not distinctly explained, though it was stated that

all religious ritual had been devised and directly given by Tuchaipa

himself.

It is extremely interesting to trace the reciprocal influence of the two
1 The Mesa Grande Chaup story {Journal of American Folk-Lore, 1904, vol. xvii,

pp. 217-241) is an exception, being well interpreted.
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tribes, Luiseno and Diegueno, each upon the other as shown in the

surviving fragments of their ancient worship. To one who has long

studied the subject it becomes increasingly evident that many of the

ceremonials used among the Dieguenos were acquired directly from

their neighbors the Luisenos, as the latter declare. The toloache initia-

tion ceremony, the eagle fiesta, and the whirling eagle-feather dance are

the ones especially stated to have been thus introduced.

The value of the Chungichnish worship as a conquering faith has been

noted. The Luisenos declare that they received it themselves from their

brethren of the coast. It is not probable that it displaced an earlier and

more primitive religion, but much more likely that its ritual became
fused and blended with whatever of the sort already existed in both

tribes. It would be impossible at this late day to disentangle all these

associations and to make positive assertions in regard to the matter,

but the statement made by the Luisenos that some of the sacred songs

sung by the Dieguenos in their ceremonies are in the Luiseno language

may be possible of verification later. Certain it is that the language of

these songs is acknowledged by the Dieguenos to be foreign or unknown
to themselves.

The differences between these two tribes are very striking, and based

on deep-lying racial factors. The Dieguenos' natural affiliations are

with the Mohaves, Maricopas, Havasupais, etc. The great creator-gods

Tuchaipa and Yokomatis are held in reverence. Diegueno mythology

deals with characters powerful in themselves, and representative of those

who are to come after ; as, for example, Sinyohauch, the wonder-work-

ing woman, typical of the various powers of Nature ; and Cuyahomarr,

the wonder-working boy, who gives names to all the plants and animals

in the world. These characters have no counterparts in Luiseno myth-

ology, which is subtler, less dramatic, and more metaphysical than the

Diegueno. The death of Tuchaipa has many of its details either lent

to the Luisenos or borrowed from their moon myth, the sickness and
death of Moyla the Moon in its waning, and its rebirth as the crescent

in the resurrected Ouiot.

All tribes with early affiliations with Mexico might naturally adopt

the myth of a dying god or demi-god, but these influences are lost in

obscurity. It will be found an important and perhaps not a hopeless

task to trace the reciprocal give-and-take in two tribes so racially distinct

and geographically and socially conjoined as the so-called Luisenos and
Dieguenos.

On review of the notes of Cinon's conversations, it appears that in his

account of the toloache ceremony he mentions Wanawut, not by that

Luiseno term of course, but by saying that "the boys jumped in a
ditch which had a redo (woven net), with stones in it, in the bottom
of it."
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In describing the girls' ceremony, he remarked that red, white, and

black were the colors for women.

Such of the Luiseno form of ritual as was adopted by the Dieguenos of

Mesa Grande seems to have been introduced about a hundred and twenty

years ago. In the two tribes there were some minor differences in per-

formance. Instead of the lump of sage-seed and salt, rabbit-meat and

salt were put into the girl's mouth in the ceremony Wukunish. Instead

of the dry root of the toloache, a freshly-dug piece was pounded and

the juice expressed in the boys' initiation ceremony.

In the Story of Creation as he first gave it, Cinon did not mention

any primeval existence antedating Earth and Sky ; but on a later oc-

casion he sang the songs referring to the birth of the creator-gods, and

mentioned in an obscure way the First Existence, typified in Luiseno

myths by Kivish Atakvish. If he had lived, the Diegueno version of this

most obscure and important part of the Creation myth would probably

have been heard, since a few hours before the accident which resulted

in his death he promised next time to tell " a part of the Creation story

he had never yet related."

The words of the Songs of Creation which he sang, and which were

recorded on the graphophone, are as follows:—
First song, sung by the Sky father who begot the creator-gods

Tuchaipa and Yokomatis :
—

Yi-haw-ma-ya-a i

Yi-haw-ma-ya-a i (repeated six times)

(A long sigh repeated)

Ich-a-pa-wha-chi-ho

Yo-o-o

Ich-a-pa-wha-chi-yo

Yo-o-o

Ma-to Tu-chai-pa

Mai-i-i Yo-ko-mat

Ich-a-pa-wha-chi-yo

Icha-a-pa-wha-chi-vo.

The second song by the Earth mother describes the bringing forth of

the creator-gods :
—

Chu-pa-chu-wha

Wi-i-i

Chu-pa-chu-wha

Wi-i-i

Tu-chai-pa

Chu-pa-chu-wha

I-i-i

Yo-ko-mat -is

Chu-pa-chu-wha
\Ya

Wi-i-i

Wi-i-i.

The weird intonation of the chant, and its strange changes, cannot
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be described, nor the intense reverence for the old religion expressed in

every look and gesture.

SIGNIFICANCE OF MYTHS.

The Luisefio story of the dying Ouiot who became the moon, and the

Dieguefio story of the dying creator-god Tuchaipa, probably originated

in some source common to both tribes; but while the Luisenos derive

all their ceremonials from the deliberations of the first people in coun-

cil assembled, related with an almost historical precision, the Dieguefios

find the sanction for each of their religious customs in some event in a

myth. The first Image ceremony was performed to celebrate the death

of Tuchaipa, when the people were still at Wikami

;

1
but, no one know-

ing how to perform it, they sent to a mysterious being, Maiheowit, who
lived in the islands of the ocean, to ask him for instruction.

2

The reason for the Dieguefio Image dance in the ceremony for the

dead is to be found in the Cuyahomarr myth. Sinyohauch, having

killed her son by cruelty, was forced to dance carrying his decayed body

in her hands. The following is a realistic description of this : "The long

hair had partly fallen out, but what was left upon the scalp, lifted by the

wind, waved up and down as she danced and sang, carrying the body.

She sang the song of the Image dance. This was the first time any one

made a dance for the dead. These were the First People ; and as they

did, all must do who come after. This is the reason they have the

Wukaruk ceremony."

Further sanction for the Image dance in this ceremony is found in the

same myth, as follows: "He came to the spot where his father and
uncle had been killed ; and, coming first to his uncle's grave, he put his

hand in the ground, and reached down and pulled him out. He set

him there before him; but his uncle said, 'You can do nothing for

me. My bones are all dust, and are mixed with seeds in the earth.'

So he put him back, and went to his father's grave and pulled him out

in the same way. But it was the same as before. ' You can do nothing

for me,' said his father. ' But what you have done, the people that come
after will do. They will bring back their dead to look at them once

more' (in the Image dance)."

Cuyahomarr also originated the custom of cutting the hair in mourn-
ing for the dead, still practised by many. "The boy's hair had grown
long; and he set fire to a bunch of tall grass that grows on the desert,

and, putting his head in the fire, he began to burn his hair off. Then,
seeing in his shadow that one side of his hair was still long, he put his

1 Mohave Avikwame, Dead Mountain, in southern Nevada.
,

2 Compare the Mohave myth summarized in Journal of American Folk-Lore, 1906,
vol. six, p. 315. See, also, American Anthropologist, 1905, vol. vii, p. 627.
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head again in the fire and burned it off even all around. This is why

they still cut the hair for the dead and burn it in the fire."

I have found no other myth-tale in either tribe in any way similar

to the Cuyahomarr story. It has unity, consistency, and what we should

call a dramatic sense which makes it still impressive as fiction. Even

among the younger Indians the memory of it lingers in a fragmentary

way. Sinyohauch remains a type of extraordinary power in woman.

Some of the older Indians who are Catholics have identified her with

the Virgin Mary.

The Luiseho creation myth l shows less of the inventive instinct

of the story-teller, and more of the power of abstract thought and in-

tellectual conception. This remarkable survival from the past must

serve to rank the Luisenos high in the ethnic scale.

YUMA CREATION MYTH, AS TOLD BY A DIEGUENO.

An old Yuma told the Diegueno interpreter Sant how the gods

Tuchaipa and Yokomat 2
first came into being.

When they came forth from the Earth mother, they had to pass through

the ocean, which then covered the land ; and the first-born, Tuchaipa,

came up through the water with his eyes shut, so that he got through all

right ; but when his brother called to him to ask him how he managed

it, he told him that he came through with his eyes open.

So Yokomat came with wide-open eyes through the ocean, and the

salt water hurt his eyes and made him blind.

Each brother had brought an animal with him. Tuchaipa had the

badger, and Yokomat the swift. The badger was rough and furry,

and the swift's feathers were smooth and fine.

After they came out, when his brother could not see, Tuchaipa

changed the animals, taking the swift for himself.

"What have you done?" asked his brother. "This is not my animal.

This one is rough and furry."

"Yes, that is yours," said Tuchaipa.

But Yokomat was so angry that he went down into the ground again.

So Tuchaipa made the world by himself.

He made all the people. First he made the men, and then the women.

The women were very hard to make.

Then he made the moon to give them light; but, finding that the

moon was not bright enough, he made the sun to light the world.

Watkrbury, Conn.

1 Journal oj American Folk-Lore, 1004, vol. xvii, p. 185.
2 Or Yokomatis. Tuchaipa and Yokomat are the Diegueno creator-gods.
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NOTES ON CALIFORNIA FOLK-LORE. 1

Totejiism among the Miwok Indians. — While throughout practically

the whole of California anything approaching clan-totemism appears to be

totally lacking, there seems to have been among the Miwok of the Sierra

Nevada region a grouping of the people into two totemic exogamic divisions.

By an informant speaking the Tuolumne or Central Sierra dialect of the Mi-
wok language, these divisions were called kiku-a ("water group") and
tunnk-a ("land group"). The former word is plainly derived from kikz*

("water"); the etymology of tunuk-a is not so clear.

These two groups were exogamic with paternal descent. Children, soon

after birth, were given names denoting animals associated with the group

to which the children belonged, or foods eaten by these animals, or char-

acteristic features of the animals. Thus a person belonging to the land

division might be called "Gray-Squirrel," or named from some kind of nut.

A person of the water group, on the other hand, might be called "Frog,"

"Water-Foam," or "Green-Fungus."

It appears that these two divisions exercised no special political or cere-

monial influence, and had no office or function in times of war. There seem

to have been no special gatherings of the divisions as such for ceremonial

or other purposes. The two groups are said to have had no subdivisions,

but to have extended throughout the Sierra territory of the Miwok.
While these two groups lack features which often characterize more highly

organized clan-totemism, their exogamy, paternal descent, and connection

with animate totems, as evinced particularly in personal names, indicate,

so far as known at present, a scheme of social organization quite different

from that of the remainder of aboriginal California.

S. A. Barrett.

Two Yokuts Traditions. — The following traditions were obtained from

TomAtwell,aTachi Indian, near Lemoore, California, in March, 1907. "The
Origin of Fire" has published parallels; 2 "The Turtle" is a story that does

not appear to have been previously recorded.

The Origin of Fire. — The country around Fort Tejon was all dark ; and
Tsohil, the Eagle, the tiia or chief, gathered his people together and said,

"We must have fire. The little Crow is good. We will send the Crow to find

the fire."

Kaiu, the Coyote, said, "I will go too."

But the Eagle said, "No! Let the little Crow go alone."

The next morning the Crow left. It flew around and around, and started

off to the mountains beyond (northwest of) Tulare Lake. The Crow saw the

Coyote watching him, so he flew around again, and started off another way.

The Eagle told Wiawi, the Whip-poor-will, to watch the Crow. Then he

asked, " Which way did he go?"
"That way," said the Whip-poor-will, pointing to the Crow.

1 Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American
Folk-Lore Society.

2 See A. L. Kroeber, " Indian Myths of South Central California," (Univ. Calif. Publ.

in Amer. Arch. Ethn. vol. iv, Pt. 4, 1907), especially p. 211.
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The Crow flew in another direction; and the Eagle asked, "Which way

is he going now?"
"That way," said the Whip-poor-will, and he pointed to the Crow again.

When it was dark the Eagle said, "Which way did he go?"
" He is coming back," the Whip-poor-will said.

So the Crow came back ; and the Eagle got all his people together, and he

asked of the Crow, "Did you see anything?"

"Yes," the Crow said, "I saw the fire. It is in the mountains across the

lake. There are many people there, and they have the fire."

So the Eagle got all his bravest men together, and said they would get the

fire. They started in the morning. They found a plain trail, and followed it

all day. At sunset the Eagle said, "Let us stop." He told his people to stay

there, and they made their camp.

The Eagle and the Crow went on in the dark. The Coyote said, "I will go

too."

The Eagle said, "No!"
The Coyote said, "Yes, I am going."

When they got near the place, the little Crow said, "Everybody is asleep."

The Coyote took sand and covered the fire, then put it in his hunting-

clothing, and tied it around him.
" Do not touch anything," the Crow said. But the Coyote said he was hun-

gry, and he stopped to eat until he had a bellyful. Then he saw a baby asleep,

and he picked it up and put it on the hot ground where the fire had been,

and then he ran away.

The baby screamed and woke all the people. When their chief saw that

the fire was gone, he got his people around him, and picked out the fastest

runners and started them after the Coyote.

One good runner started out along the mountains of the Sierra Nevada;
and when he came to Kern River, he saw the Coyote and tried to catch him.

The Coyote dodged to one side, and when the runner got near him he

dodged to the other side; and they ran that way to Tulare Lake, dodging to

one side and the other.

The water followed after in their trail, and that is why the river is so

( rooked.

The Turtle. — My people, the Tachis, lived a long time ago in the high

mountains of the Coast Range, near the Round Rocks, before they came to

Tulare Lake, where they have lived since.

( >nce the chief said, "We will have a big time for six days. We will kill

elk and deer and geese and ducks, and have a great feast." He gathered

his people around him at night, and told them about it.

The next morning he sent many people to the plains to hunt the elk and
antelope. He sent some to the hills to hunt deer, and others to the lake to

kill geese and ducks. When the hunters came back, they got ready for the

They made tires to cook what had been killed. They dug a large hole

in the sand and made a lire in it, and placed an elk over the fire to roast it.

Many people watched the meat at night, in order to have it cooked for the

next day.

When the people said they would watch the elk roasting, Kaiyu, the

te, said, "I will watch too." When it was near morning, nearly all the

people fell asleep. Then Trunkot, the Turtle, came along, and asked, "What
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are they doing here?" The Coyote said, "They are roasting the elk for the

big feast."

Then the Turtle thought he would steal the elk ; but the Coyote thought,

"I am going to see what he will do." About daybreak, when the watchers
were asleep, the Turtle dug the elk out of the sand.

"Where are you going?" the Coyote said.

"I am going to the ocean," the Turtle said, and he carried the elk off with
him.

When it was nearly sunrise, the watchers got up, and they said, " Where
is our meat?" There was a hole in the sand, and no elk there. The Coyote
said, "The Turtle took the elk away." — "Then we will kill him," the chief

said. The chief got his best hunters and fastest runners together, and said to

them, " Do not kill the Turtle. Catch him and bring him back, and we will

put him in the fire where the elk was and roast him."

When the hunters were leaving, the Coyote said, "I will go too." "No,
you must not go," the chief said. But the Coyote said, "Yes, I will go with

the hunters." And Kaiyu, the Coyote, went with them.

And the hunters followed the Turtle's trail over the mountains, and the

Coyote kept along with them. When the Turtle was near the ocean, he

looked back and saw the people coming after him. The Coyote called out,

"They will kill you!" and he shot an arrow into the Turtle which made him
jump out into the ocean with the elk.

The hunters could not follow the Turtle into the sea, and they had to go

back without him. When they got back, the chief asked, " Where is the

Turtle ?" And the hunters said, "He jumped into the sea with the elk, and
we could not follow him."

Where the Turtle jumped into the sea there is a big rock — and that is he.

From the description of the rock and its location as given by the relator,

the legend no doubt refers to Moro Rock, San Luis Obispo County.

Geo. W. Stewart.
Visalia, Cal.

Cahuilla Tales. — The following brief outlines of traditions of the

Cahuilla Indians of the Colorado desert may be of interest, inasmuch as no
myths or tales of these people seem to have been published.

The Shooting Star. — Takwich, the Shooting-Star, living on Mount San
Jacinto, once carried off a bathing woman. He kept her one year, but when
she became homesick, allowed her to return, on condition that for one year

after her arrival she would not tell where she had been. On reaching her

home, however, the woman did not wait for the expiration of the year, told

her story, and died.

A Visit to the Sun. — A number of men went westward until they reached

the ocean. 'Then they began to swim. They became very thirsty and drank
salt water. Thereupon all of them died except three. The ocean told them
a charm which they could pronounce and then drink salt water without

evil effects. These three men finally reached the shore on the other side.

Here the Sun lived. By the Sun's house stood a tall pine. Every day the Sun
climbed this. When he reached the top, it was noon. As the Sun descended,

the pine burned, but grew up again during the night'. Something that the

Sun carried made the difference of the seasons. The three men stayed here.
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They were told not to look into certain pottery jars. One of them, however,

did so, whereupon men leaped from the jars and killed him. The two sur-

vivors were told not.to go to another house in this place where the moon lived.

Nevertheless one of them went to this house. An old woman spoke to him

and he died. The single survivor now wished to return home. He was blown

back across the ocean by the wind, after having been instructed by the Sun

not to tell for one year after his arrival his experiences. Back among his own
people, the man was, however, pressed by them to relate what had happened

to him. One night he yielded and told, but when the sun rose he died.

David J . Woosley.

Valley Center, Cal.

Origin Tradition of the Chemehuevi Indians. — The world was
covered with water. Two men, Coyote and his older brother Panther,

—

Shunawam (or Shonawap) and Tovats, — built a house in a dry place, on
Niivant, Charleston Peak, in southern Nevada. Everything else was water.

In the west lived Hawichyepam Maapuch, an old woman, who wanted the

water to go down. After the world was dry, Coyote went in every direction,

looking for men, but there were none in existence. Then Coyote took a louse,

Poam, and made it into a woman. Then she travelled everywhere to see

how far the world extended. When she returned, however, having seen no
one, Coyote married her. Then they went west to the ocean. They came to

the house of Hawichyepam Maapuch. There they stayed. Then the old

woman made a large round basket (saghagha or sivom). In this basket the

louse laid eggs. When she had finished, Coyote started to carry the basket

to the place from which they had come, to Niivant. As he was going, Coyote

said, "It is too heavy to bring all the way back." He stopped at Qaivit.

There he made a little hole in the side of the basket. The eggs came out,

and each egg became a tribe. Each had a name, and some of those in the

north were whiter and became the Americans. That is how people came
into existence and scattered. But Coyote made the Chemehuevi from excre-

ment. The basket was now empty, except for his excrement, and thus he

carried it to Niivant. There he made the Chemehuevi and the Mohave
and other southern tribes from the excrement, and that is why their skins are

dark. Then he killed a handsome young man, a Chemehuevi. He took his

arms, ribs, head, and other parts, and distributed them among the tribes,

saying to each one, "You may eat that." That is why they now eat deer

and I .car and wildcats and other animals.

People came fn.m the east to kill Coyote's older brother, Tovats. They
were iuvmnt (strangers, enemies). At this time there was not yet night.

The sun shone all the time. Tovats had tied something around a stick (or

wound it up). When the warriors came and killed him, they found this thing.

They unwound it to see what it was. When it was all unwound, the sky

changed, and it was night.

ote felt bad. He wanted to avenge his older brother. In the

morning he started to go east. All the property of Tovats was piled up in the

house to be burned, but 6rst Coyote wanted to make it day again. He made
and arrows. When they were finished, he shot at whatever bird came

near,hoping to make it light. He shot at the eagle, the quail, and many kinds,
but it did not become light. But when at last he shot the yellow-hammer,
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Kwanavandj, it sparkled, light appeared, and the day was clear. That is

why there is now daylight. This happened toward morning, as Coyote was
crying for his older brother. Then when the sun had risen, he burned all the

property of Tovats. That is why people burn all that the dead possessed.

After the burning, Coyote wanted to find the people who had killed his

older brother. He went east a long way. Then he found them. They had
hung up the hair of Tovats and were dancing. He saw a large gathering,

all happy and singing. Coyote and his people entered the house, seized the

hair, and started to flee. The people there pursued. They ran, and Coyote

ran, but they could not catch him. Coyote, to elude them, went northward.

They followed him to Nuvant. They saw him there ; but when they came there

after him, he had gone north. From there he never returned.

This tradition was related by an old man, half Chemehuevi half Mohave
by birth, living among the Mohave of Mohave Valley, as the Chemehuevi
account of creation. Although married to a Chemehuevi, he had been born

in the Mohave country, and knew of the country to which this tradition relates

only by hearsay from his ancestors.

It has been said before 1 that the designation Chemehuevi, especially as

it is used by the Mohave and those influenced by them, is of indefinite ex-

tension, being practically equivalent to "Southern Paiute." It is therefore

not improbable that the people whose tradition this is have been called

Paiute, and not Chemehuevi, by others.

It is evident that this origin myth is nearly uninfluenced by Mohave ideas.

Its general Californian character is striking. The first part, dealing with the

primeval water, Coyote, the first louse-woman, and the origin of mankind,

has a close parallel, considering that the two groups of Indians were without

connection or communication, in the origin myth of the Costanoan Indians

of Monterey. 2 The episode of the origin of night and daylight, and Coyote's

revenge for his slain brother, also resemble common Californian traditions.

The names of Coyote and Panther used in the myth differ somewhat from
their ordinary designations. Coyote usually is merely siinap or shiinav

;

panther, duk or dukumnch. A form dbvichi, resembling Tovats, has been

obtained for "panther" among the Kawaiisu of the Tehachapi mountains,

who also speak a Ute-Chemehuevi dialect, though a somewhat specialized

one.

Besides the three ceremonies, or kinds of "singing," as the Mohave call

them, attributed to the Chemehuevi, 3 — Mountain-Sheep, Salt, and Doctors',

— the present informant mentioned a fourth, Deer: —
Nakh, mountain-sheep (Mohave, ammo).
Ashump, Ashdviyam, salt (Mohave, ath'i).

Puwant, doctor (Mohave, kwathidhei).

Tbi, deer (Mohave, aqoaq).

It is not unlikely that these names designate ceremonies which are quite

different in character from the singing ceremonies of the Mohave, and which
may be accompanied by some degree of ritual. They are spoken of by the

Chemehuevi as if they were parallel in character to typical Mohave singings,

but this may be by way of illustration rather than description.

1 Univ. Calif. Publ. Am. Arch. Ethn. iv, 105-109, 1907.
2 Ibid, iv, 109, 1907. 3 Ibid, iv, 109, 1907.

VOL. XXI. — NOS. 81-82. l6
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The dead were buried, not burned. This is another point of difference

from the Mohave.

The material culture of the Chemehuevi and that of the Mohave are

quite distinct. One tribe subsists in the desert, from wild animals and plants,

and makes baskets; the other inhabits an annually flooded river-bottom,

in which it follows agriculture, and makes pottery. The wife of the present

informant, an old woman born in Chemehuevi valley, had made one pottery

vessel in her life. This, a narrow-mouthed jar, turned out lower than the

jar of Mohave type she had in mind, and she never repeated the experi-

ment. She now makes baskets, which she sells to her Mohave neighbors.

Chemehuevi designations of tribes are, 1 —
Paraniikh, a Paiute division (Mohave, Kohoaldje).

Shivich, a Paiute division (Mohave, Sivinte).

Oanuch, a tribe east of the Paraniikh.

11 uvarepshach, Walapai.

Pashawerach, Havasupai.

Aiat, Mohave.
Guchyan, Yuma.
Pliant, the Serrano-speaking Indians of Mohave River (Mohave, Van-

yume).

Panumich, at Qaivit, Mohave Pakechuene. These would appear to be

the Indians of the Panamint Mountains, which are not far west of Charles-

ton Peak.

Nawiyat, the Serrano-speaking Indians of Tejon Creek and vicinity

(Gitanemuk; Mohave, Kuvahaivima).
Muk, Mokwitc, Hopi.

Niiwn or Nijwu ("person") is the term for both Chemehuevi and Paiute.

Gatschet's Tantawats, in the form Tantiiwach, was said to mean " South-

erners," irrespective of tribal affiliation. It is, however, a naturally appro-

priate designation for the Chemehuevi as the southernmost members of the

Paiute group.

Names of places are, —
Nilvant (Mohave Shavepilye, or Savetpilye), a high peak near Pahrump,

and therefore probably Charleston Peak. It is compared to Mohave Avik-

wame, Dead Mountain, which the Chemehuevi call Tumpibat.
Muvi, Eldorado Canyon.
Wianekat, Cottonwood Island.

Shiv'awach, Chemehuevi Valley.

Tiimpishavats, Providence Mountains.
h, Paiute Springs (Mohave, Ahakiivilye).

A. L. Kroeber.

\"ii s on nil. Maidu Indians of Butte County, California. Meteors.

— Meteors {Satoia) were thought to be women. By some the sight of a

meteor was considered an evil omen. Others regarded it as of less conse-

quence, and believed that a few words and motions of the hands were suf-

ficient to drive away the had influence. If several meteors were seen in close

succession, it was an indication that people were on the move for war. If

a meteor fell or appeared to fall on the earth, the place and its surroundings

1 Compare the list in ibid. 107.
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for some distance were shunned, though no special demonstration was made.
Hunting or food-gathering was avoided about the spot for one season only.

The luminous trail of the meteor was thought to be the old woman's long

hair. It was believed that the old women appearing as meteors were from
many tribes from long ago, and would continue to wander about in the

sky.

Chamlakhu. — Chamlakhu was an old man living in the trees, differing

from human beings only in the fact that his hands and feet were armed wi,th

long bear-like claws. Although not known to commit injury, he was greatly

feared. The sight of him was sure to cause a run to camp. If he was seen in

spring when vegetation was in bloom, sickness was likely to be the ill fortune

of the person seeing him. His tribe or rancheria would not be affected.

In such a case a medicine-man was called in. The Chamlakhu rarely ran

on the ground, and then only in a shambling way, with his arms fanning the

air like wings. He could spring a long distance from tree to tree. He had a

long beard, and hair that reached to the ground.

Rattlesnake. — The rattlesnake (sola) is much feared. The skin or rattles

are never used. It was the rattlesnake that brought about the first death.

It is thought to be non-poisonous when it is drinking, at which time it lays

aside its poison until it has finished.

Miuku. — Miuku was a small animal living in swampy places, and ex-

ceedingly difficult to capture, being rarely seen by day. It resembled a fawn
in size, shape, and color, except that its feet were like a coyote's. Its name
was derived from its cry, miuku. If one was captured, it was divided among
the hunters, its parts being considered exceptionally powerful charms for

hunting deer.

Flint-Working and Arrows. — Flint for arrow-heads was sometimes

bought from other people. Most of the obsidian from which arrow-points,

spear-points, knives, and charms were made was mined on Table Mountain,
near Oroville. Detached pieces of flint that had been broken away by erosion,

or brought down by slides or floods, were sometimes picked up in river-beds

or in old grave-deposits. Such pieces were used like those obtained from

a distance. The only permanent flint ledge known to the present people

is in Plumas County, about twelve miles northeast from the Butte County
line, in what is known as the Pinket Ravine. This ledge is about ten inches

wide, and the flint is of many colors. From the many excavations it appears

as if the diggers had followed down on the lead until the walls grew too hard.

Thereupon a new hole would be started from the surface. This flint was not

worked at the place of excavation, but was carried away in large pieces.

Other kinds of rock were also used. In fact, any rock that would flake well

was shaped into arrow-heads and spear-points. While there were many
arrow-points made of obsidian, this material was not considered the best for

that purpose. After the coming of the whites, glass was often used for arrow-

points; but while, like obsidian, it was easy to work, it was too readily broken.

If an arrow of glass or obsidian struck wood or a hard substance, it invariably

broke; while a point of less brittle rock, such as flint, could often be used a
number of times.

An arrow that had killed one or more deer or other animals was highly

prized. While all arrows were similar in general construction, there are

noticeable differences in setting the flint or in the shaping of the head. These
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differences enable one man to distinguish his arrows from those of others.

All arrows for small game and birds were provided with wooden points,

stone-pointed arrows being used for hunting larger animals and in war. The
wooden points were made from the holly-berry bush. After removal of the

bark, the wood was hardened by a slight scorching. All crooks were straight-

ened between the teeth. The joint of the shaft and the wooden point was
wrapped with sinew so as to prevent the shaft from splitting down. The
wooden-pointed arrows were used only for ranges of from seventy-five to

one hundred feet. Beyond that distance the aim was uncertain, as the arrow

had a tendency to rise.

Accuracy of aim in hunting deer did not extend beyond a distance of two
hundred feet. Deer were often hit at a greater distance, but more shots were

missed than hit. All long shots were made with flint-tipped arrows. It not

infrequently happened that young men were overcome with buck ague

(nervousness). If they admitted this, they were severely censured by the older

people of the rancheria. When drives were made, as was quite common, most
of the deer were shot from ambush. All game captured on such occasions

was divided as equally as could be among those taking part. The heads and
offals were generally given to old people. The sinews from the back and legs

were carefully dried and preserved.

The manufacture of bows, arrows, salmon-spears, and fish-nets was re-

garded with superstitious beliefs. If a man bought any such articles from

the maker, and should meet with good luck in his hunting or fishing, credit

was given to the manufacturer. He was believed to have put upon the articles

a good influence, and was sure to be kept busy at work until by a turn of

fortune his manufactures failed.

Buiimo. — Bnu is the circular sand depression in'which acorns are leached.

is rock. Buumo therefore signifies "a leaching-place of stone." The Buumo
is situated about ten miles northeast of Bidwell's Bar, in Butte County.

Formerly, when the people were animals, the bear, deer, panther, and other

large animals called a dance for the people of the valley, where the Buumo
is now. The raccoon, the gray fox, the rabbit, and many others were in-

vited. The bear was selected as runner to carry the strings (of invitation)

for the dance.

There was ill feeling between the Coyote (Heno) and the Bat (Olela). Both
were considered bad men. As a meeting of the two was likely to bring about
trouble, it was agreed that Olela's half-brother, YVohahamp, the large Bat,

should use his influence to prevent Olela's attendance. Coyote was allowed

to come at all times. Before the dance Olela injured his foot, so that he

walked lame. The morning before the dance his older half-brother said to

him, "You are lame. You had better not go to the dance. If any presents

are given, I will bring yours home to you." Olela answered, "Very well, I

will remain. You go, and if there are presents bring me mine."
h had been agreed that no arms were to be brought by either Coyote's

party or Olela's party. On the morning of the dance the large bat started

for the place of meeting, leaving his arms behind. When he was out of sight,

Olela said, "I think there is something wrong. Coyote intends mischief.

1 will follow my brother's tracks and see what I can discover." Gathering
up his bow and arrows, he followed at a safe distance until he came to a point

that overlooked the dance-place. Here he remained in hiding. Many people
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were already assembled, but Coyote was not to be seen. The women were in

the act of preparing acorn-meal for soup.

In the afternoon Olela saw in the distance Coyote, and with him a large

following. Before they reached the place of meeting, they halted behind

some large rocks. After a time they came out and proceeded to the dance-

place. As soon as Olela saw that Coyote and his people were well under

way, he went in a round-about direction until he reached the rock where

they had stopped. Behind the rocks he found bows and arrows and spears

hidden. He began to pick them up. When he had gathered them all, he took

them away and hid them.

As soon as Coyote came to the meeting, he began to make free with the

women. As Olela had a wife and a sister at the dance, he soon saw enough

to make him jealous. Proceeding at once to the crowd, he began to abuse

Coyote. Coyote and he were soon fighting. As Olela was still lame and unable

to hold his own against Coyote, his people soon joined the struggle, and before

long every one was involved. Olela freed himself from Coyote's grasp, and,

running to the hidden weapons, returned with them. He and his people then

slew many of Coyote's people. Olela continued to shoot until a woman struck

him on the wing with a small flat basket. The blow pained him so much
that he returned home. The dance did not take place; but the leaching-place

which the women had used, and the tracks of the bear and the deer, may
still be seen.

D. L. Spencer.

Enterprise, Cal.
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NOTES AND QUERIES.

Folk-Lore of Illinois. — The English Club of the University of Illi-

nois, under the leadership of Professor Jones, is undertaking a collection of

ballads, folk-songs, and superstitions current in Illinois. Any residents

of Illinois who are able to contribute information in regard to these points

will please communicate with Professor Jones, University of Illinois.

Nautical Terms (English). — To the "Proceedings of the Delaware

County (Pa.) Institute of Science" for October, 1906 (vol. i, pp. 29-31),

H. L. Broomhall contributes " An Etymological Note" on mizzen; and at

pp. 32-33 and 33-34 respectively are" notes on " Weigh or Way" and "Fair

or Fare." Mr. Broomhall contends that "mizzen" does not mean, as usually

believed, "middle sail," but, "just as mezzo-cerchio means a part of a circle,

so mizzen, as the name of a sail, refers to it as part of the standard sail, a

middle or halved sail." The motion of the vessel and the position of the an-

chor, respectively, are the criteria for under weigh and tinder way, which

"are really two distinct phrases confused in use, partly because their pro-

nunciation is the same, and partly because they are often applicable at the

same time." At the Washington Marine Conference of 1899 it was stated that

" United States courts hold that a vessel ' hove to ' is not under way . . . while

the English courts hold the contrary." In such terms as "fair weather,"
11

fair wind," "fair way," etc., it is contended that the first component is not

fair, but the fare seen in "wayfarer," as may be seen from analogous terms

in other Teutonic languages: O. Flem. vaerweder, i. e. "weather fit for sail-

ing;" German Fahrwind, etc.

A. F. C.

Notes on the Medical Practices of the Visayans.— The following

notes were recorded by a native Visayan teacher: If a person is ill or feels

a pain in any part of his body, he immediately calls in one of the native

physicians, who, before going to visit the patient, asks the messenger about

his condition, and then goes to his room to consult some wonderful shells

or pieces of coral, which he has deposited in a vase, as to whether or not he

must visit the patient, as well as to find out if he can cure him or not.

When the physician goes to visit a patient, he usually carries some medi-

um - with him. This medicine, in order to be effective to the patient, must
be prepared at sunset under the house, before the lamp is lighted. The doc-

tor may be either a man or a woman, generally advanced in years. When called

to attend a poor patient, doctors excuse themselves many times. However,
they give the relatives some consolation. They inquire as to the symptoms
of the sickness and the state of the patient; they go to consult their oracle,

— that is, they put into a plate the miraculous ban-anan, a white, round, and
nearly transparent stone, an inch or more across. To this they pray; and after

this ceremony, they claim to know what sickness causes pain to the patient,

alleging that the figure of the sick man has appeared in the stone, showing the

place of the ailment. At other times, when the physician is very busy or

lazy, he limits himself to taking the pulse, not of the patient, but of the one

who has come to call him.
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Nearly all the sicknesses which the people suffer, according to the ac-

count of the doctors, are bad air, lack of appetite, warmth in the stomach,

or harm from the talonanon, or wild spirits, or from the asuang. If the oracle

has advised the physician that the cause of the illness is bad air, he orders

the patient's relatives to rub the entire body of the patient ten times, more or

less, each day with pounded garlic and alcohol. Sometimes he commands
them to soften all the body, and then to rub it with a composition of the

haplas-plant and oils, and then to make the patient drink, in water, some
powders made from some unknown bark. When the patient feels cold,

mustard plasters are applied to the arms and legs, in order "that the warmth
of the head may spread to the other parts of the body." If the bad air per-

sists, he may even apply the cupping-glass to the back. If the trouble is lack

of appetite or warmth in the stomach, a plaster is applied over the pit of the

stomach, and sometimes an infusion of the bark of suma {Anamirta coccu-

lus) is given.

If the patient has money, however, the physician hastens to see him, tak-

ing with him his apothecary's box, made up of mulias (miraculous stones) and
many barks and roots of trees said to be capable of curing all manner of

infirmities. The stones are also used as amulets.

The physician takes the patient's pulse, and, after a few moments of pon-

derous meditation, augurs a happy result, and begins to apply his plasters

or to administer his infusions or whatever is suitable for the particular dis-

ease which he is trying to overcome. He does all this with great care and
anxiety, and excessive affectation of his exclusive science.

After this work, those who live in the house offer him wine and meal or

the sumsuman (a dish usually made of broiled fish) and the indispensable

sanag (his first fee). If this is not forthcoming, the physician insists that the

patient will not recover.

If the sick man gets worse, the doctor uses extreme remedies. He cries to

God and the Devil, goes to the church to sweep or to offer some service to

the saints, and practises superstitious ceremonies in honor of the Divatas.

He asks if the patient has been in the shade of any sacred tree, or if he has
been in any wood or field, or on the shore of some river. If he answers
affirmatively, as of course usually happens, the doctor respires strongly, as

if he had found the efficacious remedy. "I tell you," he asserts, "that this

sickness has singular symptoms and character. It is clear from the magic
stone, or wedge of wood, that malignant spirits have caused it by intro-

ducing themselves into his body, to avenge themselves for some offence

which, perhaps without knowing it, he has caused them. It is necessary to

drive them out with incantations or with a plaster made of pounded ginger-

root." If this remedy does not give the desired effect, the doctor puts several

fire-pans around the patient's bed, and burns in them some incense, blessed

palm, or rosemary; and if he escapes killing him with asphyxia, he gets a

blessed palm, and with this he tries to drive away from the body of the

patient the malignant spirits, whipping the patient with all his might, and
believing that he does not feel the pain, but that the spirits do. He also

shakes the walls of the house, in order to send the demons to the fifth hell.

This is the sort of treatment given when the physician tries to give back
hurt for hurt to his invisible enemies. At other times he prefers to pacify

their anger with the following ceremonies: He hangs a hen's egg around the
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patient's neck, or kills a pig and divides it into two parts, — one for himself,

and the other for the patient. He takes the former and performs incantations

over it ; but the latter he seasons, and causes it to be boiled. Then he divides

it into several parts, putting each into a plate. These are then carried to the

places where the patient has been, in order that the offended spirits may
eat the meat. In point of fact, the contents of the plates always disappear.

This practice is a reminiscence of the ancient belief. If, in spite of all the doc-

tors can do, the patient succumbs to his illness, it is attributed to the influence

of an asuang or witch, and an attempt is made to find her and put her to

death. Of course, no discredit is attached to the physician. The patient died

because it was foreordained thus.

Other practices and medicines are as follows: When a person is sick, all

windows and doors are tightly shut, and the patient wrapped up from head

to foot. Night air is very bad for any one, sick or well. A sick person

must not bathe nor have his hair cut; but after he is better, a bath in the

sea is very essential to complete recovery. Sea-bathing is very injurious

during the first quarter of the moon. Small children must wash their

faces only when they take their weekly bath, and on no account must they

wash on cool mornings. A cold is cured by making a cross with lime

on the patient's throat. Rock candy is good for a cough. Honey is used

both as a preventive of and a cure for smallpox. Powdered monkey's
bones in water are good for malaria, which disease will also yield to a course

of graveyard mould, in water. If this fails, the gall of the iguana may be

tried. Much of the sickness is attributed to wind in the body; and for

this plasters made of tar, and placed on the temples, are good. Chicken is

very bad to eat, as it creates gas in the stomach. A tea made from cock-

roaches (here as large as the first two joints of a man's index-finger) is good
for sick babies, kind of illness not specified. The first rain that falls at

the beginning of the rainy season is used as medicine. As it comes from a

nipa roof which has been collecting dust and germs for three months or more,

it ought to be able to do something. Goats' toe-nails, scraped, and taken

in water, is good for boils. The juice of tamarind-leaves, in water, is

taken internally for bruises.

In addition to these remedies, various leaves and herbs are used, with what
genuine results it is difficult to say. The juice of a certain kind of leaf

is rubbed all over the body as a cure for the dengue or break-bone fever.

The bark of some trees and the leaves of others, among them the almond,
may be useful in the treatment of malaria, as may also a tea of bamboo-
roots; but one is a little in doubt as to the use of leaves for a badly-sprained
arm, or the buyo-leaf (which is also used to chew with the betel-nut) for a

headache. In case of headaches, small plasters about the size of a quarter of

a dollar, made of a certain gray bean, are placed, one on each temple. A bath
in the sea at the end of two days completes the cure. These plasters raise a
blister. Edible swallows' nests are eagerly sought after to give to children
about a month old.
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LOCAL MEETINGS.

CALIFORNIA BRANCH.

During 1907-08 meetings of the California Branch were held as follows :
—

September 10, 1907, in Berkeley, illustrated lecture by Hon. John Daggett,

Ex-Lieutenant-Governor of California, on " Klamath River Indian Life."

November 26, 1907, in Berkeley, lecture by Swami Trigunatita of the

Vedanta Society, on "Aryan Mythology of India."

January 29, 1908, in Berkeley, illustrated lecture by Professor Edgar L.

Hewett, Director of American Explorations of the Archaeological Institute

of America, on "Pre-Columbian America."

February 25, 1908, in Berkeley, illustrated lecture by Professor John Fryer

of the University of California, First Vice-President of the Society, on " Chi-

nese Popular Beliefs."

April 9, 1908, in San Francisco, lecture by Mr. Charles Keeler, President

of the California Branch, on " Fairy Tales and Myths of the South Sea

Islands."

The officers of the Society for 1907-08 are: President, Charles Keeler;

First Vice-President, John Fryer; Second Vice-President, W. F. Bade; Trea-

surer, S. A. Barrett; Secretary, A. L. Kroeber; Councillors, Charles F. Lum-
mis, W. C. Mitchell, Mrs. Thomas B. Bishop, John E. Matzke, C. Hart

Merriam, E. J. Molera.

A. L. Kroeber, Secretary.
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BIBLIOGRAPHICAL DEPARTMENT.

EDITED BY ALEXANDER F. CHAMBERLAIN.
Address : Clark University, Worcester, Mass., U. S. A.

REVIEWS.

Aus Namaland und Kalahari. Bericht an die Kgl. Preuss. Akademie der

Wissenschaften zu Berlin liber eine Forschungsreise im westlichen und
zentralen Siidafrika, ausgefiihrt in den Jahren 1903-1905. Von Dr. Leon-

hard Schultze, A. O. Professor der Zoologie an der Universitat Jena.

Jena, Verlag von Gustav Fischer, 1907, pp. 387-539.

In the account of his expedition to South Africa, Professor Leonhard

Schultze publishes a collection of sixty-eight Hottentot tales, giving both

the texts in the original, and rather literal translations. This body of folk-

lore constitutes a most valuable contribution to our knowledge of South

African mythology, supplementing Bleek's well-known collection,
1 and

facilitating comparison with the tales of neighboring tribes.

Schultze groups the stories under five headings, — adventures in the wil-

derness, tales of the Mountain Damara, tales of domestic and pastoral life,

myths of the Haitsiaibeb cycle, and animal tales. Haitsiaibeb is a legendary

hero, in whose honor the Hottentots formerly erected burial-mounds, on

which every passer-by dropped a stone or twig. This custom is strictly

analogous to that observed by the Amaxosa Kaffir in honoring their supreme

deity, Qamata. 2 Schultze was unable to obtain more than faint recollections

of the Haitsiaibeb cycle, which is the more regrettable, as Bleek's account

of the hero is likewise fragmentary. Of the two stories classed by Schultze as

Haitsiaibeb myths, neither, as a matter of fact, deals explicitly with the ex-

ploits of the hero. One, the familiar account of the origin of death, is given

its place under this heading on account of the alleged identification of Hait-

siaibeb with the moon, concerning which the collector is, however, sanely

sceptical. 3 As might be expected, Schultze's version closely resembles that

of Block ' and the form found among the Bushmen.5 The Moon orders the

Hare to announce to mankind that they will disappear and reappear, like

the Moon. The Hare is intimidated by some boys, and wrongly proclaims

that men will die like himself. The angered Moon splits his lip, hence the

origin of the hare's-lip (pp. 448, 449). The additional incident, recorded

by Bleek, that the Hare, in retaliation, scratched the Moon's face, causing

scars which are still visible, is lacking. In the Zulu tale,
6 Unkulunkulu bids

1 Reynard the Fox in South Africa ; or Hottentot Fables and Tales. London, 1864.

•
I Ih.i1, Kaffir Folk-Lore, second edition (London, 1886), pp. 20, 21.

" Wenn die Annahme sich bestatigen sollte, dass die Hottentotten spater den Hait-

siaibeb als Mond an don Ilimmel versetzten, dann ware auch der Mond-Mythus diesem

Sagenkreis einzufiigen" (p. 447).
* L. c. pp. 69, 72.
6 Ratzel, Volkerkunde (Leipzig, 1885), vol. i, p. 76.
6 Bleek, /. c. p. 74; Callaway, The Religious System of the Amazulu (Publications

of the Folk-Lore Society, xv, 1884), pp. 3, 4; Lewis Grout, The Isizulu,A Grammar of

the Zulu Language (Natal, 1859), pp. 349, 351.
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the Chameleon carry the message. The messenger tarries on the way, and
is overtaken by the Salamander (Lizard), who is dispatched to announce

that men will die. The fundamental idea in all these explanations of the

origin of death is obviously identical; while the subordinate accounts of the

origin of moon-spots and hare's-lips found in the Hottentot versions, but

lacking in these of the Bantu, and obviously dependent on the identity of the

leading characters, may be safely regarded as after-thoughts.

The second "Haitsiaibeb myth," though not connected with the hero,

is regarded by Schultze as a modern variant of Bleek's story of Gagorip, in

which that monster hurls people into a pit until overcome by Haitsiaibeb. 1

In Schultze's version (p. 450) the monster figures as "Uriseb's father," but

is incidentally designated as Gagorib (p. 448) ; and the trickster of Hottentot

folk-lore, Jackal, assumes the part of the conquering hero. The vanquished

ogre revives, and brags of his immortality. Irrespective of the comparative

age of Schultze's and Bleek's versions, the transference of traits from one

legendary being to another is of the highest interest. In the latter it is Hait-

siaibeb that proves immortal, and his isstoration to life has been interpreted

as a lunar trait

;

2
in the former the same characteristic is ascribed to his enemy,

Uriseb's father. Bleek has the ogre conquered by the tribal hero; Schultze,

by the trickster. Schultze's version again illustrates the fact (long ago pointed

out by Professor Boas) that benefactions may accrue to mankind incidentally

from the actions of the trickster, without any necessary alteration of his

character.

Several of Schultze's tales deal with a fabulous race, the Aigamuxa, whose

eyes are in the back of their feet.
3 They hunt human beings, whom they

regard as zebras, and tear them with their excessively elongated teeth. Jackal

falls in with an Aigamuxab, discovers the position of his eyes, strews tobacco

into them, and makes his escape (pp. 392, 403). The Aigamuxa cycle con-

tains a number of episodes characteristic of ogre stories the world over. In

one tale, the escaping captive leaves in his place a rock, which the ogre vainly

tries to chop up (p. 395). The magic flight occurs in the following form.

A woman bears a son, but envious women expose him and substitute a dog

for the infant. The child is adopted by an Aigamuxa woman, but seeks to

escape. He receives water, thorns, a rock, and horses from the Boers, and
rides away. Pursued by his captor, he successively drops the water, the

rock, and the thorns. The water turns into a lake, which the ogre has to

swim through; the rock is transformed into a mountain; and while the

Aigamuxa pulls out the thorns from her body, the foundling makes his es-

cape (pp. 401, 402).
4 In another tale, almost identical with one of the Zulu, 5

the cannibal woman is in the habit of slaying her daughter's suitors while

they sleep. One of them flees in time, and climbs a tree. The cannibal be-

gins to chop the tree down ; but the man calls his hounds, which tear her to

1 Bleek, I. c. p. 77.
2 Theophilus Hahn,"Die Nama Hottentoten" (Globus, 1867, vol.xii, p. 276).
3 This conception is shared by the Bushmen (Ratzel, Vblkerkunde, vol. i, p. 75

(Leipzig, 1885).
4 The Amaxosa also have the magical flight, but in a somewhat different form (Theal,

/. c. pp. 87-88).
6 Callaway, Nursery Tales, Traditions, and. Histories of the Zulus (Natal, 1868), pp.

47-52. Cf. Theal, p. 126.
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pieces (pp. 398, 399). Several motives, found among the Hottentot outside

of the ogre cycle, may nevertheless be conveniently referred to in this con-

nection. In one of Schultze's stories (p. 405) the fleeing heroine drops food

behind her, delaying the pursuing Lion, who eagerly devours it {Hippomenes

motive ?) Later, she bids a rock open to let her enter. When the pursuer en-

deavors to follow, the rock closes, and kills him. The opening and closing

rock occurs in various combinations in South African mythology. In Bleek's

version, the Elephant takes the Lion's part; the Zulu have a rock which only

opens when addressed in a certain way l (Sesame motive); in an Amaxosa
tale the rock harbors children escaping from a cruel father. 2 In one Zulu

story it is the earth that opens to shelter a suppliant fugitive.
3 The delaying

of the pursuer by throwing him a sop is also found in Bantu folk-lore. Thus,

children fleeing from an ogre scatter roots behind them, which the cannibal

picks up and eats. 4 A girl pursued by cannibals drops sesamum, delaying

her enemies.5 Another episode common to Hottentot and Bantu mythology

is that of the fugitive pretending to aid his enemy by pulling him to his place

of refuge with a rope. Both Bleek 6 and Schultze (p. 489) record the story of

Jackal appropriating the Lion's share and fleeing to a lofty retreat. Jackal

offers to let Lion climb up on a thong, but cuts the rope; Lion tumbles down,
and is finally killed with a glowing rock dropped into his mouth. In a Zulu

version, 7 the principal characters are a boy and his sister, who play the same
trick on a cannibal, and, turning the tables on him, capture and starve him
to death. The Amaxosa version 8 practically coincides with that of the Hotten-

tot.

The novelistic tendency so marked in Kaffir tales seems to be much less

strongly developed among the Hottentot. Many Bantu stories are consider-

ably more elaborate than any found in the Hottentot collections available

for comparison. The disgrace and cure of barrenness, which play such an
extraordinary part in Zulu folk-lore, do not occur; nor do the transformations

and retransformations of the hero, or the consequences of infringing ta-

boos, appear as prominent motives. There is, however, an interesting variant

of the "Tale of the False Bride " (pp. 432, 433). Frog purloins the bathing

bride's clothes, and plays the part of the wife. The heroine appears in her

husband's absence, and, unobserved except by an old woman, performs all

the duties of a housewife. At last the husband detects her in the act, takes

her for his real wife, and beats the impostor, who leaps into the water. In
the Kaffir versions,9 the Imbulu or Mbulu (a species of lizard) borrows the

bride's garments, then refuses to restore them. The other incidents, includ-

ing the clandestine house-cleaning, 10 are virtually the same, except that the

pretender is destroyed by a ruse. The theft of a bather's robe is not unknown
to the Kaffirs, but with them it occurs in different combinations: the heroine,

m bathing, has disregarded the taboos incident to puberty, or has set at

1 Callaway, Nursery Talcs, etc. p. 143 2 Thcal, /. c. pp. 29-39.
3 Callaway, I. c. p. 300.
* Theal, I. c. pp. 40-47.
6 Callaway, /. c. pp. 142-147. Heli Chatelain, Folk-Tales of Angola (Memoirs of the

American Folk-Lore Society, vol. i, 1894), p. 101.

« L. c. pp. 5-8. 7 Callaway, /. c. p. 149. « Theal, I. c. p. 190.
9 Callaway, /. c. pp. 303-316, 123, 130. Theal, I. c. pp. 144-147.

This episode also occurs in a wholly different context (Thcal, /. c. p. 74).
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naught her parents' warning, and a monster steals her garments. 1 A mo-

tive akin to that of the false bride occurs in the Hottentot tale (Schultze,

p. 409) of the disguised flayer. Lion kills and flays a girl, dons her skin, and

tries to play her part, but is detected by her relatives and burned to death.

The victim's heart leaps up, and the girl is restored to life. Of the other hu-

man stories, two present analogues to Bantu tales. In one (p. 438) a poor

boy is abused by his sister, but flees and attains wealth by the help of his pet

bull. In the Kaffir version 2 the ox is killed, but its horns remain a miracu-

lous source of supplies. In the other story, of which a Herero version is re-

corded by Bleek, the heroes exchange articles in their possession for objects

of successively higher value. Their plant is traded away for an awl, the

awl for a cane, the cane for honey, etc. (pp. 415, 416). The tale is found

among the Zulu and Amaxosa, 3 and also in European folk-lore.

Animal tales constitute a considerable portion of Schultze's collection.

Some are, at least ostensibly, etiological, accounting for the specific food of

different animals, or for the origin of biological peculiarities (pp. 534-539).

The majority, however, are character tales, in which the trickster, Jackal,

plays the most prominent part. Two of the Jackal stories are identical with

portions of the Kaffir Uthlakanyana cycle. Thus, Jackal, like Uthlakan-

yana, 4 packs a woman on his back, whom he is afterwards unable to shake

off (p. 496), the only difference being that in Schultze's and Bleek's 5 versions

the Sun is the "Burr-woman," while the Amaxosa substitute the Tortoise.

Jackal, like his Kaffir congener, pretends to tutor the Leopard's children,

whom he slays and eats, one by one (p. 466).
6 In a very characteristic story,

Jackal meets the simpleton, Hyena, going to his bride. He begs for permis-

sion to ride, bridle, and whip his victim, pretends that the Hyena is his

father's horse, and secures the bride for himself (p. 461). The dialogue be-

tween trickster and dupe is almost exactly paralleled in the Angolan tale of

Elephant and Frog, and Chatelain has called attention to the occurrence of

the story in Sierra Leone.7 The deception of the simpleton by Jackal forms

the principal motive in a number of other tales, some of which are dupli-

cates of Bleek's. In some cases a comparison of the two versions shows in-

teresting differences. Thus the Dove, in Bleek's story,8 is bullied by Jackal

into throwing her children down to him, as he threatens to fly up and catch

her. Heron enlightens the bird, and in revenge Jackal hits his neck, whence
the heron's bent neck to-day. Schultze records precisely the same incidents;

but the counsellor (Flamingo) is simply killed by Jackal, and the explanatory

element is lacking (pp. 483-485). It should be stated that from Professor

Schultze's texts and comments it appears that the narrator often consciously

represses the etiological conclusion when the causal nexus between the past

experiences of the actors and their present condition is sufficiently clear

(pp. 464, 469).

While Jackal is the trickster par excellence, he is sometimes beaten at his

1 Callaway, Nursery Tales, etc. pp. 56, 57, 85; Theal, /. c. p. 67.
2 Theal, /. c. pp. 169-171.
3 Callaway, /. c. pp. 37-40; Theal, I. c. pp. 102-104. In these versions the barterer is

Uthlakanyana, the trickster.

4 Theal, /. c. pp. 116, 117. s L. c. p. 67.
6 Callaway, I. c. pp. 24-27; Theal, /. c. pp. 111-113.
7 Chatelain, /. c. pp. 203, 298. 8 L. c. p. 21.
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own game and subjected to maltreatment; or his characteristics may appear

under a different name. As the author points out (p. 452), it is really the

triumph of cunning over brute force that constitutes the leitmotiv of the

Hottentot fables. Thus, though in Schultze's version (p. 491) Jackal destroys

the Lion's power of flight, the same exploit is attributed by Bleek's in-

formant to Frog. 1 Similarly, the Baboon sends Lion down a precipice (p.

503),
2 the Steinbock puts him to flight (p. 511), the Ostrich conquers him in

a hand-to-hand encounter (p. 510), and the Lizard plays the same trick on

him as the Jackal on the Hyena (pp. 505, 463). The swallowing of the Tor-

toise by the Eland, which is killed by the apparent victim (p. 529), and the

defect of the Ostrich by the Tortoise in a foot-race (p. 528, the Hare and
Tortoise motive), 3 illustrate the same fact.

Two of the animal stories recorded by Schultze may be regarded as typi-

cal ogre tales. Elephant has married Fly, who is visited by her two brothers.

She hides them from her mother-in-law, who, however, smells them (Fee

fo fum motive). The boys escape with their sister, are pursued by Elephant,

and kill him with their spears (p. 516). In the second story, several girls set

out to visit the Snake. A little girl wishes to accompany her sister, is ordered

to return, but insists on going along. Arrived at their host's, the members
of the party are received with apparent hospitality and treated to a soporific

massage. The young girl, however, remains awake, kills the Snake when
it approaches her, and awakens her party, who make their escape (p. 523).

The general course of the story, and, more particularly, the opening incident,

strikingly resemble an Angolan tale of the Makishi ogres. 4

Of manifestly imported tales, Schultze's work contains the story of the un-

grateful animal, which Tylor has traced to the Arabian Nights, where it ap-

pears as the Ungrateful Crocodile.5 A snake is held down by a rock, from

under which he cannot extricate himself. Porcupine releases him, then

Snake tries to kill his rescuer. Porcupine proposes to arbitrate the matter.

The Jackal is chosen umpire. He demands to see exactly in what position

Snake found himself previous to his liberation. The Snake agrees to lie

down as before, and Jackal calmly places the rock so as to prevent him
from escaping (p. 493).

6 Though the names of the characters change, this

tale is found with identical details among the Wolof and Angolans. 7

Summing up, it may be said that, while Professor Schultze's material still

leaves us in the dark as to what may have been the cosmogonic and culture

myths of the Hottentot, his collection is very satisfactory for other depart-

ments of folk-lore, and establishes a closer connection between the tales of

the Hottentot and neighboring Bantu tribes. Were the animal stories of the

Zulu and Amaxosa better known, there would doubtless be found additioial

points of similarity.

Indian Folk-Tales, being Side-Lights on Village Life in Bilaspore, Central

Provinces. By E. M. Gordon. London: Elliot Stock, 1908. Pp. xii, 99.

The ten chapters of this little book, the material for which was gathered

by the author at first hand, after acquiring the native language, during a resi-

1 L. c. p 45. 2 Bleek, /. c. p. 37.
' Bleek, I. c. p. 32. « Chatelain, /. c. p. 103.
6 Tylor, Researches into tli£ Early History of Mankind, p. 10.
6 Bleek, /. c. pp. 11-13. 1 Schultze, /. c. p. 390; Chatelain, /. c. p. 157.
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dence of sixteen years in Mungeli Tehsil, the western portion of the district

of Bilaspore, treat the following topics: Country and people; objects of wor-

ship and festivals; agriculture; curious remedies; births and marriages,

death, burial, and the hereafter; folk-tales and proverbs; snake-lore; relics

and fossils; miscellaneous items; the new religion. It has been written with

more circumspection than many works emanating from missionary circles

of the white race of the Anglo-Saxon brand, and will doubtless serve well

one of the objects for which it was composed and published; viz. "to enable

those who greatly desire the spread of the religion of Christ in India to ac-

quire a more intelligent idea of the beliefs of the people in the villages."

Some of the material has already appeared in the " Journal of the Asiatic

Society of Bengal." Among the interesting practices, ceremonies, observances,

etc., current in Bilaspore, may be mentioned the festival of the cow Bahura

(p. 15), the festival of stilts (p. 17), the fortnight of the manes (p. 18), "wed-
ding" the fields (p. 23), shooting the deer of straw (p. 42), sworn friendship

(p. 83), etc. The section (pp. 53-70) on "Folk-Tales and Proverbs" gives

the English texts of "The Little Blackbird," "The Louse and the Crow,"

"The Tiger and the Barber," "The Paila [large grain-measure] and the Paili

[small grain-measure]," "The Story of Mahadeo and the Jackal," "The
Deer andthe Jackal;" also the native text and English translation of "The
Story of Ir, Blr, Dau and I," which is a "child's play-song taken down ver-

batim from the lips of a girl twelve years of age, who had learned it from an

old man, a beggar, who would make her repeat this song in order to help them

in begging as they went from village to village together." Of the fifteen

proverbs (native and English texts), the following are the most noteworthy:

Hunger regards not unclean food, Thirst minds not the watering-place,

Sleep objects not to a bier for a bed, and Youth (passion) regards not caste

or out-caste.

.4. F. C.

Quellen und Forschungen zur Deutschen Volkskunde, herausgegeben von
E. K. Bliimml. Band I. Heitere Yolksgesange aus Tirol (Tisch- und
Gesellschaftslieder). Mit Singweisen. Im Volke gesammelt und zusam-

mengestellt von Franz Friedrich Kohl. YVien : Verlag Dr. Rud. Ludwig,

1908. S. 164. Ibid. Band II. Breaiberger-Gedichte. Ein Beitrag zur

Brembergersage von Arthur Kopp. Wien, 1908. S. 63.

With these two volumes begins the series of " Sources and Investigations

in German Folk-Lore" edited by Dr. E. K. Bliimml, the Austrian folk-lorist.

The first, dedicated by the author to his wife, the companion and co-laborer

of his folk-lore investigations, records 102 merry Tirolese folk-songs (sung

at table and in social gatherings and societies of various sorts), with a glos-

sary (pp. 147-161, two columns to the page) of dialectic words and expressions

and an index of first lines. How long these songs may persist, if they have

some wit about them and are not too narrowly local in character, is shown
by the fact that the author heard from a blacksmith in Hopfgarten in the north-

ern Tirol in the summer of 1904 the song "Burgall" practically as it was
recorded from the Zillertal by Strolz in 1807. At that time the guitar had
not reached the Tirol, but the Hackbrett, now almost abandoned by the folk,

was much in vogue. The character of Tirolese satirical songs has not changed
much since the time of Strolz; only in a few of the more recent songs does a
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wider intellectual horizon appear. The chief topics of these songs are the

relations of the sexes, of the peasants, and the upper and learned classes,

officials, etc. Interesting is "Das Dorfschulmeisterlein" (p. 97), — he is the

most tormented of all men, and the last to be allowed to enter heaven. " Adam
und Eva" (p. 100) gives a folk-appreciation of the apple-eating in Eden.

Although in many of these songs folk-wit and folk-thought are more notable

than good poetry, some of them possess the aesthetic touch as well. Both

as a source of material for the philologist and as a mine for the psychologist

the volumes of folk-song, etc., to be published in this series are to be heartily

welcomed.

In the second volume Dr. A. Kopp gathers together from fugitive sheets,

etc., the various known "Brennenberg songs," and in his introduction (pp.

1-12) treats the study of Ritter Brennenberg in connection with the "heart

legend" of Uhland's "Castellan of Coucy," and other variants of the can-

nibalistic episode studied by Gaston de Paris, H. Patzig, etc. This tale, the

essence of which lies in a man making his wife eat the heart of her lover,"

— in some cases the jealous husband kills the lover himself, — finds cognates

even in India. The poems known as " Bremberger" and treating of the legend

of the heart of the dead singer, recall Reinmar von Brennenberg, and are

fashioned after his peculiar strophe. Both in form and contents the Brem-
berger material was widespread in the folk-song of the sixteenth century. The
theme seems to have almost served as a "practice topic" in the Meister-

sdnger schools. The Sage here considered has now the valuable discussion

of Gaston Paris (" Romania," 1879, 1883), Hermann Patzig (1891), and Kopp.

A. F. C.

The Arthur of the English Poets. By Howard Maynadier. Boston:

1907. $1.50.

A mineralogist may pour from a pocket-vial a few drops of acid now on

this fragment of rock and now on that, and by noting carefully the different

kinds of reaction that ensue, and the way in which the different layers of

material behave, may learn much about the history of the earth's crust.

Dr. Maynadier uses the great legend of King Arthur much as our fancied

mini ralogist might use his vial of powerful acid. He estimates each period

of English literature by the way in which it behaves toward his favorite legend.

The method is strictly defensible. The Arthurian legends are the very essence

oi romance. It is hard to find pure examples of romance in the strict sense

of the word outside of the fairy circle of King Arthur. The attitude which
an age takes toward the Arthurian legend is therefore a very delicate test

ol it> attitude towards romance. The romantic ages make much of the Round
Table cycle; the formal ages either neglect it completely or turn it into an

obje< t for satire. In the second half of this book, by a skilful use of this method
oi comparison, Dr. Maynadier is able to sketch succinctly the main currents
>•!' feeling in English literature from the twelfth century down, without seem-

ing to do anything except to talk about the development of the Arthurian
story. This mode of treatment gives the book, at least in appearance, much

Ith of outlook, and helps to make it readable.

dable this little manual of the Arthurian legends certainly is. If the

second half of the book owes its readableness to its constant attention to the

general literary relations of the legend, the first owes its interest in great part
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to the author's knowledge of Arthurian localities. Dr. Maynadier has, we
believe, visited most of the places in Great Britain that tradition has asso-

ciated with King Arthur. He is thus able to give the reader here and there a

touch of personal exploration that adds vividness to the book: e. g. (Tarn

Wadling, the scene of several Arthur romances) "is to-day only a sedgy

swamp where cattle feed. About it are green fields with the neat little village

of High Hesket, on an eminence above it, less than half a mile away. Farther

off in all directions are hills. Only some dark bristling pines on the edge of

the tarn remain to suggest wildness." (This last sentence, by the way, does

scant justice to a thick grove of pines that extends for nearly half a mile along

the clearly defined margin of the former tarn.)

The first half of the book is a clear resume " of the frequently conflicting

opinions on the Round Table stories which students of mediaeval literature

have held." As such a resume, the book will be of great convenience to stu-

dents and readers; and in one or two places, as notably on pages 48 and 121,

where it discusses Irish influence on mediaeval literature, it will speak with

the authority of one who has himself investigated the question in detail.

The resume is tolerably complete ; but one is rather surprised to find that

Dr. Maynadier does not seem to have used Gaston Paris's last article in

the "Journal des Savants" (see p. 69), although he refers to this article on

p. 154, footnote, nor does he refer to recent monographs by Paton, Fletcher,

and Kittredge.

Dr. Maynadier is quite right in showing the importance of the English

romances in keeping the legend of Arthur alive (p. 197) and in emphasizing

the fact that knights and ladies of the middle ages were gentle folk, and
were not lacking in personal cleanness and fine feeling (p. 252), though not

many will agree with him that Geoffrey of Monmouth lacked style (p. 38).

Nor does he seem altogether to escape the ordinary attitude of indifference

toward the middle ages, when he calls English literature from Layamon to

the Renaissance "a dreary waste" (p. 201).

The author is at his best in the informal similes with which he enlivens his

pages, and makes them appeal even to the tyro in these studies: e. g. p. 12,

where he compares the Romans in Britain to the English in India; p. 34,

where he draws a parallel between Arthur, Franklin, and Lincoln; p. 45,

where he compares Brittany and its relation to Welsh literature, to America

and its relation to English literature; pp. 77, 273, where he draws a parallel

between Chretien de Troies and Sir Walter Scott.

The second half of this manual "indicates the general tendencies of Ar-

thurian literature in the English world from its first appearance to the pre-

sent," and as a sketch is interesting and well done. Students and readers will

be glad to have this material in convenient form, and will derive assistance

from Dr. Maynadier's comments.

A. C. L. Browne.
Northwestern University, Evanston, III.

vol. xxi. — nos. 80-81. 17
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RECORD OF AMERICAN INDIAN FOLK-LORE.

NORTH AMERICA.

Washoan. — Dr. A. L. Kroeber's "TheWasho Language of East

Central California and Nevada," which appears as vol. iv, no. 5 (Berke-

ley, September, 1907, pp. 251-317) of the "University of California

Publication in American Archaeology and Ethnology," contains at pages

302-306 two brief texts (narrations rendered in Washo from the English

version told the informant) which are given with explanatory notes,

—

one is a Blue Jay story. The vocabulary given includes (p. 309) a list of

terms of relationship. The information published in this monograph was

obtained from " Robert Schermerhorn, a young educated Indian speaking

good English." It adds much to our knowledge of the language.

Zunian. — The posthumous article ("notes from an incomplete

and unpublished lecture") of F. H. Cushing, " Observations relative

to the Origin of the Fylfot or Swastika," published in the "American

Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, 334-337) for April-June, 1907, treats of the

origin of the swastika among the Zufii. In Indian and English is given

on page 337 " the shield-making prayer of a priest of the bow," in which

the origin of this symbol is indicated. The swastika both in the Old

World and the New, according to Cushing, was a regions-symbol (the

Zuni gammadio-form arrangement of the four ancient spaces or terraces

of the gods of the four directions and the ancient Finnish fylfot arrow

symbol of the thunderbolt of all directions belong together). Other

varieties of the swastika, apart from the simpler region symbols, were

"developed both in Mexico and in the Orient in connection with cane

(arrow) games."

CENTRAL AMERICA.

Costa Rica.— In his article, in the "American Anthropologist" (n. s.

ix, 307-314, 5 pi.) for April-June, 1907, C. V. Hartman treats of "The
Alligator as a Plastic Decorative Motive in certain Costa Rican Pot-

tery." The pottery in question the author terms "Curridabat ware,"

after the name of the Indian village near which it was first discovered.

About 80 per cent of the decorated vases exhumed are "adorned
with ornaments derived from the alligator or from parts of its body."

The feature emphasized above all others is the scute or scale ornamen-
tation of the alligator's back. The Curridabat ware differs from the

Chiriquian alligator ware in that with the former "all the alligator de-

signs are executed in clay, either in relief or in incised ornaments on the

vessels, and are never painted," while with the latter they are always
painted. In the scute rows of the alligator's back, the author sees the

origin of the peculiar " string ornamentation " of the pottery of the stone-

cist graves of the highlands and of the Atlantic coast.— Mr. Hartman is
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also the author of "Archaeological Researches on the Pacific Coast of

Costa Rica" (Pittsburgh, August, 1907, 95 pp., pi. i-xlvii, figs. 1-70),

reprinted from the "Memoirs of the Carnegie Museum," vol. iii, no. 1.

The regions treated of are the peninsula of Nicoya and Las Guacas.

Pages 3-9 are devoted to a resume of the account given by Gonzalo Fer-

nandes de Oviedo y Valdes (1529) of the manners and customs of the

Indians of Nicoya and those of the islands of the Gulf. Noteworthy

were the dance and human sacrifice described on p. 5. The caciques

were entitled to the jus prima noctis. The drinking feasts and dances

of the Choreteguas are also referred to, and other "drinking feasts"

described at some length. Mr. Hartman informs us that "the few

aborigines of pure, or almost pure, Indian blood, who still survive on the

peninsula and near the pueblos of Nicoya and Uatamboro have been

almost completely absorbed by the mixed Spanish population, and have

lost nearly all their primitive customs and ideas, even their language."

From one of the older Indians of Nicoya, the author obtained in 1897

"a few words of salutation, the only ones he could recall." These, with

the Spanish correspondents were :
—

Ka-pe-manche. Buenas dias (to which the answer always was Ka-
pe-hue-jo).

Su-su-mu-rio? Como estamos?

Ni-mun-gis pa-ni-ki? Como esta la familia?

Sio! Adios!

A priest in the pueblo of Nicoya is said to have made a vocabulary

of the language. Of the section on the "Antiquities of the Velasco

Collections from Las Guacas," pages 60-92 are devoted to "amulets,"

i. e. "small, polished, ornamental stones of various shapes and colors,

all pierced by holes, indicating that they were worn suspended on the

body." The Las Guacas culture was "a local development with many
peculiar traits." Mr. Hartman thinks that "certain features of the art

of the stone-cutter and the methods of work here in vogue, such as the

extensive manufacture of stone amulets, and the employment of the

tubular drill in the manufacture of ornamental and ceremonial objects

of hard and precious stones, exactly as among the ancient inhabitants

of Mexico, plainly point to a northern origin of the Nicoyan culture"

(p. 94). The Las Guacas culture exhibits marked differences in many
ways from that of the Chiriquians and the Guetares of the Atlantic

coast. The Guetares "produced numerous stone idols in human shape,

varying in height, even reaching full life-size, as well as human heads of

stone with flat bases," while in Nicoya "stone idols are of rare occur-

rence and are quite different in shape." This valuable monograph is to

be followed by a second memoir treating the remarkable ceramic objects

from this region and likewise the few objects found of gold, copper,

bone, shell, etc.
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WEST INDIES.

St. Kitts and Nevis. —To the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix,

315-333, 4 pi., 11 figs.) for April-June, 1907, C. W. Branch contributes

an article on "Aboriginal Antiquities in Saint Kitts and Nevis," the

sections of which on ornaments, pottery, rock-carvings (pp. 328-331)

interest us here. At the Wingfield estate, occurs the "Man and Wo-

man" group, — "the finest example of rock carving probably in the

Lesser Antilles" (p. 330). Other petroglyphs are found at the Willett

estate, Stone-fort Gorge, and Hart's Bay. According to the author,

"these rock engravings do not present much mutual resemblance."

With the exception of the Stone-fort faces they are all cut in hard rock,

and the incisions, especially the eye-holes, are generally deep. The
Wingfield figure suggests certain petroglyphs in British Guiana, the

one at Willett a St. Vincent carving.

SOUTH AMERICA.

Bororoan. — In the " Journal of the Anthropological Institute" (vol.

xxxvi, pp. 382-406, 3 pi., 1 fig.), V. Fric and P. Radin publish

"Contributions to the Study of the Bororo Indians. With a Descrip-

tion of an Ethnographic Collection presented to the Berlin Museum fur

Volkerkunde." Habitat and history, Mr. Fric's journey, social institu-

tions (chieftainship, marriage service, etc., religion, agriculture, dress),

material culture (dress, head and hair ornaments, body-ornaments,

weapons, musical instruments, dolls, etc.), are treated, and in an appen-

dix (pp. 401-405) is given a Bororo-Italian-English vocabulary based

on a MS. of the late G. Boggiani, and "containing many words not

found in either Professor von den Steinen's work or in the pamphlet

of Serior Caldas." Mr. Fric witnessed, in 1905, the Marido, one of the

two most important dances of the Bororo (pp. 385-387), and gives also

a few notes on the other, the Mano. Concerning these dances, we are

told (p. 385), "both in their essence have the same meaning as the

Olympian games of the Greeks, festivities in which the Indians show
their strength and agility, and which are celebrated in remembrance of

their brave comrades who have fallen in battle." The Mano differs

from the Marido principally in the fact that the participants are divided

into two parties The Bororo "have the most centralized tribal organ-

ization that we know of among the South American Indians" (p. 388).

The bahito or men's house "is a public school, where the children are

taught spinning, weaving, the manufacture of weapons, and, above

all, singing, upon perfection in which is centred the ambition of all

those who wish to become chieftains." If the son of a chief is a poor

singer, he will remain a common Bororo, while, "if there are two good
singers in the same village, either the one who is adjudged to sing
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somewhat the better is chief, or one of the two secedes with his fol-

lowers and establishes a new village." At pages 389, 390 are given

specimens of the bakururu, or "the songs that are sung by the chieftain,

the children acting as a chorus, before and after every important occa-

sion." These songs have already been treated of by von den Steinen.

Among the Bororo "monogamy is general, although polygamy is per-

mitted." The marriage-proposal comes from the woman. The unfaith-

ful wife is made an areida bahito ("tribal prostitute"), but Mr. Fric

never met more than two such in any village. The chief "bad spirits"

of the Bororo are Bope and Mareba, the former being "the human soul

regarded as a bad spirit." Mareba is more feared than Bope. The
principal garment of the men is a "penis-cuff" and the women wear a

corset of bark and a bast band. Noteworthy are the crowns of jaguar's

claws and the feather diadems. All the Bororo wear lip-chains or lip-

sticks, — of the former there are three kinds, and of the latter four. They
have three general types of bows (fishing, peccary, jaguar) and numer-

ous varieties of arrows. The musical instruments of the Bororo include

the ica (a sort of trumpet), the pana (four calabashes with a hole on top

of each for singing into), the parira (feathered flute of bamboo), and

calabash rattles. Dolls are made of palm-leaf, or fashioned out of

calabashes.

Ecuador. — As volume i (Xew York, 1907, 133 pp., pi. i-lv, figs. 1-9)

of "Contributions to South American Archaeology," appears "Contri-

butions to South American Archaeology (The George G. Heye Expedi-

tion). The Antiquities of Manabi, Ecuador: A Preliminary Report,

by Marshall H. Saville," a book well printed, magnificently illustrated,

and a credit to American science. The plan of the work here begun is

"to collect and publish data relating to the pre-Columbian inhabitants of

the entire region lying between Peru and Panama." The researches

in the Manabi country "were undertaken by the writer, with the finan-

cial support and cooperation of George G. Heye, Esq., of New York
City." A very useful "Bibliography of the Anthropology of Ecuador"
occupies pages 121-135. At pages 85-100 is quoted the description of

the city of Puerto Viejo, etc., from the " 2
a Parte de la Descripcion de

Guayaquil," pp. 276-309; at pages 100-105 Cieza de Leon's account

of Puerto Viejo (after Markham); at pages 105-109 Garcilasso's chapter

relating to Manabi, on "The gods and customs of the Manta nation,

etc.," also from Markham; and elsewhere are given briefer extracts

from other authorities. A resume of "the historical accounts of the

Spanish conquest and of the natives" occupies pages 8-15. The first

known of the aboriginal peoples of the Manabi-Esmeraldas region were

the Caras, and "the first theatre of action after their arrival was Manabi
from the Bay of Caraques to Manta, and it is said that here they founded

a city." Afterwards, little by little, they abandoned the coast of Manabi,
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"extending towards the north by Atacames and Esmeraldas, and pene-

trating by rivers to the territory of Quito." They are reported to have

reached the Manabi coast by sea. The stories about the "giants " are

referred to "the landing of some barbarous and warlike people who

came at aremote time in the past" (p. 10). While the Peruvians "touched

Manabi," Dr. Saville thinks that "it is safe to assume that the ma-

terial in the collection now to be described pertained to a people almost

untouched by Inca ideas." Spanish influence dates from 1526. Some

of the tribes of this area were "so savage that the Inca did not deem

them worthy of conquest" (Ulloa). As to speech: "The Indians of

this land did not have a common language; but nearly every town

spoke a different dialect." The so-called "wells of the giants" were

early noticed in Manabi by the Spaniards. The remains of ancient houses

of the pre-Columbian natives still exist throughout Manabi, and "near

the present town of Manta are the ruins of a large pre-Columbian set-

tlement," known to the chroniclers as Jocay. The most remarkable

archaeological objects of this region are the stone seats or chairs "found

only on the hills in a small area of about 20 miles in diameter," — no

objects of like character being elsewhere known. These seats are of two

classes, those sculptured with human and those with animal figures, the

latter having greater variety in form. A curious fact about these people

is that " they selected the coarsest, roughest, and least desirable material

for their sculptures, and used the finer stone, better adapted for carving,

in their houses" (p. 25). Among the stone sculptures are included "a
number of idols, or small statues of human figures, of several types." The
columns of Manabi resemble most those of the Nicoya peninsula in Costa

Rica. Interesting are the fragments of bas-reliefs from Cerro Jaboncillo.

As the name Esmeraldas indicates, this region was famed for the emeralds

in use among the natives; indeed, "the Indians of Manta worshipped a

large emerald, which they called Umiha; and the offerings to this deity

were preferably small emeralds, which were called the children of the

deity." The metal objects include copper discs, bells, etc. Urn-burial

prevailed in Manabi. Pottery whistles are numerous. One of the human
heads has "the face exquisitely figured, and presents a strikingly lifelike

portrait of an Indian type." This figure presents a "startling resem-

blance to Zapotecan heads." Professor Saville recognizes in pre-Incarial

Ecuador "at least five different centres of culture," — Imbabura, Quito

(the Caras), Riobamba (the Puruhas), Azuay (the Canaris), Manabi.

He is inclined to think that the hill people of Manabi, who "had little

in common with the Quechuas of Peru, or with the other centres of

culture in the Andes," may have come "along the coast from the north,

possibly from southern Central America." Interesting is the statement on

page 7 concerning the inhabitants of Monte Cristi, that during the feast

of San Pablo, the patron saint of the town, in the month of June, "they
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have an interesting festival, quite spectacular in character, which has

certain elements derived from Indian and negro sources."— In "L'An-

thropologie" (vol. xviii, 146-155J for January-April, 1907, R. Verneau

writes of "Les nouveaux documents anthropologiques rapportes de

l'Equateur par le Dr. Rivet." Of these the pottery and terra cotta

objects interest the folklorist. Curious is the terra cotta vase, in human
form, from the region of the Xapo ; likewise the "stone idol," figured on

page 154, which, as Dr. Verneau remarks, strikingly resembles the sculp-

tures of the French dolmens and those of the Marne caves. In the

ceramic art several correspondences with that of Costa Rica are noted.

Jivarax. In "L'Anthropologic" (vol. xviii, pp. 333-368, 9 figs.,

map) for May-August, 1907, Dr. Rivet publishes the first part of a

welcome monograph on "Les Indiens Jibaros," one of the least known
scientifically, though otherwise much celebrated, of South American

Indian stocks. History, geographic distribution of various tribal divi-

sions, population (Dr. Rivet places the maximum at 20,000), physical

characteristics, material life (costume, — the gala costume of a chief

is described in detail, crowns, earrings, necklaces, etc.) The tying of

the penis up against the body is practised by the Jivaro. Painting (with

Bixa orellana seeds) face, breast, arms, and legs red is in vogue. More
lasting painting than this is effected by means of the genipa fruit, —
with this also the teeth are painted. The lobes of the ears and the lower

lip are pierced, the latter in women only.

Myths and Legends.— In his article " Sobre los mitos i las legendas

de los indios sud-americanos" (Santiago, 1907, pp. 11), reprinted from

the "Anales de la Universidad de Chile," R. R. Schuller criticises the

treatment of the "fire-myth" by Ehrenreich in his "Die Mythen und

Legenden der sudamerikanischen Urvolker" (Berlin, 1905), and adds

a number of titles relating to the religious ideas, etc., of the Araucanian

and Tapuyan tribes. To the fire-myths of South American Indians

(three cases only) cited by Ehrenreich Schuller adds the legend of the

obtaining of fire, reported from the Lenguas of the Paraguayan Chaco

by Hawtry, — the Arawaks also seem to have such a myth.

A. F. C. and I. C. C.

RECORD OF XEGRO FOLK-LORE.

Brazil. — The Bantu negroes in certain parts of Brazil were able

to set up "republics" and to maintain them for some time against the

Portuguese and the Dutch. An interesting example of the retention

in America of this "state-sense" characteristic of the Bantu stock in

Africa is the republic of the maroon negroes of Palmares, a sketch

of whose history has been published by Dr. Nina Rodriguez. This
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republic seems to have been a well-organized "state," which bravely

and persistently resisted its European assailants for a long time. Dr.

Rodriguez's article, "A Troya Negra, E nos e lacunas da historia de

Palmares," appeared in the "Revista do Instit. Archeol. e Geogr. Per-

nambucano (Recife)," vol. xi (1906), pp. 645-672.

Cuba.— Fernando Ortiz's " Hampa afro-cubana. Los Negros Brujos"

(Madrid, 1906), of which an extended notice by Dr. Rivet appears in

"L'Anthropologie" (vol. xviii, pp. 461-464), is a Lombrosan book on

the much-mixed hampa, or "gueuserie," and the brujos or negro sor-

cerers and witch-doctors. The sorcerers have preserved to a consid-

erable extent "their threefold character of priests, fortune-tellers, and

curcrs," and it is in the last two that they are most feared and appre-

ciated. The embo, or "therapeutic" object employed by the sorcerers

in their expulsion of evil spirits and their efforts to injure individuals

against whom their evil power is desired, is of multiform material,

sometimes human bones, etc. To judge from both the text and the

illustrations of this monograph, a large amount of primitive African

religion and superstition has survived among the Cuban negroes. We are

told, e. g. : "They recognize a superior deity, Olorufi, who has, however,

no cult; also three categories of superior deities, viz. (1) a trinity, con-

sisting of the androgynous Obatala (who represents the creative forces

of nature), Shango, the god of thunder, and Ifa, who reveals the un-

known and presides over coitus and sexual relations; (2) other anthro-

pomorphic deities; (3) innumerable fetishes." Another curious divinity

is seen in "the Jimagiias, a twin deity represented by two wooden statu-

ettes clothed in red and tied together by a string around the neck, or

by a single piece of wood in which two heads have been carved, simi-

larly clothed." No human sacrifices are made to these deities now,

the offerings being confined to fruit, meal, honey, sometimes birds of

certain colors, and occasionally sheep, goats, or pigs. A curious adapta-

tion of African fetishism to Spanish Catholicism has taken place, by

which these deities have been assimilated to certain Christian saints,

etc. Thus, with Obatala and "la Vergen de las Mercedes," with Shango

and Sta. Barbara, etc. On the altars of these sorcerers are to be found
" a crucifix, images of saints or of the Virgin, beside heathen fetishes, etc.,

and certain prayers of purely Christian form addressed to idolatrous

objects." The facts cited by Ortiz for the Cuban negroes are paralleled

even in detail by Dr. Rodriguez, in his "L'animisme fetichiste des

negres de Bahia" (Bahia, 1900) for those of Bahia, in Brazil. Here,

too, we find the "supreme deity" Olorufi, and beneath him Obatala,

' and Ifa, who in Brazil are all termed orisas or "saints." As
Dr. Rodriguez points out, Olorun, Obatala, Shango, and Ifa are deities

of the Voruba of West Africa, "the predominant theological concep-

tions of these Brazilian negroes being those of the Yorubans." If
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Ortiz reports correctly the state of affairs among the Cuban negroes

studied by him, the Yoruban influence must also prevail among them.

And we have thus the interesting fact of the preservation of Yoruban
folk-lore in regions so far distant from each other as are Cuba and

Bahia. In Cuba also occurs the marimba, and (likewise the marriga

corresponding to the boite au set of the Martinique orchestras. Other

reminiscences of West Africa are the variegated paper lanterns of

carnival days, certain costumes in use on festival days, etc. Ortiz's

monograph, like that of Rodriguez, is a useful addition to the literature

of negro folk-lore in America.

Hayti. — Dr. A. Danneskiold-Samsoe's dissertation on "Der

Schlangenkult in Oberguinea und auf Hayti" (Leipzig, 1907) is an

interesting contribution to the literature concerning snake-worship

among the negroes of Africa and of America. How much of this cult

in Hayti, e. g. is due to importation from Guinea, and how much to

development of similar ideas in the Xew World, is doubtful. As contrasted

with Guinea, where the cult has arisen in an African environment

altogether, and has been there maintained and propagated, the snake-

worship of Hayti is now part of a peculiar mixture of Christian beliefs

and heathen practices.

Jamaica. — Volume lv of the publications of the Folk-Lore Society

(London, 1907, pp. xxxix, 288) is entitled "Jamaican Song and Story:

Annancy Stories, Digging Sings, Ring Tunes, and Dancing Tunes

collected and edited by Walter Jekyll. With an Introduction by Alice

Werner and Appendices on Traces of African Melody in Jamaica by

C. S. Myers and on English Airs and Motifs in Jamaica by Lucy E.

Broadwood." Part I (pp. 1-156) contains the Negro-English texts (with

explanatory notes) of 51 "Annancy" stories; Part II (pp. 157-189),

the texts, with melodies and explanatory notes of 37 "digging sings;"

Part III (pp. 190-215), texts, with music and explanatory notes, of

28 "ring tunes;" Part IV (pp. 216, 217), texts, with music and ex-

planatory notes, of 80 "dancing tunes." The appendix by Dr. Myers

occupies pp. 278-285; and that by Miss Broadwood, pp. 285-288. The
chief characteristics of this interesting and valuable addition to the

literature of the folk-lore of the American negro, mostly noted by Miss

Werner in her introduction, are :
—

1. Annancy (anansi) is the Tshi or Ashanti word for "spider," figuring

so largely in the folk-tales of the west coast of Africa. The few words

stated by Mr. Jekyll to be African seem also to be Tshi (e. g. Massoo,

p. 12 = md so, "to lift"). The names formerly given to children ac-

cording to the day on which they were born (e. g. Quashy, Quashiba,

p. 156) are "immediately recognizable as Tshi." Thus the important

African element in these tales is Tshi, and not Bantu.

2. Among the tribes found in Jamaica, according to Mr. Jekyll, are
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Ibo of the lower Niger, Coromantin of the Gold Coast, Hausa, Mandingo,

Moko inland from Calabar, Nago (Yoruba), Sobo of the lower Niger,

etc.

3. Out of the 51 stories, at least n (Yung-Kyumpyung, King Daniel,

Blackbird and Woss-woss, Mr. Bluebeard, Man-crow, Saylan, Tacoma
and the Old Witch-Girl, The Three Pigs, Pretty Poll, Open Sesame,

and The Three Sisters), Miss Werner observes, "can be set down as

imported directly or indirectly, from Europe," — some may have

come first from Portugal to Africa. It is further probable that "the

African element in the stories before us is far less evident than in 'Uncle

Remus,' and is in many cases overlaid and inextricably mixed up with

matter of European origin."

4. The great majority of these Jamaican negro tales, "whether,

strictly speaking, 'Annancy stories' or not, come under the heading of

animal-stories, and are of the same type as 'Uncle Remus,' Junod's

'Roman au Lievre,' etc." The same haziness of distinction between

animals and men characterizes them all.

5. "Brer Rabbit" appears in but two of these Jamaican tales, "in

none of which we can recognize anything of his traditional character."

A character entirely absent is the tortoise (the participants in the race

of the fast and the slow, are, in Jamaica, the donkey and the toad).

Besides the Spider (Annancy) and the "Tiger" (leopard or lion), there

figure in these stories the Cow, Hog, Dog, Cat, Rat, " John-Crow,"

Chicken-Hawk, Sea-Gaulin, Candle-Fly, Crab, Tarpon, Blackbird,

Screech-Owl, Snake, Toad, Donkey, Monkey, Parrot, etc. The effect

of locality is noticeable here, and it is quite possible that some of the

stories themselves may be of local origin. The local color is sometimes

marked, and "this often has a very quaint effect, as in 'Parson Puss

and Parson Dog,' who are evidently conceived as ministers of some

rival Methodist denominations."

6. Annancy is tricksy, lazy, gluttonous, and voracious, selfish, treach-

erous, cruel, with " his only redeeming point a sort of hail-fellow-well-

met-ncss, which appeals so much to his associates that they are ready

almost, if not quite, to condone his offences." That Annancy "has a

defect of speech owing to a cleft palate, and pronounces his words

badly," suggest the hare or rabbit somewhat, after all.

7. Hoth Dr. Myers and Miss Broadwood are of opinion that the great

majority of these Jamaican songs and tunes are of European origin,

adoptions, reminiscences, imitations, etc., of sailors' chanties, hymns,

ry jingles, and the like. A common ending for Annancy stories

is "Jack Mantora me no choose none," or, in other words, "This story

of mine is not aimed at you" (p. 10). The "digging sings" are the

aid to spring agricultural labor, and the song is sometimes in "deep

English" (i. e. ordinary, plain English). In the "sings," as Mr. Jekyll
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remarks (p. 239), "of the Negro's real religion, which is bound up with

Obeah, we hardly get a hint." Every district in Jamaica, however,

has an Obeah-man or bush-doctor, " and there is not a Black man who
does not believe in his powers." He deals in all sorts of magic and

sorcery, and is consulted by all.

Surinam. — "Bush-Negroes" In the "Hessische Blatter fur Volks-

kunde" (Leipzig, 1908, vol. vii, pp. 10-16), H. Siebeck publishes

" Buschnegermarchen aus Surinam," containing the German texts of

three tales from the "Bush-Negroes" of Surinam (Dutch Guiana), form-

ing part of a collection made by F. Stahelin, head of the Moravian

Missions in that part of South America. The first tale is the story of the

healing of lame Kiikata and the blind man ; the second tells of a broken

taboo and the wooing of Akupunglulu, the ugly maiden who was made
beautiful and then lost her beauty through disobedience; the third is

the story of a maiden who was ashamed of pronouncing the name of

her lover, and her adventure with an old man (afterwards killed by her

lover) who helped her with her water-jug. A large amount of such folk-

lore is said to be still preserved among these "Bush Negroes" of Dutch

Guiana. — Lieutenant C. H. de Goeje's "Bijdrage tot de ethnographie

der Surinaamsche Indianen," published in the "Internationales Archiv

fur Ethnographie" (1906, Bd. XVII, Suppl., pp. 1-117), contains at pp.

109-111 a vocabulary of 103 words and expressions, the trade-language

in use between the Aucaner bush-negroes and the Indians. Of this

word-list, at least one fourth is of Indian origin.

A. F. C.

RECORD OF EUROPEAN FOLK-LORE IN AMERICA.

Canadian French. — Worth noting here is the appearance of a

second and enlarged edition (Quebec, 1907, pp. 323) of M. Ernest

Myrand's "Noels Anciens de la Nouvelle- France," with a preface by

M. Charles Ab der Halden. The first edition was published some eight

years ago. — In G. M. Fairchild's "From my Quebec Scrap Book"
(Quebec, 1907, pp. 316) is included a description of the old French-

Canadian "L'Ignolee," a Christmas custom, which has recently under-

gone a renaissance in the city of Quebec. In one chapter of the book is

also given an account (based on the newspapers of that day) of "Christ-

mas one Hundred Years Ago." — In "The Canadian Magazine"
(Toronto) for November and December, 1907, M. Frechette writes of

"French Canadian Folk-Lore."

From the Proceedings of the "XVme Congres International des

Americanistes" held at Quebec in September, 1906, Dr. A. F. Cham-
berlain reprints his paper on "The Vocabulary of French Canadian"

(Quebec, 1907, pp. 14), which treats particularly of words and expres-
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sions belonging to or originating in the Great Northwest, terms used

by pioneers, voyageurs, coureurs des bois, and metis and bois brides,

hunters, trappers,- and fishers, topographical names, ethnic appellations.

A list of some 80 terms not in Dunn or Clapin is given. Of special in-

terest are words like bois-de-vache, jardinier (applied to Lord Selkirk's

colonists of 1812), Babines ("Lippies," an Athapascan tribe), allumer,

tire en medecine, neige de France, pipe, teles de femme, veler, etc. In

Qii'Appelle, the name of a tributary of the Assiniboine, is embodied

the legend of a haunting voice. Fouette-Guillaume is a translation of

"whip-poor-will."

Cuba.— In the " Southern Workman" for September, 1906 (vol. xxxv,

pp. 497-500), E. P. Herrick writes briefly of " Cuban Marriage Customs,"

wooing, wedding, etc.,— "in spite of mediaeval customs and onerous

Spanish laws still unchanged." Six or seven official documents are

necessary: Edicto (banns), Solicitud Matrimonial (witnessed statement

of the two contracting parties), Licencia Paterna (consent of parents),

Consejo Patemo (consent of nearest of kin, if lady has no parents living),

Ada Matrimonial (full description of parties and their parents), Cer-

iificado de Proclamas (documentary declaration of due celebration of

marriage), El Cerlificado de Matrimonio (clergyman's statement). For

widows and widowers an eighth document is required, the doctor's

certificate of the death of consort.

Folk-Dances. — In the "Century Magazine" for February, 1907

(vol. lxxiii, pp. 570-579), under the title of "The Light Fantastic in the

Central West," W. A. Curtis describes the country dances of many
nationalities (Irish, German, Swiss, Norse, in particular) in Wiscon-

sin. Around New Glarus is the largest Swiss colony in the United States,

and at Prairie du Sac is the old Magyar settlement of Count Anthony

Haraszthy. According to the author, " the country dance, with its usual

fight, is the legitimate descendant of the old tourney, and the harvest

dance at old man Birrcnkott's tavern as near an approach to the Field

of the Cloth of Gold in essence as we can expect to find in these de-

generate days." The order in which the Celt fights is German, Norse,

Sassenach, Celt. German dances have " few romantic or picturesque

qualities," and "the music is execrable." The greatest of the Swiss

dances is " kilby" Monday. Kilbi is a dialectical corruption of Kirch-

weih ("church-hallowing"), and the secular celebration on Monday
follows the commemoration sermon of the morning of "Kilby Sunday,"
the last Sunday in September. At Swiss balls men wear "tall, funereal

felt hats." The Norse dance "differs little from the Yankee dance,"

and is without the drinking of the German and the Irish dance. These
things are passing away, the English language is gaining, and "in an-

other generation, if not sooner, it will all be American."

A. F. C.
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SOME EARLY CHEYENNE TALES. II.
1

BY GEORGE BIRD GRIXNELL.

It remains to give the story of the culture-hero of the Cheyenne, Tsis-

tsi'stas, for it is by this name that the Cheyenne call themselves to-day.

As already explained, t,he Cheyenne culture-hero's name is Mut-si-I'-

u-iv, which is translated " Sweet-Root-Standing;" but among both

branches of the tribe he is more commonly called " Sweet-Medicine," or

"Sweet-Root." Not infrequently in the stories he is confused with an-

other hero, who goes about destroying the bad animals or influences

which afflict the people.

As in all the other ancient stories, the Cheyenne culture-tale is imper-

fect, and the two heroes are often confused. As already pointed out,

there are two culture-heroes, — one for each of the tribes ; and besides

these men, two women took part in the marvellous events connected with

the acquiring of the buffalo-cap and the medicine-arrows.

In many of the versions, Mut-si-i'-ii-iv, after his long absence during

which the people starved, came to the camp, carrying the arrows, and

relieved the sufferings of the people; but in other and seemingly more

complete versions he comes to the camp, relieves the tribe from starva-

tion, and after a long interval goes back to the sacred place, and there

receives the arrows which he then brings to the camp.

Another version declares that Standing-on-the-Ground or Erect-

Horns (T6m-6-siv'-si) and Mut-si-I'-u-iv were in the sacred lodge of the

ma-i-yun' at the same time, each receiving the "medicine" of his tribe,

and each being taught its secrets. It is declared that when they came

out with the sacred things, ma-i-yun' came out with them and accom-

panied them on their way toward the camp. The two culture-heroes

went a certain distance, and stopped and smoked. They went on a cer-

tain distance farther, and stopped and smoked again ; and then farther,

and again smoked. After the third smoke, they came upon a high ridge,

and before them saw the great village camped in a circle. Here they

smoked a fourth time before going down to the camp.
1 See vol. xx, pp. 169 et seq., of this Journal.
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The spirits who had taught them remained with them until they had

smoked the fourth time. Then the spirits turned about and went away.

Sweet-Medicine took the arrows to the Cheyenne. Standing-on-the-

Ground took the cap to the Suh'tai.

In the camp they taught the people the mysteries they had learned,

taking four days and four nights for the work, — the same number of

days that had been devoted to teaching them.

The spirits who taught these heroes the secrets of the two tribal medi- i

cines are of two classes, — the Listeners-Above (He-am'ma ma-i-yun'

tsi-asf-to-muni) and the Listeners-Under-the-Ground (Astu'no ma-i-

yun' tsi-ast'-to-muni). Those who gave the instructions wrere the Lis-

tcners-Under-the-Ground, who appear to be somewhat more powerful

than the others. The Listeners-Above are helpers, still with us on the

earth, who watch us and see what we are doing, and assist us to carry

out the directions of the Listeners-Under-the-Ground. Some versions

declare that four years, instead of four days, were occupied in learning

the secrets of these sacred objects.

According to this same account, Sweet-Medicine, after his return,

appointed forty-four Chiefs (Wi'hiu nut'kiu), forty-four Kit-Fox Sol-

diers (Wohkse he'taniu), forty-four Red-Shields (Maho he'was), and

forty-four Crooked-Lances or Elk-Horn Scrapers (Him'owe yuh'kis).

These were all the soldiers appointed. Sweet-Medicine also established

the massaum' or crazy dance. Standing-on-the-Ground established the

medicine-lodge and the sweat-house. If one has children, and one of

them gets sick, there are three persons that the people call on for aid.

These are Sweet-Medicine, Standing-on-the-Ground, and He-am'ma
wl'hio. If one has offerings to make, they must be made to the buffalo

cap or to the four arrows, with prayers that the child may be saved from

death. When a sweat-lodge is made and the buffalo-head placed in

fronl of it, that head represents the buffalo-cap. If a massaum' dance is

made, all the fruits and roots that grow from the earth are brought to it

i" be eaten. The medicine-lodge is the same. It must last four days,

and to it must be brought all things that grow out of the earth. Offerings

mad*.' to the buffalo-skull lying in front of the sweat-house are the same

as presents made to the buffalo-cap.

In the story of Mut si-I'-u -iv a number of anachronisms exist, yet it is

full of side-lights on the ways of life of the people in ancient times. The
most interesting points are the foreshadowing of several of the soldier-

bands in the hero's fashion of dressing just before the long disappearance

during which he punished the people, and the fact that after his return,

in the ages which he assumed at certain seasons of the year, he suggests

the Sun. ( )n the other hand, it is to be observed that in the lodge of the

urn' he was assisted by the Thunder, which in the stories appears

to be a force — or spirit— subordinate to the Sun.
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I have chosen from among a number of versions two quite long ones

and two fragments, which give details of the adventures of the hero

before and after he had been driven out of the camp of the people.

I. THE STORY OF SWEET-MEDICINE.

Once, a long time ago, a baby was born. They wrapped it in its cover-

ing, and used to leave it in the lodge ; and sometimes at night, when they

went to bed, the baby was gone. Only its wrappings would be there.

In the morning, when they arose, the baby was there again. It grew,

and after a while was so large that it could walk and run about a little.

The boy's father and mother had died while he was yet little. A poor

old woman took care of him as best she could, and reared him. He was
very poor, and had only a small piece of buffalo-robe to wear. He used

to sleep wherever he could, most of the time out in the brush. He had

strange ways about sleeping. Sometimes he would lie down to sleep

anywhere, and, if people tried to wake him, they found they could not

do so. It would seem as if he were dead. So the people used to say, " Let

him alone. Do not wake him. Let him wake up himself."

As he grew larger, he was often mischievous, and some people did not

like him. Once an old woman's dog was dragging a travois ; and the boy

kept putting his foot on one of the poles and holding it back. Then the

old woman grew angry, and abused him, saying, "What are you doing?

Who are you, anyhow ? You have no father." She called him bad names.

In this old time the people used to come together and dance. One day

the boy asked his grandmother if he might not dance too.

"No," said his grandmother, "you had better wait. This dance is a

religious one. You cannot go to it, you are too small." The boy kept

teasing to go. He teased and teased, and at last he cried and said he

wanted to go.

"Well," said his grandmother, "you can go. How do you want to be

dressed and painted?"

The boy was wearing a little calf-skin robe. The hair of the robe was

still red. He said to his grandmother, "I want my body to be painted

yellow, in stripes, and my robe to be painted white. I want the feather

I wear on my head yellow, and the bowstring that I shall wear about

my neck also yellow."

The old woman asked, "Why do you want to wear a bowstring about

your neck?"

The boy said, "I want it so that I can take my head off my body."

His grandmother said to him, "Are you telling what is true?" And
the boy replied, "Yes. After my head is off my body, place the head

close to the body, and lay the head toward the rising sun, and cover me
with my calf-robe." The old woman thought the boy was only going to

choke himself ; but the boy repeated again what he had said, — that she
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should place his head and body toward the rising sun, and cover it with

the robe, and then should take up the robe and shake it four times.

The boy was dressed as he asked, and the old woman went with him

to the lodge where the dance was going on. There was a great crowd

about the lodge ; and when they got there the old woman spoke to those

who were looking on, saying, " Make room for us to pass, so that we may
go in;" and the people moved to one side, and they entered the lodge.

When they entered, the medicine-man who had charge of the dance

said, "Why, here is Mut-si-I'-u-iv come to dance!— Come over here

and sit down by me." Mut-si-f-u-iv went over to the back of the lodge

and sat down at the right of the medicine-men, and for a time sat there,

watching the people dance.

The dance went on, but from time to time they stopped and rested and

talked. Mut-si-r'-u-iv's robe lay close by him. Toward the last part of

the dance he arose and danced about, holding the bowstring around his

neck in both hands. At the last part of the dance, just before they were

about to cat, while he was dancing, he pulled the bowstring tight ; and

presently it cut off his head, which fell to the ground, but his body con-

tinued to dance. Those who were looking on called out, "Why, Mut-

sH'-u-iv has cut his head off!"

The body kept on dancing; and the head rolled about on the ground,

and every now and then it looked up at the people. When they stopped

dancing, the body fell down, and the old woman walked over and put the

body and head together, and placed the bowstring by the boy's side, and

put the calf-skin over the body, and let it lie there for a little time. Then
she took the robe off and shook it four times, and put it back over Mut-

sM'-u-Iv, and took the bowstring and wiped it off four times, and

placed it on the ground by his side; and when she had done this, Mut-si-'

I'-u-iv arose with a smile on his face.

M ut-sH'-u-iv did this to show the people what he was. He did this

once, so that all the people might know what he could do. He always

won', tied to his hair, one of the under-plumes of an eagle's wing.

Mut-si -I'-u-iv grew up to be a young man. He always wore his feather

and a calf skin robe with the hair side out. When he had become a young

man, no one paid much attention to him, or thought much about him.

Once he went to war against some people, and was shot in the back

with an arrow. His companions wished to pull the arrow out; but he

said, " No, leave it. 1 will Let my grandmother pull it out, so that she can

see it." ( >ne night, when they were on the way home, he sat by the fire

with his head down, saying aothing. Those who were with him wondered

what he was thinking about. As they sat there, they saw a few ants run

out from the hole where the arrow stuck in his body, and then run back

again. They whispered to each other, "He must be a great man; he

must have power."
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When they had come near the village, he said to one of the young men,
" Go into the village and tell my grandmother that I am coming, but that

I am wounded." When they told the old woman this, she went out to

meet her grandson, singing a song ; and when she met him, she pulled

the arrow out of his wound, and he went with her into the camp. He
grew to be a man, and stayed with the people.

One day they had surrounded the buffalo, and had killed many; and

this young man had killed a fat two-year-old bull, with a robe as black

as charcoal. He skinned the bull, and left the head, legs, and even the

hoofs, on the hide. After he had done this, he spread it out, hair side up,

and stood with his friend, looking at it and thinking how pretty it was.

While they were looking at it, a great chief came up to them. " Ha !" he

said, "that is just the kind of a robe I have been looking for. It is just

what I want. I will take it."

"No," said Mut-si-I'-u-iv, "I need the robe, and that is why I killed

him; but he is nice and fat, and you can have the meat."

"No," said the chief, "I want the robe."

" That is what I want," said the boy. "Many other buffalo have been

killed. Go take a robe from one of those. I want this for my own use.

But you can have the meat."

The chief grew angry, and said, "How dare you talk back to me!"

He drew his knife and ran to the hide, and cut it into small pieces. Then

the young man was angry; and he caught up the bone of the buffalo's

hind-leg, and struck the chief on the head, and killed him. Then he

went back to the camp.

By the time he had reached his lodge, every one knew that he had

killed the chief. The soldiers were angry. They said, "We will kill him.

We will beat him to death." His grandmother ran to the lodge where

he was sitting, and said to him, "Run, run! the soldiers are coming."

Mut-si-I'-u-iv said to her, "Go away! You trouble me." The soldiers

gathered about the lodge; and when they entered to take him, he upset

a pot of water that was standing on the fire, and rose out of the smoke-

hole with the steam and ashes. The soldiers tore the lodge down, but

could not find him ; and while they were looking for him, one of them saw

him sitting on a little hill not far from camp. They all rushed over there

to catch him ; but when they had come to the hill, he was not there. Still

they kept watching for him.

One day a man was out looking over the country, and near a great cut

bluff he saw a little smoke; and looking down below, he saw Mut-si-I'-

fi-iv among the thick bushes about the foot of the bluff, roasting meat

over a little fire. When they learned of this, the soldiers went out and

surrounded the place; and when they had done so
;
they ran into the

bushes, calling out, "Rush on him and kill him!— Aha! now we have

got you!" They all rushed forward, and a coyote ran out of the bushes
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by 1 hem ; and they said, " Why, a coyote was in there too
!

" They looked

everywhere for Mut-si-I'-u-iv, but could not find him. They found his

meat on a stick up where it was roasting. Then they knew the coyote

must have been Mut-si-I'-u-iv.

Another time he was found in a similar place. A man saw him, and

told of it. They surrounded the place and rushed in to seize him, and a

magpie Hew out and alighted on a hill, and made a great chattering; but

Mut-sI-I'-u-Iv was gone.

Again a man saw him in a canyon with high bluffs all about. Again

lie was roasting meat. They surrounded the place, and began to come

together, and to shout that they now had him. A crow flew out and

alighted on the bank, but Mut-si-I'-u-iv was gone. They thought that he

might have hidden himself among the thick overhanging willows, and

searched for him; but he was not there.

A fourth time they found him in a similar place, and he looked up and

smiled at them. They surrounded the place, and again began to shout

and say, "Now we will beat him to death." When they rushed in, a

blackbird flew out and lighted on the bluff, and looked down, chirping

at the crowd. They could not find Mut-sI-I'-u-Iv ; and some said, " Look
carefully among those matted vines and that thick grass. Perhaps he is

there." They did not find him.

Again he was seen, and they surrounded the place with a double line;

and when they rushed in, an owl flew out and alighted on the ground

above, and watched them.

One day, after all this had happened, Mut-si-i'-u-iv was seen standing

close to the camp. He was finely dressed, with feathers in his head, a rat-

tle in his hand, and wearing a long shoulder-belt that looked as if it were

ornamented with porcupine-quills, — a dog-rope. The soldiers ran to

catch him, and he ran away. While they could see him, he ran slowly,

and they almost caught him; but when he passed over the hill, he ran

very fasl ;
and when they next saw him, he was a long way ahead. They

could not catch him.

The next day he was seen again, dressed differently. He wore a bon-

if buffalo hide, and a belt strung with buffalo-tails hanging down,

and rattles on his moccasins, and carried in his hand a lance that he used

cane. When he was first seen, he was walking about outside the

circle. When thev saw him, they called out, "There is Mut-sM'-u-XvI?

and rushed toward him. He did as he had done before. While they

could see him, he ran as if exhausted ; but when hidden from sight, he ran

fast. At last they became tired out, and left him.

The next day he came in a differenl dress. He wore a war-bonnet,

and carried a crooked lance in his hand,— the dress of the Him'-6-we

yuh' kis. All happened as before.

The fourth day he was painted black all over. He carried a lance like-

that now used in the Fox dance. All things happened as before.
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On the fifth day he wore an owl headdress and bull-hide moccasins,

with the long beard of a bull attached to the heels and dragging behind,

and carried a Contrary lance. l The same things took place that had

happened on previous days.

The next day he came differently dressed. His face was painted. He
carried a pipe and tobacco-sack, and was acting like a chief. He sat

down on a hill, and they rushed on him. Before they reached him, he

walked over the hill; and when they came in sight of him, he was on the

next hill. They gave him up then, and decided that they would try a

different plan to catch him.

One day they heard a great rumbling sound beyond a hill near the

camp ; and as they looked, they saw an animal come over the hill. As it

drew nearer, it was a different animal from what they had thought at

first; and then it changed to another animal; and at last it was Mut-si-i'-

u-iv, playing the wheel-game, and running close to the camp, as if to

tempt them to pursue him. The people were all afraid, and said to one

another, "Do not trouble him." When he saw that they did not try to

take him, he went back the way he had come, and disappeared over the

hill ; and the rumbling grew fainter as he moved away. They think that

he came, intending to have destroyed the people if they had tried to take

him.

One day they went to his brother and said to him, " Your brother may
come back now ; we will not harm him. He may come back ; we will not

hurt him. But when he comes back, you must take him out hunting,

and kill a buffalo, and pile up the meat, and leave Mut-sH'-u-iv there

to keep the flies off it, while you return to camp to get the dogs. Then

we will all move off and leave him."

One night Mut-si-I'-u-iv decided to go to his home, and he went to

his brother's lodge, and entered. His brother said to him, "Is that you,

brother ? Come in and sit down." He said to his wife, " Give him food."

She did so, and Mut-sH'-u-iv ate. A number of men had seen him come

in, and went to the lodge and told Mut-si-i'-u-iv that no one would

harm him. After he had eaten, he went to bed.

The next morning his brother asked him to go hunting. They started

;

and while they were gone the camp moved. The brother killed a buffalo,

cut up the meat nicely and heaped it together in a pile, and told Miit-

sM'-u-iv to walk about the meat and keep the flies off while he went

home for the dogs, so they could pack in the meat. The brother went

to where the camp had been, and followed it. Mut-si-I'-u-iv stayed by

the meat, keeping the flies away ; and at night he lay down by the pile

and slept.

The tribe moved and moved ; but they could find no game, and came

1 A weapon carried by a few men possessing special powers, who are known as Con-
traries. It is like a strung bow in shape, but has a lance-head at one end.
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near starving. They could get no food, but were obliged to eat whatever

they could, — roots, and the bark of trees, even mushrooms. It was a

hard time. Everyone was hungry. After they had been gone for one

winter, they thought they would move back to the place that they had

come from. They thought that perhaps there they might find some buf-

falo, at least some old bulls. When they had come to the place, the brother

of Mfit-si-f-u-iv went out to see if he could find him. He did find him.

Mut-si-I'-vi-iv was still walking about the pile of white bones where the

meat had been, and about them he had worn a trail so deep that only the

top of his head could be seen. His brother felt very sorry, and cried and

mourned for Mut-si-f-u-iv, but Mut-si-I'-u-iv did not speak to him. But

his brother could hear him talking to himself, saying, "I guess by this

time my brother has become a great chief."

The brother went back to the village and told the people that his

brother was yet alive, but would not speak to him. The next day others

of Mut-si-i'-u-iv's relations went out to see him, but they did not find

him ; he was gone. They looked for him everywhere, — in the hills and

in the timber, — but they could not find him.

Now, when Mut-si-I'-u-iv went away, he went to some great place

where he got his power, and remained away for four years. The buffalo

and all the animals disappeared, and the people began to starve. All

that they had to live on were such things as they could gather from the

ground, — roots, berries, grass, — anything that they could pick up.

They wandered and hunted all over the land, eating whatever they

could find, — rosebuds, mushrooms, or the inner bark of trees. They
would be gone from camp for two or three days, searching for mush-

rooms, and would bring in a little pack of them, which would soon be

As time went on, they grew more and more hungry; and at last all

were becoming so weak that they could hardly travel, — the people

mere skin and bone; and children helpless from starvation, and unable

to walk.

< )ne day, as the cam]) was moving along, seven little boys — two of

them small, and the others Larger -were travelling along olY to one

"I" the cam]). They were all hungry. As they went along they found

some large white mushrooms, and they began to pull and eat them.

While they were sitting there, eating the mushrooms, a man walked up

to them; and they looked around, and suddenly saw him standing close

to them. He was tall and good-looking, and had long hair hanging loose-

way down his hack.

He looked at the little boys for a time, and then said to them, "Why,
little hoys you seem to he very hungry. Are you starving?" The little

i to him, "Yes, it is a long time since we have had any meat.

anything
"•

]
ioor little boys ! you are starving. Those things that
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you have are not fit to eat. Throw them away, we shall find plenty of

food."

The boys did not like to throw away these things, which were all they

had to eat, but again he told them to do so, and they threw them away.

Buffalo-chips were lying all about where formerly buffalo had been;

and the young man said to the boys, "You little boys go off now, and let

each one find a buffalo-chip and bring it to me." While they were gone,

he took a stick in his hand and broke it in two, and put it on the ground,

and immediately it began to burn — he had a fire. The bovs soon

brought him seven chips. He spread his robe on the ground, and placed

the chips brought him by the five large boys on the robe in a square,

with one in the middle. The two brought by the two smallest boys he

placed, one to the east, and one to the west, of the corners of the square.

The four chips at the corners of the square represented the four cardinal

points, and the middle one the sun. The two to the east and the west

represented, one the rising sun, and one the setting sun.

Then he took the four corners of his robe, and folded them over so

that the chips were in a bunch in the middle of the robe, and covered up.

Then with his hand he broke up the chips and crumbled them to powder.

He unfolded and opened out his robe, and there lying in it was pounded

meat and fat.

Then he said, "Now, you little boys come up here and eat. Eat as

much as you want." They ate all they wanted, until all were satisfied.

After they had finished, he said to them, "Now grease yourselves all

over with fat, — grease your faces, your hands, and your whole bodies.

You look all dried up, as if you had been out in the sun. If you cannot

eat all this food, take what is left back to the camp with you. Now, do

you seven boys go to your camp, and tell the people to put up their lodges

in a circle, and to leave an opening in the circle toward the rising sun.

In the middle of this circle they must pitch a big lodge ; and if they have

no big one, tell them to take two or three lodges and make a large one

from them. Tell them to have all the head men come together in that

lodge; and if they have anything in the camp to smoke, let them have

the pipe there filled. Say to them that I am he who has come back to

them."

The boys went into the camp, tired and full, and went to sleep without

telling the people what Mut-sH'-u-iv had said. In the morning the

smallest of the boys remembered, and said, "O father! Mut-si-i'-u-iv

has come back, and gave us plenty to eat yesterday;" and then he gave

the message. His father did not quite believe him, and sent a messenger

to ask the older boys if this were true. They said, "Yes, that is true.

We forgot to tell it."

The people sent for the chiefs, and told them what the little boys had

said ; and the chiefs went over to the lodge of Mut-si-i'-u-iv's brother,
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to ask if he had heard of Mut-sM'-u-iv, who had sent good news to the

camp. The brother said, "No, I have not seen him." At the head of the

brother's bed, covered up with robes, a man was lying who had come in

during the night. "Who is that person?" the chief asked. "I do

not know," said the brother. "He came in during the night." They

woke the man ; and when he sat up and took the robe from his head, it

was Mut-si-i'-u-iv. The chiefs asked him about the message that he

had sent in; and he said, "Yes, that is what I told the little boys.

Now, put up a big double lodge, and level the ground off nicely inside

;

and when it is ready, send for me. Let the lodge face the sun." They
did so, and he entered the lodge.

When he went to it, all the people were mourning and crying, asking

him to take pity on them, and help them to food. After he had gone in

and sat down, he said, " Go and get an old buffalo-skull, and put it in

the opening in the circle." They did so, and he began to sing ; and as he

sang, the head began to move toward them; and when it got pretty close

to them, it grunted. After it had grunted, he told some of the men to

bring it in, and have it put at the back of the lodge, near the fire.

To those sitting there he said, "I have been gone four years. I know
that you people are hungry, and are starving because there are no buf-

falo. I want you all to stay in this lodge for four days and four nights.

I want to sing for four days and four nights. After I have sung two days

and two nights, on the third night you will hear the buffalo coming.

On the third morning there will be buffalo in sight, a few to be seen

here and there. The fourth night they will come closer; and on the

!ou rih day, in the morning, they will come into the camp, and be all

around this lodge."

It happened as he had said. He sang; and on the third night, while

as singing, singing, singing, they began to hear noises all about the

camp, the blowing and grunting of buffalo. Early in the morning
of the fourth day the buffalo were all through the camp and about this

lodge. I [e said to the people, "Now go out and kill food for yourselves,

as much as you need. I will sit here and sing, and the buffalo will not

run a\\ ay. You can kill all you want here in the camp." They did as he

had said, and killed many buffalo. After he saw that they had enough,
lie called out to them to stop, saying that they had enough; and those

buffalo that were alive, all walked out through the gap in the circle.

After Miit-si I'u-iv had come back to the camp, the people lived better

and had more 10 eat. When he told them the whole story of where he had

been and what he had done, the chief of the tribe gave him his daughter,
a very pretty girl, for his wife; but they were not yet married. The peo-

ple fixed up a do<^ with a travois, and he and the girl started back for

the great place. When he went back to this place, — a big lodge within

a hill, — he entered; and the people in the lodge said, "Ah! here is our
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grandson come back again. — Come in, and sit down at the back of the

lodge."

The people who were in this lodge were all the things and beings that

belong to this earth. There were persons and buffalo and antelope;

all animals and birds, rocks, trees, bushes, and grass; all things that

grow or exist upon the earth.

When Mut-si-f-u-iv entered the lodge, there were a number of people

sitting there, of whom four seemed to be principal men. And besides,

at the right of the door as he went in, sat a black man ; at the left of the

door, a brown man, very handsome ; at the back of the lodge, to the left,

was a white, good-looking man ; to the right, at the back of the lodge,

was a brown, well-built man. All these men were handsomer than any

he had ever seen. They were not doing anything ; they sat there.

After Mut-si-f-u-iv had been in the lodge for some time, the chief

person there spoke to him, saying, "Now choose one of these four men
to be yourself" (that is to say, choose the one you would like to resem-

ble). Mut-si-f-u-iv looked about and thought. When he had entered

the lodge, the man at the left of the door had caught his eye, and he

had liked him; but still, before choosing, he looked about at all the

others. All were handsome, and he liked them all. All were men that he

would have been glad to resemble. The chief person seemed to be mak-

ing signs to him with his lips that he should choose a particular man.

But at last Mut-si-f-u-iv pointed to the man at the left of the door,

and said, "I will be like that one."

There was a moment's pause, and then all who were sitting in the

lodge gave a low groan, saying, "E-he-hehM" showing that they were

sorry for him, — that he had made a mistake. When they said this,

he looked around quickly, and saw that the handsome white man was

not there ; but a great white, smooth stone stood in his place. He looked

for the next man, and he was gone ; but where he had sat, a tall slender

weed-stalk was growing, one of those that the Cheyennes use to throw.

The black man had changed to a smooth black stone, while the man
whom he had chosen was a nice pretty weed as high as a man's knee,

with green leaves and pretty flowers on it.

The chief person pointed to one of the stones and said, "You ought

to have chosen that one. Then you would have lived to old age; and

after you had grown old, you would have become young again always.

You would not have died. That man there is a mere fish-bladder. If

you had chosen either of those persons," pointing to the stones, "you

would have lived forever."

The chief spirit had placed these stones so that they might be the first

things Mut-si-f-u-iv would see, hoping that he ^vould choose one of

them and live forever.

When Mut-si-f-u-iv made his choice, one of the people sitting in the
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lodge said, "That man is a fool," and rose and went out. The chief

person said to Mut-si-I'-u-iv, "Follow him; he has great power." Mut-

si-i'-u-iv and another went out, and followed the man for a long, long

time. It seemed as if they went all over the world, and at last they came

back to the same place. Then they gave Mut-sH'-u-rV advice, and gave

him the medicine-arrows, and told him that he should take them back

to the tribe. They told him, too, of many of the things that afterward

happened.

Then said the chief person, "Take these arrows with you, and guard

them carefully. They will be a great help to you for a long time; but

you will keep them until they will cease to be a help, and will be of no

more use to you." With the arrows was given him a coyote's skin to

wrap the arrows in. The arrows were feathered with eagle-feathers,

and he brought them out, wrapped in the coyote's skin. The feather

that he wore in his head was from the eagle that had given the feathers

for the arrows.

After they left the sacred place, the girl carried the arrows on her back,

and they led the dog. As they drew near the camp, they met some people

out hunting; and he sent them back to the camp to tell the people there

to camp in a large circle, and to put up his lodge in the centre. He
waited until lie thought the camp was all arranged, and then went into

it. The people in the village supposed that those who brought the word
were mistaken about its being Mut-si-I'-ii-iv, but they said they were

sure. When they reached the camp, all was arranged as he had ordered.

He went to the lodge, and hung the arrows in front of it, over the door.

In the morning the man unrolled his bundle, and took from it four

arrows. These were the four medicine-arrows. He said to them, "Here
are four arrows for you to keep. Make your arrows to kill the buffalo

like these." Afterward he hung the bundle of arrows on the door of his

brother's lodge. Then he moved about and lived with them, and him-

self made arrows.

lie lived with these people for four or five generations of people, —
four long, long lives. Young people would grow up, get old, and die;

other young people would be born, grow up, get old, and die; but still

this man lived. All through the summer he was young, like a young man;
and when fall came, and the grass began to dry up, he began to look

older; and about the middle of the winter he was like a very old man,
and walked bent over and crooked. In spring he became young again.

At last he died. This man got a certain wood, very hard, and taking a

piece about a foot long, and twirling the point of it on a dry buffalo-

chip, he could make fire. He then told them to take the leg-bone of the

or antelope, and cut it off, and make a pipe of it; and he gathered

a certain weed, and told them to dry it, and to smoke it in their pipes.

These men, Mut-si-i'-Q-iv and his brother, lived with the people for
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a long time, and taught them how to live, how to tan skins, to make
clothing, and to dress robes.

At last Mut-si-I'-u-rv said to the people, "I shall not be with you long

now. I chose the wrong person : I wanted to be too good-looking. Now
I am getting to be old, and have lived as long as I want to ; but before

I die I have something to tell you. Now, my people, you must not forget

what I am telling you this day, and all the things I have told you and

taught you. After I am dead, you must come together often, and talk

over all these things ; and when you do so, always call my name. A time

is coming when you will meet other people, and you will fight with them,

and will kill each other. Each tribe will want the land of each other

tribe, and you will be fighting always."

He pointed to the south, and said, "Far away in that direction is

another kind of a buffalo, with long hair hanging down from its neck,

and a tail that drags on the ground. You will find it an animal with a round

hoof, not split like a buffalo's, and with teeth in the upper part of its

mouth, as well as below. This animal you shall ride on, and pack.

"The buffalo will disappear; and when the buffalo have gone, the

next animal you have to eat will be spotted. When you get toward the

end, you people will begin to become gray very young, and will come
to marry even your relations. You may reach a point where you will

be ashamed of nothing, and will act as if you were crazy.

" You will soon find among you a people who have hair all over their

faces, and whose skin is white ; and when that time comes, you will be

controlled by them. The white people will be all over the land, and at

last you will disappear."

Mut-si-r'-u-iv died in the summer, when he was a young man. His

brother also had lived with the people for a long time. He did not grow

old and then young again. He continued to be a middle-aged man for

many generations. At last he too died, having lived longer than Mut-
si-r'-u-iv.

2. the story of sweet-medicine (Second Version).

Thiswoman was married. Her second child she called Sweet-Medicine.

When the boy was a baby, he seemed to know everything that people

were saying about him ; and when he grew up to be about five years old,

he seemed very smart. He surprised people by knowing so much. After

he had learned to talk, he said, "Father, on your next hunt kill a yellow

calf for me. Skin it, taking the whole skin, head and all. I need a robe.

I want a robe to wear."

His father brought him in the whole skin of a calf, and the boy was
glad. He said to his mother, " Dress it well. I will wear it." His mother

dressed it, and he wore it with the hair side out. He wore it always, even

when he went out to play with the other boys. He kept wearing it until
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he outgrew it ; and the next year he told his father to go and kill him a

larger calf, a yearling ; to skin it in the same way ; and he had his mother

dress it with the head on. A year or two later he told his father to select

a coal-black buffalo, for he wanted a black robe. The boy had the power

to make his father find the kind of robe he wanted. When he got the

black robe, he took more pride in himself, and painted with red paint,

as was the custom. He was now a good-sized boy.

In early times the people had the power to do many great things.

They used to make spiritual dances, to show what power they had and

what they could do. When they had one of these spiritual dances, they

put up a big lodge where the spiritual men were to dance. All around

the border of this were drawn small circles, each of which represented

the seat of a spiritual man. He sat there facing inward, looking toward

the centre. All the people sitting at his left hand were under his control

as far as the next circle, where another spiritual man sat, who ruled the

people to his left as far as the next circle; and so on around, as far as the

fifth circle, which was at the northeastern side of the lodge.

Now, at this time, they were making ready to have a spiritual dance

;

and when all had been made ready, Sweet-Medicine said, "Father, I am
going to this dance, to dance myself."

His father said to him, "Son, these people who make these dances

have power, and must show what they can do. You are only a boy : you

can do nothing."

Sweet-Medicine said, "Mother, may I go?" His mother said to him,

"Only those people who have dreamed of things that they can do are

allowed to go to this dance. When they go, they must show what they

can do there." Sweet Medicine said, "I shall go, anyway, and shall

wear my new buffalo-robe."

I [is father said, "Why do you wish to wear your new buffalo-robe?"

Sweel Medicine also said, "I shall carry your bow, and its string shall

be about my neck." His father said, "What arc you going to do with a

bowstring around your neck?" The boy answered, "I am going to

break my neck. Uso 1 must have my buffalo-robe painted red. 1 wish

you to paint me just as I tell you."

Mi - father then painted him all over, from head to foot, with red paint;

and Sweet-Medicine took the bowstring, and himself painted it red.

His father asked him, "Son, what ami to do if you break your neck?"

Medicine replied, "After I have pulled my head from my body,

my head will fall to the ground, but my body will still stand up. Then
you take my body, and lav it down with my head toward where the sun

then put my head next to my body, in its place, with the head

inrise. Then cover me with my robe."

When his father took Sweet- Medicine to the door of the lodge, a

number of people were standing there, looking on. The boy had an
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eagle-feather in his hair. The people all called out, " Sweet-Medicine

is coming!" and they followed after him.

When they had come to the door of the lodge, the father said to the

spiritual men there, " My son wishes to dance." Some of the men inside

called out, "Yes, come in!" and asked him on which side of the lodge

he would sit, — the right side, the left side, or the back part of the lodge.

He chose the right-hand side. Some of the great men came in after he was

sitting, but all noticed him. There was plenty of buffalo-meat cooked

in the lodge. Sweet-Medicine was then about seventeen years old.

After a little they started up the sacred dance and began to dance.

Sweet-Medicine stood up on his feet, and danced the first dance. Some
of the men with great power, who were looking on, said to one another,

" Sweet-Medicine is one of the greatest dancers that we have." They
had a smoke and another dance. While Sweet-Medicine was dancing,

he kept time with his bowstring in both hands. Then they all sat down.

At the third dance they all rose up again and began to dance. Sweet-

Medicine kept time with his bowstring around his neck; and the first

thing they knew, his head fell to the ground. His eyes were open, and

he was looking about at the people. His body was standing up, his

bowstring still in his hands.

All the people outside, men and women, were frightened; and they

called out to one another, " Sweet-Medicine has broken his neck!" All

the people who were in the lodge sat down, and the dancing stopped.

Sweet-Medicine's father took the boy's body and placed it on the

ground, and put back the head in its place, King toward where the sun

rises, and covered him with his robe.

After a little time, Sweet-Medicine raised the buffalo-robe off his

body, and stood up and faced the sunrise, and took his robe in both

hands and shook it lightly four times toward the sunrise ; and when he

stopped, a light wind came from the north, — a cool wind. The people

said, "Sweet-Medicine has called that wind from the north." Then
Sweet-Medicine went over and sat down on the right of the door, and

rubbed his bowstring down four times. They all feasted on what was

cooked.

From that time Sweet-Medicine always dressed in the same way.

He wore a two-year-old buffalo robe. At that time the tribe seems to

have been moving constantly, and Sweet-Medicine seems to have had

the power to keep them moving. Once a party of young men came in,

and said that over where they had come from there were many buffalo.

The camp moved over there ; but when they got to the place, no buffalo

could be found. Then the people began to say, "Sweet-Medicine is

doing this; he has the power to keep the buffalo away."

One day the whole tribe surrounded the buffalo, and killed many.

The meat was cut up, but they could not bring it all to camp that night.
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They left some on the prairie where it was killed. The next day they

went out to bring the rest into camp, and the great chief went out also

to get what he had'killed. Many buffalo-calves, and young buffalo, that

had been frightened away the day before, had come back to the place.

Sweet-Medicine said to himself, "I will go out to this place and find

a two-year-old buffalo, to get a robe from. My robe is getting old and

worn."

As he was going along through the timber, he saw some buffalo com-

ing, and sat down and waited. Presently he looked up, and saw near

him the very one he wanted, — a coal-black buffalo. When he got near

enough, Sweet-Medicine rose up, and shot it as it went by. After his

arrow had gone into the buffalo, it went only a little way and fell, and

Sweet-Medicine turned it on its back to skin it. This was apart from

the big herd. Some one who saw him said to another, " Who is that man
skinning the buffalo?" The other said, "I do not know." Others said,

"That is Sweet-Medicine skinning the buffalo." Now, Sweet-Medicine

was skinning the animal very carefully, so as not to cut the hide, for he

wanted' a hide without a hole in it. The buffalo was twro years old, and

he skinned it, head and all. While Sweet-Medicine was at wrork, the

great chief walked down toward him, and said, " Sweet-Medicine, I am
glad that you killed that buffalo. My robe is wearing out, and I want

one just like this."

"No, my friend," replied Sweet-Medicine, "this is just what I want.

My robe is wearing out too. You can take the meat, my friend, if you

please; you can see how fat it is. All I want is the robe." All this time

he was skinning the animal.

Then the chief said, "I mean what I say. I want the hide." Sweet-

Mnlii ini' laughed, and said, "I will help you to cut up the meat." And
now, having cut the hide off, he placed it to one side, and both together

began to cut up the meat. After a little while the great chief left the

meat, and went over and commenced to scrape the blood from the hide.

After sera] )ing the blood off it, he went over to where the meat was.

While they were butchering, Sweel Medicine had cut off a part of the

hind leg, and had cut the tendons about the foot, so that the foot hung

loose. While the great chief was stooping over the buffalo, pulling out

the entrails, Sweet Medicine struck him on the back of the neck with the

foot, and knocked him senseless, saying to him, "Now you can keep

the hide."

Some one who had seen it called out, "Sweet-Medicine has killed our

great chief !" Those who were near rushed to where the chief lay. They
i him up and poured water on his face, and presently he came to

life again. After they had all seen him stand up, word of what had hap-

I was sent to the camp, and all the young soldiers turned out. They
began to look for Sweet-Medicine. No one knew which way he had gone.
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Some one said, "He has gone toward the north." So the soldiers started,

and spread out in a wide line. After going a little way, some of the young

men in the middle of the line found Sweet-Medicine's track; but after

following it for a time they lost the track; then they scattered, and

searched through the timber, and everywhere along the stream, but they

could not find him. Then some of the people said, "He must have

turned and gone back toward camp." So they returned to the cam}).

They went to his lodge, and searched it. They went to his relations'

lodges, and searched them ; but his relations said he had not yet come

back. Then they put out guards, who should stand all around the camp,

and other guards around Sweet-Medicine's lodge and his father's lodge

to stay all night. But Sweet-Medicine did not return.

The camp moved to another place, but still he did not come; and

the people thought that he had gone away somewhere, to some other

place. After the camp had been moving for four days, and still Sweet-

Medicine did not return, some of the people said, "Sweet-Medicine

must have gone south, and found some other people."

For some days the camp had been moving, when one of the men who
had been out looking for his dogs saw Sweet-Medicine sleeping under a

tree, in some timber. The man did not wake him, but went quietly

around to the camp, and told them there that Sweet-Medicine was

sleeping on the divide.

All the soldiers of the camp turned out to go to the place and surround

it, and kill Sweet-Medicine. They crept up close to the place, and then

rushed toward him, calling out to him, "Now we've got you!" but

Sweet-Medicine heard them coming, and awoke, and jumped up and

ran away. When he started to run, they called out again, "Now we

have you!" but they could not quite overtake him. He kept just ahead

of them ; and after running a little way, he disappeared behind a bunch

of trees and brush ; and when the soldiers had passed beyond these, they

saw him again on the prairie, a long way off.

But he was running as if he were tired, and they thought they would

surely catch him. He ran across the ravine, along the stream ; and after

running a long way, they saw ahead of him a large body of trees. He
seemed to be running for that, yet making a circle, so as to have easier

going. Some of the soldiers cut across to head him off, running over

high bluffs and cut banks. When Sweet-Medicine saw that they were

going to get to the timber ahead of him, he turned, and, running behind

a point of the timber, disappeared ; and when they saw him again, he

was far off on the hill. The soldiers could not understand how he got

so far away so quickly.

He still ran as though he were very tired and could not go much
farther. The soldiers followed him on the open prairie ; and he turned

to a very high hill, which was flat on top, but had very steep sides. He
vol. xxi. — no. 82. 19
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began to climb the hill, going zigzag, back and forth across the face of

the hill; and now the soldiers thought that they would overtake him,

and said one to another, " Now, we will get him. We will bring him down

and punish him. We will whip him to death." When Sweet-Medicine

had reached the top of the hill, the soldiers were at the bottom, starting

up. They went up, just as he had done; and when they reached the top

of the hill, Sweet-Medicine was a long way off, going up another high

white sandstone butte. When he had reached the top, he sat down. The
soldiers did not understand how he had gotten there so quickly. They
were tired from running; and they sat down, and called over to him.

"We will get you some day!" Soon the soldiers stood up, and Sweet-

Medicine stood up; but the soldiers went back down the hill toward

the camp. Sweet-Medicine went down from the butte he was on; and

the soldiers, looking back, saw him going away from them very quickly.

They gave him up, and went back to the camp.

After some days the camp moved again. Swreet-Medicine had not been

seen, although all the people were looking out for him. When they

moved, they crossed the stream and camped on the other side. After

they had made camp, one of the young men, following along behind,

saw a man coming on the trail, and, after watching him, went in and

reported that Sweet-Medicine was following the trail toward the camp.

All the men came together, and, after separating into two parties, they

hid themselves on each side of the trail. They said to one another,

" Now, he cannot escape. This time we shall surely catch him." The
prairie coming to the stream where they had crossed was level. Up the

creek the water was dee]), and at the trail and farther down there was a

good crossing. Sweet-Medicine came to the stream, and took off his

moccasins and began to roll up his leggings. When they saw him do

that, the soldiers whimpered to one another, "Wait until he drinks, and

has Tilled himself with water. We shall now have him between us, and

he cannot get away."

Sweel Medicine began to walk across the creek; and when he was in

the middle of the stream, he tucked his moccasins under his belt, and

l to drink from his hands. After drinking, he took water in his

hand and put it on his head to cool himself. The soldiers were not close

to the trail, but were near enough to reach it very soon. When they saw

Sweel Medicine come out on their side of the stream, the people called

out, "We haw him now!" Sweel Medicine had turned down the stream:

but when he saw the people were after him, he turned and ran up the

creek as swift as an arrow. This was the first time the people had seen

him running. He ran up the creek, passing all of them; and after he

came to the ravines running down into the stream, they saw that they

could not catch him. and gave up.

It was nearly a year before he was seen again, and the people now
say that he came back to have a little fun with the tribe.
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The camp was on a stream which ran north. They were camped on

the west side of the river, in a circle, the camp facing the sunrise. Sweet-

Medicine came to the river below the camp, and wandered up the

stream a long way. His moccasins and leggings were all worn out and

torn. He came to a place where he saw his father and mother standing

together, outside of their lodge, on the other side of the camp from him.

He saw also his sister-in-law (his brother's wife) standing by the lodge.

The sun was just going down. Between him and the camp was a large

bunch of plum-brush. He crept up toward the lodge, behind the plum-

bushes. Near them some little boys were playing about; and Sweet-

Medicine said to the largest boy, "Tell my sister-in-law that I am here,

and that I am hungry. Ask her to get me something to eat." The little

boy went to the woman, and said to her, "Sweet-Medicine is there

behind the bushes. He is hungry, and asks you to get him something

to eat." The woman said to the boy, " Do not speak the name of Sweet-

Medicine any more. The people are watching for him." The little boy

went back and told Sweet-Medicine what his sister-in-law said; and

Sweet-Medicine said, "I will stay here in the bushes until she gets

something cooked for me." He kept the boys playing there near him.

After a while he sent the oldest boy to see if the meal was ready; and

the boy came back and said, "Your food is ready." Sweet-Medicine

stood up and pulled his robe up over his head, and walked to the lodge

without being noticed by any one, although the whole camp was watch-

ing for him. As he approached, his father said to those about him,

"Keep still! Do not notice him or speak to him, so as to make any one

look this way." His mother had new moccasins, new leggings, and a

new robe, that she had made a long time before to give to him whenever

he should come in. His sister-in-law gave him the new moccasins, leg-

gings, and robe, and said, "Put these on right away. The soldiers are

looking for you, and say that they will kill you." After he had dressed,

he painted himself with red paint, and put an eagle-down-feather in

his hair. He said to his sister-in-law, "Make a big fire and put the

kettle on, and make me some soup, and keep it boiling. I am going to

sleep." Before he went to sleep, his sister-in-law brought in a sack of

dried meat and gave it to him, saying that perhaps he might need it in

his wanderings.

When he had entered his father's lodge, two strange women were

there. His father begged the two strange women not to say to any one

that Sweet-Medicine was at home, as he was tired and wanted to rest.

Just as soon as these women went out, they told every one they met that

they had seen Sweet-Medicine in his father's lodge. All this time the

kettle was boiling, and it was growing dark.

When the soldiers heard of this, they went around quietly and told

one another that Sweet-Medicine was in the camp. They gathered
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together and surrounded the lodge. The chief soldier kept calling out

to the young men to close up, so that Sweet-Medicine could not break,

through the line or get away. They said, "Now we will bring him out

and whip him to death." While they were calling out, Sweet-Medicine

heard them, and awoke, and rose from his bed, and took the kettle of

soup and poured it on the fire. The ashes and steam rose in a thick

cloud ; and the eagle-feather in his hair had the power to carry him up

and out through the top of the lodge, and set him on his feet outside the

ring of the soldiers. The soldiers made a charge on the lodge, but they

could not find him. He was gone.

Several days after that, a young man who was out hunting came to

the edge of a cut bank; and as he looked down into the ravine below,

he saw Sweet-Medicine roasting some meat. The young man spoke to

him, saying, "You are roasting meat, are you not?" Sweet-Medicine

did not answer him or raise his head. The man turned and went back

to the camp. It was a big village; and all the people were told that

Sweet-Medicine was down the creek, roasting meat. The place where

he had his lire was under a high cut bank, shaped like a horseshoe. In

front of it there was timber, and behind and on either side a cut cliff,

All the people turned out and surrounded the timber, and closed in

toward the cut bank; for there was no way to climb this bank, and he

could not escape that way. They charged toward him, calling out, " Xow
we have you!" When they came to the fire, no one was there. Sweet-

Medicine was gone, but no one had seen him go. Presently some one

said, " There goes a coyote down the creek." That was all that was seen.

When they could not find him, some said, "Let us look for the tracks

where he came in." They found a low place where his tracks were seen

coming down the stream and to the fire. The track came up from the

creek to the place where he had built the fire, but they could find no

tracks leading away from there. None could say where he had gone out.

The camp moved again; and after travelling about for a time, they

camped on another stream, on which there was much heavy timber and

thick willows. Under a cut bank, where he could not be seen, where

thick willows were all about him in front, Sweet-Medicine made a fire.

A man saw smoke coming up from the timber, and, going out to find

what made the smoke, he peeped over the bank and saw Sweet-Medicine

roasting meat by his lire. He went back and told the camp what he had

seen. All the men went out quickly, and surrounded the timber, where

he could not see them. They stole up close to where he was — so close

that they could see him by the lire. Then the head man called out to

the young men to rush upon him. They said, "We have got him this

time, and now we will beat him to death." When they reached the fire,

no one was there. Meat was roasting over it. but there was no one near.

The only living thing they saw was a great night-owl, which flew up the
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bank, and alighted on top, right over where the fire was. By this time

the camp was always on the watch for Sweet-Medicine.

The camp had moved again, and had been travelling about for more

than one moon, when they camped on another stream, which had cut

banks, and thick timber in the bottom. Sweet-Medicine was in the tim-

ber, near a cut bank which formed a half-circle, where he was hidden

from sight ; but a man who was out from the timber saw him, and told

it in camp, and the soldiers went out and surrounded the place. They
thought they would surely catch him this time, as there was no place

for him to get away. When they rushed forward, and reached the fire,

no one was there. The only thing they saw was a magpie, that flew up

in the top of a tree near the fire, and began to call to them. When they

found that Sweet-Medicine was gone, the soldiers and the people went

away; but they said, "We will still keep watch for Sweet-Medicine."

Again the camp moved, and after a while stopped on another stream.

A man who was out looking around saw, as he was passing a high bank,

smoke rising from the timber. He looked over, and saw heavy timber

and logs piled up, one on another, and Sweet-Medicine roasting meat

by a little fire near a cut bank. When the man went to camp and told

what he had seen, the head men and soldiers said to each other, "This

time we will do differently." They put guards all about outside of the

timber, so that when Sweet-Medicine came out they could head him
off. They charged through the timber, and felt sure they had him now

;

but when they reached the fire, he was not there, but a timber blackbird

flew up into the trees. A man said, " Nothing but a timber blackbird

went away from this place."

The camp moved up the stream, and camped on the same creek.

One day after they had been camped a short time, a man who was out

hunting came upon Sweet-Medicine roasting a piece of meat by a small

fire. The man hurried to camp and spread the news. The head men put

double guards around the timber where he was, and then charged in

toward the fire. The head men called out, "Close in fast, so that he

cannot escape! We have got him now." When they reached the fire,

there was nothing there except the fire ; but a very red bird flew up and

alighted in a tree near by. The people all returned to camp, wondering

why they could not get him.

All this was not done in a short time ; it took several years. The last

few times that Sweet-Medicine was seen, he was naked. He must have

left his clothes behind him.

After this, Sweet-Medicine must have made up his mind to show
himself in plain sight of all the people. He dressed himself up, and

painted himself all over with red paint. He had buffalo-beards tied to

each of his moccasins; they hung down under his heels. A wooden
whistle was tied about his neck with a string. Across his forehead he
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had tied a night-owl skin and feathers. He carried a Contrary bow,

with a little red bird tied on the end. He had the Contrary forked stick,

with one prong longer than the other. Tied to the bow, in three different

places, were five eagle-feathers, — two on each end, and one in the

middle; and where he held the bow when shooting was tied a bundle

of white sage. On each side of his hand hung two dried bear-guts ; so

that when he came in sight, he was in the very dress of the Contrary

dance. The only thing that was not painted was his bow : this was clear

white wood, with a pure white string. He came from the way the sun

rises, toward the opening in the circle ; but when he was near the opening,

he turned to his left hand and went south, to the southeastern part of

the camp, where he marked a circle. Then he passed around it to the

southwest corner of the camp, and marked another circle; then to the

northwest margin, where he made another circle ; then to the north side,

where he made another circle ; and then to the northeast side, where he

made a circle. All this time he kept blowing his wooden whistle, and

all the time he was moving along. All the people were out watching him,

but at first they did not know him in this strange dress. After he had

reached the northeast side of the camp, they knew him ; and they all said,

"Why, that is Sweet-Medicine! He is going through too many foolish

things. We will rush upon him." The camp charged on him; and he

started off and ran, taking long steps. The people all ran after him ; but

all seemed to grow tired very soon, and sat down to rest. A great many
of them got cramps in their legs, and could not run.

Some time after this he appeared again. This time, when he came in

sight, they knew him. He wore a headdress with raven-feathers stand-

ing up around the head, and a row of eagle-feathers from the middle of

his forehead, over his neck, to the back. He carried a rattle, painted

red all over, with antelope-hoofs tied on the handle. About his neck

was a string to which was tied a bone whistle. Over his left shoulder,

and across his breast, and down on his right side, was a dog-rope, which

trailed on the ground. It was covered with feathers, in rows, one above

another, lie was painted red all over. This time he appeared in the

same place, and walked around the camp, as he had done before, making

the same circles at the same places as before, and blowing his bone

whistle all the time. When he reached the place at the northeast side

of the cam]), where they had chased him away before, some one said,

"lhre he is again! He is always doing something. Let us try once

more to catch him, and whip him to death." They ran after him; but

lie went off to the north, running easily. They could not overtake him,

and ;tll turned back.

The camp moved, and travelled about for a year before they saw

Sweet-Medicine again. This time, when he appeared, he had raven-

feathers in his bonnet, and the same rattle, but was painted black all
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over. As before, he came in sight from where the sun rises, and walked

toward the circle, and took the same road around the camp as before,

making the same turns and the same circles, until he reached the north-

east side of the camp, when some of the men said, "There is Sweet-

Medicine again!" They went after him, but could not catch him; he

went off to the north, out of sight.

It was a long time, more than a year, before Sweet-Medicine was seen

again. The camp had moved many times, and travelled a long distance.

This time Sweet-Medicine wore a war-bonnet, and a white shield with

feathers fastened all over it. He was well dressed, with moccasins,

leggings, and a buckskin war-shirt. In his hand he carried a crooked-

lance, the handle covered with otter-skin. Two eagle-feathers were tied

to the crooked end, and five eagle-feathers at different places along the

handle. The war-bonnet was a long one, with small buffalo-horns on

each side, just above his ears. He came in sight from the same direction

as before, and went through the same motions. They let him get to the

same point that he had reached before ; and then the people said, " There

is that fellow again, coming around camp with his work." They all

started after him; but he went off easily, and they could not overtake

him, and all came back to the camp.

Again he was gone for a long time ; and when he returned, it was from

the same direction as before. This time he was painted black, with a

little red. He had a short spear, which he used for a cane, and on the

top of the spear was a place for a hand-hold. He wore a war-shirt, the

upper half painted black, and carried a bone whistle. About the spear

ribbons were tied. The people had never seen ribbons before, and did

not know what they were, nor where he got them. He went around the

camp, as he had done before, and did the same things, and stopped at

the same places. The soldiers chased him away again, but could not

get near him.

The next time he was seen he came toward the camp wearing a cap

made of the skin of a buffalo's head, with the horns left on, and the skin

drawn tight over his head, so that only his face was seen. About his

waist was a piece of buffalo-hide for a belt; and a buffalo-tail was fas-

tened behind, hanging down. He was painted with white clay, and had

some white clay in his hair, and carried a wooden whistle, which he

kept blowing all the time. As before, he came from the rising sun, and

moved around the camp as before, making the same circles, until he

got to the northeast side ; then all the soldiers charged him, and followed

him a long way, and then came back.

Sweet-Medicine came back a seventh time, from the same place as

before. This time he was painted black over his whole body. He carried

a bow, like a Contrary bow, painted black all over. He wore the white

feathers from under the eagle's wing, and red feathers in his hair. He
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went around the camp in the same way; and when he got to the same

place, the camp went out after him, and he ran away for a certain dis-

tance and then stopped ; and when he stopped, the people stopped; they

did not go after him.

The next morning, after daylight, he came in sight again, dressed in a

fine buffalo-robe painted red, wearing fine leggings painted red. A
tobacco-sack hung outside his robe, and he was carrying across his left

arm a fine pipe. He came from the same direction as before. When he

had come near the camp, he went up on a little hill and sat down for a

time. Then he went around the camp to the place from which they used

to chase him, and turned, and stopped, and then walked back to a little

hill just north of the camp. There he sat down. The people in camp
were watching him all the time. Then they rushed out toward him, and

he arose and walked away over the hill out of sight. The whole camp
looked for him, but could not find him. They did not know where he

went. At this time he seemed a middle-aged man.

Now, after a time, the chiefs said to Sweet-Medicine's brother, "Tell

Sweet- Medicine that he can come back to the camp now. We will not

harm him." So after a time his brother saw the young man, and told

him what the chiefs had said ; and Sweet-Medicine returned to the camp
and lived there. But still the people were planning how they could get

rid of him.

Now the people said to Sweet -Medicine's brother, "You are a chief

now ; but if you will throw away that brother of yours, we will make you

a bigger chief, and all will do just as you say."

Soon after this, Sweet-Medicine's brother said to him, "Let us go out

hunting!" They went out, and killed a buffalo; and the brother built

four fires around the buffalo, to make a smoke, and broke some bushes

and handed them to Sweet Medicine, and said to him, "Do you keep

walking around the buffalo, and keep the Hies off the meat, while I go to

the camp and gel the dogs, to take the meat to camp."

Sweet-Medicine's brother went to the camp, but he did not go back

for the meat. The next morning they broke camp, and moved for three

days before they stopped. After that they kept moving from place to

For two years after they left Sweet-Medicine in this place, the camp
did not return there. During these two years the}- never got enough to

eat, and were always hungry. During the first year they lived on rabbits

that the young men and boys got in the bushes and in the timber. The
second year they found a few deer and antelope, and still caught a few

rabbits. At length they began to think that Sweet Medicine was the

cause of all this suffering, and came to believe that he had the power to

the game from them. So, after two years more, the cam]) turned

and travelled back to where they had left Sweet-Medicine. They did
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not know whether he was still alive, nor if he was and where they had

left him; and after they had come within two or three days' travel of

the place, they turned and moved south, and went into camp about a

half-day's travel from where they had left the young man.

After they had made camp, Sweet-Medicine's brother said, "I am
going to see the place where I threw away my brother on the prairie."

He started ; and when he reached the top of a hill, from which he could

see the place where he had left his brother, he was not far off, and could

see the white bones of the buffalo. As he looked, he said, " There are the

bleached bones where I killed the buffalo, and there is where I left my
brother." The longer he sat by the hill and looked, the weaker he grew

;

and tears came to his eyes, for he felt sorry for his brother. At length

he went down to the place; and when he came near it, he could see,

around the spot where the bones were lying, a circle marked, and the

grass had nearly grown over it. As he drew nearer, he saw that there

was a deep trail worn in the ground, — a trail so deep that a man stand-

ing up, with his arms stretched straight up, could not reach the top. As
he stopped by this trench, he heard sounds below him; and when he

listened, he heard Sweet-Medicine saying, as he still walked around

below, "I guess by this time my brother is a big chief, and has the power

to make them do anything that he wishes them to." Then the brother

could see Sweet-Medicine still walking, and still carrying in his hand

the branches that had been given him to keep the flies off the meat. The
branches were yet green, the leaves as green as when his brother had

put the branches in his hand.

Sweet-Medicine's brother knelt on the ground, and bent his head and

looked down, and said to Sweet-Medicine, " Brother, will you not look

up at me?" He said this over and over; but Sweet-Medicine did not

look up, nor turn his head, but kept walking in the circle all the time.

Then his brother said, "Let me take one of your hands in mine;"

but Sweet-Medicine did not answer, nor look at him. The brother

began to cry and mourn, saying, "Take pity on me! Take pity on me,

and raise your hand to mine !" Sweet-Medicine did not stop in his walk.

His brother sat there for a time, crying and mourning, and asking Sweet-

Medicine to speak to him ; but at length he went off and left him, and

returned to the camp. There he told his mother and father that Sweet-

Medicine was still out there where he had left him, and alive, but that

his brother would not look at him nor give him his hand.

His father and mother set out for the place ; and when they had come
near it, they began to cry and mourn ; and when they reached the place,

his father lay down on the ground and looked into the hole, and said,

"Son, look up and give me your hand;" and his mother said the same
thing. They begged and implored him for a long' time, but he did not

look at them ; and at last his mother said, " Son, just turn your head and
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look at your poor mother standing here over you." Sweet-Medicine

turned his head a very little, just enough to get a glimpse of her; and

when his mother reached down her arm, he raised his hand just enough

to touch her fingers. He did not come out of the hole, nor speak to her

;

and after a time his father and mother were discouraged and gave up,

and went back to the camp.

After that the camp moved. That summer they killed a few buffalo,

but not many. They gathered up old gristle and bones that they found

on the prairie, and boiled them ; and for that whole summer they wan-

dered from place to place, thinking and hoping that they would find

something to eat. The young men used to travel far out ahead, looking

for game. Sometimes they saw a few buffalo, and the camp would move

toward them; but when they reached the place where they had been

seen, the buffalo would be gone. All the time they knew why they were

starving; that Sweet-Medicine was making them wander about in

search of food that they never found. It was now autumn.

That winter the snow fell deep. All the food they could find was a

few rabbits, skunks, mice, and other small animals. They were obliged

to dig in the deep snow for what they had to live on that winter, and the

next spring they were starving. The young men went out and found a

few antelope, and for four days after this they killed antelope. During

that summer they nearly died. They would grow very hungry and weak,

and then they would find antelope enough to keep them from dying.

All that summer it was like this ; and all the winter they nearly starved,

and up to the spring.

The fourth year, early in the spring, they were very weak. The snow

had not yet all gone, but lay in drifts in the ravine: but the slough grass

and rushes were beginning to grow. The people were living now on the

roots of rushes, old rye-grass roots, wild turnips, and other roots, and

what flesh and gristle they could get from the bones of buffalo, and

other animals which they found on the prairie. That spring was the

worst that they had seen; they almost starved to death; most of the

women became very thin ; no flesh was on their bones. Some of them

were so weak that they could hardly walk, but were just able to sit up.

Marly in the spring the camp moved, and after going a little way came
to a stream and crossed it, and camped on the other side. The same

day the camp moved, Sweet-Medicine was travelling, and came on their

trail. I [e followed the trail until he crossed the stream; and on the other

side he could see the camp, — a big village. Not far ahead of him he

saw four boys pulling up flat rushes and long grass on the banks of the

stream. They were eating the roots, and piling some up on the bank.

As he drew near, the eldest boy looked up, and said, "There is Sweet-

Medicine." The other boys said, "No, it is not he." But when Sweet-

Medicine had come closer, all the boys said, " Yes, it is Sweet-Medicine."
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Sweet-Medicine said to the boys, "My young friends, what are you

doing?" The eldest boy answered, "We are pulling these flat rushes to

get something to eat."

"What does the camp do for things to eat?" asked Sweet-Medicine.

The boy said, " They go out and look for old heads and bones of buffalo

that have been killed for a long time. The meat and sinew on them are so

hard and dried up that it takes from three to four days' boiling before

they are soft enough to eat, and even then we can hardly eat the meat."

Sweet-Medicine said, " Gather up some wood, and I will build a fire."

After the boys had brought wood, he built a fire with his own hands

;

and after it was burning well, he cut two forked sticks as long as from

his elbow to the end of his fingers. He thrust the two forked sticks into

the ground by the side of the fire, about the length of one of the sticks

apart, and then said to the boys, " Go into that timber and find an elm-

tree, and bring me a piece of the inside bark of the elm."

"How large a piece of bark shall we get?" said the boys.

"Look at those forked sticks," said Sweet-Medicine, "and you can

guess. Bring a piece that will reach from one forked stick to the other."

The boys went away, and in a little while brought him a piece of

bark. Sweet-Medicine took it, and placed it on the ground by the two

forked sticks, but a little way from them ; and then, taking hold of the

bark by the two ends as he raised it to place it on the forked sticks, the

boys saw that it was fine fresh meat, with fine back-fat.

The boys had with them a little parfleche sack; and Sweet-Medicine

said to one of the boys, "Take the sack and go to the snowdrift over

there, and make one scoop with your hands, and get all the snow you

can hold in both hands. Make it into a round snowball, and put it in

the sack and bring it to me." When the boy returned and gave Sweet-

Medicine the sack holding the snowball, Sweet-Medicine took the sack,

and waiting until the meat was good and hot, and the grease began to

drip from it, he put the sack which held the snowball right under the

meat.

"Now," said Sweet-Medicine to the boys, "make a place to eat."

The boys broke some limbs of trees, and placed them on the ground

;

and Sweet-Medicine took the meat from the fire and placed it on the

sticks, and cut the meat into four equal pieces, and took the snowball

out of the sack ; and when he took it out, it was white marrow-fat. Sweet-

Medicine said to the boys, "Sit down now and eat; eat all you can; eat

plenty." The boys were glad to do so, and they sat down and ate all

they could, but they could not eat all the meat. After they had eaten,

and all were satisfied, they said, " Sweet-Medicine, what shall we do with

the rest of this meat? We cannot eat it all."

Sweet-Medicine said, "Take it home with you; and when the people

ask you where you got it, say to them, ' Sweet-Medicine gave it to us.
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Sweet-Medicine has come back.' Now," he continued, "I have been

walking all day, and I am sleepy. I am going over there to lie down

under that bent tree to sleep. If the people want me, you may tell them

where to find me. If they want me to come into the camp, they will

have to move a lodge from the south side of the camp inside the circle,

and put it up for me."

The boys went into the camp ; and when the people saw them carry-

ing fresh meat, they were astonished, and asked the boys where they

got the meat. The boys did not all live in the same place, but lived with

their parents in different parts of the village, not all together. When
the people questioned them about the meat, they answered, "Sweet-

Medicine gave it to us."

The men said, "Are you sure it was Sweet-Medicine? Did you know
him?"

The boys said, "Yes."

Every one that asked them this question wished to taste the meat.

The boys gave every one that wanted it a taste of the meat, and still they

had meat left.

The people talked a great deal about this, and presently two men were

sent out from the camp to look for Sweet-Medicine. While they were

away looking for him, the people in the camp moved the lone lodge,

which was on the south of the circle, inside the camp, and put it up
within the circle, in about the same place where Sweet-Medicine had

sat in the first Medicine-Lodge when he was a child. They fixed up a

soft bed, with high back-rests. The back-rests were made of small wil-

lows, painted with fine stripes, and were covered with soft buffalo-robes,

hanging down from the mouths of the buffalo-heads fixed on top of

the back-rests. The big chief said, "I will have Sweet-Medicine for my
son-in-law. I will give him my daughter to keep his lodge, and make
moccasins for him. She is the finest girl in the village." The chief took

his daughter to the lodge, and left her sitting on the foot of the bed.

When the two men who had been sent out from the lodge to look for

Sweet-Medicine came to where he was, they found him asleep under the

bent tree. He was well dressed, and wore a buffalo-robe, leggings, and

moccasins, all painted red. In his hair he still wore the eagle down-

feather. One of the men walked up to him and shook him by the

shoulder, and said, "Sweet-Medicine, our friend, awake! We are sent

to bring you to the camp." When they woke him, Sweet-Medicine

looked up at them with a smile on his face. He was a fine-looking young
man. The men walked back with him to the camp, one on each side.

He entered the camp from the northeast side, the same place he had

been driven away from, and went straight through the camp to his lodge.

He went into his lodge; and when inside, he stood straight up. Within

the lodge there were some old people; and one of them spoke up, and
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said, "This is your lodge, and that is your wife," and he pointed to the

chief's daughter sitting on the foot of the bed. After a time a great many
others came in to see him, for it was a large village.

One of the chiefs spoke, and said to him, " Sweet-Medicine, tell us

the news ; tell us what you have seen during your travels since you left us."

"Yes," said Sweet-Medicine, "I have travelled far over the prairie.

I have seen other Cheyenne camps, and some camps of the Arapaho.

They are scattered far and wide."

One of the men said, "It is four years since you ran away, and we
have been starving all that time."

Sweet-Medicine smiled, and said, "Now, I am going to sing for four

nights; but I wish to have the camp moved to a level place in the open,

and the camp set up in a true circle." The next morning the camp was

moved, and put up just as he had directed. His lodge was put up on

the south side, near where it had stood before.

That night he began to sing, and he sang for four nights. There were

many men in his lodge ; and he said to them, "Tell all the people that if

they see some straggling buffalo passing through here, they must not

disturb them, nor kill them : they are the leaders, and are going ahead

of the herd."

The second morning, after he had sung two nights, some old men
called out through the camp, "Buffalo are seen near the camp!" The
third morning the young men who were out from the camp came in and

told the chiefs that they had seen many buffalo coming in from all

directions. All this time the people obeyed Sweet-Medicine, and did

not disturb the buffalo ; and all day long the people — men, women, and

children — stood in the camp and watched the buffalo coming in in

strings, and did not disturb them.

The fourth night the people thought the night was very long, and that

day would never come. The fourth morning the buffalo were all around

the camp, except on that side where the wind blew from the camp. On
that side there were no buffalo.

Now Sweet-Medicine let the people go. He said to them, "Now you

may go out and chase buffalo, and kill what you need." The people

went out after buffalo. The swiftest runners went farthest, and sur-

rounded a part of the buffalo, and then they began to shoot them with

their bows and arrows. The young men went around and cut out the

tongues and the humps. They were brought in, and laid at the door of

the big chief, Sweet-Medicine's father-in-law. The tongues and humps
were cooked, and taken to Sweet-Medicine's lodge, and all the chiefs

and old men were called in to a feast. Then, after the chiefs and old

men had gone out, another feast was made, and all the young men,

married and single, were called in. No one was missed ; all were well fed.

During the years that Sweet-Medicine stayed with the camp, they had
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plenty to eat. While he lived in camp with his wife, he took great pride

in her. He combed her hair and painted her face, and kept her in fine

clothes. They had- no children. After he had been with them for four

years, one day he said to his wife, "Tell your father that we are going

on a journey." When she told her father, he said, "Daughter, where

are you going?"

She replied, "Father, you have heard what Sweet-Medicine said, that

there are more Cheyennes and Arapahoes who are not yet here in our

camp. Besides that, there are other peoples."

Her father said, "Daughter, how long will you be gone?"

She said, "Father, I do not know. I think we shall be gone a long

time."

His wife was now making moccasins for the trip. Sweet-Medicine

said, "We will take with us our big dog to pack our bed."

After she had finished making moccasins, they started with their large

dog, and made the trip to the Black Hills.

When they had reached the place to which they were going, they

took the dog out to one side of their lodge, a good way off, and made a

shelter for the dog, and tied him there. Sweet-Medicine left plenty of

meat for the dog to eat. He had the power to keep plenty of meat by the

dog after he left.

Somewhere in the Black Hills is a very high butte, and on the side of

that butte a big flat thick rock. Sweet-Medicine and his wife went toward

that rock ; and when they were close to it, the rock moved to one side,

and beyond it they saw an opening and a room. They went in. The
first thing his wife saw after they had gone into the room was a coyote-

skin. When they had passed the coyote-skin, beyond it they saw four

arrows lying side by side, feathered with large hawk- feathers, and the

arrows all pointing the same way. A little way beyond these were four

more arrows, lying with the heads all pointing the same way; these were

feathered with eagle-feathers. A mysterious man (ma-i-yu') was there,

who said {0 Sweet-Medicine, "Which arrows do you like best, the arrows

with gray hawk- feathers, or those with eagle-feathers?" Sweet-Medi-

cine answered, "I like best those with eagle-feathers."

Outside this lodge there seemed to be all sorts of people. One came
in and said, " I heard that there was going to be a meeting of mysterious

men, — a sacred meeting, — and I came to see. They are going to give

j
tower. They arc giving power to a Woh-has-tat'-tan, the Cheyenne man
that has come in."

Then oilier people came into the lodge, and among them a man who
sat just inside the door, — a poor, sickly, weakly man. He was coughing

all the time. He had a bad cough. If he had not come in, there w^ould

never have been any sickness among the people. These persons who
came in were spiritual people from above. None of them were ever seen

on earth by the Cheyenne.
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At that meeting this spiritual man told Sweet-Medicine what to do

with the arrows, and how to handle them. He said, " These arrows must

be wrapped up in a piece of the hide of a four-year-old buffalo. The

buffalo must be shot once in the side. If the first shot does not kill it,

the buffalo is to be let go, and not shot again. Xo other kind of hide

except this must be used to wrap up the arrows, and it must be gotten

just as has been told you."

Of the coyote- hide which they saw when they first went in, a quiver

was made in which to keep the arrows. Beside the arrows lay a long

stick, for a cane to walk with. In early days a good many persons used

long sticks to walk with. A spiritual man then painted Sweet-Medi-

cine's wife all over with red paint, — her face, her arms and hands, and

her robe and all her clothing. Then he painted Sweet-Medicine all over.

His robe, his pipe and tobacco-pouch, were all painted red. Then the

arrows were taken up, the ones that he had selected. The spiritual men
who were teaching him took them up and handed them to him. He was

taught to have the arrows touch his right shoulder first, then pass

straight across to his left shoulder, then down his left side, then straight

over to his right side, then straight to his breast. The points were held

toward the ground, the feathered ends up.

The woman was lifted to her feet; and the spiritual man put about

her a robe, tying the belt behind. He placed the arrows on the ground,

with their points directed toward the rising sun. The woman was made

to stand at the points of the arrows, looking toward the rising sun. Then

the arrows were lifted high, and touched first to her right shoulder, then

across to the left shoulder and down her left side, then across to the

right side, then up to her breast. Then they made four motions, — one

to the left, one to the front, one to the right, and one straight up. These

motions are always made to the four points of the compass. With the

fourth motion they put the arrows on her back, and then picked up

the long stick, and gave it to her for a walking-stick. The door of the

spiritual lodge in the big mountain faced toward the setting sun.

They were in this spiritual lodge, under the ground in the big moun-

tain, for four years, and during this time they were being taught by the

sacred men. At the end of the fourth year they went out of the lodge,

by the door facing toward the setting sun, and went back to where they

had left their dog.

When they had reached their lodge, Sweet-Medicine gathered white

sage, and had his wife make a bed of the sage-stems on which to place

the medicine-arrows while he packed the dog. After the dog was packed,

he took up the arrows and put them on his wife's back, and handed her

her cane, and they started to find the people. They got a forked stick

;

and every night when they came to camp, they thrust this stick in the

ground, and hung the arrows on it, and leaned the cane up against it.
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Each morning before they started, Sweet-Medicine painted his wife

as she had been painted in the spiritual lodge. Then he put the arrows

on her back, and gave her the walking-stick: and they started and

walked all day, and at night thrust the forked stick into the ground at

their camp, as they had done before. For four days and four nights

they did the same each day and night.

The fifth day the woman began to get tired, and was obliged to sit

down and rest. She had to rest four times ; and while she rested her hus-

band smoked, smoking four times.

On the sixth morning he dressed (i. e. painted) his wife and himself,

and put the arrows on her back, and gave her her cane, and they went

on. When his wife stopped to rest, he took the arrows off her back, and

he smoked his pipe. Before smoking, he pointed his pipe to the west,

to the north, to the east, and south ; then up above ; then toward the earth

;

then to his mouth. He always smoked four times.

That day Sweet-Medicine came upon tracks in different places, all

going the same way. He said to his wife, " I think we are near the camp.

All the tracks are going the same way." They had gone only a little

farther when they came upon the main trail, and followed it.

A person who was coming behind with a load of meat said to himself,

"There are some persons going into camp late." Presently he had come
close to them, and could see that it was Sweet-Medicine. Sweet-Medicine

saw him, and motioned the man to pass on his right side. The man kept

on without speaking, and passed them ; and when he reached camp he

said to the people, " Put up Sweet-Medicine's lodge. He is coming, and

is bringing something with him."

When the people heard that, they were excited. They put up his

lodge in the same place, and made it ready for him. When he came in

sight, all the people were out looking at him. He walked straight to his

lodge, took the arrows from his wife's back, and hung them above the

door. After night fell, he took them in, and they were hung at the back

part of the lodge. His wife's mother led the dog away, and the woman
went into the lodge. Then all who could get inside went into the lodge,

and sat down and began to weep, asking for help.

At length all the people became quiet, and they brought in something

to eat. Sweet-Medicine said to the people, "Now you see that I have

come back. I have been gone a long time, and have been to a place far

away, where I have seen many wonderful things. The spiritual men
(ma-i-yun') that i saw at this place gave me medicine to doctor with,

to cure you people when you are sick. This food must be well cooked.

You must eat nothing raw ; all must be well cooked." The people asked

him if he would go and eat outside of his own lodge. He replied, "Yes."
IK' added, "'there i^ one thing that must not be done: no one must walk

in front of me or in front of my wife."
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A man said, "I want you to come to my lodge." Sweet-Medicine

went, and walked around to the south side of the lodge, to the back side,

and sat down. They gave him some buffalo back-fat to eat. When they

heard that this man had had Sweet-Medicine to feast, all who were in

the camp wanted him to visit their lodges. Even a little girl said, " I

want Sweet-Medicine to come to our lodge." All the food he did not

eat went to his mother-in-law's lodge. He did not go to all the lodges.

Then he went home. Many people went with him, as many as could get

into the lodge.

Soon after this they moved camp. He dressed himself as he had done

before, and painted and dressed his wife. He was in front, leading the

camp; and his wife, on foot, followed with her mother, carrying her

cane, and with the arrows on her back, as before. During the march

they stopped four times. He showed his wife's mother how to take off

the arrows, and how to put them on when they started. Her mother

raised up her daughter with her hands, and put the arrows on her back,

and then picked up the cane and gave it to her, and they started on

again ; and for three days, as the camp was moving, Sweet-Medicine and

his wife did the same thing each day.

The fourth day they came in sight of a stream ; and after they had

smoked, they started on, and camped on the creek. While they were

putting up the lodges, many men were with him, smoking. He always

had plenty of visitors in his lodge. He never went into his lodge until

everything was hung up. The cane was always taken inside the lodge.

Now Sweet-Medicine began to establish the different societies of sol-

diers. The tobacco-pouch and pipe represent a chief's dress. Sweet-Med-

icine gave the chiefs the power to draw the animals toward them. The
chiefs in those days always carried pipes, and were called "Crooked-

Pipes." The Crooked-Pipes had the power to surround all the animals,

and to bring them inside the circles. After the Crooked-Pipes had been

established, the Swift-Fox Soldiers were made, who were afterward called

the Flint Soldiers. Then he made the Swift-Fox dance. The chief sent

out for certain young men that wanted to dance, telling them to come in.

Any one that did not wish to dance might stay at home. They called also

for four young unmarried girls, who had to be in the dance ; and these

were called the Swift-Fox dance girls. One man carried a black lance.

It was painted black all over. The others could carry lances, but only

one could carry a black one. For the dance they had four drums and

one rattle. Sweet-Medicine was teaching them this dance for four days

and four nights. After the fourth night they marched to the south side

of the camp, and sat down, and sang four songs. They finished the

fourth song with a loud cheer and a sharp cry. Then they marched

around to the west side of the camp, and sat down, and sang four songs.

The fourth song finished with a cheer. They beat their drum and danced
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a little. Then they marched to the north side of the camp-circle, sat

down and sang four songs, beat their drums, and danced. Then they

went to the northeast of the camp-circle, sat down, sang four songs,

beat their drums, and danced, and then went straight back through the

camp to their big lodge in the centre of the circle, went in and had a big

dance, and then went home.

In about four years he taught them another dance, called Him'-o-

we-yuhk'-is. This was like the Swift-Fox dance, except that they had

a double lodge instead of a single one, and instead of three poles to

support it, they had four poles. From a crooked piece of an elk-horn,

shaped like a snake, he carved out a snake, looking up, and cut many
notches in the top side of the elk-horn. Then he got a piece of the

marrow-bone of an antelope, with the foot attached, to rub across the

notches cut in the elk-horn, and make a sharp noise. The snake was

painted blue on the back, and yellow on the belly. The marrow-bone

was painted yellow to the foot. In moving the marrow-bone across the

back of the snake, he always moved it first from him, and then toward

him. Each person who came to the dance was obliged to come from

his own side of the camp. The people on the south side came in on that

side ; those from the north side came in on that side. He said to them,

"If any one makes a mistake, and comes in to the dance from the

wrong side, there will be many snakes on the prairie during the next

summer." These soldiers did not all paint themselves alike: each one

dressed to suit himself.

At these large dances four men were appointed to do all the wrork,

for servants. The one on the right side was told to get up and take a

coal from the lire, and to take some sweet-grass, and break the sweet-

grass up to a line powder, and then carefully to put it on the coal of fire,

by the door. While putting the sweet-grass on the coal of fire, he was

obliged to make four motions. Then another man took a coal of tire,

and put it in front of the snake's head, at the back of the lodge, near

the middle. This man broke up some sweet-grass to powder, and

sprinkled it on the coal, with the same four motions as the other man.

Then a third man placed a coal of lire before the antelope-hoof, and

sprinkled sweel grass on it, with the same four motions. After that,

the snake was placed on a lied of white sage stems; it might not be laid

on the bare ground. He taught them how to make the four motions.

The firsl motion musl be made from the man who was making it, not

toward him. If the first motion was made toward him, bad luck would

follow the people all that season. If they went on the war-trail, their

war parlies would have had luck, and would be defeated.

r that, one of the singers got up and counted his coups, and all

shouted. Then all got up and danced fast. Then the women were told

to get up and dance. They danced like the men, holding up their hands
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like wings. Lying before the snake were four pipes. In an interval of

the dance, the singers took the first pipe and smoked, and then laid it

down behind the fourth pipe This was kept up until all the four pipes

had been smoked, and the pipes put in their places, just as they lay

when they were first put down. All the people had pipes, but these four

pipes were smoked only by the singers.

Then another man stood up and counted his coups. They all shouted,

and then danced as before. The women danced as before. After the

last dance, they all circled toward the right, and ran out of the lodge,

and then around in front, and back into the lodge again. The crier then

called out that the dancers were to have two blankets apiece. They
made four runs, each one a little farther from the lodge than the one

before. At the last run they made, they went outside of the camp. They
then went marching around the camp in single file. They danced in

twos until they got around to the place where they started from, and

then all went home. The snake was taken home by one certain man,

and kept by him. This was after night. After the dance was over, he

called it the "Finger dance."

Afterward the old crier was told to tell them that they would leave

the Snake dance there, and trample it up, and that the name of the next

dance would be changed. Sweet-Medicine said, "I will call these people

the Sand-Hill people." They went out of camp.

3. SWEET-ROOT (A FRAGMENT).

In the following fragment is given much detail of the remarkable

powers possessed by Sweet-Root, or Sweet-Medicine. It is to be noticed

that in this version, unfinished, which is told by Rig-Knee, a southern

Cheyenne, the soldier bands are established as soon as the hero returns

to camp after his long absence, and brings the buffalo.

Sweet-Root came into an old woman's lodge in one of the Cheyenne

villages. No one knew where he came from. He was a young boy, per-

haps eight years old. The old woman had a small lodge. Sweet-Root

went in, and said, "Grandmother, I am very hungry." She said, "My
grandchild has come to visit me," and gave him some meat to eat. When
he had finished eating, he told the old woman that he was going down
to the timber, and walked out of the lodge. When he left, she looked

through the door to see which way he went. When he had gone a little

way from the lodge, he became a young man; then she knew he was

ma-i-yun-iv' (possessed spiritual power), but she told no one about it.

He came back about sundown, and, when he entered the lodge, he

was a boy again. The old woman knew he was the same. She said,

"Have you come back again, my grandson?" He answered, "Yes,

grandmother; and I am very hungry." She said, "I have nothing but

roots to cook for you;" but he replied, "Wait till to-night, and we
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shall have plenty to eat." She put the roots in an earthen jar and

cooked them.

After a time Sweet-Root said, "Grandmother, hand me one of those

old buffalo-skins that you use for your bed." She handed him one, and

he spread it out in the lodge, hair side up, to the left of the lodge as one

enters, and said, "Now take it up." When she lifted it, there was a pile

of buffalo-meat under it.

Sweet-Root said, " Grandmother, do not call anybody in. If anybody

comes in, it will be good ; and I think some one will come in. Some
one will smell me. I smell of sweet-root." Soon after that they heard

a woman speaking outside the lodge, who said that the old woman's

lodge smelled very good, and as if they had fresh meat in there. By this

time part of the meat had been cut up and was hanging over the fire.

The woman came to the door of the lodge and looked in. The old

woman was cutting up the meat on the right side of the lodge, and

Sweet-Root was sitting on the left of the entrance. The old woman
said, "Sit down over there, and I will give you something to eat," and

she pointed to where Sweet-Root was sitting. When she turned around,

Sweet-Root was gone, and there was a buffalo-chip lying on the bed

where he had been sitting. As the woman went to sit down, she said,

"You have a fine buffalo-chip on your bed." The old woman replied,

"My grandson was sitting there: he must have gone out." Then the

old woman gave her something to eat, wrapped up in a piece of hide

some meat for her to carry away, and told her not to tell any one about

it. She said she did not know how the meat had come there; she had

found it in the lodge by her bed. When her friend had gone, she went

outside.

There were several girls near by, kicking the playing-balls about, and

she watched them for a short time. When she came into the lodge again,

Sweet-Root was sitting in the same place as before. She said, "I put

that buffalo-chip farther back from where you left it. I was afraid my
friend would sit on it when she came in." Sweet-Root replied, "That
was myself." Then he said, "1 am going out to play with the boys,"

and left the lodge.

All around, the girls were standing in circles, kicking the balls to one

another. Sweet-Root went among the little boys who were playing, and

said, "
1 will be a rabbit; you may chase me around." They ran after

him, and Sweet-Root, in running away, scattered the counting-sticks

that one of the girls had piled up beside her. The girl who was counting

said, "If you come by here again, I will hit you with the ball, for you

scattered my sticks." He ran by again, and she struck him with the

ball. As the ball touched him, he turned into a rabbit and ran off

toward the brush. The village dogs chased him, but he got away. The
girls were surprised when he turned into a rabbit, and watched for him.

Oi

into
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They heard some one say, "What are you looking at?" and turned

around to find Sweet-Root standing behind them. They all said, "Why,
you turned into a rabbit!" but Sweet-Root said, "No, I have been

standing here all the time. That rabbit must have jumped out of some

hole." Then he began to play again. Close to where the boys were

playing there was a deep buffalo-wallow. One of the boys would lie in

it, and they would throw dirt and sticks at him. Sweet-Root said, "I

will get in, and you may all throw at me;" so he went in and sat clown.

The boys got all around him and began to throw dirt at him, and it

became very dusty. When the dust had cleared off, Sweet-Root had

disappeared. Then they began to know that he was ma-i-yun-iv'.

That night everybody was talking about what a strange boy he was.

Every one wanted to know where he had come from, and where he

belonged.

Next morning two young men were standing on a knoll on the edge

of the camp, when another young man came up and stood beside them.

The two young men wondered who he might be, for they did not recog-

nize him. All the young men in a village usually know one another,

but he was a stranger to them. They said to one another, "Let us find

out who he is, and where he comes from." Meantime, Sweet-Root had

walked away over the knoll. The two said, "Let us follow him!" and

they went after him. When they looked over the top of the knoll, they

saw a coyote trotting off. When they saw it, they thought Sweet-Root

must be sitting in the high grass; so they stepped back, and said, "Let

us wait till he comes back." After a time they looked again, and saw

the young man walking down below. They saw him going away, and

then they went back to the camp ; and when they arrived, they told what

they had seen, and how Sweet-Root had turned into a coyote, and that

when they looked again, they saw a young man going down to the creek.

One of the women said, "We do not believe you. Xo one could turn

into a coyote, and then back again into a man. We must watch him."

Then she and another young girl went up on the hill. They watched,

and saw the young man coming toward them.

One of them called to him, "Come here and talk with us!" so Sweet-

Root came up and talked with them. When they parted, they said to

him, "You must come often and see us. We will be friends, and often

have good talks together."

One of them said, "We hear you turned into a coyote, but we do not

believe it. Are you trying to make fools of us ? We cannot believe you

can change like that." Sweet-Root only laughed at them when they

said this to him, and they stood together and talked for quite a while.

Then the girls went back to the camp.

There was a big crowd there. They said, "That is the strange young

man," for he was not yet known by the name of Sweet-Root. Then three
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young men said, "We will see who he is." They went up on the hill to

see him ; and when they were near him, Sweet-Root went over the hill

again. They ran fast up the hill and looked over, but saw only a swift

fox running off. They watched it, but it disappeared, and they saw

Sweet-Root walking up the next hill. When they went back to the camp,

every one said, "We must try and catch him." The men said, "He is

afraid of us, but a woman might catch him."

A band of men tried to catch him. When they saw him, they tried to

close in around him, but he disappeared as they drew near ; and when

they went to where he had been standing, they could find no trace of

him. They came to where he had been, and saw a weed growing there.

They could not see the root of this weed.

While they were looking for him, he went back as a boy to his grand-

mother's lodge, and again told her that he was hungry. The woman
who had seen him on the hill said he was still there, but he was eating

in the old woman's lodge. After eating, he said, " Grandmother, I am
tired," and he slept a little.

The girl was told that some one had seen a boy go into the old woman's

lodge, so she went to find out. She looked in, and saw a young man
asleep. She said, "You change many times," and entered and shook him

to wake him. When he got up, he was a fine-looking young man. The
woman watched him. Then she went out and told the camp that the

young man was there, and then went back and asked him his name.

Sweet-Root replied, "You will know later." She went out again; but

the people said to her, "Stay in the lodge with him till we can get some

people together to catch him." She went in again, and a big lizard lay

where Sweet-Root had been, so she went out again; and as she looked

back, she .saw the lizard dig a hole in the ground and crawl in, so she

said to the people who were coming up, "He is gone again."

That evening she went to the creek with a jar for water. There was

a stump standing on the bank. She threw her robe over the stump
while she went down to draw water. As she came up, Sweet-Root was

standing there with her robe in his hand, and there was no stump to

be seen. Sweet-Root said, "Why did you throw your robe over me?
Take it back." She answered, "You change so often that I hardly know
you." Sweet Root said, "I heard you say that only a woman was clever

enough to cateli me, and for that reason I made the change. I shall

change once again, and then I will begin to teach your people; after that,

I shall be always with them." When she left with her jar of water, she

looked back, and saw the stump standing where she had thrown her

robe over it. She went back and said to the stump, "I think you are

tooling me," and pushed it over. It was rotten, and fell easily.

When she had again reached the camp, she told what had happened
to her, saying that she had pushed the stump over, and that it was rotten
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at the root. The women would not believe her, but she insisted that she

had talked with Sweet-Root. One of the women said, "I tried to push

that stump over yesterday, but was not able to ; its root was very strong."

They all went down to look at the stump ; but, when they reached the

river, they found a big rock lying where the stump had been.

That night this same woman went out and looked up on the hill where

Sweet-Root had stood. She saw a little fire there. A weed was growing

there, and sparks were coming out of it. She went up to it, and pulled

up the root of the weed. She tasted the root, and found that it was sweet.

She came back to the camp, and told the people that she had found

the root where the man had disappeared. After that, they called him

"Sweet-Root."

Sweet-Root went back to the old woman's lodge, and the next day

every one went out on a buffalo-hunt. During the hunt Sweet-Root

killed a yearling calf. He had cut it up, and was taking the meat from

the bones, when an old man came up and wanted to take it away from

him. They quarrelled about the ownership of the calf, and Sweet-Root

picked up one of the shin-bones and knocked the old man down and

killed him. Those who arrived at camp first said that Sweet-Root had

killed an old man, and some of the soldiers were told to kill him as soon

as he returned. When he entered the lodge, his grandmother said to

him, "I hear you killed an old man." Sweet-Root said, "Cook meat for

me, for I am hungry." She put an earthen pot on the fire and began to

cook for him. Some of the young men had seen him enter the lodge,

and they gathered around it to kill him. They all came close around

the lodge. His grandmother went out.

One of the young men looked in and told the others that Sweet-Root

was inside. They gathered close around, and pulled up the pins of the

lodge. Sweet-Root kicked the pot over into the fire ; and, as the ashes

rose, he went up with them, and all the men could see was a butterfly

in the air. "After this," said Sweet-Root, " the people shall always have

weak eyes from these ashes and this smoke."

The young men said to the old woman, "We ought to punish you for

not telling us about him." She replied, "I know nothing about him.

He comes into my lodge, and I thought he was one of the village people,

but I know nothing about the boy."

Four days after, they saw a wolf come up on the hill and howl. The
girl who had pulled up the root understood what the wolf was saying.

It said, "I came to take pity on you and help you, but you are not

treating me well. I wanted to tell you how you must live, and what you

should do in the future." In the morning the woman told the people

what the wolf had said to her.

Four days after that, Sweet-Root, as a boy again, returned to the old

woman's lodge. Some one saw him, and told the young men, who said,
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"This time we will get him and kill him." They scattered out far

around so as to catch him, and some of them came close to the lodge.

.

Their leader said, " Now two of you must jump into the lodge, while the

rest stand close around it;" but when the two men went in, they saw

only the yearling calf hide that Sweet-Root and the old man had quar-

relled about. This was lying folded on the bed. They threw it into the

fire and went out. After they had left the lodge, Sweet-Root appeared,

and told his grandmother that the people were not acting as they ought to.

That night a coyote came and howled near the camp, and the girl

understood it. It was Sweet-Root, who said that in four days he would

return to the village. Next morning she told the people what she had

heard, saying, "Sweet-Root told me that." The fourth night Sweet-

Root came among the young men, but no one recognized him. He slept

in the lodge with them, but in the morning he was gone. He went over

to the girl's lodge and asked her to tell her father that he would appear

again in four days. Her father was a chief. Sweet-Root said, "I am
sure they will not treat me right."

Next morning he went away. As he moved off, the young men saw

him, and made a charge at him. He kept walking along slowly; but,

though the soldiers ran as fast as possible, they did not overtake him.

As the}- drew near, he passed over the crest of the hill ; and, when they

saw him again, he was a wolf running away. When he had gotten a long

distance off, he became a man again, walking, so they still followed him.

As they came up again, he went over another hill, and all they could see

was a swift fox running in the distance. While they looked, he became

a man again, so they still kept following. The next time he changed, he

became a dog ; and when he was some distance off, he became a man,

so they still followed him; and the next time he changed himself into

a buffalo-bull and trotted off. Then they gave up trying to catch him,

and started back, while the bull stood and looked at them.

When Sweet-Root changed himself into a wolf, he foretold the Wolf-

Soldiers; when he became the fox, he foretold the Fox-Soldiers; the dog,

the Dog-Soldiers; and the bull, the Red-Shields or Bull-Soldiers.

Four years after that, the village was camped as usual in a circle;

and one (lay at noon, on a hill close by, a man stood. He was painted

red, with a ihundcr-bow 1 across his arm. They thought it was Sweet-

Root. He went back over the hill again; and, as they watched, a little

prairie owl flew around the camp. They saw no more of him. The Fox-

Soldiers carried a lance something like a thunder-bow. When he went

back over die hill, the people went up there and saw a fox running off;

but they only watched it, and did not follow it.

Four years after, he came again. This time he was dressed as a Dog-

Soldier. As he went back over the hill, a dog came close to the camp.
1 Another na weapon also known as Contrary bow or Contrary lance.
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That night there was much howling among the wolves and coyotes,

and all the dogs in the village answered.

He was gone again for four years; and when he appeared, he was
dressed as a Red-Shield or Bull-Soldier. Each time before he appeared,

the woman who had pulled up the sweet-root dreamed that he would
come, so they knew when to watch for him.

Four years after this, Sweet-Root came up with several of the boys

who were following the camp as it moved. They were picking mush-
rooms, for the people were hungry. Sweet-Root appeared among them,

and asked them what they were doing. They said they were looking for

mushrooms to eat, as the village was starving. Sweet-Root said, "I

am sorry for you, my poor friends," and made a small fire. Then he told

them to bring him some bark from a tree. They brought him two large

pieces. He put them before the fire as if he were cooking them, and they

became meat cut from buffalo-hams. Not far off lay some dried buffalo-

bones. He told the boys to bring him the leg-bones and to sit down.

He broke up the bones, and, as he did so, they became fresh and full

of marrow. He handed them the meat, and they had all they could eat.

Then he told them to rub their faces and bodies with the marrow, so

they would smell of the grease when they went back to the village. Then
he told them to pick up four buffalo-chips and give them to him. He
rubbed his hands over these chips, and they became big balls of pem-
mican. Then he rubbed some leaves in his hands, and the leaves became
large heart-bladders to put the pounded meat in. There were four boys

:

and he gave to each a bladder of meat, and told him to take it to the

chief's lodge, and give it to the chief to distribute among the people.

Then Sweet-Root said, "Tell the chief that Sweet-Root has come back,

and have him cry out that I will be at the camp this evening. Have a

very large lodge put up for me in the centre of the village."

The boys went off to where the camp had been pitched, and walked

to the centre of the village, where the men were playing the hoop-and-

stick game. Everybody smelled the grease on their bodies. Two of

them carried the bladders of meat under their robes. The boys stood

in the centre of the camp, for the chief was one of the game-counters.

Some one asked what they wanted. They replied, "We wish to speak

to that chief; we have a message for him." Every one turned to look,

and the chief got up quickly and went to see them. They handed him
the food, saying, "Sweet-Root sends you this to be divided among your

people. He wishes to have a big lodge put up for him in the centre of

the village. He will arrive here this evening. He will come straight to

the lodge you make for him. He says he has come back to take pity

on your starving people, and that he will help you."

The chief listened to the message, and while he listened he held the

meat in his robe. The players called to him to come back and sit down
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where they were playing the game. He replied, "Stop the game and

come around me." Then he announced the message. The boys had

started off, but he called them back. He asked them to sit by him and

to tell the story of how Sweet-Root had made the meat. They did so.

They said that Sweet-Root had told them to have the chief select four

young men, and that these must paint themselves red and must dis-

tribute the meat.

The chief called every one to come to the centre of the camp to eat

the meat, and said that the oldest people must sit by themselves on one

side and commence the feast, and that the young children must be on

the other side. The chief told the crier to paint himself red. He did so,

and called every one to the centre of the camp, and all the people

assembled there. The men, women, and children sat in half-circles,

with the oldest on the left. The men sat by themselves, and the women
by themselves.

The chief stood up and gave the message that Sweet-Root had sent,

and then called the four young men who were painted red to step forward.

They distributed the food, starting from either end of the half-circles.

The four men passed from end to end of all the lines, giving out the meat,

and the meat was not exhausted. When they had finished passing the

meat, there was still a little left, so the chief ordered it divided between

the oldest man and woman and the youngest boy and girl. These old

people took home the meat that was left, and the boy and girl did the

same. The chief told them to take it home and eat it there. Then he

announced that, now that they had finished feasting, they must put up

a lodge in the centre of the camp for Sweet-Root. The man who an-

nounced this said that the old and young men must come to help, but

the women and children must stay away. They took the skins from two

lodges to make it with (To'-wan-yo, " two lodges put together for sacred

ceremonial purposes"). Inside they smoothed the ground carefully.

When it was finished, as many went in as it would hold, and outside

there were many more sitting in double rows.

After they were seated, they looked, and saw some one approaching.

When this person arrived at the entrance of the camp-circle, he stopped;

and as he walked toward the lodge in the centre, he made in all, four

pauses, before reaching the lodge; then he entered, passed to the left,

and sat down in the back of the lodge. After he had sat down, he told

two young nun to go out and bring in seven buffalo-chips. He said that

each of these men must bring two chips, and that three women must be

told to bring one chip each. The women did not go into the lodge, but

the chips to the two young men to take in with them. Sweet-Root

put these sewn chips in a row in front of him.

eet Root said to the chief, who was sitting next to him. "Tell the

le not to make a noise. I have something good to tell them. This
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time I have come to take pity on them." Every one kept very quiet

while Sweet-Root talked.

He stood up and spoke to the people, and said, "I have come here to

help you. I have brought plenty for you to eat. I am going to teach you

how to enjoy yourselves and to show you how to be happy. I will tell

you how you are to live in the future, and what is best for you to do. I

am chosen as a messenger to tell you this. I am sent by the great spiritual

power.
" First, I am going to organize soldier bands, and I am going to teach

them. I shall organize four bands to begin with, — the Dog-Soldiers,

the Red-Shields, the Fox-Soldiers, and the Thunder-Bows. It will take

a long time to tell about these bands. Early in the morning I want one

man to go up on the hill close to the village."

Sweet-Root then talked till late at night; and when he had finished

speaking, he told four young men to take each one chip, and to give

three women the other three chips, and to lay them anywhere on the

other side of the hill. He stayed in the lodge that night.

Toward morning the village heard a rumbling noise, as if something

were coming. A young man came running in, and said that the buffalo

were very near. One of the old men called out to keep the dogs back,

as the buffalo were coming right up to the camp. Sweet-Root explained

that the reason he sent the women to carry the chips back of the hill was,

so that there should be cows as well as bulls in the herd. The people

went out on foot, — men, women, and children, — and killed many
buffalo, and loaded the dogs with meat.

Sweet-Root announced that he wished to have all the tongues brought

to the centre lodge. The people brought them, and they made a large

pile. He said, "I am going to tell a story again to the men." Sweet-Root

had all the tongues cooked, and told all the men to come to his lodge.

He told them that he would talk for seven days, and every morning they

must hunt buffalo. He said, "I will commence and make the Dog-

Soldier Band."

All those who wanted to join the Dog-Soldier Band came into the

lodge. He selected two who sat next to the lodge door, and painted them

black, saying, "These shall be called the Black-Dogs." Then he made

them caps with colored feathers. He called for a buffalo-robe, and

spread it in front of them. When he lifted it up, they saw the dog-ropes

lying there. There were two of them. One young man put on one of

them, and a Black-Dog danced up to him and led him out. Another

young man did the same thing. Sweet-Root said that the Black-Dogs

were the chiefs of the b^nd, and must set the length of time for dancing.

They could dance all night if they wished to do so. If one of the men
who wore the dog-rope imitated the cry of a prairie-owl, they would

dance all night. The men who wore the dog-ropes were given the same

privileges as the Black-Dogs.
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Sweet-Root told them to get an earthen jar and put in it a piece of

fat meat and some water, and stretch a hide over the mouth of the jar

for a drum. He said, "That was what I meant by saying you would be

happy. You can dance and enjoy yourselves. Later on, this society will

go among the other tribes." Sweet-Root made bone whistles for them.

He told them that when they wanted to dance all night, they must

begin at the left' side of the village and dance around the circle till

morning, arriving at the other end of the village in the morning. It took

Sweet-Root four days to teach the Dog-Soldiers. Whenever they should

renew the caps, whistles, and dog-ropes, they must take four days to

do it in. While he was teaching them, there were plenty of buffalo.

Sweet-Root told the Black-Dogs that, whenever the people came in

with buffalo-meat, they must take two Dog- Soldiers with them to carry

the meat, and go and sit in front of the principal lodges, and the women
would give them meat. When he had finished teaching the Dog-Soldiers,

he announced that he would create a band of Fox-Soldiers.

The camp was moved a little distance, and all the young men who
wished to join the Fox-Soldiers were told to come to his lodge. They sat

in a circle around him. He chose eight leaders, who sat four on each

side of him, and told two men to sit as sentries, one on each side of the

door. Then he spread down a buffalo-robe in front of him, and, when

he lifted it up, he found the articles that the Fox-Soldiers use. There

were a fox skin and a gourd rattle and eight Fox-Soldier bows. He
stuck one of these bows in the ground in front of each leader, and gave

the fox-skin to one of the young men to take care of. He was called the

owner of the fox-skin. These men were all painted yellow, and wore

their hair loose. The owner carried the fox-skin, and another man the

rattle. They went out and danced in a circle once in front of the lodge;

then east, south, west, and north, made a circle at each of the four

points and back to the lodge. There they took their places again, and

laid the fox skin and gourd on the ground. Then they sang four times,

and after each song the gourd rattle was shaken. When the gourd was

shaken the fourth time, everybody whooped. Sweet-Root told them to

announce that when the cam]) heard the whoop, every one must come
to look on, for there was to be a dance. He told the owner of the fox-

skin not to dance, but to walk backward and forward among the dancers,

lb' said (hat when there was sickness in the camp, they must have the

Fox-Soldier dance, and it would drive the sickness away. He told the

Fox Soldiers that every ten years everything must be renewed; then

others could join the society, or any one could leave it; then they could

make change- in the leaders. The dance must last four days. The first

two days all the dancers must paint themselves yellow; the third day,

red; and die fourth day, entirely black. The red was to represent the

going-down of the sun ; and the black paint, night. They must use only
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paint made by themselves. Then he gave them the name of Fox-

Soldiers.

The next band that was created was the Red-Shields or Bull- Soldiers,

and all who wished to join were called. Sweet-Root told them to go out

and get some buffalo-bull heads, so they hunted and got them. The
women dressed the bull-heads for them. When dressed and tanned, they

all brought them into the lodge. The heads were dressed without the

horns. There was only one leader who wore horns on his cap. Every

one who joined painted his body black. There was not much ceremony

connected with the Red-Shields. Each time Sweet-Root made a soldier

band, the camp was moved.

Before the Dog-Soldiers danced, they raked a coal from the fire and

sprinkled sweet-grass on it. The Fox-Soldiers sprinkled rock moss on
a coal, and the Red-Shields put on sweet-root. There was only one

thunder-bow and carrier. He walked by himself. Later on the Fox-

Soldier and Bull-Soldier societies took four sisters each into their soci-

eties. Sometimes they danced, but generally they sat in the lodge. The
Fox-Soldiers took girls who had never been married; the Bull- Soldiers,

only married women. The Fox-Soldier sisters must be girls of good

character. It was an honor for them to be chosen.

Sweet-Root then said, "I have finished teaching you, and will now
show you something wonderful. I will bring you something equal to

the buffalo-cap, or even greater than it."

4. SWEET-MEDICINE (A FRAGMENT).

In the fragment given below, the hero brings with him the arrows

when he returns to relieve the sufferings of the people. Various details

of the happenings when the buffalo reached the camp are related.

Instructions are given as to the care of the arrows, and the future of the

tribe is foretold. The tale opens after the killing of the chief, at the time

when the young men were trying to capture Sweet-Medicine. The
relation is by White-Bull (Hotu'a-hwo'-ko-ma-is, "the bull is white").

Sweet-Medicine's father was camped in a bend near the stream-bank.

The soldiers were looking for Sweet-Medicine, and came to this lodge

to see if he was there. As they were surrounding it, a coyote was seen

running away. They paid no attention to the animal, but completely

surrounded the lodge, and found that Sweet-Medicine was not there.

Then they thought that he must have been the coyote that they had seen.

The soldiers were always on the watch for him. At one time they were

told that he was in the lodge. They got together and surrounded it ; and
as they were doing it, a big owl— a great horned owl — flew out of it.

They kept looking for the young man, and at length he was again seen

to go to his father's lodge. When it was again surrounded, an eagle

flew from it. The fourth time, when the lodge was surrounded, Sweet-
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Medicine was within, and he upset a kettle which was standing on the

fire, and went out through the smoke-hole with the steam and ashes.

As this happened, -they heard some one blowing on a bone whistle. As

he disappeared, they heard him say, "They are troubling you a great

deal. This is the last time." For a long while after he had disappeared,

they heard a whistle going through the air, but the sound always came

more and more faintly. Perhaps it was his shadow that they had seen.

The next time they saw him, he appeared on the prairie near the camp,

wearing a dog-rope and a dog-bonnet. 1 They made no charge on him

at that time. They saw that he was in a dress that they did not know,

and they were becoming afraid of him.

The next morning he appeared again. This time he wore a cap made
of bull's hide, a shield painted red, with eagle-feathers about the margin.

He carried a spear to which, near the point, were tied the first two feathers

of an eagle's wing.

Next morning he appeared differently dressed, and walked up and

down the ridge before the camp. In his hand he carried something that

looked like a bow. Tied to it were bunches of magpie-feathers, and at

each end was a bunch of seven feathers. On his back there was some-

thing that they could not recognize.

The fourth time that he appeared he had a lance with a crook at one

end, wrapped with otter-skin, and at four places along the shaft two

feathers were tied. As he walked up and down, occasionally he gave a

yelp, as if daring them to charge on him. He walked up and down before

them four times.

The fifth time he appeared he was painted red over his whole body,

and carried a Contrary bow. He gave a deep cry and then whistled. Tied

to his hair, so that it hung down in front of his forehead by a string of

porcupine-quills, was the skin of a night-owl.

After he disappeared that day, he was not seen again for four long

years. Each year all the wild animals grew scarcer and harder to find,

and at the end of three years there were hardly any animals to be had.

The\- looked everywhere for food, and used everything that they could

swallow. They dug roots, cooked the stalks of the milkweed, and used

the fungus of box-elder trees. In the rivers there were still some fish,

and they caught these; for they got willow-shoots and fastened them
together, and made something like nets to gather up the fish with. In

the streams they made fish pens with willows, leaving an opening, and

driving the fish into them, catching them there with their hands. They
made traps with props underneath (deadfalls), and set them for animals,

and caught a few foxes. All this time they were moving about, looking

for food.

This is a bonnet like a war-bonnet, with a row of feathers passing over the hat in the

centre.
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One day as they were moving along, six little boys were lagging

behind the village, looking for food, picking up whatever they could

find, roots or berries not yet ripe. They were a long way behind the vil-

lage. Three of these boys were Cheyennes, and three were Suh'tai (some

people say that there were seven boys, but most say six). One boy

looked about and saw something coming, and said, " Some one is com-

ing." His companions paid no attention to him. It was in the spring

of the year, and even-thing was growing well.

At length the person who was coming overtook the six boys. He
looked at them for a little while, and walked on beyond them, and

looked about and picked up a buffalo-chip. He looked at it, and then

put it down on the ground again, making four motions before he let

go of it. On his left arm he carried a bundle wrapped up in a coyote-

skin on which the tail and the feet had been left. He put down this

bundle on the buffalo-chip, making the same four motions. As he put

it down, he stepped back from where these things had been put on the

ground, and spoke to the boys who stood near him, looking at what he

was doing. He said to them, "Boys, come here to me!" They all

walked up to him. Then he spoke again, and said to them, "You see

those white things out there," pointing to some prairie puff-balls that

were growing near. " Go and get one, and get four or five buffalo-chips

and bring them to me." The boys did as he told them. Then he made
a hollow place in his robe where it was separated by his arm, and broke

up the five buffalo-chips into fine powder. Then to each boy he gave

a handful of this ; and as each took it, he saw that it was pounded meat

with buffalo-grease. He took the white puff-ball that had been brought

him, and broke it into six pieces, and gave each boy a piece ; and as the

boy took it, it was white grease. When the person dusted off his robe

where he had broken the buffalo-chips, only dust fell from it ; but what

he gave the boys was greasy.

He said, "Now eat all you wish of this; and if you have any left, take

it home to your mothers and fathers. When you reach home, tell your

parents that Sweet-Medicine has returned ; that he will sing, and will

give them something to eat. Let them notify the camp. Then I will

appear."

The boys took the news to camp, and all the village learned of it. A
man went out and cried through the camp, repeating what the boys had

told, and said, "Perhaps they are telling the truth. Let some of you go

back on the trail and see what can be found out." Seven young men
went back, and at last came in sight of Sweet- Medicine, and went

toward him and met him. They walked up and stood in front of him

in a line, looking at him. His bundle was lying on a buffalo-chip, just

as the boys had said. He looked at them a little while, and said to them,
" There is one among you who will have to turn his back to me. He may
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not look at me." One of the young men was one of a pair of twins, and

he was obliged to turn his back to Sweet-Medicine.

The young men looked at him. His hair was well combed, and hung

down to his knees. He wore his robe hair side out, and it was well

painted inside with red paint. He said to them, " Go back to the camp

and tell the people to camp in a circle, leaving an opening in the circle

toward the rising sun. After the camp has been made, get two lodges

and make a double lodge in the centre of the camp. Then get a buffalo-

skull, and some white sand, and some red paint, and some white sage,

and take them into this lodge in the centre of the camp." The seven

young men returned to the camp and told what Sweet-Medicine had

said; and as he had directed, so it was done. When Sweet-Medicine

started for the camp, he walked a certain distance, and then stopped

and stood there for quite a time. He made four stops before he reached

the double lodge in the centre of the camp. The fifth time he went for-

ward, he entered the lodge. The camp happened to be facing Bear

Butte.

When he reached the opening of the circle, the whole camp was

mourning and crying, asking Sweet-Medicine for help. When he

entered the lodge, he sat down and spoke. When he saw how miserable

they were, the first words he said were of pity for them. He said, "A-o-

hyo';" then he stopped for a little while and said, "The first thing I

want you to do is to send out for a girl who has never been married to

come in here." They sent out for Nuh-to-wah'-he" ("Runty Calf Wo-
man, " — a name given to a calf that does not do well, and so may hold

its summer coat all through the winter). She could not come. Another

man spoke up and said, "Go out and get Wo'-is-ta." When they came

to her lodge and told her that she was wanted, she said, "Yes, I will

be there in a little while." She was doing some work. After she had

finished it, she went to the lodge. When she came in, Sweet-Medicine

said to her, "I forgot something at the place I have come from. It is

the sweet-grass that I need to burn to purify things. You see that high

butte over there and that spot over which the fog hangs. Go there; and

when you reach that rock, say, 'I have come for the sweet-grass that

Sweet-Medicine forgot.' When you go in, shut your eyes."

The woman went away. After she had been gone quite a long time,

Sweet Medicine said, "Perhaps I have some of that." He opened the

bundle that he carried, and found in it five braids of sweet-grass. He
said, " Why ! I have some, after all. I thought I had forgotten it." The
woman was never seen again. When he opened the bundle, arrows were

seen in it, — the four arrows.

He spoke to the people, telling them to take the dog-travois and to

fill up all the gaps in the circle between the lodges ; and the people did

so. This work occupied four days. (The lodge was prepared with the
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buffalo-skull, sage, paint, and so forth ; and the number of the arrange-

ments is told with great detail, but must be omitted, unless one is pre-

pared to sit until the whole story is told. Three nights were occupied in

arranging the lodge.) After it was arranged, he told the people that he

would sing ; and on the fourth night he sang. As he sat in the lodge and

sang, he seemed to sing toward the different parts of the camp ; and as

he kept on singing, the buffalo began to be heard grunting and roaring,

and seemed to circle about the camp following the direction toward

which he sang. The fifth night he sang again. Then the buffalo came

close to the camp and began to run against the travois in the gaps be-

tween the lodges. The people began to be excited. They did not know

what was to happen. He calmed them, saying, "Wait, wait! Do
nothing, but get your arrows ready." The third night of the singing,

which was the sixth night, the buffalo came still closer ; and while he was

singing, they entered the camp-circle and followed it around, as he had

done ; and the men got their bows and arrows, and shot the buffalo from

the doors of the lodges as they passed. Xext morning buffalo were lying

dead close to the lodges, and the men went out and looked among the

buffalo; and each man, as he recognized his arrow, said, "Here is my
arrow." So he knew that this was his buffalo.

The next morning they took all the tongues into the lodge in the centre

of the village, and cooked them by digging a hole in the centre of the

lodge, and putting into it green hide for a lining, and putting in water

and tongues, and throwing hot stones into the water, and so boiling the

tongues.

The fourth night Sweet-Medicine sang again. He said to the people,

"Try hard. Kill all you can." Again the buffalo came inside the circle.

There were so many of them that the young calves and cows rubbed

against the lodges, and caused the poles to bend and squeak. An old

man called out from one end of the camp, saying, " Tell Sweet-Medicine

to help us. The buffalo are so many that they will trample and crush

us." Sweet-Medicine called back, "Do not fear. They will not harm

you. Our lodge has been nearly knocked down, but I continue my
singing." Another man called out, "I have run out of arrows. I have

no more arrows. What can I do, Sweet-Medicine?" — "Never mind,"

said Sweet-Medicine. Another called out, "I am crowded into my
lodge, one foot out, and one foot in. They will crush me."

Meantime the men in the centre lodge were beating on its sides with

sticks, trying to frighten the buffalo away. All this time Sweet-Medicine

did not stop singing, except to cry out and encourage the people, and

to tell them that all would be well.

The next day, when they were about to skin the buffalo, he said,

" Stop now (i. e. stop killing) ! Cut this meat up and dry it. Stop feast-

ing! Busy yourselves in saving this meat."

vol. xxi. — no. 82. 21
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That day he told them to put up a lodge for him. It stood not far

from the opening of the circle on the south side. They built this lodge.

He sent for a third' lodge to change the centre lodge and make it larger.

The third lodge was put on top of the other two.

That night the bundle of arrows was opened, and Sweet-Medicine

told them what they were.

The men and boys were told to walk by and look at them, as they

were tied to a pole standing in front of the lodge ; but the women and

the girls were warned to keep away, and not to look at them. After

all the males had seen them, the arrows were taken down and carried

into the lodge, and put back in the bundle.

Now the great centre lodge was taken down, and the lodge-skins sent

back to their owners. Sweet-Medicine went to the arrow-lodge, and

there told the people the history of all that had happened to him since

he had been gone. All could hear him, — men, women, and children.

He also told the people what was going to happen to them in the future,

and gave them the whole life of the tribe, past and to come. While he

talked to them, the people sat in the lodge on the ground, resting on

their buttocks and feet, the ankles crossed, the right arm on top of the

left, resting on the knees, the hands on the upper-arm, the head bowed,

and the face hidden in the arms. Sweet-Medicine sat in the same posi-

tion. After he had talked to them for a long time in this attitude, the

people cried. He told them that they must not change their mode of life.

On the second day Sweet-Medicine talked to them again. He sat

cross-legged, with his robe across his lap, his hands hanging down over

his knees, and his head hanging down.

The third day, as he sat there, he heaped up in front of him a little

pile of earth. He placed his right hand on the pile of earth, and raised

the hand to his mouth four times. Then he raised his left hand and held

it toward the sky, and then brought it to his mouth, and then held it

toward the sky again, and repeated this until he had done it four times.

Tied to his robe he had a piece of sweet-root. He touched the first two

lingers of his right hand to the ground and rubbed them across his lips.

Then he bit off a little piece of sweet-root and chewed it up, and put his

hands together side by side, palms up, and spat at the root of the right

forefinger, at the root of the right thumb, at the root of the left thumb,

at the root of the left forefinger, and then at the bend of the hands, over

the knuckles where the hands met. Then he passed the right hand up his

leg from ankle to thigh, his left hand up the right arm from wrrist to

shoulder, his right hand up the left arm from wrist to shoulder, his left

hand up the left leg from ankle to thigh. Then he raised both hands
over the top of his head until his fingers met, and brought his hands

straight down over his head. These motions are always gone through

with before telling the Sweet-Medicine story, and indeed before under-

taking any sacred operation.
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One man who sat in the circle in the lodge spoke to Sweet-Medicine,

who for a long time had been sitting in silence with his head hanging

down, as if discouraged. He said, "Friend, what is your trouble? Why
are you sorrowful?" Sweet-Medicine answered, "Yes, it is true I am
troubled. Listen to me carefully. Listen to me carefully." He said

this four times. "Our great-grandfather spoke thus to me, repeating

it four times. He said to me that he had put people on this earth, all

kinds of people. He made us, but also he made others. There are all

kinds of people on earth that you will meet some day, toward the sunrise,

by a big river. Some are black, but some day you will meet a people

who are white, — good-looking people, with light hair and white skins."

A man spoke up, and said, " Shall we know them when we meet them ?
"

"Yes," said Sweet-Medicine, "you will know them, for they will have

long hair on their faces, and will look differently from you. They will

wear things different from your things, — different clothing. It will be

something like the green scum that grows on waters about springs.
1

Those people will wander this way. You will talk with them. They will

give you things like isinglass (i. e. thingsthat flash or reflect the light,

mirrors) and something that looks like sand that will taste very sweet.

But do not take the things they give you. They will be looking for a

certain stone. They will wear what I have spoken of, but it will be of all

colors, pretty. Perhaps they will not listen to what you say to them,

but you will listen to what they say to you. They will be people who do

not get tired, but who will keep pushing forward, going, going all the

time. They will keep coming, coming. They will try always to give you

things, but do not take them. At last I think that you will take the things

that they offer you, and this will bring sickness to you. These people do

not follow the way of our great-grandfather. They follow another way.

They will travel everywhere, looking for this stone which our great-

grandfather put on the earth in many places.

"Buffalo and all animals were given you by our great-grandfather;

but these people will come in, and will begin to kill off these animals.

They will use a different thing to kill animals from what we use, —
something that makes a noise, and sends a little round stone to kill.

" Then after a while a different animal will come into the country. It

will have a head like a buffalo, but it will have white horns and a long

tail. These animals will smell differently from the buffalo, and at last

you will come to eating them. When you skin them, the flesh will jerk,

and at last you will get this same disease. At last something will be given

to you, which, if you drink it, will make you crazy. These people will

have something to give to animals to eat which will kill them.

" There will be many of these people, so many that you cannot stand

1 Cloth was not mentioned, but the reference is no doubt to the thread of cloth, ravel-

lings.
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before them. On the rivers you will see things going up and down, and

in these things will be these people, and there will be things moving over

dry land in which these people will be.

"Another animal will come, but it will not be like the buffalo. It will

have long heavy hair on its neck, and a long heavy tail which drags on

the ground. It will come from the south.

"When these animals come, you will catch them, and you will get

on their backs and they will carry you from place to place. You will

become great travellers. If you see a place a long way off, you will want

to go to it, so at last you will get on those animals with my arrows. From
that time you will act very foolishly. You will never be quiet. You will

want to go everywhere. You will be very foolish. You will know nothing."

He took some grass in his hand, and held it out before him, and said,

"Here is something that the animals live on." Then he put it down,

and he took other plants in his hand, and said, "You see that these are

different-looking grasses and plants. These are to be used for your

medicine;" and as he put each one down on the ground, he explained

the uses of each.

"These people will not listen to what you say; what they are going

to do they will do. You people will change : in the end of your life in

those days you will not get up early in the morning; you will never

know when day comes
;
you will lie in bed

;
you will have disease, and

will die suddenly; you will all die off.

"At last those people will ask you for your flesh (he repeated this

four times), but you must say 'No.' They will try to teach you their way
of living. If you give up to them your flesh (your children), those that

they take away will never know anything. They will try to change you

from your way of living to theirs, and they will keep at what they try

to do. They will work with their hands. They will tear up the earth,

and at last you will do it with them. When you do, you will become
crazy, and will forget all that I am now teaching you."

Such are some of the fullest and most serious versions of the culture-

hero stories of the Stih'tai and the Tsis-tsis'tas, as I have been able to

gather them. The scene of the stories is about those prominent buttes

north and northeast of the Black Hills.
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WAPPO MYTHS. 1

BY HEXRIETTE ROTHSCHILD KROEBER.

TWO BROTHERS.

The old Coyote lived at Loknoma (Middletown), and with him lived

the Chicken-Hawks. The Chicken-Hawks were hunters of all kind of

game, — deer, rabbits, and so on. They hunted in the daytime and
came home to eat what they had killed during the day. After eating,

they went to sleep in the sweat-house, and in the morning, after having

slept and sweated, repeated their hunt for game.

The Hawk stayed in the sweat-house, he being Capitan, and having

no need for hunting, as the others supplied him. He had two little boys,

who were with him playing with the arrows he was making. Not satisfied

with these, he made a wheel or hoop for them to roll around in the sweat-

house. They were rough at playing, and broke the hoop. This caused

them to cry, for they wished to continue playing, and told their father so.

The old Capitan made another hoop, but strengthened it by putting

on beads. Again the boys played, and again broke the hoop. Dis-

satisfied, they commenced annoying their father, and would not let him
work at his arrows, but broke them and pulled off the feathers, never

ceasing their crying.

The Hawk then made another hoop and strengthened it by putting

a stronger belt (elima) around it. The boys played and were quiet, and

the Hawk paid no attention to them and so lost them.

The hoop rolled out of the sweat-house, and the boys followed on

and on. They laughed as they ran after the hoop, that was always a

little ahead of them. They were unable to overtake it. While running

they sang, "Nachilyi itutewelil hashi " ("Hoop, come back! Hoop
come back!"). But the hoop went faster and faster on its way south,

and the boys just continued following until late in the evening, when
the hoop turned, and, itself tired, dropped down before the boys.

The younger boy was crying, and asked his brother where was their

mother.

When the Hawk looked up from his work, he missed the children,

and knew they were lost.

The boys slept where they stopped, on the ground, without shelter

or blanket. When they awoke, they rose and gathered acorns. They
cooked and ate them. Looking about, they saw a little lake. Many
ducks were on the lake. The boys made a snare for the ducks. They
caught some and brought them to the camp and cooked them, and the

1 Contributed as part of the Proceedings of the California Branch of the American

Folk-Lore Society.
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elder brother fed the younger. Then he set more snares and caught

more ducks.

Then he said, "If this house we made does n't stand over night, we'll

die in the morning." In the morning the house stood, and they con-

tinued living on the ducks they trapped.

After sundown the little boy said, "How are we going to grow big by

night?" The elder said, "To-night we have acorn-bread, mush, and

pinole." They grew big over night because they got and ate all the food

they called for.

They were both grown, and both trapped ducks all day. The duck-

fcathers they used to make blankets.

They went to bed at night, but were awakened by the Screech-Owl's

loud cry. The younger went to call it, saying, " Come here and eat some

ducks !

" The Owl came close when it was called. The boy said, " Hurry

up and eat!" The Owl came and sat on the roof of the house.

The elder brother was lying in bed. The younger sat down on the

other side of the fire. The Owl jumped down to the door, with eyes big

and glaring. The younger brother saw the Owl, and became frightened.

He asked his brother, "What is that?" He answered, "That is what

you called. Why do you become frightened?"

Then the younger brother said to the Owl, "I called you to eat these

ducks."

The Owl helped himself to the acorn-bread and passed it to the

younger boy. The boy asked, "Have you any daughters?" The Owl
answered, "Yes, I have two daughters." The boy said, "That, then, is

right for us."

Daylight came, and the Owl wanted to go home. The younger boy

sacked the ducks for the Owl to take with him. A little way from where

the boys lived was the Owl's village. There the Owl went.

In the morning the people in the village asked the Owl many questions

about the ducks, and where they came from. The Owl said, "I met two

boys, who called me and gave me the ducks."

The Hawk started away from home, saying, "I am going to look for

my boys." The Hawk's brother went with him. They went to the south

to look for the boys. At night they came to where the boys lived.

The Hawk had another brother, who lived in the south, and the three

brothers met the next morning. The brother of the south said to the

other two, "You have been away a long time. Now you must come

home with me. You need not return to your village." He then led his

brothers and the Hawk's two boys to the village where he lived. He
asked his brother, "What did you do to your two sons, and how did

they come here?"

They all stayed in the village Melele (by the pond), and that's the

last.
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COYOTE AND THE FROG.

At Bulnoma, about two miles above Middletown, lived the old Coyote,

with his grandchild the Hawk (nihle). The Hawk hunted and killed

deer, but never gave any to his grandfather. They lived in different

houses, the Coyote and his wife the Frog (gadek!), and the Hawk and

his wife the Quail (bibi).

The old Coyote brought a deer-hide and antlers and put them on his

wife, and disguised her as a deer.

The Hawk hunted all day and saw no deer. When he was returning

home, he saw one, and tried to shoot it with his arrow; but the Deer

kept moving towards the river, always keeping ahead of the Hawk.
When the Deer reached the river, he was shot in the belly by the arrow

sent by the Hawk. But the Deer got away. He jumped into the river.

This was Coyote's disguised wife. By jumping into the river she

was able to throw off the hide and antlers and hop back to her house,

where Coyote helped her into the room. She became sick. Coyote put

medicine on the spot where she was shot.

The Hawk followed the blood trail left by the Deer. It got dark, so he

went home. He told Coyote, "I shot a Deer near here, but it got dark

and I could n't find it, so I came home."

The Frog was very sick during the night, and Coyote tried to help

her. The Hawk had but one arrow, with a very long flint, and he always

used it to kill deer. At midnight the Frog pulled out the flint from where

she had been shot. When it fell to the ground, it sounded like silver.

The Hawk heard it, and called to the Coyote, "That sounded like my
flint falling." The Coyote then began to cry, "He, he!" and said, "I

did n't hear your flint; but I have one here, and it is my flint."

They got a basket, and Coyote filled it with hot water and washed

the flint in it. In the morning the flint came out of the basket a man.

He sat next to Coyote. Coyote said, "That's right, my boy."

In the morning the Hawk went through a little opening in Coyote's

door. He saw a man sitting with Coyote. The Hawk said, "That looks

like my brother. I will tell Coyote."

Coyote offered the flint man food, but he refused and just sat there.

Coyote did n't know what to do, so he went to Mishelewu and gathered

sweet clover and took it home. Then he showed it to his flint son. He
grasped it from Coyote and kissed him, and ate all that Coyote had

gathered. On this clover the flint man lived. He ate nothing else.

The next day the Coyote and his frog wife went out and gathered a

big lot of clover (boti) for him.

The Hawk never got his flint back. And that is all.
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A YUMA ACCOUNT OF ORIGINS.

BY JOHN PEABODY HARRINGTON.

If we base our classification on the numerals, the languages of the

Yuman stock may be grouped as follows. In parentheses are given the

tribal names in the Yuma language, together with their meanings, if

known.

A. Eastern Group, i. Havasupai (Kwaaxaxavasupaya
,

l "blue-

water folk"). 2. Wallapai (Xawalyapay , "pine-tree folk"). 3. Tonto

(Tulykapaya
, "lizard folk"). 4. Yavapai (Yevepaya

; in Wallapai,

Inyavape' ).

B. Central Group, i. Mohave (Xamaqav3
; in Wallapai, Wamaqav3

).
2

2. Yuma (Kwitcyana
). 3. Maricopa (Marikapa, "bean folk;" also

Xatpa; in Wallapai, Panya'
a
).

3
4. Diegueno (Kamya). 4

5. Cocopa

(Kwikapa).

C. Lower California Group, i. Kiliwi and Santo Thomas. 2. Co-

chimi. 3. Waikuru (?).

The Halchidom (Xalytcyidhoma
), who formerly held the Colorado

River between the Mohave and the Yuma, are said to have spoken a

language almost identical with the Yuma.5

1 The letter x represents a harsh h sound like Russian x; h represents a faint h sound.
2 The name Xamaqav* does not mean "three mountains."
3 The name Xatpa includes the Pima.
4 Kamya refers to the eastern Dieguenos. The Kawia and western Dieguenos are called

Xak\vitcJ\
5 The numeral forms given here for comparison are those used in counting, and must

not be confused with the adjectival forms which are used in modifying nouns and in

answering "How many?" The latter suffix k if the form used in counting does not al-

ready end in k and present irregular forms in some of the languages. Compare Mohave
az>i xamok, "3 mountains;" avi canipk, "5 mountains;" ai>i amaikasy ent'n-Tik, "6

mountains." The Tonto numerals were collected by Loew and White; the Yavapai,

by Gatschct; the Kiliwi and Cochimi, by Gabb. The rest were gathered by the writer,

and have therefore uniform orthography.

lasupai.
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A somewhat hurried comparison of linguistic material gathered by

the writer corroborates, on the whole, this classification, although certain

growths common to several of the languages would, if made the basis

for classification, require groupings different from that above. The only

literature published on this subject is by Gatschet, who suggests this

same classification ; for he states that the Wallapai is more similar to

the Tonto than to the Mohave, 1 and that even in the Santo Thomas
and Kiliwi dialects of Lower California a strange element occurs, which

grows more pronounced in the Cochimi, but which may nevertheless

be of genuine Yuman origin.
2

The tribes of the Central Group (B) form a close unit as regards

religious beliefs and ceremonies, and invariably burn the dead. Nothing

is known of the religion of the Tonto and Yavapai tribes of the Eastern

Group (A), but the Wallapai and Havasupai of that group possess crea-

tion myths and certain ceremonies distinct from any yet found in the

Central Group, and practise rock- burial as well as cremation. The
Cochimi of the Lower California Group (C) are said by Bagert to have

always buried the dead, later depositing the bones in ossuaries.
3

A grouping based on the material culture of the Yumans, however,

would separate the four river tribes — the Mohave, Yuma, Maricopa,

and Cocopa— from the desert tribes.

All the languages of the Eastern and Central Groups are closely akin.

Havasupai differs less from Diegueno than does Low German from High

German. The Yuma and the Maricopa speak almost identical tongues,

and understand Mohave, though they hear it spoken for the first time.

They understand Cocopa and western Diegueno with difficulty.

The Yuma occupy a central position in the Central Group. They
held both banks of the Colorado from fifteen miles south to sixty miles

north of the Gila confluence. They are now nearly all settled on the

Yuma Indian Reservation, California, where they number in 1908

about 960, including over sixty persons belonging to other tribes.

The Yuma are still primitive in religion, and largely so in life. The
Christian influence has been slight. Two missions were established

among them in 1780 by the military commander of Sonora, but were

xumxok
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destroyed by the Yuma the following summer. They were then free

from missionaries for over a hundred years. The present Catholic

Church is attended by few Indians. The Protestants have as yet no

mission building. The medicine-men, who have much influence over the

people, talk openly against the missionaries, and regard their traditions

as a perverted form of the Yuma traditions.

The religion of the Yuma, like that of the other tribes of the Central

Group, is based on revelations received in dreams. Dreaming is de-

clared to be more real than waking. Every individual "can dream vivid

dreams;" and whatever is dreamed is believed either to have once hap-

pened or to be about to happen. Only a few men, however, dream pro-

ficiently and professionally. These are known as "dreamers" (sumatc).

They have power to reach in their dreams the ceremonial house on the

summit of Avikwaame, a gigantic flat-topped mountain thirty miles

north of Needles, California, called "Ghost Mountain" by the whites.

There the dreamer finds everything as it was in the mythic past. There

he receives instruction from Kumastamxo, the younger of the two great

gods of the Yuma. All singing and dancing ceremonies are taught by

Kumastamxo and his assistants on the top of that mountain, and the

dreamer of such a ceremony is bidden to teach the others who are to

participate. The various practices for curing the sick may be learned

there, and there only. Thus "doctor" (kwasidhe) and "dreamer"

(sumatc) are synonymous. When a man dreams myths, he usually

dreams his way first to the top of that mountain, and there perceive!

with his senses everything which is narrated in the myth.

The "best dreamer" among the Yuma is Tsuyukwcrau, a man of the

Xavtsats "nation," l whose English name is Joe Homer. He is about

forty-Jive years old, and the syphilis has already affected his eyes so

thai lie is almost totally blind. Besides the Yuma account of origins

published herewith, which it takes him four days to tell, he knows a scor4

of animal stories, some very long talcs of adventure, and sixty-four

ceremonial songs.- This material was collected by me at my own ex-

pense. It has been carefully revised by the narrator himself.

Joe Homer made to me at various times the following statements

concerning his powers and training as a dreamer: " Before I was horn

1 would sometimes steal out of my mother's womb while she was sleep-

ing, but it was dark and I did not go far. . . . Every good doctor

begin:- to understand before he i- born, so that when he is big he knows

it all. . . . When a little boy, I took a trip up to Avikwaame Mountain

and slept at its base. I felt of my body with my two hands, but found

1 See ]>. 344.
J Only a few of these songs were recorded by me. They, as well as the songs which

occur in the myths and animal stories, abound in archaic, mutilated, and repeated word-

forms. Compare the song " wat c amar umar, \\akr ak-Vr uk'cr " ("the house will bum,

the house will crackle") (see p. 341) with Yuma prose, "avat* hamark, hak7crk."
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it was not there. It took me four days and nights to go up there. Later

I became able to approach even the top of the mountain. At last I

reached the willow-roof in front of the dark-house 1 there. Kumastamxo
was within. It was so dark that I could hardly see him. He was naked

and very large. Only a few great doctors were in there with him, but

a crowd of men stood under the willow-roof before the house. I tried

to enter, but could not. The lightnings were playing all about. They
hurt my eyes. Since then I have grown blind. . . . When I was a boy,

I used to eat jimson-weed leaves (smalykaapita

)

2 plucked from the west

side of the plant, in order to make me dream well. ... I now have

power to go to Kumastamxo any time, to-night if I want to. I lie down
and try hard, and soon I am up there again with the crowd. He tells

me everything I want to know, and it takes only a little while to go there.

. . . He teaches me to cure by spitting and sucking. . . . He tells me
when I 'speech' or sing wrong. . . . One night Kumastamxo spit

up blood. He told me, ' Come here, little boy, and suck my chest.' I

placed my hands on his ribs and sucked his sickness (hirav3
) out. Then

he said, 'You are a consumption dreamer. 3 .When anybody has the con-

sumption, lay your hands on him and suck the pain out continually,

and in four months he will be well.' When I returned home, I went to

my nephew, whose lungs were all rotten. He spit all the time. I took

him to my house for four months. I sucked his chest till I sucked the

sickness out. Now he is well and is going to school. ... It takes four

days to tell all about Kwikumat and Kumastamxo. I am the only man
who can tell it right. I was present from the very beginning, and saw

and heard all. I dreamed a little of it at a time. I would then tell it to

my friends. The old men would say, ' That is right ! I was there and

heard it myself.' Or they would say, 'You have dreamed poorly. That

is not right.' And they would tell me right. So at last I learned the

whole of it right." This approval and disapproval by the old men, it

would seem, tends to unify versions of the same myth originating in

the dreams of various dreamers, rendering the Yuma myths less vari-

able than those of some peoples who do not claim to dream their

mythology.

Since the writer hopes to publish in a subsequent number of this

journal shorter creation myths of the Cocopa, Mohave, and Wallapai,

a discussion of Joe Homer's Yuma account will be reserved till then.

Let him here, therefore, merely hint at Christian influence,
4 and point

out how this myth differs from similar myths found among the Mohave.

The myth differs from any similar account which has been found

1 See p. 331 and p. 343.
2 Datura meteloides ; in Mohave, mal'katu ; in Wallapai, smaragatd.
3 A Yuma doctor usually treats only one class of diseases. He is a "specialist."

* The Indians compare Kwikumat with the God, Blind-Old-Man with the Devil, and

Kumastamxo with the Jesus of the Christians.
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among the Mohave in the prominence and creative activity of Kwiku-

mat (in Mohave, Matavilya
), who in Mohave mythology merely leads

the people to Axavolypo, builds a house there, and dies; in the mention

of Blind-Old-Man; in the doctrine of four destructions of the people;

in the prominence of Marxokuvek, "the first Yuma Indian;" in the

instruction of the people by Kumastamxo (in Mohave, Mastamxo) at

Axavol ypo as well as at Avikwaame ; and in the vivid description in the

story of Rattlesnake and the account of the cremation of Kwikumat.

YUMA ACCOUNT OF ORIGINS RELATED BY JOE HOMER.

There was water everywhere. There was no land. Kwikumat and

another man who at that time had no name kept moving at the bottom

of the water. Suddenly with a rumbling sound Kwikumat emerged and

stood on top of the water. The other man wished also to come to the

surface. He asked Kwikumat, "How did you emerge from the water?"

Kwikumat said, "I opened my eyes." He had really held them closed.

When the other man opened his eyes, the waters fell into them and

blinded him. As he emerged, Kwikumat gave him his name : Kweraak
Kutfir ("Blind-Old-Man").

All was dark. There were neither sun, nor moon, nor stars. Kwiku-

mat was not pleased. He took four steps north, and four back. He
then stepped in like manner west, south, and east. This made the water

subside. He stirred the water with his forefinger as he sang four times, —
"I am stirring it around, I am stirring it around.

Jt will be dry land, it will be dry land."

The place about which he stirred became an island.

"Aqa," said Blind-Old-Man, "it is too small. There will not be

room enough for the people."-— "Be patient, you old fool!" said Kwiku-

mat. Blind < >1<1 Man seated himself on the ground and took up some
mud. I [e shaped out of it clay dolls (hantapap) such as boys now make.

He made them a her lu's own fashion, asking Kwikumat for no instruc-

tion. He stood them in a row. Kwikumat stood behind Blind-Old-

Man. "What are you trying to make?" asked he. "People," said

Blind-Old Man. "You must first watch how I make them," said

Kwikumat. Blind Old Man said nothing. He was angry.

Kwikumat said, "I will make the moon first." He faced the east.

He placed spittle on the forefinger of his right hand and rubbed it like

paint on the eastern sky until he made a round, shiny place. Said Blind-

l;m, "Something is coming." — "I call it the moon (hal^),"

said Kwikumat. lie made just one star at the same time. Kwikumat
said, "This moon shall not stand still. It shall move toward the west."

Blind ( >ld- Man said, " Hut it will go into the water, and how will it get

out again ?' "I shall turn the sky, so that the moon will move along

the northern horizon and thus reach the east again."
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"I do not believe that," said Blind-Old-Man, as he continued work-

ing on his mud people. Kwikumat sat down also and took up some

mud. He feared that Blind-Old-Man might anticipate him in creating

people, and that Blind-Old-Man's people might be wrongly made. First

he made a Yuma man, then a Diegueno man, then a Yuma woman
and a Diegueno woman. Next he made a Cocopa man and a Maricopa

man, a Cocopa woman and a Maricopa woman. They lay there on the

ground.

Blind-Old-Man showed Kwikumat some of the people he had made.

They had feet but no toes, hands but no fingers. "They are not right,"

said Kwikumat, "the fingers are webbed. How can your man use his

hands? Like you, I made hands, but I also made fingers and finger-

nails; like you, I made feet, but I also made toes and toe-nails." Blind-

Old-Man felt grieved at this. "But my man is better, because, if he

wishes to pick up anything, he can pick up plenty of it." — "No,"
said Kwikumat, "your man is not right. I made ten fingers. If my
man injures some of them, he has still some left, and can use his hands;

but when your man hurts his hand, it will become sore all over." Say-

ing this, he sprang towards Blind-Old-Man and kicked the figures

which he had made into the water. Blind-Old-Man, raging with anger,

sank into the water after them, making a great whirlpool which emitted

all kinds of sicknesses. Kwikumat promptly placed his foot upon the

whirlpool. But some foul wind still escaped. If none had escaped,

there would be no sickness in the world. Blind-Old-Man remained

beneath the water, emitting sickness. Kwikumat stood long on the

shore, watching and listening.

When Kwikumat returned to the people he had formed, he picked

up the Yuma man. Lifting him by the armpits, he swung him far north

and back, west and back, south and back, east and back. Previously

this man had been as long as a human hand. Xow he was as long as

we are. This man had all his senses, but he could not talk. Kwikumat
commanded him to keep his eyes closed. Then Kwikumat animated

• the other people in the same way. He swung the Cocopa man south

first, then east, west, but did not swing him north, for he was to dwell

in the south. He swung the Maricopa man east, north, south, but did

not swing him west, for he was to dwell in the east.

Kwikumat next gave the people speech. He took the Yuma man
aside, and thrice commanded him to speak. He understood, but could

not speak. At the fourth command he spoke a few words. Then Kwi-

kumat gave him his name, Kwitc yana
. In like manner Kwikumat

made each of the other men talk. He named the Diegueno Kamya, the

Cocopa Kwikapa, the Maricopa Xatpa. Kwikumat did not teach the

women to talk. They learned from the men.

The Yuma man looked into the face of the Diegueno, and the two
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became friends. The Cocopa man stood close to the Maricopa, and the

two became friends.

The Yuma woman meditated, "Why did Kwikumat make women
different from men? How shall children be born?" A man overheard

her, and said, "I will ask Kwikumat." But Kwikumat said to the

woman, "I know already the thoughts which you are hiding in your

heart. Why be bashful? Women alone cannot conceive children. You
must marry that Yuma man." Hearing this, the woman felt happy.

But she meditated again, "I want a good-looking husband. I do not

want that Yuma man. The Cocopa man is handsomer." She wished to

marry the Cocopa man. She looked very sweetly at him. Kwikumat
said, "Do not marry the Cocopa man, for you and he are destined to

dwell in different places." The woman did not believe Kwikumat.
She went aside and sulked. Blind-Old-Man arose out of the water

and found her here. He said, "Do not believe what Kwikumat tells

you. He can do nothing for you. But if you believe in me, you will have

many possessions and eat six meals each day." Kwikumat had become
aware of Blind-Old-Man's presence, although he did not see him. As he

sprang towards the woman, Blind-Old-Man disappeared in the ground.

Kwikumat said to the woman, "You did not believe what I told you.

Therefore 1 shall destroy you and all the other people." Kwikumat
then faced the north and talked rapidly four times. Then it rained for

four days. Water covered the earth. The people were still swimming
about when the rain ceased. Kwikumat picked them up, and said,

"I will make you into wild beasts." He made from the Cocopa the

mockingbird (sukwal-da) ; from the Dieguefio the deer (akw£k); from

the Maricopa the buzzard (as£). The Yuma man only he retained

in human form, and named him Marxokuvek. 1 "I cannot accomplish

thus .done in the world," said Marxokuvek. Kwikumat said,

"
I will teach you how to make other people, and how to help me fix

up the world. I made earth, sky, moon, and star, and even the dark-

of night, and I shall make other things also." Kwikumat was
standing on the water. He sang four times,

—

"This water is not deep. I could drink all this water.

This water is good. I could drink it."

Id Marxokuvek to close his eyes. As he did so, the water went

until they stood on the ground.

"I made eight people," said Kwikumat, "and they had no faith in

me. This time I shall make twenty four. And I shall make them right."

He kept wandering about. He went west, then east. At last he said,

ial friend of the Yuma Indians. In Yuma and Mohave, marN«'

und-squirrcl;" Kroeber (San Felipe Dieguefio vocabularv) gives tar'xan
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"Here is the centre of this world. Here I shall build my dark-house." '

He picked four head-lice (n y
iily ) off himself and threw them on the mud.

They became little black-abdomened ant (xuru), little red piss-ant

(xanapuk), big red ant (tcyamadhuly
), and big black ant that lives on

the mesa (tcyamadhulyavi). They dug holes. They drained the mud
dry. "How will you build your house?" asked Marxokuvek. He did

not have a stick or a pole or a cottonwood trunk. He created these by

thought. Four posts were born in the darkness, then other material.

Then he built his dark-house. "I call this place Cottonwood Post

(Axavolypd)," he said.

Marxokuvek made a man out of mud. He asked for no instruction.

His man looked good to ride on, so he jumped on his back. Kwikumat
cried, "Now that you have ridden on him, he will never walk on his

hind legs only. I call him the burro (alavur)."

Kwikumat created a woman and a man. The man asked the woman,

"Has Kwikumat told you any secrets?" — "None," said the woman,

"but I am going to ask him." The woman went to the dark-house,

and Marxokuvek called Kwikumat thither. "I want you to marry the

Yuma man whom I have just made," said Kwikumat. "But I want

to bear a child," said the woman, "and he does not know what to

do." Kwikumat said, "I will show you, but do' not tell anybody." He
told Marxokuvek to prevent the Yuma man from coming about. The
woman was frightened. She thought that she would conceive by merely

standing there in the dark-house. Ut virgo bene intellegeret, ipse ei

quid facturum esset demonstravit. Cum ea enim humi concubuit

et quater copulavit. Femina, multum sudans, sibi sudorem quater

manibus abstersit. Kwikumat then named the woman Xavasum-
kuM, and the man Xavasumkuwa. In four days the woman became

sick. She wanted a doctor. There was none to be had. But the baby

within her was already a wise doctor. He told her, "Lie down!"

Then he made himself very small, so that he would not cause the woman
pain. In a few days he could walk and talk. Kwikumat named him

Kumastamxo, and told him that he was his son and assistant in fixing

up the world.

"Is it to be dark always?" asked Kumastamxo. "The moon and

the star shine dimly." Kumastamxo spit on his fingers and sprinkled

the spittle over all the sky. Thus he made the stars. Then he rubbed

his fingers until they shone, and, drawing the sky down to himself,

he painted a great face upon it, rubbing till it shone brightly. "What
are you going to call that?" asked Kwikumat. "This is the sun (inya).

The moon goes west and returns, it dies and in two days it is born again.

1 In Yuma, avakutin-vam, — a house without openings, used, according to this myth,

like any other Yuma house, both as a dwelling and for religious purposes.
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But I have made the sun at a different time, and it shall move differ-

ently." Kumastamxo allowed Marxokuvek to make daylight and

darkness. "Both eternal darkness and eternal daylight would strain

our eyes. Therefore one half of the time it shall be night (tinyam), and

one half day (inyame
k). Some creatures will sleep by day, some by

night."

Kwikumat made another Yuma man and a Dieguefio man, and

instructed them in the dark-house. Then he made a Cocopa man, a

Maricopa, an Apache, a Wallapai, a Havasupai, a Chemehuevi, and a

Kawia, and a wife for each. Marxokuvek said, "These are enough.

If you make more people, this earth will be too small for them." Kwi-

kumat told him that the earth was growing bigger all the time.

Kumastamxo stamped until he shook earth and sky. Everything

was frightened. Kwikumat was in the dark-house. He knew that

Kumastamxo was trying to make cracks in the earth, so that plants and

trees might grow up. The arrow-weed 1
(isav) was the first plant to

grow up through the cracks in the mud.
Kumastamxo talked north four times. He said, "It will hail." But

the sky-kernels (amainyetadhitc) which fell were not hail-stones, but

grains of corn. The people began to eat them. "Do not eat them all,"

cried Kumastamxo. "Plant some." — "How shall we plant them?
With our hands?" He sent the people north to get sticks. Each one

found a sharp stick. "This is corn (tadhiitc)," said Kumastamxo,
"lake it, plant it."

Kumastamxo then made seeds of the gourd (axma) and melon

(tsemetd). He made them out of spittle. He gave them to the Cocopa.

He gave seeds of the prickly pear (aa) to the Maricopa. The people

planted the seeds in the wet ground.

Nobody knew how to make it rain. "To the Maricopa man alone

I give power to produce and to stop rain," said Kumastamxo. "When
I he people thirst, let them remember me, for I have power to cover up
the face of the sun with a rain-cloud and to send a rain-wind every day.

\\ hen a man plants upon dry ground, let him remember me. If he calls

my name and sees me, it will rain four or live days, and he can plant his

seed."

Kwikumat said, "I am tired. I think I shall take a rest. It is about
time to have some darkness." Kumastamxo said, "I will give you all

the darkness you want." He fastened the sky so that the sun could

never rise again. But Kwikumat stamped four times. This jarred the

sky free, and the sun came up. Kuma tamxo was in the dark-house.

He said, "I see the daylight coming. Who did that?" — "I did," said

Kwikumat.
1 Artemisia Ludowiciana.
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Marxokuvek tried to make some people. He made the coyote (xa-

talywi). Coyote began at once to look for something to eat. He would

not stand still. Marxokuvek also made the raven fakak), the mountain-

lion (numeta), and the cougar (axatakuly
). Kwikumat appointed

Coyote as head man (piipa xeLtanak) over these three. Marxokuvek

next created a girl and a boy. He was about to name them when Coyote

said that he wished to. Coyote named the girl Sakil-'ki^nama, 1 and

the boy Ax'alyesmetnyitcy6t.

Kwikumat noticed that none of these people were behaving properly.

Mountain-lion tried to catch Sakilykilynama. Kwikumat told him to

stop. After that he prowled about, trying to catch Marxokuvek and

Kumastamxo, and even Kwikumat himself. "I must get rid of these

animals," said Kwikumat. He assembled all the good people in the

dark-house. He talked rapidly at each of the four corners, invoking a

flood. First came a blinding dust-storm. Then it rained thirty days.

No water entered the dark-house. In vain the wicked besought Kwi-

kumat to let them in. Most of them were drowned. Burro has since

then great white spots on his belly.

Raven flew up to heaven. He hung by his beak at the very top of the

sky. The water rose until it wet his tail. One can see where the water

touched it. Then Kumastamxo caused the water to subside, for he did

not want to drown this bird, for he was so pretty. Raven was black at

first, and was then called akak; but Kumastamxo gave him many-

colored feathers, and then named him kuko. 2 Kumastamxo built him

a cage, and in this he floated on the subsiding waters. Kumastamxo
built the cage out of nothing, because he loved Kuko so much. When
the cage rested on the earth, Kuko wished for freedom. In return for

his freedom, he promised to be a faithful servant of Kumastamxo. He
accompanied Kumastamxo everywhere he went. He would ascend high

in the air, and, descending, report to him what he saw. He could hear

the tread of an enemy a day's journey distant.
3

When the water had subsided and the earth began to grow dusty

again, Kwikumat told the people that they might go outside the dark-

house. Far in the west the storm was disappearing over the ocean.

The water sank so low that little was left in the ocean. Blind-Old-

Man feared it would dry up. He crawled out upon the northern shore.

He found Xavasumkuly
i and Xavasumkuwa in the dark-house. He

promised them many things if they would renounce Kwikumat. He
told them, "Kwikumat is going to kill you by and by." Xavasumkuwa

1 Joe Homer tells a very long myth about Sakilrkilynama, who weds Madhemkwisam.
2 In Wallapai, kukwoka means "woodpecker." '

3 In Joe Homer's version of the Kwiyu myth, Kuko guides Kumastamxo to the dwell-

ing of AxaPkutatc.
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believed him. But Xavasumkuly
i showed that she did not believe him,

and feared him. Blind-Old-Man tried to seize her. She ran. He caught

her. He promised her six meals a day. "Bring them here, then," she

said. "I would like to," he said, "but I fear Kwikumat." Kwikumat
approached, and Blind-Old-Man sank into the earth. "He had a tail,

and claws on his fingers," said XavasumkuM. "He wishes to take you

down under the earth," said Kwikumat. "How could you catch any-

thing to eat down there?"

XavasumkuM walked over to where the people were standing, and

told them how to produce children. They did not believe her. Nee

invitus unus ex viris conatus est ea agere quae ipsa dixisset. Penem
autem in anum et non in vaginam inseruit. "Mox pariam aliquid,"

dixit femina. Exspectavit parere infantem paene eodem temporis

momento. Cum id non accederit ea femina et ceterae ira commotae

sunt. " Cur in me incensae estis ? " inquit Xavasumkuly
i. Atque iterum

explicavit, "Vaginae penem insere!" At ille vir in vaginam quidem non

penem sed testes inseruit. Turn rediens ea marito dixit illas mulieres

numquam concepturas esse. Kwikumat earn incusavit quod dixisset

ceteris ea quae ipse earn occultim docuerat. "Nee metuo ne intellegant,"

Xavasumkulyi inquit. Kwikumat jussit : "Due has mulieres gradus

quattuor ad septentriones, ad occidentem, ad meridiem, ad orientem

et ego, item, viros ducam." Hac saltatione facta imperavit omnibus ut

humi jacerent et copularent.

Because Kwikumat had wearied in his work and had stamped the

sun loose again, Kumastamxo felt anger against him, and boasted that

he was the greater of the two. Kwikumat said, "You are only my little

boy, too young to do better." Kumastamxo went into the dark-house

and dreamed Kwikumat and Marxokuvek sick.

Kwikumat became crazy. He tried to turn the sky north instead of

west. Then he walked from the dark-house out into the desert. He
walked east, then west. Since he had turned the sky the wrong way,

it got stuck, and would not turn at all. "Can I assist you?" asked

Kumastamxo.

Kwikumat seated himself on a mountain, and thought that he would

make some more people. So he picked up a little stick, and, taking mud
on his forefinger, lie plastered it upon one end. Then he threw the stick

away. This made it angry. It became the rattlesnake (avg). The mud
became the rattle. Rattlesnake feared the people, and they feared him.

but the people discovered him and surrounded him. He tried to catch

a woman. Hut the Apache Indian seized him and tied him around his

waist. Kwikumat gave him power to do this, and he in turn gave power

to his friends. Rattlesnake bit several persons. Among those bitten was

Marxokuvek. Everybody said, "Kill that snake." But Marxokuvek
was unwilling to kill it, for he knew that this would displease the Apache.
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"I suppose that I am going to die," said Marxokuvek. "No, you will

not die," said Kwikumat, who then bade the people catch Rattlesnake

and pull off his rattle, so that if Rattlesnake should thereafter bite any-

body, the bite would not poison. Kwikumat then threw Rattlesnake

far to the north. There he made a roaring sound, trying to make his

rattle grow again. A man said that Rattlesnake had other rattles in

his mouth. Kwikumat caught him again and opened his mouth. He
found no rattles, no teeth, no poison. He then hurled Rattlesnake so

far to the north that he fell into the ocean. He swam swiftly through the

water, but soon went to the bottom, where he dwelt and grew fat.

The people asked Kumastamxo, "If we fall sick, who will cure us?"
— "Men who have been instructed," said Kumastamxo. "We do not

believe that," said the people, "for when you get sick, you cannot even

cure yourself." Kumastamxo called all the Yuma men into the dark-

house. "You are my favorite people," said he, "and I will tell you all

secrets." He then made a dust-storm arise in the east. It covered up the

sun. It became like night. " Now sleep," said Kumastamxo. Dreams
came. One man noticed that Kumastamxo's eyes were sore. He rubbed

spittle on them and cured them. Another man saw that Kumastamxo
had rheumatism. He found the pain and pressed it out. To another

man Kumastamxo appeared to have the diarrhoea. Kumastamxo sang,

and this man sang with him, till it became cured. When a man talked

wrongly, Kumastamxo stopped him, and asked another man to talk.

"Most of you fellows talk right," he said, "and will be great doctors.

If a man gets sick, let him call a Yuma doctor."

Marxokuvek had died from the snake-bite. Kwikumat said, "Come
here, you doctors, and cure this man. It is a difficult case. He is already

dead. Well, I will show you how." He grasped Marxokuvek's hands.

He then made himself imagine that Marxokuvek was breathing. "This
man is not dead, but sleeps. I shall awaken him." He then took a stride

in each of the four directions, reaching the ocean which surrounds the

earth each time. Then a whirlwind came and breathed upon Marxo-

kuvek. He stood up with closed eyes. Kwikumat then called the thun-

der from the west. All the places about grew bright. Marxokuvek
opened his eyes. "You were sleeping too long," said Kwikumat, "so

I awakened you." — "The snake bit me, and I felt drowsy," said

Marxokuvek. "You died," said Kwikumat, "but the whirlwind came
and cured you." When the people learned that medicine-men had such

power, they were afraid that they might kill as well as cure.

All the women asked one another, "What is coming within me?"
They asked Xavasumkuly

i what was to happen, but she would not tell.
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All the children were born on the same day. The women were disap-

pointed in them. "Why so small?" they said. "We wished to bear big

men and women. These have not even hair on their heads, and cannot

stand erect on their hind-legs." They did not know that babies have

to grow up. Kwikumat told them, "You will bear no more children

unless you cohabit again."

Kwikumat created four more men, — the Wallapai, Mohave, White,

and Mexican. Some of these held themselves aloof from the other peo-

ple. Kwikumat stamped four times in anger, and fire sprang up all over

the earth. Kumastamxo saved the good people by covering them up

with snow. The Mexican and the White escaped by flight. "This

will not do," said Kumastamxo. "You make people and then destroy

them, only because you yourself did not make them right." Kwikumat
felt ashamed, and quenched the fires by rain.

Kwikumat took two whitish sticks. One he threw east, where it be-

came a horse. The other he threw into the water, where it became a

boat. He gave boat and horse to the whites.

Kumastamxo told the whites that if they would enter the dark-house,

he would instruct them. But they distrusted him. They were rich and

stingy. Kumastamxo told the Indians to drive them away. When the

latter hesitated to do this, Kumastamxo invoked a hot wind-storm,

and the whites fled far to the west in a boat.

The people heard a great noise in the water. It seems that the figures

made by Blind-Old-Man which Kwikumat had kicked into the water

had come to life. The people were the duck (xanam6), the beaver

(apen), the turtle (kupeta), and the wild goose (yelak). Their fingers

and toes were webbed. "I fear they will kill us," said Kwikumat.
Kumastamxo made bow and arrows, and gave them to the people.

He then threw a handful of mud north, where it became a bird. " Shoot

that," he said. The Cocopa man shot at it. But the arrow broke, for

the bird was hard as stone. The man felt sad. He had no more arrows.

Kumastamxo pulled up an arrow-weed and showed how to make arrows.

He then went west and turned himself into a deer. He asked the Yuma
man to shoot the deer. He refused, for he knew it was Kumastamxo.
The Apache, however, shot into the hind-quarters of the deer, which

fell to the ground. When he tried to skin it, Kumastamxo said, "Foolish

man! that deer is of stone." This explains why the Apache kill deer.

Kumastamxo was angry because the Apache shot at him and gave

how and arrows to the Yuma man alone, and forbade the others to use

them. A big stone was coming out of the ground. That was the bow.

Kwikumat made another flood. The waves made the mountains

and the high places as they now are. Before then the earth was flat.
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Kumastamxo lifted one man and one woman of each kind of people

upon his shoulders. Nonnulli refugium petierunt in ejus anum as-

cendentes. Others stood on the top of Avihaatac Mountain. When
these entreated Kumastamxo to save them, he turned them into rocks.

It rained forty days. Kumastamxo spread his arms four times. The

waters went down.

When the earth was dry again, Kwikumat created just one person

more, Akoikwitcyan ("Yuma- Old-Woman"). She belonged to the

Xavtsats nation.

Kwikumat had no wife, but he had a daughter, Xavasumkulaplap

("Blue-Green-Bottom-of-her-Foot"). People now call her the Frog

(Xanye). She was born in the water, like Kwikumat himself. They

lived in the dark-house. Kwikumat lay at the north wall of the house.

Frog lay naked by the door. Kwikumat felt sick. He staggered outside

to defecate. As he passed Frog, he touched her private parts with his

hand. He went south and defecated. Frog straightway turned over and

burrowed under the earth. Coming up under Kwikumat, she opened

wide her mouth, into which fell four pieces of excrement. She then bur-

rowed back to the hut, and lay down as before. Kwikumat came back

into the house dizzy and groaning. All his strength had left him. Frog

said, "Father, what ails you?"

"I am sick, I am sick.

What made me sick? What made me sick?

Did rain-cloud make me sick?

Did foul-wind make me sick?

My head is sick, my belly is sick,

My limbs are sick, my heart is sick."

Kwikumat lay with his head turned successively in all four directions.

The people squatted around. All the doctors together could not cure

him.

The Badger (Maxwa) fetched cool sand and placed it on his breast.

Although Badger was not a doctor and did not know the reason

for his own action, Kwikumat said, "I think I am getting better."

Then he grew sicker. He said, "I do not think I shall live long, I am
going to die. But I shall feel all right again some time, somewhere."

The people did not understand what he meant by "die." His was the

first death. Kwikumat sweated. His sweat is white pigment. They get

it north of Yuma. Beaver threw some clothes over him, for he felt cold.

That is why people wear clothes. Kwikumat called to Kumastamxo,

"Little boy, come here!" The fourth time Kumastamxo heard him.

Kwikumat told him, "I am going far away. I leave everything in your

care. Complete my works! I have taught you long. Do everything
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right." Frog said, "He is nearly dead. I will flee from here." She

burrowed under the earth.

When the dawn came, Kwikumat died. He lay in the dark-house.

His head was towards the west. All the people were silent. They

thought he was asleep. Wren (Xanavtcip) said, "He is dead. He is a

shadow. He is a wind. You will never know him more."

Kwikumat, when dying, told Coyote, "Since I placed you as chief

over three, you must behave yourself and set a good example." Kwiku-

mat knew that Coyote intended to steal his heart, and all the others

knew it also. Wren said to Coyote, "You take my heart as a substitute."

("Inyep iwa madhauk matsinyoxa.") 1 And the people understood that

Coyote would take Wren's heart instead of Kwikumat's.

Wren deliberated silently how he might thwart Coyote in his purpose.

He asked himself, "Shall we hide the body? Shall we throw it into the

water? Shall we burn it up?" Wren said to the people, "We must

burn him up." Wren then told Beaver, "Fetch cottonwood-logs from

the north, where you will find them standing dry, ready to burn."

Beaver felled them with his teeth. He brought them back with his

teeth. Wren told the ant-lion (manisaar), 2 "Dig a hole here quickly;

dig it as long, broad, and deep as a man." When the hole wras finished,

Wren commanded Beaver to fill it with dry arrow-weed, and then to

lay three logs lengthwise across the hole, and two more on each side of

these. Beaver had brought only four. He had to fetch three more. On
these logs Beaver and others piled dry logs and arrow-weed.

Tlure was no door nor opening in the dark-house. "Which side shall

we tear open in order to take the body out?" asked Kumastamxo and

Marxokuvek. They decided to bear it south. Wren said, "Because

some <>f us art- born in the north, bear it north." Wren said, "Lift him
up !" They seized the body with their hands. They took one step north.

Then the}- laid it down. They were still inside the house. Kumastamxo
broke open the north wall without touching it. Then they took another

step north and laid it down again. Thus with four steps they laid it,

head south and face down, on the pyre, and piled wood and arrow-

weed over it.

All was ready. But they had no fire. Wren sent Coyote east to get

fire. He told him to run to the place where Kumastamxo had rubbed
his spittle on the sky. He did not wish to have Coyote about. Coyote

reached the dawn with four bounds. He rubbed his tail in the white

Meanwhile Wren directed two women to make lire. They were
the House-Fly (Xalesm6) and Hig-Blue-Fly (kwiwacd). They took

turns at twirling a dry arrow-weed stalk on a piece of willow-wood.

I at cremations in a figurative sense.
1 This name may mean "He desires to become scorpion."
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They fed the sparks with willow-bark. Kumastamxo said that all peo-

ple would make fire thus. Lizard (Kwaatuly
) lighted a wisp of arrow-

weed. He lighted the southeast corner of the pyre first, and last of all

the southwest corner. Coyote came bounding back, his tail all light.

He leaped straight for the burning pyre. He was angry. The light on

his tail went out. That is why it is black on the end. "Stand close

together!" all the people cried, "for he is going to jump." They crowded

thickly about the fire. Badger (Maxwa) and Squirrel (Xomir) were

the shortest men. Coyote sprang over these, seized Kwikumat's heart

in his teeth, and then, springing back again, ran swiftly southwest.

Chicken-Hawk (Its'6r
a
) was the best runner in the crowd. They sent

him after Coyote. But Coyote left Chicken-Hawk far behind. Still he

did not stop. Only when he had reached the Maricopa country did he

lay the heart down and eat it. The heart became a mountain. It is called

Greasy Mountain (Avikwaxos). It is greasy from the fat of the heart.

It is always shady about this mountain.

After Coyote ate that heart, his mouth was black and his tongue

blood-red. They were burnt by the heart. Kumastamxo said, "Coyote

is not worthy of being called a man. He shall be wild. He shall have

neither a friend nor a home. He shall sneak about the mountains and

sleep with the jack-rabbits. I call him Xuksaraviyo'u." Coyote was

crazy. He tried to marry his own daughter. One day he noticed a girl

among the bushes cui erat vagina ulcerosa et putrida, quam omnes

fugerent. Cum ad earn lupus decurreret, exterrita in manus genuaque

descendit. Turn lupus cum ea copulavit. He could not disengage him-

self. The girl carried him with her up to the sky. Coyote may still be

recognized as the dark spot on the moon.

All sat in silent grief about the burning pyre. The old people felt

saddest, for they knew they must soon share Kwikumat's fate. But

none knew about crying. It was the Yuma man who cried first. His

name was Xanava. He is now a kind of red bug which cries, " Tci-tci
!

"

He was sitting on a mesquite-tree, looking at the ground. He raised

his little voice, and cried, "Tci-tci-tci-tci !" Then Tinyamxworxwar

joined in. He cried, "Xwurrxwurr !" He was sitting on a willow-tree.

He is now a green bug. All the people began to cry, everything cried.

The wind cried. The sky cried. Kumastamxo shouted, "Because we
have lost our father, all people will lose their fathers. Our father dies.

Everybody dies. People are born and must die. Otherwise there would

be too many people. They would have to sleep on top of one another.

Maybe somebody would defecate all over you." As he said these words,

all the people trimmed their hair (or feathers) and threw it into the fire.

Deer (Akwak), Jack-Rabbit (Akuly
), Cotton-Tail (Xalyaw), and Bear

(Maxwat) cut their tails off and threw them in. They found it hard to

make their tails grow again. Road-Runner (Talypo) was the only man
who kept his tail long. He needed it.
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A whirlwind now blew all about. The people thought that Kwiku-

mat was about to appear again. " No," said Kumastamxo, "that is the

holy spirit-wind. Sometimes it will come very near you. But you will

see nobody, only dust-laden wind." He sang four times, —
" The wind is wandering, is wandering.

The wind is wandering, is wandering."

Then all the people cried anew.

Kumastamxo said, "Wren was a poor manager. Henceforth I will

attend to everything myself."

Frog kept burrowing beneath the earth with guilt and fear in her heart.

She felt that she must emerge in order to open her mouth and cool it,

for it was burning hot from the excrement which she had eaten. But

hearing the wailing of all things, she burrowred under again, lest the

people discover and kill her. She emerged four times, — (i) at Amat-

koxwitc, a round pit near Mellen, Arizona; (2) at Samkotcave, 1 a hole

in the ground near Bill Williams Fork, three miles above its confluence

with the Colorado
; (3) at Avixd

a, Cottonwood Mountain, a mile east of

Yuma, Arizona
; (4) at Avixan^e, Frog Mountain, near Tuscon, Arizona.

Frog was transformed into this mountain.

Rattlesnake remained in the ocean. He feared to come on shore, lest

the people take vengeance upon him for having bitten Marxokuvek.

lb' grew to such enormous size that he could encircle the earth with his

body. The people feared that if Kumaiaveta 2 were allowed to grow

much larger, he might come on land and kill them all. Kumaiaveta
was a powerful doctor. Kumastamxo feared that he might send forth

pestilence from under the water, or that he might eat somebody's ex-

crement, as Frog had done. Therefore Kumastamxo resolved to destroy

Kumaiaveta. " We will summon him to Axavolypo," said Kumastamxo,
"and I will manage the rest." Kumastamxo sent Spider (Xalytot) to

request Kumaiaveta to come to AxavoFpo in order to cure a sick man
there. Spider darted down and back. "Kumaiaveta says that he does

not wish to come." -"Tell Kumaiaveta that the man will die if he does

nol hasten hither," said Kumastamxo to Spider. When Spider delivered

this message, Kumaiaveta said, " Jt is my duty as doctor to go, although
I know exactly what you fellows are trying to do. I have, however, one

request. Grind corn and place some of it at four places on my way, that

I may not famish on the long journey." When Kumaiaveta reached
the first stopping place, he found more corn there than he could eat.

In tlii, hole the Yavapai an- said in have married.
' The adjectival form of mai ("sky") is kumai; ave means "rattlesnake." Forthe

x ta, compare nume" ("wildcat") and nume'ta ("mountain-lion"); xuskiva ("wild

) and xuskivata ("pigeon"); maxwa ("badger") and maxwata ("bear," any
ies).
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He thought, "I know now that they wish to kill me, since they have

placed a lunch for me here. But it is my duty to go ahead." Spider

said, "You had better hasten, lest the man die." At that Kumaiaveta

grew angry. He shook his tail, making a noise like thunder. Enveloped

in storm-dust and lightning, he reached Axavolypo. The people all fled

from the dark-house when they saw that Kumaiaveta had four heads.

Only Kumastamxo remained within. Kumaiaveta smelled of the house.

"Nobody is in there," said the people. "Yes, a sick man is there," said

Kumaiaveta. "That is true," said the people, "but we thought you

would prefer not to have us about when you cure him, so we came out-

side." Kumastamxo stood inside the house, west of the door. In his hand

he held a great stone knife. There was no sick man there. He had

merely thrown up earth in the centre of the floor, so as to resemble a

sick man. Kumaiaveta tried in vain to wedge his heads through the door.

Kumastamxo made the door wider. Kumaiaveta then caught scent of

Kumastamxo. He pushed his four heads inside the house. With a single

blow Kumastamxo severed all four heads from the neck. Then he

sprang outside, leaving the heads in the room. He brandished his knife

before the people. "When you want to kill somebody, use this." This

is why people have knives. He tossed it up and caught it. Kumastamxo

said, "Because Kumaiaveta has been killed, other bad doctors will be

killed." There is blood and spittle in the mountains all along where

Kumaiaveta's body lay. The whites call the red gold and the white

silver. Kumastamxo took the four heads, cut them apart, and pounded

up each one separately west of Axavolypo. They are now gravel-beds.

Kumastamxo said, "I know you all fear that there will be another flood.

There have been four floods. There will never be another; for I shall

take this great body and place it along the shore about the whole world,

and above it the water shall not rise. But if you kill my bird Kuko, I

will make the water rise and drown you all." When Kumaiaveta was

killed, he urinated freely. The ocean is his urine. That is why it is

salty, has foam on, is not good to drink.

Kumastamxo said, "This place is unclean. I shall burn the house."

Marxokuvek said, "No, leave it there; for I will call the birds and wild

animals, and they will dwell about there when we have already jour-

neyed forth. " (Song, repeated four times : —

)

"The house will burn, will burn.

The house will be crackling, will be crackling.

It will blaze.

We are going to (dance?).

It is going to be lighted.

It is going to be lighted.

It will blaze.

We are going to (dance?).

Something bird-like is coming.
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Bird-like tracks will be about the place. 1

We are going to light this unclean house.

It will blaze, blaze."

Kumastamxo took four steps, lighting the house at the four corners.

Then they all danced. When they ceased, Kumastamxo called Night-

Hawk (Will). He taught Night-Hawk to sing when the dawn is com-

ing, so as to awaken the people. Kumastamxo promised him great

wisdom if he would do this regularly. "Let me sleep a little longer,"

said Night-Hawk. After a while Night-Hawk called out, " Qrr' rr' rr' rr'!"

When he calls thus, the people know it is time to wake up.

Kumastamxo said, "Let us leave this place!" He took four great

strides to the north. The people moved with him. He had a wooden
spear. He made it out of nothing. He pressed the sharp end into the

ground, and moved the other end toward and from himself four times.

Then he pulled it out toward the north. Water gushed forth and started

to flow north. He stopped it without touching it. A second time he

drew the spear out toward the west. He stopped the water. Then
toward the east. He stopped the water. Then he drew it out toward

the south. He let the water flow freely. He took four strides south. At
each stride he made a great scratch with his spear in order to guide the

water to the ocean. Where he held the spear-blade flat, the river is

broad. Where he held itsidewise, the river-channel is narrow, and most
ol the water flows on one side. At Yuma he cut the mountains asunder

to let the river through. Taking four more steps, he returned to the

source. (Song, repeated four times : —

)

"This is my water, my water.

This is my river, my river.

We love its water.

We love its driftwood (foamwood).

It shall flow forever.

It shall flow forever.

When the weather grows hot, it shall rise and overflow its banks.

It shall flow forever."

kumastamxo made a raft of cottonwood-logs 2 out of nothing. On
ii he placed four medicine-men, — a Maricopa, Yuma, Diegueno, and
Cocopa. On a second raft he placed four more medicine-men. One of

these was a Mohave-. The other people walked down.
They stopped first at a whirlpool near Kwiyuhitap, 3 north of Mcllen,

Arizona. A great snake (Xikwir) was travelling southward "behind the

river." He wanted to bite somebody. Kumastamxo caught him. That
V\ lien a man dies, and his house is burned, seeds are thrown into the fire. Birds come

later and pick them up.
' XahudhiK
Mohave, Kwayuhitapmave ("place [ave] where Kwayu was killed [hitap]")-

Kwayu was a gigantic cannibal.
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he might always stay in the water, and never become a man, Kumas-

tamxo pulled the snake's teeth out.
1

At Avikarutat, south of Parker, they stopped a second time. Kumas-

tamxo told the Yavapai to live there on the Arizona side. He forbade

them to cross the river. They did not know how to swim. At last they

crossed on a tule-raft.
2 Kumastamxo made a bright light shine forth

from Avikarutat Mountain. But the California side was dark.

Kumastamxo said to the people, "Because you are good people, I

want you to find a good place to stay. We are going to move up to the

top of a high mountain, and I shall teach you everything up there.

From there we can see far over the earth." He moved north with four

steps. The people moved with him. "This is my home-land," said he,

"this is High Mountain (Avikwaame)." 3

"Here is the place for the dark-house," said he. He sent Beaver to

bring four cottonwood-posts. Ant-Lion (Maniisaar) dug four holes.

Lizard (Kwaatuly
) brought willow-poles. Big Red Ant (Tcamadhuly

)

brought sand and placed it on the roof.

Kumastamxo stationed the learners in the northeast corner, the good

doctors in the southwest corner. Dead people stayed in the southeast

corner, for they go in that direction when they die. The door was in

the northern side. Kumastamxo made the bad "speechers" sit down.

He did not allow them to bewitch one another. 4 Kumastamxo alone

bewitched, and gave only those sicknesses which others had power to

cure.

Kumastamxo said, "I should like to keep all of you in here all the

time. But it is so crowded that you cannot learn well. So I ask you

to go outside." He sent them out. Only Ampotaxasarkwitinyam 5
re-

mained within. Kumastamxo produced a great star and showed it to

him there in the dark. "You are a good 'speecher.' With this find

the road, with this find your own house in the darkest night. This is

the great star (xamase vatai).
6 Take this out when you cannot see well."

Kumastamxo called in each of the great doctors separately. He taught

some of them how to kill a man in four days.

Kumastamxo called all the people into the dark-house again. He
made everything dark. All fell asleep. He ascended into the sky. The

people could not find him. He entered the dark-house again, and they

1 My informant explains that his body is a red stratum on the California bank. Near

by is a cave. If one enters, Xikwfr will not bite, but will make one sick. He stabs in the

abdomen, and blood flows forth. All about lie Xikwir's teeth. They are shiny and as

large as fingers.

2 Kwal'in ;, awkuLx6.
3 Said to mean thus by the relater of the myth.
4 MetitcdhaVk.
5 Said by the relater of the myth to mean "cottonwood fluff in the dark."
6 That is, the morning star.
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discovered him there. Then the sun, moon, and stars disappeared.

There was consternation among the dreamers. Even Marxokuvek did

not know how to make a light. But after a while a certain man pulled

out the morning star. It shed light all about. Then Kumastamxo took

the very sky away with him. They found him with it in the dark-house.

He taught by alarming the people and then assisting them.

Kumastamxo made a cottonwood-tree grow up in the dark-house.

He cut the roots with his mind. It fell toward the west. "Who wishes

to have this tree?" — "We," said the Yuma. "We will tie feathers

along the sides of it and make the sacred sticks (xaukwily
) used in Yuma

fiestas."

Kumastamxo bade the people go outside. He taught them how to

fix up and fight. He gave them bows and arrows and war-clubs as they

went out.

He kept the people outside. He allowed only one Yuma man and

one Diegueno man to enter. He taught them how to make fiesta houses

(avakaruk). 1 That Yuma Indian was Pamaviitc, ancestor of all the

women who bear the name Mave. They had no cottonwood nor willow

tncs. They built it out of nothing. They made a shade-roof. Mean-
while all the other people were standing in a line east of the house, and

facing east. Kumastamxo announced that all was finished. When the

people turned about, they beheld not one but two fiesta houses, one for

the Yuma, and one for the Diguefio. Kumastamxo led one half of the

Cocopa under the Diegueno house, and taught them how to make one

for themselves. These told the other Cocopa people. Kumastamxo
said, "When you lose a big man, you will have a fiesta some months
after he is dead."

It became dark. Kumastamxo detailed Ampot axasarkwitinyam to

take charge of the speeches. Kumastamxo gave him many songs. Then
Kumastamxo changed the darkness into daylight. He knew what each

Yuma man could do. He called each man to him separately. He was
in tlie dark-house. He said to each man, "You know to what tribe you
belong. Kwikumat told you not to forget. For if you forget, you will

not be swung into the right place(?)."

To the first man 2 thus called into the dark-house Kumastamxo said,

"Since Frog was eldest-born, I call you Xavtsats; but since Frog fled,

I call her \an>e. Call your daughters Xavtsats." 3

Shade-roofs built of cottonwood-poles and willow-branches for ceremonial use
during the various "fiestas."

The informant at first stated, and later denied, that this was Ampot'.\asarkwitinJam.
Each \ uma man has one or more names of descriptive or fanciful meaning. Each

woman, however, bears an inherited name, which is the same as that of her full sisters,

father's sisters, and father's father's sisters. The Indians, when talking English, call

such names of women "nations." Only about a dozen of such women's names or nations
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Then he called in Paxipatc and gave him his nation, too. He said,

"Call your daughters Hipa. 1 But I now call Coyote Xatalwi."

To Pagely6tc ( ?) he gave the nation-name Ty'ots, which is connected

with rain-cloud. Rain-clouds are now known as akwi.

To Pamaviitc he gave the name Rattlesnake (Maave). Rattlesnake

is now called Ave.

To the next man he gave Red-Ant (Czqupas). Red-Ant is now-

called Ikwis.

To the next man he gave Road-Runner (Met'a). Road-runner is

now called Talypo. Kumastamxo named him after he ran.

To the next man he gave Mesquite-Beans (Alymos). 2

To the next man he gave Deer-Hide (SinykwaL).

To the next man he gave "a kind of brown bug" (Estamadhun), not

an ant-lion.
3

When the next man came in, Kumastamxo had to stop and think.

All the good names had been given. He gave him "a bunch of shreds

of willow-bark which had been soaked at least ten days in water,"

(Kwickii).

When the next man came, Kumastamxo said, "Xalypot, call your girl

thus." Xalypot means "already done."

One lone man came running up. "Am I too late?" — "No, I call

your nation Hard-Ground (Xakci)."

Kumastamxo then called out the stones and trees, and gave each its

nation.

Kumastamxo gave each man a gourd rattle, and taught him to " throw

the gourd." Then they all danced. They stood east of the house,

grouped in tribes. Inside the house the Yuma stood north, the Diegueno

west, the Cocopa south, the Maricopa east. Kumastamxo told the Wal-

lapai and the Havasupai to go northeast, and he told the Chimehuevi

to go northwest, and the Kawia to go west. Then he said to the others,

"I send you four kinds of people south. Because I send you, you must

remember me wherever you stay, for I am going to turn into something."

occur. A man's nation is the same as that of his female blood-relatives, and is sometimes

even mentioned together with his name. A woman, on the other hand, is always known
by the name of her nation, although this may be coupled with one or more other names
which serve to distinguish her from other women of the same nation. The totemic mean-
ings connected with the nation-names are regarded as sacred and secret, and are said to

be known to but few individuals of the tribe.

1 The coyote is called in Diegueno xatpa; in Cocopa, xattcpa. The prefix xat accom-

panies many animal names. With pa compare the Yuma name hipa. In modern Yuma
the only word for "coyote" is xatalwi.

2 An old woman of this nation bears the additional name Akoiitchamal (" Old-Woman-
Something-White"), because the mesquite beans referred to by Kumastamxo were ripe

and white.
3 In Mohave, amatkadhon signifies "ant-lion."
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The Mohave alone stayed there with Kumastamxo. They were little

children, too young to march.

Marxokuvek led the Yuma and Dieguefio people away first. The

Cocopa and Maricopa followed. They marched west across the desert,

crossing many mountains. When the Yuma and Dieguefio reached

Aviivera, east of Riverside, they found the eastern slope wooded, and

they held a fiesta there. There the Cocopa overtook them. Kumas-

tamxo did not want them to fight. But soon they began to shoot at the

Yuma and Dieguefio. The Maricopa Indians stood close to the Cocopa,

and sided with them.

Kumastamxo tried to produce a thunder-storm. Only a few drops

of rain fell. Then he said, "I must return to Avikwaame." He took

Marxokuvek with him. When they neared Avikwaame, Marxokuvek

sickened. The people carried him down the Colorado river-valley, for

they liked him. At Yuma the river was so swift that they could not carry

him across. Kumastamxo knew their difficulty, and made the river

shallow. Then they carried Marxokuvek across. At Avixo^po, 1 Mar-

xokuvek said, "This is my home-land. Here we shall live. Burn my body

by yonder mountain." Then he died, with his head to the south. They

burned him at the base of Mokwintaorv Mountain, 2 at a place called

Aaux'rakyamp. 3 The rocks are still red from the fire. The people cried

loudly, "He is dead, he is dead!" referring to Kwikumat and Kumas-

tamxo, as well as to Marxokuvek. They burned Marxokuvek on top

of that mountain. The Yuma go to that place,
4 and Marxokuvek shows

them how to do wonderful things. He tells us everything. Men also

climb this mountain. It takes four days to climb it. On its summit they

fall into visions at midnight. Marxokuvek asks them what they want,

and satisfies them. But great doctors go up to Avikwaame and see

Kumastamxo. It takes four days to go up there. No songs are taught

at Mokwintaorv.

Kumastamxo said, "Haviirk," meaning, "It is finished." He stood

there. He thought, " I will sink into the ground." He sang four times, —
" Into the earth I go down, go down.

Nothing but earth will I be seeing, will I be seeing.

I sink down into the old river-bed,

Down into the interior."

The first time he sang thus, his feet sank into the earth; the second time,

his thighs sank into the earth ; the third time, his neck sank into the

1 Now Castle Dome, on the Arizona side, near Laguna.
South of the Gila River, near Gila City. Gila City is called Kwiha&k.

3 Meaning "fire all around."
* In their dreams.
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earth ; the fourth time, he sank out of sight, and remained there in the

interior of the earth four days.

Then he came up again. He stood there. He said, "I am going to

ascend." He extended his arms horizontally toward either side. Then
he sang four times, —

"I am springing, springing.

Wing-feathers!

Body-feathers

!

On my hands wing-feathers.

On my body (?) body-feathers."

He flew awkwardly into the air as he sung this the fourth time. He
flapped his wings four times. He said, "I shall be called 'the black

eagle' (aspakwaanyily) in the west, 1 'the high eagle' (aspakwaamai)

in the east,
2

'fish eagle' (aspaatsikwitc) in the south, 3 'white eagle'

(aspahamal) in the north."

ABSTRACT.

(Page 328) Kwikumat and Blind-Old-Man emerge from the water. The
latter becomes blind because he opens his eyes while still in the water.

Kwikumat makes dry land, also the moon and one star. (329) He also makes
a Yuma, Diegueho, Cocopa, and Maricopa man and woman out of mud,
swings life into them, names them with the tribal names, and gives them
speech. Blind-Old-Man makes four fingerless and toeless people. Kwiku-
mat kicks them into the water, where they become Duck, Beaver, Turtle, and
Wild-Goose. Blind-Old-Man flees into the ocean, whence he emits pestilence.

(330) The Yuma woman is forbidden by Kwikumat to marry the Cocopa
man. She is then tempted by Blind-Old-Man. Kwikumat sends a flood to

punish her. He transforms the people into animals except the Yuma man,
whom he names Marxokuvek.

(331) Kwikumat creates a house at Axavolypo. He creates a woman,
Xavasumkuly i, and a man. He cohabits with the woman. In four days she

bears Kumastamxo.
Kumastamxo creates the sun and the stars. (332) Kwikumat creates more

people. Kumastamxo causes vegetation to grow, gives the people seeds of

food-plants, and institutes agriculture.

Kumastamxo fastens the sun, but Kwikumat sets it free.

(333) Marxokuvek creates Coyote, Raven, Mountain-Lion, and Cougar.

These animals by their conduct enrage Kwikumat, who sends a second flood,

which rises until it touches Raven's tail, and then subsides through the instru-

mentality of Kumastamxo, who wishes not to drown Raven. The waters sink

so low that Blind-Old-Man comes forth again. (334) He tries in vain to tempt

Xavasumkulyi.

XavasumkuM. and later Kwikumat, instructs the people how to produce

children.

Kumastamxo dreams Kwikumat and Marxokuvek sick. Kwikumat creates

1 This eagle protects the whites. That is why they have it on their money.
2 High eagle lives in the Maricopa country. It is seen by medicine-men only.
3 About the gulf.
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Rattlesnake, who bites Marxokuvek. (335) Kwikumat throws Rattlesnake

into the northern ocean, where he dwells.

Kumastamxo teaches the Yuma men how to cure the sick.

Marxokuvek dies. Kwikumat revives him.

(336) Kwikumat creates more people. As punishment for their racial aloof-

ness, he destroys them with fire. Kumastamxo saves some good people by

burying them in snow. Others escape by flight.

Kwikumat makes horse and boat for the whites. He drives them away

because of their unbelief.

Kumastamxo gives bows and arrows to the Yuma.
Kwikumat makes another flood. (337) The waves make the mountains.

Kumastamxo rescues some people ; others on a mountain he turns to stone.

Kwikumat creates Yuma-Old-Woman.
Kwikumat offends his daughter, Frog, who therefore causes his death by

burrowing up under him and eating his excrement. He dies after charging

Kumastamxo to complete his work. (338) Wren decides to burn Kwikumat,

and conducts the cremation. The people believe that Coyote will steal Wren's

heart instead of Kwikumat's. Beaver and Ant-Lion prepare the pyre. Wren
sends Coyote east to fetch fire. But House-Fly and Big-Blue-Fly produce fire

while he is gone. (339) Coyote returns and steals Kwikumat's heart. Chicken-

Hawk pursues Coyote in vain. Coyote becomes an outcast because he has

stolen the heart, and crazy because he has eaten it. He copulates with Moon,
and she carries him up to the sky. At the cremation Brown-Bug and Green-

Bug begin to cry first; then all the people cry. Individuals throw their hair,

feathers, or tails into the fire. (340) Frog keeps burrowing beneath the earth.

The fourth time she emerges, she becomes a rock.

In the ocean Rattlesnake grows to enormous size. Kumastamxo summons
him to Axavolvpo on the pretext that he is needed to cure a sick man. (341)
When he reaches Axavolypo, Kumastamxo kills him. His blood becomes gold,

his spittle silver, his head gravel, his body a bulwark about the earth, and
his urine the ocean.

Kumastamxo burns his house at Axavolypo. (342) He instructs Night-

Hawk t<> habitually wake people up in the morning.

Kumastamxo makes the Colorado River flow forth by thrusting a spear

into the ground. With the spear he also cuts its channel.

Kumastamxo and certain medicine-men float down the river on a raft.

(343) Kumastamxo slays a great snake near Mellen. He settles the Yavapai
south of Parker.

Kumastamxo takrs the people to Avikwaame Mountain. Here various

animals build him a house, (344) in which he instructs people in the Yuma
religion. (345) He gives the Yuma "nations" their totemic names. Kumas-
tamxo dismisses the various tribes to their present territories.

(346) The Yuma and Diegueno march west and hold a ceremony at Avii-

vi'ra Mountain, where they are attacked by the Cocopa and Maricopa.
Kumastamxo and Marxokuvek start to return to Avikwaame Mountain.

Marxokuvek sickens. The Yuma carry him south. He dies near Yuma,
and is burnt on a mountain near Gila City.

1 Kumastamxo sinks into the earth, where he remains four days.

Then, emerging, he transforms himself into four different kinds of eagles.

Santa Ana, Cal.
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BALLAD AND EPIC. 1

BY WILLIAM HALL CLAWSON.
9

To the student of the relation between the popular ballad and the

popular epic, Professor Gummere's succinct and comprehensive account

of the popular ballad 'n the first volume of Professor Neilson's new-

series is of especial significance. The heory of communal origins which

the author, convinced that it is essential to a conception of the ballad as

an independent literary type, has made the dominating idea of the book,

explains the ballad as having developed from communal verse by a con-

stantly increasing tendency toward the narrative fulness of epic. By this

indication in the ballads of a development towards epic, Professor Gum-
mere creates a strong presumption in favor of the theory that the epic

is an evolution from the ballad. He is confined, however, by the plan of

his volume, to the ballad material alone, and he therefore emphasizes its

communal features and does not trace the development of its epic fea-

tures beyond the ballad limits. Dr. Hart, on the other hand, in his

methodical, detailed, but highly readable and illuminating monograph,

aims to establish the development of ballad into epic, and consequently

emphasizes epic features of the ballad, omits discussion of communal

origins, and studies epic as well as ballad texts for the purpose of showing

that the former represent a later stage and the latter an earlier stage of

the same development. The two books thus partly coincide and partly

fupplement each other: both show that the ballad has been subject to

a gradual epic development; the former gives evidence to prove that

this development originated in a stage of communal song; the latter

makes it extremely probable that under favorable condit'ons this de-

velopment ended in popular epic. Briefly ' o summarize and review this

evolutionary conception of the popular ballad is the object of the present

paper.

Professor Gummere's theory of communal origins, in which the genesis

of this evolutionary process is explained, has never been so cautiously

and yet convincingly stated as in his latest volume. Often absurdly

nterpreted as a belief that a considerable number of the ballads of

Professor Child's collection were composed by assemblies of primitive

folk chanting in unison, this much misunderstood theory, as here defi-

nitely expressed, simply amounts to a belief that the structure and form

of the ballad as a type are the outcome of a long process of evolution,

1 The Popular Ballad, by Francis B. Gummere (The Types of English Literature,

edited by William Allan Xeilson). Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1907.

Ballad and Epic. A Study in the Development of the Narrative Art, by Walter Morris

Hart. (Harvard Studies and Notes in Philology and Literature, volume ix.) Boston,

Ginn & Co. 1907.

vol. xxi.— no. 82. 23
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which began in the improvisation of verses by various members of a

festal, dancing throng, and was continued by the imitation and elabora-

tion of the structure and form of these verses by later singers and re-

citers. This theory is based upon the facts of communal composition

and oral transmission and upon a study of the ballad structure.

Professor Gummere's initial statement of the problem of which his

theory is put forth as the solution is admirably succinct and clear. He
shows first (pp. 16-28) that communal composition, or the successive

improvisation, by various members of a singing, dancing throng, of nar-

rative lines or stanzas which are made under the stimulus and coopera-

tion of the whole throng, which express ideas common to all, which are

caught up and repeated by the throng and afterwards handed down by

oral tradition of its members, and which are consequently the product

and the property of no individual composer but of the throng as a whole,

is a phenomenon well established by evidence from Southern Siberia, the

Faroe Islands, and other isolated communities in various parts of the

world, as characteristic of that stage of civilization in which the people

are homogeneous and unlettered. He then points out (pp. 26, 28) that

the popular ballads have been recorded, after a long course of oral tra-

dition, from the recitation of humble folk who largely retain this homo-
geneous and unlettered quality. 1 The ballads, that is, have been trans-

mitted to us by representatives of that stage of society which is known
to produce communal verse. To this verse, moreover, the refrains of the

ballads, their frequent repetitions, and their choral qualities, give them a

strong resemblance ; but, on the other hand, they have an artistic co-

herence and an aesthetic value impossible in popular improvisations.

Two explanations of these facts now present themselves: "Either . . .

the ballad ... is originally a product of the people under conditions

of improvisation and choral dance, but ennobled and enriched on its

traditional course in such a way as to endow it with something of the

dignity of art ; or else it is originally a poem, made like any other poem,
but submitted by tradition to influences which give it a ' popular ' char-

acter. It is either the choice and glory of wild flowers or a degenerate of

the garden." 2

For the decision between these alternatives Professor Gummere relies

almost entirely upon internal evidence. After pointing out, in a section

stimulating and suggestive in its deft handling of a mass of literary and
historical material, that owing to the lack of evidence earlier than the
fifteenth century the question cannot be solved by tracing the ballad
back to its original source, he proceeds to apply to the solution of the

Professor Kittrcdge, Introduction to the Cambridge Edition of Child's Collection,
lip. xxn, xxiii, gives evidence proving that the ballads were perpetuated by humble folk
and not by minstrels.

2 Pp. 28, 29.
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problem the evidence of the ballad structure. In what is probably the

most searching and illuminative analysis of that structure ever penned
he makes it sufficiently clear that the ballad structure is a combination

of choral, dramatic elements, which are a direct inheritance from com-
munal composition and are supreme in the earlier stages of the ballad,

and of narrative, epic elements, which gradually displace the communal
elements and dominate the ballad in its later stages. He thus practically

proves the first of the above alternatives, that the ballad is a product of

the people, artistically developed in transmission.

The author's analysis of the ballad structure occupies the last three

sections of the first chapter, and is illustrated and supplemented by the

greater part of the second chapter and by the concluding passages of

the third and fourth. This analysis, like all Professor Gummere's work,

is replete with learning, insight, and literary charm; but owing, perhaps,

to its very wealth of allusion, its multiplicity of subdivisions, 1 and its

scattering distribution of passages on the same subject, the closest at-

tention is necessary to follow the line of its exposition. When the line is

once traced, however, everything falls into position, and the analysis

stands out the masterly piece of work that it is. Briefly stated, its results

are as follows :
—

Structurally considered, the extant popular ballads may be divided

into four classes. "We find ballads, and parts of ballads, where the text

is really little more than a progressive refrain. We find ballads which

combine this dominant choral structure with simple and straightforward

but quite subordinate narrative. We find, again, fairly long ballads

which are simply narrative throughout. And, lastly, there is the com-

bination of certain narrative ballads into a coherent epic poem "
(p. 78).

The ballads of the first and smallest of these classes, of which "The
Maid Freed from the Gallows "

(p. 95) is the best example, usually have

no refrain, because their text itself is a refrain with increments that

advance the story ; they tell this story not by narrative but by dialogue

presenting a dramatic situation. This domination by repetition, this

incremental and dramatic fashion of story telling, are in such exact

accord with the repetition and incremental dialogue of known examples

of communally improvised verse, that there can be no reasonable doubt

of the direct origin of these ballads, or at least of their structure, in com-

munal composition. Professor Kittredge's demonstration 2
of the ease

with which the American version of the above-mentioned ballad could

have been improvised by a crowd, Professor Gummere's significant note

that the European variants of the same ballad are all equally incre-

mental and dramatic and all unmistakably connected with the festive

1 Cf. pp. 78, 85, 110-iir, 116, 119-120, 147.'

2 Cambridge ed. of Child's Ballads, pp. xxv, xxvi.
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dance, are both striking confirmations of choral origins for this ballad

and for the class it represents

Ballads of the'second class tell a slightly more complicated story than

those of the first class, and usually present it in a series of situations in

incremental dialogue rather than in one. The characteristic dwelling of

the ballad upon these situations, and its swift passage with scarcely a

mark of transition from one to another, impart to the ballad movement

a peculiar combination of rapidity and slowness, now first pointed out

by Professor Gummere, aptly termed "leaping and lingering," and ex-

plained as a result of the ballad's choral, dramatic, and non-epic qualities

and as a double proof of choral origins. The fact that the story requires

more situations than one is, however, an approach towards epic; and

the ballads of this class make an even more decided advance in that

direction in the few stanzas of brief, subordinate narrative with which

the dramatic and choral situations are prefixed, concluded, and occasion-

ally combined. That this advance represents an actual development

from the stage represented by the first class is shown by the resemblance

(amounting sometimes to identity) of the incremental portions of the

ballads of the second class to those of the first and to communal verse

(see our author's study of the Low German "Hero and Leander" bal-

lad, pp. 86 ff., 92, 93, 97-99, and of the riddle ballads, pp. 137-142);

it is shown also by the displacement of choral and dramatic qualities

by epic qualities in such fields as ritual (pp. 93-96) and anecdote

(pp. 79-81).

After the class of "ballads . . . with dominant choral structure" anc'

"quite subordinate narrative," Professor Gummere ranges the "ballads

which are simple narrative throughout." Just here it is impossible to

reconcile our author's divisions with his subsequent analysis. In the

final section of chapter i (pp. 117 ff.) he describes those ballads in

which incremental repetition,— the essential mark of choral structure,

— "ceasing to dominate the whole ballad, now passes from general

structural form into a sort of formula of situations or topics which have
become traditional and recur as old favorites in the new narrative

ballads." The ballads thus described cannot belong to the second class

with its "dominant choral structure," nor to the third, which is "simple
narrative throughout," and which can therefore contain no distinct trace

of incremental repetition. There is a plain inconsistency here, which
might have been avoided by inserting between the second and third

classes a new division under some such title as " ballads predominatingly
narrative, but with subordinate instances of choral structure."

In the ballads which would fall under this division the narrative
interest is stronger than the choral tendency, and the combination of long
incremental situations with brief narrative openings and transitions is

replaced by a steadier narrative progression, more or less broken, how-
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ever, by shorter incremental groups which are more or less conventional

formulas for certain situations and topics. The incremental repetition of

these formulas may appear "as necessary, effective expression of the

situation" (i.e. " in a commanding motive or typical, important formula,"

e.g. the "climax of relatives" in "LadyMaisry" and" Clerk Saunders")

;

"as perfunctory mark of style, a mere manner, by no means inevitable"

(though important as a clear survival of the old choral structure, as in

"Child Maurice" and "Child Waters"); "and as the ballad common-
place" (i. e. "repetition without any reason save that it is remembered

and applied appositely or grotesquely as the case may be," as in the

repeated choice of three horses and the conventional journey of the

" little foot-page"). These successive stages in the reduction and conven-

tionalizing of an incremental repetition which nevertheless retains

throughout its close resemblance to the incremental repetition of the

choral ballads and of communal verse, this increase in emphasis on nar-

rative, are strong evidence that the ballads of this division belong to a

stage of ballad structure developed from the "leaping and lingering"

stage which is represented by the second class.

"The ballads which are simple narrative throughout," which, under

the arrangement just suggested, would become the fourth instead of the

third class, are called by Professor Gummcrc the "chronicle ballads,"

and analyzed by him in his account, in chapter ii, of their two main

divisions, the Border and the Robin Hood ballads. These ballads,

unlike those of the first class, which were composed for singing and

dancing, and those of the second and third classes, which were intended

for singing, were meant to be recited for the entertainment of an audience

interested in the story, and therefore usually lack the refrain originally

an invariable accompaniment of the other classes.
1 They relate a

straightforward story without breaks, have the merest traces of incre-

mental repetition, and none of the "leaping and lingering" structure,

and are completely dominated by the epic tendency. That they are a

development, however, from the choral stages of the ballad, is evident

from their derivation from the same popular tradition, from their similar

range of thought and expression, from their impersonality, from the

fact that there are a few border and outlaw ballads which contain in-

cremental and dramatic as well as narrative passages,
2 and from the

hints of incremental repetition which they still contain.

The fifth and last class of the ballads— "the combination of certain

narrative ballads into a coherent epic poem" — comprises a single ex-

ample, "The Gest of Robin Hood." As this poem is demonstrably

made up from ballads of the preceding class, and as through its greater

evenness and fulness of narration and its combination of independent

1 See p. 74.

2 Lads of Wamphray (184), cf. pp. 248-250; Johnie Cock (114), PP- 267, 268.
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incidents it reaches a higher stage of epic development than any of the

other ballads, it is undoubtedly the final link in the foregoing chain of

evidence, from the ballads themselves, that they originated in communal

composition and gradually evolved towards epic.

The foregoing analysis of the ballad structure thus practically estab

lishes the first of the alternative theories of ballad origin, and emphati

cally contradicts the second. The main facts that it brings out are these

:

(i) A small group of the ballads derive their structure, beyond reasonable

doubt, from communal composition. (2) The other ballads seem to

represent successive stages of a structural development from the stage

represented by the first class towards a stage of epic fulness. (3) In

cremental repetition, which is the essential feature of communal com-

position, is " the fundamental fact in ballad structure," and occurs with a

prominence inversely proportional to the strength of the epic tendency,

in all the traditional ballads. (4) The gradual displacement of original

choral by later epic impulse is in accordance with observed phenomena

in ethnology and literature. These facts are quite inconsistent with the

theory that the ballad " is originally a poem, made like any other poem,

but submitted by tradition to influences which give it a 'popular'

character:" they are fully and satisfactorily explained by the theory

that the ballad is a narrative development from communal composition.

Unless, therefore, some one— if he can be found — who knows popular

literature more thoroughly than Professor Gummere can extend or

disprove the facts, Professor Gummere's theory, which is the best

explanation of those facts, should be unhesitatingly accepted.

Dr. Hart's monograph, as already pointed out, is an independent

confirmation, and continuation to its outcome, of the evolutionary con-

ception of the ballad set forth by Professor Gummere. The author's

purpose is not only to trace the development, within the confines of the

ballad, of epic qualities, but also to show that this development culmi-

nates beyond those ballad confines in actual epic poems. This task he

accomplishes, as Professor Gummere largely accomplishes his, by the use

of internal evidence. He chooses certain groups of ballads, — a num-
ber of ballads of choral structure, a selection of border ballads, a group

of Robin Hood ballads, the ballad of "Adam Bell," the " Gest of Robin

Hood," the Danish and English heroic ballads, and finally two epics, the

" Beowulf" and the "Roland ;" and by a detailed and extensive analysis

of their structure and contents he shows that these groups of ballads

and these epics represent successive stages of an epic development

which begins in the choral ballads and ends in epic poetry.

Although Dr. Hart's analysis, which is not concerned with choral

origins, does not, like Professor Gummere's, trace the degrees by which
the ballad passed from predominatingly choral to simple narrative

structure, it explains more fully than the latter author the subsequent

t
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: stages of the ballad's progress toward epic. It compares not only the

[
structure and movement of the different ballad groups and epics, but also

;
the phases of life and the motives represented by these documents, and

their treatment of character, mental states, moral significance, and

. setting. This comparison shows that the ballad develops into the epic

mainly by a process of elaboration (or growth from within) which in-

volves not only the transformation (pointed out by Professor Gummere)
of the "leaping and lingering" structure of the choral ballad into steady,

continuous narrative, but also a more detailed description of the ballad

personages and their surroundings and relations external and temporal,

a more complex conception and more careful assignment of motives,

and a tendency to go beyond interest in action for itself, "to regard it

as conduct, to abstract character from it, to discover the states of mind

which cause it or result from it, and to provide it with a background"

(p. 289). This elaboration accompanies and no doubt results from

a corresponding growth, from narrow isolation to national conscious-

ness, of the breadth, dignity, and splendor of the phase of life which the

documents reflect and from which they are sprung. Dr. Hart's com-

parison further shows, in agreement with Professor Gummere, that the

ballad also develops into the epic by a process of accretion (or growth

by the aggregation of independent incidents) ; but he goes beyond Pro-

fessor Gummere in pointing out that this accretion results from the rise

of an heroic figure embodying the ideals of a whole community (in the

epic, a nation) as brought out by conflict with hostile forces, and that

the cyclic development of independent ballads about such a figure natu-

rally finds issue in the combination of these ballads to form a long, con-

nected narrative ; he also goes beyond Professor Gummere in showing

that such accretion, unaccompanied by elaboration, could not result in

epic, and that elaboration, which by itself can expand a ballad to epic

length and dignity, is consequently the more important process of the

two. It is in his reduction of the whole evolutionary progress of the bal-

lad to these two processes of elaboration and accretion, his indication of

the causes and relative significance of each, and his demonstration, by

the fact of their constant growth in ballad and fuller development in epic,

of the organic connection between the two types, that the highest worth

and originality of his monograph consists.

The results of Dr. Hart's analysis upon which the above conclusions

are based may be briefly summarized as follows: The seventy-two

"simple ballads" with which the analysis begins, and which, in the light

of Professor Gummere' s results, may be defined as ballads of the first

three structural classes,
1 containing unmistakable choral elements,

present a small, isolated group of characters, with only slight external

and temporal relations, and actuated by a few prirhal, uncomplicated
1 See above, p. 351.
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motives ; as Professor Gummere has already pointed out, their structure

is a combination of " leaping and lingering," of dramatic and incremental

situations or incremental formulas, and more or less abrupt, broken nar-

rative ; finally, they are mainly interested in action alone, and make few

or no descriptions of character, mental states, moral significance, or the

setting in which the action takes place.

The Border ballads, of which fourteen characteristic examples are

next analyzed, and which belong to Professor Gummere's 1 fourth class,

—

"ballads which are simple narrative throughout,"— replace the small,

isolated group by a large number of persons, members of a tribe or clan,

connected by geographical and by temporal relations with the external

world, and actuated by motives as simple as those of the " simple ballads."

In the Border ballads, as Professor Gummere has indicated, the "leap-

ing and lingering" movement yields to a steady narrative progression,

attained by the suppression of incremental repetition, the supplying of

transitions, and the elaboration of the story by the addition of prelimi-

nary, concluding, and subordinate incidents. By their conception of the

border hero as a type of character, and their extensive use of place-names

as a background for the action, these ballads surpass the "simple

ballads" in the description of character and setting. All these differences,

taken with the similarities noted by Gummere and Hart, prove that the

Border ballads are a development towards epic from the stage of the

" simple ballads."

The seven traditional Robin Hood ballads next analyzed voice the

feelings, not of an isolated group or clan, but of the whole peasant class,

which, through conflict with the governing classes, has gained self-con-

sciousness and found self-expression in the creation of an ideal type of

character, — the outlaw Robin Hood. This character has become the

central motive of a whole series of adventures which are embodied in a

cycle of ballads.
2 In structure and narrative movement the Robin Hood

ballads continue the steady narrative progress of the Border ballads with

increased elaboration of the story and a new tendency to accretion, or the

union of independent incidents. In the description of character and the

indication of moral significance, these ballads, being based on character,

are an advance over the simple and Border ballads ; and in their pictures

of the "merry greenwood" as setting or background of the action, they

make a decided approach to epic.

The ballad of "Adam Bell, Clim of the Clough, and William of

Cloudesly," next in order, is evidently a single survival of another outlaw

cycle, very similar in its phase of life and motives to that of Robin Hood,

above, p. 353.
2 Dr. Ha\t has shown, p. 67, that there is a hint of such a development in the Border

ballads, where Hobie Noble — a typical border hero — appears both in the ballad that

bears his name (No. 189) and in Jock o' the Side (No. 187).
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but less expressive of class hostility, and less centred in a conception of

character. It is more than three times as long as the average Robin
Hood ballad; and this length is due partly to accretion,— to the combi-

nation in the ballad of two independent incidents, the rescue and the

apple-shooting, — but more particularly to the elaboration of the story

by the prefixing of the capture, the careful motivation of most of the

action, and the attention to transitions. "Adam Bell" presents more
characters than the Robin Hood ballads, though none so important as

their hero ; it also goes beyond these ballads in the indication of mental

states and in detailed description of setting ; but its main epic advance

over them is in the elaboration of action.

The " Gest of Robin Hood" is a poem of 13,700 words, made by the

juxtaposition and skilful working- over into a relatively coherent and

consistent narrative, of a number of independent ballads of the Robin

Hood cycle. This process of accretion, which is far more extensive and

artistic than the mechanical union of incidents in "Adam Bell," is ac-

companied by a less notable but important process of elaboration, which

in the case of action does not go as far as "Adam Bell" (p. 292) or

even the single ballad of the Robin Hood cycle (p. 75), but which in the

extent and variety of the descriptions of character and states of mind,

the notation of moral significance and the greater idealization of the

woodland setting, approaches more closely than the cycle ballads and

"Adam Bell" to epic fulness of detail. In fact, Dr. Hart's analysis

makes evident Professor Gummere's statement (p. 270) that if the hero

of the " Gest " had been national as well as popular, and if the " Gest "

had been composed in an unlettered age, " it would have gone on its way

to higher and wider achievement," and have become an actual epic

instead of "an epic in the making."

In the heroic ballads, which are represented in Dr. Hart's study by

thirty-one Danish ballads from the first volume of Grundtvig's " Dan-

marks Gamle Folkeviser" (Xos. 1-17 and 19-32, both inclusive) and

four English ballads (Child, Nos. 59,60, 61, and 211), the isolated group,

the clan, the band of outlaws embodying the ideals of a class, give place

to a complete society with a king and his warriors, a castle, some courtly

ceremonial, strong national feeling, and definite relations to the external

world, expressed in geographical references and details about ships,

horses, arms, and armor. Love, valor, the supernatural, are here, as

in the simple ballads, the motives of action, but they are made more com-

plex and ennobled. Love is more intense and more refined, valor is in-

spired by national sentiment and united with cunning ; and the conflict

of motives is noted and emphasized, e.g. in "Bewick and Graham"

(No. 211). The material of the heroic ballads— in other words, their

phase of life and their motives— are thoroughly epic, and mark a very de-

cided advance towards epic over all the ballads previously examined. It
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is in this epic quality of their material alone, however, that they represent

a later stage than the other ballads. Their structure and movement re-

tain several characteristics of the simple ballads, for example, occasional

incremental repetition, frequent refrain, and narrative omissions; their

elaboration of a simple incident by breaking it into minor incidents or by

putting a preliminaring incident before it is paralleled in border and

cycle ballads ; and their tendency to group about such a figure as Kong
Diderik, or to combine independent incidents in a single ballad,

1 are

rudimentary traces of a development analogous to that of the Robin

Hood cycle and the " Gest." Their treatment of character is no more ad-

vanced than that of the Border ballads, and their discussion of mental

states, moral significance, and setting does not even advance as far. To
put it briefly, the heroic ballads consist of the material of epic presented

in a ballad style less advanced in elaboration and accretion than the

simpler material of the cycle and Gest of Robin Hood.

In his elaborate studies of the " Beowulf " and the " Roland," which

are of value to all readers of these poems, whether they are interested in

ballad evolution or not, Dr. Hart's main purpose is to show that these

epics, greatly as they differ from the ballads, and earlier as they are in

date, represent later and more advanced stages of the matter and the

methods from and by which the ballads were produced. His analysis

shows that the "Beowulf" deals with a phase of life similar to that of

the heroic ballads, but treats the details of court life and courtly ceremo-

nial, of international relations, of seafaring adventure, and of arms and

armor, with far more fulness and dignity, giving "a broad view of a

highly organized society." The motive of the poem — the valor of a

hero in conflict with hostile forces — differs from that of the heroic and

cycle ballads in that the hero is national, and that his foes are more

mysterious and terrible. In structure the " Beowulf" is, like the ballads,

the product of elaboration and accretion ; the elaboration, however, is far

more leisurely, and includes a more detailed motivation, a fuller de-

1

I >r. I [art has not noted a most striking case of the demonstrated combination of three

short Danish ballads to form a Longer one, pointed out by A. Heusler: Lied und Epos

(Dortmund. 1905), pp. ,| 1 -.)(> iT. It has been shown beyond question that version A of the

ballad of " Marsk Stig" (Grundtvig, D. G. F. iii, 338), a stirring narrative of adulter)',

-. and outlawry, has been made up by the .n 1 retion and elal i three inde-

1 ballads printed by Grundtvig as versions CDE, FG, and 111 respectively (J6r-

rag til Nordens Historic i Middelalderen, Copenhagen, 1871, pp. n
Iskrijt, 4 Raekke. 4, pp. 123 ' 7S 71.

Olrik, Danske Folkeviser i I Copenhagen, > 9 rhough only about one fourth

and decidedly closer to the simple ballad in structure, this lange Vise

example of act retion, in that its constituent ballads have keen preserved.

luded, perhaps because ba imparatively modern history, from Dr.

roic ballad (cf. Ballad and Epic, pp. 4, no), it might have

ely used by him as an interesting parallel to the accretive tendencies of that

lad and its retention of simple ballad qualities.
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• : scription of phase of life, character, mental states, moral significance,
• and setting, and a more picturesque handling of transitional passages

;

' and the accretion consists not only in the combination of two independ-
•' ent adventures of Beowulf, but also in the introduction of episodes ; that

J

is, of independent incidents narrated in brief subordinate fashion for the

j
purpose of illustrating or amplifying the main narrative. This power of

" elaborating the account of a journey or of inserting and subordinating
a Finn or Heremod passage, while keeping the main narrative steadily
in view, is a distinct trait of the leisurely, finished epic, — a trait which
produced the Homeric simile, and which does not exist in the ballads
or " Gest." The " Beowulf" also resembles the " Gest" in its power to
treat coherently a complicated story and to foresee the end from the
beginning, and surpasses it by its freedom to relate that story out of
chronological order, thereby resembling the Odyssey. As a result of
this leisurely interest in detail, and this power to hold the narrative in

mind while elaborating or reversing it, the movement of the "Beowulf"
is much slower than that of the "Gest," and contains some repetition,

which, however, is not communal, but varied and artistic. The dialogue
1 of the "Beowulf" has more epic formality than that of the "Gest."

In his analysis of the "Roland," Dr. Hart shows that it carries farther
than the "Beowulf" certain epic tendencies noted in the ballads, but
that in other respects it is less advanced than the "Beowulf." The
"Roland" presents a more complex and highly organized society, with
a more powerful king, a more brilliant and splendid court, and a wider
national outlook, and gives more detailed descriptions of court ceremony,
of the movements of armies, of dress, armor, and personal appearance.
The central motive, the valor of the French in conflict with hostile forces,

is more spiritual and idealistic, and more intensely and nationally patri-

otic, than the valor of the hero in the ballads and "Beowulf." The "Ro-
land" has greater structural unity than "Adam Bell," the " Gest," or the
"Beowulf;" instead of combining a group of independent incidents, it

presents a single incident, — the defeat at Roncesvalles,— and develops
it by elaboration into a poem longer than any of the three. This elabora-
tion consists, as in "Adam Bell," of the prefixing to the main incident of
an exciting cause, here the account of the treason of Ganelon, and of the
addition to the main incident of an account of the reprisals by which it

was followed. The action is also elaborated, as in "Adam Bell," by the
multiplication of subordinate incidents, and by careful motivation ; and
this elaboration is increased by the complicated nature of the movements
of the armies concerned in the fight. If accretion be also-present in the
" Roland " (for example, in the account of the death of Aide and the trial of

Ganelon), it has been skilfully merged in elaboration ; 'for these incidents,

whether originally independent or not, appear to grow naturally out of
what has gone before, and to be a subordinate part of the main action.
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The "Roland" also shows evidence of the poet's grasp of an increasingly

complicated story' in its passages which refer to earlier and later parts of

the narrative and in its narration of synchronistic events. On the other

hand, the "Roland" is closer to the ballads than the "Beowulf" in its

more frequent use of repetition, its less formal dialogue, its communal

expression of emotion, its less complex presentation of character, its

lighter treatment of mental states and moral significance, and, finally,

its neglect of setting.

The results thus briefly summarized are of course far from demon-

strating the theory that the epic is a development from the ballad. In

their unmistakable indication, however, of a definite evolution towards

epic in the matter and form of the ballads, and of evidence that the

matter and form of two epics present later stages of a similar evolution,

they certainly establish this theory as the most reasonable explanation

of the facts. These results also show us how the development of ballad

into epic, assuming its occurrence, must have been brought about. The
epic cannot have been formed by the mere mechanical aggregation of

popular ballads, and such ballads cannot be extracted from it by

Lachmannian excisions ; aggregation or accretion of ballads is bound to

occur, especially when a popular figure gives rise to a cycle ; but the re-

sult of such accretion would not necessarily be anything more than a long

ballad. The essential factor in the development of epic from ballad is,

as Heusler,
1 following Ker, has pointed out in the work already cited,

leisurely elaboration, or the transformation of liedhajte Knappheit into

epische Breite. To become epic the ballad must change its narrow,

isolated group of characters, its interest in mere action, and its "leaping,

lingering" structure, to a broad and detailed picture of life, a leisurely

abstraction from action of character, mental states, moral significance,

and a steady and complete narrative. It must relate an increasingly

complicated, coherent, and well-motivated story; and although accre-

tion is often a prominent factor in the formation of such a story, this

accretion will, in the better-constructed epics, subordinate itself to

elaboration, in that all external incidents will seem to have grown out of

the central theme. The perfection of such elaboration, necessary to a

finished epic like the " Beowulf" or the "Roland," seems to demand, as

Professor Marsh -' points out, a society of some wealth and splendor

which has developed an aristocracy with leisure for the making and en-

joying of such verse and the culture to appreciate it, and which at the

same time has not outgrown its intellectual homogeneity, its devotion
to ideals of action, and its memory of great deeds.

The way in which these elements probably combined to produce epics
like the " Beowulf" and the "Roland" is shown by Professor Gummere,

1 Op. cit. pp. 21 ft.

3 Article " Epic Poetry " in the Universal Cyclopedia.
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to whose book we must in closing turn for a moment, in his discussion

of "Otterburn" and "Cheviot." l These poems, he shows, are Border

ballads, but combine ballad impersonality and simple and hardy courage

with an epic fulness of detail, an artistic use of alliteration, and a ten-

dency to single out special heroes for praise, which suggests the epic

style of the " Beowulf " and the " Iliad." They were composed, Professor

Gummere thinks, by and for the warriors who had taken part in the

battle, and were worked by a Border minstrel or minstrels into epic

shape. In a similar way, he believes, warriors who had inherited from

earlier communal days, and developed into greater narrative fulness, the

gift of improvisation, sang their lay or cantilene,
2 reflecting immediate

events ; and these lays, an inheritance from communal song, were com-

bined by scops, jongleurs, or minstrels, and subjected to repeated elabo-

ration and re-working, until the finished epics were produced. It is thus

to Professor Gummere's book, in which the beginning of the evolution

of the popular ballad is explained, that we go for a definite account of its

conclusion.

Cambridge, Mass., July 4, 1908.

1 Pages 255-266.
2 As Achilles sang K\ea avSpuv, the glories of heroes (Iliad, ix, 1S9).
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OTIS TUFTON MASON, f

Ox November 5, 1008, died Otis Tufton Mason, Head Curator of Anthro-

pology at the U. S. National Museum, one of the foremost representatives of

ethnological science in America. During the years when anthropological

h was first organized under the auspices of the Smithsonian Institu-

tion. Mason contributed a large share to the activity of the small groups of

workers assembled in Washington. Through his wide knowledge, attained

by extensive reading, by constant contact with the large and varied collec-

tions of the National Museum, and by intimate intercourse with the many
students who visit Washington, he was able to exert a most wholesome influ-

ence upon the development of anthropology. His influence was the more far-

reaching, since through the charming simplicity of his manner, his unassuming
bearing, and his sympathetic mind he made friends everywhere. Thus he has

done much to stimulate anthropological interests. His own work lay largely

in the study of the development of human industries, and he has contributed

extensively to our knowledge of the manufactures of the North American
Indians. The general course of development of human invention was a sub-

ject dear to his heart, and we owe to him the pleasing and attractive books,

"Origin of Invention" and "Woman's Share in Primitive Culture," which
contain not only many novel and important ideas, but which also reveal to the

reader the author in the whole amiable charm of his personality. Those who
had the privilege of knowing him will miss him sadly. His works assure to him
a permanent place in the history of anthropology.

Franz Boas.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

ts of French-Canadian Folk-Lore, Essex Co., Ontario. — The
following items were communicated to me by Mr. J. C. Day, Toronto.

1. Two lovers will not agree after they are married, if they both wipe their

face on the same towel.

2. The color of a spider spinning down in front of you, or alighting on
your person, will indicate the color of your new hat or suit of clothes.

3. It is unlucky to sit at a table beneath a crack in the ceiling.

4. If a hearse with the corpse covers the ground twice in going to the
church and graveyard, there will be another death in the family before the
year is out.

5. F> avert misfortune, after going out and coming back for something
you have forgotten, sit down a few minutes.

6. Y\ hen a sower, in sowing grain, leaves a coffin-shaped piece of land
it portends death to some member of his family.

7. Xews will come from the direction in which a dreaming dog points its

8. To cure toothache a piece of a snake's slough is rolled up into a ball
and placed in the hollow of the aching tooth.

Mr. Day also informs me that the well-known Devonian fossil Spirijer
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mucronatus, known among English residents as "petrified butterflies," which

are extensively found in Essex and Lambton counties, are carried as lucky-

stones.

W. J . Wintemberg.
Toronto, Can.

Witchcraft. — At Shaftsbury, Vermont, eighty years ago, the belief in

witches was quite general, and even the children knew the rhyme which

brought disaster into the family circle; for it often happened that a witch

would come down the chimney in the form of a black cat, and say,—
"I, Tattaru,

Tell you

To tell Tatterrier

That sits by the fire

That Tatterrags is dead."

And soon after that some one of those sitting around the fireplace would

sicken and die.

The country doctor of the neighborhood used to go, with his wife and

daughter, on a certain day of each year, to gather bittersweet-root to ward

off the witches. Xone of the three spoke, or turned their eyes to right or left,

from the time they left the house until they entered it again.

The sister of my informant fell ill with typhoid, and, in the excessive weak-

ness consequent upon the disease, would tremble when startled or excited.

At this, the old doctor would shake his head solemnly, and say, "I don't like

that! I don't like that: She is bewitched."

The people all knew that when a horse balked, he was bewitched; but none

knew who the witch was, until one time they put a red-hot horseshoe on a

balking animal, when the woman who had bewitched him went lame with a

burned foot.

Another time a witch was discovered in this wise: One of the women of

the village had given a poor neighbor permission to come to her garden for

vegetables whenever she liked; and whenever the neighbor came, she walked

in at the front door, and through the house to the garden. But one day the

lady hung a horseshoe over the front door; and the next time the neighbor

came with her basket, she walked rapidly to the door, stopped suddenly,

seemed agitated, and went around the house to the garden, for witches cannot

come under a horseshoe.

The Indians in a Xew Mexican pueblo known to the writer still believe in

witches. Several vears ago, during a religious ceremony in the kiva, they

caught a supposed witch peeping in through a crack. The worshippers ran

out and stoned the witch, chasing her till she fell in a little clump of peach-

trees. Three davs after, she died; and when she was buried, the wind blew

furiously, proving that she was indeed a witch.

Some years later one of her little girls died of diphtheria ; and when she was

buried, the wind blew, as at the mother's funeral. ''And you see," said my
little informant in an awed whisper, "that showed that if she had lived to

grow up, she would have been a witch too."

Clara Kern Bayliss.

Macomb, III.
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Stories of Jean Sotte. — There was an old woman who had two

sons, — one so simple that he received the name of Jean Sotte, and the other

so bright and intelligent that he was known as Jean Esprit.

1. One day the old woman said to Jean Sotte, " My son, I am old and stiff,

but you are young and active and can go on my errands ; so go into the store-

room and bring me a bottle of wine you will find there." Jean Sotte went to

the storeroom, and, having found the bottle, he thought he would take out

the cork and make sure it was wine; and when he had smelled it, he thought

he would taste it to be sure it was all right ; but the wine was so good and old,

he soon felt very merry, and continued to drink until the bottle was quite

empty. Now, in a corner of the room an old duck had made her nest in some
straw; and when Jean Sotte began capering around, she cried out, " Quack,

quack !

" and napped her wings, which so frightened him that he caught her by

the neck, and wrung her head off, and seated himself on her eggs. The old

woman, having waited some time for Jean Sotte's return, determined to see

what was keeping him. What was her surprise, on hobbling to the store-

room, to find her old duck dead and Jean Sotte sitting on her nest. " Silly

boy!" she said, "why have you killed my duck, why are you sitting on the

nest, and where is the bottle of wine you were to bring me?" — "Mother,"
said Jean Sotte, rolling his head and looking very sleepy, "I drank the wine;

and when the old duck saw me, she cried out, and I knew she would tell you,

so I killed her to keep her from telling; and, now she is dead, you will never

know!

"

2. The old mother was in despair over the stupidity of her boy, but thought

she would try him again, hoping he would do better. So calling him, and
giving him some money, she said, " My son, I want a paper of needles, and
you must go down the road to the village and buy me one, but do not lose

it on the way." Jean Sotte promised to be careful and went off in high glee,

for he liked to go on errands to the village. He knew just where to go; and,
having counted out the money to the old dame who gave him the needles, he
started down the lane which led to his home. He had not gone far when he
met a number of cows, who, when they saw him, lifted their heads and cried,

"A-moo, a-moo!" and turned into a barnyard. Jean Sotte, thinking they
were calling him, followed; and when they continued to cry "A-moo!" he
said, "Well, if it is the needles you want, here they are!" and he sprinkled
them all over the straw they were eating. Then he went home; and when the
old woman asked where the needles were she had sent him for, he said,
" Mother, I obeyed you: I did not lose them, but, when the cows cried so for
them, I was obliged to give them to them on their hay."

3. Another time Jean Esprit had left Jean Sotte to mind his old mother;
and, the old woman complaining of feeling cold, Jean Sotte ran and got a
kettle oi boiling water and poured it all over her, crying, "Now, mother, I

have made you warm !" The poor old woman staggered about the room and
screamed wildly; and Jean Sotte, thinking she was pleased, called to his
brother, "Come, come, see mother dance!" When Jean Esprit came, he
found the poor old woman dead.

4- Joan Esprit told Jean Sotte that he must not leave the house, as he heard
there were thieves about. When he returned, what was his surprise to find
Jean Sotte sitting up in a tree, holding the door of their house, which he said
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he had taken off the hinges and carried up there, that the thieves might not

unlock it and steal all they had.
f

Told by Marie Ray.

Avery's Island, La.

Weathercock Legends. — There is a Spanish fairy-tale called "The
Half-Chick" — Medio Pollito — which tells the story of how the cock came

to be on the weather-vane. Can any of your readers tell me of any fairy-tales

or legends on this subject in other countries?

Charles Welsh.

Wtnthrop, Mass.

Mourning Customs of Negroes. — Can any of the readers of folk-lore

help me to a solution of the origin of the custom among negroes which dictates

the wearing of hats by the male mourners at a funeral indoors, whether in

house or church. I personally noticed the circumstance only this summer at a

funeral in St. Augustine's Church, Boston. Diligent inquiry among negroes

themselves has led only to very conflicting statements. Whether the custom

is purely local cannot be learned, for while Dr. Booker Washington states

that he never heard of the custom, other old negroes from different parts of

the country, interviewed in a Home, claim it is a habit which has lasted as

"long as they can remember." Is it an imitation of the Jewish custom, and

local ? Is it a survival of some African rite where headdresses of feathers or

quills took the place of the modern hat?

John Dixwett, M. D.

52 West Cedar St., Boston, Mass.

In the review of Schultze, Aus Namaland und Kalahari, on p. 250 of

the last number of this Journal, the name of the reviewer, Dr. Robert H. Lowie,

was accidentallv omitted.

LOCAL MEETINGS.

IOWA BRANCH.

The Iowa Branch of the Society held a joint meeting with the Iowa Society

of the Archaeological Institute of America and the Iowa Anthropological

Society at the State University of Iowa on November 5th and 6th. Professor

Oscar Montelius of Stockholm gave a lecture on "The Cross Symbol, its

Origin and Evolution." Among the other papers presented at the different

sessions were the following: "The Scandinavian Revival of the Dancing-

Ballad," by Professor E. K. Putnam; "The Astrological Origin of the Names

of the Days," bv Dean L. G. Weld; "Some Folk-Etymologies, " by Professor

G. T. Flora; " Principles of Evidence in Folk-Lore, " by Mr. R. P. Baker; "A

Note on Magic Numbers, " by Professor C. B. Wilson ;
" The Use of the Runes

and the Cross in Magic Signs, especially in Norway and Sweden," by Pro-

fessor K. Gijerset; and a concluding lecture by Professor F. B. Tarbell on

"Greek Dress."
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Algonkian. — The articles by Professor W. H. Holmes on "The
Tomahawk" (vol. x, n. s. pp. 264-276) and Mr. W. R. Gerard on

"The Term 'Tomahawk'" (ibid. 277-280), in the "American Anthro-

pologist" for April-June, 1908, contain valuable information as to the

nature, form, use, etc., of this weapon. Mr. Gerard treats etymologically

the various Algonkian names and synonyms, particularly the originals

of the English loan-word tomahawk and its derivatives. He concludes

that "it is therefore to the iron hatchet of the white man's manufacture

and the adopted Virginia Indian name which English-speaking people

everywhere applied to it, and not to the stone implement that is due the

widespread fame which this formidable implement of aboriginal warfare

acquired." He is of opinion that the word tomahawk "is of Virginian

origin, since a vocable cognate with Virginia tam'dhak would have had,

in the Massachusetts dialect, the form of tumahank, which would have

been written tumhonk by the English." The Virginia tam'dhak signifies

" (what is) used for cutting" any kind of an object, animate or inani-

mate.— Cheyenne. Volume i, Part 6 (September, 1907) of the " Memoirs
of the American Anthropological Association " consists of James Moo-
ney's "The Cheyenne Indians" (pp. 357-442) and Rodolphe Petter's

"Sketch of the Cheyenne Grammar" (pp. 443-478). Mr. Mooney's

article (which includes a valuable annotated Bibliography of over 150

titles), after giving an historical sketch of the Cheyenne, with notes on
the name, etc., treats of organization (camp-circle divisions, basis of

tribal organization, warrior organization and other societies), heraldic

system, religion, home life, language, culture, names given to other

tribes, etc., and contains much valuable and interesting information.

Noteworthy is the following statement (p. 415): "The working soci-

eties, which are practically female trade unions, have, or did have until

recently, absolute control of all the higher technology and decorative art

of the tribe." The members of these industrial gilds were called "mo-
ni'nieo, 'women who have chosen,' i. e. specialist women." According
to Mr. Mooney, "there are distinct unions for the practice and teaching

of tipi cutting and fitting; for each class of tipi decoration; for each
class of robe and curtain making in porcupine quill and beaded de-

signs; for parfleche decoration; and for the more specialized moccasin
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and dress patterns." A certain comradeship system among the young

men goes far to explain " the stories of daring rescues of wounded com-

rades in the face of the enemy, so frequent in accounts of frontier

fights." The whole religious life of the Cheyenne "centres in the great

ceremonies of the Sun Dance and the Sacred Arrows." The feeling for

the Sacred Arrows (these were delivered to them in the beginning by

their own great culture-hero, Motsiydif, or "Standing Medicine") is

much deeper and more reverent than that shown for the Sun Dance,

which "overshadows all other tribal ceremonies in its spectacular char-

acter and social features." The "Ghost Dance cult" of 1888 "was for-

eign to the tribe and has entirely died out." According to Mr. Mooney,

"the most salient feature brought out by a study of the Cheyenne is

that of the newness of everything which they have, with the single ex-

ception of the Sacred Arrow cult" (p. 420). Even to-day "their existing

customs and ceremonials are under constant change, and are not now
what they were even ten years ago." In the old days, " the Cheyenne had

free range from the Saskatchewan to the Rio Grande, a distance of full

1800 miles, and they had a name for every tribe of importance in this

immense region." At pages 421-428 Mr. Mooney gives, with explanatory

and etymological notes, a list of Cheyenne names given to other tribes

and peoples, in which terms for the following are included: Apache,

Arapaho, Ankara, Assiniboin, Bannock, Blackfoot, Caddo, Cherokee,

Chinaman, Choctaw, Comanche, Cree, Crow, Delawares, Flathead,

Frenchman, German, Hidatsa, Irishman, Kaw (Kansa), Kickapoo,

Kiowa, Kiowa Apache, Mandan, Mexican, Missouri, Monsoni, Mormon,

Navaho, Xegro, Xcz Perce, Omaha, Osage, Oto, Paiute, Pawnee,

Piegan, Ponca, Pueblo, Quapaw, Sioux (of various divisions), Sarsee,

Sauk, Shawnee, Shoshoni, Sutai, Tonkawa, Ute, Wichita, While man,

Winnebago. The grammatical sketch by the Rev. Rodolphe Petter,

"our best authority on the Cheyenne language," gives (pp. 477-478)

"examples of Chevenne as it is spoken in daily intercourse, and as used

in prayers, in chanting, and in telling stories. Mr. Petter notes that " the

younger generation is unconsciously influenced by the English, and there

is a gradual tendency to use detached particles and careless forms."

In religious ceremonies " the rites, not the words, are of most importance."

The following statement (p. 477) is interesting : "Recent religious in-

fluences, either from the Messiah belief or the 'mescal bean' [peyote],

brought more prayers, songs, and speeches into the religious life, but

without enriching the language, or bringing out archaic forms." Cer-

tain bands or secret organizations use certain archaic forms known only

to themselves, but "such words are few in nuihber and have little

importance."

Athabascan. — Navaho. In the "University of California Publica-

tions in American Archaeology and Ethnology" (vol. v, pp. 21-63) for
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September, 1907,. appear some "Navaho Myths, Prayers and Songs

with Texts and Translations" by Washington Matthews, edited by

P. E. Goddard. At pages 25-46 are given Navaho text and interlinear

and free English translations of "A Tale of Kininaekai, accounting for

the Origin of certain Prayers and Songs of the Night Chant" ; at pages

47—53, similar texts and translations of "A Prayer of the Second Day
of the Night Chant" ; at pages 54-58, of "A Prayer of the Fourth Day
of the Night Chant" ; at pages 58-60, of "The Story of Bckotsidi" ; and

at pages 61-63, of a "Protection Song," to be sung on going into battle.

" The Tale of Kininaekai '

'
— Kininaekai is White House in Chelly Canon,

Arizona— accounts for the "Tsenitsi/zogan Bigin," or "Songs of the

Red Rock House," and perhaps also for some of the ritual observances.

The chief figure is i7ayo/kal Aski, or " Dawn Boy," who went to White

House on a rainbow, and brought back gifts and songs. The "beauty"

songs in Navaho legends are of considerable psychological interest,

likewise the prayer for a happy old age with which so many of the songs

end. The "Story of Bekotsidi" tells how Bekotsidi and Tsmihanoai

made all the animals, and the song given is that which the gods sang as

they were at work. The notes to these myths and songs contain some

folk-lore data. At p. 27 we learn that "Ni na/zoka dine, or People on

the Earth, is a name applied to all Indians, as distinguished from white

men, and from holy people or deities." Of Kininaekai it is said (p. 29)

:

"The upper story of White House is painted white; the lower story is the

natural yellow of yellow sandstone. The Navahoes do not think this the

result of a mere whim, but that it is intentional and symbolic. White is

the color of the east in Navaho symbolism, and they suppose the upper

story was sacred to ilas/seyalti, or Talking God, who was a god of

dawn and of the east. Yellow is the symbolic color of the west, and
they suppose the lower story belonged to iJastse/*ogan, or House God,
who was a god of the west and of the evening twilight." From p. 31 we
learn that " Yuni is the place of honor reserved for guests and the head
of the house behind the fire opposite the door;" and from p. 35, that

"Male rain (ni/tsa baka) means a shower accompanied by thunder and
lightning. Female rain (ni/tsa baad) means a shower without electric

display." In lines 10-11 of Prayer No. 2, horses and sheep are men-
tioned, which occasions this footnote on page 35 : "Lines 10 and 11 of

Prayer appear to be modern growths, even if the whole cultus and myth
is not modern. Yet something may be said to the contrary. The word
which I translate horses (Lin) refers also to any sort of a pet or domestic
animal, and the word for sheep (Debe) originally meant the Rocky
Mountain sheep or bighorn. It is now employed to designate the

domestic sheep, while the bighorn is now called ts£7a debe, or sheep-

among-rocks." In these songs occur a number of meaningless words.
The editor's note informs us that before Ins death Dr. Matthews had
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entered into an arrangement with the Department of Anthropology of

the University of California to "devote the remainder of his life to the

preparation of a large amount of unpublished material which he had

accumulated during many years of active life among the North American

Indians." The editor's share in the present work is based on a visit to

the Navaho country in January, 1907, and consultation with Hatali

Natloi, the priest from whom Dr. Matthews originally obtained the

texts. — Hupa. In the "American Anthropologist" (vol. x, n. s., pp.

168-170) for January-March, 1908, Mr. J. W. Hudson describes "A
Diminutive Ceremonial Quiver from California." This basketry object

was prominent in the priestly regalia of the "Jumping Dance" of the

Hupa, being "carried in the right hand and waved aloft in rhythm to

the chant and dance-steps." According to Mr. Hudson, " the full signifi-

cance of this object is no longer known even by the priests themselves,

but from its specialized shape and function we must regard it as a

symbol of some mysterious and beneficent power." — Navaho. At page

288 of the "American Anthropologist" (vol. x, n. s.) for April-June,

1908, is described and figured by Dr. A. Hrdlicka (the specimen is now

in National Museum), "a string of beads and human teeth attached to

a human lower jaw partly covered with decorated deerskin, the whole

forming a necklace." This unique object was collected among the

Navaho, about 1865, by Dr. B. A. Clements, U. S. A.

KoLUSciiAX. — In his article on "Petroglyphs in Southeastern

Alaska," in the "American Anthropologist" (vol. x, n. s., pp. 221-230)

for April-June, 1908, George T. Emmons describes and figures Tlingit

petroglpyhs on Baranof Island, Etoline Island, etc. These petroglyphs,

of which even the oldest natives of the present generation have no know-

ledge, are "the most permanent but least intelligible of all the earlier

works of the Tlingit," and "are of frequent occurrence in the vicinity

of old village sites on the islands of the Alexander Archipelago and the

adjacent littoral." In most instances "they ornament isolated bowlders

and beach rocks imbedded in the sand of the shore near the level of the

tide." Some of them are of a considerable age (that on Baranof was

in situ at the beginning of the nineteenth century). The older carvings

" show less realism, are more severe in outline, and are wanting in detail

;

and more often the principal characters are joined by means of numerous

lines, circles, and irregular forms that are meaningless in themselves,

but serve the purpose of making one connected picture, which, I believe,

always represents a story." The Baranof island petroglyph evidently

tells the story of the creation of man, etc., by Yehlh, the Raven, who is

figured withKun-nook, the guardian of fresh-water (in wolf-form), from

whom Yehlh stole a few drops to make the lakes and rivers. The petro-

glyphs of Etoline Island are of two distinct periods, indicating two occu-

pations of the place by the Tlingit, something not at all uncommon, "as
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I can point to half a dozen living places that have been occupied,

deserted, and reoccupied in turn." In these petroglyphs occur wolves'

heads, realistic ravens' forms, heads of sandhill cranes, conventional

eagles' nests, killer whale, salmon, shark, "coppers," circles, spirals,

and " the very old form of ceremonial rattle (chuck-ah-hut-tar) described

by the earliest Europeans to visit the Northwest coast." — The same

author's valuable monograph on "The Chilkat Blanket. With Notes

on the Blanket Designs by Franz Boas," appears as "Memoirs of the

Museum of Natural History," vol. iii (Anthropology), No. 4 (N. Y.,

December, 1907, pp. 329-401, 4 pi., 58 figs.). Lieut. Emmons describes

the manufacture, use, etc., of these remarkable fabrics of mountain-

goats' hair in detail, and Dr. Boas, from careful study of the designs upon

them, believes that we have "the clearest evidence that the blanket pat-

tern is merely a painted design, which is transferred without any change

to the technic of the weaving." The blankets are woven by the women
on a very primitive loom, and the pattern-boards from which they take

their designs have been painted by the men.— In " The American Mu-
seum Journal " (vol. viii, pp. 65-70) for May, 1908, Lieut. Emmons has

a brief article on "The Use of the Chilcat Blanket." The blanket, at

first the robe of individuals of prominence of both sexes at dances and

on other ceremonial occasions, served them at death as a shroud and

afterwards was often hung up on the outside of the grave-house as a

memorial of honor. The Chilcat blanket is fast disappearing, and "of

the older specimens, so beautiful in technique, coloring and design, few

or none remain."

Mission Indians. — Dr. A. L. Kroeber's article, "A Mission Record
of the California Indians from a Manuscript in the Bancroft Library,"

which appears as "University of California Publications in American
Archeology and Ethnology," vol. vii, No. 1 (pp. 1-27), May 28, 1908,

gives a compilation made 181 1 for the Spanish authorities in Mexico,
a copy of which was retained in the archives of the Mission of Santa
Barbara (where it was copied for Mr. Bancroft in 1877), data concerning
the Indians of San Diego (the Yuman Dieguefios of to-day), San Luis
Rey (the Shoshonian Luisenos), San Juan Capistrano and San Gabriel
(both Shoshonian), San Fernando (probably Chumashan), Santa Bar-
bara (Chumashan), San Miguel and San Antonio (both Salinan), San
Carlos (Esselenian, Costanoan), San Juan Banistaand Santa Cruz (both

Costanoan), Santa Clara and San Jose (Costanoan and probably also

Mariposan, etc.), and San Francisco (Costanoan). Of the Dieguefios
it is said "their greatest physical infirmity, and that which most de-
stroys them, is melancholy or fear" (p. 5). The only "idolatry" re-

ported is the "vulture-ceremony." Suicide of women disappointed in
love is said to be common. The Luisenos also had a bird-ceremony, as
did also Indians of some of the other missions. The materia medica of
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the Indians of San Fernando is given with some detail (pp. 14, 15). The
"idolatry" of the San Carlos Indians consisted in "blowing smoke to

the sun, the moon, and to certain people who they believe live in the

sky" (p. 22), The record contains many interesting items concerning

habits and customs, shamans, marriage, death, and funeral ceremonies,

etc.

Missouri-Saskatchewan Area. — In the "American Anthropolo-

gist" (vol. x, n. s. pp. 197-207) for April-June, 1908, Dr. Clark Wissler

discusses the "Ethnographical Problems of the Missouri-Saskatchewan

Area," a region in which are to be found groups of people belonging to

the Athabaskan (Kiowa Apache, Sarcee), Algonkian (Blackfeet, Atsina,

Arapaho, Cheyenne, Plains Cree), Caddoan (Pawnee, Wichita, Arikara),

Kiowan, Siouan (almost all the chief tribes), Shoshonian (Comanche,

etc.), and transient groups of the Sahaptian and Kitunahan. Of interest

to the folklorist are the problems connected with art, song and music,

mythology, social and ceremonial organizations, sun-dance, modern

ceremonies, etc. According to Dr. YVissler "the material culture, the

art and the social organization of the Missouri-Saskatchewan area seem

more uniform than the ceremonial and religious culture." With respect

both to the sun-dance and to their mythology, "the members of the

Algonkian group seem to fall into a class as opposed to the Siouan,

Caddoan, and Shoshonian groups." But, "on a broader view of cere-

monial organization, the Algonkian and Siouan groups constitute a class

as opposed to the Ca-ldoan and Shoshonian." The tipi seems to have

originated in the north and to have been distributed southward chiefly

by the Kiowa and Kiowa Apache. From the north came also the dog-

travois. On the northeastern border of the area there seems to have

been a great development of the realistic decorative and other art, on

the southwestern an accentuation of the geometric, — the whole Siouan

stock has a rather high development of the pictographic art. The geo-

metric art "was introduced from the southwestern part of the conti-

nent." As to mythology the Shoshonian group has less in common with

the others and stands somewhat apart. The mythology, on the whole,

"still shows an eastern and a western character." The camp-circle

seems to have been much more elaborate and ceremonially important

among the southern tribes than elsewhere in the area, and "among the

Blackfeet the camp-circle seems to be definitely attached to the sun-dance,

suggesting that the latter may have been a factor in the distribution of

the former." As to the sun-dance itself, "there are not wanting many

indications that the ceremony as now practised by many tribes is the

result of a gradual accumulation both of ceremonies and ideas," — the

torture- feature, e. g. of the sun-dance, "seems to have been a separate

institution among the Missouri River tribes, later incorporated into their

sun-dance and eventually passed on to other tribes." Among the "mod-
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em ceremonies of more suggestion than comparative value, since they

have been introduced within the historical period and their movements

traced," are the Ghost dance, Omaha dance, Women's dance, Tea dance,

and Mescal eating. As Dr. Wissler points out, material is at hand and

accumulating for comparative ethnographical studies of this area that

shall do for it what has been already done for the Californian and North

Pacific areas.

Muskogian. — Creek. Dr. F. G. Speck's monograph on "The
Creek Indians of Taskigi Town," which appears as vol. ii, part 2 (pp. 99-

164, 4 pi., map) of the "Memoirs of the American Anthropological

Association," treats of material culture (economics, utensils, clothing),

social organization (the town, town officials, the clan), customs (birth,

naming, initiation, marriage, warfare, mortuary, temperamental char-

acteristics), shamanism (formulistic songs, shamanistic contests), reli-

gious beliefs and ceremonies (annual harvest ceremony), myths (origin of

the earth, origin of clans, origin of diseases and medicines, rabbit and
tar-baby, rabbit outwits wolf, rabbit outwits panther, rabbit and turtle

race, rabbit fooled by opossum, rabbit outwits tie-snake, punishing a

shaman, panther and deer, the stupid woman, the foolish hunters, the

foolish cook, the hunters and the alligator, the talking dogs, the hunter

and the talking dogs). Taskigi is one of the 36 towns "recognized in

1905 by the Creek national government in various stages of disintegra-

tion and intermixture." The Taskigi Creek now number probably not

more than 150, of whom few, if any, are of pure blood (admixture of

white and negro). They have forgotten or half remember only some of

their ancient institutions and practices. Taskigi appears to have been a
" white," or " peace" town, "wherein no blood could be shed, and which
was governed by civil instead of military officials." The initiation of boys
and their acquisition of names occurred in connection with the annual
harvest ceremony. Girls, it seems, "were not called by the totem name,
but were generally addressed by the kinship term or named after some
natural occurrence or object connected with their birth; this name they
retained without change through life. Examples of female names are
now very rare." The husband, married into another town, although he
then belongs to that town, and his children as well, is not permitted to
play ball against Ins own town, — if he does so he is termed ohdisa, i. e.

" traitor." On the death of an individual, the fire always kept burning in

1 he house was let go out and a new one kindled with ceremony and song.
According to Creek belief the animals made all the diseases and the
plants furnished the remedies and antidotes. In this they agree with the
Cherokee. Moreover, "the belief in sympathetic healing and the signifi-

cance given to cardinal points and colors are also characteristic of the
medicine practices of the Cherokee." At pages 124-132 are given the
Creek song and formulas tests, with interlinear translations of 10 formu-
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listic songs concerning the cure of diseases caused by deer, sun, snake,

wildcat, spirit, beaver, bird, etc. Formerly shamanistic contests to deter-

mine superiority, sometimes inter-tribal (e. g. between the shamans of

the Creeks and the Osage) were common. The great religious ceremony

of the Creeks is the pdskida, or "busk," the annual festival of the corn-

harvest, described with some detail at pages 137-144. In connection

with this ceremony, at its last celebration, the following dances were

performed : skunk, gun, mule, alligator, duck, buzzard, horse, rabbit, fish,

drunken, leaf, skeleton, crazy, buffalo, chicken, screech-owl, long-eared

owl, ball-game, steal-each-other (followed by licentiousness). According

to Dr. Speck (p. 135) : "The extension of the animistic concept over ac-

culturated objects, such as the chicken, horse, mule, and gun, which con-

tribute to daily existence in the same way as other animals and objects,

has stimulated the invention of the chicken dance, the mule dance, the

horse dance, and the gun dance, since the advent of the whites." In the

crazy dance, whose object is chiefly amusement, the leader often impro-

vises witticisms (p. 138). The drunken dance is often obscene and fol-

lowed by wantonness. Of the myths the English texts only are presented,

the Creek versions being reserved for future publication. The resem-

blances and identities with the Cherokee myths recorded by Mooney are

numerous and striking; and Dr. Speck observes (p. 148) : "The whole

myth fabric of the tribes of the Southeastern group seems to be made up

of elements showing close similarity. So the tales and myths from

Taskigi town have many cognates in the myths of other Creek tribes, as

well as of the Yuchi, Cherokee, and Choctaw." The Creeks explain the

restlessness and fickleness of the white man as compared with the

firmness of the Indian by saying that the Creeks were made of the red

earth of the old Creek nation, while the white man was made of the

foam of the sea. The majority of the tales "refer to animal trickster

events in which Rabbit is the chief actor." There are also tales of "the

old times," and among these "are a number in which the stupidity of

their human ancestors is shown in a ludicrous sense, and these are great

favorites, being called hobolinigod, 'senseless.' " The origin of the name

Taskigi (Tuskeegee) is not known for certain, but "the Taskigi them-

selves say that it is an old word, and suggest a relation to taskdya, war-

rior, and tastanigi, warrior."

Southeastern States. Mr. Frank G. Speck's article on "Some

Outlines of Aboriginal Culture in the Southeastern States," published

in the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, 287-295) for April-June,

1907, resumes briefly the characteristic features of the sociology,

ceremonial culture, religious ideas, shamanistic practices, domestic,

industrial, and economic life, decorative art, etc., of the Indian tribes

(Creek, Yuchi, etc.) of this region. The social unit is "the clan, a

maternal exogamic and totemic clan tracing direct descent from the
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totem, which is usually an animal." To the camp-circle of the prairie

tribes corresponds the symbolic square where the social units are

assembled for council or ceremony. With some tribes (Creek, Yuchi,

Cherokee) "the clan assemblage is a permanent thing, and constitutes

the town or tribe," and "here the square also is permanent and becomes

a public shrine with a definite religious symbolism attached to it."

Noteworthy features of a negative character are "the absence of organ-

ized legislation in the town life," and likewise "the absence of secret clan

societies, and, at the present time, at least, the lack of strict taboos

regarding the totem animal." Foremost in ceremonial culture is the

annual corn-harvest time ceremony, " including fasting, public kindling

of the new fire, scarification, and purgation by an emetic of all the males

of the tribe or the shamans, and ceremonial games." This annual

ceremony "marks the annulment of all personal disputes," and "begins

a new period of tribal harmony, purity, and prosperity." The chief

ceremonial games (accompanied by elaborate ritual) are the chungke-

game and the ball-game,— here played with two sticks. The shamanistic

practices of this area are more homogeneous than some of the other

cultural phenomena. The menstrual seclusion lodge, diet and behavior

proscriptions for newly-made fathers, initiation of youths, and "the

remarkably unelaborate marriage compact " are widespread. Likewise

belief in plurality of souls, etc. The former "elaborate rites connected

with the cleaning of the bones of the dead and their reburial in a special

clan repository," like burial beneath the floor of the lodge, have dis-

appeared, and "not much of the former industrial and economic life

of the Gulf tribes has survived the changes wrought by Europeans."
Tattooing was generally practised. Among the Yuchi geometric designs

occur in bead embroidery, and designs of the sun and moon on the

rims of [lottery used in their modern ceremonies. Myths laudatory of

the totemic ancestors are abundant and varied, and the culture-hero

(with the Creeks he is "a fourfold personality, 'the Men of Light '") is

usually identified with the sun. Mythical animals appear as cosmic
creative agencies. The great tricksters are the rabbit and the fox, but
"they are transformers only in a minor sense and have nothing to do
with the culture -hero." Some form of migration legend occurs every-

where. The motif of the great body of tales "is centred about animal
exploits and how the animals acquire their peculiarities," — the chief

incidents are the magic flight (or obstacle myth), theft of fire, rival foot-

race, origin of death through some one's mistake. Other noteworthy
incidents arc unsuccessful imitation of the host, journey to spirit-land,

invulnerable man-eating monster, "tar-baby," magic increase of food,
escape from belly of water-monster. Mr. Speck notes that "some of the
ceremonial practices characteristic of the Southeast may be traced
directly across the southern plains westward to the Pueblo group."
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The use of the blow-pipe, the method of fish-poisoning, employment

of hammocks as baby-cradles, clay-plastered houses, and certain facts

in ceramic art "are very suggestive of waves of cultural transmission

into this region from the Antillean or Caribbean area." Further investi-

gation of this area will doubtless bring to light many valuable facts.

Takelman. In the "American Anthropologist" (n. s. ix, 251-275)

for April-June, 1907, Mr. Edward Sapir has a valuable paper, " Notes on

the Takelma Indians of Southwestern Oregon," an aboriginal people

now practically extinct. Interesting to the folklorist are the sections on

tribal and geographical names ; food, fishing and hunting
;
games, habi-

tations ; clothing, personal adornment ; numeral system ; social organi-

zation ; war ;
puberty and marriage ; mortuary customs. The information

was obtained in the summer of 1906, and, according to Mr. Sapir, " many

things point to the Takelma as having really formed an integral part of

the distinct Californian area." Takelma "is spoken with freedom by

only three or four of the older women now living in Siletz," the other

few survivors using "the Chinook jargon, broken English, or some

Athabascan dialect." The Takelma children used strings of camass

roots for playthings. Smoking tobacco "had a semi-religious character,

the whiff of smoke being in a way symbolic of good fortune and long

life." In the women's substitute for the game of shinny, "serious

quarrels seem sometimes to have ensued from both parties claiming the

victory." Girls who were not tattooed "were apt to be derided as ' boys.'

"

The numeral system is "a fairly transparent case of the adaptation of

an older quinary or even tertiary system to a more advanced decimal

type." The social organization "was almost the simplest conceivable"

(a table of degrees of family relationship is given). In the case of seri-

ous feuds the services of a "go-between," an account of whose proceed-

ings is translated from the native text (pp. 270-272), were secured. With

the Takelma, white paint was symbolic of war, "while red was the

every-day color used by men and women alike." The only musical in-

strument known was "a rude flute or fife made out of a dry reed of the

wild parsnip," and used for love ditties. The "menstrual dance," con-

nected with the puberty-feast was the most important socially. The

marriage-ceremony was devoid of dances and singing. The social

status of children depended on the price paid for the mother, and "poor

people's children were looked down upon as not much better than dogs."

Ground-burial obtained. Widows mourned by "bedaubing them-

selves with pitch and cutting their hair close." In the case of a man

killed in war away from home, "it was customary to burn off the flesh

of the corpse, gather up the bones, take them 'home, and bury them

there with the usual valuables." With this paper should be read Dr.

Sapir's article in the Journal of American Folk-Lore (xx, 1907, 33-49)

on "The Religious Ideas of the Takelma Indians of Southwestern

Oregon." A. F. C. and I. C. C.
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Achomawi and Atsugewi Tales, see Dixon.

American Folk-Lore Society:

Nineteenth Annual Meeting, 74-81; Re-

port of Treasurer, 74, 75; Election of

Officers, 76; Report of Secretary, 76-

81 ;
government and condition of Local

Branches, 78, 79 ; Financial condition of

Journal of American Folk-Lore, 79;

Memoirs, 80, 81; Meeting of Missouri

Branch, 83; Meetings of California

Branch, 249; Meeting of Iowa Branch,

365; Officers and Members, 376-384.

Animals in folk-lore and myth:

Ant, 19, 72, 114, 272, 331, 343,345; ante-

lope, 92, 238, 279, 280, 292, 294; ant-

lion, 338, 343, 348; badger, 121, 236, 337,

339, 340; bat, 113, 244; bear, 17, 18, 24,

89, 92, 113, 117, 127, 152, 153, 155, 240,

244, 339. 34°; beaver, 153, 154, 33 6> 337,

338, 347, 348; beetle, 102; blackbird,

127, 274, 289; bluejay, 92, 168, 169, 175;

boar, 113; buffalo, 18, 21, 22, 27, 89, 90,

100, 113, 134, 273, 275, 276, 278, 279,

281, 282, 283, 284, 292, 294, 297, 303,

308, 311, 317, 319; burro, 331, 333; but-

terfly, i7S» J 76, i77» z 78 > l83, 3°7; buz-

zard, 121, 330; calf, 281, 282, 307, 308;

cat, 95, 96; catbird, 20; caterpillar, 162;

centipede, 113; chicken, 95, 96; chicken-

hawk, 161, 321, 339, 348; condor, 37, 92;

cottontail, 124, 230, 339; cougar, 333,

347; cow, 65, 95; coyote, 13-22, 91, 92,

93, 99, 103, no, 124, 126, 127, 149, 159,

161, 162, 163, 165, 166, 169; 170-176,

230, 231, 237, 238-241, 244, 245, 273, 274,

288, 305, 308, 309, 313, 321. 3 2 3. 333>

338, 339> 345. 347. 348; crane, 92;

cricket, 95, 159; crow, 89, 237, 238, 274;

deer, 14, 15. 23, 24, 38 > 39» io9> IX 3> II6
,

131, 160, 164, 168, 174, 238, 240, 241,

243, 280, 292, 323, 330, 336, 339, dog, 70,

89, 95, 96, 104, 125, 126, 129, 156, 165,

175, 271, 275, 278, 280, 285, 292, 298,

299, 300, 304, 308, 309, 311, 362; donkey,

70; dove, 340; dragon, 70; duck, 93, 167,

238, 321, 322, 336, 347; duckling, 27;

eagle, 40, 41, 89, 92, 99, 127, 128, 166,

175, 176, 177, 237, 238, 240, 280, 313,

347, 348; eaglet, 33, 34; elk, 120, 238

239; ermine, 34; falcon, 92; fawn, 150,

243; fish, 18, 33, 45, 51, 95, 314; fisher,

167, 168; flamingo, 127, 128; flea, 103,

fly, 275, 292, 338, 348; fox, 19, 21, 23,

165, 244, 306, 308, 314, 330 ; frog, 95, 103,

104, 131, 134, 323, 337, 338, 340, 344,

348; goose, 65, 150, 238, 336, 347; go-

pher, 27; grasshopper, 124; grizzly-bear,

152, 153, 160, 162, 168, 169; ground-

squirrel, 160, 161, 174, 330; grouse, 171,

172; gull, 105, 112; hare, 25, 124; hawk,

89, 92, 127, 163, 164, 165, 166, 321, 322,

323, 342, 348; horse, 89, 95, 152, 156,

I 57» x 58j 336, 348; humming-bird, 92;

kit-fox, 89 ; lark, 178, 181; lizard, 95, 162,

163, 165, 167, 168, 169, 306, 339; loon,

89, 165, 166, 175, 176, 177; louse, ioo,

114, 240, 331; lynx, 34; magpie, 16, 117,

274, 289; mink, 25, no, 114, 115, 120;

miuku, 243; mocking-bird, 330; mole,

105, 124, 169; monkey, 46, 47; moose,

120; mountain-lion, 333, 340, 347;

mountain-sheep, 29, 149, 231, 241;

mouse, 27, 52, 89, 105, 166, 167, 294;

mule, 158; muskrat, 152, 154; otter, 127,

128; owl, 92, 95, 165, 274, 288, 308, 311,

313, 322; ox, 65; panther, 92, 240, 241;

peacock, 95; pig, 65; pigeon, 340; pine-

marten, 160, 163, 164, 165, 166; porcu-

pine, 21-23, 33, 34, 100, 131; quail, 240,

323; rabbit, 89, 95, 104, 121, 124, 154,

155, 162, 172, 173, 174, 244, 292, 294,

304, 305, 339; raccoon, 127, 244; rat, 95,

rattlesnake, 35, 36, 41, 42, 90, 103, 243,

334, 335, 340, 345- 348; raven, 99, 109,

112, 114, H5> 120, 333, 347; road-runner,

339, 345; roc > IJ 9' I2°> salamander, 38;

salmon, 15, 18,39,92, 105, 124, 163, 168;

sea-monster) 115; serpent, 105; sheep,

95; silver-fox, 159, 166, 167, 169, 170,

171, 172, 173, 174; skunk, 294; snake,

28, 89, 95, 98, 99, 113, 114, 121, 231, 302,

342, 348, 362; sparrow-hawk, 50; spider,
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95, 131, 175, 176, 340, 341, 362; squirrel,

339; swallow, 89; swift, 236; swine, 95;

tiger, 113; toad, 95; tortoise, 25; turtle,

25, 46, 47, 89, 95, 123, 127, 238, 239, 336,

347; viper, 105; vulture, 123, wasp, 113,

114; water-dog, 38; weasel, 92, 162, 164,

167, 168; whale, 115, 120; whip-poor-will,

237, 238; wildcat, 19, 161, 162, 165, 166,

175, 240, 340; wolf, 23, 26, 92, 154, 161,

307, 308, 309; woodpecker, 117; wood-

worm, 176; worm, 16, 17; wren, 338, 340,

348; yellow-hammer, 240.

Athabascan Tradition from Alaska, see

Wright.

Atsugewi, see Dixon.

Ballad, see Clawson, Kittredge.

Barrett, S. A.,Totemism among the Miwok
Indians, 237.

Barry, Phillips, King John and the Bishop,

57-59:

Humorous tale of two Irishmen, 58, 59

;

examination for position of policeman,

58,59-

Bayliss, Clara Kern, Philippine Folk-

Tales, 46-53:

The monkey and the turtle, 46, 47; how
the farmer deceived the demon, 47-50;

Benito, the faithful servant, 50-53.

Bek, William G., Survivals of Old Mar-
riage-Customs among the Low Germans
of West Missouri, 60-67:

Boundaries of German settlement in

Missouri, 60; number of foreign-born

Germans in the Concordia country, 61

;

number of entire German population, 61

;

marriage-feast, 62, 63 ; inviting guests to

the wedding, 62; wedding ceremony, 62;

pursuit of the bridal pair, 62; foot-race,

6^; antiquity of the customs, 63; poems
of the Brautbitter, 64-67; High German
the language of church and school, 64.

Bibliographical. See: Books Reviewed,
Record of American Indian Folk-Lore,

Record of European Folk-Lore in Amer-
ica, Record of Negro Folk-Lore.

Books Reviewed, 84-87, 250-257:
Curtis, Natalie : The Indians' Book, 84-

86; Thomas, NorthcoteW. .-Bibliography

of Anthropology and Folk-Lore, 1906,

86, 87; Schultze, Leonhard : Aus Nama-
land und Kalahari, 250-254; Gordon, E.
11. : Indian Folk-Tales, 254, 255; Kohl,
Franz Friedrich : Heitere Volksgesange
aus Tirol, 255 ; Kopp, Arthur : Brember-

ger-Gedichte, 255; Maynadier, Howard :

The Arthur of the English Poets, 256,

257. See also: Record of American In-

dian Folk-Lore, Record of European

Folk-Lore in America, Record of Negro

Folk-Lore.

Cahuilla Tales, see Woosley.

California, A Southern — Ceremony, see

Kroeber.

California Branch of the American Folk-

Lore Society, Contributions from the

Proceedings of, 33-42, 222-245, 321-323.

Catch-Words, see Kroeber, Lowie.

Chamberlain, Alexander F. See: Record

of American Indian Folk-Lore, Record

of European Folk-Lore in America, Re-

cord of Negro Folk-Lore.

Chamberlain, I. C. See: Record of Ameri-

can Indian Folk-Lore.

Chemehuevi Indians, Origin Tradition of,

see Kroeber.

Cheyenne, Some Early— Tales, see Grin-

nell.

Clawson, William Hall, Ballad and Epic,

349-361

:

Relation between ballad and epic, 349;

perpetuation of the ballad by oral tradi-

tion, 350; artistic development of ballad

in transmission, 351 ; four classes of bal-

lads, 351; choral origin of the first class,

352; class with "dominant choral struc-

ture" and "subordinate narrative," 352;

need for new division between second

and third classes, 352; "chronicle bal-

lads," 353; narrative development of the

ballad from communal composition, 354;

development of ballad into epic poems,

354; development by elaboration and

accretion, 355; summarization of Dr.

Hart's analysis, 355-360 , action the main

interest of the "simple ballad," 356;

steady development toward epic, 356,

357; heroic ballads, 357, 35S; matter and

methods the same in ballad and epic,

358 ; analysis of the " Roland," 359, 360

;

evolution of the popular ballad, 361.

Dieguefio Identification of Color with

Cardinal Points, see Waterman.

Dieguefio Indians, Ceremonies and Tradi-

tions of, see Du Bois.

Dixon, Roland B., Some Aspects of the

American Shaman, 1-12:

Varied functions of the shaman, 1, 6;
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sex of shaman, 1, 2, 5 ; hereditary princi-

ple, 2; sources of power, 3, 5, 12; means

of communication with the unseen

world, 4; use of drugs by novices, 4;

offerings to guardian spirits, 5; taming

the spirits, 5 ; shaman as healer, 6, 8 ; ex-

traction of disease, 6; search for the miss-

ing soul, 6; cure by repetition of formula,

7; effectiveness of ritual, 7; shaman as

sorcerer, 8, 12; shaman as seer, 9; sha-

man as educator, 9, 10; shaman-priest,

10, 11, 12; organization among shaman-

istic classes, 10; priest-educator, 10;

priest-shaman, 10, 11; healer-sorcerer,

10, 12; standing and influence of sha-

man, 11; priest-king, 11; personal mani-

tou, 12; culture of the American Indian,

12.

Dixon, Roland B., Achomawi and Atsu-

gewi Tales, 159-177:

Creation myth (Achomawi), 159-161;

the making of daylight (Achomawi),

161-163; Hawk-Man (Achomawi), 163-

165; search for fire (Achomawi), Loon-

Woman (Achomawi), 165-167; the lost

brother (Achomawi), 167, 168; bluejay

and lizard and the grizzly-bear (Acho-

mawi), 168, 169; silver-fox and coyote

(Achomawi), 169; the mole and the sun

(Achomawi), 169; coyote and cloud

(Achomawi), 169; creation myth (Atsu-

gewi), 170-174; Flint-Man, the search

for fire, and Loon-Woman (Atsugewi),

174-177.

Don Juan Legend, the, in Literature, see

Waxman.
Du Bois, Constance Goddard, Ceremonies

and Traditions of the Dieguefio Indians,

228-236:

A dance-song from Manzanita, 228-231

;

Awikunchi, a fair-weather-making cere-

mony, 231, 232; beliefs, 232-235; signif-

icance of myths, 235, 236; Yuma crea-

tion myth, as told by a Dieguefio, 236.

Eskimo., Notes on the Theory and Treat-

ment of Diseases among the Mackenzie

River, see Stefdnsson.

Folk-Medicine, Notes on, see Wilson.

Grinnell, George Bird, Some Early Chey-

enne Tales, II, 269-320:

Two culture-heroes of the Cheyenne,

269; the story of Sweet-Medicine (first

version), 271-281; the story of Sweet-

Medicine (second version), 281-303;

Sweet-Root (a fragment), 303-313;
Sweet-Medicine (a fragment), 313-320.

Gypsy and Oriental Musical Instruments,

see Sinclair.

Harrington, John Peabody, A Yuma Ac-
count of Origins, 324-348:

Classification of languages of the Yuman
stock, 324, 325; religion of the Yuma,
326; Yuma account of origins related by

Joe Homer, 328-347; making land, 328;
making moon and stars, 328; making
people and giving them speech, 329, 331,

33 2
> 336; advent of sickness, 329; mar-

riage, 330, 331 ; the deluge, 330, 333, 336;
beasts and insects appear, 330, 331, 333,

334; conception, 331, 334; day and
night, 332; seeds given, 332; curing dis-

ease, 335; creation of mountains, 337;
the first death, 337, 338; crying, 339;
story of rattlesnake, 340, 341 ; no more
floods, 341 ; announcement of dawn, 342

;

the course of a river, 342 ; locating people,

343, 344; naming the "nations," 345;
finishing of creation, 346, 347; abstract,

347. 348.

Indian and Asiatic Tribes:

Achomawi, 159; Algonquin, 10, 88, 97,

107, 108; Apache, 7, 21, 88, 89, 119, 120,

33 2
> 334, 336 '> Arapaho, 19, 24, 25, 89, 90,

100, 104, in, 119, 121, 129, 131, 132, 134,

137, J 39> 143, x 44, 15°, l 54, 297, 298;

Assiniboine, 121; Athapascan, ^^, 37,

104, 105, 120, 125, 134, 137; Atsugewi,

159; Bella Coola, 105, 109, 114, 129, 150;

Blackfoot, 24, 88, 119, 121, 128, 129, 139,

143, 144; Chemehuevi, 332, 345; Chero-

kee, 7, 21, 25, 103, 109, 112, 118, 119,

122, 129, 134, 136, 142; Cheyenne, 89,

121, 125, 128, 129, 137, 297, 298, 315;
Chilcotin, 19, 21, no, 114, 116, 126, 129,

134; Chinook, 92, 106, 107, 112, 113,

114, 134; Chukchee, 109, in, 144; Co-

copa, 325, 327, 329, 330, 332, 336, 342,

344. 345, 346, 347, 348; Comox, 107, 109,

no, 112, 113, 114, 116, 118; Costanoan,

91, 92; Cree, 108; Crow, 14, 89, 108, no,
120, 121, 139, 143; Dakota, 120, 121,

143, 144; Dieguefio, 40, 41, 228, 233, 235,

3 2 5» 329, 33 2 . 342, 344, 345, 346, 347,

348; Eskimo, 8, 43-45, 104, 109, 115,

125, 126, 128, 129, 134; Flathead, 14, 23,
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153; Fraser River, 107, 114, 117, 129;

Gros Ventre, 88, 89, -90, 119, 120, 121,

137, 139, 143, 144; Haida, 108, 111, 132;

Hare, 109, 112; Havasupai, 233, 325,

332, 345; Heiltsuk, 109, 126; Hidatsa,

139; Hopi (see Tusayan) ; Hupa, 39, 91,

116; Iroquois, 7, 8, 11, 97, 142; Jica-

rilla, 119, 120; Karok, 91; Kathlamet,

14, 103, no, 112, 114, 134; Kawia, 332,

345; Kiowa, 122, 144; Kitkehahki, 119,

122, 144; Klamath : 91, 93; Klikitat, 92;

Kootenay, 103, 134; Kwakiutl, 107, no,

114, 116, 126, 128; Lekahtewutko, 93;

Luiseno, 35, 36, 40, 228, 233, 235; Lutu-

ami, 91,93; Maidu, 17, 19, 22, 23, 24,91,

103, 104, no, 126, 134, 136, 139, 242;

Maricopa, 233, 325, 329, 330, 332, 342,

345. 346, 347. 348; Menomini, 104, 120,

121, 138, 143; Micmac, 107, 108, 121,

138, 142; Miwok, 91, 92, 237; Mohave,

228, 233,23 5, 324, 327, 330, 336, 342,

346; Muskogi, 9; Natchez, 94; Natick,

88; Navaho, 7, 28-32, 104, 118, 119, 120,

124, 126, 136, 138, 143; Newettee, 99,

107, 109, 114, 115, 116; Nez Perce, 13-

23, 149-158; Nimkish, 107, 112, 114,

115; Nutka, 107, 112, 114, 115, 116;

Ojibwa, 5, 88, 104, 109; Omaha, 94;

Osage, 14, 22, 24, 25, 120; Pawnee, 18,

24, 25, 27, in, 119, 121, 126, 128, 131,

137, 142, 143, 144, 150; Piute, 93; Porno

7, 91 ; Ponca, 94, 104, 108, 113, 119, 120,

121, 126, 128, 129, 137, 142, 143; Pueblo,

107, in, 118, 119, 120, 122, 132, 134;

Quiche, 106, in, 113, 132, 138; Qui-

nault, 25, 107, 112, 113, 114, 122, 134;

Salish, 13, 23, 116, 117, 122; Sauk, 119;

Sauk and Fox, 142; Shasta, 159; Shasta-

Achomawi, 91 ; Shoshone, 13, 40, 91, 104,

109, no, 119, 124, 126, 132, 130; Shus-

wap, no, 124, 125; Skidi, see Pawnee ;

117; Teton , no, in, Thompson
River, 15, i J, 24, 100, 102, 103, 104, 1 1 2,

it;. 1 1 ;, [34 ; Tillamook, 112, 113. 116,

134; Tlatlasikoala, 105; Tlingit, 108,

1 14, 1 etsaut,

1 1 .', 1 99, 109, no,

in, it 4, 115; Tuleamme, 03; Tusayan,

10, iai, 133, 136, 138, 143; 1

22, 100, 126; Wallapai, 325, 327, 332,

: i ; Wichit; 11,121, 127,

17, 142; Wintun, 01, no, 134, 136;

Wishosk, 37; Wishram, 92, 93, 134;

Yakima, to, 92; Yana, 42, 91, 119, 134,

136; Yavapai, 325, 34S; Yokuts, 40, 91,

92, 237; Yuchi, 109, 112; Yukaghir, fix,

113, 144; Yuki, 91; Yuma, 324-348;

Yurok, 39, 91; Zuni, 119, 138, 142.

Iowa Branch of the American Folk-Lore

Society, 365.

King John and the Bishop, see Barry.

Kittredge, G. L., Two Popular Ballads,

54-56:

The Bishop of Old Canterbury, 54-56;

the Hangman's Tree, 56.

Kroeber, Alfred L., Wiyot (California)

Folk-Lore, 37-39:

Home of the Wiyot, 37; their name, 37;

shamans, 37; wakirash, 38; purification

from the dead, 38; self-restraint, 38;

ceremony at puberty of girls, 39; salmon

recognize their own stream, 39; sacred

number of the Wiyot, 39 ; sex assigned to

pipe-bowls, 39.

Kroeber, Alfred L. A Southern California

Ceremony, 40:

Making sickness, 40; ground-paintings

of Southern California, 40.

Kroeber, Alfred L., Catch-Words in Ameri-

can Mythology, 222-227:

Rip Van Winkle, 222; Old Man of the

Sea, 222; inexhaustible, 222; Achilles'

heel, 222; hoarded food, 222; invisible

missile, 222, 223; designation of con-

cepts occurring in myths and tales of the

California Indians, 223-226; general

types of mythical concepts, 226, 227.

Kroeber, Alfred L., Origin Tradition of the

Chemehuevi Indians, 240-242.

Kroeber, Henriette Rothschild; Wappo
Myths, 321-323:

Two brothers, 321, 322; coyote and the

frog, 323.

Lowie, Robert H., Catch-Words for My-
thological Motives, 24-27

:

j

('.itch-words in general use, or already

suggested, 24-26; proposed catch-words,

26, 27.

Lowie, Robert H., The Test-Theme in

North American Mythology, 97-148:

Ehrenreich's mythological theory, 97-

100 : explanation of mythological similari-

ties in different parts of the New World,

97; interpretation by comparative analy-

sis, 98; recognition of celestial heroes, 98;

many folk-tales originally nature-myths,

99; development of the culture-hero, 99;

solar and lunar criteria, 101-105; inter-
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pretation of Greek and Teutonic mytho-

logy on naturalistic principles, 101

;

myth-making factors, 101; weakness in

naturalistic theory, 103; the swallowing

motive, 103; actions of solar and lunar

heroes, 105 ; an alternative theory, 105,

106; naturalism, or fiction, 105; test-

theme, 106; trial-theme, 106; human
features of the test-theme; the symple-

gades motive, 106-rn; naturalistic in-

terpretation not applicable to all test-

tales, 107; distribution by transmission,

108 ; variants of the symplegades motive,

108; identity necessary to psychological

relation, no; conclusion as to the sym-

plegades motive, in; the ascent to the

sky, in, 112; celestial and human test-

tales, 1 1 2-1 14; celestial setting a second-

ary addition, 113; Japanese folk-lore,

114; solar context of test-tales, 114-116;

identification of heroes with heavenly

bodies, 114; solar context lacking for

heroes of test-stories, 115; the transformer

cycle, 1 1 6-1 18; celestial nature of the

transformer, 116; ideal instance of

secondary association, 117; conclusions,

118; Southwestern test-tales; secondary

combination ofcelestial criteria, 1 18-123;

motive borrowed by Cherokee. 118; non-

existence of criteria distinguishing celes-

tial from human heroes, 122 ; explanatory

myths, 123-125 ; Von den Steinen's origin

for the story of Turtle and Vulture, 123;

star-myths, 125-127; exemplification of

the psychical unity of mankind, 125;

classical examples of nature-myths, 125;

summarization of Wichita stories, 127;

reasons for association ; additional illus-

trations, 128-132; secondary identifica-

tion of the human and celestial in astral

mythology, 128; observation of the

heavens not a factor in the development

of star-myths, 128; interpretation of

Mexican pictography, 130; resume, 132-

134; human heroes and human setting in

North American test-tales, 132; variabil-

ity, not uniformity, of traits proved, 134;

North American test-tales, 134-139;

North American hero-tales. 139-146;

bibliography, 146-148.

Luiseno, A — Tale, see Sparkman.

Maidu, Notes on the, see Spenser.

Marriage-Customs, German, in Missouri,

see Bek.

Mason, Otis Tufton, Obituary, 362.

Missouri Branch of the American Folk-

Lore Society, Papers read at, 83; Elec-

tion of Officers. 84.

Miwok Indians, see Barrett.

Natural Objects, Phenomena, etc., in folk-

lore and myth:

Arrow, 150, 280, 298, 299, 300, 316, 318;

ashes, 273, 288, 307, 314; ball, 155, 304;

bath, 157; bead, 26; bird's egg, 19;

blanket, 103, 165; blood, 26, 43, 44. 7°>

iai, 149; canoe, 159; cave, 49, 50; cloud,

104, 109, 155, 156, 159, 169, 182, 183;

cocoon, 161, 166; cold weather, 17; cres-

cent, 99, 101, 233; darkness, 161, 162;

day, 101; daylight, 162; deluge, 103;

diamond, 42; drought, 101; dust-storm,

333> 335 1 earth, 98, 100, 105 ; eclipse, 98,

100, 103; entrails, 150, 164; feather, 27,

93, 127, 150, 165, 182, 271, 272, 280; fire,

24, 47, 92, 109, 124, 165, 166, 175, 238,

277; flint, 113, 174; flood, 165; fog, 159;

glass, 146; gold, 49; gum, 124; hail, 34,

182, 183; hair, 69, 70, 154, 159, 175, 231,

236; heart, 166, 176; hill, 26; honey, 35,

71; hoop, 119; hot weather, 17; ice, 17,

23, 103; icicle, 152; leaf, 90; lightning,

99; meteor, 242; moon, 98, 99, ioo, 101,

103, 104, 105, 115, 118, 129, 131.. 134.

233, 240; mucus, 26, 114, 115; mud, 26,

157. 3 29. 33h 334, 336> na{1
-
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101 ; obsidian, 37, 38, 39, 160; pebble, 44;

pemmican, 309; pine-needle, 99; pitch,

175; Pleiades, 103, 125, 126, 128; puff-

ball, 315; punk, 165; quartz, 42; rain, 34,

48, 156, 182; rainbow, 112, 179, 181, 182;

river, 116; rock, 113, 231; rope, 27, 166,

167; saltpetre, 70; shavings, 169; shoot-

ing-star, 127, 239; silver, 49; skull, 278;

sky, 106, 107, in, 112, 115, 116, 118;

slide-rock, i57;snoring, i9;snow, I7.34!

snowball, 295; solstice, 98, 102; spittle,

26, 328, 332, 335 ; splinter, 100; star, in.

112, 131, 125, 127; steam, 273, 288, 314;

stone, 48, 49, 105, 116, 156, 279, 319,

336; stump, 306, 307; summer, 90; sun,

90, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 105,

108, 115, 116, 117, 118, 122, 129, 134,

163, 167, 169, 178, 239, 240; talking ex-

crement, 19; talking paddle, 19; tears,

115, 176; thunder, 34, 92, 99, 129, 154,

155, 182, 183; torch, 165; underworld,

106, 113, 114; wart, 100; water, 35, 36,

47, 90, 98, 164, 183 ; wave, 15 ;
whirlwind
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335; wind, 48, 93, 104, 127, 283; winter,

17, 104, 151.

Navajo, Ah-jih-Iee-hah-neh, a — legend,

see Pepper ; A Note on Star-Lore among
the, see Tozzer.

Nez Perce Indians, Myths of the, see Spin-

den.

Notes and Queries, 82, 83, 246-248, 362-

365

:

Algonkian words in American English,

82; Fornvannen, 82; Orkney and Shet-

land old lore, 82; Cultura Espanola, 83;
folk-lore of Illinois, 246; nautical terms

(English), 246; notes on the medical

practices of the Visayans, 246-248; items

of French-Canadian folk lore, Essex Co.,

Ontario, 362,363; witchcraft, 363; sto-

ries of Jean Sotte, 364; weathercock le-

gends, 365; mourning customs of ne-

groes, 365 ; correction, 365.

Notes on California Folk-Lore, 35-42, 237-
245:

A Luiseno tale, 35, 16; Wiyot folk-lore,

37~3°; a Southern California ceremony,

40; Diegueno identification of color with
the cardinal points, 40-42; luck-stones

among the Yana, 42; totemism among
the Miwok Indians, 237; two Yokut tra-

ditions, 237-239; Cahuilla tales, 239,
240; origin tradition of the Chemehuevi
Indians, 240-242; notes on the Maidu
Indians of Butte County, California,

242-245.

er, George II., Ah-jih-lee-hah-neh a
ijo legend, 17S-183.

Philippine Folk-Tales, see Bayliss.

Plants, etc., in folk-lore and myth:
Acorn,

' angelica, 38; arrow-

imroot, 71;

b
1
nana, 46; boderush,

3"
; cherry, 150, 173; choke-

•ry, 18; clover, 323; cocoanut, 46, 47;
cork, 70; corn, 332, 340; cottonwood,

33 1 12, 3 1 ;. .; 14; dragon-tree, 70;
elder, 314; elecampane, 71; elm, 48, 295;

8a ' ird, 28, 29, 32, 332; holly,

:: Indian hemp (Apocynum cannabi-
num), 16; jimson-weed, 327; manzanita-

-

;; melon, 332; mesquite,

345; milfoil, 71; milkweed, 172, 314;
;; mushroom, 276, 309; onion,

r, 69;
pine, 100, no, 171. -;

: plum, 159,
174; radish, 71, 72; red haw, 157; red-

wood, 39; rosebud, 276; rye-grass, 294;
sage, 69, 290, 299, 302, 316, 317; sassa-

fras, 71, service-berry, 169; smoke-wood,
J 4> 157; spruce, 37, 42; sunflower, 21;

sweet-grass, 302, 313, 316; sweet-root,

3°4i 3i3' 3 l8 ; sycamore, 40; tea, 71;

tobacco, no, 229, 230; turnip, 71, 294;
weed, 279, 307; willow, 18, 274, 288, 296,

3 J 4> 338 -. 339> 343> 344! yarrow, 71;

yucca, 35, 231.

Record of American Indian Folk-Lore, 88-

94, 258-263, 366-375:

Algonkian, 88-90, 366, 367; Athabascan,

367, 369; California, 90-92; Chinookan,

92,93; Koluschan, 369, 370; Lutuamian,

93; Mission Indians, 370, 371; Missouri-

Saskatchewan area, 371, 372 ; Moquelum-
nan, 93; Muskogian, 372, 373; Natch-

ezan, 93, 94; Siouan, 94; North America,

258; Southeastern States, 373-375; Ta-

kelman, 375 ; Washoan, 258; Zunian, 258.

Central America, 258, 259; Costa Rica,

258, 259: West Indies, 260; St. Kittsand

Nevis, 260; South America, 260-263;

Bororoan, 260; Ecuador, 261-263; Ji-

varan, 263; myths and legends, 263.

Record of European Folk-Lore in America,

94-96, 267, 268:

Superstition (California), 94-96; Cana-

dian French, 267, 268; Cuba, 268; folk-

dances, 268.

Record of Negro Folk-Lore, 263-267:

Brazil, 263, 264; Cuba, 264, 265; Hayti,

265; Jamaica, 265-267; Surinam, 267.

Sapir, Edward, Luck-Stones among the

Yana, 42:

Shape and color-markings of stones, 42;

baskets for luck-stones, 42; transference

of magic power from luck-stones, 42.

Shaman, Some Aspects of the American,

see Dixon.

Sinclair, A. T., Gypsy and Oriental Musi-

cal Instruments, 205-221:

General sketch, 205-207; the tzimbal,

207-211 ; Pan's pipe, kobza, and vertical

flute, 211-215; the bagpipe, 215-220;

conclusion, 220, 221.

Sparkman, P. S., A Luiseno Tale, 35, 36:

Wonderful power of witchcraft possessed

by a Nahyam, 35 ;
goes to the home of the

Pavawut, 35; an inexhaustible supply of

drink and honey, 35, 36; warned by the

Pavawut not to divulge anything he has
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seen, 36; result of inability to withstand

importunities of his wife, 36.

Spenser, D. L., Notes on the Maidu Indians

of Butte County, California, 242-245

:

Meteors, 242, 243; Chamlakhu, 243;

rattlesnake, 243; miuku, 243; flint-work-

ing and arrows, 243; Buumo, 244, 245-

Spinden, Herbert J., Myths of the Nez

Perce Indians, I, i3"2 3 :

Introduction, 13; creation story, 13;

Iltswewitsix, the Kamiah monster, 14;

how the salmon got over the falls, 15 ;
the

log worm, 16; coyote and winter have a

war 17 ; coyote and the grizzly bear, 17.

18 ; covote and salmon, 18,19; Katstaino-

miots'or elbow-baby, 19-21; porcupine

and coyote, 21-23 ; up a creek, 23 ;
coyote

and fox, 23.

Spinden, Herbert J.,
Myths of the ^ez

Perce Indians, II, i49_I 58:

Yavakvaye, the girl who killed her own

brothers, 149-152 ; the grizzly bears, 152,

153; the beavers, 153. 154; bow the rabbit

gothis wife, 154, i55;the boy andthe ball,

155. i5 6 ;
Iwapnepatswitki, or Cry-be-

cause-he-had-no-Wife, 156,157; how the

Nez Perce obtained horses, 158.

Stefansson, V., Notes on the Theory and

Treatment of Diseases among the Mac-

kenzie River Eskimo, 43"45 :

Eskimo cure-all, 43 5 cause of disease, 43 i

scars, 43; headache and earache, 441

head eaten away by stone, 44 5
birth of

bov preferred to that of girl 44; child-

birth, 45; cooked food in sickness, 45-

Stewart, George W., Two Yokuts Tradi-

tions, 237-239:

The origin of fire, 237, 238; the turtle,

238, 239.

Test-Theme, the, in North American My-

thology, see Lowie.

Tozzer, Alfred M., A Note on Star-Lore

among the Navajos, 28-32 :

Celebration of the Night Chant, 28; sand

pictures, 28, 29, 32 !
general use of gourd

rattles, 28; gourd rattles carried by the

gods, 28; making of the rattle, 28; Gana-

skidi, 29; symbolism of stars on rattles,

20 ; identification of stars and constella-

tions with rattle decoration, 30; obser-

vation of primitive man, 3°. 3 2
5

star

maps, 31.

Wappo Myths, see Kroeber.

Waterman, Thomas, Diegueno Identifica-

tion of Color with the Cardinal Points,

40-42

:

Suggestion of color in songs for the Eagle

Dance, 40 ; distinction of color in east and

west, 41; color-concept for north and

south, 41 ; color system in medicine for

mourning rite, 41 ; blue and green not

distinguished, 41 ; black for setting sun,

42; white for rising sun, 42.

YYaxman, Samuel M., The Don Juan

Legend in Literature, 184-204:

Introduction, 184, 185; origin of name,

185-187; earliest literary forms of the

legend, 187-192; later rendering of the

legend, 192-195; Don Juan of the T%
teenth century, 195-202; bibliography of

Don Juan literature, 202-204; biblio-

graphy of critical works, 204.

Wilson, Charles Bundy, Notes on Folk-

Medicine, 68-73:

Black on folk-medicine, 68 ; source of the

remedies here given, 68; reverence for

medical booklet, 69; connection of heal-

ing with religion, 69; health, 69; nose-

bleed, 69; insanity caused by love, 7°;

homesickness, 71 5
melancholy, 7H

beauty, 71; diffidence, 71; deafness, 71;

whitlow, 72; rheumatism, 72.

Wiyot Folk-Lore, see Kroeber.

Woosley, David J.,
Cahuilla Tales, 239.

240: . .

The shooting star, 239 5 a visit to the sun,

239, 240. .

Wright, Arthur, An Athabascan Tradition

from Alaska, 33, 34:

Journev of two brothers, 33; float down

stream'on cake of ice, 33; kill a porcupine

for food, 33; come to village where there

are no young men, 33! older brother

killed in a test of marksmanship, 33,

younger brother starts to return, and

overcomes monsters of which he has

been warned, 33- 34! supernatural helper,

34- carried home bv an ermine, 34; ^n >'

the ermine has white around its neck,

34-

Yana, Luck-Stones among the, see Sapir.

Yokuts, Two -Traditions, see Stewart.

Yuma, Account of Origins, see Harring-

ton.
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